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THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY,

POLITE LITERATURE AND ANTIQUITIES.

PAPEES READ BEFORE THE ACADEMY.

I.—Ox a Block Book rx the Lebeaey of Teenity College, Dublin.
By the Rev. B. Dickson, D. D., E. T. C. D. [Abstract.]

[Read January 10th 1870.]

THERE exists in the Library of Trinity College a fragment of an early

printed block book, entitled " Ars moriendi." It is bound up with
a US. on vellum of the Commentaries of Michael Ephesius upon some
books of Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics; and although entered in

the printed catalogue of MSS., published in 1688, yet escaped notice

until lately. The only perfect copy of this scarce publication is stated

to be in the "^Veigel collection in Leipsic ; and a photographic fac-simile

having been recently published, the portions of the Trinity College

copy which remain can be proved to be parts of the same edition.

The following description of the Leipsic copy, wbich is stated to be
unique, has been given by T. 0. "Weigel :

—

" The edition consists of 12 sheets sm. folio, printed upon one side

only, thus making up 24 leaves ; the paper is thick and stout, and has

the watermark of the head of an ox, with staff and cross, and of an
anchor. The printing was effected by rubbing ; and the delineations

are of a brownish colour, and in certain parts are somewhat pale.

There are no signatures, but where the sheets are folded a dark per-

pendicular lide shows that the leaves which face each other were taken

off from a single block. The writing is in the so-called Monkish
character, and is for the most part skilfully carved. There is no in-

dication of the author, the place of printing, or the date. As regards

the origin of this masterwork of xylographic printing, the idea seems

R. I. A. FROC.—VOL. I., SER. II., POL. LIT. AXD AN'TIQ. B
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undoubtedly to have issued from Cologne. The schools of Cologne,

it is true, retained their original characters up to the second quarter
of the 15th century; but from this date the influence of Flemish art

made itself felt, especially about the year 1488. and particularly dis-

tinguishes the works of art in which the Flemish and Cologne style

are blended. Of this union the excellent copy of the 'Arsmoriendi,'
in my collection affords a proof. Horeover it was discovered in

Cologne, and was obtained from a private owner."
The fragment in Trinity College consists of leaves 1-6 and 13-15,

so that only nine remain out of twenty-four. On the reverse of the first,

there is the following note in the handwriting of Archbishop TJssher,

to whose collection it belongs.
" Scripserunt de arte moriencli Thomas Stubbes Anglus et Domini-

canus qui claruisse fertur anno 1350. Bicardus Tracy de Todyngton
in comitatu Glocestriae Armiger in D. Augustini operibus a juventute
excellenter versatus."

"The Arsmoriendi" was translated into English, and printed by
William Caxton.

II.—Accorxr of Two Antiquities pbesexted to the Acaue:uy. By
W. F. De Visiles Eaxe.

[Read February 11, 1870.]

I have much pleasure in submitting to the Academy the foHowing
particulars relative to the two antiquities recently presented by
Dr. Stokes, for me, to the Huseum.

One is a Stone Celt of unusual size and interest ; the other a

curious "Wooden Bowl, standing on five supports, all caiwed out of a

single piece of wood.
Both were found in the county of llonaghan, and in a locality

about three miles from ISewbliss.

The Celt I procured from a farmer living on the townland of Cam,
who found it some years since in the bog at the foot of his farm. A
smaller Celt was dug up at the same time with this one, but has been

lost since. The small bog in which these were found is nearly cut

out, so that I was not able to determine the depth at which these were
buried.

The townland of Cam is distinguished by its having a group of

megalithic sepulchral chambers (caHed by the peasantry " Giants'

graves") on its summit ; but I have not been able to ascertain that

these celts were found connected with any structure, but merely im-

bedded in the peat.

Theone now presented to the Academy measures 14^ inches in length,

and is of a material unusually hard, so that it has preserved upon its

surface traces of the method employed in its manufacture, in a number
of small scratches running transversely to the length of the stone.
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This would seem to indicate that grinding, or friction of some sort,

was used to give it its present shape.

The material of which it is made seems to he a highly siliceous

felstone ; it is slightly brittle, and is fusible by the blowpipe.

The other curiosity which I have the pleasure of presenting is, I
believe, unique as to its form and material in the Academy's Museum.

The chief interest, however, which attaches to it, is the extreme
antiquity which the situation in which it was found seems to show.

I procured this curious wooden relic from the wife of the man who
found it; and I visited the locality in person, and was pointed out the

exact spot in which it was discovered by an eye witness of its dis-

covery.

The bog of Lackleveragh (a corrupted form of Leckleavanat, " the

flagstone of Leavanat") is situate not far from the townland of Cam,
near Newbliss, county of Monaghan, and contains at about the depth of

twelve feet from the surface a strata of tree roots and stumps which
stand "in situ" as they once grew.

Beneath one of these tree roots the bowl in question was dug out
by a labourer who was cutting turf.

The depth from the surface at which it was found was about
fifteen feet, as far as I could judge.

The root under which it lay must have belonged to a very large

tree, whose age, judging from the girth of the stump, cannot have been
less than fifty years ; which in its turn, as I have said before, was sur-

mounted by twelve feet of peat.

The periphery of the bowl, when first discovered, was quite circular,

and its surface, internal as well as external, quite free from cracks or

scratches, so that it appeared to the finders to have been polished.

Its diameter from lip to lip must have been then about 9^ inches,

and its internal depth about 4^ inches.

Unfortunately, having been placed for two or three years beside the

fire of a cabin as a cradle for the cat, it became warped into its present

shape and appearance.

It appears to have been carved with considerable skill out of a

block of root oak or yew. Bowls made of oak have been at different

times found in Great Britain buried at considerable depths. In the

"Journal of the Boyal Archeelogical Institute" (No. 100, p. 297, 1868)
mention is made of oaken bowls found in a bog near Tavistock, in

England.

There is a curious reference to vessels made of yew in an old Irish

tract called "Suidiugad Tellaigh Temrach" (the establishment of the

House of Tara), which speaks of utensils formed out of a yew tree

which Fintan (the Irish Noah) had himself planted, and carved into

vessels of which an interesting list is given.
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III.

—

Ok an Ogham Inscribed Stone, at Kiltera, Co. Waterfqrx>-

By Bichard Bolt Beash, M. B. I. A.—(Plate I.)

[Read February 14, 1870.]

The inscribed stone which forms the subject of the present communi-
cation stands on the townland of Dromore, Drom-mor, i. e. the Great
Bidge, in the parish ofAgiish, and about one mile south of Villiarstown,

county of Waterford. The locality will be found on sheet No. 29 of

the Ordnance Survey of that county. A farm road leads southwards
from the bridge of Aughaclaren, until it meets the Grooish stream, a

tributary of the Blackwater, which the visitor crosses by stepping

stones ; about forty yards down the opposite bank is a stile over the

fence, leading to a field on the farm of Mr. John Keating. In this

field are the remains of a Cilleen, consisting of a portion of the circular

fence, and a raised circular area, which gives some idea of the extent

it originally occupied. Close to the existing portion of this ancient

fence are three stones, two ofthem standing on edge, and nearly parallel,

being deeply sunk in the ground ; the third, which is inscribed on two
corners of the same face, stands at right angles to the others, as shown
on the ground plan, Plate I., fig. 2.

The parallel stones look as if they formed part of a Cistvaen : one

of them is a slab of the old red sandstone, about seven inches thick

;

the other, of hard clay slate, six inches thick ; an aged thorn tree over-

shadows the group. When I visited this spot, on June 17th, 1869,

I found much difficulty in ascertaining the precise locale of the Ogham,
owing to defective information. I have, therefore, been particular in

placing on record its exact situation, so that future pilgrims will find

no difficulty in visiting the site.

The inscribed stone (Plate I., figs. 1 and 2, a), is a slab of hard, close-

grained clay slate, standing two feet eight inches above the present level

of ground, and having some ogham scores on two angles of the same face
;

upon close examination, it appeared to me that the characters went be-

low the present surface of the killeen ; I therefore procured the assis-

tance of a labourer, with a spade, and commenced clearing away the earth

at the bottom of the stone. This we found a work of some difficulty, as

the ground was firmly compacted, and all around the stone wedged with
flat spawls, set on edge, and rammed down quite tight ; it took us a

full hour of hard work to get at the bottom of the monument. "We
were, however, encouraged to persevere by finding, as we went down,
that we uncovered additional scores. When we had gotten about six

inches below the surface, I found we had uncovered four letters, which,

in their combination, appeared to me to be the termination of a proper

name, " Collabot,"—which I had seen before—to which I shall refer

by-and-by. I found the dimensions of the stone to be as follows :

—
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length, four feet ten inches ; breadth at the centre, one foot nine inches
;

and average thickness, five inches. The inscription on the left angle

commenced at eight inches from the bottom, and terminated close to

the top ; the angle is much worn and disintegrated, and requires much
care in tracing. The characters which are below the surface are the
best preserved. I went over the letters several times with great care,

and fully satisfied myself as to the correctness of my copy, which is as

follows :

—

ULU h ri I . i
|

ai M/m "''
ii icz>H-jr-M //

COLLABOTMU CO I LO

The above presents us with a name to be found on two other monu-
ments, " Collabot." They were originally taken from the crypt of an

erased rath on the townland of Laharan, and parish of Kilbonane,

county of Kerry ; and were used as lintels over a door and window
ope, in a peasant's cabin on the same townland. They are now in

the possession of Lord Dunraven, and may be seen in the grounds at

Adare Manor. On one of these stones the form of the name is

" Collabot ;" in the inscription it occupies the place of the patronymic.

On the other, it presents us with the name of the individual commemo-
rated, in the form of Collabotas. On both of the above stones the name is

perfectly distinct, as well as that at Kiltera, so that there can be no

mistake about the forms of this name which I have given. The
suffix as, in the last form, appears to be the genitive termination. I

have met with it as such in several inscriptions.

Graedhelic names, with the prefix Colla and Col, are frequently met
with as the "Three Collas :" Colla-uais, Colla-mean, Colla da Chrioch,

a. d. 315 to 331 ;
Colla Mac Barith, Lord of Limerick, a. d. 922 ; and

Colla, Abbot of Scattery, who died a. d. 994. "We have also such

names as Colcenn, Colbrenn, Colann, &c. Following the name of the

deceased, we have the word Mucoi, so frequently found in ogham in-

scriptions—in some instances forming a proper name, in others indi-

cating an occupation. Mucoi is evidently the ogham form of Mucaiclhe,

a swineherd.

The letter I in the word Mucoi is injured, there being a small flake

off the angle of the stone, which has carried away two of the vowel

marks. I am not certain as to the values of the characters I have

marked, LO, as, from the damaged state of the angle, both characters

may have had originally a greater number of scores ; after the fifteenth

character there is a space with traces of letters, but nothing reliable
;

on the corner of the top angle is a half-defaced C, which I have shown
by dots; it is, therefore, quite evident that we have here an imperfect

inscription, a considerable portion of which is lost. The right-hand

angle is much more damaged than the left, and the characters more

illegible.
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The legend commences at twelve inches from the bottom with the
word Haqi extended to the top, and partially on the head, as follows :

—

r/- X im mi inn

The first, second, and third letters are quite distinct, excepting one
score of the Q,, which is faint ; the I is also imperfect, owing to the

damaged state of the angle ; we have the X character between two
vowels, suggesting some donbt as to the value assigned to this charac-

ter in the " Book of Eallymote"— namely, the diphthong EA. The Q,

is on the top front angle ; the rest of the letters are illegible.

There is no Christian symbol on this stone, neither is it held in any
reverence by the peasantry, as far as I could ascertain. It had evidently

been refixed at some remote period, as the scores on the concealed part

were fresher and more legible than those exposed, which latter ap-

peared to have suffered much more from violence than exposure to the

weather. Prom this concealment of so considerable a portion of the

inscription, it is also evident that it was placed in its present position

by those unacquainted with the nature of the characters ; it was also

fixed with great care and labour, very probably as a memorial to some
person, long subsequent to its original appropriation. Here there is

no trace of a church, either in memory or tradition. Mr. Keating,

Jun., informed me that he remembered the fence round the cilleen

complete ; and that there were a number of long stones standing about

it, which were broken up, and built into the field walls, and otherwise

disposed of ; the fence had been levelled by his father. He informed

me that it had been always called Cilltera, and that the farm is also

named from the cilleen ; also, that the stones I have been describing

were there as long as the oldest inhabitant can remember, and that a

man aged eighty years had informed his father, that they had been in

the same place since he was a boy. The ogham marks on the upper
part of the stone were first noticed by Mr. Edward Fitzgerald, of

Youghal, in May, 1861. Kiltera was subsequently visited by Mr.
Windele, of Cork. The only copy of the inscription I have seen was
by the latter gentleman, and was very defective, consisting of only

three letters of the left angle, and two of the right ; this was owing
principally, I believe, to his not having excavated at the bottom of

the stone, and, therefore, not being cognizant of the concealed letters.

As far as I have been able to ascertain, I believe that mine was the

first complete copy ever taken ; being convinced from the statements

made by Mr. Keating, as well as from the difficulty I experienced in

opening the ground, it had never been disturbed. Its interest con-

sists in the confirmatory evidence it affords of the identification of two
names found on other monuments, in a locality far remote ; in its being

found in close connexion with what was evidently a kistvaen, and
within the fence of a cemetery of the pagan age. Kiltera is probably
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from Ceal Teora, "The burial ground of the boundary," from Teor,
s. k., a land-mark, a boundary; " or "Teora, s. in., a border, limit boun-
dary."

It is probable that in remote times the River Gooish formed a

division of territories in this district ; and the ancient cemetery, being
close to its banks, may have been so named from its position.

IV.

—

The Missixg Book of Cloxexa&h. By Rev. Jobcnt O'Haklon-,
M. R. I. A.

[Read April 11, 1870.]

Aitoxg the missing or lost books of ancient Erinn, the "Book of Cluain
Eidhneach," in Leix, is specially enumerated.* According to a state-

ment made by Professor Eugene 0' Curry, undoubtedly the Book of

Clonenagh, with many other missing and valuable Irish works, was
extant in 1630. In his preface to the " General History of Ireland,"

by Dr. Jeoffry Keating, this author states that the Book of Fionntan
a Laogliis was among the records of first importance which survived to

his time.f It is also one of the works which he has often quoted, and a

copy of which probably had been in his possession. £ At least, he appears
to have had some extracts from it, for he alludes to it as, "Leabap
Chluana h-Gi&neac pionncain, i Laoigip," " The Book of Clonenagh
of Eintan in Leix."§ Clonenagh is situated near lloimtrath, in the
Queen's County. The inscription over Tybrud old church, which had
been founded by the Priests, Eugenius Duhy and Jeoffry Keating, D. D.,

bears date A. D. 1644. At that time its founders were dead, and had
beenburiedin the adjoining churchyard.

||
"Whatbecame of Dr. Keating's

own books or MSS. we have no means left for ascertaining.

The latest record I have been able to obtain regarding the ex-

istence of Clonenagh Alonastery dates back to the eleventh century. If

For several generations since that time it appears to have been de-

serted, and to have become a ruin. As in many similar instances, it

may have happened, that various sacred relics and books belonging to

its religious community passed into the hands of laics; especially " The
Book of Clonenagh, " one of its most prized literary treasures, pro-

* See Professor O'Curry's "Lectures on the Manuscript Materials ofAncient Irish

History," Lect. i., p. 21.

t See Dermod O'Connor's Translation, pp. 52, 53, Duffy's edition of 1841.

j Mr. O'Mahony, in his Edition of Keating's History of Ireland, bearing the Irish

title,
uForas Feasa ar Eirinn Do reir an Athar Seathrun Getting Ollamh reDiadhachta,''

says, in a note to the preface, " ' The Hook of Cluain Aidneeh Fintan,' i. e. ' the Book
of Clonenagh,' a monastery near Mountrath, in the Queen's County, erected by St.

Fintan. Keating elsewhere calls this the Annals of Cluain Eidhnech. This manu-
script, which was one of great importance, is now unknown, p. lxii. n (118)

§ See O'Donovan's Introduction to the " Book of Bights" and pp. xxv to xxvii,

and note (ra), ibid.

|| See " Life of Jeoffry Keating," prefixed to his History.

•j See Archdall's " Monasticon Hibernicum," p. 593.
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bably became the property of some comorb or impropriator. From
what sball be stated subsequently, it seems not unlikely that it had
been kept by a family, living on the tribe lands of Leix, for several

generations. It is probable this family resided in or near Clonenagh,
and its members were known as the Crosbies, or Crossans. The family

of Glandore sprang from this Leinster race of bards ; for the Crossans,

according to Dr. O'Donovan, were poets, whose principal office was to

compose funeral dirges or chieftains' panegyrics. More frequently,

however, they degenerated into satirists, like the modern keeners.*

Maoan-Crossan was the bard or rhymer of the O'Moores during
the sixteenth century. In a tract, contained in the State Paper Office,

and which bears date July 3, 1600, we are told that one Patrick

Crosby, or Crossan, a mere Irishman by birth, and unsound in body
and mind, was the son of a bard, dependent on the Chiefs of Leix.

This man had been an underling or a spy in the interests of Govern-
ment officials at Dublin Castle, f and he often procured patents of

pardon for such of the Irish as applied to him.| He was even in the

habit of passing patents which were designedly defective. Having
become a deputy to Sir Geoffrey Penton, the Surveyor-General, he
surveyed forfeited estates in a corrupt and fraudulent manner, and at

estimates considerably under their real value. On one occasion he
made out a pretended title for the Queen to forty parcels of land, to a

part of which he afterwards obtained a patent for himself. Sir George
Carey, or Carew, wrote a letter of recommendation to Cecil in favour

of Patrick Crosby. This letter, which bears date May 2, 1601, de-

clares Crosby to have been greatly hated by the Irish, and owing to

that reason, he was continually engaged in devising means for their

overthrow. This unprincipled man was a chief agent for effecting the

removal of the seven native septs of Leix to Kerry ; and as a reward
for these and such like services, he obtained large grants of land in

* See Rev. James Graves and John G. Augustus Prim's "History Architecture,

and Antiquities ofthe Cathedral Church of St. Co-nice, Kilkenny," sect, i., chap, i, n (b),

p. 10.

f See a letter froni Lord Deputy Fitz-Williani to the Lord Treasurer Burleigh,

and dated Dublin, June 18th, 1591, in the P. S. to which these words occur :
" Stand,

good Lord, to Patrick Crosby, of whose service this Council have no little want." See

p. 56, " Calendar of the Carew Manuscripts preserved in the Archiepiscopal Library at

Lambeth," 1589-1600. Edited by J. S. Brewer, M. A. and William Bullen, Esq. Lon-
don : 1869. In a letter from the Court, written by Sir Robert Cecil to Sir George
Carew, and dated September 24th, 1600, he says :

" I have been a means to recom-
mend the brother of Patrick Crosby to be Bishop of Kerry, who is one, you know
that deserveth favour. They say he is another manner ofman than Sir Walter Raw-
leigh's last silly priest." See p. 447, ibid. Again, we may readily infer on what se-

cret service Patrick Crosby had been sent, in a letter from same to same, and en-

dorsed: "Received 18 October, 1600."

X The nature of those secret services required from him is partially revealed in that

excellent biographical work by Daniel Mac Carthy (Glas), "The Life and Letters of
Florence Mac Carthy Reagh, Tanist of Carbury, Mac Carthy Mor," &c. chap., xiv., pp.

317, 324, 327 ; chap, xv., pp. 339, 356, 357; chap, xvi., p. 387 ; chap, xix., pp. 494,

495.
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Kerry and in other parts of the country. The aged Earl of Ormonde,
in a letter to Sir Robert Cecil, and which is dated December 2, 1601,
remarks that Crosby's real surname was Mac-y-Crossane, and that his

ancestor had been chief rhymer to the O'Moores and O'Connors. This
corrupt individual crept into rank and importance, like many of the
renegade Irish, who were employed about that period in low official

situations, as interpreters, spies, and informers. He received the title

of Sir Patrick Crosby*
Ballyfin originally formed a part of the demesne lands belonging

to the O'Moores, Chieftains of Leix.f In Queen Elizabeth's time this

estate is said to have been granted, for services rendered her, to Patrick

Crosbie, Esq.| His great-grandson, Sir John Crosbie, Bart., espoused
the Eoyal cause of Charles I., and he was attainted afterwards by Act
of Parliament. Although King Charles II. became, entitled to his

great estate in 1663, this attainder was never reversed. Ballyfin was
granted after the Restoration to Periam Pole, Esq., who was a brother

to Sir John, and second son of Sir William Pole, of Shute, in Devon-
shire. The Castle of Ballyfin, erected by the Crosbies, had been pulled

down by this grantee, who erected a more modern house on its site.

This latter mansion was destroyed by fire, probably towards the close

of the seventeenth or the beginning of the eighteenth century. His
son afterwards rebuilt it. We are informed that John Crosbie, a

bishop of Ardfert, § well versed in the Irish language, was the first in-

habitant of Ballyfin, and that he thus named the locality.
||

The writer of this paper is strongly induced to believe, that the
"Book of Clonenagh," and other relics belonging to its monastery, had
been in the possession of the Crosbies, or Crossans. In any case it would
appear, through some means, those objects subsequently passed into the
keeping of the Pole family. The grounds on which such an opinion

has been formed must now be related. It is probable, that the old-

est extant copy of the "Book of Clonenagh," if not the original, was the

MS. preserved at Ballyfin. Eor various reasons, it is not likely to have
been the copy used by Dr. Keating while compiling his Irish History.

But hitherto neither one nor the other has been recovered ; and how
important the "Book of Clonenagh" must prove for the elucidation of

* See Aenghus O'Daly's "Tribes of Ireland," edited by John O'Donovan, LL.D.,
M.E.I. A, Introduction to the Poem pp. 24, 25.

f In the "Anthologia Sibei-inca," for July 1794, vol. iv., there is a copperplate en-

graving and view of Ballyfin House, as it appeared at that date, and accompanying
it follows, "A Description of Ballyfin, the seat of the Honourable William "Wesley

Pole, Esqr. " See pp. 1, 2.

+ From an Inquisition taken at Maryborough in the reign of James I. ; and on
the 10th of August 1616, certain possessions were granted also to Patrick Crosbie

and to his heirs. This grantee was probably identical with him named in the text.

See "Inguisitionum Cancellariae Ribernia Repertorium," vol. i. ; "Lagoiice Com. Re-
gina," No. 5.

§ See notices of him in Harris's Ware, vol. i. ;
" Bishops of Ardfert" p. 523.

||
See "Anthologia Hibemica'" for July, 1794, vol. iv., p. 2.

R. I. A. I'ROC.—VOL. I., SER. II.. POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ.
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past events may be gleaned from Dr. Keating' s quotations, and front

what shall be mentioned in the sequel.

About the beginning of the year 1869, Mr. John B. Bray, then clerk

in the Hibernian Bank, Castle-street, Dublin, and at present in the

chief branch of that institution, Dame-street, called upon the writer,

and stated he was in possession of traditional information, which should

be communicated, he thought, through some agency to those who felt

a special interest in rescuing the remains of our Irish literature from
oblivion. He declared, that several years ago, while visiting the

ruins of Clonenagh, near Mountrath, in company with his father,

Mr. Martin Bray, of the latter town, their conversation having turned
naturally on St. Fintan and the old ruined monastery, his father

told him about a remarkable and curious old vellum MS., which
was written in quaint ancient characters—supposed to have been
Irish—but which no person knew how to read, although most of

the leaves were perfectly legible. This was called "The Book of

St. Fintan," and it formerly belonged to the Monks of Clone-

nagh. It was said to have been written by St. Fintan. Mr. Martin
Bray's father—who also bore the name of Martin, and who died

about 1 844, at the age of ninety years—saw this ancient book in the

library of Ballyfin House, not far from Clonenagh, some time about

the commencement of the present century. At that period, the house
and estates of Ballyfin belonged to the Right Hon. William "Wellesley

Pole, afterwards Lord Maryborough and Earl of Mornington, who was
born at Dangan Castle, in the county of Meath, A. D. 1760 ; and who
died at Grosvenor-square, London, on the 22nd of February, 1845.*

Mr. John B. Bray heard his father state, likewise, that the crozier

of St. Fintan, with many other relics, said to have belonged formerly

to the old churches of Clonenagh and Cromogue—both within a

mile of each other—had been kept subsequently at Ballyfin House ; but
these had perished in a fire which there broke out, and they are now
irrecoverably lost.

Immediately after the foregoing communication had been made to

the writer, he mentioned it to several members of the Academy, and,

among others, to the late Rev. Dr. James Henthorne Todd, who advised

him to communicate with General Dunne, of Brittas House, who lived

not far from Ballyfin. I wrote also to the Rev. Dr. "William Reeves
on the subject; and in a reply, he observed that the disinterment of

the " Book of Clonenagh" should be regarded as a memorable event,

as we might be able to learn something more concerning '

' that

mysterious council, the Synod of Rathbreasail, and its place of

meeting."! Lieutenant-General Dunne stated, in reply to my first

* See a biographical sketch of this nobleman in the " Gentleman's Magazine"
for April, 1845.

t The exact locality where this ancient synod had been held is not yet known.
In the fourth series of " Notes and Queries," vol. iv., at the months of August and
December, 1869, pp. 184, 523, references are made to the opinions of our Irish An-
tiquaries on this subject.
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letter, that from his earliest days he had a perfect knowledge of the
contents of Ballyfin library, to which he had constant access ; nor
did he ever recollect the late Sir Charles Henry Coote, Bart., with
whom he had been intimate, make any mention of the old MS. in

question. This, however, did not prevent his further searching in-

quiries ; and he subsequently informed me, that he felt certain the
ancient " Book of Clonenagh" had never been in the Coote library,

the books of which had been purchased or procured by the late and
present Baronet at various times.

Meantime the Bev. James Graves, to whom I had also written,

entered into correspondence with General Dunne, and regularly com-
municated to me the results of local inquiries prosecuted. General
Dunne, likewise, forwarded several letters to me on the matter ; and in

one of these, dated March 4th, 1869, an important fact was elicited,

viz., that he was present at the only * e which took place in his own
time at Ballyfin House, but that no book was then burned. The
Bev.Mr. Graves thinks this fire occurred about twenty years back ; and
hence, we may reasonably infer, the " Book of Clonenagh" could not

have been destroyed by it. The other relics of St. Eintan—tradition-

ally said to have perished by fire—must have been lost in one already

noticed, and which broke out there in the latter part of the seven-

teenth or in the beginning of the eighteenth century.

The late Baronet, Sir Charles Henry Coote, was purchaser of the

extensive Ballyfin estates from the Earl of Mornington, who died in

1845. I wrote to his son and successor, the present Sir Charles

Henry Coote ; and in answer he stated, that he did not think the MS.
sought for could then have been at Ballyfin, nor did he even recollect

hearing of an old MS. called the " Book of Clonenagh" having been in

its library. He kindly promised, furthermore, that search should be
made for it ; and if such a relic were discovered, he said I might rest

assured he would not fail to forward information regarding it.

It seems not at all likely that Lord Mornington sold his books at

Ballyfin to the late Sir Charles Coote, when parting with the estate.

If he did, a bill of sale may possibly exist among the Coote family

papers. At this distant time, although local inquiries have been pro-

secuted, the writer has not been able to ascertain if any former resi-

dents or servants are now living, and who might furnish information

respecting a sale of Lord Mornington' s effects by auction on the pre-

mises. The probability, however, is, that his books had been removed
to the place of his subsequent residence, and that they remained in his

possession to the time of his decease, in 1845. A London bookseller's

or auctioneer's catalogue might furnish the most authentic clue, while

prosecuting further inquiries, in the course of our search for the miss-

ing " Book of Clonenagh."

The third Lord Mornington was succeeded by his son, known aa

William Pole Tilney Long "Wellesley, the fourth Earl of Mornington.

If this nobleman were the inheritor of that valuable MS., "The Book
of Clonenagh," it was almost certain to have been sold during his life-
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time ; for he died in Thayer-street, Manchester-square, London, on the

1st ofJuly, 1857.* His only surviving son, the last Earl ofMornington,

succeeded him, and died at Paris, on the 25th of July, 1863. He left

an only sister, Lady Victoria Long "Wellesley, to whom the remainder
of her mother's—Miss Tilney Long's—property, once of great value,

descended.f To His Grace the Duke of Wellington, as nearly

related, and immediately representing the extinct branch of his

family, the writer was induced, on recommendation of Sir Bernard
Burke, "Ulster King-at-Arms, to address a letter of inquiry about the
" Book of Clonenagh." His Grace promptly replied, by stating he
was not in possession of anything belonging to the former Lord Mor-
nington ; and he promised to inquire if Lord Cowley had any means for

discovering what became of the books in the Pole Library. This pro-

mise His Grace courteously and obligingly fulfilled, by communicating
in a note, dated from London, February 9th, 1870, that Lord Cowley
knew nothing whatever about these books ; but he gave it as his own
opinion that, after the father's death, Lord Mornington, who married

Miss Long, probably sold his library. It is therefore to be regretted

that our search for the missing "Book of Clonenagh" should have
hitherto proved so barren in results ; but by placing the preceding

facts before the members of the Academy, I venture to express a

hope that inquiries may yet be earnestly prosecuted. It would be
difficult indeed to suppose that such a remarkably curious MS.
could have been wholly lost or destroyed.

From the foregoing statements the writer is of opinion that it may
safely be assumed the " Book of Clonenagh" must have been in Ballyfin

library about the beginning of this present century, and it is probable

that it had been removed therefrom when the Pole family ceased to be
proprietors of the house and estates. The catalogues of various public

libraries have been examined for the discovery of the valuable MS. in

question, yet in vain ; however, it is still possible, some private collec-

tion may include this ancient codex. If, from the clue already afforded,

some gentleman, having more time at his command, and better op-

portunities for the prosecution of this inquiry than the writer, be
enabled to recover the old " Book of Clonenagh," it should become a

matter for special gratification and interest to all Irish antiquaries and
students of our past history.

* Further particulars regarding hira may be obtained by consulting the " Gentle-

man's Magazine " for August, 1 857.

t Seethe " Gentleman's Magazine" for September, 1863.
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Y.

—

Note on the Eev. John O'Hanxon's Paper—" On the Misslng

Book of Clonenagh." By Daniel ~F. Dowling.

[Read June 27, 1870.]

During the latter part of the last century, and the beginning of the

present, there resided at Ballynn House, in the Queen's County, a

member of the "Pole" family, popularly known by the title of Lord
Maryborough. During this period, the now missing manuscript, called

the " Book of Clonenagh," was seen in the library of Ballynn House
by a man named Martin Bray, of Mountrath, who died about the year

1844, aged 90 years.

Mr. Bray was a member of a corps of volunteers called'the "Ballynn
Cavalry," raised and commanded, in 1782, by Lord Maryborough, and,

therefore, could have had access to, and an opportunity of seeing, it in

the library of Ballyfin House. Since Bray saw the manuscript it has

been missing.

There is a story current amongst, and popularly believed in by, the

parishioners of Clonenagh, and to the following effect, viz. :—That a

clergyman of the Established Church, named Valentine Griffith, found
the book whilst some of the old walls of Clonenagh monastery were
being removed by and under his directions about sixty years ago ; and
that, at his death, which happened about 1825, the book passed into

the hands of a medical doctor, named Robert Knaggs, of Mountrath,
who was his son-in-law, and was appointed by him as his sole executor

and legatee.

This story of the finding of the book cannot, however, be true, as

Keating, in the preface to his History, written about 250 years ago,

refers to the "Book of Clonenagh" as being then in existence, although

he seems to have had no access to, or profited by, its contents. I be-

lieve, however, the book to have been in the possession of the Pev.

Mr. Griffith, and to have afterwards passed into the hands of his son-in-

law, Pobert Knaggs, and adduce the following reasons in support of

such belief.

Between the years 1782 and 1813 the above-named reverend gentle-

man officiated as chaplain to Lord Maryborough—through whose in-

fluencehe appears to havebeen appointed perpetual curate ofthe parish

—

and during that time was on the most intimate terms with him. Such
being the case, it is but reasonable to suppose that Lord Maryborough
presented the manuscript to the reverend gentleman, solely on account

of its being connected with the parish of Clonenagh.

Again, about thirty years ago there lived, as servant, with the above-

named Robert Knaggs, a woman named Margaret Russell, since deceased.

I have had from an intimate friend of hers the following statement, as

she gave it at that time to my informant :
— " That she (Margaret Rus-

sell) often opened the ' Book of Clonenagh' but could not read it. as
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'twas written in a strange language." This is strong evidence of the

existence of some snch book thirty years ago, and that it was in the

possession of the before-mentioned Robert Knaggs. I make no hesita-

tion in stating that it is still in the keeping of that gentleman, who is

still alive, and resides near Melbourne, Australia, where, in conjunction

with his son, James, he is extensively engaged in sheep farming, and
whither he emigrated with his family in the year 1852.

I have made inquiries from upwards of twenty persons who reside

in and around Ballyfin, some of whom have done duty as yeomen pre-

vious to, during, and after the year 1798, under Lord Maryborough.
They one and all say that the book was in the possession of the Rev.
Mr. Griffith, and afterwards in the possession of Robert Knaggs, his

son-in-law and executor.

It maybe supposed that the son of Lord Maryboro', named William
Pole Wellesley Pole Long, disposed of the book ; but, from all inquiries

which I have made respecting it, such has not been the case, as it was
Lord Maryborough in person who executed a deed of sale, to the late Sir

Charles Coote, of Ballyfin House and demesne, and also handed over to

him, at a private valuation, all goods and chattels appertaining thereto.

Indeed, one old gentleman has stated to me that the book passed into

the late Sir Charles Coote' s hands on that occasion. There is an iron

safe at Ballyfin House, said to contain old manuscripts. I believe

that it contains the originals of the "Coote Survey," together with
other and older documents. Could the " Book of Clonenagh" be
among them ? At all events, unless presented to the Rev. Mr.
Griffith, as above suggested, the book, if ever at Ballyfin, was not sold

away from it, as there was not, during the time of Lord Maryborough
or in that of his son, any public auction or sale whatever holden at

Ballyfin.

My chief reason for laying this note before the Academy is, that

the party herein named may be corresponded with ; for I believe that

the manuscript, in which is said to be recorded so much appertaining

to Irish history, although now missing, is not lost.

YI.

—

Observations on some Sepulchral Urns and Burial Monuments
in the County Tyrone, with Remarks on the trite Site oe the
Battle of Knockavoe. By George Sigerson, M. D., Ch. M., &c.

—

(Plate II.)

[Read April 11, 1870.]

The mountain valley of Glenmornan, within whose borders the objects

to be described were discovered, is situated in the parish of Leck-
patrick, and barony of Lower Strabane. The River Poyle runs almost

directly northwards to' Deny, from Strabane, a course of about fourteen

miles English. Some two miles and a-half to the north of Strabane, a

mountain stream falls into it from the right ; and tracing this in an

eastern direction to its source among the mountains, we pass through
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Gleninornan, and arrive at Moorlough. This lake is interesting, both
physically and historically. The map of the Ordnance Survey shows
that in 1834 it was a lake with two outlets—one current feeding the

Glenmornan river, already mentioned, the other supplying the Burn-
dennet, a larger stream, which, taking a more northerly sweep, enters

the Foyle, a short distance beyond the former. For a considerable

time Moorlough has only had one outlet, that supplying the Glen-

mornan river. About ten years ago, however, it developed again into

a lake with two outlets, by practising a perforation in its gravelly

shore. On inspecting this, I saw a considerable runnel disappearing into

a subterranean channel ; and, although this was apparently obliquely

directed towards a little glen hard by, it could not be ascertained that

the lost water came to the surface anywhere in the vicinity. The
millowners on the Glenmornan river had this singular outlet banked
up ; it lay on the side of the lake opposite to the present outlet.

From near Moorlough begins a short range of mountains, which
bounds Glenmornan along its southern border. The principal moun-
tains are, Owenreagh, Evish, Holy Hill, and Knockavoe. The last-

named historical height overlooks Strabane, and may be said to sepa-

rate that town from the glen in question, which lies almost at its foot,

towards the north-east. These things I mention, because I believe

that this glen—altogether retired, and unknown to fame—is of histori-

cal interest, having been a main passage into the heart of Tyrone,

from the north-west. It has become evident to my mind that the so-

called Battle of EJaock-a-voe was not fought upon that hill, but at

the head of this Glenmornan, in the neighbourhood of Moorlough.

"We find in the " Annals of the Four Masters," a. d. 1522, the

statement that "O'Neill pitched his camp at Cnoc Buidb, at Loch
Monann." Dr. O'Donovan, in. a note to this word, adds that this was
the name of a lough near the foot of Knockavoe. He also says :

—" In
a memorandum in the 'Book of Ballymote' (fol. 180, col. a), which
memorandum was evidently written immediately after this period,

this battle is called TTIai&m loca TTlonann, i. e. the Breach of

Lough Monann."
Now, there is no lough in the immediate neighbourhood of Knock -

avoe, that I can discover, except Moorlough ; and this name may be

taken as one of those common imperfect translations of Gaedhelic names.

Not being aware of any meaning for Monann, the peasant linguist

would render it as Loch Mona—the Lough of the Moor. In the name
of the valley, Glen Mornan, we have the original word preserved

almost unaltered—if, indeed, Mornan be not the correct form of it.

Considered from a strategist's point of view, this, and not the hill

of Knockavoe, was the best place for O'Neill's encampment. O'Donnell

had mustered his forces on the left, or Donegal side of the Foyle, at

Drumlighean (now Drumleene), a townlancl in the parish of Clon-

leagh. This is a short distance north of the twin towns of Lifford and
Strabane

;
whilst a glance at the Ordnance Map will show that it is al-

most opposite to where the Glenmornan river enters the Foyle. O'Don-
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nell's forces might, consequently, ford the river here, and were more
likely to do it here than at Strabane. If O'Neill were content to wait
for them at the Strabane ford, they might have outflanked him and
been into the heart of Tyrone, before he was aware of it. It is also

expressly stated, that " O'Neill placed sentinels to guard every pass by
which he thought the Kinel Connell might come to attack him, while

he himself, with [the main body of] his army, remained on the watch
at the rere, in his camp." Now, in the parish of Leckpatrick, on the

rise of the Foyle valley side, and not far from Grlenmornan, there is a

great stone lios, called the White Fort. Around it, at some short

distance, are three or four earthen forts, or duns. Standing within

this spacious White Port, I was greatly struck with the magnificent

view it gave of the Foyle river, throughout its whole course, from

above Strabane almost to Derry. Not a corrach could have crossed in

the daytime without its being perceived by the sentinel outpost in

this fort.

On crossing the River Foyle, at the Corkan Islands, O'Donell's

forces, the Kinel Connell, going east should pass this fort, or its out-

lying duns, more or less nearly, to go next south into the heart of Ty-
rone, or north to Dungiven, in O'Cahan's Country. Grlenmornan lay in

their way, as, avoiding it, they should at all events pass between
Moorlough and Lough Ash. Now, in this locality, one may see, on
the Ordnance Map, no fewer than eight forts marked out as lying north,

between Moorlough and Lough Ash—a distance, I think, of not more
than one mile. South of Moorlough, such precautions were rendered

unnecessary by the mountain line. The entrance to the heart of Tyrone
lay that way, through the Gap of Douglas, which could be readily de-

fended. I found, from the recollection of old people, that through
Grlenmornan and Douglas gap had been the main road of communica-
tion with the inner country, before modern improvements had diverted

the traffic. When from Lifford, in 1600, Mall Garv O'Donnell, with
his brothers and his English, made a hosting into Oireacht-Ui-Cathain,

O'Kane's Country, about Dungiven, in quest of prey and booty, they
did not halt until they arrived at the Dianait, i. e. the Burndennet,
already mentioned. There they were met by a great number of

O'Neill's people, who gave battle. This skirmish, also, it is evident,

must have happened at no great distance from the former one, but in

the territory lying to the north of Moorlough, bounded by Lough Ash
and Burndennet.

Here, then, was one of the main passes into Tir-Eogan. The
occurrence of the Breach of Loch Monann, in Glenmornan, would give

a reason for the names of some of its townlands. Thus, one is called

Lag-na-galloglach, the "hollow of the gallowglasses ;" and here, if the

heavy armed soldiers encamped, they would command the bifurcating

roads that led east. Further up the glen, nearer to Moorlough, on the

Knockavoe side (but three miles from the top of that hill), is the town-
land of Knockinarvoer. This signifies, if I render it aright, the " hill

of the great slaughter;" and the Annals state that "of the greatest
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slaughters of men made between the Connellians and Eoghanians,
was this defeat of Cnoc Buidb." It seems probable that part, at least,

of the so-called Battle of Enockavoe was fought upon this townland in

Glenmornan.
Knoekavoe, anciently called Ehock-bui&b, derives its name from

Bodb dearg, pronounced Boov dearg, a celebrated chieftain and sove-

reign of the Tuatha-De-Dananns. He was the father-in-law of Lir,

the fate of whose lovely daughters is one of the " Three Sorrows of

Story."

Bodb dearg nourished about 3695 years ago, according to the An-
nals, and it is probable that these fragments of sepulchral urns are

at least as ancient. This locality was already noted, therefore, before

the Christian Era, and Pagan relics remain, as well as the name of the

De Danann chief. In the parish of Leckpatrick, in which they were
found, are to be observed some uninscribed monuments. Of the stone

of Patrick, Leac Patraic, nothing is known, if it be not the raised

stone near the chapel of Clough-coir—a name which describes the

solitary stone. Another Clough-coir is found at Pomeroy, and a sketch

of the stone is preserved amongst the antiquarian sketches in the Aca-
demy. In the same parish, in the townland of Ejllynaght, there is a

very perfect "rocking stone," or "giant's grave." This sepulchral

monument of some Pagan Chief—perhaps a contemporary of Bodb
Dearg—remains undisturbed.

The kist, or grave, which yielded the sepulchral turns which I have
presented to the Academy, was nmnd in the townland of Gortacrom,

which bounds the hollow of the galloglasses ; adjacent to which is

the townland of Gortaleck, which derives its name from another pillar

stone.

The grave in Gortacrom was destroyed, the urns broken, and some
of the bones removed before I arrived at the spot. But I saw the

flagstones with which the grave had been enclosed and covered. They
were still black with smoke on the inner surfaces, showing that a fire

had been made in this stone box before it had been covered in—the

upper flagstone serving probably as a back and screen for the fire.

Two empty urns stood at one end of the grave ; at the other end weru
a few white bones. The fragments of these which I saw were from

the human skeleton. These urns are very unlike in form and orna-

mentation: whilst No. 3 (Plate II.), six inches high, is elegant in shape

and elaborately ornamented, Bo. 2, six inches broad by seveninches high,

is not of a particularly graceful form, and has received no adornment ex-

cept the reiteration of the same square-pointed indentation. In one band
there is, however, a curious zigzag scrawl, as if there were an attempt

at writing. One fragment, No. 1, of a third vessel, was found, very

much larger, and altogether plain, with the exception of some ridgea

ruoning around it. This great urn lay in the gravel immediately out-

side the stone coffin, and had evidently been buried at the same period.

Nothing could be found of it but a fragment of the rim, which I had
disinterred from some clay which had been carted to the edge of the
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Held. We have thus three urns, altogether dissimilar in shape and
ornamentation—indicating delusively different epochs of workmanlike
skill, yet all the produce of one period. The fact of the urns being-

void of ashes is remarkable : evidently, in this case, the ashes of the

dead were not collected to be placed in these vessels. The remains of

the burned bones were at the other end of the stone coffin ; and part

of one had got a blue tint. It came of its great antiquity, for an ana-

lysis showed that no copper nor iron was present ; as there was a dark
stain on the interior of the urns, and a trace on the outside of one as if

the contents had overflowed, it is possible that soft parts—the heart

or " brain-ball"—might have been placed in them, and the urns then
set in the funeral fire.

Although I could not find that any mound or cairn surmounted
this grave, yet there may have been one, for the Ordnance Surveyors
appear to have chosen this very spot for one of their stations. It is

435 feet above the sea level, and the place of their figures on the map
marks where the grave was. However, it was also the highest part

of the field, and commands a fine view.

Proceeding up the glen eastwards, we cross the stream on a wooden
footbridge to the south bank, nearly opposite a chapel. This is the

townland of Enocknahorna, or the barley hill, an appellation on which
some additional light is thrown by the frequent reference in the

Ordnance Map "to ruins of ancient potteen stills." Ascending the side

of the glen in the direction of Owenreagh mountain, I came with my
guide to a large circle of flagstones raised on end. Towards the east-

south-east was an entrance passage, with flagstones on either hand, and
one laid across, whose edge just appeared above the soil. What is

peculiarly remarkable about this (which is not set down on any maps)
is, that it had been disinterred in the process of turf cutting. My
guide had himself been cutting turf over it some fifty years ago.

There were two feet of bog above the top of the flagstones, which are

three feet high. When they dug down upon it the circle was per-

fect, all the stones standing and in good order. When we saw it

last January, it had suffered some injury ; several of the stones had
been removed or broken, and a fence had been run through it.

It occurred to me, on inspecting it, that this circle might have
been the Chieftain's Pound.

Xot far from it, in one direction, was a clay dun, and in another

direction a cairn of stones. A vast number of these stones had been
removed to make a fence, and thus I was enabled to perceive some
upright and horizontal flagstones which they had covered. But there

was still a great quantity left, partially covering this monument.
James Ward, my guide, had been wheeling turf over this buried monu-
ment in the year 1812. The dun, also, had been covered over with
bog.

Be it remarked that the circle of flagstones was situated on a gentle

knoll or eminence, so that there could have been no formation of marsh
or flue bog-.
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We went from this south-east up Owenreagh, where turf-cutting

was going on. On the ground from which the bog had been taken,

the line of a stone causeway was visible, and at a little distance we
came upon what they called the "Giant's stepping stones." For
about 150 feet this line of stepping stones ran towards the bank of

turf—I was told that at least as much more had been bared, but they
now lay covered with bog debris. This line of stepping stones ran
under the turf bank, which was here some five feet high, as well as I

could judge, at the time.

The question of the antiquity of these monuments of ancient civi-

lization is bound up with the question of the rapidity of the growth of

bogs, concerning which nothing definite, I believe, is known.
Stakes are occasionally found imbedded in the clay and gravel

beneath the bogs ; and it was remarked that they must have had good
cutting implements in those clays, as the cut by which the stake was
fashioned was clean and sharp, and showed no hacking.

Here then, buried under an accumulation of bog, slowly growing
for many centuries, we discover the manifest traces of the habitation

of man. Three thousand years ago, that earthen fort was the abode of

a chieftain's family, who, upon this once grassy eminence, a clearing

among the forest, overlooked the wooded vales. Stepping-stones were
laid over the splashing hollow for his wife and children. Stockades of

stakes were driven into the soil, and interwoven with branches, to pro-

tect, at night, the herds and flocks from the hunger of the ravening
wolf. The Pound was erected on the "chieftain's green," to which
the cattle of those who had committed injustice could be driven, and
where they remained in safety until satisfaction was made. And,
finally, here was the Chieftain's grave, and the monumental tomb of

stones which his tribe built for him, in accordance with laws and cus-

toms, ere they, too, passed away. Such are the monuments that for

hundreds of years have lain concealed under a slowly-thickening zone

of bog, and which by accident we have discovered.

VII.

—

Description of Coins presented to the Academy by W. H.
Hardinge, Treasurer.

[Read May 23, 1870.]

I beg to present to the Academy a silver coin of the reign of Athelstan,

another of the reign of his son Edmond, both minted between the years

924 and 946, and a third of Philip and Mary, having the Irish harp

impressed on it, and the date 1557.

These coins, with several silver pieces of the reign of William and

Mary, were found in the townland and parish of Fennor, and County oi

Meath, half a mile south of the Kiver Boyne, on a part of the estate <>f

the Marquis of Conyngham, in the occupancy of Mr. Elliott.

In one of this gentleman's fields there are some large rude stones,
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-which, being in the way of improvement, he determined to have re-

moved. The first stone being raised, human remains, reduced to dust,

were exposed to view ; and in the dust all the coins were found, toge-

ther with a brass pin, a finger in length.

The labourers appropriated the pin, and also the coins of "William

and Mary, as they were bright and like our half-crown pieces. The
three coins now presented to the Academy, being broken and dim-

looking, were considered as valueless, and left where they had so long

lain concealed ; and this circumstance secured them for Mr. Elliott, the

occupier of the land. Prom him they passed to his niece, Mrs. William
Chambre, who very generously gave them to the writer.

The labourers were most anxious to remove the other rude stones,

in expectation, no doubt, of finding more treasure ; but Mr. Elliott

would not permit them to do so ; and they now remain just as they

were six-and-thirty years ago, when he first came into possession ofthe

land.

Feeling much interested in the discovery, and having some confi-

dence that under these as yet undisturbed sepulchral monuments other

antiquarian coins and treasures may be concealed, I asked my friend,

Mrs. William Chambre, if she thought her uncle would allow an exa-

mination of the place to be conducted under the auspices of the

Royal Irish Academy ; and she replied that he would, and added, that

in another of Mr. Elliott's fields there is a veiy picturesque terraced

mound, about thirty feet high at its apex and about thirty yards in

diameter. She further stated, that there is no reason to suppose, from
immediately surrounding objects, that this terrace formed any portion

of a garden or pleasure ground. It is commonly called the mount of

Eennor, and lies about three miles south of the historic Hill of Dowth
;

and of this terrace also the Academy may have an examination made.
I should certainly recommend a reference to Council of the pro-

priety of such a work. The cost need not be much ; and, if conducted

by antiquarians who have had experience in such matters—Sir William
Wilde, and others—a satisfactory result can scarcely be doubted.

Mr. Elliott's lands were certainly encamped upon by the army of

King James II. ; and the rude stones referred to, in all proba-

bility mark the spots of interment of some of his officers and soldiers.

Xor is it at all unlikely that the terraced mound of Eennor may have
been then raised by the surviving soldiery over the bodies of the fallen

slain.

I also beg to present to the Academy an Ecclesiastical Seal of the

diocese of Ossory ; it bears the inscription, " The Seal of the Consisto-

rial Court of Ossory. Paul Helsham, Y. G." He was made Archdeacon
of the Ecclesiastical Diocese of Ossoiy on 28th of April, 1805, and died

in 1822 ; consequently, the seal presented was 'the court seal' during
that period.
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Till.—A List of the Existing National Monuments of Ireland, in
the County of Kerry, furnished in Reply to the Circular Let-
ter of the Committee of Antiquities of the Royal Irish Academy.
By Henry Stokes, C. S., &c.

[Read 9th January, 1871.]

1. Round Tower at Rattoo, Barony of Clanmaurice (Ordnance Map,
sheet 9. 1st Rattoo Church. See No. 8.)—This tower is in good pre-

servation, and is now the only one left in Kerry. It is ninety-four feet

high, and only a few stones off the top of the conical roof have fallen

down. It is in the demesne of Rattoo, with a small graveyard walled
in around it; the present proprietor, Air. Wilson Gun, takes very
good care that no injury shall be done to it.

2. Artfert Abbey Ruins, same Barony (Sheet 20).—This is one of

our most interesting monastic ruins, and being in the demesne of Ard-
fert, and well guarded by its present proprietor, Mr. William T. Crosbie,

its preservation is secure.

3. Ardfert Church, called the Cathedral and Chapel, same Barony,

(Sheet 20).—Here is in one group the remains of the ecclesiastical

architecture of four centuries before the Reformation. There is an
eastern church window of singular beauty in a gable of about 35 feet

high, which is in clanger of being lost from decay and the increasing

departure of its side-walls. There is a church of about 100 feet long,

with long narrow windows in the south wall, which overhangs 7 or 8

inches in its height of about 22 feet, and which I offered to draw back
by alternating shrinking iron bars, for a small sum to cover expenses,

but nobody would pay.

It is the intention of the Roman Catholic Bishop of Kerry to pur-

chase the old parish church (now condemned) and the ruins attached

to it, from the Commissioners of the Irish Church Temporalities,

and to "restore" the ancient Cathedral. [See Lord Dunraven's

photograph.] The remains of the round tower, which fell about

ninety-five years ago, are all gone from sinking graves, and from tombs
being built with the stones of it.

4. Lislouyhtin Abbey, Barony of Irayhticonnor ( Ordnance Map, Sheet

3).—This appears to have been a monastery of the same kind as Ard-

fert, but of a poorer and coarser kind. It is situated near the Lower
Shannon, within a mile of Ballylongford. There was a fine square

tower in the middle of the ruins which fell last year from being

undermined by people rooting for treasure, which tradition and

dreamers made certain of finding there. I believe the whole of the

buildings will be levelled in due time by this practice, as the present

proprietor, Major James Crosbie, of Ballyheigue Castle, who is tenant

to Trinity College, Dublin, does not care to prevent it, and stones are

scarce thereabouts.

5. Killahan Cross, Barony of Clanmaurice (Sheet 15).—This is one of

the only two large old stone crosses I know in Kerry. The second is
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at Killiney (No. 10). It stands about 100 yards away from a small

graveyard in the parish of Killahan. It is about 10 feet high, and

made of sandstone. It is a Greek cross, one arm broken off. There
is a small one at Killiney churchyard, in Corkaguiny Barony, quite

rectangular.

6. Kilmalchedor Church and Hermitage, Barony of Corkaguiny.—
This is the ruin of the largest stone-roofed church to be found, I believe.

The roof is all gone. The architecture is of the earliest Christian period.

Within a mile of the church is the hermitage, with a most perfect stone

roof, the largest remaining in Kerry. It is perfectly dry inside. The
art of building such roofs with stones laid on the flat appears to be

either forgotten or abandoned, for no good reason. See my model of

the hermitage presented through Dr. Petrie to the Royal Irish Aca-
demy, in 1852. Both these monuments are unprotected from being-

damaged, and the churchyard of Kilmalchedor is not enclosed. The
hermitage is used as a sheep-fold.

7. Glenfahan Crypts and Monumental Stones called Cloghauns, Barony
of Corkaguiny {see Ordnance Map of Kerry, Sheet 52).—Here are a

great many small buildings like the Kilmalchedor hermitage, of

various shapes and sizes, and in every stage of decay and destruction.

A great number of monumental stones, with and without marks, are

to be seen over a distance of two miles along the coast—all of great

interest to the antiquarian, and protected only by the reverence of

the people for them : they make sheep-folds of them, nevertheless.*

8. Stradbally Church, Barony of Corkaguiny (Ordnance Sheet 35).

—This church always excites some surprise from having its east win-
dow built to one side of the gable. It is in a small churchyard which
is safe from desecration, but, like many of the old churches, it is liable

to destruction from being overgrown with ivy. This plant sends its

roots through the strongest walls, and bursts them asunder. Prom
what I have seen of its powers in that way I can easily believe that

the round towers at Ardfert and Aghadoe were destroyed by it.f

There is a large plant of it on Rattoo Tower, and I have asked Mr.
Gun to get it cut away, but he fears to incur the popular odium by
touching it, and it might be hard to get any man to do the work. If,

however, it could be shown that the object of clearing away the ivy

was for the preservation of the tower, and that the Roman Catholic

priest could Be got to sanction it, I suppose there would be no diffi-

culty. In the demesne of Rattoo there is an old church with a perfect

stone window of a peculiar Gothic pattern, and the gable it is in is

very well clothed with the destroying ivy.

* [See on these ruins a paper by the late G. V. Du Noyer, in the eighty-seventh

number of the Journal of the Archseological Institute, March, 1858, " On the Ee-

mains of Anoient Stone-built Fortresses and Habitations, occurring to the west of

Dingle, county Kerry."]

f The remains of a round tower at Aghadoe still stand about 12 feet high.

—

(Ordnance Sheet 66).
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9. Garry William Hermitage, and Kilshannig Church, same Barony
( Ordnance Sheet 27).—These remains consist of a very old church [see
Lord Dunraven's photograph], and round crypts or cells built of
stone. The sand will soon smother them all, I am told. I have not
seen them for twenty years.

10. Killiney Church, same Barony (Ord. Sh. 36).—There is a pe-
culiarity in this ruin which I think remarkable. The church stands
attached to an old castle, or a building of exactly the character of the
ruined castles, evidently taken down from a greater height. It is in
an enclosed churchyard, with the modern parish church in it, and so

is safe enough. Here is one of the old Irish stone crosses. It is

about 9 ft. high.

1 1

.

Ballinskelligs Alley, Barony of Iveragh ( Ord. Sh. 97).—This is

a very old, and was apparently a very poor abbey. It had a very mas-
sive stone window, of a very singular pattern, in the east gable of the
church adjoining the sea, which gradually undermined the building,
and demolished the window. It is over eighteen years since I warned
the late proprietor of the adjoining lands that that very singular
monument would be destroyed by the sea. He laughed at me. The
encroachment went on to within 3 ft. of the gable, when I again repre-
sented the danger to the present proprietor, offering to secure the
buildings if he would pay a few pounds, but " he would not." About
the same time the Board of Guardians refused to enclose and protect
the churchyard, under the powers conferred upon them by the
Burial Act. About six years ago I went there after a storm,
and found the gable and window were a heap of stones and shingle in

the sea. I did not hear of it until I saw it—nobody cared. Here is

a striking instance of the utter carelessness of all classes for the pre-

servation of such monuments in Ireland, even of those which it would
be supposed are held most sacred.

12. SJcelligs Island, Hermitages, Barony of Iveragh {Orel. Sh. 104).

—Lord Dunraven's photographs will fully show the character of these

stone-roofed buildings, which are of great monumental value. The late

James Butler, of Waterville, who sold the island to the Ballast Board of
Ireland for the purpose of erecting lighthouses on it, stipulated as one
of the conditions of sale that the old ruins should be carefully pre-

served. I believe, from what I saw and heard since, that that bargain
has not been fulfilled. Mr. Butler, a short time before his death, told

me of that clause in his deed of sale, and deplored the destruction that
had occurred to several of the buildings. I presume that by repre-

sentation of the matter to the proper authority the further injury to

the ruins might be stopped.

13. Templecashel Oratory, Sfc, same Barony (Ord. Sh. 96).—On the
headland next Skellig Island there are several of those stone-roofed her-

mitages, on one of which I saw a few years ago the greater part of the
roof still standing. They are on the estate of Mr. Charles O'Connell,

at Moyrisk and Ballinablown. They are uncared for, Mr. O'Connell
being an absentee ; Dr. Barry, of Cahirciveen, is his agent.
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14. Ballycarberry Fort, same Barony {Ord. Sh. 79).—Is one of the

stone-built forts, called Danish forts, with alternating nights of steps

inside to reach the top rampart. I saw it first about thirty-four years

ago, when there was a rectangular building of about 5 ft. square in the

centre, with two nights of steps up to it, like a rostrum ; this is now a
small heap of loose stones. The fort walls are in good preservation,

and quite enough of the inner building is left to show the plan and
structure, but it is every year being more and more dilapidated by the
cattle. It is on the estate of the Marquis of Lansdowne ; and I think
a simple request from the Committee, to Mr. ~W. S. Trench, or his son,

Mr. J. T. Trench, the local agent, asking for an enclosing fence for

the preservation of the building, would be at once attended to.

15. Church Island in louyh Currtane, same Barony {Ord. Sh. 98).

—

A very ancient church, of the smallest size, I think, I ever saw ; it

is held to be a most sacred spot. The island, on which this ancient

church is situated, contains only 3^ acres, and has some ruins which
are not ecclesiastical. Except from trespass of cattle, there is no
fear of injury. No Roman Catholic in the barony would carry a stone

out of it.

16. Berrynane Abbey, Barony of'South Dimherr'en {Ord. Sh. 105).

—

One of the earliest Christian churches, with a small, poorly-built mo-
nastery. Except for the ivy, it is quite safe, and is carefully pre-

served by Mr. Daniel O'Connell, of Derrynane, whose family burial

place it is.

17. Staiyue Fort, same Barony {Ord. Sh. 99).—This is the largest

and most remarkable of all the stone built Danish forts in Ireland,

except two, I am told. It is carefully preserved by Mr. F. C. Bland.

There is no trace in the centre of the amphitheatre, or flights of steps,

or of such a rectangular building as that which stood in the fort at Bally-

carberry (No. 14). There is a model of this Port in the Museum of

the Royal Dublin Society, which is quite a misrepresentation. I

think a model, correctly made to scale, was presented to the Royal
Irish Academy after the Dublin Exhibition of 1852.

18. Bruidical Circle, Barony of Glenarouyht {Ord. Sh. 108).—The
only remains of anything like a Stonehenge to be found in Kerry is

on the lands of Cashelkeelty. The circle contains most of the stones

for two-thirds round at least, but more than half of them are fallen.

Preservation in this case is not wanting ; nobody will touch them.

19. Much'oss Abbey , Barony ofllayunihy { Ord. Sh. 74).—This is the

best monument of the monastic order in Kerry. It is in safe keeping

with the present proprietor, Mr. H. A. Herbert, M. P., and has always

been carefully preserved by his ancestors ; but time and ivy will have

their own way.
20. Kilcoleman Abbey, Barony of' Truyhanacmy {Ord. Sh. 47).—

A

large church, with a very small abbey attached, of much more ancient

architecture than the church, which has a very handsome eastern

window, partially restored by the proprietor, Sir "William D. Godfrey,

Bart., who has taken the precaution of putting the churchyard in
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charge of the Killarney Board of Guardians for enclosure and pro-
tection.

There are twenty-five mined castles in the County Kerry, and one
of the old castles only is inhabited, viz. Dunloe, the estate of Mr.
Daniel Mahony.

I give the following list of the ruined ones, indicating by an
asterisk those best worth preserving :

—

Or. Sh. Owners.

20a Ardea, 100 Marquis of Lansdowne.
21 * Ballymackawhin

,

15 Trinity College, Dublin.

22 *Ballycarbery, 79 James O'Connell.

23 Bally McAdani, 40 R. J. Marshall.

24 *Ballinskelligs, 97 Richard Mahony.
25 *Ballymalis, 57 Oliver D. Stokes,

26 Ballyplymoivth, 40 John Blennerhasset.

27 Ballybunion, 4 H. B. Harem.
28 Ballynmllen, 29 James O'Connell.

29 Ballybeggan, 29 Do.

30 Bally McElligot, 39 A. Blennerhasset.

31 *Carrigafoyle, 2 Trinity College, Dublin.

32 Castleisland, 40

33 Castlecove, 107 E. B. Hartopp.

34 *Dromalahane, 65 Sir Rowland Blennerhasset.

35 *Dunkcrron, 92 Henry Herbert.

36 *Fenit, 28 John Hurley.

37 Listowel, 10 Lord Listowel.

38 *Minnard, 54 Lord Cork.

39 Molahiffe, 47 Lord Kenmare.
40 *Killaha, 75 R. J. Marshall.

41 *Ross Island, 66 Lord Eenruare.

42 Tralee, 29 Reps. C. Bateman.

43 Cappanacush, 92 Richard Mahony.

44 Beale, 2 Lord Listowel.

Those not marked * are but partial remains, sometimes not more
than a side wall being left standing.

As National Monuments the rest ought to be preserved. So much
must also be said of the old ruined churches of apparently little

interest to be found in every graveyard. The foregoing only include

the most remarkable.

IX.

—

On an Ancient Bronze Implement, found near the Hill
oe Taea. By A. G-. Moke, P. L. S.

[Read January 23, 1871.]

The implement to which I wish to invite attention was found by Mr.

John Dillon (of Lismullen, County Meath), while engaged in ferretting

rabbits on some lands close to the well-known Hill of Tara.

It is made of bronze, and in shape resembles somewhat the steel peg

of a bov's peg-top. It weighs 16 -

8 grammes, and is nearly three inches
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in length. The head (see annexed figure) is quite round, gradually ta-

pering to a point, and is about one-half the whole length, or one and a

half inches. To the head is joined a square tongue, or tang, nearly as

long as the head itself, and which was evidently intended to be inserted

into a wooden shaft. Prom its general appearance, and judging from
the holes which are pitted in its surface, there can be no doubt of its

antiquity. When Mr. Dillon first placed it in my hands I expected to

find no difficulty in matching it in the Museum of the Academy, so

rich in various bronze implements. In this, however, I was disap-

pointed, for there is nothing in our collection at all similar to it, nor
have I succeeded in finding any figure of a bronze instrument of the

same shape and construction ; and I may add that Mr. Franks, of the

British Museum, tells me that he has never seen any bronze implement
like the present.

As an arrow-head it is heavier than any which I have seen as-

cribed to the bronze period, and quite different in shape. It is also

to be remembered that most of the bronze arrow-heads are furnished

with a socket to receive the shaft instead of a tongue to be inserted

into the wood ; they are also much broader, with the head flattened

at the sides into a sharp edge ; there is, therefore, considerable diffi-

culty in looking upon the object under consideration as an arrow-head
;

though, from its weight and construction, it seems- very well suited to

serve as the head of an arrow, or javelin, to be used in warfare. Cer-

tainly, it could not have been the head of a cross-bow bolt, for these

were not invented until many centuries later. It is also much too small

for the head of a spear to be used in thrusting, and quite different from
the bronze spear-heads which are very well known.

The square tongue seems to have been intended both to fix it more
firmly and to prevent it rotating in its shaft ; this would have been
essential if it was used as a tool for boring ; and I may here observe

that the only bronze implements in the Academy's collection which
have square tongues are described in its Catalogue as tools or chisels.

It may also have served as a point inserted in any wooden prop or

staff for the purpose of fixing it in the ground, or possibly, as a goad
for cattle ; but I do not think it is peculiarly well-suited for this latter

purpose ; and if this form of construction was employed for cattle-goads,

why not for arrows or javelins also ?

On the whole, the probabilities seem to be decidedly in favour of

the missile character of our present subject ; but I do not pretend to

decide the question. My chief object in this notice is to invite the

opinion of those who are more experienced than myself in the study of

Irish antiquities.
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X. — On an Ogham-Insceibed Stom, at Kilbonane, County of
Keeey. By B. E. Beash, Esq., M. B. I. A. (With Plate III.,

Pol. Lit. and Antiq.)

[Read January 23, 187L]

The ancient clinrch of Kilbonane stands on the townland and in

the parish of the same name, connty of Kerry, and about one hun-
dred yards off the right-hand side of the road leading from Killarney

to Kilorglin, being distant seven miles from the former place ; the

exact site will be found on sheet No. 57 of the Ordnance Map of the

county. Within the walls of this church the late Mr. Bichard Hitch-
cock, so well known for his labours in this branch of our national

archaeology, discovered a very remarkable and unique Ogham-inscribed
stone ; it was subsequently visited by the late Mr. Windele ; neither

of those gentlemen, however, published any description of it, so that

the only information I could procure respecting it was a vague idea of

its whereabouts. In August, 1869, I visited that part of Kerry, and
had the satisfaction of a personal inspection of this remarkable monu-
ment. The church is a plain, mediaeval structure, consisting of a sim-

ple nave, built of rude rubble masonry, the only noticeable feature

indicating its age being a couplet window of red sandstone in the east

gable ; it was probably erected in the fourteenth century. The walls

are, at present, entire, and its internal area, as well as the cemetery
around it, are literally choked with interments. I found the inscribed

stone lying horizontally, covering a vault immediately under the east

window, and within the church : it is in length six feet three inches,

and of variable breadth and thickness, being one foot four inches, by
seven inches at the centre. (See PL III., Pol. Lit and Antiq.)

The material is the hard, close-grained clay slate, so generally used

for those memorials ; it is, unfortunately, broken across in an irregular

fracture at two feet six inches from the lower end. It bears a line of

Ogham characters on each angle, and two lines on the fiat surface, all

being on the same face, a portion of one of the latter exhibiting traces

of an incised stem-line.

The inscriptions on the angles are much damaged, and it is pro-

bable that several of the characters are missing, as is evident by the

vacant spaces. The legend on the left-hand angle commences at one

foot four inches from the bottom ; it is true there is one score, six

inches from the bottom ; but as there are no traces of such for the ten

inches following, and no indications of injury, I am disposed to con-

sider that it was an accidental, or -trial score. The inscription is as

follows :

—

-H—rnn

—

/' ' ' IMI " '

"n")j|n

There is a space between the and N which was probably filled by a

vowel, the angle being worn ; between the 1ST and M there is a space

of seven inches, much abraded, with traces of scores, but nothing
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definite ; the upper half of the AI is also damaged ; between the A and
the score folio-wing is also a space of six inches, with marks of scores

above the worn angle ; the rest of the characters are quite distinct.

Filling up the injured parts by such letters as are indicated by the

inscription itself, and the size of the spaces vacant, I propose the fol-

lowing restoration :

—

sii inn/' "m '

"
imi

n"ii}ir
GAN OAQ I ADDI L0 5I

To bear out my restoration of the first name, I would mention that

about six miles from Kilbonane, in a Rath-cave on the townland of

Tinnehally, an inscribed stone was discovered which bears the name
- G-ann ; we have here certainly the initials of the name, and spaces

which will just contain the missing letters, only one of which, the

vowel, is indeed essential to its completion.

The same reasoning applies to the word A1AQI. The last name,
the patronymic, ADDILON, is one we can recognise as historic : thus,

we find that Adhlan, son of Eighneach, died A.D. 950. (Ann. 4 Alas.)
;

names of a similar type are to be found in our indices, as Adamair, son

of Pearcorb, A. Al. 4783. Adamnan, A. D. 684 {Ibid.)

IXSCEXPTIOX No. 2.

This is, in point of length, the most important line of characters

on the stone ; it is incised lengthways, nearly on the centre of the face,

from bottom to top ; such examples are rare ; as yet I am aware of only

three other instances where the legend is cut on the face of the monu-
ment ; these are Kilcoleman, Lomanagh, and Callan mountain. The
characters commence at ten inches from the bottom, and continue to

the top, as follows :

—

\ \ \\ \

ni n
lllll««/\ \ \\\

-

nij::,

llnin
l , """ ,

i i iiim"
,"" ll

"iiiii""
, l f l l

'

n'

NIR M U A&ITESS ICOJfID DATA
The first three groups of scores are distinct and legible, the fourth

and fifth are of unusual form, bearing some resemblance to the scale

known as the Ogliam Consoine, this being the only instance where it

appears on an actual monument. The stone at this spot is worn and
injured, and there may be some doubt as to these characters being

coeval with the rest, and not the work of a later hand, acquainted

with the Ogham of the AISS., as indeed all the Irish scholars of the

south and west of Ireland were. The seventh group is slightly

damaged, owing to the crack across the stone, but its value is determi-

nable ; the dotted characters are worn and doubtful, the surface being

much injured and defaced in that spot ; all the other characters are

quite distinct and legible. I have no doubt that an incised stem-line

originally existed. It is barely discernible in some places ; it was
not straight but serpentine, as shown by the course of the inscription.

(See PI. III., Pol. Lit. and Antiq.)
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Inscription No. 3.

This is also on the face of the stone to the right of that last de-

scribed, of which it is probably a continuation ; it occupies a space of

two feet in length, finishing within ten inches of the top, as follows :

M i ll

LAM I TA I DAG N I

These characters are well cut, evenly spaced, and perfectly preserved

and legible.

Inscription No. 4.

The following characters are on the right-hand angle of the monu-
ment, commencing at seven inches from the bottom. I had no facility

for raising it, to ascertain, beyond doubt, whether there were characters

additional to what I have here set forth, as the inscription to me looks

incomplete ; my sense of touch, however, could not detect any sup-

plementary scores.

-H"iim » "+—

N GO N I

I have thus endeavoured to lay before the Academy a description

of this monument, the most remarkable of its class hitherto made pub-
lic. With the exception of the legend on the left-hand angle, the in-

tention of which is obvious, I am unable to offer any conjecture as to

the nature or object of the inscriptions. If we assume that this stone

was the monument of one individual, whose name and patronymic are

given on the left angle, we may presume that the other inscriptions

contain some particulars as to the person commemorated ; and this may
afford some clue to its interpretation. The absence of divisional points,

and the probably obsolete forms of language used on these monuments,
are no doubt serious obstacles to the investigation. I would, however,

especially commend the legends on this stone to the careful examina-
tion of our Gaedhelic scholars, believing that in competent hands this

Megalithic record may be made to yield up those secrets hidden from

us through past ages.

I would most earnestly press upon the Academy the necessity of

taking instant measures for the protection of this valuable monument

;

it lies prostrate on the ground in a popular cemetery, trampled over at

every interment by the iron-shod brogues of the peasantry, and liable

to constant injury and defacement. It is already broken across and may
at any time be mutilated beyond repair. I would suggest that applica-

tion be made by the Academy in the proper quarter to insure the future

preservation of this relic of the past.

I do not counsel its removal from its present locality, but it should

certainly be raised from its prostrate position, and, its parts being

united by copper cramps, it might be secured against one of the walls

of the old church, which appear to be in a tolerably sound condition.

R. I. A. PROC.—VOL. II., SER. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. F
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XL— Ox the Difficulties attendant ox the Teawscetjptiox of

Ogham Legends axd the Heaxs of Bemovlxg them. By Samuel
Ferguson, LL. D.

[Read November 14, December 12, 1870 ; January 9, 23 ; and February 13, 1871.]

The theory of Ogham writing is so simple that its authors probably

never contemplated any difficulties of mere transliteration, or even

of word-division, save such as they may have expressly designed should

accompany cryptic methods of arrangement. An alphabet consisting

of twenty letters, in four series of five groups each, each group con-

sisting of a definite number of digits not exceeding five, arranged in

certain predicaments, over, under, across, and on a given stem-line,

would at first sight appear as easy to be read as to be sculptured. I

speak of the Ogham alphabet as consisting of letters ofknown phonetic

value. We are familiar with the process by whieb, through the patient

investigations of an illustrious member of this Academy, their agree-

ment with the corresponding Bonian characters has been established,

and the original keys, existing in the manuscript books of our native

antiquaries, have been verified and restored to their long-impeached but

well-merited credit. In this demonstration an important part must
be assigned to the bi-lingual and bilateral inscribed stones at St.

Dogmaels, Llanfechan, and Trallong, in South Wales. The names
Sagran, Cunotam, Trenacat, Cunocen, inscribed in Roman characters on

the faces of those monuments, are respectively reproduced in correspond-

ing Ogham groups arranged along their angles. The force of these

evidences has hitherto been impaired by the consideration, that the

traces of Ogham writing remaining on several other South Welsh and

South British " biliterals," did not, judging from the published draw-

ings of them, appear with equal clearness to reflect the associated

Bonian-inscribed names. In the spring of 1869, I examined three

of these supposed " uncomformables"—namely, the Twrpill stone at

Crickhowel, the Etterni stone at Clydai in Bembrokeshire, and the
" DoV (dobtaqeos) stone at Tycoed, in the same neighbourhood ; and

I am now enabled in effect to double the number of attesting monu-
ments of this class, by stating that what remains of the Ogham legend

in each case is a substantially literal reflection of the accompanying

Latin ;
and that the want of conformity noticeable in the published

representations is the result in every instance of imperfect copying.

Another cogent confirmation is found in the occurrence within

my own observation, in three widely separated localities in Ireland

—

namelv, at Killeen Cormaic, in Kildare ; at Grortnagullenagh, in Kerry,

now No. 6 in our Museum, and at Ballintaggart in the same county,

of Ogham inscriptions variously expressing the legend, maqi de-

cedda ; while at Benros in Anglesea, the same designation, Sic iacit

Maccudeceti, is found inscribed on a monumental flagstone in Bonian

characters. To thesa evidences, personally verified, I believe I am safe
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in adding, on the authority of Mr. Du JNoyer, a fourth Ogham legend,

Maqi deccodda, atArdgroom, on the Cork shore of the Kenmare River;
and on that of the " Kilkenny Archaeological Journal," a fifth

example of the same formula—whether itbepatronyniical or titular

—

Sarini Fill Macco Decketi, in Roman characters, at Buckland llona-
chorum, in Devonshire. 1 In the face of these evidences of agreement,
confirmatory as they are of the native records and traditions of this

country, it would be an unreasoning pedantry that would hesitate

to admit the substantial identification of the Ogham characters with
their equivalents of the Roman alphabet.

How comes it, then, that characters so simple and so settled in

phonetic value are found to offer such considerable difficulties in tran-

scription ?—for when we find the eminent palaeographic skill employed
in transcribing the Oghams on the Crickhowel and Clydai monuments
at fault, we may well recognize the fact that such difficulties have a
real existence. It may be considered that one of the causes of this

obscurity consists in the very simplicity of the forms to be copied.

If all the characters of the Roman alphabet were formed of a

series of I's, arranged in groups up to five consecutively, not
only would the eye miss that variety of form which in the case

of ordinary letters engages and fixes the attention, but any ac-

cident occasioning the disappearance of a single digit would, in

four cases out of five, leave the rest of the group of an altered value,

and in the fifth case would reduce the value to nil. Where part of a

character, composed of several lines, straight or curved, is' erased in a

Roman legend, there generally remains enough of indication for its re-

construction ; but in Ogham writing, a digit lost is either a new reading

or a dropped link in the chain of sound.

Further, when it is borne in mind that, generally speaking,

there are no separations of words in an Ogham legend ; that

most of the names are new—not hitherto found, 2 either in his-

tory or hagiology—that the inflexional forms are seemingly unset-

tled— and that no form of a verb, 3 except possibly in imported
Latin formulas, has been detected; it will not be surprising that,

in the midst of these obscurities, the most attentive eye should
hardly escape fatigue in keeping an account of the changes in relative

position—under, over, across, or on a stem-line, sometimes indi-

cated and sometimes left to the imagination—concurrently with the
internal changes in the digits constituting the groups themselves.

Such are the difficulties which the reader of any considerable

number of Ogham characters has to encounter, even when working

i " Kilk. Arch. Journal," 2nd Series, Vol. II., p. 184.
2 At least under their present aspect.
3 Perhaps I should except the ffeto of the Trallong legend, seemingly correspond-

ing to the icjacit of the correlative Latin. But it seems more probably a siglum for

fecit opus. If it = hie jacet, it would suggest the value ofj for the Ogham ff, and
help towards a solution of one of the difficulties presented by the Newton inscription.
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within doors, and with the power of using artificial light, which is a

very servicable aid in Museum study. The main difficuly, however,
arises from the necessity of having to consult such objects in the open
air. Where a legend, as is oftenthe case, exists on more than one angle of

an inscribed stone—as where it is carried round the head or down the

opposite angle—the light which will bring the markings into relief

in one aspect will leave them unilluminated in the other ; so that

when the characters are worn or shallow, repeated visits must be paid

at different hours of the day before the eye can be assured of having
noticed eveiy indentation. Even then, what with disintegrations of

the surface, discolorations, the presence of lichens, and the interruptions

of the weather, many miles of travel niayljave to be encountered,

many visits to be paid, and the true text still remain undeciphered.

I may illustrate these sources of error by two ofmy own experiences.

In the spring of 1868, I copied the Callan Mountain inscription. For
reasons which would be here out of place, I did not (nor do I) believe

that legend to have been fabricated by the framers or for the purposes

supposed; and considering it worth some exertion to see and transcribe

it, I came from Lisdoonvama, a distance of twenty miles, for the

purpose. "When I reached the spot the sun was low, and the light so

favourably cast on the whole length of the legend that I made no doubt
of being able to carry away a reliable transcript. I copied the legend

first from west to east, and then from east to west. So confident was I

that I had secured it exactly both ways, that I set out on my return

journey without waiting for a comparison. On comparing my tran-

scripts at home I found that the number of digits in one was 81 and
in the other 76, while in O'Elanagan's text, it is 79. Having no
certainty whether each or any was right, but conclusive evidence that

either one or other of my own was wrong, I made the journey again to

Mount Callan (but on this occasion from Ennis, a distance of ten

miles), in April of the present year, with I hope better success,

although I am still without such a cast as alone could give me
assurance of being perfectly safe from error.

It is to the difficulty I have indicated, of keeping count of a long

sequence of groups shifting in the double predicament of position and
of component parts, that my miscarriage on the first occasion is to be
ascribed ; for the light was all that could be desired, and the level

rays brought every digit into distinct intaglio. The other instance I

shall adduce is referrible to the difficulty of extinguishing such marks
on a rugged surface only partially illuminated. The Rev. John
Shearman was good enough, in January, 1865, to confide to me
the remarkable discovery he had made of the bilingual inscription

at Killeen Cormaic. 4 In company with him, and on several occa-

4 The Latin portion of this legend I take to bo

IV VEEE DRUIDES
;

Quatuor vere JDruides. If so, the associated Ogham may be expected to contain the

elements of four names in genitives in o, to each of which the safei snhhattos may be
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sions, I examined the stone with all the attention I conlcl bestow;
and for the reading which Mr. Shearman communicated to the
Academy in May of that year I am jointly responsible. This read-

ing
( Ufano Saei Sahattos) offered in the word saei an apparent

equivalent to the Druides of the accompanying Roman epigraph, there

being, however, a noticeable space between the a and e. The publi-

cation of Mr. Shearman's Paper in our Proceedings naturally attracted

much attention. It was the first instance of a " bilingual" found in

Ireland. It was, as regards the use of the word Druid in its Latin-

ized form, a unique example in the inscriptional records of the British

islands. It was found associated with a burying-place of very great

antiquity, partaking in its ground plan of the characteristics of Pelig-

naree at Croghan, of the old cemetery at Usnach, and of other probably
Pagan places of sepulture, and containing examples nowhere else to

be found of the doorposts of passages to ancient sepulchral chambers,
grooved for the reception of the enclosing stones, and still in situ.

These attractions induced a party of gentlemen, of whom Dr. Robert
Smith was one and I another, to visit Killeen Cormaic in the autumn
of 1865. Dr. Smith, who owns the hand of a craftsman in other

work besides surgery, brought with him the means of taking a cast

of the "Druid" stone in plaster of Paris, and kindly offered to pre-

serve the moulds until some fit occasion should arise for presenting

a cast from them to the Academy. Time passed, and it was not until

some three years afterwards that I found leisure and opportunity to

get the moulds put into the hands of an artist in plaster work. They
had suffered some injury in the meantime, so that the upper part of the

distributively applicable. The intercalated minuscules may thus have a part in the

reading; and, in analogy to what Professor Stephens has called the "elegant"
employment of a Rune branching to the right, instead of one branching to the left,

and vice versa—a practice certainly in use by the more pretentious Rune-smiths—
the hh of sahhattos may be an antithetical bb = sabbattos. In this view we would
have the equivalents of

(Unius) ~\

(Alteriusi / .

(Tertii)
^Sagiquies.

(Quarti) J

If the principle of antithetical were carried unto the left hand groups, and the

first minuscules held good for d—but this is assuming a great deal—the long

sought Duftac would emerge as one of the four wise men of Killeen Cormaic,
or, as I learn from further researches of Mr. Shearman, of Killeen O'Lugair,

which appears to have been the name of the place down to the 13th century. Let
not the minuscules be hastily disregarded. There are Ogham digits as slight on other

pillar-stones in the same cemetery. Consult Mr. Atkinson's valuable note on
different modes and degrees of incision in Mr. Brash's account of the Coribiri

(query = Coirbre ?) inscription at the Cork Institution, in " Historical and Archaeo-

logical Journal of Ireland," vol. i., 3rd series, p. 256. An arbitrary use of antithe-

tic als would be destructive of any definite reading ; and, so far, I am not aware of

any clue to their use further than that, in Runes, they appear to be employed only in

common formulas (Stephens' " Mon. Run.," 884, &c), where the obvious meaning
necessarily detects the inversion.
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cast cannot be relied on ; but in that region where the hiatus be-

tween the a and e had been observed the cast is perfect ; and there,

to my surprise, and I hope to my profit as a useful lesson and
memento of fallibility, there appeared, on the cast being brought
out of its envelopes, three digits distinctly standing for the letter /,

and completing the ruediseval saei in its still earlier and more suggestive

form, safei. Saei being a form, in the original text of the Brehon Laws,
signifying sapiens, or sagus, its appearance with the radical element
assimilating it to sopkos still unelided, seems to point to an even earlier

origin for this remarkable inscription than for the compilation of those

laws. I do not here attempt to enter on the analogies thus disclosed,

and the subject having served its purpose of illustrating the uncertainty

of out-of-door observation, is remitted to the consideration of the

comparative philologist.

While profiting by those experiences ofmy own fallibility, extended
observation had led me to the conclusion that others were as little

exempt from such errors as nryself. I here record one of these

observations, as showing how widely diffused are the effects of a first

oversight, and how great is the waste of learning occasioned by the

heedlessness of learned men.
I had procured from the Museum of the Society of Antiquaries at

Edinburgh a duplicate, in plaster of Paris, of the cast presented to that

distinguished body by Mr. Skene, of the Ogham legend on the Newton
Stone. This Ogham, with its associated epigraph, in what seem to be
debased Roman characters, has long served as an inscriptional bow of

Ulysses. The principal legend has been rendered into six different

languages. The subsidiary Ogham has been read in Erse and in

Pali. Both are found figured in numerous engravings from drawings
made by the hand and from images taken by the photograph. In these

latter, the characters have been developed by being picked out in white
before exposure to the camera. An examination of the cast shows that

several groups of digits exist on the lower portion of the stone, in

evident continuity with the rest of the Ogham text, which have
hitherto altogether escaped observation. The effect of the introduc-

tion of these ingredients into the respective renderings of the rest of

the text it would be difficult to predicate.

Strongly impressed with the fallibility of the eye even of trained

archaeologists, I turned to the Royal Irish Academy as the body most
interested in the accuracy of inscriptional texts, and best qualified,

from its position and resources, to secure good examples ; and the
result of the representations which I ventured to make to the Com-
mittee of Polite Literature on the subject was the following Report to

the Council dated 26th May, 1869 :

—

'

' The Committee of Polite Literature have had under their consi-

deration the expediency of taking steps to encourage the systematic

study of Ogham inscribed stones in the British Islands.

"In Ireland, there exist upwards of one hundred known Ogham
legends; and, probably, a larger number remains to be brought to light.
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Considerable numbers of these are probably older than any of the
MS. glosses on which the text books of early Irish grammar have
been constructed. To place these lapidary aids in an authentic form
at the disposal of philological scholars would be a step in the promo-
tion of learning worthy of the Royal Irish Academy.

"The published and MS. Ogham texts, as at present accessible to

students, are in general unreliable. It might fairly be doubted
whether two in three do not contain inaccuracies rendering them
worse than useless for exact study. These inaccuracies arise from the

difficulty of copying objects generally found in the open air, and which,
to be fully seen, must be viewed in various lights : the same Gauses

render photographs also unreliable.

"The Academy already possesses twelve Ogham inscribed stones

and several casts in plaster of Paris ; and other plaster casts are

ready to be presented as donations. Means also are in preparation

for taking casts by a less troublesome and expensive process than in

plaster.

"The Committee of Polite Literature, therefore, report to the

Council :

—

" 'That, with a view to the formation of a more complete lapidary

museum, means ought to be adopted for securing authentic casts of the

chief Ogham inscriptions in the British Islands.'
"

This Report was received and adopted, at a meeting of the Council,

on the 7th of June, 1869.

The circumstances which prevented anything effectual being done
in furtherance of the proposal during the past session, are stated in the

letter which I subsequently addressed to the Council, inserted below.

Various methods were meanwhile under consideration, by which the

casts might, if possible, be obtained in some species ofpapier mache,

capable of being easily handled and conveniently kept.

The methods I had in contemplation at this time involved the

employment of paper in pulp and in macerated sheets for casts,

combined with the use of a moulding material capable of being

smoothed out after each operation, and applied in succession to a

series of objects. I had used macerated paper with good effect in

taking a mould, which I still preserve, of the Croghan Ogham in 1865
;

and I had employed like means, and also stereotypers' prepared sheets,

with some measure of success, on the Ardmore and Castletimon in-

scriptions in this country, and on the Bridell legend in South Wales.

But the elasticity of the material employed had deprived the moulds
of their sharpness, and still left the process very far from perfection.

In this state of discouragement and inaction, I communicated my
object and its difficulties to Mr. Burchett, of the Art Training Schools

at South Kensington, and from him I learned that a paper had been

specially made by Messrs. De la Rue for that Department, in 'which

moulds of decorative work had been successfully taken by Mr. George

M. Atkinson, an Examiner in the same Department, and a gentleman

already well known to me by reputation as a zealous Ogham inscrip-
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tionist. Mr. Atkinson, on being applied to by Mr. Burchett, at once

communicated the details of the process as practised by bim. It

bas been found perfectly applicable to tbe moulding of lapidary inscrip-

tions. His instructions are as follows :

—

Paper.—A strong, pulpy, long-grained paper, like extra tbick

blotting paper—one layer of this is sufficient, if tbick enough.

Dutch-toy paper has been used successfully. Japanese paper also,

for small work.
Use.
—

"Wet the paper well, and with a common clothes-brush

kept well wet, beat the softened paper into the surface to be moulded.

If any breakage occurs, repair by adding another piece of paper, and
strengthen if necessary by rubbing some paste, taking especial care

that it does not penetrate to the object, and then adding [with paste]

another layer of paper to strengthen.

Draw.—"When just moist enough to be elastic or rather pliant.

To cast from paper mould.—To prepare the mould, equal portions of

naptha and liquid glue, mixed and put on freely with a soft common
sash-tool or similar brush. This will rapidly harden ; it is then fit for

casting from.

To prepare mould.—Give a thin coat of common raw linseed oil

all over
;
pour on plaster in the ordinary way.

Having tested the method as communicated by Mr. Atkinson, by
taking a mould in paper from the cast of the Newton Stone, I prepared

at the close ofJuly, 1870, to carry out my design on an extended scale in

the country. I was accompanied by Mr. Burchett. The locality selected

was the western division of Corkaguiny, in Kerry, of which Dingle

is the most convenient centre. This region was chosen as being at

once the richest and the most fully explored field for inscriptional pur-

suits. It wasknowntome that, in other districts almost equally rich, other

inquirers have been, and are, successfully engaged in the discovery of

similar monuments—notably, Mr. Brash, of Cork, and Mr. "Williams, of

Dungarvan—and it was deemed better to avoid any interference with
their labours, one great rew arcl of which is the right to claim priority

of discovery.

In applying the process to the various classes of inscribed monuments
occurring in the Dingle district, it was found necessary in all cases to

be provided with apparatus for carrying away the moulds, so adapted

to the shape of the objects as to preserve, as far as possible, their

several contours and angularities.

For legends extending along a continuous angle or arriss, a light

cradle, consisting of two boards, six feet long by six inches wide, hinged
lengthwise, and adjusted to the angular opening by moveable cleats,

was found sufficient. For more complicated forms, specially designed

templets, made in card-board, were provided. On the care with
which these were fitted to the salient and re-entrant forms of the

surface, as also in some cases to convex and cylindrical outlines, rested

much of the success attending on the operations. The paper em-
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ployed was thick violet blotting, supplied by Messrs. Cowan, D'Olier-

street.5

Having by these means secured moulds of many of the inscribed

stones of the district, it was considered advisable, before offering the

collection to the Academy, to test the feasibility of reproducing a mould
in metal. With this view the mould first taken from the cast of the

Newton Stone was put into the hands of Mr. Carnegie, an ingenious

workman of Messrs. Ross and Murray, who returned it with a perfect

reproduction in white metal. Although the mould underwent no pre-

liminary process of hardening, it yielded its metal duplicate without
losing its sharpness, and quite satisfied me that the moulds taken
in the country were strong enough, however slight in appearance,

to be converted without risk into permanent matrixes.

Being so assured, I addressed to the Secretary of Council the follow-

ing letter :

—

"20, North Great George''s-street,

Dublin, 28th October, 1870.

" Deae. Sir,—Eeferring to the Report of the Committee of Polite

Literature of the 29th of May, 1869, and to the consequent resolution

of Council, of the 7th June, 1869, as to the formation of a museum of

casts from Ogham-inscribed monuments, I beg to state that being-

obliged to spend the vacation of that year out of Ireland, I was un-
able to take any step towards the object proposed during the session of

1869-70.
" Being free from the necessity of going abroad during the present

year, and continuing to entertain the belief that, for the profitable study
of at least Ogham legends, it is essential that a large number of examples
should be brought together—while confirmed by extended obser-

vations in my conviction, that the authenticity of such examples cannot

be secured by any means short of an exact reproduction of the

originals—I have occupied myself during this autumn in procuring

moulds of a considerable number of inscribed monuments, chiefly of

the Ogham class.

"These moulds have been taken in paper, by a process which,

as applied to such objects, is I believe substantially new. They are

capable of being reproduced in plaster of Paris or in metal, from which
an unlimited number of duplicates can be had ; and will even yield

a few impressions in paper, direct, but not without ultimate injury to

themselves.
" The method of taking these paper moulds is in principle the same

which was adopted in verifying the Croghan inscription in I860, 6 and
is a modification of the ' less troublesome and expensive process' re-

5 The Academy is indebted to the liberality of one of its members, Andrew
Armstrong, Esq., for a large donation of moulding paper, specially prepared since

thj process was first described.
fi Proceedings Royal Irish Academy, vol. ix. p. 161.
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ferred to as in preparation in the Report of 1869. For carrying it

out to its present measure of success, I am mainly indebted to Mr.

Burchett, head master of the National Art Training Schools at South
Kensington, and, through him, to Mr. George M. Atkinson, an Examiner
of the same Department, who has been kind enough to furnish me with
valuable suggestions both as to material and manipulation.

" Por the purposes of study, as well as for facility of arrangement
and economy of space, casts in paper, of adequate 'strength, are much
preferable to reproductions in plaster or metal. To enable the student

to give an undivided attention to such objects, it is necessary that they

should be easily moved, so as to be placed in convenient lights and
points of view. The difficulty of so dealing with heavy masses has

greatly detracted from the value, for practical purposes, of the in-

scribed stones, which have, from time to time, been brought from their

sites in the country, and placed in public and private museums. Any
one undertaking the systematic study of such a collection, must be

prepared to move considerable weights, must work under various in-

conveniences of posture, and submit to frequent interruptions depen-

dent on changes of light and shade. The employment of paper dupli-

cates, while affording entire freedom from these disadvantages, with the

additional facility of a surface possessing uniformity of colour, will

also, it is hoped, dispense with the temptation to further disturbance of

the inscribed monuments still occupying their ancient sites.

" The possibility of obtaining any number of duplicates in paper,

and of assembling, in one light and manageable collection, examples of

all the legends extant, leads me to hope that the Council of the Royal
Irish Academy will recommend the Academy to accept the donation

which I propose to make of the original paper moulds of the inscrip-

tions enumerated in the list annexed, as the nucleus of a paper-cast

Inscriptional Museum, on the understanding that the reproduction of

the moulds in plaster or metal, and the conservation of their casts for

public study, shall be provided for by the Academy.
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" List of Moulds of Inscribed Stones prom: the following Localities
en the Barony of Corea^gulny, County of Kerry.

[Following the topography of the Ordnance Survey Map, 1846.]

No. of

No. Townland. Parish. Sheet
Ord. Sur

52

Observations.

I. Coomeenoole North, Dunquin. On Dunmore Head.
II. Vicarstown, . . IV j> Otherwise Tyvoria,
III. Ballywiheen, . . Marhin. 42 ,, Cahernagat.
IV.

Y.

Ballinrannig, - .
>» it 1

f at Burnham House

VI.
>>

it

ti
j

near Dingle.

VII.
»» » ii

at Lough, near Dingle.
VIII. Maumanorig, . .

>) it
Otherwise Kilcoleman.

IX. Gallarus, .... Kilmalkedar. n
X.

XI.

XII.

Kilmalkedar,
i> ii

Ballymorereagh, Kildrum. 43 OtherwiseSt.Manchan's.
XIII.

!) _>» „ ,, Kilfountain.
XIV. Emlagh West, . . Dingle. 53
XV. Ballintaggart, . . Garfinny. ,,

XVI.
)> >> it

XVII.
11 tt it

XVIII.
)» >> !!

XIX.
11 >> „

XX.
11 i> 11

XXI.
11 » 11

XXII.
s> u II

XXIII.
11 >> 11

XXIT.
XXV.

Emlagh East, . .

Kinard East, . .

Dingle.

Kinard.
It

11

Otherwise Trabeg.

XXVI.
XXVII. Aghacarrible, . .

>i
54

XXVIII.
i) )> ,,

XXIX. Ballinesteenig, . . Cloghane. 43

XXX. Arraglen, . . .
i)

25 Otherwise the Tyduff
and Brandon Stone.

XXXI. Kilgobban. 36

" I have the honour to be,

"Dear Sir,
'

' Your very faithful Servant,
'

' Samuel Ferguson..

" To John K. Ingram, Esq., LL. D., &c. &c.^

"Secretary of Council of the

" Royal Irish Academy."

The Council, at their meeting of the 7th November, 1870, having

resolved to recommend accordingly, I now have the pleasure to pre-
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sent to the Academy the several moulds above enumerated, together

with

:

No. xxxii. Newton Stone, Aberdeenshire, Ogham legend in plaster

of Paris.

No. xxxin. "Druides" Stone, Killeen Cormac, (part of) do.

No. xxxrv. Paper mould of Stone No. 1, in the Museum of the

Royal Irish Academy.
No. xxxv. Ditto, No. 5, in do.

No. xxxvt. Ditto. of the Non-Oghamic legend on the

Newton Stone, from the plaster cast in the possession of the Academy.
No. xxxvii. Ditto. of the Ogham inscribed stone from

Fortwilliain in the County of Kerry, in the Museum of Trinity College,

Dublin.

In the enumeration of these legends, and in the references to them,

I have employed Roman numerals to distinguish them from the stones

in the Lapidary Museum of the Academy, which are referred to by
Arabic figures.

The district around Dingle which has supplied the bulk of the

examples, while extremely rich in such memorials, is very sparingly

alluded to in our annals, civil or ecclesiastical. The names decypher-

able are, with few exceptions, quite unknown7 to the student of

our written annals, martyrologies, and acta. In drawing these un-

wonted sounds and syllabic combinations from the obscurity in which
their Ogham equivalents have involved them, we seem to be intro-

duced to new communities and conditions of life apart from the his-

toric current. That these were, in the main, Christian communities,

is the conclusion to which most minds will probably be led, even

from the little known of them ; but to what epoch referrible, and
under what relations to other bodies and communities, are conclu-

sions for which, as yet, we can only provide the material of induction.

Enough, however, is historically on record respecting the intimate

relations subsisting in post-Roman and ante-Patrician times, between
South Britain and South Ireland, to make it at least an allowable conjec-

ture that traces of those relations, in other instances besides the common
use of a peculiar alphabet, may appear among some of the older forms

of these memorials. Such results would not be without an historic

value, and are at least worthy of being sought for with diligence and
exactness.

With respect to the sites from which the Kerry moulds have been
derived, the collection includes—with the exception of the Roman-
inscribed stones at Reask and near Ballyferriter—one Ogham legend

buried in the sand at Ballinrannig, on the shore of Smerwick harbour

—

and two in the Cave at Aghacarrible, which, from their position, could

7 It will be seen from the letter of the Bishop of Limerick (post) that these

obscurities are regarded by Bishop Graves as incident to certain laws of construc-

tion observed in the formation of " Ogham names," and that, substantially, all

are recognisable through their disguises.
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not be had entire—everything in this class known to exist from the

western extremity of Corkaguiny at Dunmore Head, to a line drawn
from Brandon monntain on the north to Lispole Bridge and the sea on
the south. Many other and valuable memorials of the same class exist

to the east ofthis line, onward to Camp, in the neighbourhood of Tralee

;

but these (save that at Camp, which, having turned out to be both
"bi-lingual," and "bi-literal,"was of too great novelty and value not

to be included) have been left to some future occasion, and possibly for

soma other and more workman-like hands to make available for use

in the Inscriptional Museum.
The collection may be distinguished as regards the method of

writing into—first, those angular pillars, the corners or arrises of

which constitute the stem line ; secondly, those rounded blocks, on the

smooth convex sides and ends of which the digits are arranged at

successive relative levels without any stem line ; and, thirdly, ono
example in which the stem line is inaculpted together with the digits

on the face of the monument.
As to the first class, most persons who have given a careful

inspection to" our Museum will be familiar with their appearance ; and
some, no doubt, will have observed that their shape has rendered them
peculiarly liable to damage by fracture. So much is this the case that,

of the twelve already in our Museum, it is questionable if any one can

be considered complete ; while of the number now added in paper of

this class, three only can be referred to as presenting complete and
perfect legends. Not so the second and third classes. Their compara-

tively smooth surfaces have preserved almost all in substantially com-
plete preservation. Of these some are inscribed in characters having their

ordinary alphabetic force ; others, or at least one, in such characters,

with the introduction apparently of certain intercalated successions of

consonants, the vocalization of which would appear to be effected by
a process of coalescing the antithetical groups, and converting them
into stem-crossing digits having vocalic values. 8

Of these ordinarily-conceived epigraphs, some, such for example as

Moinena maqi olacon— Curcitti—Tria maqa mailagni—Dofeti maqqi
cattini—inissimon—are easily decipherable ; others are more, and some
very much more, difficult ; but all, I believe, can now be read with
reasonable certainty.

8 Such might seem to be the key to the Ring Ogham on the stone at Logie in Aber-
deenshire. This legend, as we find it in the " Sculptured Stones in Scotland,"

in whatever direction read, yields prima facie, nothing but consonants

—

grftqbh,

or grtfnhb. Two pairs of these, bh and ft, are antitheticals in the above sense.

Coalescing them, by M'Curtin's second rule, they become a and u respectively, and
there results, in what seems the most obvious course of combination, the name
Gruqa. The temptation to compare Gruoch, daughter of Boede, once queen of

that region, named in the Chatulary of St. Andrew's, but better known in a
more imaginative field of literature, would be irresistible, if a paper mould of the

legend, obligingly forwarded to me by Colonel Forbes Leslie, while this paper is

going through the press, did not relegate Lady Macbeth to the region of shadows
by disclosing new digits differently disposed.
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How little this was the case, while the legends had to he studied

in the open air, in the disused huiying-ground at Ballintaggart, may
he judged of hy a reference to Yolume I. of Mr. Du JNbyer's drawings
in our library, where five of the Ballintaggart group are figured. It

will he seen that in no one case has this accomplished artist succeeded

in transferring the characters in their textual integrity to his portfolio.

The difficulty in dealing with this class of legends sicb clio has, indeed,

been insurmountable ; and I am not aware that any, even of the most
experienced draftsmen of such objects, has hitherto attempted to

decipher more than certain portions of some of them.

As an example of this rounded stemless class, as well as of the

difficulty of securing exact copies of such objects, even by the most
learned and conscientious, I adduce a mould taken by the paper

process from another Kerry Ogham, now preserved in the Hall of

Trinity College Museum. This is the Fort William inscription, which
was figured by our late dear and revered academic brother, Dr. Todd,

in vol. ii., p. 411, of our " Proceedings." It is, I believe, the first illus-

tration of a monument of this class to be found in our publications after

the revival of Oghamic inquiry amongst us, and has evidently been

drawn with scrupulous attention to accuracy.

Even at this early stage of the inquiry, Dr. Todd saw the para-

mount importance of exact texts, and, in his paper, presses earnestly

on the Academy to secure " the most accurate and best authenticated

collection of copies, or fac similes of the inscriptions themselves," in

preference to even " the best essays or theories for the explanation of

the Ogham character." It is instructive to read the assurance that

the accompanying woodcut is "an exact copy," coming from one so

competent to judge, and so strongly impressed with the necessity of

judging rightly, and to compare with that statement the paper-mould

lately taken from the original, exhibiting as it does, amongst other

less prominent discrepancies, the transposition from the under to the

upper-line series of the penultimate digit-group.

Even where, as in the case of Dr. Petrie, learning and con-

scientiousness have had high artistic skill for their exponent, the pencil

in the open-air has been unequal to a less difficult series of Ogham
groups. In his essay on "Irish Church Architecture" (p. 135),

Petrie has given a drawing of the pillar at St. Manchan's, near Kil-

dram, on the road from Dingle to Kilmalkedar. As represented, the

legend yields no pronounceable combination of sounds, the translitera-

tion being

Qen [ ~]fcihaqemgcumaainiamu\_.

This inarticulateness results from errors mostly of omission, and

all of a minute kind. The moulded paper-duplicate supplies the over-

looked and retrenches the superfluous digits, yielding, not indeed the

name Manchan in any of its forms, but the name (apparently in the

genitive) qeijiloci, followed by formulas familiar to the eyes of Ogham
students, but which I do not here attempt to explain. This Qeniloc
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(corresponding to the Qunilocgni of the stone No. 7 in the Mnseum of

the Academy, and seemingly to the Cunalegea of No. 7 of the Drum-
loghan group) may possibly have borne the agnomen Ifanchan

;

as the Latin Monachus, in its various forms, was a favourite one
among the adoptival names customarily assumed by persons in reli-

gion ; and the conspicuous position of the pillar, flanking a kind of

raised avenue to the doorway of the stone roofed oratory, universally

called St. Manachan's, makes it unlikely that it should have been
erected to any but the founder.

In justice to the illustrious scholar, to whose inaccuracies I have
shown no more tenderness than I have extended to my own, it must
be mentioned that, twenty-five years ago, when Petrie published this

deservedly renowned essay, the evidence of the Welsh biliterals was
unknown ; and the pretensions of this class of lapidary letters rested

on the traditionary method of transliteration, which, true though it

was to the key as since established, had in its results at that time
little to recommend it to the acceptance of scholars acquainted with
formulas of monumental writing.

A better test of Petrie' s accuracy is found in his drawing of the

inscription " in Grseco-Koman or Byzantine letters," as he considers,

at Gallarus (page 133), which records the name of Colum, and once

recorded the name of Colum' s father and grandfather. Petrie must have
had this stone raised from its bed and subjected to a most careful study
in various lights, for his reading is (having regard to the abrasions and
bizarreries presented by the legend) a surprising approximation to

complete and exact accuracy. Nevertheless he has failed to observe,

what the paper-mould reveals on a careful inspection and in favorable

light, that what he took for mel, the last syllable of the lost name of

the father, is, in fact, mec, the introductory predicate to the name of

the grandfather ; and that what follows, although no longer fully

legible, includes the remains of what probably was a monogram of the

name of Maria or some of its derivatives. 9

So also, notwithstanding the general success with which he has

copied the alphabet stone at Kilmalkedar, engraved on the same
page, down to the letter P, a comparison with the cast discloses im-

perfections more or less noticeable in most of the remaining characters.

But here, again, one cannot but admire the skill which extracted

so much from a surface so worn, and which from the weight and posi-

tion of the stone could only be studied under a light unfavourable to

the disclosure of some of the inscribed traces.

An interesting consideration suggested by this mould is to be
noticed as regards the letter K. In Petrie's essay, this letter

presents the form of F ; and, so far as the top stroke is concerned,

the inscription prima facie would seem to warrant it ; but the pro-

jecting limb is somewhat retrenched of its upper member in his

9 Othei' Marian combinations exist in this locality. Compare No. VI. (3rd

of the Ballinrannig group), and the Tyvoria and Kinard examples, post.
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drawing. Now, no instance has been fonnd of the letter K in any
inscribed monument having the form here given to it ; whereas, if the

top stroke be ascribed to the adjoining L, with which it equally asso-

ciates itself, and if the upper member of the proj ection be extended to its

real proportions, the result will correspond with a well-known but

perplexing character, which, in Romano-British inscriptions, has the

force of N, but is found in Franco-Norman legends with the power
of K ; and this may have a bearing of some consequence in deter-

mining the force to be ascribed to this same character, where it occurs

in a hitherto undeciphered connexion in the last line of the principal

epigraph on the Newton Stone. Pointing in the same direction, it

may be observed that some of the concluding characters have the

appearance of runes; and that the Z seems to have been crossed by
a horizontal stroke, which would appear to detract from the high

antiquity hitherto ascribed to this legend.

This Kilmalkedar alphabet-stone affords an instructive illustration

of the deceptiveness of worn inscriptional characters, and of the illu-

sory nature of those semblances of truth, which sometimes spring

directly from error, and may be reckoned amongst the most pernicious

of her progeny. When Mr. Pelham occupied himself in making
drawings of the inscribed stones in the neighbourhood of Dingle, for

the Collectanea of Yallancey, he included this alphabet-stone, which
then stood in the open, amongst his studies ; but mistaking the per-

pendicular lines of the Roman characters for Ogham digits, he intro-

duced into the middle of the alphabet a supposititious Ogham legend
;

and (so delusive is untruth) these figments and nonentities actually

array themselves without any volition of their author, in an order

capable, with an almost allowable degree of adjustment, of yielding

an intelligible and not inappropriate meaning,

Laba hui cabha.

" The bed of the grandson of Cabba," would be a welcome addition

to the limited Oghamic vocabulary, and would not, so much as most
other versions of Ogham texts, offend the proprieties of inscriptional

language : but the answer to all such speculation is, that the subjec-

matter is a mere phantasm and creation of a misconceiving appre-

hension.

Even where opportunities exist for indoor study and the use

of varied lights, error cannot in all cases be entirely excluded. The
artist who has illustrated that well-digested and useful section of

Sir "William Wilde's " Catalogue," devoted to our collection of Ogham-
inscribed stones, while successful in the transfer to his pages of one of

the examples given, has fallen, in the case of the other, into certain mis-

takes of omission. The instance I refer to is the woodcut of the stone,

6tone No. 1. in our collection, at p. 136 of the first volume of the " Ca-

talogue" of our Museum. Here the paper-mould, besides converting the

initial a into m, discloses two crosses of that peculiar kind called in

heraldry the Filfot, in which the ends of the several arms of a Greek
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cross are reverted at right angles, from left to right. It is a form of

cross frequent on the hracteates and early inscriptional monuments
of Scandinavia. Its presence on the Newton Stone inscription has

led to many confident assertions of the Pagan character of that

monument. The force of this argument will be much diminished by find-

ing it here subordinated to an undoubted Christian cross, and associated

with an Ogham legend which appears to be of a Christian character. 10

"Without direct examples, it is difficult to conceive to what an
extent of illusory speculation errors, such as I have exemplified, are

capable of seducing the unwary inquirer. The mischiefs so occasioned

in misapplied energy and time spent in visionary speculation, where
no step is taken to verify the copies by actual inspection of the
originals, are incalculable. Pushed to their legitimate end, however,
of trial by actual inspection, they cure themselves ; for no illusion is

dispelled without the revelation of some reality. The cast from the

Newton inscription, now upon the table, will illustrate what I desire

to convey. The Newton legend, one of the longest as it is the most
difficult of all known Ogham inscriptions, offers, among various pos-

sible combinations of those groups forming the plexus, or loop, which
seems to have been introduced into it in anology to the Runic knot,

a reading yielding the result " FostacortiqqerniP Regarding this pro-

visionally as a real result for purposes of comparison, the phrase upon
the monument at Llanpabo inAnglesea(2 Camd., p. 572), "Hie jacet

Pabo, Post Prydhain," "the pillar of Britain," is what naturally

occurs as the primdfacie analogue, hinting at the commemoration here of

some one who in his day had been the (fosta) supporting prop of the

region, or person designated under the combination cortiqqemi. On
the other hand, these vocables, by a different grouping, might yield

the phrase Fostacor tiqqemi, having a sufficient resemblance to the

Irish Foisteachoir Tigeama, " hireling of the Lord," (a designation not

necessarily to be rejected as repugnant to sepulchral language) to make
it worthy, at least, of consideration and comparison with analogous

texts, should such at any time present themselves.

Now, among Mr. Du Noyer's transcripts, there is one of the

Ogham-inscribed pillar at Ballyquin, in the county of "Waterford,

where portion of the legend yields the combination Festaqar, and the

similarity appeared at least sufficiently remarkable to give the Bally-

quin pillar a well marked place in my contemplation as a beacon and
possible finger-post to further exploration of the Newton mystery.
I had an opportunity of making a careful inspection of the Ballyquin
pillar in July of the present year, and found the legend to be

Catabar moco firiqorb.

The Festaqar of my speculations flew

" far off

Into that Limbo long and large, Btill called

The Paradise of Fools ;"

10 Apostoli, as explained post.
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but left in its stead a substitute which will, I hope, well compensate
the student of Irish case-endings in the examples it affords of external

inflections of the ingredient words becoming internal inflections of

their compounds, in this commemoration of Cathbar son of Fercorb.

Another ignis fatuus, exhaled from the same source, which it

was my lot to follow for some considerable time through the ety-

mological quagmire, arose on a comparison of another of these

drawings with a notice of certain Cornish inscribed stones, men-
tioned by Borlase, and re-illustratecl in the " Archseologia Cam-
brensis." Among other Romano-British legends remaining in the

neighbourhood of Penzance, is one which seems to read Rialob-

bran. This legend certainly has a questionable aspect ; but con-

sidering that among Mr. Du ISToyer's transcripts there was one

—

that of apparently one of the best preserved examples at Ballintag-

gart—which yielded the vocables Riamastami, it seemed at least pru-

dent to await an opportunity of comparison.

I therefore, on my first visit to Ballintaggart, approached the

original with a curiosity sharpened by the expectation of finding this

additional link in the chain of South British and South Irish resem-

blances. The Ballintaggart legend, however, seen by a favourable

light, after some study declared itself in the form Tria maqa mailagni.

Here, while the illusory show of a near resemblance between British

and Irish formulas in lapidary writing was dispelled on the one hand,

an additional and real evidence of the analogies of early British and
Irish names was revealed on the other. The patronymic Mailagni, to

which may be added the various forms of Talagni, Dillagni, Corbagni,

Tasigagni, all found in Irish Ogham texts, has its analogue in the

Roman-lettered Maglagni of the Llanfechan monument.

Trenacatus hie jacet filius Maglagni.

Let me ask the consideration of our Irish scholars to a question

which here seems legitimately to present itself : is the broad an which
occurs as the termination of many of our Irish names—Brocan, Cronan,

Sillan, &c.—a softening of this kind of inspissation in older forms

;

and would the Oghamic names I have enumerated be recognizable as

Mailan, TaiMn, Corban, &c. ; and if so, to what period should we refer

the transition ? In this connexion let me instance the names Benin =
Benignus ; and Ainia, on the St. Manchan's pillar, which seems to be
reflected in the Aeignei of the Tallaght martyrology.

Here, too, we have the ground of a reasonable inquiry, whether
we have been right in assuming that names beginning with the ele-

ment Mail are necessarily refcrrible to tonsured j>ersons; for, although

the accompanying cross speaks plainly enough to the Christian period,

the form Mail is not what theory would have led us to expect. With
regard to the rest of the inscription, it will remain to be determined
whether Tria is a numeral or a proper name ; and on the result of that

inquiry willdepend the more interesting speculation whether inmaqa we
have a feminine form of the genitive or an inflection of the ubiquitous
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tnaqi in the plural ; the form maqa, however, being, in any case, a

novel addition to the Oghamic vocahulary.

A similar disillusion awaited me on the adjoining strand at

Trabeg. Here, on the margin of highwater, lies the often-illustrated

block bearingthe name of Brusccos, and of the father of Brusccos, whose
name, whether it was Calic, or Caluoc, or Caliac (for there is some
obscurity in the penultimate group), may, in its inflected form, cer-

tainly be regarded as a genitive dependent on the preceding Maqi.
Now, in the bi-lingual of Killeen Cormaic, a grammatical dependence
seems to exist between the last word of the epigraph terminating in

os, and the commencing proper name or names, terminating in o ; and
at an early period of my acquaintance with Mr. Shearman's discovery,

it occurred to me that here were indications, if supported by the results

of any considerable induction, of an old Irish nominative in os, having

a genitive in o, which might possibly furnish a new paradigm to the

declensional forms of the Grammatica Celtica.

This stone of Brusccos appeared to supply at least one example
towards corroborating the inference ; for it had been carefully exa-

mined by a learned member of the Academy, who had made it the

subject of recent communications to this and other antiquarian

societies. He read the legend,

Brusccos maqqi Gain oco,

and conceived he had detected in the terminal syllables an exclamation

of sorrow for the fate of Bruscc the son of Calu. I was not prepared

to accept this part of the legend in that sense ; but regarded the name
as a legitimate analogue of the British Bodvoc, and visited the monu-
ment in the full confidence that it would confirm my impression of the

declensional forms suggested by the Killeen Cormaic bilingual. I

confess I was, at the moment, disagreeably undeceived. The object

pursued may be delusive, but the pleasure of the pursuit is real ; and

such is the imperfection of the inquiring faculty, that one parts with

some regret from an idea, however chimerical, which has for any length

of time been the companion of his thoughts. The expected o turned

out to be an i, and I turned from the disappointing indentations with

a sense of the vanity of human wishes.
" Caliacus,"

11 however, which seems to be the true name so re-

vealed, is an acceptable addition totheHiberno-Britannic names of post-

Boman date : for it is to this period the name Brusccos seems most

probably referrible. Mr. Brash has pointed out the Roman inscription

at Lincoln commemorating JNorninius Sacer son of Bruscos, " Civis

Senonii ;" and the name again occurs on pottery of the same period

—

Brusc F.—from Duntocher on the line of Agricola's Wall, where the

siglum F. obviously stands for Fecit.

11 See observation of Bishop Graves (pa<t).
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This siglum, and its meaning, induce another example of a like

nature with the last. Several pieces of fictile ware from the same
locality present the maker's marks, accompanied by the contraction OF.
(possibly officina or opusfecit), as OF. Savetri; Patirati OF. (Castlecary)

;

OF. Valo. ; OF. Iucun
;

(Cramond)'. 13 This OF. appears to have
its reflexion on some Ogham inscriptions, which are obviously, in

part, at least, conceived on Roman models ; as at Bridell, where the

concluding groups appear to read plainly, oudoco effeci ;
13 at Drum-

loghan where, on the roof stone No. 7, the characters, as I conceive,

express the legend cunalegea maqi c or celuufiq feci, as recordingthe

erection of a monument for Kelufic ; and (not to go outside my own
opportunities of verification by inspection) at Ardmore, where the
" Lugudeccas" legend ends with what seems an independent OF. 14

"Now, amongst Mr. Du Noyer's drawings is one of the Ogham inscribed

pillar on Brandon mountain, which possessed the double attraction of

presenting the word Qrimiter coupled with the syllable AF., wanting
only a single notch to form another example of the same combination.

This word Qrimiter, or Cruimther, had a peculiar interest from the

!2 Wilson, Prehist. Ann. Scot., p. 102.
13 The transliteration of the entire legend appears to run thus, nettasagrohocoudoco-

effeci, or nettasagromoc, &c. Here, whether nett.a be deemed part of the ensuing legend
or separable from it, it is noticeable as reflected in the netacarinetacagi of theCastle-

timon legend (correcting Du Noyer in the c's), and in the nettalaminaqca,&c, of one of

the Ballintaggart group (No. xvi). If separable, compare with nit or nita in mort
tricet oc c petuar nitanam atterunc, of the Towyn inscription, equivalent possibly to

mortuus trigesimo (?) centesimo quarto (anno Christi) nita anamat mater hunc, &c,
and with nethi on the " Sieur Eloy,'' or Brunswick Casket (Kilk.Arch. Soc. v., 4 N. S.,

267, and Stephens's Runic Monuments, 378) ;
giving rise to the conjecture that netta

= opus, or, possibly, signum. If so, the verbation of the Bridell stone would seem-
ingly run, Netta sagro hoc (or sagrom oc) oudoco effeci. There was an Oudoe, Bishop
of Llandaff in the 7th century. If moc, the reading might be mod doco, 8;e., and
Docus, a more eminent personage, be the one intended.

11 Assuming the pedigree preserved in this legend to be that of Declan's great

grandfather Lugdech, it would show the existence of Christian orders in the South of

Ireland four generations before Declan's period, whatever that may have been.

There can be little, if any, doubt of the verbation of the first two lines, Lugudeccas
maqi Dolati bigoesgobi. Dolatus may be a play on the Anac and Miach of the pedigree

which again appear corroborated, though not with entire certainty, owing to a

fracture of the stone, in the anaci legend from the adjoining Cathedral (Mus. Lap.

R. I. A., No. 4) ; and bigoesgobi can hardly be taken for anything but chore-bishop,

in its Latinized form vico-episcopus. "Whether Gaqomageca, in the third line, be a

name of humiliation of Declan himself (daeglan per antithesin, in viliori sensu),

is worthy of inquiry. See le Blant sur nommes bizarres adopte's par les premiers
Chretiens (Revue Arch., N. S., vol. x, p. 5) ; see also Gaqosi Ceccudoros ? of one
of the Ballintaggart group (No. xxii), a retroverse reading, but supported by
the direct examples, Gosocti Smosacma (Mus., Lap. R. I. A., No. 10) ; Saffiqegi

Ttocattac (Mus. Kilk. Arch. Soc.) ; Carrttacegaqi Mucagma [but this is possibly

mmaqi] (Mus. Cork Instit.)
;

Qrittalegi qritumah ? (R. I. A., No. 5) ; Curciti Find-
dilorac ? (No. xxv), which all appear formulated to one method of expression. In
this connexion consider M'Curtin's statement as to the practice of stigmatising the

deceased under cryptic Ogham forms of vilification.
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explanation given in the "Sams Cormaic," which points to a British

connexion.

"Cruimther, i. e. the Gaelic of presbyter. In "Welsh (Cymric)

it is premier : prem in the "Welsh is cruim in the Gaelic. The
Britons then who were in attendance on Patrick when preaching,

were they who made the change, and it is (to) premier that they
changed."

In other words the Britons brought the name in the Welsh form
Premier, and the Irish, using c hard for the Welsh p, adopted the word
in the form Cruimther, in which form we find it ascribed in our oldest

ecclesiastical documents to various eminent Presbyters, as distinguished

from other orders and degrees, ecclesiastical and scholastic.

Prom Stokes's note to his translation of the Glossary, at the place

cited, it would appear that this inscription had been submitted to

Siegfried, who had transliterated it Curimitirros. Was then the af
of Du Noyer's drawing correct, or was it a miseopyiug for of and
so a siglum having a separate meaning? or, as seemed probable

from Siegfried's reading, was it a double miscopying for os, and
part of the preceding groups ? These considerations gave me an
eager desire to visit the Brandon pillar. It is not marked on the

Ordnance Survey Map ; and the locality from which it is accessible,

marked on the Ordnance Map as Tycluff, is not known by that name in

the country at present, but by the name of Ballinahow, from whence
an excessively rough and broken mountain road leads through a dis-

tance of about three miles to the site of a disused watch-tower on the

northern shoulder of Brandon mountain. Here, at the summit of the

pass, just where the mountain track terminates, at a height of more
than 2000 feet above the sea, in a very wild and solitary scene,

stands, half buried in the bog ' which has grown up around it, the

Cruimther monument. As I had expected, the termination was in

os, attesting the accuracy of the transcriber, whoever he was, 15 on
whose material Siegfried had worked. A cross pate of the same form
(we would call it Maltese), as found on various other similar monu-
ments of the district, is carved in shallow, almost unnoticeable inden-

tations on the face and back of the pillar, which is grievously

corroded and weatherworn. It faces east and west. The legend
Qrimitirros is still clearly legible on the north-west angle. A second

line of Ogham letters, doubtless expressing, or which once expressed,

the name of the buried Presbyter, exists along the south-western
angle. "Whether from the disappearance of digits, or from some
designed inversion of the parts of the name, it has not yet yielded

any intelligible answer to my scrutiny
;

16 and a bruise received by the

mould in descending the mountain, so far detracts from its perfection

as to make this portion of it unreliable as an authority.

Here I would desire to say a few words in extenuation of my

15 1 apprehend the Bishop of Limerick.
16 It will be seen (post) that the Bishop of Limerick reads it Macu Comogann.
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strictures on the errors of Mr. Du Noyer. He failed in these instances

from the same causes which make failure the almost normal condition of

outdoor inscriptional study. 17 If the instances hare heen numerous, it

is only because he has been industrious beyond others. Without a
diligent study of the eleven magnificent volumes presented by him to

the Academy, no archaeological student can go into any district of Ire-

land assured of a full"acquaintance with the objects which ought to claim

his observation. These volumes will always be a source of antiquarian

knowledge, as indispensable to the Irish topographer as the collections

for the Ordnance Survey. Let me beg of all who use them as charts to

discovery, to be candid in acknowledging their sources. If justice be
done to Hr. Du Noyer to this extent, his reputation may well afford

the admission of such errors as duty to the subject has led me, I

trust not invidiously, to disclose in this communication.
The moulding process necessitates such an exploration of the

surface as gives a certainty of discovering any inscribed traces

which may have been overlooked by the draftsman. Of this ad-

vantage I shall adduce two instances. The principal inscription

on the northern face of the pillar on Dunmore Head has often

been copied ; and Mr. Du foyer's observation enabled him to pro-

long the legend down a part of the north-western angle. But
the effects of the weather on the laminated structure of the stone at

this side have been very destructive, and no one can be surprised that

the characters noted by him are few and fragmentary. The moulding
process, however, brought out a considerable number of groups in

addition. Some of these indentations were choked with a growth of

lichens, which obviously had never been disturbed since they first

germinated. The name or formula, "whatever it may be, is, at all

events, now consultable without exposure to any of the accidents

which the student may expect who pushes his investigations to this

"western limit of the Irish main land. 18 Dunmore Head is around-
backed promontory, which runs out at an elevation of about 800 feet

from the foot of the higher inland chain of mountains forming the

general profile of this extreme western coast. Even in that stormy
region it is especially exposed. On our first visit, after a three hours'

struggle against the wind, and after securing the mould of the lower
portion of the north face, we had the mortification just before sunset,

when proceeding to draw the mould of the western angle, to have our

17 It will probably appear that the Bishop of Limerick (see post) is one of the

very few entitled to claim substantial exemption from errors of this nature.
ls From this legend, so far as it remains, we obtain dofinia. Compare north side

of xix. (5th of Ballintaggart group) Maqqi Muceoi doffinias. The ias termination

has an inflectional appearance, as in paterfamilias. Compare Haqi Ercias, here,

and on the Roovesmore stone in the British Museum. On the Lough stone (vn.),

one of the Ballinrannig group, the i is wanting—Broinionas ; query, Brendan ? I

have heard the name pronounced Bronion by a peasant of the neighbourhood of

Cloghane.
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work snatched from our hands by the blast, and whirled in fragments
over the Atlantic. On our second visit the wind was in a more
favourable quarter, but we had to work under heavy driving rain, and
only succeeded in bringing away the moulds unbroken by having
appliances specially prepared for their reception.

Tempestuous weather also rendered abortive our first visit to the
stone at Camp. On a second occasion we were more fortunate, and
had the satisfaction of bringing away moulds not only of the known
series of Ogham characters, existing along the eastern arriss of the

monument, but also of a cross, and—more important—of a Latin
legend inscribed in Roman letters, hitherto unobserved, or, if ob-

served, unnoticed by those who have published accounts of the Camp
inscription.

The mould adds to, and detracts nothing from, the unusually accu-

rate representation of the Ogham groups communicated by Archdeacon
Rowan, save that the cross-like indentation is seen to consist, not of

two crossed digits, but of two semi-circular characters set back to

back.

The Latin epigraph, giving to the Camp stone the distinction of

being the second bilingual found in Ireland, is incised on the upper

face of the block, in a direction contrary to the course of the associated

Oghams. It is in the mixed minuscular and uncial letters in use in

the post-Roman period in Britain, numerous examples of which may
be seen in the late editions of Camden, and in the learned contribu-

tions of Professor "Westwood to the Cambrian Archaeology. It appears

to read feci (or fecit), cuNrnsn (or Conuni), or Cununit (or Commit),
and in the use of different forms of the same letters n and u, if the

second character be u, within the compass of the same word, exhibits

a peculiarity not uncommon in Romano-British lapidary writing. The
letter n in its uncial form is nothing remarkable, but in its minuscular

form it is so damaged as to be almost converted into an o, and if the

preceding character could be read as r, would give the name an

appearance of Cunroi, or Conroi, which would indeed be very sig-

nificant having regard to the surrounding local traces and tradi-

tions. But the long, cursive u is too distinct to be taken for any
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other letter ; and, alluring as the association with the renowned son

of Daire may appear, we mnst not look for it in this part, at least, of

the legend.
' The context has not yet yielded any reading agreeable to

ordinary forms of sepulchral commemoration ; but, even without the

key furnished by the correlative Latin, the reason of this deficiency

has been divined by a more penetrating sagacity than mine. A
communication which I have received from the Bishop of Limerick

enables me to present the true exposition of the Camp Ogham, in the

language of its legitimate author. The subjoined letter has been

elicited by an inspection of this paper, submitted, in one of the

intervals of its reading, to Bishop Graves. Bishop Graves' letter con-

tains not only an exposition of the Camp Ogham, with several disclo-

sures of novel and valuable matter (partly in elucidation of things

obscure to me, and partly in correction of errors into which I proba-

bly have fallen), but an announcement which will be received with

lively interest in the world of learning, of the general conclusions at

which he has arrived respecting the form and structure of Ogham
proper names.

" Limerick, January 23, 1871.

'

' My deah Ferguson,

" You were rightly informed that I had succeeded in deciphering

the Ogham inscription on the Camp Stone.

"In the year 1858, Archdeacon Rowan sent me a drawing of it,

with a request that I would let him know how I proposed to read and
explain it, but as I did not succeed in reading it offhand, I laid it

aside. I had so often found my time wasted in attempts to decipher

Ogham inscriptions which had been incorrectly copied, that I resolved

to pronounce no opinion on this inscription until I had seen and felt

it, or, at least, was in possession of a cast or good rubbing of it. Thus
I remained silent while other more adventurous scholars amused
themselves and our brother academicians with their attempts to solve

the riddle. But happening, a year or two ago, to leam that this

inscription had again attracted notice, and thinking that it was likely

to be made an occasion of putting forward views on this subject

calculated rather to retard than to promote the study of Ogham, I

resumed the consideration of the inscription, having before me the

woodcut in the seventh volume of our ' Proceedings.' After a little

examination, I observed that this inscription, when the Ogham cha-

racters have been so set before the eye as to assume their proper
alphabetic powers, must be read, not as is usual from left to right,

but from right to left. Thus I obtained the reading :

—

' Conuneacc TTIocui Conupi,'

And I did not hesitate to identify the two names with conncnc
and conpoi. With respect to the former, I am now inclined to
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speak less confidently ; but about tbe latter there can be no doubt.

A result so remarkable, considering that the stone was found very
near Caher Conree, ought, perhaps, to have stimulated me to com-
municate it to the Academy, even though it had only been in

a note of a few lines. But I desired to examine the stone myself
before I ventured to publish any description of it. The peculiar

labours and anxieties of these last two years have unfortunately
left me unable to accomplish this design. Your discovery of the
Latin legend on the stone is a most important one. To me, cer-

tainly, it is more satisfactory than it can be to those who still cherish

the old-fashioned theory as to the primeval antiquity of the Ogham,
and think to read in our inscriptions something a great deal more
interesting than a few proper names.

"I have met with other Ogham inscriptions which must be read
backwards. For instance, the Ogham in the Colophon at the end of

the Stowe MS. Gospel of St. John [see "Proceedings of the E. I. A.,"
vol. vi., p. 398.]

TnTnTrmrmi

I have not the slightest doubt that the Ogham word should be
read t)inop, not Somt) ; and I hazard the conjecture that Destos is the
' Ogham name'' of Dimma, the Scribe of the MS. Gospels, known as

the "Book of Dimma," in the library of T. C. D. In coming to this

conclusion, I am mainly guided by the similarity of the hand-
\» siting.

" There is anotherbackward-written Ogham inscription on one oftho

monumental stones figured by Petrie at Clonmacnoise. I annex a

woodcut of it :—Here the word bochc is written backwards. But the
instance which
will have most
interest for you
is that which
I draw from
another monu-
ment by which
you have been
perplexed, the

I Tyduff stone

on the side

of Brandon
Mountain. Tou
have correctly

read the in-

scription up one side as cupimicippop. But you did not perceive that

the characters on the other edge if read downwards, and from right to

left, give us macu como^ann ; Comogan being the Oghamic form of

B. I. A. PROC. VOL. I., SEK. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. I
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Comhgcm. In the Martyrology of Donegal we have a long list of

Saints with the
title Cruimther,

andthreeComgans.
The fracture at the

top of the stone

deprives us of a

few strokes which
would have ena-

bled us to connect

the two parts of

the inscription.
'

' Itmaybe a little

provoking to me to

see this first an-

nouncement made
by others to the

Academy of results

which have been
known to me for

years, and which I

hold to be of capital

importance in this

branch of archaeo-

logical study. But
for this I have no
one to blame but
myself. I should

have done more
wisely if I had put
forth, even in the

briefest and most
fragmentary form,

the leading results

which I had ar-

rived at. But those

who know the pleasure of doing things completely, and the pain of

tiirning out imperfect work, will at least make some allowance for me.

In any case it is satisfactory to me to see you concurring in, or at least

approximating towards, the general conclusions which I have repeat-

edly stated in the Academy ; and in which I differ from the great

majority of those who have written about Oghams.
"One of the rules of deciphering which you have correctly adopted

is the indentification of the final agnus with the Irish dn. I have
completely established this.

'
' I add woodcuts of two of the inscriptions which you have noticed

in your paper, to prove that I had not fallen into the errors from

which vour examination of the monuments has saved vou. On the
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first

ii

of these, the stone at Emlagh East, near Dingle,.^bearing the

inscription Bnrsccos.
iiAQQT Caliaci, I have
to observe that Brus-

cus appears in theBook
ofArmagh as the name
ofa Presbyter, ordain-

ed by St. Patrick.

Cat.tacus, I feel sure, is

neither more nor less

than the Latinized
form of Ceallach, a

very common name.
" I read the other

inscription as you do,

Teia Magua aLazlagkni,

and translate it as the

three sons of Huoilan.

Lf I am right, perhaps

we hare here ancient

plural forms. But the
philologists must be on
their guard against

being misled by the

pedantry or affectation

of the Ogham writer.

This interpretation is confirmed by the ap-

pearance on the monument of a cross, each
member of which is trifid. On the point of

Latinizing I might say a good deal ; and I

am prepared to find you more inclined to

agree with me than you were when you
entered upon this investigation. I adhere

to the views which I originally propounded
on this subject.

" I. That the Ogham was not a primitive

alphabet intended for common use, but an
artificial and cryptic one, invented by per-

sons certainly acquainted with the Latin,

and probably with the Bunic alphabet.

"II. That the Ogham inscriptions were
not intended to be easily read and understood,

even at the time when they were put upon
the monuments. A man's Ogham name was
not the name he commonly went by: but
formed from it according to certain rules and
methods.
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" III. That these rules and methods had regard—(1) to the actual

nature of the Ogham character
; (2), to the pronunciation of the names;

(3), to the partiality of the Ogham writers for Latin and Greek forms.

(The final OS. is not an ancient case-ending as some have supposed.)
" IV. That some, possibly many, Ogham inscriptions will remain

undecipherable.
" I hope when I go up to Dublin at Easter to be able to give some

hours to the examination of your paper moulds and paper casts. The
use of them will save the Ogham student much fruitless labour. At
the same time I must check over my own drawings and woodcuts. I

think I have all those enumerated in your list, and about 80 more.
" Believe me to be,

My clear Ferguson,

Tours very sincerely,
" Charles Limeblce.

" P.S.—I ought, in honesty, to say that I cannot agree with you as

to the general nature of the names on these Kerry Oghams. You say

they are not like what we find in ' Annals, Martyrologies, and Acta.'

I think, on the contrary, that I can account for nearly all of them.
Take the following as a remarkable instance :—I mention it because

you have noticed it on your paper.

" Here we have ttloinuna TYlacui Olacon. The names can be iden-
tified without trouble, and we seem to find a footing in an early part
of the field of Ecclesiastical history.

" Olchtj was grandfather of St. Brendan ; and Maohsteaiw was the
Bishop attached to St. Brendan's Monastery at Clonfert. He died in

the year 571 (Tigh.) Olacon is plainly the genitive of Olchu."

I desire first to express my thanks to the Bishop of Limerick for

allowing me to enrich this communication with so valuable a letter

;

and next to confess that in opening the subject in the manner I have
done, I left a great deal unsaid which I proposed to reserve for further
communications, and my reticence in respect of which seems to have
led to my appearing less acquainted with some of the topics thus
introduced than I really am.

With the course of backward reading I have been long familiar

;

and my failure to decipher the whole of the Brandon legend cer-

tainly did not arise from any neglect to test the combinations in

their inverse order. I venture, in addition to the examples cited

by Bishop Graves, to refer to a very singular instance of studied

obscurity of this kind, found on an inscribed stone now in the
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Museum of the Academy, which appears to have been contrived

to exhibit a double inversion vnthin the compass of one word.

This is the legend on the Aglish stone, No. 1, already referred to as

having, although associated with supposed Pagan crosses, a Christian

signification. It is one of those on which much ingenuity and learn-

ing were exercised in the earlier stages of Ogham investigation, and
to which we are indebted for the reference to the Uraicept, showing
that the vphin (which is most probably the cross-like character x),

sometimes has the force of p. Taking the legend to stand thus

—

i x , M "
ii
" ||

^ »-

It was read accordingly, apilogdo. Before going urther, let me
corroborate the presumed identity of the x in this case with the

iphin in its^? power. I have mentioned the agreement of what remains

of the Crickhowel Ogham with the correlative Latin Turpilli triluni

filii Dunocati icjacit. The Ogham equivalents of the t, u, andr are

distinct, and the place of^? appears occupied by the x, with no trace of

any sub-linear digit immediately following. We then discern the I

;

and after a space, where possibly the remains of maqi will yet appear

on a cast being taken—for the stone is so placed as to be hardly con-

suitable otherwise—obtain the d and, at least, one n of the Latinized

Dunncad. Hence arises a persuasive argument that the x on the Crick-

howel monument is the sometimes-^-sounding iphin of the Uraicept. To
return to the Aglish stone, it appears, on moulding it, that the penulti-

mate and ante-penultimate groups have originally constituted one. Three
of the digits certainly cross, and a fracture accounts for the non-ap-

pearance of portion of the fourth. These digits, therefore, instead

of gd, would sound st. This rectification, however, would only lead

us from apilogdo to apilosto. But in investigating a curious branch of

the inquiry, touching the employment ofmonograms in those legends, 19

the introduction of a cardinal digit dividing the course of the reading,

appears to have been one of the artifices of the engraver. In such

cases the digit serving this purpose may be observed to be marked as

19 The occurrence of monograms, composed of bind-runes, or Runic sigla, in

Norse inscriptions, prepares us to look for analogous forms in Ogham. I instance

the names Odin and Olafur, figmed (p. 47) in " Report for 1836 of the Royal Society

of Northern Antiquaries," in the first of which the runes, besides being all of the

nature of sigla, read backwards.

The monument which seems to give us a key to the existence of similar glyptical

puzzles in Ogham writing, exists at Vicarstown, or Tyvoria, in the parish of

Dunquin, in the extreme west of Kerry. The paper-cast is No. n. in the presen-

tation. Tyvoria signifies the House of Mauria, or Mary ; and the grave of Mauria
is pointed out near the village.

On the eastern face of a pillar-stone, now at the head of the grave, or little cairn, is

sculptured a Latin cross, and on the western are two groups of carving, one over the

other. The upper presents a peculiar arrangement of straight lines, and the lower n

combination of Romanesque characters, in which are plainly recognizable the

elements of the name Maria.
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exceptional by some peculiarity of indication. K"ow the iphin is ex-
ceptionally only the equivalent of p, and if it be here taken as the
turning point, and if the reading, resiling from that point, be con-

ducted back again from the other end, we arrive at the expression of

In the upper figure we discern a vertical stem-line, associated with certain

horizontal digits, three of which are carried continuously across it, and two of which
are, at the point of crossing, discontinuous. Five
digits crossing a stem-line contain, in Ogham,
the five vowels and five stem-crossing conso-

nants, and include all the elements of the name
Maria; but, without some indication of the point

at which the commencement of each letter is

to he sought, there would be nothing to limit

the sequence of combinations, or to prevent any
reading being extracted, which could be made
up of all these ten phonetic elements—obviously
a range of selection too wide for any certain sig-

nificance. In extracting the word Maria from
the Romanesque group, we have to recur again

and again—as is constantly the case in treating

sigla—to one limb of a particular letter, as an
element in the composition of the others. In
this case it is the M which serves to complete
the other elements of the R and A. Assuming
the Ogham group to be a reflection of the mo-
nogram, we are led to adopt the first digit, as

corresponding to M. The second will stand for

A; but the remainder will be insufficient to

make up R. What, then, is to be done ? Let
us act on the hint given by the monogram

—

return from the discontinuous digit, and com-
mence anew from the left. Here spelling for-

ward, the R will exhaust the group ; the return

back, giving I, will exhaust it a second time

;

and reading forward once more, the first discon-

tinuous digit will complete the legend in A.
But here are two discontinuous digits. The
obvious suggestion to account for that arrange-

ment is, that the monogram is meant to read
from either end. Examples are not wanting of

disguised Ogham names reading outward to-

wards either end from the centre ; and this

would seem but a variety of the same trick of construction.

• iif^---.,,!'!!

The group commencing
the Romanesque epigraph on the Newton stone appears to be an analogous example.

But, it may be said, these are very large results to infer from what looks like a
mere piece of square pattern-work, because it is found associated with a Roman-
esque monogram, in which the letters M, A, and R are grotesquely indicated. If
something analogous to the digit-figure were not found associated with other forms of
the Marian monogram, this would be so ; and no more could be claimed for the read-
ing above suggested, than such credit or discredit as might properly attach to
a problematical conjecture. But the carving of Tyvoria is, in all its main character-
istics, found again associated with a form of the name Maria, at Kinard East, in
the same neighbourhood. The associated name is, in this latter instance, written
Marianus. It is one of the few Ogham texts which its paper-cast (No. xxv.) docs
not invalidate. An accurate woodcut of the inscription has been published by Bishop
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the word apostoli ; and this is the process on which I grounded the

statement that the filfots on the Aglish stone are associated with an

Ogham legend probably of a Christian character.

But while I had prosecuted this and other branches of the inquiry,

Graves in vol. ii. of the " Proceedings of the Academy," from which it is here

reproduced.

Here, associated with the Ogham equivalents

of Marianus, is a figure, which seems, at first

sight, merely geometrical—a square divided into

four squares—the upper pair of which are again

subdivided into four squares respectively. Thus
there results an arrangement, in the upper pair,

of a medial line, crossed by five digits, of which
the second and fourth are distinguished by not

being carried below the lateral boundary, while

the first, third, and fifth, extend to the limit of the

containing square. Assuming these to be dis-

guised Ogham digits, and that the shorter lines

here, like the discontinuous digits of the Tyvoria
example, are intended as the turning points of the

transliteration, the same reading, with a capacity

for expressing the additional power of n, is

capable of being extracted, so as to produce all

the elements of Mariani. If, then, the reflected

light of the Kinard monument show the reading

suggested for the Tyvoria design to be probable,

and that both may reasonably be taken for mono-
grams, it may be inferred that in monogrammatic
Ogham combinations certain digits, distinguished

from the rest by some peculiarity of formation, or

otherwise, were used as turning points, so to

speak, of the spelling. Assuming this to be so,

it will not appear irrational, if, when we find a

slender digit, for example, in the midst of a group
of broadly-incised characters, which refuse to

yield any pronounceable reading, we should try

what will be the effect ofreading up to the cardo,

and then resuming from another point.

The stone No. 5, in the Academy's collection,

illustrates this suggestion. It comes, I have been
informed, from a rath- cave at Ballyhank, near
Cork. The paper-mould has, I believe, rendered
the inscription, so far as it is conceived in the
usual way, legible for the first time, yielding the
words moco forr.tigurn—a legend in itself suffi-

ciently interesting, as pointing to south British

and Welsh connexions. But what was the name
of the son of Vortigern so commemorated it re-

fuses, unless under the application of a further key, to disclose. The name begins with
a. Then follows a group of five sub-linear digits, the centre one of which is very deli-

cately incised, as compared with the pairs flanking it. The first and last of these pairs
taken alone, would sound I ; the middle digit b ; and the whole group n ; but the
reading is obviously neither albl nor an. Let us try the effect ofrecognizing the central
digit as a cardo, reading up to it, and recommencing from the left as was done in the
Tyvoria example. The first step yields alb, the second an, = Alban, a name which
will not seem strange in association with the " son of Vortigern."
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with enough of success to make me familiar with the presence of

various puzzling devices for obscuring the reading, I had, by no

means, arrived at any knowledge of general laws governing the

application of these artifices to particular proper names, as Bishop

Graves " appears to have done; and I accept the warning against

adopting such forms as grammatical case-endings as a piece of new
and valuable instruction.

Assuming, then, that we are rightly guided to a backward reading

of the Camp Ogham, by its Latin context, as far as Conuni, it is

obvious that the Ogham equivalent completes itself in the characters

tt, and thus seems to become, in its turn, a key to the purposes of the

inverted t [j,] in the middle of the epigraph, which now looks as if in-

tended to be read not only as a siglum furnishing the prostrate z of

fecit, but distributively, as the final letter of both members of the

phrase ; in which point of view it will not fail to attract the attention

of scholars outside the limited circle of those who interest themselves

in Ogham lapidary writing.

Cununit, I may observe, may be compared with the cunitti of one
oftheBurnham group (No. rv.), the duplication of the syllable un
being one of the same class of intentional obscurations, exemplified in

numerous instances, notably in the Maumanorig legend, which ap-

pears to read anmcolololnaililter, seemingly an inversion and pho-

netic puzzle for Col/man ailiter, i.e. Colman the Pilgrim.

It is the singular fate of this Camp legend that, expounded as it is

now presented, it still associates itself with the name Curi, of which
Conuri may be considered the genitive ;—whether or not the son of

Daire will probably continue a subject of differing opinions.

The satisfaction I experience in being honoured with Bishop

Graves' communication is mingled with the regret which a later

and less able investigator must experience in finding that he has in-

truded on ground already pre-occupied and better explored. But it

may possibly conduce to the letting in of still more acceptable

additional light if I indicate the directions in which I have hitherto

prosecuted my own inquiries. They have led to much comparison,

and, as I have told the Academy, to the pursuit as well of many ignes

fatui as of some substantial results. These results have for a consi-

derable time been defined in my contemplation, as material for essays

1. On the occurrence of Latin Formulas {see Note 13, 14)

;

2. of Monograms and Polygrams (19)

;

3. of literal and syllabic Duplications {supra)
;

4. of Iterates, or characters serving as terminals and initials (13) ;

Several examples exist of such exceptional digits intercalated with others of the

ordinary kind ; sometimes in the form of minuscules, as at Killeen Cormaic ; some-

times in the form of tennes, as in the above example, on the " Coribiri" stone in

the Cork Institution, and on one of the Koovesmore legends, deposited in the

British Museum ; and sometimes possibly, as would appear from the example in the

text, in the form ofx in one of its exceptional powers.
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5. of Antitheticals, having the power of their opposites (4)

;

6. of Inversions and Dispartitions of proper names {supra)
;

7. of Names of humiliation (14) ; and
8. of the "Vocalization of seemingly consonantal texts (8), in Ogham

inscriptions.

I have appended to this paper, originally designed to deal only with
technical details of transcription, but which now presents substan-

tial additions to the theory of interpretation, some examples, in notes,

of several of the branches of inquiry indicated. In these I have used
none but such texts as I possess in the form of casts or have myself

moulded or traced on the stone. I would have desired a larger field

of observation, but finding the total number of texts for which I can

answer from casts and personal inspection, to exceed eighty, I have
thought it better to communicate such results and suggestions towards
results, as my knowledge enables me to do.

I also annex a tabulated precis of readings from the moulds of

Ogham texts presented. No. xvn. (third in the Ballintaggart group) is

the only one which appears too obscure at present for admission into

the list. This obscurity does not arise from any obliteration, the

legend being quite distinct in all its parts {axetriffi) ; but the results

(whether it be read directly, retroversely, inversely, from either end to

the x, or conversely to either end from it, and in whichever of its recog-

nised forces x be taken) present no probable expression of sound. There
seems some ground in xix. (ISTo. 5 in the same group) for ascribing to

x, besides its other forces, the power of m initial ; and I have ventured,

in transliterating that legend, so to suggest. Instances of one character

subserving even a greater number of sounds are not wanting in other

phonetic systems ; and if x here were deemed m initial, and the appa-

rent / taken distributively as lb, the name Ifaelbritti would emerge
;

but such a division of grouped digits seems inadmissible, and has

nowhere been resorted to in these expositions. Ap[ostoW] petri might
also be evolved, but in what seems an impracticable combination.

Carefully as the following transcripts have been made, I do not

suppose that they will, in all cases, prove wholly exempt from error.

With the accession of new texts, and a wider field of comparison, we may
expect lost characters to be replaced, and doubtful constructions to be re-

cast into future recognised forms. In the meantime, they will suffice to

give a general view of the nature of the material available for this

curious branch of palseographic study.

R. I. A. PROC.—VOL. II., SEE. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ.
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No. Local Name. Transliteration. Proposed Verbation.

Dunmore ( north, face
Head, ( n.w. angle

ercmaqimaqiercias ( ere maqi maqi ercias.
[ana 1] dofinia [s Y]

\ [ana?] dofinia[s ?"].

11. Tyvoria, maria maria.
in. Cahernagat, togittaccm aqisagarettot togittacc maqi sagarettos

IV. Burnham, f
n

"
an

^
le maqqicunitti { maqqi cunitti.

'
| s. angle - maqqiqetti \ maqqi qetti.

V.
,, [?] raficasmaqimucoi [g ?] raficas maqimucoi

VI f n. angle
" ( s. angle

maqitenac [?] j
maqi tenac[i ?]

[ [gil ?] l[amu]rra.
'

[gil] l[amu]rra

VII.
Lough (now
Burnham), broinionas broinionas.

VIII. Maumanorig anmcolololn[ailili]ter colmna nailiter ?

X. Kilmalkedar, (
w

"
an

^
le

'
( e. angle

[?] inbiric ( [?] inbiric.

maqibrocani [as ?] \ maqi brocani [as].
XII. St. Manchan's, qenilocimaqimaqiainiam.u[cox] qeniloci maqi maqi ainia

mu[coi].
XIV. Emlagh west, talagnima [qi] talagni ma[qi?]

XV. Ballintaggart, Inside
I s. side

curcitti

triamaqamailagni
t curcitti.

1 tria maqamailagni.

XVI. j s. side
" ( n. side

nettalaminaqc [aode]

( maqqi mzicoi d[oros?]maqqimucoid [oros ?]
XVIII. „ inissimon [os ?] inissimon [os ?]

XIX ( s. side
" ( n. side

maqqi [m ?] ariai Imaqqi[m]ariai.
maqqimucoidoffinias 1 maqqi muccoi doffinias.

XX. ,, dofetimaqqicattini dofeti maqqi cattini.

( s. side stfhllds [possibly sitfallos, or ([ ] ? maqqi.
XXI.

\
lombalos] maqq[i] L

In. side ducofaros or ducoforos { ducoforos or, possibly,
lucoforos.

XXII.
f s. side maqideccod[a] (maqi deccod{a\.

(.n. side caqosiceccudo [ros ?] { caqosi cecaul-o[ros ?]

XXIII. " Culumbaqqificia[s?] or ficuu culumb maqqi ficia[s ?],

or ficuu.
XXIV. Trabeg, Brusccosmaqqi cal[ia]ci brusccos maqqi cal[ia]ci
XXV. Kinard east, mariani mariani.
XXVI. » [o ?] cureitifindd[_i]l[o]r[a]c [o ?] curciti findd-

[i]l[o]r[a]c.

XXVII. Aghacanible, dallignimaqqimuccoiana dalligni maqqi muccoi
ana[?] or, possibly,
anadalligni.

XXVIII. Ballinesteenig, moinenamaqiolacon moinena maqi olacon.

XXX.
Tyduff or ( n. angle grimitirros \ qrimitirros.
Brandon, ( s. angle [ ] n ]?

XXXI. Camp conuneattmoqiconuri tonuneatt moqi conuri.

PoSTSCELPT.

The following interesting extracts from the " Duil Laithne," a

glossary in the handwriting of Duald Mac Firms, have heen placed at

my disposal hy Mr. Whitley Stokes, who has the entire tract in type.

They afford a remarkahle example of the practice of disguising words

by the introduction of arbitrary ingredients, and by a device analogous

to the use of antitheticals :

—

" This glossary, which is preserved in the library of Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin, in a volume marked H. 2. 15, is in the handwriting of

Dudley Mac Firbis, and contains 291 words, with their meanings in

Irish. Of these words some are wholly obscure ; others, such as cud
' head,' ligair 'tongue,' o ' ear,' has ' hand,' are given as Dish in our

old glossaries ; but a third class are fabricated from the corresponding
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Irish words, either by inserting certain meaningless syllables, or by
substituting certain letters. Thus

—

" 1 . "Words formed by inserting osc :

loscan, ' full, ' Ir. Ian.

loiscia, ' grey,' Ir. Math (the tli is not sounded).

loscog, 'place,' Ir. log, he, from locus.

roisciam, ' before me,' Ir. riam.

roisciut, ' before thee,' Ir. riut.

roscon, a seal (phoca), Ir. ron.

loisgester, 'vessel,' Ir. lestar.

and perhaps roiseith, 'king,' Ir. ri.

"2. "Words formed by inserting anc, inc, unc:

maincesg, ' drunk, ' Ir. mesg

.

maincil, mincill, 'honey,' Ir. mil.

mainciall, ' tardy, ' Ir. mall,

muncorbadh, ' killing, ' Ir. marbhadh.

munchaol, 'bald,' Ir. maol.

muincedan, 'waist,' Ir. medhon.

muincedhg, ' whey,' Ir. medhg.

muincir, 'bit,' Ir. mir.

" 3. "Words formed by inserting nro :

anrosar, 'father,' Ir. athair.

manrosar, ' mother,' Ir. mdthair.

(as to s for th, see infra.)

muinrosar, ' family,' Ir. muinter.

" 4. "Words formed by inserting ncull:

cuncullum, ' to me/ Ir. cucum.

eunculut, 'to thee,' Ir. cucut.

uncullum, 'at me,' Ir. ocum.

uncullut, ' at thee,' Ir. ocut.

" 5. "Words formed by inserting ros:

certrosar, ' four persons,' Ir. cethrar.

sechtrosar, ' seven persons,' Ir. seaehtar (usually morfheser).

ochtrosar, ' eight persons,' Ir. ochtar.

" 6. "Words formed by inserting oil:

collumac, 'power,' Ir. cumac.

collamair, 'short,' Ir. cumair.

colluicenn, 'kitchen,' Ir. cuicenn (coquina.)

"7. Words formed by inserting es or os

:

delesg, ' fibula,' Ir. delg.

treisiur, ' three persons,' Ir. trim,

losob, ' with you,' Ir. lib.

losum, ' with me,' Ir. Hum.
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"8. "Words formed by inserting air, aur, ur :

dairet, 'to thee,' Ir. deit.

duirih, ' to them,' Ir. doib.

daurub, 'to you,' Ir. duib.

daurun, ' a fort,' Ir. dun.

durunad, 'to close,' Ir. dunad.

anduire, ' yesterday,' Ir. ande (Old Ir. inde).

anduiriu, 'to-day,' Ir. andiu (Old Ir. indiu).

" Examples of words formed by substituting one letter for another
are:

—

5 for t or tk :

ca/romr, 'fringe,' Ir. eorrthair.

brasach, 'buttermilk,' Ir. blathach.

muin(ro)sa/r, 'family,' Ir. muinter;

and others, perhaps, but I have only one example of each.

" A third species of this artificial production of new words is, per-
haps, exemplified by

ferim, 'true,' It. fir.

tinim, ' fire,' Ir. tene.

loisi, ' with him,' Ir. his.

'

' The manufacture of new words by the addition of a syllable was
called formolad. Where a letter only was added (e. g. tenn ' fire,' from
the Old Irish ten), the process was termed doiclmed. See the preface

to the Amra Choluimcliille, in the Lebor-na-hJJidre, and H. 2. 16,

where also cennachros is given as the name of the process of fabricating

a word by substituting one letter for another, e. g. fenchas for senchas.

" The Chevalier Mgra, referring to the Duil Laitline, writes as fol-

lows :
—

' Nous avons en Piemont, dans le Yal-Soana, un jargon sem-
blable fabrique sur la base d'un patois qui a conserve beaucoup
d'elemens celtiques.' It is highly desirable that some specimens of

this jargon should be published, and that the circumstances under
which it is used should be clearly ascertained.'

r
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XII.

—

On a Visit to the Andamanese "Home," Port Blair, Anda-
man Islands. By W. Ball, B. A., Geological Survey of India.

(With Plate IV., Pol. Lit. & Antiq.)

[Read November 13, 1871.]

In the following paper I do not intend entering into any general

account or history of the Andaman Islanders, but shall simply confine

myself to a description of a visit which I paid to the "Home" esta-

blished by the Government of India, in connexion with the convict

settlement at Port Blair, for the purpose of commencing the civiliza-

tion and inspiring the confidence of the hitherto untamed aborigines

of the Andaman Islands.

On the 8th of August, 1869, in company with Mr. Homfray, who
is in charge of the Andamauese Home, and Assistant- Surgeon Curran,

I started from Viper Island, in Port Blair, to visit Port Mouat and
the Home at Mount Augusta.

Close to the landing-place at Horafray's Ghat there is an old

kitchen midden, in which the valves of oysters, Areas and Cyrenas, were
abundant.

Mr. Homfray told me that the present race of Andamanese do not

eat oysters—a rather singular fact, and suggesting the possibility of

there having been different inhabitants of this part of the island at

some former period.

The road to Port Mouat runs along by the side of a mangrove
swamp, in which Cyrenas abound. These molluscs are eaten by the

Andamanese, and the valves, in consequence of their sharp edges, are

used as substitutes for knives.

Shortly after arriving at Port Mouat, we started in a boat for

Mount Augusta. As we approached the shores near to which the

Home is situated, a swarm of little woolly-headed Andamanese struck

into the waves, and, swimming and diving under and about the boat,

so accompanied us to the shore.

On reaching the Home, we found that out of the 200 individuals

who were said to be availing themselves of the shelter and the ration

of 2 lbs. of rice per head per diem which Government gives them,
the greater portion of the men had gone out in their large canoes to

another part of the island to hunt for pigs.

The sight presented to our eyes on entering the Home was a most
singular one, and one not readily to be forgotten. At intervals along

both sides there were a number of family groups, variously occupied.

Some were boiling rice ; others were engaged in cooking pork,

which they effect by placing small strips in a hollow bamboo, which is

then laid on the fire, and the meat, when scarcely more than warmed,
taken out and eaten.

Mr. Homfray assured me that the Andamanese, so far as he knows,
never eat meat in an actually raw condition.

R. I. A. PKOC.—VOL. W», SER. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. L
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Of the men present in the Home, several were smoking—that being

one of the few accomplishments they have learnt from their contact

with civilization. Calcutta polco, which is the Andamanese name for

tobacco, is in great demand with them now. After a little prelimi-

nary shyness had worn off, they did not hesitate to search our pockets

to see if we carried any with ns.

The simplicity of tbe clothing arrangements of the Andamanese is

well known, the elaborate toilets of civilization being represented by a

leaf, which is worn by tbe women suspended from a girdle of ratan

or pandanus fibre. Sometimes this pandanus fibre is so beaten out as

to form a bushy tail.

Of the various ornaments worn by the women, none seemed more
extraordinary tban the skulls of their defunct relatives, festooned with
strings of shells, which some of them carried suspended from their necks.

(See Plate IY., Pol. Lit. & Antiq.)

Those who had recently lost relatives were in mourning, which
consisted in their being shaved, and covered from head to foot with a

uniform coating of white clay. Non-mourners were more or less

adorned with red clay.

Several of tbe men were amusing themselves manipulating, with

pieces of string, the puzzles of the cat's cradle. Trivial a circumstance

as this at first sight appears to be, it is really one of some importance,

as it may be used as evidence in favour of a primitive connexion be-

tween the Andamanese and races inhabiting the Malayan Archipelago.

Mr. Wallace found the Dyak boys in Borneo more skilful than himself

in the mysteries of cat's cradle. He says, regarding this accomplish-

ment— " We learn thereby that these people have passed beyond
that first stage of savage life in which the struggle for existence

absorbs the whole faculties, and in which every thought and idea is

connected with war or hunting, or the provision for their immediate
necessities." These remarks cannot be applied with the same force to

the Andamanese, whose rank in the scale of civilization is lower than

that of the Dyaks.

Mr. Homfray pointed out one old woman who, he said, possessed

great influence over the tribe, and acted as arbitrator in all disputes.

TJntil the rule was enforced in the Home of making those who came
to it give up their bows while remaining there, quarrels not unfre-

quently led to two parties being formed, who discharged their arrows

at one another even within the walls. A man on either side being

struck was the signal for a cessation of hostilities.

Notwithstanding such outbursts, the Andamanese possess great

affection for one another. Almost every one who has written about

them has borne witness to this trait in their characters.

I had proposed for myself one subject upon which to make special

inquiries on the spot: this was their method of making flakes of flint

and glass, which they had been reported to make use of as lancets.

My attention, however, was so taken up by other subjects of interest

that I should have forgotten to investigate the point, had it not for-

tunately happened that on reaching one of the family groups I
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observed a woman engaged in making flakes, which she skilfully

chipped off a piece of dark bottle glass with a quartz pebble. Having
struck off a flake of suitable character, she forthwith proceeded, with
astonishing rapidity, to shave off the spiral twists of hair which covered
the head of her son. [The hair so cut off, together with the flakes, were
exhibited to the Academy.]

Mr. Hornfray informed me that the Andamanese can still manufac-
ture the flakes of flint, which they effect by first heating the stones in

a fire, that being found to facilitate the breaking in the required

directions.

Thus we have, at the present day, a race who practise an art, proofs

of the wide-spread knowledge of which in prehistoric times are shown
by frequent discoveries in all quarters of the globe.

The Andamanese are, however, advancing beyond their stone age.

In one corner of the building, a woman was occupied in polishing and
wearing down into shape an iron arrow head. It was a most formidable

affair, heart-shaped, and from 1\ to 3 inches in diameter.

In the centre of the Home there was a trophy formed of the

bones of pigs, dugong, and turtle, together with some bundles of human
ribs, which latter had been deposited there after having been carried

about by the relatives of the deceased. All these objects were covered
with red clay.

Mr. Homfray said that he had encouraged the occupants of the

Home in the formation of this collection, as it served to attach them to

the place, and to make them really regard it as their home.
I made some selections, with Mr. Homfray's permission, from this

trophy. The strings with which the objects were tied were severed

by a cyrena valve ; this shell, as I have above noted, furnishing the
ordinary knives.

In hunting for dugong and turtle, the practice appears to be to

run the canoe close to where the animal lies asleep, or basking on the

surface of the water. The striker, grasping the spear or harpoon
firmly in both hands, springs forward, the weight of his body serving

to drive in the weapon further than could be done by mere hurling.

A tussle in the water ensues, at which other men jumping from the

canoe assist.

As to the reported cannabalism of the Andamanese, Mr. Homfray
furnished me with the following evidence. He interrogated the

natives themselves, and they manifested the greatest repugnance to the

idea, and denied most emphatically that such a custom existed amongst
them.

Further, some few years ago, thirteen men who landed from a ship

on the Little Andaman, for the purpose of searching for water, were all

murdered. An expedition was, on the arrival of the news, despatched

from Port Blair, to visit the scene, and ascertain the circumstances.

The members of this expedition, together with some of the Port Blair

Andamanese, landed on the island. They were received with the most
determined hostility, which the unruly and aggressive conduct of
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the Port Blair natives—who, it was hoped, would act as go-be-

tweens—served greatly to intensify. The bodies of the thirteen mur-
dered men were discovered on the beach, slightly covered with sand, so

that no cannibalism had taken place in this case.

It may be added with reference to this expedition, that the boats

had to be regained through a heavy surf, and under cover of musketry,

as the natives, for whom firearms had no terrors, and the effects of

which they could not at first realise, closed round in great numbers, and
discharged clouds of arrows.

The inhabitants of the Little Andaman seem to have some peculi-

arities which distinguished them from the inhabitants of the northern

islands. Their houses are of a bee-bive shape, and of considerable size,

being sufficient to accommodate 100 men; they are not elevated from the

ground on posts, as are those of most Malayan races.

From the evidence given above, I am inclined to believe that the

reputed cannibalism of the Andamanese is more than doubtful. That
such a belief should be prevalent is no matter for surprise, considering

their admitted hostility to all visiters to their coasts, and the general

tendency there both was and is, on the part of travellers, to attribute

such propensities to savage races about whom little is known.
As to the affinities of the Andamanese, there can be no question

that they belong to the scattered race of Negritos, traces of which are

to be found in many detached localities. Mr. Wallace, whose close

acquaintance with and study of the various races of the Malayan
Archipelago, has enabled him to draw distinctions not hitherto recog-

nised, writes that the "Negritos and Semangs of the Malay peninsula

agree very closely with each other, and with the Andamanese Islanders,

while they differ in a marked manner from every Papuan race."

Again

—

" The Negritos are, no doubt, quite a distinct race from the Malay,

but yet, as some of them inhabit a portion of the continent, and others

the Andaman Islands in the Pay of Pengal, they must be considered to

have had, in all probability, an Asiatic, rather than a Polynesian

origin."*

Unfortunately, there is no reliable vocabulary of the Andamanese
language yet published, and it is therefore impossible to institute any
comparison with the known languages of the Malayan Archipelago.

It is not much to the credit of the officers who have been stationed

in the Andamans for twelve years that no such vocabulary has been

made available to philologists and ethnologists. Not only is the pub-

lication of a vocabulary and sketch of the language desirable, on scien-

tific grounds, but on account of the means it would afford of opening

up communication with the people throughout all the islands so

that they may be civilized, at least to the extent of being taught to give

a more hospitable reception than a shower of arrows to those who
may have the misfortune to be shipwrecked on their shores.

* "Malay Archipelago," pp. 452-3.
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XIII.

—

New (?) Type of Clochaun, and a Remarkable Ckoss, South-
ward of Lottisbtibg, Co. Mayo. By G. H. Kinahan, F. R. G. S. I.

(With Plate V., Pol. Lit. & Antiq.)

[Read 30th November, 1871.]

On the hill slope, five miles S. S. W. of Louisburg, and about half a
mile south of Aille Lodge, is an ancient structure called on the
Ordnance map a Cromleac. To this class of buildings, however, I
believe it does not belong, as it evidently was erected as a human
habitation, and appears to be a clochaun, or beehive-shaped house,
but of a type with which I am unacquainted.

This building is about 13 feet long, and five feet in. its widest
part, lying nearly east and west with the entrance at the east end.
It is now very much dilapidated, but its original form and structure
will be apparent from the accompanying plan and restored elevation
(Plate V., Pol. Lit. & Antiq.) Two sketches, one from the east and
one from the west, showing its present condition, for which I am
indebted to my colleague, Mr. A. M 'Henry, assistant palaeontolo-
gist, Irish branch of the Geological Survey, are also exhibited. In
many clochauns, especially those that are round, the lowest stones were
placed on edge, and over them the walls were built ; in this structure,

however, there is no building, but on the upright stones large flags were
placed, leaning inwards, and over these other flags, the apex of the roof
being formed by horizontal flags (see fig. 2). None of the upper part of
the roof now remains, but I was informed by an old man who was
present while I was measuring the upright stones, that he remembered
it when quite perfect, and that the roof had been taken off by '

' some
mischievous boys." He only stated the old tradition, connected with
so many structures in Ireland, that it was built by Dermot and Grania,
during their famous pleasure tour. The doorway is imperfect, but it

appears to have been four feet high and three feet wide. The flags

used in forming the sloping sides and roof are of large dimensions,
but are not quite as regularly placed as rej>resented in the restored
elevation (fig. 2). The west view of the structure (one of the sketches
above mentioned) shows the peculiar style of building, while the
east view (the second of the sketches) marks the position of the door-
way in the east end.

Gallaum, with Cross.—Three-quarters of a mile ~W. IS". W. of
the clochaun, in a graveyard that is situated on the inside of a liss

(or fort with clay rampart), is a gallaum, about eight feet high, having
cut on its south face a peculiar type of cross, made up altogether of
segments of circles. A cross of this type I have not seen previously,
and for the sketch of it exhibited I am also indebted to Mr.
M 'Henry.
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XIV.

—

On two Finds of Silver Coins of Edward 1st and 2nd,

OBTAINED IN IRELAND, AND ALSO SOME FOREIGN STERLINGS. By
William Frazer, M. D.

[Eead 12th. February, 1872.]

A small parcel of about 100 silver pence of the First and Second
Edwards was lately found in Ireland. I was permitted to take a

list of these coins, but owing to the mischievous operation of the Trea-

sure Trove regulations, could obtain no reliable information about the

time or place of their discovery—nor, indeed, any clue further than the

statement that they were obtained all together, some short time before

I saw them.
The lot consisted of thirty-four pennies of Edward I., in tolerable

condition, of the following places of mintage :—London, twenty-six
;

Canterbury, four ; St. Edmund's and Bristol, each one ; Durham (Bi-

shop Beak's mint), one ; and London (with rose on breast), one.

Sixty-four pennies were of the types usually referred to Edward II.

Of those with the name '
' edwa. ,

'

' which were by far the most numerous,
thirty-seven were minted at London, nineteen at Canterbury, two at

Durham, one each at St. Edmund's, York, Berwick, and Newcastle.

There were, in addition, single coins, lettered " edwar" and " edward,"
both from the London mint.

Together with the above were found an Irish penny of Edward,
with three points or dots on the breast; and one of Henry III.'s late

mintage—" Henry on Cant" on the reverse.

So far this collection presented little interest, being simply a small

collection of ordinary types of Edward I., and of early pence of Ed-
ward II. ; but there was, in addition, four sterlings that I wish to de-

scribe more particularly.

Discoveries of foreign and counterfeit sterlings are not of frequent

occurrence in Ireland. They are a class of coin that closely resemble
in appearance the pennies of Edward I. and II. ; and Mr. Hawkins
calls attention to the fact, that they seem to have been issued by
princes directly or indirectly connected, either by marriage or politics,

with the Kings of England. Some, also, are likely to be pure forgeries,

intended to circulate with English money, of which one of the four

coins in this find is a good example.
Mr. Hawkins, in the Numismatic Chronicle for 1850, published a

detailed account of ninety-two of these sterlings, found near Kircud-
bright, upon the property of the Earl of Selkirk, and has given full

descriptions of the coins themselves, and the histories of their princes.

With this lot was discovered a penny of Alexander III. of Scotland, a

London penny of Henry III., four pennies of Edward L, and a bar-

barous imitation of an Irish penny.
Again, in 1855, Mr. Bergne exhibited to the London Numismatic

Society thirty-two similar sterlings for Mr. Sainthill, of Cork,

twenty-five of which had been bought by him a few years before from
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a dealer in Cork, who had purchased them from a countryman. It

appears there was no admixture of other coins whatever in this lot,

and the circumstances under which they were discovered are unre-

corded.

The types of the four sterlings I now mention are all previously

described in one or other of the above communications.

Two of the sterlings are referred to Kobert III., Count of Flan-

ders ; they differ only in the trivial point of the

final E of Flandrie being varied. This prince was
Eobert de Bethune, son and successor to Guido, who
governed from 1305 to 1322. In both his coins the

imitation of the type of Edward I.'s coinage is very

obvious. One coin of this prince is recorded in Mr.

Sainthill's find like those described, and another re-

sembling in type the pennies of Balliol and Bruce, with crowned
bust in profile.

The next is a sterling of John II. , Count of Hainault, struck at

Maubeuge, one of the principal towns of that

district. The Kircudbright find afforded three

specimens of this sterling, all differing in minor

matters in the reverse inscription.

John the Second, Count of Hainault, succeeded

to his title in 1280, and in 1299 he also became Count
of Holland, upon the death of another John, whose
history is important as bearing upon the question of the striking for

these sterlings, for he had married Adelheid, daughter of our Edward
I. of England, and probably this connexion may, as Mr. Hawkins
believes, account for the adoption of the English type on the coin of

these Continental princes.

Guido of Namur and Flanders, father of Eobert de Bethune al-

ready mentioned, was contemporary and half nephew to this John,

Count of Hainault, which explains the appearance of an English type
on the coins of his son.

The last of the four sterlings is strictly a counterfeit. It bears

open evidence of being an imitation of Edward's
coins, presenting a close copy of the usual obverse,

though blundered, perhaps, through design. The
reverse is inscribed "Locenbgensis," and does not

correspond to any known town or district. Snelling

considers pieces of this description are the counter-

feits specially named " Lushburgs," in the Statute of

Treasons (25 Edward III.) A specimen of this coin,

corresponding in every particular with the one now mentioned, was
in Mr. Sainthill's collection.

The second hoard of coins of the First and Second Edward is of

trifling importance. They were found some time during the year 1868,

in the old FranciscanAbbey of Drumlahan or Drumlane, county Cavan,

but under what circumstances I cannot ascertain. There is reason to

I
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believe they formed only a small portion of the coins discovered at that

place.

In all, thirty-five fell under my notice of pennies of Edward I. or II.

Twelve were coins of Edward I., nine being well struck with or-

dinary large lettering—six being of London, two of Canterbury, and
one of York ; whilst of those with smaller-made lettering were one of

Durham, and two of London.
Of those inscribed " edwa" and referred to Edward II., nine were

of London mint, six Canterbury, two St. Edmund's, two of Durham
(one each being of Bishop Beak and of Bishop Kellowe's mints).

Of coins inscribed " edwar" and " edward," were single specimens

of the mints of London and Canterbury.
There was got, at the same time, a penny of John Balliol, in good

condition, and a broken penny of Alexander III. of Scotland.

XV.

—

On the Identification of the Ancient Cemetery at Lough-
crew, Co. Meath ; and the Discovert of the Tojib of Ollamh
Fodhla. By Eugene Alfred Conwell, M. B. I. A., M. A. I., &c.

;

Inspector of Irish National Schools.

[Read 12th February, 1872.]

" That speechless past has begun to speak."—Paigraye.

On Tuesday, the 9th of June, 1863, we paid our first accidental visit

to the Loughcrew Hills, popularly and, indeed, geographically known
as Sliabh-na-Caillighe ; and finding the various summits of the range

for two miles in extent studded with the remains of ancient earns, or

tombs, we were afterwards fortunate enough to interest the proprietor,

the late James Lenox William Naper, Esq., D. L., and his agent,

Charles William Hamilton, Esq., J. P., in the discovery we had made:
and through them we were enabled to make a systematic examination

of this great primeval cemetery, then nameless and unknown ; but
which, as we shall see presently, once had a name and history of no
mean repute.

On the 23rd May and 14th November, 1864, and on 26th Febru-
ary, 1866, we had the honour of making communications to the Boyal
Irish Academy on the subject—an abstract account of the results of

which is printed in Volume IX., p. 355, &c. of the Proceedings B. I. A.
During the month of July, 1867, we employed a first-rate pro-

fessional artist to draw, under our own eye and correction, all the

curious and remarkable devices on the numerous large stones forming
the interior chambers in these earns : and it has proved fortunate

that we did so at a period when most of these were clear and unmis-
takable, after being recently exposed ; for, at our latest visit to the

place, we found instances, from the effects of subsequent weathering,

where it would be now impossible to draw the original devices with
accuracy and fidelity.
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The wild legend that a witch had scattered these great heaps of

stones out of her apron has been doing duty in this locality, from time
immemorial, for the real name and history of the place ; and probably
would have continued for many a day longer to perpetuate the fanci-

ful story, had not James Fergusson, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S., &c, on
16th of August, 1870, carefully gone over the hills under our guidance.

This practised explorer, acute observer, and clear-minded author
has just published* a large volume, entitled "Rude Stone Monu-
ments in all Countries : their Age and Uses"—in our opinion the
most sensible, best written, and best arranged book ever published
upon the subject of which it treats. In this profusely illustrated Work
he has the honour of being the first to suggest, and he deserves the
hearty thanks of every Irish Archaeologist for having done so, that these

earns must be the remains of the cemetery of Taillten, thus affording

the means of restoring a name and history to the great and forgotten
" city of the dead" on the heights now called the Loughcrew Hills.

In a case such as this, we think it would be unfair to paraphrase

the author's account of his original attempt to identify the place ; and,

therefore, we quote Mr. Fergusson's opinions in his own words.

After giving some account of the examination of these earns by us

during the summer of 1865, and the various objects found there, he
then proceeds :

—

"It now only remains to try to ascertain who those were who
were buried in these tumuli, and when they were laid there to their rest.

So far as the evidence at present stands it hardly seems to me to admit

of doubt but that this is the cemetery of Talten, so celebrated in Irish

legend and poetry :

—

'The host of Great Meath are buried,

In the middle of the Lordly Brugh

;

The Great TJltonians used to bury
At Talten with pomp.

4 The true Ultonians, before Conchobor,

"Were ever buried at Talten,

Until the death of that triumphant man,
Through which they lost their glory. 'f

" The distance of the spot from Telltown, the modern representa-

tive of Talten, is twelve miles, which to some might appear an objec-

tion ; but it must be remembered that Brugh is ten miles from Tara,

where all the kings resided, who were buried there ; and as Dathi and

others of them were buried at Rath Croghan, sixty-five miles off,

distance seems hardly to be an objection. Indeed, among a people

who, as evidenced by their monuments, paid so much attention to

funeral rites and ceremonious honours to their dead, as the pagan

Irish evidently did, it must have mattered little whether the last rest-

ing place of one of their kings was a few miles nearer or farther from

his residence.

* John Murray, Albemarle-street, London, 1872.

f Petrie's "Bound Towers, p. 105.
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li It must not, however, be forgotten, that the proper residence of

the Ultonians, who are said to have "been buried at Talten, was
Emania or Armagh, forty-five miles distant as the crow flies. Why
they should choose to be buried in Heath, so near the rival capital of

Tara, if that famous city then existed, is a mystery which it is not

easy to solve ; but that it was so, there seems no doubt, if the tra-

ditions or books of the Irish are at all to be depended upon. If their

real residence was so distant, it seems of trifling consequence whether
it was ten or twelve miles from the place we now know as Telltown.

There must have been some very strong reason for inducing the

Ultonians to bury so far from their homes ; but as that reason has not

been recorded, it is idle to attempt to guess what form it took. "What
would appear a most reasonable suggestion to a civilized Saxon in the

nineteenth century would, in all probability, be the direct antithesis

of the motive that would guide an uncivilized Celt in the first century

before Christ, and we may therefore as well give up the attempt.

Some other reason than that of mere proximity to the place of resi-

dence governed the Irish in the choice of the situation of their

cemeteries ; what that was we may hereafter be able to find out

;

at present, so far as I know, the materials do not exist for forming an
opinion. If, however, this is not Talten, no graves have been found
nearer Telltown which would at all answer to the description that

remains to us of this celebrated cemetery ; and, till they are found,

these Loughcrew mounds seem certainly entitled to the distinction. I

cannot see that the matter is doubtful."*

A little further on we hope to be able to help Mr. Fergusson to a
solution of some of the doubts and difficulties which he feels in esta-

blishing his hypothesis; and, in the meantime, we must say that we en-

tirely agree with him in thinking that he has truly identified the an-

cient royal cemetery of Taillten with the series of earns on the Lough-
crew Hills. So far as we can see there is no other way of accounting
for the extensive remains of so large a necropolis at that place ; and, if

a better hypothesis can be established, no one will more sincerely

rejoice at it than Mr. Fergusson and ourselves. If, however, this is not
the site of the cemetery of Taillten, of the existence of which we have
such positive documentary evidence, where is it ? or hy what other

name can this great cemetery be called ? for there are no indications

of burial at, or nearer to, the place we now call Telltown.
That this latter place may have been the scene of the celebration

of various games, aquatic sports, races, and, according to tradition, the
far-famed " Telltown marriage" ceremony,f we see no reason to dis-

pute.

* Fergusson's " Eude Stone Monuments," p. 219.

f The parish ofTelltown is situate in the Barony of Upper Kells ; and, according
to the Ordnance Survey, has an area of 4266a. Or. 34p. statute measure, containing a
townland, also called Telltown, of 626 acres in extent. In this townland, about
sixty perches north of the River Blackwater, and about twice that distance north of
Telltown House, is a very remarkable Rath, called Reich Dubh {Black Rath),
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We are, however, not disposed to concur in the hitherto popu-
larly received opinion that the great Fair of Taillten was held at the
modern Telltown, which lies in a remarkably low situation, on the
banks of the Blackwater, nearly midway between Kells and !Navan.

It is well known that an annual meeting of the people, called in

Irish Oenach* (Fair),f was usually held at their Regal cemeteries: and
we submit that the epithet applied to the cemetery of Taillten, in the

folio wing quotation, could not only not apply to the place now known,
as Telltown, singularly destitute of hills as it is, but will accurately

describe the site of the cemetery at present under consideration.

Flannagan,| King of Bregia in Heath, a man of no small distinction

in his time, and to whom the locality must have been well known,
referring to the death of Qe& phirmlvac (Aedh Fhinnliath),% Sovereign

of Ireland, on 20th November, 876, after recounting his various pecu-
liarities and admirable qualities, styles him in the following two lines

of poetry :

—

<5paipTii0 Cailcen celjjlaine, "Master of the games of the fair-hilled Taillten,

"Tit Ceampac cper- co cecaift. KingofTeamhau'(Tara)ofanhundredconflicts."||

From this we can infer three facts : first, that the site of the ceme-

tery of Taillten, though forgotten in the 19th, was well known in the

measuring 334 yards round its base, which will make it occupy an area of

1a. 3e. 13p. ; while its circumference on top, measuring 307 yards,, gives an area

of 1a. 2r. 8p . statute measure. The slant height of this artificially raised table-

land on the north is 17 ft. 4 in., north-west 17 ft., west 17 ft. 6 in., south-west

15 ft., south 21 ft. 3 in., south-east 18 ft., and on the east 12 ft. The north-east

side of the rath has been levelled, for the purpose, evidently, of facilitating access to

it: and on the south side an excavation has been made, 15 yards in breadth,

extending 12 yards inwards ; but at what period we are unable to state. There

are MS. accounts of several royal residences being erected for Taillte by her hus-

band, the Monarch Eochaidh Garbh, who is recorded to have made her presents of

Palaces, Grianans, Buns, and lands : and we think it highly probable that this

great rath was the site of one of the principal royal residences of Queen Taillte, and

that to this fact both the townland and parish may owe their names.

Among the other remains of antiquity still to be seen at Telltown are traces of

three artificial lakes ; and, about forty perches north-west of the spot pointed out as

" the vale of marriage," two earthen mounds, popularly known as " the knockans,"

but which tradition says constitutes " the hill of separation." The distance between

the bases of the two mounds, which run parallel, is about ten feet ; and the gradual

slope at each end affords an easy mode of ascent and descent. The length of the

southern mound is 235 feet ; its greatest slant height on the northern side is

22i feet, and on the southern side 33£ feet. The length of the northern mound is

340 feet, greatest slant height on northern side 34 feet, and on southern side 10

feet. It has been said that in pagan times those who had contracted a " Telltown

marriage" might, "after a year and a day," cancel their contract, if so disposed,

by simply marching up these mounds and turning their backs upon one another.

* Pronounced Aynagh.

f Petrie's " Round Towers," p. 107.

% "Four Masters," a.d. 876, 890, 891.

§ Pronounced Ae Finlay.

\
" Four Masters," a. d. 876, vol. i. p. 524.
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9th century ; second, that games, presided over by the Sovereign of

Ireland, were celebrated at it ; and last, but most important point of

all for its present identification, that the cemetery was situated on some
fair hills.

The fair of Taillten, with its attendant games and sports, we are

informed by The Pour Masters, was established by the celebrated King,

Lugh Lamhfhada* (Lewy of the Long Hand), who, according to the

same authority, diedf b. c. 1829, i. e. thirty-seven centuries ago, in

honour of his foster-mother, Taillte.

Although this fair, the greatest of all the annual gatherings of the
Irish people, was usually held with great pomp, commencing on the

first day of August, it was occasionally, from civil discords, or other

causes, interrupted or prevented,^: and at other times renewed, § by
different sovereigns.

From the account of its last celebration, under Roderic O'Conor,

last Monarch of Ireland, who died at Cong, a. d. 1198, we make the
following extract :

—

donac Caillcen rmoppo t>o 06- " On this occasion the Fair of Taill-

naiii la pfg 6neann ocup la let ten was celebrated by the King oflre-
Chumnoon cup pm ocuppolecpeec land and the people of Leath-Chuinn,||

a n-gpaipne ocup a mapcpluag 6 and their horses and cavalry were spread

lTlullac QiOi 50 ltlullac Caicen. outonthe space extending from Mullach-
AiditoMullach-Taiten (? Taillten)."

Four Masters, Vol. ii. a. d. 1168.

The Hill of Lloyd, 422 feet above the sea level, situated west of

Kelts, and in a direct line towards Sliabh-na-Caillighe, is still known
by the Irish-speaking population as " Mullaeh Aidi," or Aide's Hill.^[

As to Mullach Taillten, or the summit of the cemetery of Taillten, Dr.
O'Donovan, the editor and translator of the Annals of Ireland by the
Four Masters, points out, in a note upon this passage, that there is an

* The Fonr Masters state :
—" It was in the reign of this Lugh that the fair of

Taillten was established, in commemoration and remembrance of his foster mother,
Taillte, the daughter of Maghmor, King of Spain, and the wife of Eochaidh, son of
Ere, the last King of the Firbolgs."

{See Dr. O'Donovan's "Annals of Ireland," by The Fom- Masters, vol. i., p. 22.)

f It ought to be observed that some persons doubt the great antiquity ascribed
to some of our early Irish celebrities ; but, we take the statements of the Annalists
for what they are worth, and will be glad, in the interests of truth, to see them
overturned, if such can be done, by better documentary evidence, whenever that
can be produced.

X Four Masters, a.d. 806, 825, 925.

§ Four Masters, a. d. 894, 915, 1006.

H Pronounced Lea Queene (the northern half of Ireland).

IF About half a mile west of Kells, and on the highest point of the hill, stands a
handsome roixnd stone pillar, commonly known as " The Pillar of Lloyd." It was
erectedin 1791, by the first Earl of Bective, in memory of his father, the Eight
Hon. Sir Thomas Taylor, Bart. It is upwards of 100 feet in height, with a pro-
jecting balcony on top, fenced in by an iron railing, and surmounted by a glass
dome. Inside a spiral stone staircase, containing 202 steps, each about six inches
in height, protected by an iron hand railing, leads to the top, from which there is a
charming view of the surrounding country.
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error in the text in writing Taiten for Taillten ; and, as there is no
Mullach, or hill, at Telltown, nor any remains of a cemetery, round
which such annual gatherings as we are referring to were customarily

held, it is not hy any means probable that " their horses and cavalry

were spread out on the space extending from" the Hill of Lloyd to

Telltown, a line of country moreover, unsuited and rather impracti-

cable for such a purpose. On the contrary, standing on the summit of

Mullach Aidi, or Hill of Lloyd, and looking in a direct line to the sum-
mit of Sliabh-na-Caillighe, which we think we may fairly take the

liberty of calling Mullach Taillten, at a distance of 6 or 7 miles, there

is stretched out before the observer one of the most beautiful plains

the eye could rest upon, and one exactly suited to the gathering of

such a hosting.

In confirmation of this opinion, it should be observed that we have
still existing proof that the cemetery was not exclusively confined to

the Loughcrew Hills ; for, as we proceed thence in the direction of

Lloyd, on an eminence about two miles distant, called " Xing' s Moun-
tain," we find in the middle of a large pasture-field, now set up as a
rubbing stone for cattle, a flagstone, with spirals or volutes inscribed

upon it, measuring 7^ feet in height, 3 feet wide, and about 6 inches

in uniform thickness. On its present site, up to a few years ago,

stood a tumulus, which the proprietor of the field caused to be carried

away for top-dressing ; and in the centre of the mound this stone was
found, covering in a chamber formed of smaller flagstones, and filled

with bones, all of which have disappeared, the covering stone alone

excepted.

Approaching still nearer to Lloyd, and about four miles distant

from it, we have in the townland of Clonsilla the remains of two earns

and some large upright stones, all within a few perches of one another;

so that, while the "horses and cavalry," above referred to, ocenpied

this valley, they were actually standing around some of the tombs.

It is a very remarkable coincidence that up to a recent period, and,

indeed, not yet quite given up, a large annual gathering of the people,

or " Patron," extending westwards from St. Kieran's Church and
Well, was held in this plain daring the first week of August (the

period of the year for the celebration of the famous Fair of Taillten) :

and this is the more remarkable inasmuch as the festival of St. Frieran,

which would be the day naturally and usually set apart for the celebra-

tion of the " Patron," in honour of the patron Saint of the parish,

occurs on the 14th June, the recorded date of Saint Kieran's death.

On the same plain, still further westward, and in the direction of

Sliabh-na-Caillighe, the Pair of Balgree was formerly held. It ex-

tended from within half a mile east of the Virginia Eoad Station, on
the Oldcastle branch of the Dublin and Drogheda Eailway, to Cloughan-

rush—a space of about two statute miles in length. No Pair, however,

has been held here within the memory of the oldest inhabitant, although

it continues to be published in the advertised lists of Pairs.

Approaching nearer to Sliabh-na-Caillighe, on the same plain, we
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find that the ancient Oenach has transmitted its memories to us in the

modernly spelled name of the townland of Enagli, on the Cavan estate

of the Marquis of Headfort, there being also two other townlands of the

same name not far distant.

It has not, we believe, been satisfactorily ascertained where queen
Taillte, was buried; and, in the absence of any proof to the contrary,

we think it is very likely that her tomb was placed upon one of the

summits known as Sliabh-na-Caillighe ; and that from this fact the

cemetery may have been originally called The Cemetery of Taillte.

Eow, if this were the case, we might be able to connect in some way,
though not in the literal sense of the terms of the modern local legend,

the name—Sliabh-na-Caillighe—or "the old woman's mountain," with
the fact of the mountain being the site of Taillte' s tomb. All this, of

course, is purely conjectural, but, we think, highly probable.*

* Since the foregoing went to press we have been most obligingly favoured by
Brian O'Looney, Esq., M. R. T. A., of the Catholic University, Dublin, with the
following interesting extract, translated by him from the Book of Lecan :

—

The Fair of Taillten.

(Dindsencas, from Book of Lecan, fol. 258, a. a.)

" Taillten, why so called P Answer : Tailtiu, daughter of Magh Mor, the wife of

Eochaidh Garbh, son of Duach Temin; it was by him Duma na n-Gall, at Ternair,

was made, and she was the nurse (foster-mother) of Lugaidh, son of Seal Balbh,

and it was she that requested her husband to cut down Caill Cuain, that it should be

an Oenach (a fair or assembly-place) around her Leacht {or grave), and she died on
the Kalend of August after that, and her guba (lamentations) and her nosad (games-
funeral rites) were celebrated by Lugad, wide Lug Nosad dicitur. Five hundred
years, moreover, and three thousand before the birth of Christ this occurred, and this

fair was made (celebrated) by every king who occupied Erin till Patrick came. And
four hundred years [it continued to be celebrated] in Taillten, from Patrick to the
Black Fair of Donchadh, son of Fland, son of Maelseachlaind. Three prohibitions

were upon Taillten [namely], to pass through it without alighting ; to see it over the
left shoulder ; and to throw a cast which does not take effect in it

—

wide the Fail- of

Taillten dicitur —of which is said as follows :

—

1. You nobles of the land of comely Conn,
Listen to us for our blessing

;

Till I relate to you the ancient history

Of the origin of the fair of Tailtiu.

2. Tailtiu, daughter of renowned Magh Mor,
Wife of Eochaidh Garbh, son of Duach Dall,

Was thither brought by the Firbolg host,

To Caill Cuain, after a co-valiant battle.

3. Caill Cuain, tall and stately were its trees

;

[Extended] from Eisgir to Ath n-Droman ;

From Monad More, of great adventures

;

From Aill to Ard na-Suigi (hill of the Suck).

4. From Suige of the Suighe Sealga (Suck),

Whither went the Dams3
- of Druim Dcarg

;

From the wood westward the chariot head did pass

Into Ath Find to Guil Clochar.

a Companies.
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We have documentary authority for stating that the Irish, in pagan
times, had regal cemeteries in various parts of the island, appropriated

to the interment of the chiefs or princes of the different races who
ruled, either as sole monarchs or as provincial kings. This valuable

authority is preserved in a tract called Senchas na Relec,* or History
of the Cemeteries, being a fragment of the oldest and most cele-

brated Irish Manuscript we possess—viz., Leabhar na h-Uidhri,] which
is a collection of pieces in prose and verse, compiled and transcribed

tit Clonmacnois, about a. d. 1100, by Moelmuiri Mac Ceileachair,\

grandson of Conn na m-bocht, a distinguished writer of that great

abode of learning. In quoting this tract Dr. Petrie§ remarks that

—

"judging from its language, its age must be referred to a period

several centuries earlier than that in which its transcriber flourished.

It is also to be observed that tbis tract is glossed in its original, evi-

dently by Moelmuiri himself, and that such explanations of the tran-

scriber are. given within crotchets, both in the Irish text and the

translation of it."

From this venerable old authority we cull the following extracts,

in which mention occurs of the cemetery of Taillten :

—

"Ropcap idc po epf ppidm-peilce " These were the chief cemeteries of

h-Bpent) pfa cpecim : .i. Cpuacu, Erin before the Faith (i. e. before

in bpvjg, in Gailicm, Luacaip Qilbe, the introduction of Christianity), viz.

—

Oenac ailbe, Oenac Cull, Oenac Cruachu, Brugh, Taillten, Luachair

Colmcm, Gemain Cnanb."

—

Leabhar Ailbe, Oenach Ailbe, Oenach Culi,

na h-Uidhri, p. 51, col. 1. Oenach Colmain, Temhair Erann."

—

Leabhar na h-Uidhri p. 51, col. 1.

* * * * *****
5. The confluence'"1 of Curach, the head of the river,

The hill of Banba, where spears were wont to be,

The hounds of Cairpri were triumphant

Over the borders of Tipra Mungarge.h

6. Many the heroes of the pagans,

The battles (battalions), the great fires,

That were engaged in felling Caill Ouain,

Delightful was the host of the Firbolgs.

7. "When she had felled the beautiful wood,

And having cleared its roots out of the ground,

Before the end of one year it was Breg Muigh,

It was a flowery plain adorned with shamrocks."

a The meeting of the two rivers. b Fountain or stream of Mungarg.

"Whoever can, from the foregoing, or other sources, identify at the present time

the position, extent, and limits of this great wood, called Caill Cuain, in the centre

of which Taillte is here stated to have been buried, will contribute much to the

history and topography of the renowned Taillten. The site of the wood, which
probably covered the hills as well as the plains, was afterwards called Magh Taillten

(Taillte's plain), and Breg Magh (beautiful plain) : but, from all this, we see no
reason to alter our opinion that Taillte's Tomb may have been situated on the range

of hills which is on all sides surrounded by the most beautiful plains, and which
may very naturally have constituted the centre of the great wood of Cuan.

* Pronounced Shanahus na relich. f Pronounced Leour na heera.

% Pronounced Mailmurra Mac Eealaher. § " Round Towers," p. 97.
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li-i Gallcm, imoppo, no h-ab-
naiccip Ulaib .i. Ollam p6cla co
na clamb, co came Concobop, .1.

aj) lp anb po cospibe a cabaipe
ece^ plea -j muip, -] aigeb paip,

pob6i5 na cpeicmi pom-b6i.

—

Leab-

har na h-Uidhri, p. 51, col. 2, top.

" At Taillten the Kings of Ulster were
used to bury, viz., Ollamh Fodhla, with
his descendants, down to Conchobhor,

who wished that he should be carried

to a place between Slea and the Sea,

with his face to the east, on account of

the Faith which he had embraced."

—

Leabhar nah-Uidhri, p. 51, col. 2, top.

In Leabhar na h- Uidhri there is also a tract on the death and

burial at Kathcroghan of Dathi, the last pagan monarch of Ireland, in

which occurs a poem, ascribed to Dorban, a poet of West Connaught,

from which the following three stanzas are extracted :

—

lac epi peilce lblaibe
TCelec Chailcen, pe cofta,

"Relec Cpuacan pfp-slame
Ocup pelec in bp 05a.

Gbnaicce PI65 po TTlibi

Gp lap in bpoga cuacaift;
No abnafccip apb Ulaib
]p m Calcm co luacaip.

eifi Ulaib, pid Concobop,
bnaicce h-i Galcm piam,

Co bap mb pip popbapaig,
Oia n-beaoaib bib a mam.

Leabhar na h- Uidhri, p. 38, col. 2.

" The three cemeteries of Idolaters are

The cemetery of Taillten, the select,

The ever-clean cemetery of Cruachan
And the cemetery of Brugh.

" The host of great Meath were buried
In the middle of the lordly Brugh

;

The great Ultonians used to bury
At Taillten with pomp.

" The true Ultonians, before Conchobhor,
Were ever buried at Taillten,

Until the death ofthattriumphant man,
Through which they lost their glory."

Leabhar na h- Uidhri, p. 38, col. 2.

This poem in Leabhar na h- Uidhri is followed by a prose Commen-
tary, both given by Moelmuiri on the authority of the ancient accounts

collected by Eochaihd Eolach O'Ceirin and Mann, from which we ex-

tract the following passage, showing who were buried at Taillten :

—

171 aci "lllab pia Concobop 1 Cal-
cen po abnacca, .1. Ollam pocla q
moppeppiup leipp bia maccaib, ~\

bia h-uib, -| co n-bpeim aile bo ma-
cib lllab. Uaipli Cuace be t)a-

nanb (i. cen moca moppeppiup
po abnacc bub h-i Ualcm) lp m
bpug. .i. I/U5 ocup Oe mac Olio-
man, ocup Osma, ocup Caipppi mic
Ccame (.1 . ban pill) ocup Ccam
pern, ocup in Oaftba, ocup a epi mic
(.1. Oeb, ocup Oengup ocup Cep-
maic) ocuppocaioe m6p a\\ cena bo
Cuaic Oe Oananb, ocup pep m-
bols, ocup caic ap 6ena.

—

Leabhar na
h- Uidhri, p. 38, col. 2.

" The chiefs of Ulster before Con-
chobhor were buried at Taillten, viz.

Ollamh Fodhla, and seven of his sons,

and grandsons, with others of the chiefs

of Ulster. The nobles of the Tuatha de
Danand (with the exception of seven of

them who were interred at Taillten),

were buried at Brugh, i. e. Lug,
and Oe, son of Olloman, and Ogma,
and Cairpri, son of Etain (i. e. the

poetess) and Etain herself, and the Dag-
dai and his three sons (i. e. Aedh and
Oengus, and Cermait) and a great num-
ber besides of the Tuatha De Danand
and of the Ferbolgs and of other persons

also."

—

Leabhar na Ji-Uidhri, p. 38, col.

2.

From this it would appear that, in addition to the Ultonians being
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buried at Taillten, seven of the Tuatha de Danann dynasty, whose
names are given above, were also interred here.

On the next page of our valuable old MS., alluding to the ancient

fairs held at the cemeteries, we have the following poetical enumeration
of the mounds, earns, or tombs to be found at each of the three ceme-
teries above referred to :

—

C6eca cnoc m ce6 Oenud bib pm ;
" Fifty hills in each Oenach of them :

Coeca cnoo,6Tn,m-Oena6Cpua6an, Fifty hills at Oenach Cruachan,
Ocup coeca cnoc m Oenuo Calcen, And fifty hills at Oenach Taillten,

Ocup coeca in OenuO m bposa. And fifty [hills] at Oenach inBroga."
Leabhar na h- Uidri p. 39, col. 1, top. Leabhar na h- Uidhri, p. 39, col. 1, top.

The ruins or sites of more than half the above number of earns set

down as being at Taillten can still be pointed out on the Loughcrew
Hills.

Out of the list of the ancient Royal Cemeteries of Ireland before

given, the sites of two only, viz. Croghan, about the middle of the

county Roscommon, and Brugh, in Meath, a few miles west of Drog-
heda, are definitely known. The sites of the remainder, so far as

we know, have yet to be established.

In the preceding extracts, from the most ancient MS. we pos-

sess, we have so much definite information given as to that of Taillten,

that it appears to us almost impossible to doubt its existence on the

Loughcrew Hills. If Taillte was buried here, in whose memory the

fair and games of Taillten were established by Lugh Lamhfhada,
whose death is recorded at b. c. 1829, it must have been used as a

cemetery for upwards of 18 centuries before the Christian era ; but,

if we only date its being used from the time of the name of the first

on the list mentioned as interred here, viz. Ollamh Fodhla, whose
death is set down by The Four Masters as having occurred b. c. 1277,

it must be thirty-one centuries and a half old.

As to the period at which the cemetery of Taillten ceased to be used

as such, it is here distinctly stated that it was used by the Ultonians

up to the time of Conchobhor, who specified his wish to be buried else-

where. Now, as Conchobhor is set down in the generally received cor-

rect Annals of Tigherneach* as having died a. n. 33, and Ollamh Fodhla
by the Four Masters at b. c. 1277, it is plain that the cemetery of Taill-

ten must have been in actual use at least for nearly thirteen centuries

before the Christian era, when, on the death of Conchobhor, it ceased

to be used.

As Conchobhor and Crimthann were the two kings of the two great

dynasties reigning in Ireland at the commencement of the Christian

period, and Crimthann being the first of his line, according to

Senclias na Relec, buried at Brugh, we have a very clear view, as Mr.

Fergussonf points out, of the relative age and history of the two Royal

* Pronounced Teema.

f " Rude Stone Monuments," p. 221.
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Cemeteries of Heath. In fact, it was not until Taillten was abandoned
that the kings began to bury at Brugh, in the neighbourhood of

Drogheda.
In the poem before quoted there is an epithet applied to the ceme-

tery of Taillten which strikes us as very remarkable. The line

runs :

—

" The Cemetery of Taillten, the select."

Now, we think the epithet here applied to Taillten will throw
some light on the cause of the Ulster kings and chiefs coming so far,

all the way from Emania, beside the present city of Armagh, to bury
their dead at Taillten ; for, probably, in the whole island there could

not be found a more select and remarkable site than our ancient kings

fixed upon when they adopted the heights of that range of hills we
now call Sliabh-na-Caillighe for their future cemetery.

From them the mountains overhanging the bays of Carlingford and

Sligo are visible, thus giving a telescopic view of Ireland from coast to

coast at the narrowest part of the island. Moreover, persons well

acquainted with the general face of the country are accustomed to point

out, from the peaks of Sliabh-na-Caiilighe, with the aid, of course, of a

clear atmosphere, elevations in eighteen out of the thirty-two counties

in Ireland ! This ceases to surprise us when we recollect that the

square-root of once and a half the height in feet of any elevation on
the globe's surface is equal to the distance of the offing, or sensible

horizon, in miles : hence, the highest peak of Sliabh-na-Caillighe,

having an altitude of 904 feet, must command a view of, at least, 37
miles all around, in a perfectly clear horizon ; and atmospheric re-

fraction will increase this distance by about three miles.

Now, taking Sliabh-na-Caillighe as a centre, and with a radius of 40
miles, sweeping a circle on the map of Ireland, we find that this circle

will include the counties of Meath, Westmeath, Longford, Cavan, and
Monaghan ; the greater portions of Dublin, Kildare, King's County, Bos-
common, Leitrim, Fermanagh, Armagh, and Louth ; and will include

small portions, or very nearly touch the confines, of "WIcklow, Queen's
County, Galway, Sligo, Tyrone, and Down. Following out the same
process of calculation, any mountain attaining the height of 2000 feet,

under favourable circumstances, might be visible from Sliabh-na-Cail-

lighe, if not more than 92 miles distant; and this would include every
mountain of 2000 feet and upwards in height in every county in Ire-

land, except in Cork and Kerry.

"When the sun shines out resplendently over these hills, chasing
away the gloom of darkness which occasionally, and often very sud-

denly, obscures their summits, the gorgeous panorama, displaying a
profuse wealth of natural attractions, is seen with great distinctness of

outline, and presents a prospect probably one of the most diversified

and beautiful in the whole island. Nature seems to have lavished her
choicest treasures upon the scene, and the magnificent combination of

receding eminences, and distant lakes, and gracefully undulating
plains, could not fail to quicken the imagination to a profound sense
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of solemn grandeur.* "What wonder, then, that one old bardic chro-

nicler, as we have seen, should have called this place " the fair•hilled
Taillten," and that another should have described it as " The cemetery
of Taillten, the select'*'?

No wonder that the great Ultonian kings and chiefs, and other

kings and celebrities, at whatever distance they may have usually re-

sided, should have yearned to make this spot their last resting place.

Indeed, to us the only wonder is, that so remarkable a site for a ceme-
tery should have been ever abandoned, so long as pagan sepulture was
practised in the country.

From the accompanying Map the distribution and relative sites of

the still-remaining earns can be best studied. Under the nomencla-
ture of the letters of the alphabet each earn has already been sum-
marily described by us, on 26th February, 1866, and published in the

Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, Yol. IX., p. 355, &c, to

which, for further details, reference can be made.
Looking at this map of the earns, one cannot but be struck with

* In addition to what nature has done to lay the foundation of scenic beauty in

this district, it is but justice to record that much of the picturesque effect, looking

westwards, is essentially due to the critical judgment and refined artistic taste with
which, during a long life, the late James Lenox William Xaper, Esq., D. LM directed

and superintended the various improvements carried out upon his extensive estate.

His benevolent disposition and his genuine kindness of heart induced him, with the

exception of occasional short absences, to spend his useful life upon his own pro-

perty, almost daily devising plans for adding to the comforts of his poorer class of

tenantry ; but, above all, feeling and taking the deepest practical interest in the

successful working of the excellent schools upon his property, as he believed them to

be the most effective engines for promoting social progress, with certainty and per-

manency, in the humbler ranks of life. The following incident may be worth
recording, as it affords an explanation of the origin of some of the charming views
about Loughcrew.

From the opening of the singularly successful schools in 01dca£tle, a founded and
endowed under the will of a native of the town, Laurence Gilson, whose death took

place on 14th April, 1810, the late J. L. W. Naper, Esq., acted as chairman of the

board of trustees by whom the schools are managed ; and, up to the period of his

death, on 2nd September, 1868, uniformly took a deep interest in watching over

their efficient working. The annual public examination of the schools was fixed

for Tuesday, 9th June, 1868, while the writer, who acted as Inspector of the schools

for the trustees, was one of an antiquarian party on a visit to Loughcrew. On that

morning, while pacing about in front of Loughcrew House with Mr. Naper, who
was awaiting the coming round of his carriage to proceed to the examination, the

writer happened to remark, while looking in the direction of Lough Sheelin—" "What

a picturesque scene !" This accidental observation appeared to amuse him ; and he

then stated that, after the site for the house had been fixed upon, he, standing where

we then stood, sketched the outline of the undulating country in front, in all its

arid bareness of character ; and, having afterwards in his studio worked up this out-

line into a picture to please himself, he planted here and there accordingly, leaving

some hill tops bare, others crowned with wood, and, in the whole, producing the

present exquisite panoramic view, which he lived to the good old age of seventy-six

to enjoy from the front of Loughcrew House.

* During the year 1871, of the children of the town and neighbourhood receiving an excellent free

education, in addition to being gratuitously supplied with all necessary books and school requisites,

there was an average of 615-3 pupils on the rolls of the three schools ( Boys', Girls', and Infants')

in the Institution; and, on an average, there were 3727 of these pupils in actual daily

attendance throughout the year.
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the general arrangement of them into groups, the central one of each
group being much larger than the surrounding ones ; which naturally
leads to the inference that each group may represent a dynasty, the
central earn being probably the tomb of the founder.

It would be reasonable to suppose that Queen Taillte's last resting-

place should be found in the cemetery named after her ; but we have
been unable, so far as our present investigations have gone, to point to

any one of the cams as Taillte's tomb, although we strongly suspect

tbat the large earn on the peak now called tbe hill of Patrickstown,

the stones constituting which have been nearly all carted away for the

purpose of building adjoining fences, was such ; for there are many
still living who describe this cam, before its recent destruction, as the

most conspicuous of all upon the hills, particularly when viewed from
the great rath at Telltown, the probable site of one of her principal

residences, as we have before seen. Had this earn been situated on
Mr. Naper's property it would in all likelihood have escaped desecra-

tion and destruction.

Having learned, from the extracts above quoted, the names of some
of those who were buried at the ancient cemetery of Taillten, it be-

comes legitimate for us to inquire, if, among these remains, there be any
positive or distinctive peculiarities by which they could be indicatively

associated with the memory of any of those stated in the foregoing ex-

tracts to have been buried at Taillten. It will be seen that the first men-
tioned as interred at Taillten was Ollamh Fodhla,*the great law-giver

• Pronounced Ollav Fola : i. e. the Ollamh, or chief Poet of Fodhla, or Ireland.

"We are indebted to Dr. 0' Donovan's translation of the Annals of Ireland for the

following particulars, and the valuable notes thereon by the learned editor. It will

be necessary to keep in mind, in reading them, that the Chronology adopted by the

Four Masters, following the computation of the Septuagint, as given by St. Jerome
in his edition of the Chronicon of Eusebius, makes the first year of our era agree

with the year of the world, 5199.
" The Age of the world, 3847. After Sedna had been five years in the sovereignty,

he fell by Fiacha Finscothach and Muineamhon, son of Cas Clothach, at Cruachain." a

" The Age of the World, 3848. The first year of the reign of Fiacha Fins-

cothach over Ireland."
" The Age of the world, 3867. After Fiacha Finscothach had been twenty years

in the sovereignty of Ireland he fell by Muineamhon, son of Cas. Every plain in

Ireland abounded with flowers and shamrocks in the time of Fiacha. These flowers,

moreover, were found full of wine, so that the wine was squeezed into bright

vessels. Wherefore, the cognomen, Fiacha Fin-scothach b
, continued to be applied

to him."
"The Age of the World, 3868. This was the first year of the reign of

Muineamhon, son of Cas Clothach, over Ireland."
" The Age of the World, 3872. At the end of the fifth year of Muineamhon,

he died of the plague in Magh-Aidhne. c It was Muineamhon that first caused

* Cruachain. Now Rathcroghan, near Belanagare, in the county of Roscommon.
b Finscothach: i. e. of the Wine-flowers. Keating gives this cognomen the same interpreta-

tion, but in Connell Mageoghegan's translation of the Annals of Clonmacnois, it is stated that

this King " was surnamed Ffinnsgohagh of the abundance of white flowers that were in his

time," which seems more probable, as wine was then unknown in Ireland.
° Magh-Aidhnp : a level district in the present county of Galway, all comprised in the

diocese of Kilniacduagh.
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of Ireland, upwards of seven, hundred years before Solon* legislated for

Greece ; and on the highest peak of a range of hills, rendered the more
conspicuous and remarkable because they are the highest in the corn-

chains of goldd (to be worn) on the necks of kings and chieftains in Ireland."
" The Age of the World, 3873. The first year of Faildeargdoid."
"The Age of the World, 3882. After Faildeargdoid had been ten years in the

sovereignty, he fell by Ollamh Fodhla, son of Fiacha Finscothach, in the battle of

Teamhair. It was by the King Faildeargdoid 15 that gold rings were first worn
upon the hands of chieftains in Ireland."

" The Age of the World, 3883. The first year of the reign of Ollanih Fodhla,
son of Fiacha Finscothach."

" The Age of the World, 3922. Ollamh Fodhla, after having been forty year3

in the sovereignty of Ireland, died at his own mur (house), at Teamhair. f He was
the first king by whom the Feis-Teamhrachs was established ; and it was by him
Mur-Ollanihan was erected at Teamhair. It was he also that appointed a chieftain

over every cantred,h and a Brughaidh over every townland, who were all to

serve the king of Ireland.' Eochaidh was the first name of Ollamh Fodhla ; and he
was called Ollamh (Fodhla) because he had been first a learned Ollamh, and after-

wards king of (Fodhla, i. e. of) Ireland."
" The Age of the World, 3923. This was the first year of the reign of

Finnachta, son of Ollamh Fodhla, over Ireland."

"The Age of the World, 3942. This was the twentieth year of the reign of

Finnachta over Ireland. He afterwards died of the plague in Magh-inis, in UladhJ
It was in the reign of Finnachta that snow fell with the taste of wine, which
blackened the grass. From this the cognomen Finnachta,k adhered to him.
Elirn was his name at first."

4 Chains of Gold. Keating has the same, and in Mageoghegan's Annals of Clonmacnois it is

expressed as follows :
—"Mownemon was the first King that devised gould to be wrought in

chains fit to be wore about men's necks, and rings to be put on their fingers, which was"
(were) " then in great use."

• Faildeargdoid. He is called Alldeargoid by Keating, and Aldergoid in the Annals of

Clonmacnois. This name is derived from pail, a ring ; t>eap5, red ; and t)Olt», the hand.
" In his time gold rings were much used on men and women's fingers in this Realm." Annals
of Clonmacnois.

t Sis own mur at Teamhair : i. e., Mur-Ollamhan, i. e. Ollamh Fodhla's house at Tara. In
Mageoghegan's translation of the Annals of Clonmacnois it is stated " that he builded a fair

palace at Taragh only for the learned sort of this realm, to dwell in at his own charges." But
this is probably one of Mageoghegan's interpolations. A similar explanation of Mur-Ollamhan
is given by O'Flaherty in his Ogygia, p. 214 ; but Keating, who quotes an ancient poem as
authority for the triennial feast or meeting at Tara, has not a word about the palace built for
the Ollamhs. See Petrie's Antiquities of Tara Hill, p. 6.

e Feis-Teamhrach. This term is translated " Temorensia Comitia," by Dr. Lynch, in
Cambrensis Fversus, pp. 59, 60, 301, and by O'Flaherty, in Ogygia, part III., c. 29 ; but it is

called"Cena" (Coena) " Teamra," in the Annals of Tighernach, at the year 461 , and translated
Feast of Taragh by Mageoghegan, in his version of the Annals of Clonmacnois, in which the
following notice of it occurs :

—" OUow Fodla, of the house of Ulster, was King of Ireland, and
of him Ulster took the name. He was the first King of this land that ever kept the great
Feast at Taragh, which feast was kept once a year, whereunto all the King's friends and dutiful
subjects came yearly ; and such as came not were taken for the King's enemies, and to be pro-
secuted by the law and sword, as undutiful to the State."

h Cantred : cpioOd cet) : i. e. a hundred or barony containing one hundred and twenty
quarters of land. It is translated " cantaredus or centivillaria regio" by Colgan. Trias Thaum.,
p. 19, n. 51.

! A brughaidh over every townland. Dr. Lynch renders this pasage " singulis agrorum
trioenariis Dynastam, singulis Burgis praefectum constituit." A brughaidh, among the ancient

Irish, meant a fanner ; and his bdlle or townland comprised four quarters, or four hundred
and eighty large Irish acres of land.

j Magh-inis in Uladh. Now the barony of Lecale, in the county of Down.
* Finnachta. Keating gives a similar interpretation ; but it is evidently legendary, because

Finnachta, or Finnshneachta, was very common as the name of a man among the ancient Irish,

denoting Niveus, or snow-white. The name is still preserved in the surname O'Finneachta,
anglici Finaghty.
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paratively flat county of Meath, we still have, among the general

destruction which has befallen the others around it, as well as the

partial injury to itself, a very perfect carn,f with an unique stone

chair placed in its northern boundary. As we know that such seats,

in a state of primitive civilization, were used for purposes of inaugu-
ration and the administration of pristine laws, we can have little diffi-

culty in associating this chair with the memory of some one laid here

to his rest who, during his lifetime, must have been in a remarkable
degree connected either with the making or the administration, or

both, of the laws of the country.

And to whom, keeping in view the preceding MS. testimony, could
this great megalithic chair}; be more appropriately ascribed than to

Ollanih Fodhla ? It would be natural to suppose that for the site

of the tomb of the great King and law-maker, his posterity (or,

indeed, probably he himself, during his own lifetime), selected the

most elevated spot on the entire range ; hence, we propose to call

the earn on that spot, 904 feet above the sea level, and situated on
the middle hill, Ollamh Fodhla's Tomb ; the great stone seat Ollamh
Fodhla's Chair ; and the ruined remains of the smaller surrounding
earns, six of which still remain, the tombs of his sons and grandsons,

mentioned in the previous extracts. In fact, on the summit /of the

highest hill in the site of this ancient royal cemetery, we believe

there still exist the remains of the tombs of the dynasty of Ollamh
Fodhla.

What first led us to conceive the idea that this earn must be the
tomb of Ollamh Fodhla was the fact of its having, as one of the thirty

-

" The Age of the World, 3943. The first year of the reign of Slanoll, 1 son of
Ollamh Fodhla, over Ireland."

" The Age of the "World, 3959. The seventeenth year of Slanoll in the
sovereignty ; and he died, at the end of that time, at Teamhair [Tara], and it is not
known what disease carried him off; he was found dead, but his colour did not
change. He was afterwards buried ; and after his body had been forty years
in the grave, it was taken up by his son, i. e., Oilioll mac Slanuill; and the body
had remained without rotting or decomposing during this period. This thing, was
a great wonder and surprise to the men of Ireland."

For further particulars as to the reigns of the descendants of Ollamh Fodhla,
see " Annals of Ireland by the Four Masters," Vol. I. p. 55, &c.

* Solon, one of the seven sages of Greece and the great Athenian legislator, is

recorded to have died B. C. 558 ; and Ollamh Fodhla B. C. 1277.

+ See Map, Cam T.

X The ancient stone chair has been found in countries widely apart—viz., in

Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Cornwall, Greece, South America, &c. The place selected

for its site has been always in an elevated position, either on a mountain, a natural
hill, or an artificial eminence in the centre of a large plain {Magli)

; and it has been
always associated with the ideas of power and dignity, having been used as well for

the dispensation of justice as for the inauguration of ancient kings and toparchs.

1 Slanoll. Keating derives this name from pldn, health; and oil, great; and adds that
he was so called because all his subjects enjoyed great health in his time. The Annals of Clon-
macnois contain the same remark:—"During whose reign the kingdom was free from all

manner of sickness :" and add :—" It is unknown to any of what he died, but died quietly on
his bed ; and after that his body remained five years buried, and did not rott, consume, or
change eollour. Ha reigned 26 years."
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seven large stones in the periphery of its base, a great stone-chair facing

the north, in our days popularly called "The Hag's Chair," measuring
1 feet in "breadth, 6 feet high, and 2 feet thick ; from which dimen-
sions it must be upwards of ten tons in weight, allowing twelve
cubic feet of rock to weigh one ton. It occurred to us that, instead

of this "being the chair of any old hag of antiquity, whether real

or mythical, it would be much more reasonable to look upon it as

having had, in the long past days of its glory, some practical use.

At that remote period in the history of man, before the advent of

Christianity, it is well known that the sun was an object of worship ; and
the veiy fact that the entrances to the interior chambers of the majo-
rity of the earns on the Loughcrew Hills point to the east, or the rising

sun, bears strong internal evidence that this form of worship prevailed

when these tombs or earns were constructed. If such were the case,

for we are without any absolute historic evidence on the point, we
can well imagine how appropriately a great seat of justice was placed

in the north side of the great law-maker's tomb, from which, with all

the solemnity attaching to the place, his laws were administered, say
at mid- day, with the recipients of the adjudication fully confronted

with the great luminary, the object of their worship. For these rea-

sons we propose, henceforth, to call this remarkable stone chair, em-
blazoned as it is, both on front and back, with characters at present

perfectly unintelligible to us, " Ollamh Fodhla's Chair."

Ollamli Fodhla's Chair (Front View).

Unfortunately, from a natural fracture in the stone, a considerable

portion of the back has scaled off, and the pieces being lost, we are

now unable even to guess what cryptic characters may have been in-

scribed upon the lost portions. In the following woodcut, however,
it will be seen that the portion of the original back of the chair still

remaining is inscribed with characters quite analogous with those upon
its front.

The chair is a rock of native Lower Silurian grit, having a rude
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seat hollowed out of the centre, and leaving an elevation at each side
of about nine inches above the seat, the back having now fallen away.

Ollamh Fodhla's Chair (Back View-r-

The apparent cross carved into the centre of the seat, as well as two
others on adjoining marginal upright stones, are not to be mistaken
for characters of ancient date, as they were cut for trigonometrical

purposes in the year 1836, by the men then encamped on Sliabh-na
Caillighe, and engaged in the triangulation survey of the country
under Captain Stotherd and Lieutenants Greatorex and Chaytor, R. E.

If, then, it can be satisfactorily concluded that this earn is the
tomb of Ollamh Fodhla, the internal evidence for which being the
sculptured stone-chair, or judicial seat, the question is settled ; and
all doubt as to the identification of the ancient cemetery, whose name
and history had become lost in the various changes and troubles through
which the country passed during the long lapse of upwards of 3,000
years, from the days of Ollamh Fodhla to our own time, must at once
disappear. We may, indeed, fairly conclude that we have disin-

tombed from the relics of time the last resting-place of one who,
in this island, was a great pioneer in the civilization of his fellow-

men at a period when the actions of the human race, in most other

parts of the world, were probably governed by no better laws than
the impulses of animal passion, dictated on the spur of the moment

.

The Tomb of Ollamh Fodhla.

The above view, from a slightly north-westerly aspect, is en-

II. I. A. PKOC.-VOL. T., SEK. IT., POL. LTT. AND ANTIQ.
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grayed from, a photograph taken by Charles "William Hamilton, Esq.,

J. P., Hanm ood, in September, 1865, while the original explorations

were in progress. The upright stones seen on the left must not be
mistaken as belonging to Ollamh Foclhla's tomb, being the boundary
stones of the remains of an adjoining earn.

The original shape of this earn still remains comparatively perfect,

consisting of a conical mound of loose stones, nearly all apparently

fragments of the native rock, Lower Silurian grit. It is thirty-eight

and one-half yards in diameter at the base, having an elevation of

twenty-one paces in slant-height from base to summit. A retain-

ing wall, consisting of thirty-seven large flags laid on edge, and
varying in length from six to twelve feet, surrounds the base ex-

ternally ; and, on the eastern side, this surrounding circle of large

stones curves inwards for a distance of eight or nine yards on each

side of a point where the passage to the interior chambers commences,
the bearing of the passage being E. 10° S., probably intended to face

the rising sun at that period of the year when the occupant of the

tomb was laid to his rest, or when the fabrication of the earn was
commenced. The peculiarities of construction and the internal arrange-

ments of the chambers will be better understood from the following :

" Ground Plan of Ollamh Pocll la's Tomb.
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Inside the retaining wall of large flag stones, as far as was ex-
amined, and, apparently, going all round the hase of the earn, was
piled up a layer, rising from three to four feet in height, and about
two feet in thickness, of broken lumps of sparkling native Irish quartz,
a rock which does not geologically belong to this part of the island

;

and which, consequently, must have found its way from some distant

locality. The nearest native beds of quartz rock are to be met with
at Howth, about fifty miles S. E. from Sliabh na Caillighe ; in "Wick-
low, sixty miles, S. E. ; in Donegal, ninety miles, IN". ; in Sligo, about
the same distance, ~N. W. ; in Galway, 110 miles, "W. ; but the frag-

ments used here may, probably, have been obtained on the spot from
some glacial deposits from Donegal, without actually transporting
them from any of the localities above mentioned.

In the rifled state in which the interior of this earn was found by
us, during our explorations, in 1865, the entrance to the passage was
closed by two irregular blocks of stone ; and in the commencement of
the passage were dropped three large boulders, completely filling up
the first chamber in the passage to the height of about twenty inches,

and for six feet in length, up to the first stone standing across the
passage, and as far as the only remaining roofing stone over it. These
three rude boulders rested upon two flooring flags in the passage,

underneath which, when raised, was found a layer of very small stones
of different kinds, and chips of quartz. Among these loose ^™^
stones on the bottom of the passage were deposited fragments f||p

A
of bones, some pieces of which appeared to be portions of a

human skull, and four large molar teeth, either of a horse
or an ox. Although the general outline of the earn still re-

mains in its original state, the roofing stones covering the

passage, with one exception, No. 26, which is six feet in

length and eighteen inches in breadth and thickness, resting

across the third pair of uprights, have all long since disap-

peared, as well as the greater portion of the roofing stones

which formerly covered the central octagonal chamber. At
present there are only about thirty overlapping roofing stones

remaining in situ, carrying the roof over the central chamber
to a height of about ten feet.

The first operation in the examination of this earn,

in September, 1865, was to remove the loose stones which,
in the vandalism of taking away the roofing stones at some
former period, had fallen in and filled up the passage and
chambers. Three large bones, probably belonging to a deer,

were found among the loose stones which filled up the cen-

tral chamber ; and near the bottom, among these stones, and
close to the entrance to the northern chamber, a bronze pin,

2|| inches in length, here represented full size, was found.

It is beautifully incrusted with that patina, or green enamel,
lonze '"'

peculiar to bronze, and appears to have been much worn. The orna-

mentation on the head is shown at A. The stem, which also contains
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traces of ornamentation between B and C, is round from B to D,
swelling to C and then contracting to D, where it begins to change into

a four flat-sided point, thick below D, and tapering down to E.

Although this pin must be classed with objects of ancient Irish art, it

is not probable, from its being picked up among the loose stones, where
it may have found its way by accident, that it can lay claim to any-

thing like the antiquity of the tomb itself. It is here given simply as

having been found in this ancient earn, without suggesting any period

as to its own age.

The central chamber was floored or closely covered by five thin

flags, underneath which, on being raised, were found fragments of

charred bones, and small splintered stones, mixed with pieces of

charcoal.

The interior of this earn had been so well plundered at some
former period that no remains of the actual mode of sepulture were
found in it ; but, judging from the quantities of charred human bones,

broken nrns, inscribed bone flakes, polished stone balls, articles of

bronze and iron, bone, glass and amber beads, &c.,* collected from
the other earns during our examination of them in September, 1865,

two important facts would appear to be clearly established therefrom,

viz., that cremation of the dead was practised on Sliabh-na-Caillighe

up to the Christian era, at the commencement of which, as pre-

viously shown, the use of this cemetery was given up ; and that,

during the period the cemetery was in actual use, the people must
have been acquainted with the use of articles made not only of stone

and of bronze, but of iron, glass, amber, and bone.

If, however, nothing has come down to us immediately associated

with the remains of the original interment in this earn, future history

may have something far more interesting to record, when some suc-

cessful student in archaic sculptures shall have been fortunate enough
to discover the key for interpreting the meaning, whether ideographic

or symbolic, or merely ornamental, intended to be conveyed by the

curious, and at present mystic, characters inscribed upon the stones

forming the interior chambers. There is little donbt that, should one
of the old sculptors of these devices, by any possibility be able once

more to "revisit the glimpses of the moon," and be confronted with an
inscription on one of our modern sepulchral monuments, the reading

of which to us is so plain and simple, and so conformable with the

science of grammar, he would be as much puzzled, probably more so,

to make sense or meaning out of our characters, as we are to-day out

of his

!

A basaltic slab, not three feet square, turned up near Rosetta, on
the Western mouth of the Nile, by a French officer of Engineers in

the month of August, 1799, at present preserved in the British

Museum, and now commonly known as "The Rosetta Stone," has,

from its fruitful contents, led to the deciphering and reading of

* See Proceedings of R. I. A., Vol. IX., p. 355, &c.
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what had then become mystic characters on the pyramids of Egypt

;

and, if we doubt the possibility of such another lucky accident leading

to the interpretation of the characters on the inscribed stones in

this and the adjoining cams, as well as analogously inscribed stones

in earns in other countries, may we not at least reasonably hope
that by collecting them, and closely analysing and comparing the
analogies of the characters, the mystery of which is at present impene-
trable to us, every line, and cup, and curve, and figure on these monu-
ments of the past, will assume a definite and distinct meaning ? But
it, unfortunately, too frequently happens in our days tbat those who
wish to prosecute such studies want the necessary time and leisure to

doit; and those, upon the other hand, who possess both the oppor-

tunity and the ability, do not want to do it. It would be idle to sup-

pose, as some have done, that these markings are nothing more than
childish amusements. The forms and the arrangements of many of

them appear to indicate a symbolic character, and thus refute the
idea of their being intended, as others assert, for mere ornamenta-
tion.

Judging from the memorials of the past which have come down to

us, there appears to have been at all times, and, indeed, in every
country, even before the invention of letters, a craving in the human
breast, just as we find it to be the case in our own days, to perpetuate

memories. Should we hope, in the slow school of archaeology, here-

after to be able to unravel the meaning of the inscribed records of the

age of stone-literature, if we may be allowed the use of such an
expression in reference to ancient rock-markings, we must for the

present be satisfied to accumulate these characters largely, even with-
out understanding them, or too closely investigating their meaning

;

and, when the number of these collected elements shall be found
sufficient, then some future student of archaeology will, undoubtedly,

be able, by careful analogies and comparisons, to render the solution

of their meaning not only possible but practicable, from the considera-

tion of these assembled elements. The following inscriptions on the

stones in Ollamh Fodhla's tomb are here given, in the fullest confidence

that this hope will soon be realized.

With each stone numbered for reference in the descriptions which
are to follow, we submit a ground plan of the interior of Ollamh
Fodhla's tomb (see next page).

The long passage and the tricameral arrangement round a central

octagonal chamber give the general outline the appearance of a cross,

which shape, judging from the internal arrangements in most of the

other earns on Sliabh-na-Caillighe, as well as at New Grange and
Dowth, in the same county, appears to have been the favourite form
adopted by our pagan ancestors in the construction of the tombs of

their great people.

The passage has an average breadth of three feet, and is seventeen

feet in length ; while the distance from the commencement of the

passage to the farthest extremity of the opposite chamber is twenty-
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eight feet. The distance from the back of the southern to that of the

northern chamber is sixteen feet four inches, the distance between

Ground Plan of the Interior of Ollamh Fodhla's Tomb.

their entrances being seven feet; while the distance from the termina-

tion of the passage to the entrance of the opposite or western chamber
measures six feet three inches. In fact, the central octagonal cham-
ber may be said to be about seven feet wide in every direction.

The execution of the devices in this earn appears to be almost

entirely in punched work, while there are examples of characters either

engraved or nibbed into the stone ; but, whether or not by a metallic,

tool, would now be difficult to decide.

Believing that giving to the public a faithful transcript of the

characters inscribed upon the interior chamber-stones in this earn will
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be the surest means of leading to their interpretation, we submit, from
careful drawings of the stones, engravings of these devices, in the

following order, beginning with the first stone on the left hand side as

you enter the passage.

This stone sinks out of sight below a horizontal flooring slab, but
the portion visible measures 3 feet 6 inches in height, 2 feet 3 inches

in breadth, and six inches in thickness. Over a very curious wheel-

shaped figure, occupying the lower surface of the stone, and measuring

14 inches across, the prevailing character of the sculpture will be seen

to be cup-and-circle-marking of various forms.

The measurements of this stone are four and a half feet in height,

Ko. -2.

three feet four inches broad, and four inches thick. It will be re-

marked that the sculpturesoccupyprincipally the upper half of the stone.
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No. 3, the third stone on the southern side of the passage, is four

feet high, two feet wide, and six inches thick, having no sculptured

markings now discernible upon it.

Each of these stones, numbered 4 and 5, stands four feet in height,

presents a front surface of one foot in breadth, and recedes backwards
for two feet nine inches. Standing compactly together as they do,

they are so represented here.

This is the terminal stone on the southern side of the passage, and
measures four feet nine inches in height, three feet five inches in

breadth, and is nine inches thick.

The breadth of the passage at its termination and the entrance

into the central octagonal chamber, off which are three quadrilateral

chambers, constituting the arms and top of the cruciform figure which
forms the interior plan of the tomb, is only three feet one inch.

The entrance to the southern chamber is here represented, giving a

Nbs. 7,30, II, and lintel.
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view of the sculptures upon the stones Nos. 7 and 11, as well as

upon the lintel stone over them. No. 7, on the left, measures five

feet in height, three feet two inches in width, and one foot in thick-

ness : No. 11, on the right, measures five feet two inches in height,

four feet four inches in width, and one foot in thickness : and the

lintel stone over the entrance is four feet eight inches long, one foot

seven inches broad, and one foot thick. No. 30, the stone closing in

the entrance to the chamber at the bottom is devoid of sculpture, and
measures one foot eight inches in height, the same in breadth, and is

six inches thick, leaving an opening over it, or entrance into the cham-
ber, of upwards of three feet in height.

It is deserving of notice that several of tbe lines upon the lintel

stone have been supposed by some to be Ogham marks ; but they have
been examined in our presence by the Eight Rev. Charles Graves,

D. D., Bishop of Limerick, who has so successfully made this occult

mode of writing one of the special studies of his life, and they have
been pronounced by him not to be Ogham.

The southern chamber is nearly four feet square, and is covered

by a horizontal roofing flag. When the loose stones which had fallen

in, by the former uncovering of the central chamber, had been removed,

the earth on the floor was found mixed with splinters of burned bones.

No other indications of burial were found, showing the state in which
the chamber had been left, after some unrecorded plundering of its

contents.

The characters on the first stone on the left, after entering, are

here represented; the stone itself measuring three feet seven inches

in height, four feet in breadth, and six inches m thickness. Projecting

slightly over No. 8 will be observed the ends of two other inscribed

R. I. A. PROC— VOL. II., SliR. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. P
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stones, from which it is evident, as the devices pass out of sight into

the structure, that they were sculptured before their erection in their

present position.

This stone is opposite to the entrance, and forms the southern wall

of the chamber. It is four feet five inches high, three feet wide, and
nine inches thick.

No. 10.

The western wall of the southern chamber is formed by the stone

here represented, measuring three feet four inches high, three feet

ten inches wide, and nine inches thick.
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The entrance to the western chamber, opposite the passage from

the exterior, and forming the top of the cruciform figure represented

Nos. 29, 16, and lintel.

in the ground plan of the tomb, is here shown. The upright on the left

has been already described as No. 11; that on the right, No. 16,

measures five feet two inches in height, is four feet wide, and nine inches

thick. The stone closing the entrance to the chamber at the bottom,

No. 29, measures two feet nine inches in length, two feet four inches

in height, and is five inches thick. Unfortunately, the lintel over the

entrance has become cracked across, and has sunk considerably since

the chamber below it was freed of the loose stones which filled it up,

leading to the apprehension that, if this stone be not made secure, the

entire chamber may shortly become a ruin.

Roofing stone over western chamber.
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On entering the chamber, which is about four feet square, and

nearly five feet in height, above the upright stones forming its avails,

are observed seven projecting flags forming a beehive

roof capped by a large horizontal flag, elaborately

covered with devices, several of -which extend out of

sight under the structure, and where no tool could

reach ; again affording evidence that the sculptures

upon this stone also must have been executed before

the erection of the earn.

In removing the loose stones which had fallen

into this chamber, on the centre of the floor was
found a circle of earth, about a foot in diameter, en-

closing about a hatful of charred bones, which were
covered with a flag. Over the flag were raised, for

about two feet in height, alternate layers of finely

broken and larger stones, among which were found
some human teeth, and twenty-four bones, each

about four inches long, one of which, in the broken
state in which it was found, is here represented full

size. The double row of processes, or notched pro-

jections, on its lower extremity, will identify it as

the smaller and lower of the two large bones in the

leg of a kid : and the presence of so many of these par-

ticular bones here, whatever else they may have been
intended to indicate, may point to the sacrifice of half a dozen of these

animals.

On entering the chamber, the first stone on the left, here repre-

sented, measures lour feet six inches in height, two feet nine inches in

breadth, and is of an average thickness of ten inches. A stone, Xo. 13,
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standing in the south-west angle of the chamber, measures three feet

ten inches in height, three feet in breadth, and eight inches in thick-

ness ; but has no devices sculptured upon it.

No. 14.

This stone, No. 14, which faces the entrance of the chamber, and
passage into the interior, is inscribed in a very remarkable manner.
It measures four feet three inches in height, three feet two inches

in width, and nine inches in average thickness.

The northern wall of the western chamber is formed by this stone,

measuring three feet seven inches in height, two feet ten inches in
breadth, and one foot in thickness.

No. 16, on the right-hand side of the entrance to the chamber, has
been already described.
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The dimensions of the northern chamber are very similar to the
other two before described. Since the removal of the loose stones which
fdled up the interior, the upright stones forming its walls have become
much depressed by the superincumbent weight of loose stones above
them ; and if not soon placed again erect, this chamber must inevitablv

become a ruin, a catastrophe which all students of archaeology would
have just reason to regret.

Lower surfaces of lintel and roofing stone over northern chamber.

The chamber has a beehive roof, formed by five flags projecting

inwards, and covered in by a horizontal one, on which are cut in very

fine lines, less than a quarter of an inch asunder, among other devices,

four remarkable chevron lines, about one foot in length. The charac-

ters sculptured on the lower surface of the lintel and of the roofing

stone are very carefully represented in the above woodcut.

The stone here represented forms the left-hand or western side of
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the northern chamber, and measures four feet high, three feet wide, and
one foot thick. In the remote left-hand angle of the chamber, as in

the western one, stands an upright, marked No. 18 on the plan,

measuring three feet two inches in height, two feet wide, and seven

inches thick. Neither of these two angular uprights shows any evi-

dence of being sculptured, and their use in the construction is not
apparent. No devices have been detected on the stone facing the
entrance to this chamber, marked No. 19 on tbe plan, measuring three

feet six inches high, four feet five inches wide, and nine inches thick.

No. 20.

This stone, constituting the eastern side of the northern chamber,
measures four feet five inches in height, three feet four inches at its
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"widest part, and is about five inches thick. The stone, No. 31, across

the lower part of the entrance to this chamber, is one foot ten inches

in height, two feet two inches in width, and eight inches in thick-

ness ; and is devoid of any inscription.

Extending from the northern chamber to the termination of the

passage stands a stone, No. 21, with very remarkable sculptures, not
only on its face, but also upon the ledge abutting on the passage. It

measures five feet eight inches in height, three feet six inches in

width, one foot in thickness, and is here very accurately represented.

Nos. 22 and 23.

The two terminal stones on the north side of the passage, with the

devices upon them, are here shown together, No. 22 measuring five
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feet seven inches in height, three feet nine inches in breadth, and ten

inches in thickness; while Xo. 23 measures four feet in height,

fourteen inches in breadth of face, and is fifteen inches in receding

depth.

The second stone, on the right-hand or north side of the passage,

is here presented to view. It stands three feet six inches high, two
feet eight inches broad, and is nine inches thick.

On Xo. 25, the first stone on the right of the passage, measuring
two feet six inches in height, two feet seven inches in width, and one
foot in thickness, no devices, if any such ever existed, are now trace-

able.

The stone, Xo. 27, standing across the end of the passage where it

opens into the large central chamber, measures two feet five inches in

width, and also in height, and seven inches in thickness, having its

eastern face marked as here shown. Xo. 28, also standing across the

passage, between Xos. 4 and 5 on the south, and Xo. 23 on the north
side, measures two feet two inches in height, is two feet wide, and one

foot thick ; but is quite devoid of sculptures of any kind.

We found a loose fragment of an inscribed rock, here represented,

Fragment of inscribed rock.

standing two feet eight inches in height, near the entrance to the pas-

sage ; but it would be impossible to decide to what portion of the cam
R. I. A. PROC.—VOL. II. SER. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. Q
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it originally belonged. "We left it standing on the north side of the

entrance, near the place where it was found.

It would be an irreparable loss to archaeology if this historic pile

were now allowed to become a wreck, for want of a little timely and
inexpensive repair. The only thing necessary to be done would be

to remove temporarily the loose stones over the northern and western
chambers ; and, after carefully and skilfully resetting the uprights

and broken lintel, to replace the loose stones in their original position,

as their weight could only serve to give firmness to the structure,

should the parietal stones be properly poised.

It is to be regretted that the various articles found during our ex-

plorations of the earns at Loughcrew, in 1865, have not been yet ar-

ranged or classified, so as to be able to examine or refer to them, as

might be required. They were presented by us to the National Mu-
seum of the Royal Irish Academy, on the part of the late lord of the

soil, J". L. ~W. JSTaper, Esq., D. L., who consented to part with them,

for the Nation's sake, with an amount of public patriotism and high-

minded generosity which reflected credit upon his large and liberal

heart ; and we hope soon to see, for the sake of the public, this long-

delayed omission rectified.
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XVI.—Ox the Idextieicatiox of St. aTalachy O'IEoegatr's " Moxas-
TEEIUil Ibbacexse." By E,ey. Johx O'Haxlox, II. R. I. A.

[Read February 26, 1872.]

Oxe of the most remarkable incidents in the career of St. Malachy
O'Morgair occurred, about the year 1127, while he ruled over the See
of Connor, and when tbe King of Ulster took possession of that city,

plundering and destroying it in great part, having dispersed its inha-

bitants. St. Malachy, and a considerable number of religious men
subject to his ecclesiastical rule, were obliged to fly for protection to

Cormac Mac Carthy, King of Desmond, or South Minister.* This latter

prince, who had been temporarily expelled from his principality, now
joyfully received them ; for in Lismore he had formerly been under
the spiritual direction of St. Malachy.t Ibh Rathach, or Iveragh, lay

remotely within Desmond, \ and there a place was set apart by the

king for building a monastery, which might serve to accommodate the

bishop and his exiled companions. The learned Dr. Petrie, with a

great deal of research, discusses the question about Cormac Mac Carthy
having been archbishop as well as King of Cashel ; and he fairly con-

siders those evidences adduced in his work favour an affirmative

conclusion on this point. § The reputed bishop-king was a munificent

founder of churches and a benefactor to the clergy.
||

* In Harris' "Ware, Kierrigia-Luachra, from which. Kerry has been denominated,

is stated to have comprehended a great part of what was afterwards called the Ter-
ritory of Desmond. See vol. ii. " Antiquities of Ireland," chap. vii. p. 51. Accord-
ing to Smith, in his Histories of Kerry and of Cork, the whole of this latter county,

and the greater part of the former, with other districts adjoining, formerly belonged

to Desmond, by the Irish called Deas Mumham. At a later period, under the

Fitzgeralds, this territory was more restricted. See a very interesting and learned

article on the topography and history of Desmond, in " The Annals of Ireland,"

translated from the original Irish of the Four Masters, by Owen Connellan, with
Annotations by Philip Mac Dermott, M. D., and the Translator, pp. 170 to 183.

t See St. Bernard's "Vita S. Malachise," cap. iv., §§ 8, 9, 10, cap. ix ;
" Opera

S. Bernardi," tomus ii., Benedictine Edition ; also what are called "The Annals of

Innisfallen," by Dr. Lanigan, and Dr. O'Donovan's " Annals of the Four Masters,"

vol. ii., at a. d. 1127.

X The very turbulent and ambitious Turlough O'Connor, who aimed at the uni-

versal sovereignty of Ireland, made various attempts upon Desmond, and had
undertaken the regulation of this principality in a manner to subserve his own pro-

jects. In 1121 he wasted its territory from the plain of Femhins, near Cashel, to

Tralee. See Dr. O'Donovan's "Annals of the Four Masters," vol. ii., pp. 1012,

1013, and n. (n.) Ibid.

§ See " The Ecclesiastical Architecture of Ireland, anterior to the Anglo-Xorman
Invasion." Part II., sect, iii., subsec. i., pp. 307 to 312.

||
He built two churches at Lismore, and erected the celebrated Cormac's Chapel

on the Rock of Cashel. See ibid, -pp. 252,291,292. This King Cormac, ancestor of all

the Mac Carthy septs, and King of Desmond, was treacherously killed by Toirdeal-

E. I. A. PRCC —VOL. I., SER. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. R
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With zeal and energy this religions community set to work in

establishing their new foundation. King Cormac himself frequently

superintended their labours, supplied them with the necessaries of life,

and made a liberal provision for their support. On this occasion, says

St. Bernard, " monasterium Ibracense constructum est."* Here, too,

St. ATalachy and his religious seem to hare lived a regular community
life, until a. d. 1182, when the Superior was unanimously elected

Primate of Armagh, in a council of the bishops and chief men of Ire-

land, convoked by ALalchus, Bishop of Lismore, and Gillibert, Bishop

of Limerick.

f

Alost of our writers on Irish ecclesiastical history appear to have
hazarded very wild conjectures regarding the position of St. Malachy's
southern monastery. Sir James Ware was greatly in error;]; with re-

gard to the " ITonasterium Ibracense," when treating about the Cister-

cian Monasteries of Ireland ;§ and again, when conjecturing that it was
identical with St. Barr's or Finbar's Abbey, near Cork. Aleraand was
more strangely of opinion that Ibracense might be applied to Beg-Erin,

near Wexford;]] and this he thought most natural, because he ima-

gined Ibracense might be confounded with St. Ibar, the reputed

founder of, and professor of all sciences in, its first monastery. *| With-
out much serious thought being bestowed by him on the subject, the

Rev. Alban Butler only remarks that some supposed this place to

have been near Cork, while others believed it was in the Island of

bhaeh O'Brien and the two sons of O'Connor Kerry, x. d. 1138. See Dr. O'Donovan's
"Annals of the Four Masters," vol. ii., pp. 1058, 1059, and «. (r), ibid. The
" Annals of Innisfallen," as quoted by Dr. Petrie, have his death somewhat more
circumstantially related at the same year, where they notice that he was " a man
who had continual contention for the sovereignty of the entire province of Mun-
ster."

* See " Yita S. Malachite," cap. Lx., § 18.

f For a more detailed account of the foregoing particulars, the " Life of St.

Malachy O'Morgair," issued by the present writer, may be consulted. See chaps.

iv. and vi. Dublin, 1859, 8vo.

1 See "DeHibernia et Antiquitatibus ejus," cap. xsvi., p. 228. Londini, 1658.

12mo.

§ A list of these, -with the dates of their foundation, will be found in a MS.
(classed E. 3. 8.) in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, p. 65. It is in the

handwriting of the seventeenth century, hut it professes to have been copied from
older MS. bulls and other documents. Some modern names, given in the last

column, have been added by the Rev. Pilchard Butler, M. B. I A. It is published

in his edition, " Jacobi Grace Kilkenniensis, Annales Hiberniae," App. No. 1, pp.
169, 170, and printed for the Irish Archasological Society in 1842.

I See "Histoire Monastique d'Irlande," p. 54. A Paris, 1690. 12mo.
II In another place, when treating of XewTy, in the county of Down, Alemand

savs—" EUe estoit appellee en Latin Nevoracense Monasterium, et comme elle

s' appelloit aussi en Irlandois Monaster-tbkair-chinn Traghas, on la nommait aussi

Ibracense ccenobium, si cet Ibracense ne designe point seulement l'Abbaye de saint

Ibare de Chanoines Beguliers dans 1' Isle de Beg-Ery ou petite Irlande, sur les

costes du courts de "Wexford dont nous avons parle." P. 194, ibid.
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Beg-Erin.* The acute and judicious ecclesiastical historian, Dr.

Lanigan, seems to have heen the first of our modern writers not only

to detect those mistakes, hut even to point out the very obvious fact,

that St. Bernard's Latin spelling of the word " Ibracense" can he
resolved into Ibrach or Ibrac. The letters b and v being commutable
in Irish, this etymon again may be rendered Ivrach or Ivrac, now the

district or barony of Iveragh, in the county of Kerry. This very tract

was likewise included within the boundaries of Cormac Mac Carthy's

kingdom.f And what seems most remarkable is the circumstance,

only this one Iveragh—a purely territorial denomination—is to be
found among those names marked on the Ordnance Survey Maps of

Ireland.

While the district itself was thus ingeniously discovered, yet, to

the present time, few modern persons had been aware of the exact

locality where the " Monasteriuni Ibracense" stood. During the month
of July last, in company with a friend and member of the Royal Irish

Academy, ;£ the writer of this paper visited the remote town of Cahir-

civeen and the Island of Valencia, in the county of Kerry. On re-

turning from Valencia, our boatmen made us acquainted with the

circumstance, that near Beg-Innis, and on Church Island—or Illaun a

Teampull as they named it—there were some interesting ruins, well

worthy of a visit. The sea being calm, and time permitting it, we
signified a wish to be rowed over ; and accordingly we were landed on

a very small and rocky islet, which stood boldly prominent near the

northern harbour entrance to Cahirciveen.§ Soon were we enabled to

ascend the rocks which cropped up from the little harbour where we
landed, and after subjecting the existing ruins to a tolerably minute
examination and admeasurement, we again prepared for departure.

The intelligent owner of the boat could only inform us that the ruins

on Church Island always went by a traditional name, "the monastery,"

but that nothing more was known by the coast population regarding

their structure or their history.

The most exact and detailed description of the old ruins on Church
Island that can be found is one written by John O'Donovan, LL. D.,

while engaged on the antiquarian literary work of the Irish Ordnance
Survey.

||
It is subscribed, Q 5-Cacaip Scu&IMn a n-Llib ."Rdch-

* See " Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and other principal Saints," vol. xi., at

the 3rd of November.
t See " Ecclesiastical History of Ireland," vol. iv., chap, xxvi., § xi., p. 86, and

n. 67, pp. 89, 90, and § xii., nn. 73, 74, 75, pp. 91 to 93.

% The Rev. James Gaffney.

§ This islet, and Beg-innis, quite close to it, although within the parish of

Caher, is situated still nearer to the island and parish of Valencia. See Lewis'
"Topographical Dictionary of Ireland," vol. i., p. 237. This ascertained fact may
lend some probable confirmation to a tradition hereafter noticed, that originally

these islands had been united to the mainland.

||
See the MS. " Letters containing Information relative to the Antiquities of

the county of Kerry, collected during the progress of the Ordnance Survey in

1841," pp. 127, 128.
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nch,* and dated August 15th, 1841. After having described a curious

little cell or church, which stood about a quarter of a mile from the town
of Cahirciveen, and called by some Killavarnoge, by others, Killavar-

naun, in Irish written Cill d beapndin ; the writer alludes to the

circumstance, that this diminutive structure was built of long flags of

green stone, and without the use of cement, like the " bee-hive "-

shaped houses at Kilmalkedar, near the remote extremity of Dingle

promontory. He then tells us, that on Church Island, belonging to

the parish of Caher, there was a cell of nearly similar construction.

Square fort-like building on Church Island, Valentia, Co. Kerry.

From east to west it measured on the inside 19 feet in length, and on
the north and south it was 10 feet 6 inches in width. Its side walls

were 6 feet in height, 5 feet in thickness, and built of long flags of

green stone, without any kind of cement having been used. To the

height of 2 feet from the ground-level, and on the outside, the walls

are 6 feet 4 inches in thickness ; but from that to the top they are

only 5 feet, as already observed. The west gable was destroyed. With
exception of a small opening or doorway-—if it can be so called—and
which only measures 2 feet 1 inch in height, while at bottom it is 1

foot 10 inches in width, diminishing to 1 foot 1 inch at top, there was
no other opening then observable.

To the north-east of this small cell, at a distance of 9 feet, there

* From Cahirciveen, in Ui Eathach. Thus rendered by J. O'Beirne Crowe,
Esq. The latter denomiration signifies "the descendants of Eathach," and accord-

ing to Miss M. F. Casack, this was the original tribe name of the O'Sheas, who
formerly possessed this territory. See "A History of the Kingdom of Kerry,"
chap, xvii., pp. 367, 368. See, likewise, " The Topographical Poems of John
O'Dubhagain and Giolla na-Naomh O'Huidhtin." Edited by John O'Donovan,
LL.D., pp. lxviii., lxix., and nn. 594, 599.
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was a stone house of bee-hive form, then much injured. In diameter

its uncemented stone walls were 14 feet 6 inches ; those walls were 6

Bee -hive-shaped House on Church Island, Co. Kerry.

feet 6 inches in thickness, and in altitude their highest part only

reached 10 feet 6 inches. No other important remark is ventured by
Dr. O'Donovan regarding the remains of antiquity on this Island.

The present writer's admeasurements of the square and fort-like

building, on the interior, were 1 1 feet from wall to wall ; while at the

base the walls were 5 feet 3 inches in thickness, but they gradually

diminished to 4 feet 7 inches at the highest point. Although a very
solid structure, it appeared to have been greatly ruined. Nor is this

a matter to be wondered at, considering its very elevated, exposed, and
uncemented condition. The " bee-hive "-shaped house or cloghaun

measured, with a tape line, 86 feet in circumference at the base, which
arose over a sort of narrow stone terrace. Interiorly it is nearly cir-

cular, and about 14 feet in diameter. The rude walls are 7 feet in

thickness at the apparent door-opening—now quite ruinous—and
about 9 feet in height, as they then stood. It is less elevated in posi-

tion than the other building. At the upper part, the walls remaining
are coved to an obtuse point. The stones are so placed above as to

form dripping and drooping surfaces on tbe outside ; and it is surpris-

ing they have not long since fallen, as they have no mortar to bind
them in their position. Of the ruins, the writer was enabled to take

two distinct sketches* "What appeared to be the debris of somewhat

* On application to Miss Stokes, that lady most obligingly allowed the writer

an opportunity of inspecting a great number of exquisite photographs of Irish ruins

in her possession ; but the ruins here described do not appear among them.
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similar structures were scattered on other points of Illaun a Teampull.
The "bee-hive" houses here are like those observed at Kilraalkedar,

Lough Corrane, and many other places in Kerry.* Nor have those

curious buildings been peculiar to this county, for they stood in various

parts of Ireland during centuries not very remote, f and they furnished

an ordinary type of dwellings for the humbler classes of people, until

the progress of modern domestic architectural convenience displaced

such erections. Even yet the old " bee-hive "-shaped houses in Kerry
are not unlike some of the more modern cabins, called " Builly-houses,"

in the remote western parts of the county Mayo,;|;

The boatmen informed us, while leaving the Island, how old peo-

ple were in the habit of saying, that, in the reign of Queen Anne,
Illaun a Teampull had been connected with the mainland at Kenard
Point, eastwards from Yalencia Island, and also with the adjoining

rather extensive island, called Beg Inish. At low spring tide, we
were told, a person might wade, with water scarcely reaching to the

waist, from Church Island to Kenard Point. "We were also told that

a fine Irish scholar, Mr. Andrew 0' Sullivan, of Cahirciveen, would be

able to communicate additional particulars regarding all the surround-

ing localities, when we should have returned to that town. The hale

old man in question—then over eighty years—is regarded as a dis-

tinguished Shanacliie in that part of Kerry. In reference to Illaun

a Teampull, Mr. 0' Sullivan informed us he had read in an old Irish

MS. that St. Malachy O'Morgair, with four clerics, lived there;

but the title of the MS., or where he had seen such record, had then

escaped his memory. Not only in his early years had he access to

many rare Irish MSS. ; but, even at present, he is in possession of several

that are valuable. § What renders his statement especially important

is the fact, that he had not previously known St. Bernard placed

St.Malachy O'Morgair's laura or cosnobium within the district of Ive-

ragh, which includes Illaun a Teampull.

Although St. Malachy appears to have presided over a numerous

* Illustrations of these may be seen in the MS. Ordnance Survey Records and

Sketches of this county, now preserved in the Academy's Library. Mr. Du Xoyer
has also very effectively drawn some of those objects in the splendid folio volumes

he presented to the Academy.

f Nicholas French, Catholic Bishop of Ferns, having effected his escape from

some village near "Wexford, immediately after that town surrendered to Cromwell,

fled into the fastnesses of the county, where he states he was obliged to take refuge

in " bee-hive "-shaped houses, which were peculiar to Ireland. This letter of Dr.

French is preserved among the MSS. in Trinity College Library, as I have been

informed by Rev. Charles P. Meehan, M. R. I. A.

t See some of those described in Hall's "Ireland:" vol. iii., pp. 403, 404.

§ He most obligingly afforded us an opportunity of examining no less than

eight Irish MSS., and all written in the Irish character. He furnished a descrip-

tion of their contents, likewise, so as to enable us to take brief notes.
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community of monks, in the city of Connor, it is not certain that all

of these fled with him to the south of Ireland.* It is even possible

that the religious accompanying him thither may have found refuge

in other monasteries, so that only a comparatively small number settled

"with liim in the " monasterium Ibracense." The buildings on Illaun

a Teampull were evidently fashioned after older structures of the kind
in that part of the country. They convey the idea of an oratory for

prayer in common, with detached cells near it, and used as houses for

lodging the monks. The quadrangular building, however, may not
have been an oratory. How many such dwellings were grouped to-

gether at this place cannot probably now be known. Even the extent

of surface over which they spread, or of land attached for maintain-

ance of the community, may baffle further inquiry. Around Church
Island the sea-sands are shifting, and the Atlantic Ocean, rolling over

or beside them, may have effected great changes in course of time,

either by levelling land surfaces beneath the waves, or by causing

them to accumulate, as in so many other cases around our shores. It

is likely, however, from the rude and peculiar style of the existing

structural objects, that these must have stood there, and in a much
more perfect condition, before the Anglo-JNTorman invasion of Ireland.

The earliest published and traced maps of this part of Ireland seen

by the writer are too incorrect and imperfect to furnish any clue

regarding the relative position or connexion of Illaun a Teampull with
the mainland. On the Petty Down survey map representing the

barony of Iveragh, in the county g£ Kerry, as copied by General Yal-

lancey,t there is a drawing of Cunny Island—which seems to be

represented by the present Beg Inish—of Lamb Island to the north

of it, and of a small nameless island to the south of Cunny Island.

This island, unnamed, and without any antiquarian object marked on
it, seems intended to represent the present Church Island ; and thus,

about the middle of the seventeenth century, this small insulated spot

does not appear to have been joined to the mainland at any point.

All the aforesaid islands lie nearly midway between Valencia Island

and the seaward promontory of Caher parish, at the entrance to

Begnis Harbour, J and much as they are at present represented on the

more correct modern Ordnance Survey Maps of Kerry county.

* In Mabillon's Annales Ordinis S. Benedicti. Tonnes vi., Lib. lxxvii., s. xlv.,

p. 315, it is said that St. Malachy brought 130 brethren with him to Minister. In
the Benedictine edition of his Life by St. Bernard, the same number is said to have
been under his jurisdiction, although in a marginal note at this passage "Alias
viginti" is found. In the MS. Vita S. Malachite, among the Trinity College Library
MSS., we read " centum xxti."

f The original is preserved in the Imperial Library at Paris. The packet, or

ship, in which some of the Petty maps happened to have been sent from Ireland to
England, was captured in the Channel by a French privateer.

X See the large bound volume of Clare, Limerick, Tipperary, "Waterford, Cork
and Kerry Maps, No. 122, at present preserved in the Public Record Office, Dublin.
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XVII.

—

On Ancient Cemeteries at Rathcroghan and elsewhere in

Ireland (as affecting the Question or the Site oe the Cemetery
at Taltin).—By Samuel Ferguson, LL.D., Vice-President.

[Bead February 26, 1872,]

Recent speculations as to the possibility of the sepulchral cairns on the

Loughcrew hills, being the Taltin of the tracts published by Petrie,

will impart interest to the annexed sketch, in ground-plan, of the ceme-

tery at Ratheroghan, which, of the three sites mentioned in these tracts

as burial places of the Irish kiugs and nobles of the Pagan period, is

the one about the identification of which no question has been raised.
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Cemetery at Bathcroghan, called Relig-na-ree ; looking west.

[Ord. Map Roscom., sheet 22.]

The three sites mentioned in the tracts on the Cemeteries, and in

the poems on which they are founded, are first, Brugh, on the Boyne;
secondly, Taltin; and thirdly, this cemetery, called the Relig-na-ree, or

Kings1 burial-ground, at Ratheroghan. Assuming the New Grange group

to be the first, and finding nothing analogous to its grand features at

Teltown, in Heath, which hitherto has been regarded as the second,

the author of "Rude Stone Monuments" concludes that Taltin must
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be sought for elsewhere, and fixes on the sepulchral tumuli on the
Loughcrew hills, which have a marked correspondency, in general
character, with the New Grange group, as the true Taltin of the tracts.

These Loughcrew, or Slieve-na-Calliagh, tumuli have been brought to

public notice about seven years ago by the exertions of Mr. Conwell,
M. R. I. A., who has explored them and given descriptions of them in
our "Proceedings." Mr. Conwell accepts Mr. Fergusson's views as to

their identification ; and goes so far as to designate one of them the
tomb of Ollam Fodhla (see "Proceedings," Vol. I., Ser. II., Part 6,

Pol. Lit. and Antiq., p. 72).

The substantial argument relied on for Mr. Fergusson's conclusion

has been, as already indicated, the remarkable likeness between these

monuments and the New Grange group, which latter are assumed to have
been certainly identified as Erugh, and serve as the known term in the
problem. It is obvious that this kind of argument may, with equal force,

be applied from the other end of the equation, and the pretensions

of the Slieve-na-Calliagh tombs to represent the Taltin of the ancients be
tested by a comparison with what is found at Rathcroghan as well as

with what is found at New Grange. In such a process, if we adopt
Teltown for the middle term, the conclusion would strongly militate

against the assumption that Knowth, Dowth, and New Grange, consti-

tute the real Brugh of the ancients. In order to place the means of such
comparison fully before the mind of the inquirer, many matters must
be taken into account, and, inter alia, considerable care will be necessary

in seeing how far Relig-na-ree corresponds with other places of probable

Pagan burial- usage, and how far it is to be regarded as the sole

burial-ground in use at Rathcroghan.

Eathcroghan itself, the great mound or earthen fort which gives

name to the place, is situnte in the wide tract of grazing lands lying

around Tulsk, in the county of Roscommon, from which village it is dis-

tant about two miles to the north-west. The cemetery lies to the
south of the Rath, on a lower level about a half mile nearer Tulsk;
but included among the ancient mounds and vestiges of earthen con-

structions which extend in all directions from the central fortress. It

is called the " Relig" in the ancient poems and tracts, and had been
traditionally known by its present name of Relig-na-ree, or Cemetery
of the Kings, as far back, at least, as the days of Keating and
Mac Firbis. The above ground-plan was carefully drawn on the

spot in the Autumn of 1864, on the occasion of my obtaining the Medff
ogham from the adjoining Cave ("Proceedings" R.I.A., vol. ix., p. 160).

It is a complete circle, abutting on a fiat-topped adjoining mound,
which may or may not have formed part of the original ground- plan.

The circle is fenced in by a dry-stone wall of ancient masonry, having
two openings, the principal of which appears to have been on the east,

flanked by the mound above mentioned, which in 1864 bore the desig-

nation cnocan-na-g-cJwrp. This is the name by which the mound, re-

garded as the grave of Dathi, also appears to have been known, when
R. I. A. PROC.—VOL. I., SF.U, II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. S
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O'Donovan, if his recollections are accurate, described what he saw

there in 1837 (Hy-Fiachrach, 25, n).

The enclosing wall is the kind of structure called a Cahir, and

appears to have been known by that name at the time of the composi-

tion of the poem ascribed to Dorban, which has been published by

Petrie. This poem is the principal historical piece relied on as

evidencing the early use of Religna-ree for sepulchral purposes by

the Pagan Irish Kings and nobles. The diameter of the circular

enclosure is, according to Petrie, one hundred and sixteen, accord-

ing to my observation, one hundred and twenty paces. At thirty

inches to the pace, this gives an internal area of about two statute

acres. Judging from the irregular elevations of the surface, still trace-

able, it appears to have been divided into five portions, agreeably to the

statement that the kings and magnates of each of the five provinces

were accustomed to bury here. Referring to the statement in the

poem of Dorban (borrowed from the still earlier poem of Torna Eces),

that this " Relig" contained fifty mounds, each of which contained the

remains of royal or noble persons, and allowing for the space occupied

by the interments of the humbler classes, and by the internal partitions

of the area, it will be observed that the mounds in question must have

been of but small average dimensions. At present there does not appear

any indication of more than two or three mounds within the enclosure

having a diameter of more than 20 to 25 feet. The mounds and
separating embankments have generally so far disappeared, that the

surface is only slightly diversified by their traces. The interments

all appear to have been in pits or chambers, dug beneath the surface,

lined in most cases with rough walls of stone, and covered by
roofing-flags, over which the sepulchral tumuli were erected. Several

of these chambers lie open. The largest is about six feet by four.

None of the stones, so far as I could observe, exhibited tool-marks, or

the least sign of decorative or other sculpture. The general impression

on most minds would, I imagine, be one of disappointment, and of

surprise at the mean accessories of a place supposed to be a royal

cemetery, even amongst a rude people and in a primitive age of the

world. In its immediate application to the question respecting the

identification of the Slieve-na-Calliagh group, it tends strongly to

negative the idea of those great and highly-decorated sepulchral monu-
ments having had any community of origin with remains so insignifi-

cant.

At about three hundred yards to the south-east of Relig-naree stands

the pillar-stone thought to indicate the grave of Dathi, the last Pagan
Monarch of Ireland, who is recorded to have been buried at Ratheroghan
a. d. 428. "When seen by O'Donovan in 1837 it was prostrate, lying

beside the little mound on which it has since been erected. It is

undoubtedly the eoirthe deary, or red pillar-stone, which tradition

affirmed to be the monument of Dathi, when Mac Ferbis wrote in a. d.

1666. Its weight is such as would make i unlikely that it should
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have been transported from its original site, so that some probabilities

point to this spot as being the sepulchre of Dathi. It is a little mound
of about 18 feet in diameter. The earthen field fence has been diverted

so as to avoid passing through it. The tumulus itself hardly rises

above the surrounding embankment.

Pillar of Dathi, Eathcroghau.

As if conscious that, for so great a personage, this must seem a

very inadequate memorial, the old writers have been careful to assign

a reason for its insignificance and obscurity. The reason suggested for

the meanness of his sepulchre is that the ex-king and hermit, For-

menius, in storming whose cell Dathi met his death by fire from
heaven, had prayed, on that . occasion, that Dathi's reign might be

short, and his monument not conspicuous. On this it may be remarked,

that although the hillock answers well enough to the imprecation, the

pillar-stone is the largest block remaining in or around Relig-na-ree;

standing six feet high from the ground, in which it is sunk three or

four feet. It is a rude plate of red sandstone, either brought from
a distance or found as a boulder on the surface of the limestone; but

the former suggestion is the more probable, as it shows no marks of

water-weariug.

On the opposite or north-western side of the "Relig" there exists a

minor cemetery, also circular. This, too, has had its mounds and
chambers of like character. Two of the chambers are found to unite,

and form a kind of double entrance or ante- grotto to a cave of consider-

able extent, partly natural and partly artificial. (See ground plan,
" Proceedings," R. I. A., Vol. ix., p. 162.) In the construction of

these chambers and passages the builders have employed flag-stones

and pillar stones apparently removed from some cemetery ; for two
of the long stones now forming the roof bear ogham inscriptions,

which evidently have been carved prior to their insertion in the
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masonry. It is on one of these the name ITedffis found. The inscription

on the other offers an example of a character hitherto only found, so

far as I know, in medieval manuscripts, where it stands as a con-

tracted form or siglum for ui; and, so far, savours of more recent times

than the companion legend.

The other chambers in this minor enclosure are in no way distin-

guishable from those of the great "Relig;" and supposing them
cotemporaneous with the cave, and seeing the cave to be posterior in

date to ogham writing, one is forced to accept the caution, which those

objects powerfully inculcate, against concluding anything regarding

the antiquity of the " Relig," from the mere fact of the rudeness of its

sepulchral chambers.

Being thus warned that the " Relig" by itself affords no absolute

test of its being of the vast antiquity claimed for it, we are led to

inquire whether other cemeteries, probably of the Pagan period, exist

with which it may be compared; and the place which first attracts the

attention in such an inquiry is the Hill of Usnach.

Although not directly enumerated among the Pagan places of burial

in the poems or tracts on the Cemeteries, the Hill of Usnach is

mentioned in our old books as one of the places of most venerable

antiquity in Ireland. Such was its reputation, not only here but abroad,

about seven hundred years ago, when the stones of the inner circle of

Stonehenge were alleged to have been brought thence by Merlin. Such
was its reputation at least several centuries earlier, when the story

of the Acts of Saint Patrick was first committed to writing, and a

miraculous reason assigned for the friable character of the lime-

stone rock, of which one of its grandest monuments, the "Cat-stone''

cromlech, is composed. Here it was that, in the second century,

Teuthal Techtmar established an cenach, or fair, similar to those at

Tara, Taltin, and Tlacta; and it may be considered that when-
ever the games and festivities of an cenach were celebrated, they

were in connexion with sepulchral places. Accordingly, there is

found on the Hill of Usnach an ancient cemetery, which may with

great confidence be regarded as one of its primitive monuments.
Usnach is situate in the county of Westmeath, about four miles

north-west from the Castletown station of the Midland Railway. The
hill is a long swelling green eminence, lying east and west, and has

never been submitted to the plough. It has two summits, the eastern

one of which is oocupied by the cemetery. A broad avenue has formerly

led to it from the south, the lines of which are still traceable on the

green sward. With the exception of the Cat-stone, and some smaller

earthworks on the lower part of the eastern slope, it is the only

remaining structural work on the hill. The area is not so great as

that of Relig-na-ree; but the general arrangement and internal divisions

of the enclosure are so far of a cognate character as to produce a strong

prima facie impression that they belong to the same period and have
served the same purposes.
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The principal enclosure is an irregular circle, or rather a square

with the angles rounded off, of about 250 feet in diameter. Subsidiary

to this, there is on the western side an annexe of the same general out-

line, of about 180 feet in diameter, showing much the same relation

to the principal enclosure as that described at Relig-na-ree. Counting
this as one division in the general ground-plan, there appears to have
been here, as at Relig-na-ree, a five-fold partition of the enclosed space.

Each division contains the remains of tumuli, the more prominent of

which only are indicated on the plan :

—
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Ground-plan of Cemetery at Usnach.

[Ord. Map, Westm., sheet 24.]

Some of these appear to have been erected on the intersection of the

mounds of demarcation, and all have been opened. In the western

division, the mouth of a cave has been exposed, and other holes injihe

surface show where the roofing stones of the passage have fallen in.

All the constructions, so far as visible, are of the same rude

character as at E-athcroghan ; the interments are below the surface.

There is no appearance of stone cutting or of decorative work of any
kind, and no trace, so far as I could observe, of any Christian

emblem.
The general aspect of this cemetery seems hardly reconcil-

able with the suggestion of such monuments as those of Slieve-na-

Calliagh, not to speak of the New Grange group, having proceeded

from the same race of builders, or having been cotemporaneously

erected for similar purposes.
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A peculiar feature of the ground-plan has- been referred to as

corresponding to the external mound at Relig-na-ree. A minor en-

closure, annexed to the principal one, appears in two other instances

of cemeteries presumed ly of Pagan origin, which so far resemble those

already noticed as to induce me here to give some account and illus-

tration of them.

One of these exists in Glenmaulin, in the county of Donegal, to

the left of the road leading from Carrick to Glencolumkill. It is

called Cloghanmore, and is one only of an assemblage of stone monu-
ments of the kind usually regarded as Pagan, which, when I visited

'the site in 1864, had withstood the progress of agriculture in this

remote valley. Seven great cromlechs were then standing, though
more or less ruined, in the lower part of the glen towards the sea.

One could not look at the scene without being impressed with the

circumstance so often remarked regarding such assemblages of rude
stone monuments on the Continent, that the builders seem to have
selected for the sites of their necropolises the wildest and most solitary

places accessible from the sea. So much does the aspect of Glenmaulin
confirm these impressions, that a general view of the site of Cloghan-
more (not marked on Ord. Map, sheet 89), showing the character of

the upper part of the valley, may not be out of place here.

Glenmaulin, Co. Donegal,—Cloghan More, in the middle distance.

Regarding the name Cloghanmore, " Great stone-heap," it may be
observed that this is one of a class of very significant names applied

by the native-speaking Irish to such monuments. They call them, in

Irish, "Beds of DermidandGrania," " Lifted Stones," " Griddles," and
other names, indicating an ignorance on their part of their origin and
uses, which is certainly suggestive of a pre-traditional antiquity in the

objects themselves. If the origin and uses of Cloghanmore had been
fresh in the minds of the native peasantry at any time since the present

race of Irish began to inhabit this coast of Donegal, it is not likely that
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it would have been designated merely as the great " cloghan." At what-

ever time it received the name, it most probably presented much the

same appearance as shown in the plan ; for the expression is not so appli-

cable to a cairn or barrow, as it is to such a ruinous pile of chambers

and galleries as Cloghanmore presented at the time when this drawing

was made.

D5
o

Ground-plan, Cloghanmore, Glenmaulin.

All that now remains is the ground-plan and underworks of what
appears to have originally been a tumulus or long barrow. The sepul-

chral cists have everywhere been stripped of their outward covering,

and, in most cases, of their roofing-stones. Enough, however, remains

to show the general plan, which was composed of two larger circles,

placed side by side, and together forming a long oval, with one smaller

circle annexed at the southern end. All the chambers were constructed

on the ground surface. The passages leading to them either opened
externally on the level of the adjoining land, or branched off from one

or two principal adits.

If we suppose Cloghanmore to be covered over, it would present

the appearance of an elevated mound, showing the ends of its chambers
and galleries all round, j ust above the ground-level. Such is, in fact, the

present appearance of the cemetery which remains to be noticed in

this connexion, being the burial -ground at Killeen Cormaic in Kildare,

with this difference, that the seemingly Pagan substructions in which
the resemblance consists have, in the latter, been overlaid by accumu-
lations of Christian burials, continued down to the present time.

Killeen Cormaic is situate close by Colbanstown bridge, on the west
bank of the Greiss river, which hei'e forms the boundary between the

counties of Kildare and AVicklow, on the road leading from Dunlavin to

Ballitore. As I know no other place which presents such a continuity

of monumental retrospect, made still more attractive by the presence of

at least four inscribed ogham stones, one of them a " biliteral" if not a

"bilingual" example, I have thought that a careful drawing, which
may preserve the characteristic features of the spot hereafter, will not

be irrelevant to the more immediate subject of inquiry.
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This drawing exhibits the places of the principal inscribed stones,

and the aperture, towards the west, at D, of one of the adits to the sepul-

chral chambers in the base of the mound. The mound itself stands about

twenty feet high. Its base presents a ground-plan very similar to that

of Cloghanmore, being an oval with a minor annexe in the line of itt major

axis. "Whether this is a characteristic feature or a mere coincidence

there are not examples numerous enough known to me for determining

;

but it is too noticeable to be passed by without observation. The
under part, if stripped, would present just such a set of chambers and
passages as are seen in the remains of Cloghanmore. Their walls and
adits can be traced all round; and one of the first questions which
arises on the view of them and of the inscribed pillar-stones lying on
the green sward on which they abut, is, whether they have any con-

nexion with these pillar-stones ? for, if so, the idea of their Pagan
origin, and, incidentally, of the supposed Pagan origin of at least

Cloghanmore, would become liable to be tested by the Pagan or

non-Pagan character of these mouuments; and certainly on most, if

not all, of these pillars the inscribed work appears to be Christian.

The pillars are thus circumstanced. Two lie opposite the entrance

gateway, at A, on the left of the drawing. That on the right of the

gateway, when entering, bears the " Druides" inscription (see descrip-

tion by Rev. J. Shearman, "Proceedings" R. I. A., Yol. ix., p. 253).

That on the left bears an incised human bust, in a very antique style

of sculpture, which one cannot but accept as a head of our Lord. Both
these pillars are alleged by the people of the neighbourhood to have
formerly stood near where they now lie, outside the circumference of

the mound. Two others are visible on the right of the drawing ; the

more distant one, at C, stands where it appears to have always stood,

also outside the mound. Of its markings nothing can be predicated

beyond this, that they are cryptic. The fourth is seen nearer the spec-

tator, at B, lying prostrate. It bears an inscription, " Maqi Ddecceda,"

&c, which is repeated in so many places of Christian association, and,

in two of these, in Roman characters, that there can be little, if any
question of its belonging to Christian times. Its original site was
not where it now lies. "When I first saw it, it lay on the side of the

mound, about half-way up, a little northward of its present position.

There was nothing, then, to connect it with any of the substructions

;

and the probability is, that it had originally stood on the mound, over

one of the superimposed interments, at a point higher up. So far

the mound cannot be said to give any indication belying the prima
facie Pagan character of its underworks.

But at the remote, or south-east side of the mound, under E, there

exists a piece of evidence somewhat difficult to reconcile with the con-

clusion to which those other facts would lead us. Here, at the end
of one of the adits, but four or five feet above the ground level, stands

the stone post, to which the slabs forming the doors of the adjoining

passage were formerly attached. They appear to have been let into
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grooves cut vertically down the sides of the pillar. The stones bearing

the corresponding grooves are gone ; but this remaining pillar is deeply

cut at both sides ; and although very much weather-worn and disin-

tegrated, it seems to have borne Ogham characters, but now too much
worn to be at all legible.

Grooved stone doorpost at entrance to tomb, Killeen Cormaic.

If this be part of the original substruction, we should be con-

fronted here with much the same form of question as arises on the

J/e^inscription aiRelig-na-ree—Is this pre-Christian alphabetic writ-

ing, remaining on a Pagan monument ? or is it a Christian inscription,

proclaiming the recent origin of works erroneously thought to be Pagan ?

It is just possible to evade the question by considering that the eleva-

tion at which the pillar stands raises it above the test-level : but one

cannot but look forward to discoveries which must bring us face to

face with it, in future investigation ; and, certainly, in the existing

state of our knowledge, this feature of Killeen Cormaic must be taken as

carrying the practice of alphabetic writing, and, at least the primd facie

appearances of Christianity, very deeply into a monument seemingly

allied in character and general design with such cemeteries as Cloghan-

more, Usnach, and Relig-na-ree.
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The conclusion, however, to which most minds will be conducted,

on a consideration of the foregoing facts which I have endeavoured to

•present, as far as I know them, in all their bearings, will probably be
thatthe presumption in favour of thePagan origin of Relig-na-ree, arising

from tradition and from its similarity to other probably Pagan ceme-
teries, has not been displaced; and that, assuming it to have really been
one of the three royal cemeteries of the Pagan Irish, its meanness presents

a material obstacle to the acceptance of the grand remains at Slieve na-

Calliagh as marking the site of another. In such a point of view there

would arise even greater difficulty in accepting the New Grange group
as the Brugh na-Boinne of the tract on the Cemeteries.

Turning to Tara, which was also a royal Cemetery in Pagan times,

according to the same poems, the evidence afforded by the remains still

traceable there leads to a similar inference. The leacht of Leaghaire,

stated to have been interred in the rath the remains of which still bear

his name, is no longer traceable. The plough has erased the tomb
erected over the head and neck of Cuchullin. A little pile of earth

and field stones, twenty-six feet in diameter, is all that remains to

mark what Petrie took to be the grave of Caelcu, one of the Tara

monuments deemed great enough to be commemorated in the tracts in

prose and verse which he has published. In identifying this mound
with the leacht of Caelcu, Petrie has been drawn into a disregard of

the text, which is very rare, if not unexampled, in his other writings.

Seeing this presumably sepulchral mound at or towards the north-

western extremity of the long hall, and finding that the text placed the

leacht of Caelcu at its north-eastern extremity, he concludes that the

text must have been miscopied, and that " there is every reason to

believe that it should have been written north-west, as the Irish tran-

scribers frequently mistake the word sair for siar" (p. 215). But, in

truth, the only reason for the belief is, that a sepulchral mound being

sought, here is one at hand, which, supposing the text to be the other

way, will suit the purpose. It was a prolific error; for, assuming this

to be Caelcu's tomb, it becomes a point of departure for new identifi-

cations ; and those appropriate to the rath of Grainne and some of its

adjuncts, the remains of the Claenferta, still very obviously recognis-

able by their pensile position on the steep declivity towards the north-

west, leaving the Claenferta unidentified. Claenferta signifies the

sloped or oblique trenches, ditches, or graves, but more properly the

last ; and in fact, around the margins and on the summits of the two sin-

gularly-circumstanced rathsin question there are minor mounds indicat-

ing places of interment; so that most probably we are here among the

remains of the principal Cemetery of Tara ; and may judge, from their

character and dimensions, whether the royal sepulchres at Tara were
in any respect monuments of the same class with the groups at JSTew

Grange and those on the range of Slieve-na-Calliagh. Apparently the

same disparity exists here as in the other cases above enumerated, A
character of littleness pervades all the objects. Even the objects
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described as raths are of no imposing dimensions. It may possibly be,

however, that they are sepulchral, as their name would suggest; and,

if so, their central mounds would be large enough to contain chambers
vying with some of the minor monuments of Slieve-na-Calliagh. But
their appearance is military or residential, and not sepulchral. A
double ditch surrounds the central elevation, and, assuming them to

be the Claenferta of the tracts, it is historically known that one was a

species of gunaikeon, or female college, and the other the place in which
Lugaid, predecessor of Cormac, son of Art, held his court; for it is to

the unjust judgment there pronounced by him the tracts attribute that

shock of nature which caused the house to topple over, and gave it the

inclined appearance it still exhibits. In any case we must accept the

declivity of the hill on this side as the Fan-na-carpait, or " slope of the

chariots," which was the Tara terminus of the Slighe Asail, or great

north-western road from Tara. This appears to have been quite a

separate highway from the Slighe Midluachra or north-eastern road

which Petrie and O'Donovan agree in identifying with the present

highway leading from the crest of the hill opposite the church of Tara
by Lismullen towards Slane. This Slighe Midluachra certainly passed

near Bossnaree and the New Grange group. The Slighe Asail as

certainly passed near Broad Boyne, Bray Bridge, and Stackallen. But
in the Lebor na ft Uidhre, in the old tale of the Phantom- chariot of

Cuchulliu, it is distinctly stated that Fan-na-Carpait was on the way
to the Brugh of the Boyne. Unless, therefore, Petrie and O'Donovan
have been mistaken in giving the Slighe Midluachra an independent
terminus at Tara, this testimony of the undoubted voice of antiquity

would declare that Brugh should be sought near Stackallen, and not in

the neighbourhood of the New Grange group of tumuli. If so, the

whole argument drawn from the resemblance of the Slieve-na-Calliagh

constructions to those of New Grange, so far as it impugns the identity

of Teltown with the Cemetery of Taltin of the ancients, loses its

foundation.

We are now in a condition to apply a more intelligent observation

to the remains at Teltown, which certainly occupy the site known as

Taltin to the writers of the early lives of Saint Patrick. If the ceme-

tery of Tara have diminished to remains so inconsiderable as we have

just been considering, it need not be surprising that all trace of that

at Taltin should have disappeared; for while Croghan, TJsnach, and Tara

have escaped the plough, there is no portion of the lands of Teltown
which has not, at a recent time, been under tillage. The plough has

been driven up the acclivity of Rathduff, the principal feature which

still shows the old importance of the place, and over its flat table-like

summit. This summit is still surrounded by the remains of a low
earthen rampart, on which, the country-people say, the spectators sat

while games were celebrated on the circular green sward before their

feet. This space comprises about an Irish acre, and would be sufficient

for such a display. If the tradition be well founded, this embankment
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would be the forrad, and the flat-topped fort itself the sepulchral

mound of Tailte. It is historically stated that Teuthal the Welcome,
about a. d. 160, erected regal mansions here and at Tara, Usnach, and
Tlacta. The traces of those buildings at Tara and Usnach have disap-

peared. Tlacta, the now Hill of Ward, near Athboy, remains. Its

character is quite different from that of the Rathduff of Teltown, but
corresponds in a striking manner with that of the great fort, in the im-
mediate neighbourhood, at Donaghmore. This consideration lends

weight to the idea that Rathduff is the old central nucleus round
which the annual assemblies of the Lugh-nasa used to spread

themselves, and in the neighbourhood of which the now obliterated

tombs of the Pagan magnates, mentioned in the tracts on the Ceme-
teries as having been interred at Taltin, were situated.

Whoever, therefore, accepting the Irish Annals as substantially true

from the commencement of the Christian era, would be convinced that

the Slieve-na-Calliagb tumuli can be identified with the Taltin of the

tracts, should first be satisfied either that the most diverse modes of

sepulture, from the meanest to the most magnificent, were simultaneously

in use for royal persons in Ireland (which is hard to credit) ; or else :

—

That what is now called Relig-na-ree is not the old royal Cemetery
of Rathcroghan

;

That the mounds around the Claenferta are not the old royal Ceme-
tery of Tara ; and,

That the New Grange group of tumuli are the Brugh-na-Boinne of

the poems cited by Petrie.

A failure to establish any of these postulates involves the argu-

ment for identification in what would, at present, appear to be extreme

difficulty ; and the examination of the evidences with which this paper

has been conversant does not encourage the expectation that such

failure can be avoided.

Such seems to be a fair statement of the present position of the

question. New lights may be thrown on it at any time. One
of the most promising sources from which we may expect such

helps to a satisfactory judgment is the chambered tumulus at Knock-
Many, in Tyrone, which is alleged, and seemingly on good grounds,

to have been identified by a learned member of the Academy with

sepulchral works historically ascribed to the second century. The
remains there have already been, to some extent, illustrated in the " Pro-

ceedings" of the Academy, and certainly associate themselves in their ge-

neral character with the groups of New Grange and Slieve-na-Calliagh.

A further exploration is now designed, which may assist us in explain-

ing the apparent inconsistencies arising on the comparisons instituted in

the present state of our knowledge.

Postscript.— Since making the above communication, I have (12th

April, 1873,) examined the Knock-Many tumulus. It is entirely in

the character of the Slieve-na-Calliagh and New Grange groups, and
bears a remarkable resemblance to some of the Breton monuments.
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XVIII.

—

On some Evidence touching the Age of Rath-Caves. By
Samuel Feegtjson, LL. D., Q. O, Vice-President.

[Read April 22, 1872.]

Artificial Caves, constructed within raths, or earthen, or dry stone

places of defence, are of very frequent occurrence in Ireland. As early

as the beginning of the last century they attracted the notice of the

philosophic Molyneux ; and Harris, another writer of excellent judg-

ment, has given a chapter in his " History of the County of Down"
(a. d. 1744, c. 14, p. 194), to the description of those which, up to his

time, had been discovered in that county. All these were destitute

of inscriptional marks. The rath-caves, however, which in modern times

have been explored in the south and west of Ireland,* are occasionally

found to contain Ogham legends inscribed on the stones used in their

construction. These stones obviously have borne their inscriptions

before being built into their present positions. Hence it may be in-

ferred that they were originally used for some other purpose ; and this,

judging from the proximity in most, if not all, cases, of disused

burying grounds, would seem most probably to have been sepulchral.

The circumstance of these dismantled burying-grounds or killeens

being only used at present as places of interment for unbaptised

infants gives reason for a further speculation as to the reason of the

popular disregard for objects which, had they been the grave-stones

of Christians, mightprima facie have been expected to escape that kind

of desecration ; and hence it has been, not unreasonably, suggested

that these monuments must have been taken from Pagan cemeteries
;

and that, in their Ogham legends, we may expect to find names of

gentile persons and divinities, t

* The principal Ogham caves are those at Dunloe, Co. Kerry (" Kilk. Arch.,"

N. S., vol: 5, p. 523) ; Drurnloghan, Co.Waterford, (" Proceedings," R. T. A., vol. 10,

Part 2, p. 103) ; Roovesrnore, Co. Cork, the stones of which are now in the British

Museum (described hy Colonel A. Lane FoxJ ; Ballyhank, near Cork city, one stone

from which is now in Museum, R. I. A. ; Croghan, near Tulsk, in Roscommon
(" Proceedings," R. I A , vol. 9, p. 160) ; hesides others noticed in various papers
by Mr. Brash, and in the MS. Collections ofthe late Mr. Windele in Library R. I. A.
To these is to be added the rath-cave of Aghacarrible near Dingle, three of the

stones of which bear inscriptions in the Ogham character. Two of these cannot be
satisfactorily read without a removal of the incumbent earth. A portion of the

legend on the third is probably concealed in the masonry of which it forms part.

A cast of it, as far as the inscribed edge is visible, is deposited in Museum R. I. A.,

(L. 22. xxvii.)

t Even the solid-minded 0' Donovan was awed into an impression that he stood

in presence of a Pagan Literature whea he first entered the crypt at Dunloe.
" The only monument with an Ogham inscription yet discovered," he says (' Irish

Grammar, Introduction,' xliv.), " which exhibits all the apparent features of a Pagan
monument, is an artificial cave near the Castle of Dunloe, in the couuty of Kerry.
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In this point of view (assuming for the argument's sake that the

Ogham legends themselves cast no light on the question), the age of

the rath caves would he assigned to some time after the Christian era,

and the age of the inscriptions remitted to some indefinite earlier

period.

But this argument is not supported hy what we know of the

habits of the people generally, in regard to the sepulchral monuments
of their forefathers ; and it leaves out of account the motive to

intentional defacement supplied hy early religious differences, which
seem to offer a better explanation of the quasi sacred, yet non-consecrate
character of the Jcilleens. The general proximity to the Icilleen of these

caves, and even of the churches into which stones bearing Ogham
inscriptions are found built, has been noticed and well established in

several papers by Mr. Brash. Another suggestion, as to a supposed

practice of evidencing title to the land by inscribing the name of the

owner in the interior of the rath-dwelling, has been made on the

authority of a passage in the Brehon Law. This passage has not yet

been published ; but, when it appears, it will deserve the gravest consi-

deration. As regards the general character of these monuments, Colonel

A. Lane Fox, F. B. S., in his paper on the Boovesmore Oghams, has

condensed his observations on those in the province of Munster, of

which he computes there were about 10,000 at the date of the

Ordnance Survey, in the following clear and exact account :

—

" In speaking of these works as forts, I have only adopted the

term in general use for them by the country people. But it is not by
any means certain that the whole of them were constructed as de-

fensive works That they were inhabited, appears to be

satisfactorily proved by the remains of but circles that were found in

some of them ; by their being almost invariably found in close

proximity to a good spring ; and by their being usually located in the

This interesting remain of ancient Ireland was discovered in 1838, by the workmen of

Daniel Mahony, Esq., of Dunloe Castle. In constructing a small fence in one of the

fields of the demesne, they broke into a subterranean chamber, of a curved form, which
proved to be the termination of a gallery. The sides of the cave are constructed of

rude stones, without any kind of cement, and the roof is formed of long stones laid

horizontally ; an upright pillar extends from the centre of the floor of the cave to

the roof, and is evidently designed to support it. This pillar stone is inscribed with
Ogham characters, as are four of these M'hich form the roof, in such a manner as to

impress the conviction that they had been inscribed before they were placed in their

present position. In the passages were found several human skulls and bones,
which clearly [?] indicated the sepulchral character of the monument. . . . The
Author of this Grammar examined this cave in the year 1841, and can testify that
the inscriptions are not fabrications ; but whether the monument be Pagan or early
Christian, he will not take upon him to decide." The legend on the supporting
stone is Cunocena, corresponding to the Cunacena of the Trallong "bilingual." At
first it was essayed to be read in the wrong direction, and yielded only the un-
intelligible form aqesoqus. Mr. Brash has noticed this interesting addition to the
numerous proofs of South Irish and South British connexion in early times.
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most fertile spots. . . . They vary from 30 to 100 and 200 feet

in diameter. The largest I know of in the South of Ireland, called

Lis-na-raha, has a diameter of 280 feet, with a ditch 12 feet deep, and
30 in width at the outside. . . . The interior space of the rath is

almost invariably undermined by a set of chambers, called by the
natives 'pol-fatalla,' or 'hole of a house' (say, rather, pol-follaeha,
' hiding- hole') ; the entrance to which is usually by an opening so

small as barely to admit the body of a man creeping on the belly.

These chambers vary in size, but average 9 feet in length, by 3 to 4
in height, and the same in width. Similar narrow openings commu-
nicate onwards to the other chambers ; and sometimes these under-
ground galleries diverge into two or more strings of chambers,
occupying the whole interior space within the circuit of the intrench-

ment. The main entrance is frequently in the ditch of the rath, and
is not unusually the smallest When the nature of the ground admits

it, they are often excavated in the natural earth, and domed over

without any artificial support ; but others are lined, in the inside,

.

with undressed and uncemented stones, the sides converging towards
the top, which is usually flagged over with large and heavy slabs of

stone, serving to roof the chamber, and, at the same time, by their

weight, to prevent the sides from falling in ; at other times, though
rarely, they are formed by upright jambs of unhewn stone, like the

crypt at Roovesmore.
" As regards the probable date of these works, all that I have been

able to ascertain respecting them tends to show that however ear±y

they may have originated—and their construction would lead us to

assign a very early period to some of them—they must, in all proba-

bility, have continued in use until comparatively recent times ; for I

have on two occasions found them to be associated with implements of

iron. In my collection there is an iron axe, and part of the pointed

ferrule of a lance, the former of which was derived from one of the

underground chambers, and the latter was excavated from the centre

of a rath, in which it was found three feet from the surface, together

with a quantity of ashes, and fragments of burnt bones."— " Rooves-

more Port," pp. 13, 16.

Seeing the profusion of lapidary Ogham writing in so many of

them, it is singular that, so far as I am aware, there occurs no instance

of any rath-cave in Ireland containing an inscribed legend in ordinary

alphabetic characters from which a legitimate argument may be

drawn as to its age, save in the case of that near Seaforde in the

county of Down, which I am about to submit to the notice of the

Academy. Although we are obliged to take this inscription on the

authority of a copy made by one who was ignorant of its meaning,

and unacquainted even with the form of its letters, it will, I think,

be found to furnish a solid ground for some reliable conclusions as

regards the probable age of the particular structure in which it was
found ; and so may cast some light on the general question.

K. I. A. PKOC.

—

VOL. I., SER. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIU. U
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It is to the Rev. John Dubordieu, Rector of Annahilt, in his

Statistical Survey of the county of Down, we owe the first published

description of this interesting monument, and the drawing of the

remarkable legend found within it.

An earlier account, however, in point of observation, although
not published for some years after the appearance of the Statistical

Survey, is found in the Grammar of the Irish language by the Rev.

Dr. "William Neilson, of Downpatrick, published in 1812. It is to

be desired that something more were known of this capital scholar

and philosophical writer. O'Donovan, in his preface to his Irish

Grammar, recognizes Neilson's elegant and logical arrangement, but
censures his examples as provincial and barbaric, although ad-

mitting that in the Achill edition of 1 845 (from which I shall quote),

these imperfections have been to a great extent rectified by the

Rev. J. Wangle. O'Donovan remarks that Dr. Neilson was assisted

in the compilation of his " Grammar"- by a good Irish scholar of the

.same neighbourhood, Mr. Patrick Lynch, of Inch parish. Nothing in

its kind can be more natural and agreeable than the illustrative

dialogue, probably contributed by Lynch, which forms Neilson's

Appendix. The passage I shall cite occurs in the dialogue, entitled
" Teach Oidheachia," or the Country Inn. The duine uasail, or

gentleman, has entered into friendly conversation with two persons of

humbler rank, one being called Mac an Gobhain or Smith—we may take

him to stand for Lynch himself—who, throughout the dialogue, main-
tain the characteristic shrewdness and politeness ofthe native peasantry

with much felicity of expression. Having spoken of political matters

the gentleman observes :

—

G. " We may speak, also, of the antiquities of the country without

offence. Are there any remains of old castles, old churches, and ancient

towers in it?"

S. " Indeed there are; and the raths, the caves, and engraved stones

found in it are ancient works also."

G. " Where were these engraved stones found, do you say?"

S. "I will tell you, Sir. About a mile from the place where we
live, a cave was found, on the brow of a hill, by a person who was
digging round a stone, about ten years ago. No person thought or

knew that such a place was there, and it happened to be found thus

:

a long narrow cave, without bone or relic, or trace of anything in it,

but empty walls covered with great stones. There was a neat little

chamber of a round form, like a bee-hive, on one side of the cave, and
a little narrow door to enter by, empty also as the rest. However,
there was found one broad smooth flag on the top of the place

(a mullach na haitese), and on the lower side of that flag there were
three lines engraved (tri line grabhalta) of clean, well-formed letters;

nor has any person been found since who conld read or explain the

inscription."

R. "It is perfectly true, fori saw the cave, the flag, and the

inscription when it was discovered.''
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G. "I have no doubt of it, as I have also seen an account of that

cave which you mention, and a fac-simile of those letters printed in

copperplate, in the new history of the county Down."
S. "A learned gentleman came from Annahilt, who took a copy

of it on paper."

G. "Was there not a cromleac found, under a earn, near that

place?"

S. " There was indeed, about two miles from it (about seven years

before), an exceeding large, broad, level, smooth stone, as polished as

the pebbles on the sea-coast, &c. There was an enclosure of long
equal stones, standing straight up round the great cromleac when it

was found, under a great earn of small stones."

G. " Were these long stones lifted ?"

S. " They were all carried away to a building near the place."

G. " Surely, the cave was not broken ?"

S. " It was broken and destroyed ; neither flag nor stone was left,

of any value, that was not carried away in the same manner."
G. "lam surprised that the cave was broken ?"

S. " Why, even the round tower at Downpatrick was thrown
down; and I think, Sir, it is not lucky to touch such things."

G. "I do not say that it is unlucky; but I think it a disgrace to

literary gentlemen to pay no respect or attention to the remains of the

ancient works of their country {aclid togar dhamgur naireach do dhaoinibh

uaisle, foghlamta, gan cion no meas a bheith, a bhfuighioll oibreach

irasaighe na tire)."—Neilson, " Ir. Gram.," App. 51-4.

The " Duine uasail foghlumtha, v or learned gentleman from
Annahilt, who made the drawing, is obviously Mr. Dubordieu, from
whose Statistical Account, published about six years before, I shall now
give the particulars as they appeared to him, after the cave had been
broken up, and its inscribed roofing-stone used for a trough for

pounding furze-tops as food for cattle :

—

" The cave was about thirty yards long, with a circular apartment
on one side, towards the extremity, and a square apartment on the

other, a little nearer the entrance, both covered with roofs of stone.

The cave having been destroyed before I saw it, I could not get the

exact dimensions ; I heard it was about three or four feet in width,

and about four in height. On a stone at the further end was the fol-

lowing inscription, but in what characters I could not discover, as it

has been used for a trough to pound furze, and is thereby much de-

faced. A gentleman to whom I showed the inscription, and who had
been used to look at the Danish manifests brought by the masters of

ships, thought it was in that character ; but on taking a copy of it, he
let me know that the interpreter could not read it. The fort in which
it is situated is within sight of the old Danish Castle of Clogh."

—

" Stat. Surv., Down," App. x. p. 277.

The "three lines" of the dialogue were probably the three groups

of characters which may be distinguished in Dubordieu' s drawing,

reproduced on the next page.
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But possibly it may be that the sealing off of the surface which he

describes may have obliterated the greater part of the inscription,

and that what we have here is only the first of the three lines men-
tioned by Neilson or his informant. The first group of the inscription

as it stands will be quite familiar to you. It is evidently the oroit

of the well-known Christian sepulchral formula, oroit ar, such a one,

or oroit do, such a one ; or oroit ar anniain, of such a one, in which, it

will be observed that the oroit is always followed by ar or do : each

alike signifying " for." I refer to Miss Stokes' repertory of Christian

Inscriptions, where all the varieties of the formula are to be found.

This conclusively stamps the inscription as Christian. Any further spe-

culation, grounded on a text at second-hand, cannot promise more than
problematical results. Still, the inquiry will be worth making as, at

least, an exercise in palaeography." At first, it might seem that the general
form of the characters might serve as a key to their approximate date.

But it is only where we have numerous examples from one school of

inscriptional sculpturing, that we can, with safety, rely on characteristic

forms of letters as indicating this or that century. "We are here in the

North ofIreland, farremoved from the lapidary fashions ofClonmacnoise,

and other seats of the art, where a critical eye may discern progres-

sive changes from earlier to later forms. The only local aid we can

refer to is the formula or do dertrend, from the neighbouring locality

of Movilla (W. H. Patterson.—"Notices of Ancient Tombstones at

Movilla, County Down." Belfast: 1869), which may suggest to look

for do rather than ar in the next group of the legend ; though
the latter is the shape which the irregular lines of Dubourdieu's
drawing will take to most eyes accustomed to detect the elements

of known forms among adventitious strokes, copied, as the superfluous

lines of this inscription have most probably been, from mere inequali-

ties of the surface.

Such, very plainly, is the pendent to the second character in the

first group, which has to be thrown out of the field of vision before we
recognize the lines of the regular B. In the second group, whether
it be accepted as ar or do, considerably greater rectifications must be

resorted to. If ar, the protruded lines at the upper left-hand corner

giving the characteristic form of the Irish D must be retrenched ; and
instead of the continuous circular outline given by Dubourdieu to the

rest of the character, the arc at the right must be inserted, to give

the A its characteristic form Q. If do, while the protruded lines

and right arc will stand, it will be necessary to add a corresponding

arc to complete the ; and to admit an overlapping of the two letters,
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of which. I am not aware of any other example. In either case, the

E, retrenched by the rejection of the superfluous limb, which probably

represents some crack or fissure of the surface, will stand : in the first

supposition, as completing the ar : in the second, as commencing the

proper name of the person commemorated, which in either case should

follow the preposition.

Our choice of the preposition will, therefore, depend on our success

in making out the name. If it begin with E, the preposition is do :

if it begin with E (which appears to be the next letter), the preposi-

tion is ar. The H, the E, and the remaining characters of the group,

except that immediately following the E, are fairly obvious to any
practised eye. Assuming that we have the whole of the name here,

it presents itself with reasonable distinctness as re hat or e hat, the

hiatus showing the place of the excepted character.

This character at first sight bears all the appearance of an N
inverted, a mode of presenting a letter by no means unexampled. This

might suggest the idea that Dubordieu had before him the remains of

a legend commencing with the formula oroit ar anmain ; but it seems
impossible to reconcile this hypothesis with the form of the terminal

characters, which appear plainly to beAT ; and if we go outside the mere
tablet of the legend, and inquire into the local conditions of the place

where it was found, another, and, I think, a preferable phonetic power
for this character will be suggested.

The rath from which it was taken stands in the neighbourhood of

Clogh, the ancient name of which was Cloch-magheracat, which,

possibly, may be a conniption of(Magh-)rechat, thename found attached

to the adjoining chapelry. Eeeves finds a Capella de Eecat in the parish

of Loghan Island, which comprises Clogh, in the terrier of 1615, cited

by him {Down and Connor, 215). Hence would arise a surmise that

Eecat may be the name, if the questioned character could be reconciled

with C hard. Again the Capella de Eecat appears in the form Eath-
kehatt and Eath-ekehatt in the Inquisitions of Edward VI. and
Elizabeth {Hid. 29, 125), pointing to a similar reading, minus the

initial E.

Now, it is clear that the seemingly inverted JN" of the text cannot

be made, to yield any form of C as known in Irish alphabetic writing.

But it will be observed, that the right limb of the character belongs

properly to the following H ; and that we have only been able to re-

gard the combination of lines presented as standing for ~N, in any
aspect, by doubling the function of this line, and ascribing it as well

to the N as to the H. Although such double functions belong to the

lines of all siglums, it is only when we are sure that it is a siglum

with which we are dealing, that we are justified in so regarding them.
Confining the effect of the down stroke to the H, we have left a

combination of two lines, a perpendicular and an upward oblique

sprinering from it towards the right, being, in fact—as pointed out by
the Secretary of the Academy, in aid of a less tenable conjecture of
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mine, drawn froni the form of K in the Kilmalkedar inscription—the

identical character which stands for K in the common Runic alpha-

bet (Stephens, 122). Instances are frequent of the interjection of

Runes among the Roman characters of northern legends. Several

examples may be seen in the " ^onumenta Runica."
Assuming that we are right in thus clothing Dubourdieu' s out-

lines with the force of K, we have to make our election between Rechat
and Echat, one or other of which is most probably the name before

us. The Christian character of the formula, and the seeming associ-

ation with an alphabet modified by Runic influences, incline the judg-

ment against Rechat ; for, assuming Rechat to have been a person

giving his name to the plain of Hagh-Rechat, his epoch wonld pro-

bably mount to a period prior to Christianity, and even to alphabetic

writing. Such at least is the inference to be drawn from the persistent

character of the local names of large expanses of open land designated

moys in Irish local nomenclature.

Adopting this conclusion, the name which would emerge is Echat

;

and the legend Oroit ar Echat would point to some period probably

subsequent to the closer Scandinavian relations originating in the 9th

or 10th century, for the execution of this sculpture, and a period not
earlier for the construction of the cave in vhich it was found. The
legend adapted to meet this view will be seen to have undergone little

alteration from the outline furnished by Dubourdieu.

O^QJtrcch-

Here note that caves were recognized as places of retreat and
security in the period of the Danish occupation ("Wars of the Gael

and Gauls," pp. 25, 232).

Having regard to the condition in which the stone was when
Dubourdieu made his copy, it seems a hopeless quest to enter on any
search for it now. But the inquiry has been undertaken by James C.

Young, Esq., M.D., of Strangford, a gentleman at present engaged in

collecting materials for a revised history of his county, and will, I am
sure, be prosecuted with such diligence as ought to merit success, if

success be now possible.
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XIX.

—

On some Links in the Chain op Connexion between the
eaely Populations of Asia and Central America.—By Samuel
Ferguson, LL.D., Yice-President.

[Read May 13, 1872.]

In early Hindoo architecture, the trunk of the elephant is introduced

as an ornamental feature in the form of a pendent, sometimes issuing

from the cornice over a capital, sometimes descending from the quoins

of quadrangular buildings.

The head and trunk of the elephant, distorted and conventionalized

in the Mexican taste (I use the words Hindoo and Mexican conven-

tionally), may be traced in the sculptured ornamentation of many of

the Central American structures. Numerous examples maybe seen in

Gailhabaut's "Recueil d'Architecture," as well as in the larger works
specially devoted to Central American Antiquities. Among these

examples may be seen several instances of pendent carved members
issuing from the quoins of quadrangular edifices, plainly in the taste, and,

making allowance for time and distance, after the pattern of the Hindoo
elephant ornament. I do not attempt to fix the distance in time; but
desire to remark that no forms are found more persistent than those

which are transmitted through the traditions of architecture : witness

the short-horned bull's skull perpetuated in the metopes of our Doric

faQades.

A general similarity is also discernible between the florid Hindoo
decoration and the characteristic Mexican modes of sculptural ornament.

The latter are, indeed, to our eyes, wild and extravagantly grotesque;

but the resemblance exists both in features and mode of treatment,

although apparently separated by intermediate stages, at each of which
some new element of bizarrerie has been superadded to the Hindoo
model.

Looking back from Hindostan to Egypt, the same observation will

apply to the pyramids, as compared with theTeocallis of CentralAmerica.

A generic likeness strikes the eye; but a likeness implying a variety

of intermediate departures from the original model.

The attention of French men of learning, excited by events of national

importance in Mexico, has recently been turned to the island of Java,

as affording some illustrative evidences of the progress of Mexican
civilization in its passage eastward to the New "World. In the

"Revue Archseologique" for July, 1864 (p. 70), is an interesting

memoir on this subject, in which the learned work of Sir Stamford
Raffles, "The History of Java" (1817), is used as a repertory of facts

illustrative of the Mexican progresses.

There are two editions of this excellent work; one plain, the other

illustrated. M. Eicthal, I infer, has only had access to the plain

edition ; for in the illustrated copies of the work are found some
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representations singularly apposite to the inquiry in which he has
been engaged, and which a writer of so much acuteness and industry-

would not, I conjecture, have been likely to overlook. The illustrated

edition is rare. "When I was last in the reading-room of the British

Museum, it was not in their general collection ; but, after some search,

a copy was found in the King's Library. We possess a copy in the
Moore Library.

The most striking features of resemblance between Asiatic and
Egyptian objects on the one hand, and Mexican architectural remains
on the other, are the stepped pyramidal temples, of which several plans
and drawings are found in Raffles' work. In these structures the
features of the pyramid and pagoda are combined with an Asiatic pro-
fusion of ornament, resembling very much the pyramidial Teocallis of

Yucatan. I subjoin one of the most characteristic.

Pyramidal Temple in Java.

But the illustration which in Raffles' Java brings us, so to speak,

face to face with the Aztecs, is a representation of what he describes as

" scenic shadows," that is, a species of puppet-show made by projecting

the shadows of certain grotesque figures on a semi-transparent surface.

These marionettes are cut or stamped out of leather, and with moveable

limbs are made to play their parts by the motion of the performer's

hand, communicated by an attached conducting rod. The features are

purely Aztec : the taste and decorative accessories are of an equally

marked Hindoo character. In neither is there the least resemblance

to existing Javanese types, either ethnological or aesthetic. The
Javanese account for the unlikeness of these objects to anything in

their categories of existence by a statement, which, considering that it

was made to Raffles long before the attention of Europeans had been

turned to the peculiarities of Central American architecture, or of

Aztec physiognomy, is worthy of grave consideration in any system

of ethnology dealing with Mexican origins.
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Javanese Scenic Shadows.

K.I. A. PHOC.—VOL. I., SER. II., POL. LIT. AN]) ANTIQ.

" In the wayangs,

or scenic shadows, the

subject of the perform-

ances is taken from the

earliest period of his-

tory and fable, down
to the destruction of

the Hindu empire of

Majapahet. These are

distinguished accord-

ing to the periods of

the history which they
represent, by the terms

wdyangpurwa, wayang
gedog, and wdyang Id'i-

tik
" The different cha-

racters in the history

are in these ivdyangs

represented by figures,

about eighteen inches

ortwo feet high, stamp-

ed or cut out of pieces

of thick leather—ge-

nerally of buffalo's

hide, which are painted

and gilt with great

care, and at considera-

ble expense, so as to

form some supposed re-

semblance of the cha-

racter of the individual

intended to be personi-

fied. The whole figure

is, however, strangely

distorted and gro-

tesque, the nose in par-

ticular, being unnatu-
rallyprominent. There
is a tradition, that the

figures were first so dis-

torted by the Susunan
Mdria, one of the early

Mahometan teachers,

in order to render the

preservation of the an-

cient amusements of

the country compatible

with a due obedience

to the Mahometan pre-

cept, which forbids any
exhibition or dramatic

X
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representation of the human form. 'By these means,' said the Su-
sunan, with much ingenuity, ' while the world in general will not

imagine the figures to be human, the Javas, from recollecting their

history, will yet be able to comprehend the characters they are in-

tended to represent, and enjoy in secret their national amusements.
Or if, in time, they should forget the originals, and confound them
with the distorted resemblance, they will be impressed with the idea,

that it was only after conversion to the faith of the Prophet that

their ancestors assumed the present shape of man.' But the compara-
tively recent alteration in the figures is rendered doubtful from the

circumstance of similar figures being found on many of the more an-

cient coins, thus affording ground for an opinion, that they existed

nearly in their present form before the introduction of Mahometanism.
Their antiquity is further confirmed by the existence of similar figures

in the Hindu island of Bali, where, though not so much distorted, they
are still far from natural."—Raffles' "Java," vol. i., pp. 336, 337.

Visiting the rich Museum of East Indian objects at the Hague, in

Sept., 1868, I was careful to inquire for examples of these curious Java-

nese figures, and saw a considerable number of them. The features in

all were unnaturally prominent, but by no means so much so as in the

drawing of Baffles.
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XX.

—

On a Lantern or Fanal on St. Catherine's Down, Isle of

"Wight. ByHoDDER M. Westropp, Esq., M.R.I. A. With Plates

VI. and VII. (Pol. Lit. & Antiq.)

[Read May 27, 1872.]

On showing my pamphlet on the Panaux de Cimetieres to a friend in

Ventnor, he informed me there was a Panal or Lantern similar to those

figured in it, on St. Catherine's Down, about seven miles from Ventnor.

As I was anxious to see any lantern of this kind which would tend to

confirm my theory in regard to the Pound Towers of Ireland, I

immediately went to St. Catherine's Down to see and make a sketch

of it. I was pleased to find that it does lend a strong countenance to

my view, as this lantern is built in connexion with a sepulchral

chapel, and is evidently a lantern of the dead, like those which occur

in Prance, a more particular account of which may be seen in Viollet le

Due's " Dictionnaired'Architecture,"—article, " Lanteme desMorta."

In the guide books it is styled a light-house for mariners, but its

connexion with a sepulchral chapel shows this to be a mistake.

This lantern and chapel were erected in 1323 by Walter de Gody-
ton, who added an endowment for a priest to say masses for hiB own
soul, and the souls of his ancestors.* This tower is thus described by
Sir Henry Englefield (Isle of Wight, page 94) :

—"It is of plain, not

neat, masonry, octagon without, and square within, and covered with
a pyramidal roof of stone. Just beneath the roof it is pierced with
eight small windows, whose openings diminish inwards, and all tend

to the centre of the building. This construction, which would have

been ill calculated for the admission of light from without, is per-

fectly well contrived for its diffusion from within. The height of

the turret from the ground is thirty-four feet six inches, and each side

of the octagon is four feet ; the space within is four feet square."

There were three floors in the tower, one on a level with the base

of the upper door, seven feet above the ground. There are joist holes

of a second floor at thirteen feet above ground. At nineteen feet (above

ground) there is a projection on which the joists of the top chamber
must have rested. The ascent must have been by wooden ladders

from floor to floor. The projection of the stone roof is three inches.

There are two doors to the tower,—one on a level with the ground,

six feet high, and another about eighteen inches over this, five feet eight

inches in height. See Plate VI., (Pol. Lit. & Antiq.), Pig. 2.

A chapel, which was evidently a sepulchral chapel, from its being

used for saying masses for the dead, was built in connexion with the

" And to provide lights at night to warn off ships from approaching too near

this dangerous coast—both duties performed till the Reformation."—Yenables'

"Isle of Wight."—Ed.
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tower, the roof line of which is still to be seen on the sides of the

tower ; the groove at the roof line was cut into the stone, of which
this is a section (Plate YL, fig. 2.) The height of the apex ofthe roof

line is eighteen feet. The height where the roof line meets the buttress,

twelve feet. The length of the chapel was thirty-three feet, the

breadth twenty-two. At about three feet from the turret, the walls

of the chapel incline towards the tower : the length of these walls is

seven feet.

This turret was repaired by Sir Richard Worsley, about 1756, and
its angles strengthened by buttresses. (See Plate VI., figs. 1 and 2,

elevation; and Plate VIL, fig. 2, plan.) The foundation of the

chapel was also cleared and discovered. In an ancient survey belong-

ing to Sir Richard Worsley there is a rude drawing of this chapel, when
entire, from which it appears it had only a body without a transept

;

the tower stood at the east end.

A description of this tower, with four views of it in its decayed

state, is seen in the ''Gentleman's Magazine," Yol. xxvii., page 176.

In the east view (Plate YIL, fig. 2) which I have given, can be

seen where the sepulchral chapel was connected with the lantern,

which suggests a similarity to the small Tower and Chapel at Clon-

macnoise. Pour of the angles of the tower point to the four cardinal

points, which further corroborates its connexion with the French Lan-
terns of the Dead, and all probably with the Irish Round Towers.

An objection has been made to its analogy to the Round Towers,
on account of the tower of St. Catherine's Down being octagonal, and
also as the entrance door is on a level with the ground ; but this ob-

jection is of little weight, as the base of the Round Tower at Kinneigh,

Co. Cork, is hexagonal, and as the entrance door of the small tower
at Clonmacnoise is also on the level of the ground.

Several of the Lanterns of the Dead in Prance are octagonal : that

of Felletin (Creuse) is octagonal, is forty-six feet high, and has eight

arched windows. All the French Lanterns have stone roofs, and their

windows generally face the four cardinal points.

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.

Fig. 1. Plate VI., is a west view of the lantern, or tower, showing the buttresses
added by Sir E. Worsley.

Fig. 2, same Plate, is an east view of the lantern, showing the groove cut into
the stone for connecting the roof of the chapel.

Fig. 1, Plate VII., is the ground plan of the chapel.

Fig. 2, the ground plan of the tower.

Fig. 3, horizontal section, showing plan of windows of the tower.
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XXI.

—

Notes on some Undescetbed Antiquities in the Parishes
of Killenny and Kllte a le, Queen's County. By the Rev. John
O'Hanlon, M.R.I. A.

[Read June 24, 1872.]

To preserve correct representations of the fast-fading monuments of

other days—especially of those local objects which have not yet en-

gaged notice from the antiquary and draftsman—induces the writer

to prepare this communication for the Members of the Royal Irish

Academy. A few years hence, the mouldering ruins, and the notes

which refer to this subject, may leave scarcely a vestige of former
appearance, or historical interest. Old popular traditions vanish as a

shadow, if not consigned to record, while such memorials remain.

With each revolving year, our ancient monuments are becoming more
dilapidated, and less numerous ; and even on the Ordnance Survey
Maps, as will here be shown, no clue is afforded to the antiquarian

investigator for the identification of several well-known local and
historic relics or denominations.

KILLENNY PARISH

in the Barony of Stranbally, and containing 945a. 3e. 12p., is

bounded on the north and west by a small stream,* which, al-

though unnamed on the Ordnance Survey Map, runs for a con-

siderable distance in an easterly course, uutil it flows into the

River Barrow, immediately under Longphort-Rothlaibh,t known
as the present Fort of Dunrally.J East and south, Killenny§ is

bounded by the parish of Kilteale.

Within the townland of Killenny proper are the church ruins of

this parish. The building appears to have been one of great anti-

* On the Exchequer Rolls, No. 12, referring to the Fourth Year of Edward YI.'s

reign, it is pointed out, as forming the northern boundary of Leyse, " aquam de
Glaishemarrow usque aquam de Barrow," &c. Tiiis document is now preserved in

the Record Office, Dublin. The little stream which runs into the River Barrow,
separating in part the parish of Coolbanagher, in the barony of Portnahineh, trorn

the barony of Stradbally, is called the River Glashaevaragh, in a survey made by
.lohn Mason, a. d , 1657, for Sir William Petty. The ''grassy streamlet," it has
been rendered by William M. Hennessy, M.R.I.A., and such a name the surround-

ing margins render very appropriate.

t In the year 860, on the 5th of September Ides, a Chieftain named Cinnedich,

who was son to Gaithin, the Lord of Leix, demolished Longfort Rothlaibh, now
called Dunrally. This place lay in the townland of Courtwood, and parish of Lea,

quite near the River Barrow, on the boundary line between Leix and Clann-Mac-
lughra. See Dr. O'Donovan's Annals of the Four Masters, Vol. 1., pp. 496, 497.

and n, (x.) Ibid. This chieftain was afterwards slain by his own people.

j The ancient Irish name for this entrenchment was Oun TCucleib, a place

of historic note.'

§ In Lewis' Topographical Dictionary of Ireland, this parish is not only most
imperfectly, but even most inaccurately, described. See Vol. II., p. 135.
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quity ; but yet it is possible an earlier church may have occupied its

site. Mr. Thomas 0' Conor, a writer engaged on the Ordnance Survey,

supposes this local denomination to have been derived from a Saint

Ethne ; and he says, the Irish name should probably be written Cill

Gichne (0. S. Letters; Queen's Co., vol. i., 181-4.) The etymon
of Killenny must, however, be derived from a different source.

The townland of Killenny, undoubtedly, takes its name from the

old church founded there. The ruins now measure thirty-seven feet,

six inches, and eighteen feet in breadth interiorly (stated by Mr.
O'Conor, in his 0. S. Letters, as 36 and 16 feet respectively) ; while
the gable walls yet standing are over three feet in thickness,* the side

walls only measuring two feet seven inches across. The east window
is very rude in design ; it was about three feet in length, by only

ten inches in width on the outside ; interiorly, however, it was
more deeply splayed. The door-way was either in the south side

wall, f which, at present, is very much ruined, or, perhaps, it was an
apparent low opening, in the west end. J But, if we admit this latter

supposition, it must afterwards have been closed with masonry. A
rich mantle of ivy screens the two gables, as also the north side-wall.

A small grave-yard, nearly circular, surrounds the old church. Al-
though thickly covered with many graves, and a burial-place from
time immemorial, the cemetery is now disused for interments.

§

In the centre, and on the south angle, the east gable is now quite

ruinous ; but the north angle is covered with masses of ivy to a con-

siderable height. The west gable is well preserved. The side-walls

on the north and south are not up to their original height. This old

church has been built of a fine lime- stone peculiar to the district. A
shallow fosse and a low ditch, crowned with a hedge of fine old haw-
thorns, enclose the burial ground. A fertile meadow field is entered

from the adjoining road, and an ancient pathway towards the ceme-
tery has not been disturbed, as yet, by the progress of cultivation.

The commentator on St. Angus' Feilire, in the Leabhar JBreac,

seems to have considered that a St. Lassar had been venerated on the

17th of March, which is St. Patrick's Day. He says, moreover, that

she was the seventh daughter of Bran in, having been venerated at

Cill Ingine Branin ( church of the daughter of Branin), in Laiges,

* Exteriorly the side walls of the nave measure forty-four feet, and the gable

or end walls twenty -four feet.

f Something like the side of a door-way, or window, appears there, not far

from the west end.

J A small enclosure, the walls of which were about twenty-four feet square,

stood outside the western gable.

§ This has been the case, more especially, during the last thirty years, and

since a new burial-ground has been opened around an adjoining Catholic chapel,

which ha^ been built on a verge of the Great Heath of Maryborough.
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(Leix).* Such must have been the original name for this church, in

all probability, since it lies within ancient Leix. In the copy of the

Feilire, now preserved in the Franciscan Convent, Dublin, and in-

tituled, Martyrologium Cathaldi Maguir sive JEngussius Auctus,] the

Scholiast enters precisely the same statement, so far as the proper

name Lapaip, or Lassara is concerned. Whether this entry of the

Saint's festival be correct, or otherwise, it is important to find, that

in the Scholiast's opinion, the church of Cill inline bpcmin, some-

where in Leix, must have been tbe one dedicated to her. We can
hardly entertain any reasonable doubt that Killenny thus took its

name, especially as, in the Deanery of Leix proper, it seems to have
been called, in the year 1615, Killanna, which had for rector Nicholas

Geering, a reading minister. The value of this living was then

£6 13s. 4d. The Church and its Chancel were in repair, while a

Communion Book in the Irish language was there preserved-! This

old church probably fell into a state of total decay and neglect, after

the civil wars of the seventeenth century.

Within the townland of Killenny, and near the old church, as

shown on the Ordnance Survey Map, rises a very steep limestone hill,

covered over with hazel and other dwarf shrubs. § When last visited,

* The original Text of -33ngus, and its English translation, are here inserted :

—
" Lappaj\ gpeni aine
Gppal epenb oise
Pacpaic co mec mile
Nopbiciu bi aj\ cpcige."

" Flame of noble sun,

Apostle of perfect Erin,

Patrick with many thousands

May he he a protection to our wretched ones."

To this the Scholiast has added the following commentary. But it would ap-

pear probable he mistook the Irish word Lappap, "flame," put in apposition with

Pacpaic, for the proper name of a female St. Lassar, or Lasera.

".1. pinel mac pmbchaba t>o uib gapchon ipe ceo- buine bo baipc pa-
cpaic in epirm, -| Neppan copcaige cum pacpicio in hacbie; No lappaip
nomeTi pepcimae pilia bpanin, -| i Cill lngme bpanm i laigip aca -| clibna
ainm mgine ele bo o ca conb clibna."

" i, e. Sinell son of Findchad of Uibh Garchon ; he is the first person whom
Patrick baptized in Erin (recte Eriu), and Nessan of Cork—cum Patricio in hac

die ; or Lassair nomen septimae filiae BraniD ; and in Cill Ingine Branin (Church
of the daughter of Branin), in Laiges (Leix) she is ; and Clidna [was] the name of

another daughter of his, from whom is [named] Tonn Clidhna."

t This copy was made by Rory O'Luinin, for Cathal Maguir of Senat-Mac
Manus, in Lough Erne, and now known as Belleisle, as we learn from an Irish

note by the transcriber, on the last page but one of this old vellum MS.
% See the Liber Regalia Visitationis, for a return furnished from Carlow on the

5th and 6th of July, in power of a commission appointed by James I., and dated

22nd of June, 1615. A copy exists among the Boyal Irish Academy's Mamiscripts.

§ The ancient name of this hill seems lost or unknown. At present it is called

Lyons' Hill, from a gentleman farmer who holds the lands.
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about two months ago, tufts of beautiful primroses and violets grew
under the sheltering branches. So thickly matted together were
these, that it was difficult to track any passage through them, except

by following the rather devious sheep-walks, which are interlaced, in

every conceivable form up to the top, when you stand on a depressed

cone, from which the eye ranges, with pleasure, over a most enchant-

ing prospect.* Some small, undefined, and unnamed object on this

hill is noted on the Ordnance Map. This is probably intended to

show the site of some remarkable remains, which consist of building

and lime stones, scattered in great profusion, over a circular area of

about fifty feet in diameter. These stones are intermixed with a

great proportion of what appeared to the writer to have been mortar
or cement. But a specimen procured establishes the fact, that it is

only broken surface rock, worn away by long exposure to the ele-

ments,f It is quite evident, those stones are the disjointed remains of

some very ancient building—possibly one of those rude Caishols, so

frequently met with in the south-western parts of Ireland. The
neighbouring people say it was formerly a castle of the O'Moores.

Within the parish of Killenny, likewise, the old mansion of Kil-

lone, built in the Elizabethan style, and having very massive walls,

is yet tenanted by representatives of an old and respectable native

family. According to opinion long entertained by many of the

people in this locality, the present very intelligent lady! who occu-

pies this house, and who holds a large farm attached to it, has assured

the writer, that a church or monastery once occupied the site of this old

mansion. Thick masses of ivy, that completely cover a portion of

the garden walls, are said to screen some ornamental mullions or

dressings of doors or windows, subsequently walled up ; but it does

not seem well established, that any other traces of an ecclesiastical

structure there can now be discovered.

Immediately over this mansion, and on the northern side of Kil-

lone Hill, near the summit, which rises to a height of 718 feet,§ there

* The late learned and lamented Dr. O'Donovan, whose earlier years were
passed in the Heath Lodge, the residence of Myles O'Beilly, Esq., and adjacent to

this hill, must have often ascended its summit, if only to enjoy the view presented.

Yet, he seems either to have passed unnoticed, or forgotten, the antiquarian object

here described ; for, often as the writer of this paper conversed with him regarding
the localities and people near the Great Heath of Maryborough, he nev.er once
alluded to this vestige of a period long passed.

t Such is the pronounced opinion of Dr. William K. Sullivan, M.R.I.A.

J Daughter to the late Mr. Joseph Dunne, formerly an officer in the French
service, and known to Dr O'Donovan, as may be seen in his edition of the Annals

of the Four Masters, Vol. IV., n. (g) p. 960. In the year 1833 he was about 89

years old . He was regarded as one of the largest men in Europe, The writer can
well corroborate Dr 0' Donovan's statement, having -known Mr. Dunne, when he
was over 90 years old, and even then not very decrepit. His grave is yet pointed
out, within the ruinous nave of Kilkenny church, the family place for interment.

§ See Ordnance Survey Townland Maps of the Queen's County, Sheet 14.
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is a deep fissure in the limestone rock, which admits a person to walk
into it on the level, for a distance of over thirty feet. Then it sinks

from ahout six to eight feet, and opens into a large cavern of irregular

outline, and of considerahle altitude. The country people call this

cave "Poul-is-toul," said to mean " The hole in the hilly ]STo further

tradition is known regarding it, except a popular rumour of its heing

a place for fairy ingress and egress.

KILTEALE PAKISH

lies to the south of Killenny, and is situated partly within the barony
of Maryborough East (1991a. 2k. 12p.), and partly within the barony
of Stradbally (1561a. 3k. 34p.). See Ordnance Survey Townland
Maps, Sheets 13 and 14. The townslands noticed within it are Kil-

murry, Ballythomas, Carrigeen, Ballymaddock, Kilteale, Ballinlough,

Ballycarroll, Baheen, Baheenahoran, with the Heath House and
Demesne, as also the greater portion of the Great Heath of Mary-
borough.*

Among the parish names in Ireland, we can only discover three,

—

Kiltale, in Meath, Kilteel, in the County Kildare, and Kilteal,

in the Queen's County,—having a very close resemblance in spell-

ing and pronunciation. Within the townland of Kilteale proper,

in the Queen's county, the old church and burial ground are situated,

beside an ancient road, leading towards the rock and ruined fortress

of Dunamase.f
The church is greatly decayed, as the east gable only stands, with

some portions of the side-walls near it. The dimensions of the in-

terior seem to have been thirty-six feet in length, by twenty feet in

breath ; the walls were nearly three feet in thickness. In the nor-

thern side-wall a narrow, rude window yet remains ; and it measures
three feet in length, by one foot in width on the outside, while it

opens to greater dimensions, being splayed interiorly. The corres-

ponding part of the south wall, opposite this window, is destroyed.

Traces of plaster appear on the interior walls. In the gable remain-

ing there is a large rent or opening near the ground, and at a short

distance over it there is a narrow window, three feet in length, by
one foot in breadth, while it is more widely splayed on the inside.

So far as a conjecture may now be hazarded, a choir-arch seems to

have turned over the lower opening, and under the top window ; but
by some more recent adaptation, much of the space appears to have
been closed with masonry. Another narrow doorway then seems to

* On the northern line of the parish boundary, and nearly about the centre of

the Great Heath, there is a large and an elevated circular entrenchment, called

Eathshean. It is remarkable, that on an adjoining townland, but within the

parish of Straboe, the old ruined Castle of Shaen, within the demesne, and near

the modern mansion of Shaen, may yet be seen. Hence the townland's name.

t From Cromwell's lines, on the opposite hill of Kilteale, and shown on the

map, this fortification received its last " pummelling."

R. T. A IROC. VOL. I., SER. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. Y
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have been formed, and a portion of its turning-arch yet remains. No
trace of a choir is now visible. Great masses of ivy hang over the
existing ruins, and large elder trees grow within them. Old haw-
thorns flourish through the burial-ground, which appears a very an-

cient one. A few modern inscribed head-stones are there, with ruder
ones over many unnoted graves. The situation of this old church
and graveyard, on the slope of a hazel-copsed hill, and very near the
celebrated rock of Dunamase, is truly picturesque.* As seen from the

spot, ranges of hills towards the north, swell and undulate, like

huge billows surging against the sky. The graveyard's surface rises

over the level of the adjoining road and fields, beside a modern
glebe-house. The cemetery is well fenced on every side.

A writer engaged on the Ordnance Survey says, that the name of

Kiltaile Parish, CiU CeiSil, means "the Church of St. Teidhil." This
denomination is mentioned in the Calendarf at the 1 st of November,
when the Seven Bishops of Cill-Tidil are commemorated.^ However,
these may have been connected with some other Kiltale.

Kilteale was an impropriate rectory, in 1615, with a residence.

Thomas Waller was then its Yicar. The annual value of this living

was £10. The church and chancel were in repair, with books. Both
were in the Deanery of Leix proper. A lease seems to have been
given to Pigott, and an order at the Council-table in behalf of

Jonathan Hoyle, circa annum 1637, regarding the lands of Kilteale.

See Liber Regain Visitationis.

The right of the Pigott family to the advowson, tithes, &c, of the

rectories of Dysart-Enos, and Kilteale, had been questioned, but re-

affirmed by a vote of the Irish House of Commons, bearing date the

9th of July, 1641. The plaintiff in the case was named Jonathan
Hoyle, who would appear to have been for some time in possession

of certain ecclesiastical rights, from a decree passed at the Council

Board. These particulars are collected from some loose paper ex-

tracts, contained in a Manuscript Book belonging to Marsh's Library,

near St. Patrick's, Dublin, (Class Y. 3, Tab. 1, No. 24). They appear to

have been copied from tbe Minute Book of the Irish House of Com-
mons, and are marked in the MS., pages 191, 195, and 199 respec-

tively. These documents thus read :

—

* Higher up, on a spur of this ridge, and on a level with the old fortress works
of Dunamase, are to he seen the three concentric circular entrenchments of Colonels

Hewson and Reynolds, when in 1G50 they battered do-wn the castle Avails held by
the Confederate Catholics. See Irish Penny Magazine for 1833, Vol. I., No. 3,

p. 18. Those field-works are of very considerable height, and there is a fosse fully

eight feet in depth around the centre circle. The ditches and trenches are now
thickly covered with briars and hawthorns. A further description of this spot may
be seen in Legend Lays of Ireland, by Lageniensis, p. 73.

f See Thomas O'Conor's communication in the Queen's County Antiquarian

Letters, Vol. I., pp. 354, 355.

X See Dr. Todd's and Dr. Reeves' Edition of the Martyrology of Donegal, pp.

290, 291.
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9th July, 1641.

It is ordered upon Question, that the title of S1
. Robert Piggott and Captn

. John

Piggott upon the whole matter as it is reported to this house this day is voted by

this house to be good and valid in Law.

Copia vera. Exr
. p

r
. Tho. Tilson cler. Pari. doru. com.

9th July, 1641.

It is ordered upon Question that the proceedings in the cause wherein Jonathan

Hoyle was pi*, and S r
. Robert Piggott and Captn

. Piggott Defend13 att the Coun-

cell Board Concerning the Rectorys of Disert Enis & Kilteale in the Queens

County are by this house voted to be void, extraiudiciall and contrary to the law

of the land.

Copia vera. Exr
. p

r
. Tho : Tilson Cler. Pari. dom. com.

9th July, 1641.

It is ordered upon Question that Sr
. Robert Piggott and Captn

. John Piggott shall

be forthwith restored to his former possession, and the meaue profhtts of the said

Rectorys of Enis Disert and Kilteale, since they or either of them lost the posses-

sion thereof since the decree made att the Councell Board.

Copia vera. Exr
. pr

. Tho : Tilson Cler. Pari. dom. com.

The townsland of Ballyinaddock is situated within the parish

of Kilteale, and in the harony of Stradbally. The surface of this

townsland is gently undulating—the soil is of good quality—and the

scenery, immediately surrounding the neighbourhood, has a pleasing

and picturesque character. The antiquarian remains of Ballymad-

dock are its castle and adjoining ruins. These are placed in rather

a low situation, but at the head of a pretty valley, which winds along

in a north-eastern direction. Those ruins consist of two distincc

ancient buildings, erected at different periods, yet, situated in a posi-

tion quite contiguous to each other. One of those buildings is locally

denominated the " monastery ;" although it bears no external traces of

having been designed for ecclesiastical purposes, nor does the writer

know of any historical reference to warrant such designation.

The end wall only remains, with a part of the side-wall, which is

perforated by a small window. The other portions have been re-

moved ; and they were probably employed in the erection of a barn,

which occupies the space between the " monastery," and the gable

wall of the old mansion, designated "the house of Cahernacapol, (in

ruins)," on the Ordnance Map of the Queen's County.'Sheet 14. The
walls of the " monastery" are of great thickness. The gable end
appears to have been breasted on the interior with a massive pile of

masonry, which must have served the purposes of a chimney ; although
at present it is in so ruinous a condition, that the use for which it had
been intended cannot be very accurately conjectured. The great prob-
ability is, that the "monastery," as locally denominated by the

peasantry, was only a portion of an ancient castle or mansion. A few
small perforations for windows, which yet remain, would serve to

confirm this impression, as in style they are altogether'unlike openings
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to be found in old ecclesiastical ruins. Human remains have been

turned up frequently from the earth near these buildings.

The house, called Cahemacapol's on the Ordnance Survey Map.
is now popularly known in the neighbourhood as " Squire "Weaver's

House." This name it acquired from having been held by a former

tenant. Richard Cosby, by a deed bearing date the 15th of June,

in the fourteenth year of James I.'s reign, let the lands of Ballyniad-

dock to one John Allen for a term of twenty years.* This tenant

must have held from about a. d. 1617. The old castle now standing

there seems to have been built about that period. In the year 1691,

John Weaver, Esq., lived in Ballymaddock, and he was an active

partisan of King William III., during the Irish wars with James II.\
Sqivire Weaver is now forgotten by persons long residing in the

surrounding country. We have some particulars recorded, however,
regarding Cahernacapol, in connexion with Ballymaddock. Owing
to reverses of fortune, the O'Hempseys, who had been formerly the

Lords of Glenmalire, were reduced to indigence. Nevertheless, some
members of this family clung to their home, and resided in the Castle

of Lea, in which the famous O'Xeill is said to have lodged, a. d. 1645.

About the commencement of the last century, one of the O'Demp-
seys was distinguished among the people, having been called Cohir

na Coppail, or Charles the horse- stealer, from his many depredations

committed on that species of cattle. This desperado, associated with
others, was watched closely by the Government. A posse comitatus

was organized under the sheriff to apprehend the leader and his gang.

These were beset, at last, in a wood near Monasterevan ; but it was
found impracticable, for some time, to force the pass. Then a strata-

gem was conceived, it is said, and the trunk of a large tree was cut

down ; it was painted and mounted in the shape of a cannon, and
placed at the entrance of the Rapparees' pass. This so much deceived

and intimidated them, that all surrendered at discretion, except Cap-
tain O'Dempsey, who made his escape. He then took upa residence

in the Castle of Ballymaddock. In this castle he was secreted, and,

after some time he died. (See G1

Byrne's History of the Queen's County,

Chap. XXL, pp. 61, 62.) There is another traditional account, re-

ferring to Cohernaeapol or Charles the horse-stealer, in connexion
with the Castle of Ballymaddock. An intelligent farmer, Mr. Patrick

Moore, who rented a considerable portion of Ballymaddock lands, and
who died at an advanced age, in the year 1839, gave the following

statement of facts to the writer :
—

In the time of Cohernaeapol, a gentleman named Fitzgerald— pro-

bably one of theMorett family of that name—was tenant of the lands,

and a resident in Ballvmaddock Castle. He was an uncle to the outlaw

* See the Roll of Inquisitions of the Irish Court of Chancery, dated the loth
of March, 1631. Lagenia, Vol. I. Queen's County.

t See Walter Harris' History of the Life and JReiffa of William III. Appendix.
Z^os. LVII-, LVIIT., pp. lxxi, lxxii.
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Charles O'Dernpsey, who was frequently obliged to take refuge in the

Castle. There, or in some out-offices attached, this notorious bandit

was obliged to conceal himself from the officers of justice. It was
stated, as well as the writer can now recollect, that Fitzgerald pos-

sessed such power and influence with certain officers of the law,

that these were believed to have connived sometimes at Cohir's es-

cape, even when fully aware of the exact place in which he was to

be found.*

Before the castle finally went to ruin, it was tenanted by a Mr.
Michael Dolan, about the beginning of the present century. Having
become quite ruinous, the old building was in part pulled down, and
the materials were used in the construction of a dwelling-house,

within the courtyard or bawn of the former castle. A gable, and a

portion of the side-wall, are now the only remains of what the country

people call " Squire "Weaver's House." The walls are of great thick-

ness ; and from joist-holes in the interior, the castle appears to have
only consisted of two stories. In the interior may be seen one of the

old open chimneys, running up the middle of the gable-wall, until it

terminates in a ruinous and threatening pile of three distinct square

flues, angularly joining each other. This gable appears on the out-

side to rest on a very insecure foundation—the loamy earth having
been thence removed for manure, within the memory of the writer,f
Portions of the gable have given way on the interior, a considerable

part having fallen during the severe winter storm of 1852. Hence,
it had been considered advisable to pull clown the overhanging portion

of the ruins to a more secure level ; but this attempt, when made,
had been attended with much danger to a man employed for the pur-

pose. As this gable encloses out-offices, in part, and rises imme-
diately over a passage or gate, leading to the field represented in the

foreground of a sketch presented it was feared that injury to life

or property might occur, by its suddenly and unexpectedly giving

way. However, the danger to be incurred by its demolition almost

equally counterbalances that to be apprehended from its casual fall.

In some of the courses of masonry may be seen a sort of yellow clay,

which had been used for cement, although an excellent lime-mortar
for the most part predominates throughout the building.

* The ancestors of Mr. Patrick Moore had lived in the neighbourhood of Bally-

maddock, for generations before his own time ; and the farmer alluded to was
accustomed to state, that he was a lineal descendant of the O'Moores, the Chieftains

of Dunamase. Besides a fund of classical and traditionary knowledge which he
possessed, this senior was a correct and learned Irish scholar and historian.

f It is to be regretted, that some effort would not be made, to secure this por-

tion of the ruins of Ballymaddock Castle. A very trifling outlay, in the matter of

pointing the walls with mortar, and under-pinning the foundation with solid mason
work, should suffice to preserve the gable, for many years to come. The gable in

question forms the boundary between the farms of neighbouring tenants. The
head landlord is Robert Cosby, Esq., D. L., Stradbally Hall.
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The remains of extern square towers, of no great altitude, are

yet to be seen, on the angles of what constituted a courtyard of quad-

rangular shape. This bawn extended in front of the entrance door

to the old mansion. "Walls yet standing in a parallel direction with
the gables of the old house, communicated between the latter and the

extern towers. On the outer angles of both these towers, may yet be

seen chimneys, characteristic of the style which prevails in the
standing gable. These towers are now used as farm-offices ; ranges

of houses extending in a line between them. Without, the inner

court appears to have been a larger quadrangular bawn, which must
have been used for the out-offices pertaining to the castle. The walls

which enclosed this bawn have not entirely disappeared ; and even
yet remain in a well-preserved state, on one side of the quadrangle.

There appears to have been only one large gateway entrance to this

bawn, which was towards the east, and nearly opposite the front of

the old mansion, the rere view of which is only presented in the pre-

ceding sketch. It is remarked, regarding all tracts of land in the

immediate neighbourhood of old castles, the field behind the mansion
far surpasses all others in the townsland for riches and fertility of

soil. This is accounted for, because it is supposed that cattle were
frequently congregated there to be fed, milked, or perhaps placed

under more secure protection from the raids of robbers.

Mr. Patrick Moore, already mentioned, informed the writer, many
years since, that a sort of road or avenue formerly wound through the

glen, in a north-eastern direction. This road led towards Stradbally,

which village is about two miles distant from the Castle of Bally-

macldock. The avenue was thickly planted with ancient yew-trees.

These no longer remain, excepting a pair of yew-trees growing within

the enclosure of the courtyard ; now the sole representatives of that

sombre forest, which surrounded or opened before the old mansion.

Other particulars of curious interest were derived from tradition,

which my informant took great pleasure in communicating. These
have now escaped my memory altogether, or have left such faint

recollections behind, as to prevent my hazarding statements, with any
great pretensions to accuracy.

The late Dr. John O'Donovan informed me, that Ballymaddock
must be anglicised into " the town or townsland of Haddock." This

name is now usually written Haddocks, or Maddox ; and some repre-

sentatives of the family are yet found in various parts of the Queen's
County. Hence, we may suppose, that this townsland was held by
possessors of this name, under the O'Moores of Leix, whose Castle of

Dunamase was only a mile and a half distant. The history of Bally-

maddock is consequently involved in all the changes of fortune that

befel the various Chiefs or occupants of Leix territory, both of Irish

and English origin, until its lands became vested in the Cosbys, who
yet hold possession under their original grant.

Not far from Ballymaddock Castle, a fine old rath may yet be
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seen, and in a direction leading to the gate,* by which the field is

entered from the road, springing corn or grass is noticed in summer
to assume a tinge of deeper verdure than in other parts of this same
field. Human remains, in great quantity, have been discovered there

;

and many think the place must have furnished a site for some battle,

not known in historic records. Again, in a field adjoining the rath, a

sort of elevation, having some disjointed stones on the summit, is to

be seen ; and around the cone, in a very regular circle, the grass

always partakes of a similar dark colour, about the months of June
and July. This is thought to have been a former place of interment,

and the upper surface somewhat resembles a dilapidated cairn.

On the townland of Carrigeen, north of the road leading from Strad-

bally to the Great Heath, and within a wood planted about the begin-

ning of this century, the country people point out an object, which they
have been accustomed to call a Druid's Altar. It lies on the south

side of Killone Hills, sheltered under a nearly semicircular sweep of

rock, near a little ravine. It rests one edge partly on a ledge of rock
;

while its other edges are supported by three or four large upright

blocks of limestone. Of this material, too, the covering flag is com-
posed. On top, it has an irregular lozenge- shape, and it measures
diagonally eight feet nine inches in length, while the extreme dia-

gonal breadth is seven feet four inches. In thickness it varies from
8 inches only, to 17 inches. It slopes at an angle of about 20 degrees.

On the townland of Kilniurry, anglicised "the Church of St.

Mary," south of, and quite near the road leading from Killone, in

the direction of Stradbally, there is an old church in ruins, and
within a small graveyard, now disused for interments, though traces

of many graves and rude head-stones are to be seen. This

church was probably dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary. In
length it measures thirty-nine feet six inches, and seventeen feet

six inches in breadth, interiorly ; while the gable-walls were
over three feet in thickness, and the side walls were not more
than two feet ten inches. The north side-wall is much dilapi-

dated ; bat at one part of it, there are traces of a door en-

trance, which seems splayed internally ; while on the south sidewall,

a ruined window appears, and a sort of alcove is near the east gable.

On the townland of Ballythomas, the only remains of antiquity

discernible are two fine raths, unless the old castellated and lately

repaired mansion, tenanted by a farmer, be regarded. It has the high
gables and stacked chimneys of the seventeenth century, to indicate

its period of foundation. A portion of this townland is yet called

Killpatrick b)r the people ; but this denomination is not to be found
on the Ordnance Survey Map, nor among the townland names of Ire-

land on the General Alphabetical Index.

* Locally called " the bone gate," because a large pile of human bones -was

placed there, about forty or fifty years ago, until they were removed, and burned

in one of the midsummer bonfires.
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In like manner the old denomination of Kilmartyr,* yet familiarly

pronounced by, and well known to the people, has been obliterated

from those records. It seems to be sunk under the extensive bounds
of Ballymaddock townland. What is still more extraordinary, the

foundations and basement cellar of the old castle of Kilmartyr are

yet to be seen in the middle of an open field ; but no mark to indicate

their site can be traced on the map. Yet this castle and its denomi-
nation, in connexion with a townland, have place in our historic

rolls. At an early period, it was a dependency on Dunamase. When
made over to the Cosbys, a certain John Johnson became their tenant

of the lands for a term of 21 years, by a deed dated 2nd of June, 1614.

Yet, two years later, one Thomas Warde seems to have obtained the

tenancy of Kilmartyr for a term of thirty- one years, f commencing
after the expiration of the former deed. Again, we find sixty acres

of the lands of Kilmartyr and Ballymaddock, assigned by Alexander
Cosby, through a deed, bearing date the 2nd of June, 1636, and drawn
in favour of Franci^ Willoughby, of St. Dominick's Abbey, of Francis

Slingsby ofKilmore, and of his son and heir Francis, as also of Wil-

liam Dodwell, of the Grange.

]S"ear this same townland, but on that of Ballymaddock, according

to the Ordnance Survey Map, and not far from Loughshionachawn,|
the people have a tradition that a village formerly stood. Every trace

of this has disappeared, if we may except a few thatched cabins,

skirting the sides of a very antique boreen. . The central site of this

village is yet called Old Town. However, it would seem, that this

was the former village, which was situated on the townland of Kil-

martyr. (Usually alluded to as " vil' de Killmarter" in the Inquisi-

tions.) The pond, which gave name to this locality, has been

drained of late years, and its former site is only indicated by a peculiar

dark colour of the soil.

Except a few not very remarkable old raths, no other objects or

traditions of antiquarian interest are known in connexion with Kil-

teale parish. Several of its most ancient sub-denominations have

been omitted from the Ordnance Survey Map. Among these old

names, Clonduff, so called owing to its black, boggy and level surface

—

towards the west, is sunk in the denomination Ballycarroll townsland.

* In the Inquisitions it is called Rillmarten or Kilmarter. See Inquisitionum
Cancellariee Hibernise Repertorium, Vol. I., Lagenia. Com. Regine. Temp. Eliz.

Reg. Marebroughe, 17th August, 1596; Temp. Car. 1 Reg., 15 Mar. 1631; and

a»ain, in an undated Inquisition, apparently taken about April, 1646.

t By a deed bearing date 2nd of December, 1616. This Thomas "Warde, or

some representative of his family, appears to have paid the rent of Killmartyr, to

a Richard Cosby, who lived in the year 1646.

% Beside this former Lough, a rude old thatched Chapel stood, about the middle

of the last century ; and it is said, when this had been demolished— the Great Heath

having been selected as a more populous and convenient neighbourhood—a fine

spring of water issued from the site, and flowed into the adjoining Lough. The
writer has lately seen not only this well, but the old stone holy-water font of the

chapel, which was placed on a pile of stones, near the farm-house of people named
Fitzpatrick.
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XXII.

—

Ok an Ancient Bronze Shield, found in the County
Limerick. By Maurice Lenihan, M. B. I. A. [Abstract.]

(With Blate VIII., Pol. Lit. & Antiq.)

[Read June 24, 1872.]

The ancient bronze shield now brought under the notice of the Aca-
demy was found in a bog between Ballinamona and Herbertstown, in

the County of Limerick, and not far from Lough Gur (anciently Loch

Gair). It was drawn out of the bog by a boy with a gaff, who, in

doing so, broke several holes in the shield, where he struck it with the

gaff. In plate No. VIII. (Pol. Lit. and Antiq.) will be found repre-

sentations of the face and back of this shield. It consists of a disc of

thin bronze, nearly flat, or very slightly convex, strengthened by a

series of concentric circles, six in number, formed of hollow bosses,

surrounding the umbo, or central boss. The shield appears to have

been borne on the hand, and has contrivances for slinging it on the

shoulder. The slinging loops are fixed so as to form on the obverse

bosses equal in size to those' contained in the circles. It measures

2 feet 3f inches in diameter. The rim is an inch and three-quarters in

width—the handle, which is fixed similarly to the slinging loops, is six

inches in length across the interior of the umbo. The bosses are about

200 in number. The handle, which, as I have stated, traverses the umbo
interiorly, appears to have been intended for rather a small hand, such

as those of the Normans were, and such as those of the Scandinavians,

generally speaking, must have been, if we can judge from the small size

of the sword hilts preserved in Danish museums. I do not, however,
contend that the shield is Danish, unless indeed it belongs to the period

of the old Danes or Tuatha de Danaan. In close fight, or against

arrows, the shield, though rather a light one, would have proved a

very effectual defence.

Although weapons—spears, swords, &c.—have been found in all

parts of the country in considerable numbers, extremely few shields

have been found. Indeed, so far as my reading informs me, only one
bearing any resemblance to the present one has been found in Ireland.

Logan (Antiquities of Scotland) speaks of but one shield having been
found in that country—which he states was not bronze, but steel

;

and he alleges that it was in the possession of the Earl of Marr.

I have, however, been informed by my friend the Bev. James Graves,

Treasui'er of St. Canice's, Kilkenny, that, in the course of a recent visit

to Scotland, he saw two shields in the National Museum at Edinburgh,
somewhat like, but by no means so large, or so fine, as the one

now exhibited to the Academy. Pennant in his Tour through
Wales (vol. ii. pp. 362-3) tells us, that in 1784, opposite to

Bed Keret, is Movel BZedog ; in a bog not far from that mountain,

was found, in 1784, a most curious brass shield, which Mr.
Williams of Lanidan favoured him with a sight of; its diameter

is two feet two inches—the weight four pounds. In the centre was
a plain umbo, projecting above two inches. The surface of the shield

E. I. A, PROC.—VOL. II., BER. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. Z
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was marked with, twenty-seven smooth eccentric elevated circles, and

between each was a depressed space of the same breadth with the

elevated parts marked by a single row of smooth studs. The whole

shield was flat and very limber.

The ancient Irish had several names for shields, of which Sciath

may be considered the generic one. This term seems, however, to

have been generally applied to the large convex shields made of

wicker-work, covered with leather, having somewhat the form of the

scuttle-like basket now known by the same name. That it was not

confined, however, to convex shields, is shown by its use to designate

light bucklers or targets, some of which had bosses upon them. The
term Targu, or, as it is also written, Sdarga, which corresponds to the

English Target, was used to designate light shields carried by horse-

men, may have been applied to bronze shields like the present. But
whatever may have been the name given to such shields, there can be

no doubt that bronze shields were used by the ancient Irish ; and I am,

therefore, disposed to refer this shield to the pre-Christian period of our

history. I do not, however, believe it be Scotic, for the Scoti did not

use bronze implements or weapons, whereas their predecessors did.

For the want of a better word, I shall designate it a " Celtic" shield,

understanding by the term " Celts" those predecessors of the Scoti who
occupied the country before the arrival of the latter, and to whom the

bronze weapons, and other vestiges of a higher civilization (traced by
some to a Phoenician origin) are referred.

If one could imagine—I, however, cannot—that this shield belongs

to a later period than I claim for it, and if we consult the Irish annals

as to the times when possibly shields were borne by soldiers in the

district where this one was found, it may have been left there by

Brian Borumha when he made or strengthened a Dun in the neigh-

bourhood of Lough Gur, or it may have been worn by the Commander
in the army of Domhnal M'Loughlin, King of Ireland, and elder branch

of the Northern Hy-Nial or Kinnel Owen, when he invaded the "West

and South, on which occasion, after taking hostages from the King of

Connaught (Rory O'Connor), he burned Limerick and Kincora, and

plundered " the plain of Munster" as far as Emly, Bruree, and Lough
Gur. So say the Annals of the Four Masters.

The latent occasion on which shields—but certainly not such

shields as this is—may have been borne in those parts, were in the

times of the Earls of Desmond, where there were great hostings, if not

great fighting, in that part of the County of Limerick ; for instance in

1516, and more recently in the sixteenth century.

[This shield has since been purchased for the Museum of the Eoyal

Irish Academy. A full description of it, with an engraving, is given

in the " Journal of the Royal Hist, and Archseol. Soc. of Ireland," 4th

Ser., Vol. ii., p. 8. There is one somewhat like it in the British Mu-
seum.

—

Ed.]
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XXIII.

—

Remarks upon an Ogham Inscription at Cahirciveen. Ex-
tracted from a letter addressed to S. Ferguson, LL. D., V. P.

by the Right Ret. Dr. Grates, Lord Bishop of Limerick.

[Read November 11, 1872].

I had hoped to he ahle to lay hefore the Academy during my present

visit to Duhlin a detailed account of the principal steps which I have

made at different times in the deciphering of Ogham Inscriptions, but

more urgent demands upon my time and attention have quite frustrated

this hope; and I find myself obliged either to give up the attempt al-

together for the present, or to content myself with some brief and

hastily written remarks upon a single Inscription. Though I have

none of my books or papers at hand I prefer the latter alternative
;

and beg that you will allow me to make my communication to the

Academy in the form of a letter to yourself.

In the year 1868, being at Caherciveen, 1 heard of a Giant'' s Grave

in a Killeen, or disused burial-ground, a few miles from the town.

Suspecting that this might be an Ogham Monument, I visited it and

ascertained that my suspicion was well founded. At the head of what
looked like a long grave stood the monument in question, a tall slen-

der stone, bearing a rudely incised Greek cross ; at the foot, a much
smaller stone with an elaborate cross and a dove engraved upon it in

a very peculiar manner,
The Ogham Inscription on the head-stone reads as follows:—

Gnm llloeleagoemip Qoinaci peacimean.

Upon this short text I shall hereafter find occasion to make a long

comment. Lor the present I shall call attention only to a few principal

points. First, the inscription is the only one in Ireland, so far as my
knowledge extends, in which we find the Ogham character which denotes

the diphthongs beginning with the letter 0. The inscription on theBres-

say Stone, of which I gave a reading many years ago [Proceedings of

the Royal Irish Academy, vol. vi. p. 248] furnishes, I believe, the only

other known example of the use of this character on a stone monument.
Xow, passing from letters to words, I must direct your attention to

the formula anni with which the inscription commences. About
twenty years ago I communicated to the Academy a paper on Oghams,
in the course of which I described a monument bearing the legend,

Gnm Cpunan rflacu Lucuin ; and I then made bold to assert that the

three first letters were to be read as the wordemam, equivalent to the

Latin animd. But at that stage of the research I was not in a position

to prove my assertion. For it might have been urged that the amn
was part of a proper name, like Anmchad ; and I only knew at that

time of three other Ogham inscriptions beginning with anm, and
these were hard ones to deal with. I refer now to the Fortwilliam.

Aghabulloge. and Maumanorig stones. I felt that I had no argument
upon which I could so well depend as the one which I brought forward,

viz.. that the pedigrees of the BookofLecan actually supply the name
K. I. A I'KOC.—VOL. I., SER. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. 2 A
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of a Cronan son of Luchain, who must have lived about the middle of the

seventh century. But now my position is much
stronger; I can point to ten, or more, Ogham in-

scriptions commencing with this formula. I may
therefore claim the discovery of another key to

the secret of Ogham writing, not indeed as gene-
rally applicable as the lTlacui whichwas my first

contribution, but of great use, both in the deci-

phering of the inscriptions, and as furnishing us
with an indication of their age and purport. It

is worthy of remark that of all the inscribed

monuments in which I have found this initial

anm only two exhibit crosses, and some of them
are singularly rude, massive, and of what might
be thought a truly Pagan aspect. Influenced by
the intrinsic evidence which the anm supplies, I

am now justified in claiming all these for the

=
. Christian period.

8 But further, I have noticed monuments which
'5 appear to begin with an initial a, preceding an
'-£ undoubted proper name. And in one case the
° vowel stroke standing for this letter has a mark
05 over it such as might indicate a contraction. I

g take these initials to stand for the fuller form

^ anm. You have seen the name Cupcicci upon
3 an Ogham monument in Kerry. Well, when I

y find another beginning acupcicci, I can hardly
•S doubt but that the same name appears in both in-

| stances, and that the a is no part of it, but the
"§) initial of another word or name. Have I not rea-

son now to conjecture that it stands for anm ?

"With the materials which are now before us,

and which are ample enough to guide us safely

to a conclusion, you would not have proposed the

reading you give for the Maumanorig stone in

the Proceedings [Ser. 2, vol. ii. p. 62.]

I must now pass on to the next word in the

inscription before us.

Tnoelea^oemip is a remarkable name, es-

sentially ecclesiastical. It means the tonsured

servant of S. Adhamar, or Eadhamar [Lat.

Audomara], whose name is to be found in the

martyrologies, arid of whose time and pedigree

I shall have more to say hereafter. The name,

though in another form, occurs on one of the

Clonmacnoise monuments, figured in Miss Stokes'

second fasciculus of Irish Christian Inscriptions.

It is there spelt Odmoer, and she is called insen

I
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buna . . . the daughter ofDunadach. I only know of two other names on

Ogham monuments, beginning thus with mael. But when we consider

what this form is, and what inferences are to he drawnfrom it as regards

the age of the inscription, we cannot fail to recognize the importance of

the testimony which I am now producing.

Now let us look at the next word, Gbmaci. I take this to be an-

other formula added to our small stock. It appears in different forms

:

as Otmacui, or Attmacui, on two of the stones in the Cork Institution,

and as Eattmocui on the famous Camp Stone. I take this ot or att to be

a prefix like the napa of the Greek, indicating something false or

wrong. For this I shall be able to allege reasons founded on philo-

logical considerations.

It remains for us to notice the final name Feachimean. The sub-

stantive pel ch earn meets us repeatedly in the Brehon laws, meaning
one of the parties or pleaders in a suit. The proper name TCeochcnb
mac pachemam occurs in the Tain Bo Cuailgne.

I lament to say that this remarkable monument no longer stands

in the place where I found it. It is now set up in a garden attached

to an Institution in the town of Caherciveen. The removal ofit was not

called for on the ground that it was exposed to injury in the place

where it originally stood. It was the sepulchral monument of a

Christian in an ancient grave-yard, where it seemed safe from injury.

It is now severed from local associations of an interesting kind. Against

this stone O'Connell often leaned whilst his pack of Kerry beagleshunted
the long brown valley which runs up from Carhan Bridge to the foot of

Pehill mountain,—so at least I heard from the old people of the place,

who told me, that they had themselves often seen him sitting there

with his back against the stone.

Postscript.—On looking at the drawing which illustrates this letter

you will observe some things which deserve notice :

—

1. There is a considerable interval between the word Anm and the

name Moeleagoemir.

2. The vowel strokes after the finalrin thelattername are indistinct.

3. From the shape of the stone, it appears nearly certain that the

partbearingthe inscription was intended to have been buried in the earth.

This falls in with the notion thatthe inscriptionintimatedsomethingthat

was not to the credit of the person of whom the stone was a memorial.

4. You will remark that there are grooves on the sides of the

pillar-stone, just above the cross. As to the cause or use of them it

might be rash to offer any conjecture. Perhaps they mark the place to

which was fastened a chain, worn by some one who did penance in this

lonely spot, for some great crime ; and occupied a small stone cell, the re-

mains of which are still to be seen within a few yards of the monument.

Dr. Ferguson, on reading this letter, expressed a difficulty in accept-

ing the formula anm as the equivalent ofanima, owing to what seemed
to him to be its association with nouns not in the genitive.
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XXIV.

—

On the Ogham-Inscribed Stone on Callan Mountain, Co.

Clare.—By Samuel Ferguson, LL.D., Q.C., V.P.IU.A.

[Read February 10, 1873.]

The first paper published by the Royal Irish Academy in the de-

partment of Antiquities, in their Transactions, was that by Theophilus
O'Flanagan on the Ogham inscription on Mount Callan, in the county
of Clare, read 19th December, 1785. In this paper O'Flanagan gives

an interesting account of his search for the stone bearing the inscription,

which he states he had first discovered about six years before, in com-
pany with Mr. Burton Conyngham, who made the drawing published

by the Academy.
O'Flanagan's reading of the inscription purports to have been

prompted by some lines which he cites as from an Irish poem, called

the Battle of Gabhra, to the effect that one of the Fenian heroes, named
Conan had been slain at the spot by the Fianna on the occasion of an

assembly held for worship of the sun, and that Conan' s name, in

Ogham characters, existed on his sepulchral stone, where he had been

buried, on this mountain. He does not pretend to find the name of

Conan, totidem Uteris, on the monument; but avers that, according to

certain rules ofOgham spelling, the letters Co naf appearing there, stand

for Conan: the n and/ being, as he alleges, commutable, by reason of

their occupying respectively the same place in the series of both the Irish

alphabets, that is the " Beth-luis-nion," or ordinary alphabet, and the
" Bobel-loth-fearn," on which latter the first category of the ordinary

Ogham scale appears to be constructed. This interchangeable quality

of the letters being premised, he proceeds to extract a series of no

less than five several readings from the line of digits constituting the

inscription. First he reads it from left to right, giving the groups

which stand for n and / their proper respective values ; then he repeats

the process, giving them their interchangeable values ; then, pivoting,

as it were, on the last digit and reading backwards, he educes a third

variation ; then turning the legend upside down, he subjects it, in its

inverted position, to another decipherment from left to right ; and

still to another, houstrophedon, from right to left,* The result is unlike

* Whence O'Flanagan derived this idea—supposing it not to have been of his own
invention, I do not pretend to conjecture. A good Irish scholar of our own da)' has

tried the same process on the Ballyqiiin Ogham, but whether on O'Flanagan's or on

some more authentic precedent is also unknown to me. I extract the following memo-
randum from Windele MSS., Supplt., vol. 2, p. 663 d, in the Library, R. I. A. :

— '' See

in the Irish American, New York paper of 14th August, 1858, a communication from

John O'Mahony regarding this inscription. He boasts of his accuracy, arising from

numerous visits, in his copy of this inscription, which he reads four [five] ways : up from

bottom, it is Gatabar moca finicog . Divided, it makes Cathbar macfionaic oig ; that is,

Cathbar, son ofFinnach the younger. The others are, reversed: Gocinifacomrabatac,
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any known authentic sepulchral legend of any age or country, and par-

ticularly unlike any Ogham formula hitherto observed. As might have been
expected, it has been received with very general distrust. This discredit

has, during our own times, extended itself from 0' Flanagan's speculations

to the subject of them, and it is now a common thing to hear the Callan

mountain inscription and the verses about Con an from the Cath Gabhra

treated as palpable forgeries, the disgrace of which is imputed, some-

times to O'Flanagan, sometimes to John Lloyd, author of an Account

of the County Clare, and sometimes to Michael Comyns, a gentleman

of the same county, who distinguished himself as a poet and romance-

writer in the Irish language, about the middle of the last century.

Much of the obloquy cast on O'Flanagan is divided with General Val-

lancey, to support whose speculations about the ancient Irish having

been sun-worshippers is supposed to have been O'Flanagan's object in the

fabrication of the impeached verses. These charges have been put
forward with much authority by the late John O'Donovan and Eugene
O'Curry. As they are contained either in printed publications or in

MSS. to which the public may have access, there will be nothing im-

proper, as affecting the reputations of any of the parties, in citing them
here.

I shall first refer to what O'Curry has said on the subject, in his

abstract of the MSS. in the library of the Academy. Describing volume
No. 119, in the collection purchased from Messrs. Hodges and Smith
(H. & S. Cat., vol. ii., p. 415), he says :

—

" Page 114 begins the Fenian poem called the Battle of Gabra, ascribed to Oisin,

and containing 368 verses. I have closely examined every copy of this poem, that has

come under my notice, bearing date previous to the year 1770, and I can safely say

that in no copy of that or previous date have I found any mention of Conan's absence

from the battle of (Sabra, nor any allusion to his having been killed while paying ado-

ration to the sun, on the top of Mount Callan, in the county of Clare. I have little

hesitation in saying that the allusion above referred to (which is found in several

modern copies of this poem) was introduced into the poem to give countenance to Val-
lancey's doctrine of sun-worship in Ireland, and Theophilus O'Flanagan's nonsensical

and extremely roguish Four different Readings of the Ogham inscription on the stone

on Mount Callan. Mr. John O'Donovan and myself having minutely examined and
accurately copied the above celebrated inscription in the autumn of last year (1839), we
shall be enabled at the proper time to show the difference between what has been made
of it already, and what it really is.'

1

Safaharmosaticuisog, Gosicuitasomrahafas." Windele himself makes it Catabar moco
fistiqonga, which nearly approaches the reading given by W. Williams and the transcript

made by Mr. George Du Noyer. He also cites a transcript ascribed to a former con-
tributor to our Proceedings, cbhdhhbhstmlebfmlhlngsmdbngf, and another published by
the same gentleman, cbhahhbhstmlcbfmlhhigsmdngf. I do not possess a cast of this legend

;

but have carefully examined it, and find it, as I believe, to be, Catabar moco firiqorb,

i. e. Cathbar son of Fercorb. It is a very fine monument ; and the names, if I have
rightly read them, maybe of any period consistent with their grammatical formation.

If this were determinable to any particular linguistic epoch, on trustworthy grounds,

it would seem to be the only key to the probable age of the inscription.
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I am not aware that O'Curry or O'Donovan has left any account

of what they supposed the inscription really to be; but it is obvious

that they did not consider it to have been accurately transcribed by
OTlanagan, which is hard to reconcile with the idea of his having been

the inventor, seeing that a person making use of something previously

fabricated by himself or his confederates for the purpose of being so

used, would not be likely to misapprehend his own preparations.

O'Curry, however, does not appear at any time of his life to have
been influenced by any gentle feelings towards the memory of OTlana-
gan. In his Catalogue of the Academy Original Collection (Series i.,

vol. i., p. 312), he returns to the subject:

—

" Page 19, line 5, commences a translation of an extract from the poem entitled

Cath-Gabhra, or the battle of Gaura, ascribed to Oisin. This extract goes to say that

the fierce and mighty Conan was not in that battle, for that he had gone the previous

May to worship the sun on Mount Callan in Clare, where he was killed by the Feni of

Finn, and his sepulchral monument raised on the north-west, and his name inscribed in

Ogham characters on a fiat stone. Mr. 0' Flanagan gave a copy of this Ogham inscrip-

tion, and a translation to the Royal Irish Academy, which they published in 1789

[1787.]
" But the accuracy of the rendering and translation may be questioned ; as it is well

known that Mr. O'Flanagan's knowledge, not only of Oghams, but of the Irish language

in general, was very superficial, and his solution was not original, because Michael

Comyn, a clever general scholar, and a good Irish one, was the first to give this version

of the inscription, about the year 1760, but not at all in a serious sense. And the

quotation from the poem above alluded to is not to be fouud in any copy that I have
seen older than the year 1790. Indeed, I never saw it at all but in one copy made even

later than 1790; so that I am perfectly satisfied this extract was founded on a purely

original tale, written in Irish by the aforesaid Michael Comyn, entitled ' The Adven-
tures of Torlbh Mac Starn and his sons,' to give a popular illustration of some monu-
ments of antiquity, and some topographical features of the western coast of the county

Clare ; and that this extract was concocted with the view of giving colour to Yallancey's

doctrine of the ancient Irish being fire worshippors, for after the falsifications described

at No. 26. 4, in this catalogue, what would not Vallancey and 0' Flanagan do to carry

out their own views in antiquarian researches?"

I do not know where O'Curry finds that the inscription had been

read in the same sense by Michael Comyns, about 1760, but direct

attention to it as a fact of some importance, considering that Vallancey

appears for the first time, as far as I know, in Irish affairs as a Captain

of Engineers stationed at Kilkenny in 1763, and having regard to other

considerations which will subsequently present themselves.

0' Donovan's imputations are definite in fixing the fabrication of

the Ogham on Lloyd, and that of the corroborative verses on OTlanagan,

although as regards the inscription it will occur to candid minds that

if it were known and deciphered in the same sense in 1760, John Lloyd

must have been somewhat negligent in utilising his preparations, as he

did not publish his account for nearly twenty years after. It is in his

Irish Grammar (Introd. xlvii.) that O'Donovan makes his public charge

against OTlanagan of having fabricated the verses :

—

''It is stated by some that this stone had lain buried for ages, while others asserted

with confidence that the inscription was forged by Mr. John Lloyd, a Munster Irish

poet of the last century, who was the first [?] to notice it himself in his Short Draught
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of the County of Clare, as the monument of Conan, one of Finn Mac Cumhaill's

followers ! O'Flanagan, without acknowledging that it had ever been deciphered before

[this is not so; see post], actually forges an Irish quatrain, which he cites as a part of

the poem called the Battle of Gabhra, to prove that Conan was buried on the Callan

mountain, whither he had repaired after the battle of Gabhra, to worship the sun!"

The broad imputation against Lloyd of actually cutting the inscrip-

tion, is contained in a copy of a letter, dated 27th September, 1843,

purporting to be from O'Donovan to the late John Windele, preserved

amongst the MS. collections of the latter, now in the Academy library

(Supplt. Vol. i., p. 183):—
" I found one Ogham inscription on a cromleach, about one mile N. E. of Ballybav,

in the county of Monaghan, but it is most undoubtedly a modern fabrication,* like

the one on the Callan mountain, which was cut by John Lloyd, the Irish poet, who
afterwards published an account of it. Among the fabrications which brand the anti-

quaries of 'the last century with disgrace, I may mention this on the. Callan mountain.

O'Flanagan knew right well that an account of it had been published by John Lloyd,

and still he gives it as if discovered for the first time by himself! He also interpolates

the poem on the battle of Gabhra to connect this monument with that battle. He was

a most dishonest man, and his name will descend to posterity as a fabricator. The
interpolated verse about the worship of Grian on this hill is too palpably false to be re-

ceived by anv one without suspicion, but when the copies are compared, it turns out

that they all want the verse about Conan and the worship of Grian on Sliabh-

Callan.

"The Oghams at Dunloe and in Corcaguinny are, however, of a different character

from the one on the Callan mountain, and it is a pity to injure the cause by forcing

them to be of the same age. The best plan will be to collect as many specimens as

possible first, and then to compare them all with the different scales given in the Book
of Ballymote, and the other Irish MSS. of authority. I wish the Archaeological Society

would publish the tract on the Oghams in the Book of Ballymote,+ so that investigators

might be put in possession of the real nature and amount of the information we possess on

the subject. Nothing should be taken at second-hand. I would not believe one word
from O'Flanagan or Vallancey on such subjects, but I can excuse them more or less,

as they lived in an age when fabrication was fashionable ; but now the time is for ever

fled when a Highlander or an Irishman might forge what he pleased, and tell the world

that it was a translation from the Celtic.

"We must all be on our guard against the forgeries of the last century, and the

entire of Vallancey's Collectanea may be said to be a tissue of wild vagaries of his own
brain. I could not believe that he could have understood with any certainty one sen-

tence in any vellum Irish MS. containing a noun, a verb, an objective case, and involv-

ing an Irish idiom; and he has done more by his pretensions of a thorough

knowledge of this language to bring Irish literature into contempt on the continent than

any man that ever took pen in hand. This I learn from a letter from Pictet of

Geneva.

"I say all this to put you on your guard against the Collectanea, and to induce you if

possible to receive with caution any remarks of the dishonest O'Flanagan."

* The writer of this paper has given a close examination to the Ballybav (Lennan,

or Tullycorbet) cromleach, and stated fully his reasons for regarding the inscribed

characters still visible on it as genuine, in a letter to Rev. James Graves, M. R. I. A., dated

Oct. 1873, and published in the Journal of the Royal Historical and Archaeological Asso-

ciation of Ireland, 4th ser. vol. ii. p. 523.

f This tract when published will be found rather disappointing. It is obviously the

work of a writer affecting a show of learning by reproducing the well known manuscript

Ogham alphabet in a variety of forms which add nothing substantial to our stock of infor-

mation, and are in many instances merely puerile. The real nature and amount of the in-

formation we possess on the subject of Ogham writing must be judged of by the results of

a long and patient induction grounded on the monuments themselves.
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Injustice to the memory of Mr. Windele, it is right to append a copy
of some portions of his letter in reply, in which he displays an acumen
and a firmness of judgment worthy of commendation :

—

" I should like much to see a copy of the Ogham inscription on the Ballybay Crom-
leac, after the strong assertions relative to ihat of Callan, which, nevertheless, I believe

to be no forgery. I should hnsitate about the condemnation of any other without very
ample proof. ... I would in every case of this kind wish to judge for myself.

Mr. Petrie some years ago mentioned to me his belief that the Callan inscription was a
forgery. I did not then nor can I now subscribe to that. I have not seen it myself,

but I have the report of two experienced friends who visited it together, and I have
their copies, and especially the rubbing taken by them : all which have satisfied me that

O' Flanagan's copy was quite erroneous, but that nevertheless the monument contains a
genuine inscription. . . . O'Flanagan's Conan is not there. Had he forged he
would have taken care of that. . . . One should think that O' Flaherty [sic =
O'Flanagan] ought to be able to give a correct copy of his own production." "

It will here be proper to correct some errors both of O'Donovan
and Windele as regards John Lloyd.

O'Donovan can hardly have read with attention the paper of O'Fla-

nagan in our Transactions, or he would not have charged him with
suppressing Lloyd's claim to have read the inscription. What ;Flanagan
said on the subject is this:

—

"There was, indeed, another gentleman in the county of Clare, a Mr. Lloyd, who
published an account of that county, in which lie made mention of Conan's monument
on Mount Callan, but, as his explanation of the inscription is exactly in the words of

my first effort to that purpose [Fan licsi ta Comni Colgac cos-fada], I am apt to believe

it was from hearing what account I had given of it rather than from any search or dis-

covery of his own; for his publication appeared just about the time of my first visit to

the monument." {Trans. £. LA., vol. i., Antiq. p. 8.)

Mr. Windele, on the other hand, overlooks the fact that it is Lloyd,

and not O'Flanagan, who is charged by O'Donovan with the lapidary

forgery.

But his acute remark that the forger ought to be able to give a cor-

rect copy of his own production, applies with equal force to both.

Lloyd's best defence, however, will be the passage from his little book,

now a work of extraordinary rarity, for access to which I am indebted

to the obliging kindness of Jasper R. Joly, Esq., LL. D.

In reading this passage it will be observed that, whilst referring to

the Callan monument, which, we are asked to believe, he fabricated for

the purpose of displaying his own learning, Lloyd claims no honors for

himself either as discoverer or translator, and does not even mention the

fact that the characters are in Ogham. What he says is put forward

in a cursory manner as one of the commonplaces of his subject, and

without any of that vain-gloriousness which might be expected from a

writer of his class in announcing something novel and surprising. Read-

ing his account, dated May, 1779, we see that it is quite in harmony
with what O'Curry states about the notoriety of the inscription, and its

interpretation by Conryns nineteen years before. The passage occurs at

pp. 8, 9, of his book, which is entitled:—"A Short Tour, or impartial
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and accurate description of the county of Clare, with some particular

and historical observations; printed at Ennis, for John Busteed and

George Trinder 1780 [Price, a British shilling]."

" Contiguous to this coast of Malbay is the high Mount Callan, which commands

an inviting prospect of the whole country ; its fruitful environs are inhabited by the

descendants of Northern, orUltonian emigrants to this country, during the later wars in

this kingdom; they are an honest, endeavouring set of people. On this remarkable high

mountain is a large flat stone, under which Conanus (one of the celebrated Irish Militia)

is buried ; this stone hath an Irish Celtic inscription on it, which implies in English,

under this stone lies the furious, long-legged Conanus. Probably the mountain takes

its name from this monumental stone, as Callan is one of the Irish appellations for a rock

or stone. According to Irish romance the above gentleman was a very uncouth officer

and a voracious eater."

If these evidences satisfy the inquirer that in 1779 the inscription

was a well-known object, they will acquit O'Elanagan of his portion

of the odium : but the proofs of his innocence derivable from the text

itself and his peculiar method of dealing with it are still more convincing.

Lloyd, it will be remembered, gave one direct reading onljr
, in the usual

course from left to right, while 0'Flanagan subjected the text to

readings in both directions, and from above as well as below. There
is no doubt that a series of Ogham characters (in that kind of

Ogham writing in which consonants and vowels are alike represented by
stem-crossing digits) may be arranged in such a sequence that they

will read from left to right, and back from right to left ; nay, even, if

we are set free from word-divisions and allowed to syllallehe at will, will

yield as good Irish as the Eugubian Tables, turned upside down, but this

can only be effected in legends of a very few words ; and the feat of

producing such a combination of any considerable length, with the

superadded capacity of yielding a further sensible meaning when in-

verted, would certainly be one of astonishing cleverness. But in any
process of that kind, it is obvious that the number of digits shall be

such that, whether read forward or backward, each shall fall into the

exact place necessary for the intended groupings, and that a digit more
or a digit less in any of the combinations \vould be fatal to the entire

scheme. It is a further and indeed a cardinal necessity of such a col-

location, that the reading shall pivot on a definite point at the end of

the line; and it is also, if not indispensable, at least very expedient,

that the characters which group themselves into words of various

lengths in the different combinations produced by the direct and retro-

verse readings, should remain undistinguished by marks of word-sepa-

ration.

One set of word-separations is apparent on the face of O'Flanagan's

work, on -which it will be observed that the groups constituting the

words of the direct transliteration are divided by dots; but that, when
we attempt to follow him through his retroverse reoding, these dots,

instead of falling between the words, fall so as to divide them, not from
one another, but within themselves; and this confusion propagates itself

through new dislocations of the word-groups in each subsequent shift
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of the process. That a fabricator ingenious enough to devise so artifi-

cial an adjustment of his elements should have gone out of his way to sow
these needless seeds of disruption amongst them, is exceedingly impro-

bable ; and, if the case went no further, we might well pause before

giving any serious attention to the suggestion that the legend is the

work either of 0' Flanagan or of any person in privity with his theory

of the reading.

But the case goes much further, and tends to the absolute acquittal

both of O'Flanagan and Lloyd when, turning from their own representa-

tions of the inscription, we look at its authentic reproduction in the cast

before the eyes of the Academy. This cast was taken from the stone on
the 18th of July, 1872. I had already, in 1869, made a tracing by a

process of rubbing, almost amounting to a reproduction of the surface,

which I also exhibit : but, warned by repeated delusions into which
I have been led both by drawings and tracings, I took the opportunity

of visiting the site again, when travelling from Limerick by Ennis last

summer. This was my third visit; the first, in 1868, having been

productive only of the disappointing results recorded in a former com-
munication to the Academy.

I found no change in the condition of the stone or in the aspect of

the place since I first saw it. The stone, which was about eleven feet

long by about eight inches thick in O'Flanagan's time, has been split

into two slabs of about three to four inches thick respectively. The in-

scribed half lies on the top of the other half. Both are propped up by
a few broken fragments of the same kind of clay-slate beneath. To all

appearance, save that the flag is split into two plates, things remain

exactly as they were when O'Flanagan wrote his description nearly

ninety years ago. But I learn from Professor O'Looney that the monu-
ment has in point of fact undergone various vicissitudes in the interim.

His account of these I shall ask Mr. O'Looney to allow me to annex

to this paper in his own words. But for the enthusiasm of this ener-

getic inquirer, and his power of enlisting the hands as well as the hearts

and spirits of his Irish-speaking countrymen, my visits would have

been in vain, and the question of forger or no forger should have been

debated over the ashes of men unable to speak in their own defence, upon
verbal assertions and fallacious hand-made sketches. I may, however,

refer to a drawing, executed on the spot, for the general aspect of the

place, showing the position of the stone in reference to the central emi-

nence of the mountain and to the little tarn of Loch-looleynagreine,

which lies about 300 yards to the west.

The other monument mentioned by 0'Flanagan stands about a mile

further westward. It is a remarkable trilithon-cromleach, known by
the name, commonly applied to monuments of the class throughout the

country, of Leaba Dhairmada as Grainne. A drawing of this monument
also is presented to the Academy. The scene still realises its wild and

vivid description by O'Flanagan. The road from Ennis to Miltown-Mal-

bay,passing behind the eminence seen to the left of the picture, has only

been constructed of late years; and between the " Hand" cross-roads and
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the descent at the western part of the mountain there is hut one cottage.

What chiefly impresses the mind, having regard to the site of the

inscribed stone, lying aslant on the hanging brow of the hill, is the

absence of any appearance of a sepulchral character. It obviously has

never been intended to stand upright ; and the position seems so little

suitable to a grave to which a level flag-stone should be accommodated,

that one cannot help speculating on the probability of the stone having

been selected with a view to its erection elsewhere, and, after being

engraved in situ, left derelict. But this idea is quite displaced by
the facts stated by Mr. O'Looney as well as by the common consent of

the country people, who all call it Leaba Conain pronounced Conoin.

One man over sixty years of age assured me he had heard it so called

by his father, an old man when he was a youth, and that such has always

been the common voice of the country. It is known by no other name,

so far as I could learn, but Leaba Conoin, " Conan's bed," or grave.

When we consider the difficulty of inducing Irish-speaking people to take

up with novel names in their own language, we are furnished with another

strong dissuasion against fancying—whateverwe may think of the inscrip-

tion—that the story of the grave of some one called Conan, being there, is

a fabrication foisted on the acute people of the country, and adopted by
them into their own language within a hundred years of our own time.

What, I suppose, would next strike the mind of an observer comparing the

present appearance of the stone with that of Mr. Burton Conyngham'8
drawing of it, would be, that the oblique fracture at the end is the

same that he has represented. It must have existed before the flag

was split in two, for it cuts equally across the upper and the lower slabs.

Now it will be observed that the inscription is contained within a

species of long panel, which is complete at the western end, but imper-

fect where the cross fracture cuts it off at the other extremity. The
inscription obviously has extended beyond the line of fracture,

Assuming the last word to be an adjective, like " colgac," which
precedes it, there must have been at least one group more of four

digits above the medial line. But O'I'lanagan represents it as a com-
plete cartouche, enclosing Mr. Conyngham's drawing, and defining the

limits of his text at both ends : a very possible mistake for a draftsman

to fall into on paper, considering the worn and obscure character of the

surface, but the actual state ofthings is thelastkind ofarrangement that a
fabricator would have designed in aid of a theory requiring a definite

termination to the line of characters.

But the best defined turning-point, even if it existed, would be of no
avail if the antecedent portion of the legend do not supply the needful

number of digits to evolve the predetermined combinations in the back
reading ; and, in point of fact, if 0' Flanagan was party to this forgery,

he has dislocated all his back-reading, by the insertion of a digit too many.
The drawing annexed to his paper shows 78 digits; his final reading

requires 79 ; the stone actuallypresents 80, and obviouslyhas borne more.

But, although the agreement in number is closely approximate, and in his

first reading is complete, on comparing digit with digit there appears a
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wide discrepancy. In that part of the legend preceding the groups,
sounding Conaf'm O'Flanagan's copy, not fewer than seven instances occur
in which characters crossing the medial line are retrenched to one side

of it, and characters at one side prolonged across it. Was Mr. Burton
Conyngham party to intentional misdrawing ? It cannot reasonably be
so supposed. The divergencies are obviously mistakes of transcription,

and show very plainly that the surface in 1785 was almost as worn,
and the indentations on it as faint and difficult to make out as they are

at this day. In the third drawing before the Academy, these discre-

pancies of 0' Flanagan's last reading are indicated in red ink; Lloyd's

divergencies—reconstructing his text from his English,—are in like

manner exhibited in blue. It is beyond measure difficult to suppose

that the digits which both failed to read as they exist, were ever pre-

pared by either, for the purpose of sustaining readings with which
they so largely disagree.

It is of the nature of the charge of forgery, that when dispelled

from one object, it tends to settle itself on another. Lloyd and O'Flana-

gan being out of the indictment, what shall we say of Cornyns? It

will probably occur to the minds of the Academy, that where men who
used this inscription for the purpose of advancing their own reputations

for ingenuity and scholarship, have been acquitted of having had any
hand in its production, Comyns, who never referred to it in any writing,

—for the inference that might be drawn from O'Curry's note that it is

mentioned in the tale of Torlb Mac Stairn is quite erroneous,

—

and who seems to have regarded it only as the subject of a conjec-

tural reading, may safely call for our nolle prosequi. In truth, the

difficulty of such a fabrication would be so great, and the chances of

detection so imminent, that, unless to serve the purpose of some con-

templated literary fraud to be put in practice soon after its perpetration,

the roguery cannot be conceived to be entertained by any reasonable

being.

The features which hitherto have been relied on as casting suspicion

on the inscription are, its word-divisions, its medial line, its agreement

with forms of Ogham writing, found in MSS., in which, unlike the

case of ordinary Ogham inscriptions, the vowels and consonants are

alike produced by stem-crossing digits ; and its cartouche, or enclosing

frame.

The dots of division, so far as I know, outside the MS. examples,

and the cartouche are peculiar to it ; but in its other characteristic fea-

tures, it corresponds to several examples of Oghams of unquestionable

authenticity both in this country and in Scotland. I exhibit a cast of

the Ogham inscription on the Newton Stone, Aberdeenshire, in which

the incised medial line, and the stem-crossing vowel groups are equally

present; and I refer to the Ogham inscribed stones at Maumanorig,

and at Kilbonane in this country, for medial lines similarly inscribed
;

and to the drawing of the grave stone of Colman Bocht for the same

feature in combination with digit-formed vowel groups.

The indentations seem partly to have been picked out, as in the medial
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line and in the cartouche, and partly to have heen rubhed out, as in

some of the digits. They appear ancient ; hut it seems to me that

the system of writing to which they belong is not that anciently in

use for lapidary work in Ireland ; and I would assign them to a period

within the same limits of age as our manuscript writings.

If thej* be in Irish (as I suppose they are) these characters express a

sepulchral formula of no great antiquity. If one had to select between the

third and the thirteenth century for an epitaph beginning sub hoc lapide,

the later date would, I dare say, be the one selected. It cannot be doubted

that Conaf is a source of immense difficulty in the way of those who
would seek here the name of an Ossianic hero. The statements made
to Professor O'Looney, which he will now detail, tend to show that

the interment was mediaeval, owing to the presence of objects in iron.

See p. 171. But,—is it impossible that arms in iron should exist in a

sepulchre of that age ? Thename Conafmight perhaps read Conalb and

—

resembling Irish forms of mediaeval names ending in ulf, as lllulb =
Indulf— be capable ofbeing turned to Conanva. the popular pronunciation.

Whatever be the result of these conjectures, and whatever shall be the

ultimate judgment of men of learning on the question of the authorship

of the verses cited by O'Flanagan, on which, though much persuaded

to suspicion, I offer no definite opinion, I shall be well satisfied if the

result ofmy own endeavours to get at the truth has been to relieve the

memories of men who cannot now be heard in their own defence from
the imputation of having fabricated the Mount Callan lapidary inscrip-

tion, with a view to projected literary imposture.

Pbofessok O'Looney' s Statement.

" In the summer of 1844 I visited Leala Chonain, i. e. the Bed of

Conan, on Mount Callan in the County of Clare, and examined the

Ogham-inscribed stone called Leac Chonain, i. e. Conan's Flag, which
then covered it. This greatLeac occupied a prominent place on the South-

eastern slope of that part of Mount Callan called Tulach na Feinne, or

hill of the Feinne or Fians, overhanging Loch Buaile na Grei?ie,—i. e. the

lake of the lawn of the sun,—where it rested in a half reclining position

over a pile of rough unhewn stones, perhaps the remains of a Leacht or

monumental pile, about 18 inches high at the head end, and not more
than 10 inches high at foot ; and over this Leacht rested Leac Chonain,

Conan's Flag, with its Ogham legend, looking to the south-east over

Buaile na Greinne.
" The Leac was eleven feet long, three feet wide, and one foot thick.

The inscription consists of one line ofwhat is called Ogam C'hraebh, and
runs along, nearly from end to end, on the middle of the upper face of

the stone, and ends abruptly, and I believe imperfectly ; a corner being

lost from the stone, which appears to have been broken off at a very re-

mote period. I copied the Ogham and made notes of the peculiar

character of some of the lines as they then appeared to me. My
reading of it runs thus :

—
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pan, l i a, D o.l i c fl, c o 11 a p, c ol 5 a c, c o p obaoa [c] ....

^_ WIHHlii iiili|
l l ll

llii\i
l llll l l l

limttTt|^-

(a) Two dots not of the Ogham. (6) An indentation in the stone, not of the Ogham,
(c) I would expect |ji| (= c) here ; if the stone was perfect it would then read ' cosobadac' "

11 In the summer of 1859 I was asked by Mr. W. S. O'Brien for a

copy of the inscription, and, before giving it to him, I went to examine
the stone again, in order to secure the correctness of my copy; but
when I reached the place I found that the monument had disappeared,

and nothing remained of the Leabha (bed), and Leacht (pile), and the

Leac (stone-flag) of Conan, bat a shapeless hole of mud and clay, and
a few loose stones scattered around the hole on the surface. In vain I

looked for the stone, and could not find it. On my return I came into

the village of Inagh
;
and, having told the story of my disappointment

there, a man met- me and said he knew where the stone was, and
that he could tell me all about it, and how it was removed from where
I first saw it. As it was then too late to go back to the mountain,

I said I would like to hear his story of the removal of the stone.

' Sir,' said he, ' a poor widow in the village of Callan dreamt several

times that she would find her own load of gold and other treasures

in the bed of Conan, and she went at night to seek the spoils herself

and her two sons; and, finding the stone too heavy to be turned off,

they plied the crow-bar to an opening in its edge, and split it into

two flags, and then cast if off in two parts, and in opening the bed

of Conan, where they expected to find the gold, they dug up the whole
grave, and left it in a shapeless pit, just as you found it. INow I will

tell you about the stone,' said he. ' The under side of it was heavy,

and it lodged a good bit down the hill, with its face under, and it is

now bedded into the earth and covered with heath, so that you could

not well notice it unless you were told about it. The upper, or inscrip-

tion side was not so heavy. It went much farther down the hill, and
there it fell over a hollow ground, so that it formed a hollow chamber
and place of refuge for rabbits and other small animals ; and thus it

remained for some years till a hunting party came to course the moun-
tain, when a hare, exhausted from the chase, took shelter under the

flag, and they, the huntsmen, turned off the stone, and cast it down
with such force, that it rolled to the foot of the mountain, and lodged

in the marsh, where it still remains almost covered with clay.'

" Having heard this story I resolved to go again and see the stone

if possible. I arranged with this man to meet me at Inagh on a

subsequent Sunday to lead us to the place. I organized a band of

twenty-one stout young men, and on the appointed day proceeded to

the site of the demolished bed of Conan, accompanied by a good number
of the inhabitants of the surrounding districts. When we reached

the place and found the stones as described, we set to work without
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delay, and carried up both parts of the stone to the original site ;

we then closed the pit (or grave), collected all the small scattered

stones, and built up the monument again as near as possible to what
it was when first I saw it. We then cleaned and washed the inscrip-

tion stone, and I compared my copy of the Ogham, which I found so

correct that I adopted it as the true reading, and here it is:

—

"Fan lia no ltca Conaf [n] Colgac Cosobada [c].''

" Under this stone is laid Conaf [n] the fierce [and] turbulent."

I have supplied the [c] at end, which I suppose to have been

lost with the missing corner of the stone.

" The work of restoration and collation being now over, I asked

if they knew whether the widow and her sons found anything in it.

One man answered that she ' did not,' or ' could not,'' find any-

thing in it; that the bed was pillaged long before her time by a

man named O'Flanagan, who was the first man that ever opened it, and
who took away everything he found in it. I asked was it known
tvhat he didfind in it. The man replied that he found two iron spears;

one was long, and nearly eaten away with the rust; the other was
short and heavy, and with them was a large iron vessel as large as a

stone pot, which O'Flanagan called a clogad (helmet), and he found

with them some small pieces of bone and iron. All those my infor-

mant characterized as end agus airm catha chonain mhail (the bones and
battle arms of Conan the bald). I asked if there was any person now
living who saw those things. He said there was one old man in

Breintre who saw them all. I went on the following Sunday to this

old man, and he told me he was one of the four men who carried

them out to the road on a hand-barrow for O'Flanagan; that he,

O'Flanagan, told them he was bringing them to Mr. Burton, and
gave them a pound-note between them for their trouble ; and he added,
" O'Flanagan did not bring them to Burton, but carried them with
him into Ennis, and away out of the country."

[The illustrations referred to in this paper will be found either amongst the draw-

ings and casts preserved at the Academy, or in photographic reproductions which the

Committee of Publication propose to publish in the Transactions.

—

Ed.]
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XXY. —On an Ogham-inscribed Pillar-stoxe at Monataggaet
CorrNTr Cork. By Richard Bolt Brash, M. B. I. A.

[Read 14th of April, 1873.]

Being at Monataggart, in the parish

of Donoughmore, about fourteen

miles X. ~W. of Cork, on the 17th of

March last, I, as usual, made in-

quiries as to the existence of Stand-
ing Stones in the locality, particularly

as to those bearing marks or scores

on their angles. The farmer, Joseph
Twohig, on whose land I then was,

informed me that his cousin who
held the adjoining farm had taken
such a stone as I described, out of a

care, as he termed it, in the corner

of one of his fields, and had made a

gate-post of it. Though late in the

evening, I at once set off to examine
it, and arriving at the farm-house of

Patrick Cogan, I saw a fine, taper-

ing pillar- stone, forming the left

post of a gate leading into his yard.

The stone was encrusted with seve-

ral coats of whitewash, through
which, however, I could distinctly

see traces of a long inscription. It

being late in the evening, I was
unable to make a proper examination

of the stone or to copy the legend :

particularly as it would take some
time to remove the whitewash. I

therefore left word that I would
again visit the place, Joseph Twohig
undertaking that it shouldbe cleaned

according to my directions, with a

hard brush and water, and that his

cousin should be in attendance to

give me the necessary information

as to the finding of the stone.

My second visit was paid on the

29th of the same month, when I

was accompanied by Mr. James
Brennan, Head Master of the Cork

School of Art, who takes a deep

interest in this class of our antiqui-

ties. I found that the stone had
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according to my directions, been thoroughly cleansed, and that the

inscription stood revealed, thoroughly legible in every score.

The monument at present stands 6 ft. 3 in. above ground : Mr. Cogan
informed me that its entire length was 8 ft. 6 in. It is of irregular form
and dimensions. At 2 ft. from the ground it is 18 in. by 12 in., and at the

top, 6 in. by 8 in. It is rather wedge-shaped towards the back, where
it is but from 5 to 6 in. thick. Its material is the hard, compact, fine-

grained clay-slate, so frequently chosen by the artists of these monu-
ments, evidently with a full knowledge of its hardness and capacity

of retaining for ages the legends engraved thereon. The inscription

is as usual on the left angle of the broader face ; it commences at 2 ft.

10 in. from the extreme end, and 7 in. from the present ground level,

and finishes within 6 in. of the top. There is a large spawl off the

bottom of the stone, but this appears to be original, as the legend is

perfect on the angle, and follows the curve of it, as shown on the ac-

companying engraving from my drawing. The characters are formed
in the usual manner, the vowels being oval dots punched on the angle.

The inscription is as follows :
—

in
.,,,//// „„!„„ ,.„// « .imi. . /

—uni »„m |
|
urn M . t||

i

TENKENJIOISrOIGDtr Q, D E G G F

Every score of the legend is perfect, and there can be no mistake
about the values of the characters. The first eleven letters are
broadly and deeply cut, and widely spaced ; the remaining ten are much
more finely cut, and spaced much closer, as if the engraver found he had
not sufficient room on the angle to complete as he had commenced.
Between the sixth and seventh characters there is a blank space of 4|
in., which is perfectly smooth and uninjured, but bears no trace of a
letter, and evidently never had any.

The absence of the usual key-word, maqi, is here noticeable, and
raises a difficulty in the rendering of this inscription. The first five

letters seem to be separated from the rest of the legend, and may form
a proper name Tenren or Denren, the T and D being commutable. I
acknowledge my inability to give a reasonable reading ofthis inscription,

and much prefer making this admission, to attempting a spurious
one that might lead others astray. I have no doubt, however,
that gentlemen may be found who will not be intimidated, by the
difficulties of an obsolete language, or the absence of divisional points,

from giving a very off-hand reading of this legend. By the ingenious
system of manipulation, and crucial dissection, imported into the study
of this^ class of inscriptions, it may be made to read anything, at the
prejudice or caprice of the investigator.

Ogham inscriptions are of the simplest and most straightforward
of their class, there is nothing about them either cryptic or mysterious,
and if we cannot read a certain number of them, the reason is, that we

E.I. A. PROC—SER. II., YOL. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. 2
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are ignorant of the archaic forms of language in which they are in-

scribed. Far better to acknowledge that ignorance, than by weak
and spurious translations to throw discredit upon the study of an
important branch of our national antiquities.

The circumstances under which this stone was discovered are very
curious. The spot where it was found is in a corner of a field that

has a quick slope downwards. In tilling the ground the plough had
frequently struck against a stone or flag, and the farmer, anxious to

remove the impediment, directed his men to raise the obstacle and
remove it. On attempting to do so, they found that it covered a

hollow chamber, and the idea of a buried treasureimmediately suggested

itself to the workmen, who forthwith commenced to excavate it.

They found it to be, as they explained to me, like a stone-box, about

5ft. long by 3 ft. 6 in. wide, and 3 ft. deep, formed by two stones at

each side and one at each end. It was covered by two broad flags and
a narrow one at the end. The narrow one was the Ohgam-inscribed

Stone and the other two were flat flags about 2 ft. to 2 ft. 4 in. wide
and 5-^ ft. long. Some of the flags are still on the bank in the rubbish,

others were taken away and broken up. Mr. Cogan, who was present

at the eveavation, stated, that the chamber was nearly full of fine

earth ; that when they had cleared this out, near the bottom, they

found a quantity of black earth and charcoal, and some pieces of

"crockery," which were thrown into the rubbish and could not be

found. I was particular in questioning him about the presence of the

charcoal, upon which point he was positive. A young man who was
present, and who had been also one of the diggers, corroborated the

finding of the rich black earth and charcoal.

I saw the remains of the chamber, which is still open. Two of

the large flags were in situ, one on each side. The dimensions of it

were about what I have stated above. It is situated upon rather an

abrupt slope, but close to the top of the hill. There are evident

remains of a tumulus around it.

That this was a sepulchral cist there can be no doubt, for its

construction, dimensions, and the finding of the black earth and

charcoal are sufficient evidence. Whether the pieces of crockery were
portions of a mortuary urn or not, I am unable to determine, as I

have not seen them ; but the fact of their being found in the body of

the cist would lead to the inference that they were.

The question here arises, had the inscription on the monument I

have described any reference to the interment in the chamber ofwhich

it was a covering stone ? I should say not : the other two flags were

broad and flat, and not exceeding 5^ ft. in length ; this is 8-^-ft. in

length, and an ungainly stone for such an object, If it had been

intended to complete the covering of the cist with a stone upon which

a legend was to be cut, referring to the interment, a handier and

more suitable one would have been provided ; whereas this must have

been a Dalian or pillar-stone standing in some convenient situation,

and which, suiting the moment's need, was removed, and used in the
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completion of this chamber. That it was a standing monument origi-

nally there can be no doubt, from its tapering form, and the fact that

nearly three feet of its base is uninscribed. The clean sharp character

of the letters gives us evidence of the great length of time that this

must have occupied its position on the chamber where it was preserved

from injury.

I have in former Papers referred to the fact, that in almost every

case where Ogham-inscribed monuments have been found in the

souterrains of raths, a Keel, or the site of one, has been found in its

neighbourhood; this instance is not an exception, for on the adjoining

townland, and only a few hundred yards distant is a fine Keel, of an
oval form and large size, with other interesting remains of a pre-historic

character. The townland in question takes its name from this ancient

cemetery, and is called Kilcullen. There never was a church here,

either in memory or tradition. I have no doubt that the Monataggart
inscribed stone was removed from the Pagan Ceal I have described,

and was used as a building material in the construction of the cist.

At what period this appropriation took place, I leave others to conjec-

ture, but this I believe is certain, that the Christian Gaedhil never
practised cremation. I commend this inscription to the attention of Irish

scholars conversant with the language of our earliest MS. I would also

advise them not to be misled by ideas of inversion, concealed meanings,
phonetic puzzles, and such like. The ancient race who at Ballycrovane,

on the shore of Kenmare bay, procured a huge, rough monolith, 25 ft.

in length, and who inscribed on it in bold archaic characters the
simple memorial of a revered warrior or chieftain's death, and
who at immense labour reared this great monument, still standing
17-|-ft. above ground, a memorial for all ages, were not the people

likely to mock the memories of the death by such childish devices.
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XXVI.

—

On the Completion of the Biliteral Key to the Values
OE THE LeTTEKS IN THE SOUTH BRITISH OgHAM ALPHABET. By
Samuel Ferguson, LL. D., Q,. C, Vice-President.

[Read November 29, 1873].

There are three principal groups of Ogham-inscribed monuments in the

British islands : viz—the Irish, the Scottish or North British, and
the Welsh and Devonian, which I designate in this paper as the South
British.

These last differ from the Scottish examples in this, that they alwaj^s

present their vowels in the form of notches on the angles of the in-

scribed pillars, and the same is also almost universally the case in the

Irish lapidary examples ; whereas the Scottish legends—without ex-

ception, that I am aware of—present their vowels in the form of digits

crossing the arris or stem line. This latter method, singularly enough,

is the one universally observed, so far as I know, in Irish manuscripts

;

and as these are obviously less ancient than most, if not all, of the South
British legends, an inference arises that, of the three groups, the

Scottish probably is the most recent. What gives to the South British

Oghams their claim to this higher antiquity is the almost universal

presence of correlative inscriptions in Roman characters, which are re-

cognised as belonging to periods not long subsequent to the Roman
occupation. Tbe fact of these Roman epigraphs being found to desig-

nate the same names which are commemorated in their Oghamic contexts

further gives to the South British Oghams the distinction of being to a

great extent self contained, as carrying their key within themselves.

From the time when it was observed that the Oghamic groups on
the inscribed pillar at St. Dogmael's, corresponded to the proper names
Sagrani and Cunotami (and iu the form maqi to the word filii), in-

scribed on the adjoining fiat surface in Roman letters, it became evident

that such a key to the value of all the South British Oghams might be

looked for in the probable discovery of other biliteral legends of a like

character. This expectation was, to a great extent, fulfilled by the dis-

covery of the Llanfechan and Trallong legends, which exhibit in

associated Roman and Ogham characters the names Trenacat and
Cunacen, together with what appears to be in the former the equivalent

of filii in the Oghamic form fiil, and in the latter, oijacet in the seem-

ingly equivalent bilingual form of ffeto, where, not impossibly, the

double ff may have the power of/.

It will be seen from these agreements that the Oghamic letters

a, c, e, g, I, m, n, o, a, s, t, u are directly vouched by the same process

that identifies the phonetic hieroglyphs of the cartouches with their

alphabetic equivalents on the Rosetta Stone ; that e and l are inferen-

tially ascertained by assuming^ to represent the Latin filii (an ar-

gument in the case of l which seems corroborated by the presumable
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equivalence of lo in the Trenacatus legend to i{ locus"); and that the

force of q is inferred from its making up with its associated characters

already known the Irish equivalent offilms in its form maqi ; but that

p, r, and b, remain unidentified.

The fact that so large a proportion of the British Ogham alphabet,

ascertained by these independent tests, is found to correspond with the

traditionary Ogham key preserved in Ireland would justify the infer-

ence that the few remaining unproved characters are also the same in

both. But further research, and a closer examination of other Ogham
texts remaining in South "Wales and Devonshire, enable us to altogether

dispense with inference, and establish by evidence as direct in the case

of these as of the others, what are their Oghamic equivalents in the

alphabets of both countries.

The proofs are derived partly from Ogham-inscribed biliteral monu-
ments in South Wales, the existence of which has been made known by
Professor "Westwood in his valuable papers in the Archceologia Cambrensis ;

and partly from independent observation in South "Wales and Devon-
shire.

I begin with the letter p. It is one of the difficulties which they

who contend for the recent origin of Ogham writing have to surmount
that, while the Ogham seems to follow the Latin alphabet in giving

equivalents for both c and a, it omits from its regular paradigm the

letter p,—a character very conspicuous in Latin texts,—and expresses

it only by a supplemental combination. Before I had acquired the art

of securing the certainty of such texts by making casts in paper, I gave
a diligent study to the Turpill inscription at Crickhowel, in Monmouth-
shire, and indicated the result soon after to the Academy. On the

arrises of this pillar, now erected in IJsk Park, near Crickhowel, there

exist the remains of the Ogham legend which formerly gave an echo to

the names in the Latin epigraph on the flat of the stone :

—

Turpilli ic

iacitpvveri trilvni Dvnocati. This use of the genitive, which will strike

most ears as ungrammatieal, is so frequent in similar sepulchral texts

as to lead to the supposition that the " hicjacet" is put in the concrete,

and governs the subject name as one noun governs another. Turpill, the

principal name, may, from the analogy of the other " biliterals," be

expected to be found amongst the Oghams ; and here in fact, the al-

ready ascertained letters, ttte, followed, after an intermediate character,

by the digits, which (if "fill" be the equivalent offiilii), would stand

for l l, and which again precede the remains ofthe patronymical formula

leading up to another intermediate followed by n n, actually occur.

The first intermediate characters seem of necessity to be the equivalent

of p. It is indicated, not as in some of the Irish manuscript keys by a

flat i, but by the combination of two oblique lines intersecting one
another, in form of a St. Andrew's cross, under the line of the arris.

The second intermediate, commencing the name of the father, of which
nn is still traceable, may, with nearly equal confidence, be assumed to

be the d of Duncad or some such equivalent of the Latin Dunocatus.

I proceed, however, to an identification of d, which is more satisfactory,
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inasmuch as it is vouched not by fallible observation and oral report of

past impressions, but by a cast (made by myself and Mr. Burchett in

1872) of the very monument bearing the inscription, and which for the

purposes of this inquiry is substantially of the same authenticity as if

we stood before the original, where it now lies in the farm yard of Mr
Bowen, at Dygoed, near Newcastle-Evelyn, in Pembrokeshire. -

A drawing of this stone, with its inscribed cross and biliteral inscrip-

tions, has been communicated by Professor "Westwood to the Archceologia

Cambrensis, whereat will be found in the volume for June, 1860, p. 227.

Accurate as the draftsman is, he has failed to take in the concluding

portion of the Ogham legend running along the left arris of the stone

;

and has also omitted to observe the traces of a composite letter or sig-

lum (which may, however, have been taken for the f offtlius), existing

on the flat, and, with the Roman characters, dob, conspicuous in the

drawing, completing some form of the name Dobtac. This name, the

correlative Ogham presents in the form of obt(a)ceos, preceded by a

character, which must necessarily be the d of which we are in quest,

being in fact the well known equivalent of that letter in Irish Oghams,
but only now independently identified among those of South Britain.

Were we looking for the corresponding name in a classical context, we
might expect some such form as the Divitiacus of Caesar ; but the b of

the Latin epigraph is evidently unaspirated, and the composite charac-

ter of siglum remaining, resolves itself but obscurely into anything

more than ies. Traces exist from which we might believe that the

artist had succeeded in rolling into one alphabetic chimera all the

letters taqeo, making Dobtaqueo in the dative : but the indentations are

too much worn for affirming this positively, and indeed are so faint that

few eyes could discern them otherwise than by the aid of the cast held

in a favorable light. The photogram, however, which I exhibit to the

Academy, taken from the cast, so placed as to develop so much of the

legend as time has left, places the existence of the siglum beyond
question, and justifies the conclusion, that the name conveyed by the

Ogham on the arris is the same as that inscribed in the Latin characters

on the flat, and is some form in both of Duftac, which is all the most

critical inquirer will demand to establish the power, as d, of the Oghamic
initial.

It will be observed that one of the digits of the fifth group on the

arris is prolonged across the face of the stone, and that there insist on

and depend from it several apparently Oghamic digits, two of which
are, in like manner, prolonged towards the cross- inscribed circle at the

top. "Whether these also may not be phonetic, seems a debateable

question, inasmuch as instances are not wanting of digits issuing from

digits on other lapidary Oghams. I would refer for examples, to one

of the inscribed pillars at Killeen-Cormac, and to the great Ogham in-

scription at Kilbonane, in Kerry (of which photograms from casts are

presented) ; and notably—but with the caution to be observed in all

cases of eye-sketches—to the inscribed bead published by Mr. AVilliams

in the Kilkenny ArchfeologicalSociety's Journal (vol. I., 2nd Ser.p. 339).
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But I do not profess to obtain any intelligible result from these Tycoed
" Sub-Yirgates," which, if they express anything, might be expected

to yield the second name in the epigraph, that is Volengus, in some
such form as Bolenc ; or, (if Mr. Rhys have succeeded in finding the

Vitalianus of the Nevern inscription (Archse. Camb., 1873, p. 387), asso-

ciated with an Ogham yielding the name Fiteliani), in the form Folenc.

Indeed there is some difficulty in saying that the terminal character of

the epigraph is not s, and the inscription itself Dolteqo, or Dobtaqeo

filius volens. The pagan formula, however, seems irreconcileable with
the Christian decoration of the monument, and I would incline, not-

withstanding the obscurity of the terminal vowel, to accept Professor

Westwood's reading of Volengi, noticing its resemblance to Conang,
Dunlang, and other old Irish proper names, having the same termina-

tion. That the decoration is Christian cannot reasonably be doubted
when we compare the general style of the sculpture with the Aglish
Ogham in our Museum, of which a cast and photogram also are

exhibited.

The value ofthis inscription, although unaccompanied by any Ogham,
as corroborative of the proofs already adduced, consists in this, that the

name or designation which it presents is " echoed," so to speak, in

a great number of instances by Irish Ogham texts read by the same
key. The first of these, which for many years has been in the Academy's
lapidary museum, comes from Corkaguinny in Kerry. It bears the legend

Maqqi Decedda on one side, and Maqqi Catufi(r) on the other. The
second lies in that rich repository of Ogham inscriptions, the disused

burying ground of Ballintaggart, near Dingle, also in Kerry. Its

legend reads on one side Maqi Deccod(a), and on the other Caqosi

Ceccudo(ros). The third is at Killeen-Cormac in Kildare; noticed by
Mr. Shearman in our Proceedings (vol. ix. p. 253).

This argument has lately been pressed on the attention of Welsh
archaeologists by our associate Mr. Brash, who has compared the Irish

examples with the legend ic jacet Maccudecetti at Penros Llygwy in

Anglesea. But it has been assumed, that the Penros monument com-
memorates a known personage, Machutus son of Eccwyd. Such an
explanation seems difficult of application to the very Irish sounding
Sarin, as I would read it, of the Ilaccodecheti monument at Tavistock.

What may be the meaning of the name or designation I do not pretend
to explain. If it were confined to Ireland one might suppose it to

designate a person of a particular family, as in the case, for example,
of Duftac Maculugar, the cotemporary of St. Patrick ; but it is hard to

conceive how the family of the clan Degaid could have spread into

Anglesea and Devon; unless indeed it should appear that they were a
family in religion, and that the formula indicates an order.

Another echo, so to speak, from a "Welsh text, of the formula maqi
mucoi, of very frequent occurrence in Irish Oghams, is found on
the Bridell inscription also near Clydai in Pembrokeshire. This is a
much worn and very faint text, and has exercised the eyes and fingers

of many students. The context of a part of the inscription in which
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the characters maqi and coi are discernible suggested to Mr. Brash to

look for the letters mu in the intermediate space ; and there do exist

there certain digits and notches "which may very well be the remains of

these characters ; and which, I think, ought so to be accepted, adding
one further link to the chain of identification.

There remains one other example of this kind of detached "biliteral;"

in the inscribed stone now in the Lapidary Museum of the Academy,
from the cave at Glanavullin, near Cork. It is one of the Windele
Collection recently acquired by the Academy. It bears the name
" Ulccayni," being seemingly one of those humiliatory designations to

the use of which, amongst the western Christians of the third and fourth

century, M. le Blant has drawn attention in the Revue Archceologique.

Whatever be its signification, its use in this argument depends on the

fact that from the south of Ireland it echoes the name Ulcagni, found

in Boman characters on two of the early inscribed stones of Wales; and
although the echo comes from a distance, the inference that the one

legend is the Oghamic equivalent of the other can hardly, after what
we have seen, be considered less strong than if we had the two texts

side by side on the same monument.
The questions remain : Whence came these Oghamic texts among

the people of South Britain? Did they impart them to the Irish, or the

Irish to them? Are these texts, or some of them, pre-Augustinian and
pre-Patrician respectively ; or are they the memorials in both countries

of the Irish religious zeal of the sixth and succeeding centuries ? I do

not at present attempt to answer these questions ; but I may be allowed

to say that it would be difficult to propose a subject more worthy of .the

consideration of British and Irish scholars.

[On the subject of this paper, see also that which follows next.

—

Ed.]
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XXVII.

—

On the Collateral Evidences corroborating the

Biliteral Key to the South British Ogham Alphabet. By
Samuel Ferguson, LL. D., Q. C, Vice-President.

[Read December 8, 1873.]

On the last night of meeting I referred to six examples of biliteral in-

scriptions in South Britain, in Roman and Ogham characters, from

which I deduced the powers of the several letters in that school of

Ogham writing. There are two others which I was prepared to have

laid before the Academy, but I abstained from doing so, seeing that the

time then at our disposal would probably be better occupied. These I

ask leave to refer to now, not only as additional vouchers for the letters

e, n, o, r and t, but as suggestive of some collateral considerations

which may not be without interest for the Academy.
The former of these exists at the church of Clydai, about eight miles

north of Fishguard, in Pembrokeshire. Clydai was also the original

site of the Duft(a)ceos stone (of which I exhibited a cast on the

last evening). The top of the pillar has been cut down to form a

seat for a sun-dial, and the upper portion of the Ogham text (which
formerly commenced on one side, ran round the head, and down the

opposite side) is consequently lost. The beginning and ending Ettern

(c)tor, correspond with the Latin epigraph Eternifili victor. The
double consonant of the Ogham is observable here as in the Llanfechan

example, where the Trenacatus of the Latin text is represented by the

Oghamic Trenecatt. These differences have been noticed and relied on
as arguments for the earlier existence of the Ogham, the suggestion

being that some Roman having discovered the key, took this mode of

supplying a lapidary gloss ; but I feel equal difficulty in accepting this

as I do in admitting the other theory, that in some cases a further

element was subsequently introduced by the superaddition of the

Christian symbols. Where sculptured objects are found together on
such a monument, the prima facie presumption is that they were
executed simultaneously; and the rule of evidence, " Stabitur prce-

sumptione donee probitur in contrarium,''' although it be inelegant

Latin, embodies the experience of mankind in every inquiry after truth

;

and nothing in the way of proof, or even, I think, of probability, has as

yet been advanced in support of either suggestion.

Observing on the Turpill inscription, I noticed its seemingly un-
grammatical structure, of which another example will be noticed below
in the Cilgerarn "biliteral." The Clydai inscription also invites a like

observation. Victor in both texts seems to be treated as indeclinable. Mr.
Brash, who has accurately read what remains ofthe legend, conceives that,

if complete, it would present an Oghamic f as the equivalent of the Latin

v. In this I have reason to believe his conjecture is likety to be con-

R. T. A. PUOC.—SEE. II., VOL. II., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. 2 D
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firmed: for I observe that the discovery of two new " biliterals," in

Denbighshire and Pembrokeshire respectively, into each of which the

Latin v enters, is announced in the October number of the Archceologia

Cambrensis ; and, so far as my knowledge extends, the only probable

equivalents would be either t or b aspirated. But I have never seen an

OghamicH on any lapidary monument, either ofthe South British or of the

regular Irish type; so that the elements of an aspirated b—if that were
the equivalent,—do not, so far, appear to exist. I may add this absence

of h, so far observed, as an additional difficulty in deriving the Ogham
from the Latin alphabet; but with the caution, that the negative in-

ference, " de non apjjaretitibus," is presumption in its weakest form,

and is liable to be displaced by the discovery, at any moment, of positive

evidence to the contrary.

The other pretermitted example exists at Cilgerran, about three

miles north of Clydai, on the south bank of the Teivy ; a spot which
will always be interesting to the lover of elegant literature, as the sub-

ject of one of Sir William Jones' lyrics :
—

" How gay is the circle of friends round a table

Where stately Cilgerran o'erhangs the brown dale."

Here, as at Clydai, Professor Westwood had already noticed the fact

that faint traces of Ogham exist on the arris of the great pillar in the

churchyard, which bears on its flat the Roman legend Trenegussifilii
Maccutreni icjacit. In the summer of 1872 I had this pillar raised,

and took the cast of it, of which I now present a photogram. The
Ogham is exceedingly faint, even in the fragmentary parts of it that

remain. But these fragments are of some value. Pirst, the remains

of g iD the principal name, confirm the sagacious conjecture of Pro-

fessor Westwood, that the Latin name is Trenegussi, although the g
there is all but illegible. Secondly, enough exists to show that the

Oghamic form is, in this case, the short, or, as I may say, the colloquial

Trengus, as Angus, Hungus, Congus, while the ceremonial form, if I

may so express myself, of the name is presented in the inflated Latin

Trenegussus. This seems an exception to the ordinary practice in

Oghamic writing, in which the frequency of such forms as, for

example, Cunagussos for Congus, Cunacenna for Cyngen, has led

the Bishop of Limerick to regard such suffarcinations as peculiar

to the system. The form Maccutreni in this legend will strike

most ears as Irish-Celtic ; and in this connection I may observe that,

in presence of the historic evidences tending to establish an early Irish

occupation of this region of South Wales (Hist. Nennii, c. 8, Pet. 56),

considerable difficulty will probably attend the efforts of those scholars

who would ascribe the disappearance of such forms from Welsh litera-

ture to the operation of abstract philological laws.

After the direct identifications so far established, it may be thought

that corroborative proofs are hardly necessary. But (considering how
reluctant some of us still are to admit that a demonstration has been

effected) it is better to leave as little room for doubt as possible, where
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farther confirmation is at hand. It was primarily in search of a monu-
ment offering the same form of patronymic as last observed on, that I

visited Tavistock last Autumn, when I had the good fortune to

discover the missing b in the unexpected legend on the stone ofDobrunn,
son of Enabarr. Mrs. Bray's " Borders of the Tamar," had acquainted

me with the fact that a monument bearing the name Maccodecheti

existed there in the grounds of the vicarage. I extract the interesting

account of its preservation and removal, from the same agreeable letter

of Mr. Bray, " From the library to the drawingroom," already used for

a like account of the stone of Enabarr:—
" Having learnt from Polwhele's ' History of Cornwall ' (for I had not then seen

his History of Devon), that an inscribed stone existed at Buckland Monachorum, dis-

tant from Tavistock about four miles, I went thither on the 28th of September, 1804,

with no other clue to its discovery than that it was close to the ' churchyard.' On my
arrival at the village I inquired for the sexton, thinking that he was the most likely

person to give the information. He smiled, and said, ' I suppose,

sir, that must be it behind your back.' I turned round and perceived, within a few

paces from me, the subject of my inquiry. It served as a coigne to a blacksmith's shop,

adjoining the entrance to the churchyard.
" In the course of the year 1831 (for I have mislaid my memorandum of it), on again

visiting Buckland, I found that the blacksmith's shop had recently been taken down,
and the stone in question was lying with its inscription exposed towards the street, with

the possibility of it being worn, if not obliterated, by every passing wheel. On apply-

ing to Sir Ralph Lopez as lord of the manor (intimating that I had in my posses-

sion already a stone of probably the same era), he most kindly made me a present

of it. I sent, therefore, a waggon with three horses, together with what is here called

a jack, an engine for lifting it. But I nearly ran the risk of sending them in vain ; for

the tenants then assembled at the Court Baron refused to let my servant touch it, till,

fortunately, the lord himself arrived, and removed the embargo. It was brought

by a circuitous route of more than five miles to avoid some precipitous hills, and erected,

as before noticed in my garden. . . . Polwhele is of opinion that (as well

as many other of the same description) it originally stood within the precincts of a pagan
temple, where, in consequence of the reputed sanctity of the spot, was subsequently

erected a Christian church. I hope, however, that I may not be accused of the guilt of

sacrilege in removing it, for it certainly deserves a better fate than to be applied to such
' base uses ' as to be a ' buttress ' or a ' coigne of vantage ' to the ' castle ' of any modern
Mulciber

; nay, what is worse, than to be laid prostrate in the street. It might, even at

best, have been appropriated to the purpose of a gate-post, as is actually the case with

another inscribed stone in the neighbourhood ; and, indeed (of which more hereafter),

this, or something of a similar description, seems to have been its original destination :

for even in the midst of the inscription is a cavity, in the form of an oblong square

which possibly may have been cut for the reception of a latch or bar. Its obelisk form
is more apparent when viewed laterally; as, at the back, which is of smoother and

blacker surface (probably caused by the contact of a contiguous stratum), it is rather

acutely gathered to a point; seemingly, however, more by nature than by art.

"Polwhele, even in his 'History of Devon,' presents us only with some few particu-

lars as to the nature and dimensions of the stone, but not with the inscription. As he

is not quite exact in the dimensions, I here give them. Its height, as it at present stands,

is 7 feet 2\ inches. Its breadth at the bottom is 17, at the top 14 inches. From the

top to the beginning of the inscription are 2 feet 1^ inches. And the cavity is 8 inches

long and 1\ deep.

" This, and other similar monuments, he imagines to have been Romano-British,

and to have been erected to the memory of ' a Christianized Roman.' I should rather

consider it as the memorial of a Romanized Briton, previous perhaps to the introduction

of Christianity into this island. There is no cross, nor any request to pray for the soul
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of the departed, -which are so commonly found on the sepulchral monuments of the early,

or rather Romanized Christians.

"The inscription may be read (sepulchrum sive memorial) Sabinijilii Maccodecheti

;

,of which the translation, I conceive, may be (the grave, the gravestone, or to the

memory) of Sabinus the son of Maccodechetius. .....
" From the cavity or mortise, above alluded to, nearly in the centre of it, and cal-

culated to receive a bar, I am inclined to think that this might be one of the stones of

an ancient barrier, erected, not improbably, at a spot set apart for the celebration of

public games. . . .......
" We first hear of this stone, where, perhaps, it was originally placed, at Buckland

Monachorum, or Monk's Buckland, and close to the churchyard. . . I think

it could not have been converted to the purpose of a gate-post (as is another stone in

that neighbourhood), subsequent to the inscription: as the letters, by being lessened in

size, have been made to accommodate themselves to the interruption occasioned by the

cavity. Nor is it likely that so large and lofty a stone would originally have been

selected for a common gate-post, whilst, on the other hand, its size and height would
naturally have recommended it in constructing a grand barrier to regulate the public

games."

It now remains to account for the letter b only, in order to have a

complete identification by " biliteral "phonetic values of all the charac-

ters that make up the South British Oghamic alphabet.

This has been accomplished through the discovery, in August of the

present year, of a new biliteral at Tavistock, in Devonshire, about

fifteen miles from Fardel, in the same county, where was found, many
years ago, the great Romano-Oghamic inscription now deposited at the

.British Museum, and hitherto regarded as the only English example
outside the principality. The Fardel stone is rich in Romanized names—Sagrani, Fanoni, Maquirini—but its associated Oghams, save to the

extent of the Maqi, are uncomformable, and contribute nothing further

to the key. Not so the Tavistock example. Its original site was in

the neighbourhood of Buckland Monachorum (already well known for its

inscriptional riches), within about ten miles, across Dartmoor, from
Fardel, on the western outskirts of Roborough Down.

The Latin inscription on the stone, which I shall call the Buckland
biliteral, was observed upwards of forty years ago, by the Rev. E. A.
Bray, Vicar of Tavistock, and described by him, in a letter " from the

library to the drawingroom," by way of contribution to his wife's

charming account of the borders of the Tamar and Tavy, which was
published in the form of a series of letters addressed to the poet

Southey in 1836. Mr. Bray's account of this and of the other in-

scribed stones he describes is highly interesting, not only as a contri-

bution to learning, but as an example of investigation pursued with
delight alike to the inquirer and the reader.

He says :
—

" There is a stone, ........ which may be
found by following the lane leading from the rock on Roborough Down to Buckland
Monachorum till you come to a turning on the right hand that will bring you to a field,

of which it forms the gate-post. I am thus particular in my directions, as, in searching

for it myself, I rambled without success for miles, and that, too, for several days, having
received no further information than that it was a stone in a hedge near Roborough
Down.

" The inscription contains three names ; but it may be doubted whether they all are

the names of individual persons, or whether one may not be _of a professional, and
another of a national description.
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" Various interpretations have suggested themselves. Some of these I shall mention

and leave the reader to determine for himself.

" The grave-stone— ' of Dobunnius Faber, the son of Enabarrus.'
' of Dobunnius the smith,' &c.
' of Faber, one of the Dobuni,' &c.

" If, instead of being a variety in spelling, the reduplication of N signifies the gen.

pi., namely Duboniorum, the figure " might purposely be used for two instead of II,

lest the latter should be taken for the gen. sing, of a person. As there seems to be some
trace of letters at the end of the first line, these might indicate that he was of the second

cohort of the Dobuni.
" Whether, therefore, the name on this stone be that of an individual or of a nation,

it certainly is of British origin. It is by no means improbable that the spot near which

it stands (in the vicinity of Roborough rock) might have been a military station for the

Romans or their auxiliaries and allies, as, from its elevation, it commands an extensive

horizon, including the beacons of Brent Tor, and other Tors on Dartmoor, and is also

within a few miles of Tamerton, probably the ancient Tamare. ;

" In order to get what, I believe, is technically called ' a rubbing,' I have gone over

and over again to the spot where the stone is situated, amply provided with silver paper

(it ought, I am told, to have been tea paper), black-lead, and brushes of various kinds.

But, sometimes owing to the wind, and sometimes to the rain, I was never able

to take anything like an impression, and was forced, therefore, to content myself with

different sketches in pencil, of which I have tried to select the best.

" With a hope of succeeding better at my leisure, and perhaps, also, with the assist-

ance of the sim, when at a certain point in its course, it would illumine only the surface

and throw the letters into shade ..........
I set on foot a negotiation for its transfer to my garden, as a companion to my two other

stones. But though antiquarian covetousness was seconded by beauty, in the person of

one of the daughters of Sir Anthony Buller, who resides near the spot, the farmer was
inexorable, and it there remains as a gate-post to his field.

" I must be allowed to state that on the reverse of the inscription may be seen G. C.

It will add but little to the presumption of my former conjectures, if I venture to suggest

whether this may not stand for Galba Csesave."

Following the indications given by Mr. Bray, I found that the

stone was no longer in the place described, and what had become of it

was unknown ; but it was known that another Buckland Monument,
bearing the inscription Sarini fill Maccodecheti also described by him,

(and of which hereafter) had been removed to the vicarage grounds
at Tavistock, and as the latter had even greater interest for me than
the stone of Dobunnus, I proceeded thither. In the vicarage grounds
I was fortunate enough to find both, and while examining the Mac-
codecheti legend, my companion—Mrs. Ferguson in fact, to whose better

eyes I owe almost all my discoveries in this way—detected the remains

of the Ogham hitherto unnoticed on the "biliteral.'' The stone is

greatly worn, but the substantial part of the nime Enalarr is still

traceable both in the Roman epigraph and in the associated Oghams
on the arris. Here then was the long sought completion by the

Rosetta process of the values of all the letters of the Oghamic alphabet

as formerly in use in South Britain.

The inscription is remarkable as being all in Roman capitals, a

criterion thought to bespeak a higher antiquity than where capitals and
minuscules are intermingled, as is the case in most of the " biliterals "

of South Wales.

I present a cast and photogram of this interesting monument.
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XXVIII.

—

On two Ogham-Inscribed Stones from Ttnnahally, Co.

Kerry. By Eichard Bolt Brash, M. E. I. A.

[Read December 8, 18737]

The Megalithic Department of our Museum has recently received some
important additions, through the instrumentality of our respected

hrother Academician, Dr. Samuel Ferguson, consisting of a number
of Ogham-inscribed stones, lately in possession of the widow of the

late Mr. John "Windele. Two of these memorials I have now the

honour of bringing before the notice of our Academy. In 1848, Mr.

J. Windele, being on an antiquarian tour in Kerry, stopped at Mr.
Foley's inn, atKilorglin, where he was shown by the proprietor an
Ogham-inscribed stone, which he stated had been found in a rath on
his farm at Tinnahally, parish of Kilorglin (Ordnance Map, sheet 57).

Subsequently, another was found in the same spot ; and both were
removed by Mr. "Windele to his residence, near Cork, where I first saw
and copied them. The rath was named Lisnareabah,

Xo. 1.

This is a fine monolith, of a hard, compact clay-slate, measuring

7 ft. 6 in. in length, 15 in. by 6j in. at bottom, and 13 in. by 9 in. at

top. The inscription commences on the left angle, continues round

the head, and down the opposite angle ofthe same face. The characters

are all well cut and legible, with a few exceptions, as follows:

—

imi"
ll/iii"# ,- ll llJr

Mui i m ii/'"
i n '= Bl"'-ii-"/ i i i i i i i i i

A N C M F IT R TJDDR ANNMAQTTICTILIG E I S

The first score of the I in maqi is on the left angle, close to the top, and
the other four were on the head of the stone, and are obliterated ; the

c which follows is also on the head of the stone, very much worn, and
now scarcely traceable, at least in the light afforded by their present

location in the crypt of the Academy House. When I copied it

in the open air at Mr. Windele' s residence, this letter was quite

legible. Between the a and e is a space of 5| inches, now void, and

showing a spawl knocked off. This may have been an original frac-

ture, and may have been passed over by the engraver. The entire

reads as follows :

—

ANCM FURUDDRANN THE SON OF CUXIGENN

The first four characters are a crux. The formula an and anm have
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been found on several monuments, and have been supposed to be the

initials of anam, which signifies "life," "soul." I cannot, howeverr

perceive what bearing this word can have upon such inscriptions as the

above. They are more probably the initials of anaim, which expresses

"to wait, stay, remain, dwell, rest" (O'Eeilly, Ir. Diet.) ; and equi-

valent to our modern " here rests," or, " here lies." We have also

"Ann, there, therein, in the said place" (O'Brien). This ancm:, how-
ever, is a solitary instance, and I cannot offer any conjecture as to its

meaning.

The name ftteuddrajsw, here spelled with a redundancy of conso-

nants, is a very interesting one, as we can identify it not only on another

monument from the same locality, but also in our annals andhagiologies.

In 1849, an Ogham-inscribed stone was discovered at Gortaniaccaree,

and on the ascent of Knocknagappul mountain, which bore the

inscription noak maoi farodran". The "Annals of the Pour Masters "

have the following notices of persons bearing this name : a. d. 642

—

" Puradran, son of Bee, son of Cuanach, chief of Ui-Mic-Uais, died."

a. d. 901—" Furadhran, son of Garbhan, Prior of Cill-Achaidh, died."

a. d. 962—"Puradhran, son of Bece, Lord of Dearlas, was slain by
the Cinel-Eoghain." The death of "Puradran, son of Bee, son of

Cuana," is notedinthe "Chronicon Scotorum," at a.d. 643. This indi-

vidual was descended from Colla-Uais, a. d. 336, according to a gene-

alogy quoted by the Bev. Dr. Beeves, in his Eccl. Ant. of Down and
Connor, p. 297. In a topographical poem by John O'Dugan, published

in the collection of the Irish Archaeological and Celtic Societies, we find

the name of O'Puradhran mentioned as chief over Pionnros, and in a

note, No. 213, the editor states: " Fionn-Ross.—This was the original

name of the district now caUed The Bosses, situated in the barony of

Boylogh and county of Donegal. O'Puradhran is now made Parren
or Porren." The above is a remarkable instance of the succession of

the same names in a family, as we find Puradhran and Bee at the

dates 642 and 962. I cannot presume to identify the name in this

legend; such an attempt would be futile, seeing that it was one

widely diffused, from the remote wilds of Kerry to the northern high-

lands of Donegal.

The patronymic appears to me to read culigek'^. The characters

forming the name are quite distinct ; and, as I have before remarked,

there is a blank space between the letters g and e, which at present

showsno scores, the angle appearing to be damaged ; and it may havebeen
occupied by a second g (double consonants being almost the rule in

Ogham names), or, as I before observed, the damage may have been
original, and the artist may have passed the space over when engraving

the legend. I think, however, there can be little doubt but that the

name is Culigenn, an archaic form of Coligan, a name still frequent in

the south of Ireland, and found in the "Annals of the Pour Masters,"

in the forms of Colcenn and Colgan.
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No. 2.

A pillar of clay-slate, rough and irregular in form, 7 ft. 4 in. in

length, 18 in. by 9 in. at bottom, and 15 in. by 14^ in. at top. The
inscription commences on the left angle, 2 ft. 6 in. from tbe lower

end, and is completed on the front angle of the head, as follows :

—

- nm/ "
'*//' urn ii i ii/ 1 "" """//n' rnn rrni

A N" 31 T G A N N X A C D EGLA5T K"

The principal part of this inscription is perfect, boldly and deeply

cut, the first four characters alone being partially damaged. The a is

perfect. Only one score of the n remains, the rest being carried away
by a fracture. The m is perfect, and also the i. A copy made by Mr.
Windele previous to its removal shows the formula axm as then per-

fect. It is probable that severity miles of land- carriage, from Kilor-

glin to Cork, on a common cart, over hilly roads, and rough handling

with crow-bars, may have damaged the inscriptions on these venerable

monuments. We have next the x character, fulfilling no function

that I can discern excepting that of dividing the inscription, as after

it we have the name of the individual commemorated, gaxx, a name
of the mythic period. He was a king of the Firbolg dynasty, and
one of the five chiefs of that people when they invaded Ireland. They
were "brethren, and their names are given as Slainge, Euraidhe, Gann,
Geanann, and Seangann. They were sons of Dela, the son of Loich, and
their pedigree is given in the Book of Lecain, up to Xeimhid.

A passage from the Book of Ballymote, as translated by the late

Professor Connellan, states, that Gann and Seangann landed at Inbher

Dubhglaise, in the county Kerry, with 2,000 men, and that in the

division of Ireland among the five chiefs, the province of Munster fell

to the lot of Gann and Seangann ; the former possessing the land from

Comar-na-attri-nUisge, "The Confluence of the Three Waters," now
"Waterford Harbour, to Bealach Conglais, now Cork Harbour; and the

latter having his dominions from thence to Limerick (B. B. fol. 16,

L. L. fol. 277). The bardic traditions thus connect the name of Gann
with the southern districts of Munster ; and as it probably became a

usual one, we need not be surprised at meeting with it on one of those

archaic memorials.

It will also be remembered that in a paper read before the

Academy on January 23rd, 1871, "On an Ogham-inscribed stone at

Kilbonane, county of Kerry," I gave some evidence of the existence

of the name Gann, in one of the inscriptions to be found on that re-

markable monument (R. I. A. Proc, Ser. ii. vol. 1, p. 27). The name
is also preserved in several land denominations, as Scartagannon, near

Doneraile, county Cork. In the Index INoniinum of the "Annals of

the Pour Masters'' we meet the name but once in the above form.
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but in that of. Mac Cann, it occurs frequently. As ilcCann andMcGann,
it is still a living one, often met -with. We can recognise this

name in the Gaulish forms of Granna (Gruter, 853, 9), and Grannica

(Momsen, 201).

We have here Mae, the nominative case, in place of the usual

genitive, Maqi. The patronymic is Deglann, a well recognised name
connected with the province of Munster. Declan or Deglan was the

patron saint of the Decies, and flourished at Ardmore, in the fifth

century. It is curious that there is no notice of this remarkable

personage either in the 'Annals of the Four Masters" or in the

"Chronicon Scotorum."

sEK. ii.,vol. t. ror.. lit. and axtiq. 2 E
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XXIX.

—

On an Ogham-inscribed Stone from: Mount Music, Co. Cork
By R. R. Brash, Mill.
[Read February 23, 1874.]

This interesting monument, represented
in the annexed engraving, from iny

drawing, was discovered by the late

Mr. John Windele, of Cork, standing
in a small rocky field on the townland
of Knockourane (Cnoc-oran, i. e., "the
Hill of Song"), in the parish of Kil-

michael, about five miles south-west of

Macroom. The locality will be found
on the Ordnance Survey Map, sheet

Xo. 82. Mr. "Windele' s first information

of this stone was received from the Rev.
M. O'Driscoll, P.R, in the year 1845.

In that year he visited it, accompanied
by the late Mr. Abraham Abell, M.R.I.A.
and again in 1848. It was subsequently

purchased by Mr. Windele, from the

farmer on whose ground it stood, and
was removed to his residence at Cork.

It is now in the possession of his

widow.
It is a nearly square pillar of close,

hard-grained clay-slate, five feet two
inches in length, and nine inches by
eight inches at the centre. The angles

are not sharp, being slightly rounded,

probably from weather wear and the

rubbing of cattle. The inscription oc-

cupies one angle, commencing at eight

inches from the bottom of the stone, and

is continued close to the top. It consists of

twenty-five letters, all perfectly legible,

with the exception of the second last,

the vowel A, which is worn and faintly

expressed. The characters were origi-

nally broadly and deeply cut. This,

and the extreme hardness of the material,

will account for the present good con-

dition of an inscription which appears

to have always stood in the open air.

There can be no doubt but that the .

engravers of Ogham inscriptions had a

thorough knowledge of the nature of the

material on which they worked, as they
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invariably selected the hardest stones. This I can testify after per-

sonal examination of 140 of those monuments. It is quite evident

that this knowledge must have been the result of extended experience.

The inscription obviously reads :

—

AKTNACCANjSTI MAQOT AILLTTATTAN =

(Stone) of Annaccann the son of Ailluattan.

Anhacanh". The name of the person here commemorated we can

identify under the form of Aenagan, in the "Annals of the Pour
Masters," at a. d. 878, 893, 898, and also in the form of Eignechan,

an ancestor of the O'Donnells. Eignechan, the son of Dalaeh, their

progenitor, died in the year 902, or, according to the "Annals of

the Four Masters," in 901. Welsh bardism gives us a mythic per-

sonage, Einagan Gator. An examination of the proper names found
on Ogham-inscribed monuments, will throw considerable light on the

archaic forms of many names to be found in our historic annals. The
modern forms are Hannagan and Sanigan, a name frequently to be
met with in the south of Ireland.

Ailluattan, the other name in the inscription, appears to equate

with one remarkable in the Tuath de Danaan pedigrees, Ealladan, or

Eiathan ; he is described in the " Book of Lecan," fol. 280, as the son

of Dealbaoth, the son of Neid, the son of Indai, the son of Allai, the

son of Thait, the son of Tabairn ; and he is stated to have been the

father of the five great chiefs or demigods of that mysterious people,

namely, " Ogma, the sun-worshipper; Alloth, the charming; Breasal,

of the victorious wreath ; Delbaoth, the undaunted ; and Dagda the

great." Dr. 0' Curry gives us "Ogma of the sun-like face:" "Lec-
tures," p. 289.

Names with the prefixes Al and Ail are very usual in our indices
;

but I have not met with any example of the exact form found in this

legend.

This monument is remarkable as having a well-defined Maltese

cross deeply cut on the original base, where a clear space had been
left, below where the inscription commenced ; this will be evident

from an examination of the accompanying sketch. When discovered,

the cross end was uppermost, and the original head of the stone, with
a portion of its inscription, was buried in the earth. It is quite evi-

dent from this circumstance that the cutting of the cross was subse-

quent to the cutting of the inscription, and that those who appropriated

this memorial to a Christian purpose were either unacquainted with

the nature of the Ogham or held that class of monument in no manner
of reverence, until sanctified by the sacred symbol. The exact same
mode of appropriation has been applied to most of our genuinely cross-

marked Ogham memorials, as Aglish, Ballinahunt, and Gowran, in

Ireland; and Trallong and Tycoed in Wales ; on all of which the cross

has been cut on the original bases of the stones.

{See next paper.")
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XXX.

—

On an Ogham- inscribed Stone prom Mount Music, Co. Cork.

A letter addressed to the Secretary of the Academy by Samuel
Ferguson, LL. D., Q. C, Vice-President.

[Read 23rd February, 1874.]

20, North Great George's-street,

Dublin, 2nd Feb. 1874.

Dear Sir, —My friend Mr. Brash has sent me the enclosed paper

on an Ogham-inscribed stone from Knockauran, now in the possession

of Mrs. Windele at Cork, which I wish you to be kind enough to pro-

cure Council's permission to read at the next meeting of the Academy.
It is possible I may not be able myself to attend the meeting, and,

as the inscription is one on which I am able to add something that

seems to me to be of interest, to what Mr. Erash communicates, I will

so far trespass on your goodness as to ask you, after reading Mr. Brash's

remarks, to read also the following from me :

—

I agree that the principal name is Annaccanni, although to some
eyes it might appear as Annaccasni, the difference being due to the

obscurity of one digit in the antepenultimate group. Supposing it to

be the representative of the Aenagan and JEigneghan of the manuscripts

it will be for philologists to say whether the Oghamic form, according

to their conceptions, betokens an earlier or a later date. On this sub-

ject I may observe that, within the range of my own observation, I

have nowhere met a distinct example of the letter h in any lapidary

Ogham text ; and that if the vocalic change of ae or ei into a should be
held to tell a tale of modern innovation, the absence of the h would
seem to point the other way. I invite the consideration of philolo-

gists to this topic, because in the Ogham text last submitted by Mr.
Brash to the Academy [ante, p. 1 88], the form Declenn drew attention,

from its apparently evidencing a change posterior to the use of the name
as found in manuscripts, that is in the form Deglan ; and I would wish
to ask is it true that a in the one case or c in the other can be shown,

on any settled phonetic principles, to be more modern respectively

than ce, ei, and g ? for, if so, we ought, in these characteristics, to have
a pretty certain guide to the dates of the objects.

More difficulty attends the group of characters which Mr. Brash

takes to be the patronymic. I conceive that what is taken for the two
distinct groups u and a (three notches and one notch separably) is the

single vowel of five consecutive notches, i, and think I discern all the

members of the group on the paper cast to which I refer. This would
yield so far the combination Aillitt—and it seems not improbable to me
that what remains is the termination ofsome form ofAiliter— seemingly

spelled Aillittar, "a pilgrim." Certainly, I would find excessive dim-
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culty in accepting it as the supposed proper name Ailluattan. I agree

that the penultimate a is indistinct, but I think I see it also, and that

the penultimate group itself in its' terminal digits looks more like n

thanr; but I observe—what makes it impossible that it should be n,—
that its initial digits extend far across the arris, and that so definitely

as to force the conclusion that these are either the rudera of an

original r, or some combination of ^7 with three following digits not

capable of any rational assimilation (unless possibly they be meant,

collectively, formal) ; and I think there are examples of the terminal r

elsewhere, inscribed in its initial parts distinctly across the stem-line

and running off in its terminal parts to one side of it.

If this be a form of Ailiter, we shall be under no necessity to tax

our powers of imagination to account for the accompanying cross. It

is only necessary for me, on this part of the subject, after what I have
already put forward, here and elsewhere, to say that I do not concur

in the theory, that this cross—or the cross in general, on such monu-
ments—is otherwise than of contemporaneous origin with the associated

inscription ; and that I do not conceive that any evidence has been ad-

duced to showthat this particularmonumentwas designed to stand other-

wise than it appears to have been standing when first found. As a pillar,

one end or the other must have been buried in the earth to such a

depth as to conceal some of the characters ; and that this should be so

need excite no surprise when we remember that the Ogham on the

pillar-stone of Eochaid Argthach was inscribed on the end of the pillar

that was fotalamh, "under the ground."*

The Maltese Cross appears to be associated with other commemora-
tions of pilgrims. Two such crosses are appended to the Maumanorigh
inscription near Dingle, the concluding characters of which seem to

read Nalilter ; and a cross of the same character occupies the field of

the circle representing the terrestrial globe over which the pilgrim

paces, with his staff in his hand, in the curious design copied by Mr.
Du Noyer from a sculptured stone at St. Grobinet's, in Cork.

I have as yet said nothing of the intermediate group, read

Maqi, but take this occasion to indicate something observable

in it, which, if my eyes do not deceive me, is also observable

in the group which has been read maqi on the " Furuddran" Tina-

hally pillar. [Ante, p. 186]. I refer to the apparent protrac-

tion, in finer lines, of the digits which, if not prolonged across the

arris but confined to its upper margin, would sound q; but which, if

carried over and extended beyond it, would have the force of r. In
the Tinahally example the prolongations are more definite than in the

case before us, and that half of the composition which would yield q
being boldly and distinctly cut, suggests very persuasively that some
double or alternative reading is intended. Here the distinction is not

* Another example of a buried reading is found in the Breastagh monument. See

post, page 201.
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so marked. The protractions are sufficiently visible at the commence-
ment of the group, hut become less distinct at its termination. Still

they are there ; so that, in at least one course of reading, the group

bears the appearance of having been intended to sound Mark a sound
that may have more signification if we associate with it the .vowels

immediately following, Mariai. But, in doing so, we should trench on

the commencement of Aillittar (or whatever other sound the last com-
bination of digits may represent), unless it be that in this, as in other

kinds of sepulchral and titular writing, the use of "iterates" has been
practised, that is of letters serving the double purpose of terminating

one word and beginning the next, as, in numismatics, Edgarex = Edgar
Rex. Then, whether Mari alone should serve to express the name,
or whether a double reading be intended, the tenor of the whole,

assuming that some form of Ailiter is before us, would go to com-
memorate some " Pilgrim ofMary ,

" or "Pilgrim of the Son of Mary,"
viz :

—

Annacanni Magi Mari Aillittar - Annaccann\_us\ Filii Maria? Peregriuus.

This interpretation will disclose more clearly the sense in which I

sometime ago—although to an audience who did not seem to appre-

hend its relevancy—suggested the Maqi to be used, in the equally

significant legend :
—

Togittacc Maqi Sagarettos,

Toyitacm* Filii Sacerdos.\

I submit a cast, and a photogram from the cast, of the original, that

the Academy may judge with its own eyes whether the peculiar fea-

tures I have described really exist or not ; and I invite such of the

members as may be willing to venture into the crypt at this season, to

make a careful inspection of the group of digits on the Tinahally stone,

which I conceive exhibits the same singularity of arrangement. The
Tinahally pillar will be found rested on the further trestles in the first

bay on the right. It will also be proper to compare the reproductions

5 This name, Togittacc, appears in agreat variety of Oghamic forms, thestudy of which

might possiblv tri ve grounds for determining whether these or the MS. forms, Toicthrg and

Toicthuic are the earlier. See observations on the name, in a letter addressed by the

writer in 187*2 to Mr. Prim, and published in the Journal of the Royal Hist, and Archteol

.

Assoc, of Ireland, 4th ser., Vol. II., p. 229, to which I would add a further example of its

application to a female, furnished by the acuteness of Mr. Rhys, who, in his recent

inspection of inscribed stone monuments in Wales (including no less than fifteen Oghamic
hiliterals), clears up the old Tunc Cetace vxsor Daari hie jacit, at St. Nicholas, near

Fishguard, by observing :
—" The stone reads Tunccetace uxsnr Daari hie jacit. This

lady's name would now be Tynghedog. . . . The attempt to reduce tunc, taken to be the

Latin adverb, to a compatibility of tense with jacit, is quite uncalled for." I cite the

reprint from the Qirnarvon and Denbigh Herald of November 29th, and December 6th

1873, and take this occasion of expressing my respect for the great learning and zeal

exhibited in this valuable contribution to British palaeography.

f If Sagarettos be a genitive, the foundation of this speculation fails, so far as it

rests on the Cahirnagat legend. Are these os terminations, genitives or nominatives ?
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of the inscription more immediately under our notice with the drawing
which accompanies Mr. Brash's paper. I can assure the Academy that

this drawing is as close a representation as any hand-drawn copy they

are ever likely to receive can well be expected to be. Yet they will,

if they see with my eyes, observe how very differently the digits look

in the conventionalized form given them in the one, and in their

genuine shapes, degrees of distinctness, and relations to the stem-line,

as disclosed in the other. Were it not that a criterion so indisputable

lies before us, I would not venture to question a line of the drawing
without the profoundest self-distrust ; for. if I have learned anything

in these investigations, it is the knowledge, ever present to my mind,

of my own fallibility, and a high respect for the impres?ions of other

and more experienced observers.

I say "if," because, whilethe reading I suggest is reconcilable with
the appearances, it may be erroneous. All that I venture positively to

affirm respecting the inscription is that, to my eye, the q of the sup-

posed Muqi appears like an abraded r ; that the vowel before tt seems
distinctly enough to be i ; and that the final group is not reconcilable

with the reading which would make it represent n.

I may add as a curious pendant to this communication that the

reason why this Knockauran inscription isnot now among the Academy's
collection is, that the late Mr. TVindele, in his lifetime, expressed a

wish that it should be erected over his own grave. His family design-

ing, at some time, to comply with that desire, have consequently

retained it out of the general collection which they disposed of to the

Academy. Mr. Windele does not appear himself to have regarded the

inscription as at all decypherable ; but his imagination was taken with
the appositeness of the cross associated with the written mystery ; and
if the accompanying inscription really bear the meaning which I have
ventured to suggest, it will not be doubted that a more appropriate

monument could hardly have been found for this earnest and pious-

hearted antiquary.

I am, my dear Sir,

Very faithfully yours,

Samuel FKEersox.
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XXXI.

—

On ax Ogham-inscribed Pillar-Stone, at Ballycrovane,

Co. Cork. By Bichard Bolt Brash, M. B. I. A.

[Read April 27, 1874.]

This remarkable monument is

situated on the shore of Ballycro-

yane Bay, an inlet at the entrance

of the great estuary of the Ken-
mare river, in the townland of

Faunkil-and-the-Woods, barony
of Bere, Co. Cork. (Ordnance
Map, Sheet 101.)

I visited this locality under
the guidance of the Bev. John
Halahan, rector of Castletown.

Starting from the latter place, our

road lay through the mountains
for a distance of six miles, which
brought us to a high elevation

overlooking the bay of Kenmare.
Here the scenery was exceedingly

grand and impressive. To the

left towered the lofty range of

Slieve-Miskish, stretching along

the bay and appearing to rise

almost from the water's edge; to

the right, the Caha Mountains,

tending away towards Ardgroom
;

beneath us, the sheltered and
almost land-locked bay of Bally-

crovane, its wavelets sparkling in

the sunbeams, and its encircling

shores looking grim and rocky

with patches of bright green be-

tween its stony ridges. Xot a

tree, and scarce a shrub, was to

be seen in the entire of the exten-

sive landscape spread out before

us, which gave the whole an ap-

pearance of loneliness and seclusion

peculiarly oppressive.

Descending the mountain road

we came to a stone-built fort, or

cashel, on the left hand, situated

in the townland of Bofickill. It

is about 50 feet in diameter, and
was enclosed by a rampart of dry-

stone-masonry, now much dilapi-
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dated, but in some portions showing work of a good character. About
the centre of the internal area we found an entrance to underground
chambers, but, having no lights, we were unable to examine them.
Turning off the Kenmare road, about half a mile below the fort, we
took a narrow, rugged trackway, scarcely passable for a car, leading

down to the coast-guard station, which stands at the extremity of

the bay ; and, as we descended, we had our first view of the great

monument, an engraving of which, from my drawing, is given on the

opposite page.

It stands on a flat-topijed, rocky knoll, about a furlong from the

shore, and which has an elevation of about 40 ft. The stone is in

height 17-g- ft. above ground; breadth, near bottom, 3 ft. 6 ins.
;

thickness, 1 ft. 6 ins., tapering to 1 ft. 10 ins. by 6 ins. at top. It is

a rough, unhewn monolith of hard compact clay-slate. One of the

coastguards, a most intelligent man, named Fox, who procured us
ladders and assisted me in measuring, assured me that he had dug to

the bottom of the stone and found that it was eight feet under ground,
and resting on the natural rock. Around its base are several loose

stones. At present it leans considerably out of the perpendicular ; its

inscribed face looks towards the bay, the point of the compass being

S. S. W.

The legend, which is cut on the left hand angle of the same face,

commences at 3 ft. from the ground level, and occupies a length of

8 ft. 3 ins. The characters are, with two exceptions, quite legible

;

and, though much weather-worn, they appear to have been originally

deeply cut, and are as follows :
—

MAQ I DE C CEDDASAF I TOE AN

The first four characters are perfectly distinct. The second score

of the fifth (d) is faint, but legible. Letters 6, 7, and 8 are also

distinctly marked. Two of the vowel digits of the 9th are much
weather-worn, and scarcely discernible ; but as the space exists for

them, and as that space could be occupied by no other letter than an
e, which also is necessary in the proper orthography of a name which
we at once recognise, I am fully justified in restoring it to its original

value. Letters 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 are perfectly legible. Be-

tween 15 and 17 is a space of eight inches, at present occupied by two
vowel digits. Five inches of the angle next 1 5 is rounded and weather-

worn. This space would exactly contain the three missing digits of

the vowel i. That this was the value of the character there can be no

doubt, for the vacant space could not have been occupied by a con-

sonant, as the angle is so slightly worn that such could not have been

obliterated ; and also, where we find i repeated on other parts of the

angle it occupies exactly the same space. Besides the value I have
SER. 11., VOL. I., POL. LIT. AND ANT1Q. 2 F
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here given it is consistent with the other letters forming the word or

prefix. The rest of the letters of this legend are perfectly legible. The
entire reads

—

MAQI EECCEDDA SAEI TOEANIAS.

We have here names and forms familiar to us.

Deccedd has been found on several of our Ogham -inscribed monu-
ments, and almost invariably preceded by maqi. Thus, at Ballintag-

gart, Co. Kerry, we find one which gives us maqi nECCEDA. On the

monument from Gortnagullanagh, in the same county, now in the
lapidary collection of our museum, we have itaqoj decceda. On one
of two inscribed pillars, found in the rath of Dunbell, Co. Kilkenny,
by the Rev. James Graves and J. G. Prim, decqedda. In this instance

a q is used in place of the second c—a course sometimes adopted by
the engravers of these inscriptions ; and, lastly, this familiar name is

to be found on a pillar-stone at Killeen-Cormac, an ancient cemetery
of the Keel type, on the borders ofthe Co. Kildare, adjoining"Wicklow.

(See R. I. A. Proceedings, Vol. IX. p. 253). But, stranger still, the

identical name and form now under notice is to be seen in the old

churchyard of Penrhos Lygwy, in Anglesea, cut on a monumental
stone in Roman capitals of an ancient type, which reads as follows :

—

HTC IACIT MACCTJ DECETI.

Toeani is the son of Deccedd, named in our legend. Tor, in Irish,

signifies " a prince or sovereign chief." It enters into the composi-

tion of many old names, as Torbenn, Torbach, Tordelvac. I may
say the identical name is to be found in the Martyrology of Donegal,

as Toranan, an abbot of Bangor, who died a.d. 634, and whose festival

is the 12th June. The Gaulish form is Turrani (Orel. 6699) ; the

Etruscan, Turonia (Lanzi, v. ii., p. 351).

In this example we have the genitive termination as, one of several

unusual case-endings found in Ogham inscriptions, and which have
yet to be considered by Irish scholars. This form we find in cassittas,

on a stone from Gurranes, Co. Cork; inEECiAS, on a monumental pillar

at Dunmore, Co. Kerry, and on one from Roovesmore, Co. Cork ; and
in beannittas, on a stone from Dunbell, Co. Kilkenny.

The term safi gives us, I think, a clue to the profession of Torani.

I consider it to be an archaic form of Saoi = a sage, wise man,
Brehon. It appears on the " Druides" stone at Killeen-Cormac, as

saeei ; on a stone from the rath-cave of Burnfort, Co. Cork, as sagi;

as also on a pillar-stone at Cahernagat, Co. Kerry. These forms are

worthy the attention of our philologists : particularly sagi ; Gaulish

form, Safveia (Orel. 3031).

Several copies of this legend, now under consideration, some of

which have been published, are in my hands. The original discoverer

of the monument was the late Mr. John Windele, in September, 1849.
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A drawing of it illustrates a paper contributed by him to the first

vol. of " The Ulster Journal of Archaeology." The drawing is not
very correct, and the inscription less so. He gives it (as may be seen

at page 43), omitting the second score of the fifth letter (d), as also

the double d and the final s, with other errors.

In Mr. Gr. V. Du Noyer's collection of Drawings, in the Aca-
demy's library, Vol. I. ISTo. 38, will be found a drawing of this monu-
ment, from a sketch by the Right Rev. Dr. Graves, Bishop of Limerick,

the inscription on which is substantially the same as my own copy,

the only differences being that I have given the vowel value e to the

ninth character, and the value of i to the sixteenth, the reasons for

which I have already stated. The difference of the reading given by
the Bishop is scarcely of any moment ; he gives deccodda for my
deccedda, and safa for my safi.

Decced became a great tribe-name in Munster. Our bardic

Annals gives us the forms Deag and Deagad. The Clanna Deagaid

became a powerful people in West Munster, and gave two kings,

Ederscel and Conaire Mor, to the throne of Tara. I have much to

say on this interesting subject, but must defer it for the present.

This much we must admit, that this remarkable and warlike tribe

have left their venerable monuments rather plentiful in the south of

Ireland, particularly in their native seat, Munster.

I should have before remarked, that this name has been found in

several other localities in a slightly different form. Thus, in that

wonderful megalithic library in the Cave of Dunlo, near Killarney,

we find a lintel stone 9 ft. long, having a lengthened inscription,

which gives us dego maqj mtjcot, &c. Upon a great monolith, 12 ft.

long, now standing near St. .Olan's "Well, county Cork, we find no

haqi dego. This fine pillar-stone was taken out of a rath-cave on the

townland of Coolineagh, parish of Aghabullog. Again, the great

find in the cave at Drumlohan, county Waterford, present us with an
inscription, which gives us deago maqi muco(i). The old scribes

we know used c and g commutably.

By the help of these last three examples we can trace the Degacli

from their first landing in the extreme south-west of Munster,

through the counties of Kerry, Cork, and "Waterford, up the valley

of the Suir, into Kilkenny, and from thence to the borders of Wick-
low, at Killeen-Cormac. So far we can identify their progress by
their Ogham- inscribed memorials ; but we can trace them still farther.

We find them on the sea coasts of Wicklow, as we know that

the mouth of the Vartrey river was anciently named Inhher Degaid ;

and that two tribes named Ui Deagha Mor and Ui Deaghct Beg, were

located on the same shores. Did they not cross into Anglesea, and

cannot we thus account for the inscription at Penrhros Lygwy ?

There can be no question as to this great and truly venerable

monument having been erected to perpetuate the memoiy of some

very remarkable personage. The feelings of affection and veneration
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with which he was regarded must have been powerful indeed to have
induced them to encounter the great labour of procuring a stone

of such ponderous magnitude, 25-^ ft. in length, to convey it to this

spot, and to drag it to the top of this rocky knoll. The labour of

erecting it must have been a herculean one. Even with all our

modern engineering appliances it would be a serious work ; how
much more to a people who had little aid beyond brute force. There
can, I think, be no question that the people who erected this great

memorial pillar came from seaward, and were a colonizing race.

In this picturesque land-locked bay of Ballycrovane they came
ashore, and probably made their first settlement. Why did they
select this wild, remote, and rocky district ? Perhaps, because the

more fertile districts were thickly inhabited, and they may not have
felt themselves powerful enough to make a hostile descent upon
a populous shore. At that period the now bare mountains and coasts

were forest-grown. These supplied them with game, the sea teemed
with fish, and from thence they could reconnoitre the more inviting

neighbourhoods, previous to pushing their way inland. Here proba-

bly their great chief and lawgiver died
;
perhaps he was the leader

of their expedition, and here, on the spot of their landing, looking

out on the sea, which had borne them to their new homes, they
appropriately erected the huge memorial pillar of him they so much
venerated.

The bay of Kenmare, upon the shore of which this great monu-
ment stands, is stated by many authorities to be the Inbher-Sgene of

the bardic legends, famous for the landing of the Milesians or Gaedhil,

Whether this estuary, or that of Dingle, was the scene of this trans-

action, there can be no doubt that the former was the theatre of

remarkable events connected with the early occupation of the south of

Ireland. On the western side, and near the mouth of the bay, on
Derrynane strand, stands an Ogham-inscribed pillar- stone ; higher

up, at the same side, and nearly opposite Ballycrovane, is the great

prehistoric stone-built fortress of Staigue ; higher up still, and
about three miles from the shore, stands the stone circle of Derrygur-
rane, with its great overthrown Ogham-inscribed pillar ; and nu-

merous other remarkable megalithic remains are to be found along

both shores of the bay, nearly up to the town of Kenmare.
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XXXII.

—

On a recently-discovered Ogham. Inscription at Breas-

TAGH, IN THE COUNTY OF MAYO. By SAMUEL FERGUSON, L.L.D., V. P.

[Read June 8, 1874.]

This monument exists on the lands of Breastagh (Ordnance Map of

Mayo, sheet 15), in the parish of Templemurry, and barony of Tiraw-

ley, 350 j^ards from the hamlet of Millaghnacross, to the west of the

road leading northward from Killala to Foghill and Killcummin. It is

not marked on the Ordnance Map, but lies centrally among several

groups of Cromlechs, which are indicated in the same lands of Breas-

tagh, and in the adjoining lands of Carbadmore and Rathfran.

The names of these localities will recall associations of interest, and
may invite to long historic retrospect. Rathfran was undoubtedly a

residence of Amalgaid, or Awley, the cotemporary of Patrick, from
whom the barony takes its name, and in Foghill we probably have
some trace, in its northern limits, of that wood of Fochlaidh, celebrated

in all the lives of the saint :• for it is worthy of remark that we are here

in the centime of the tract called Caille Connail, from that Conall, grand-

son of Awley, from whom, in the Tripartite Life—as from his father

Endeus, in the other lives— Patrick is said to have first heard of the

existence in reality of the wood of Fochlaidh of his vision. The other

places in the neighbourhood connecting it with the family of Awley,
are Fersad Tresi, a mile to the south-east, where Awley' s wife Tresi was
drowned in the creek of Rathfran ; and Kilcummin, the foundation of

his grandson Cummin Foda, two and a-half miles to the north-east.

Dun Finne also, six miles further north, near the present village of

Ballycastle, was the scene of the capture of the " three Maols," who in

the second generation after Awley, were put to death for the murder of

his grand-nephew, Bishop Ceallagh, son of Eoghan Bel, son of Dathi,

Awley's elder brother. Their reputed sepulchre, a perfect Cromlech,

exists at Ballina, twelve miles to the south, and possibly reflects some
light on the epoch to which we should refer the Cromlechs surrounding

the locality of this inscription.

Its existence was unknown in modern times, until the month of

April in the present year, when W. K. Dover, Esq., an English gentle-

man temporarily resident at Castle Connor, in exploring the neighbour-

ing megalithic remains, observed the great prostrate pillar-stone, and,

on closer examination, recognized the Ogham characters on one of its

exposed angles. He communicated his discovery to A. G. More, Esq.,

M. R. I. A., who was good enough to make it known to me, and the result

was, that, accompanied by Mr. Dover, I visited the spot on Whit-
Monday and Whit-Tuesday last, and took the casts which I have now
the honour to exhibit to the Academy.

These were not obtained without much labour, a great part of one

day being spent in turning over the stone, so as to expose an angle of

the lower face, on which it was apparent that other Ogham characters

existed. For this purpose, the earth had to be dug away along the
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western side, and the force of six men with three powerful levers

applied to the other. The dimensions of the stone will account for the

force employed. It is, 'in its extreme measurement, nearly twelve feet

long by two and a-half feet broad, and two feet thick ; solid contents,

about sixty cubic feet ; approximate weight, four and a half tons.

Its position is not elevated or otberwise remarkable. In relation to

the Cromlech on the north, and to Mullaghnacross and the small deno-
mination of Fallataggart, on the south, it is in a hollow. Neither does

there appear any trace of a surrounding enclosure or of adjoining inter-

ments : but it lies over what seems to be a grave, at the southern end of

which it has formerly stood, as may be inferred from the remains of the

cavity at that end, from the friable nature of the soil which was exca-

vated, and from the position of a slight elevation marked by lines of

stones, lying north and south, on which it rested.

The cavity in which its base had formerly been planted was
covered over with the vegetable soil which, before the stone was
turned, covered also one-fourth of the whole upper surface. An
iron screw-bolt, with its nut, was found in removing the earth ; but it

was explained by the bystanders that a forge had formerly stood at a

little distance, from which, as the bolt was turned up within a few
inches of the surface, it probably proceeded.

The extent of inscribed arris at first visible was four feet : when, by
turning the stone, the under angle was brought to light, and the whole
length of both arrises exposed, traces of Ogham were observable

through a total length of not less than eighteen feet, being by far the

longest legend yet discovered in that kind of writing : but, unfortu-

nately, throughout much the greater portion of its extent, so worn and
abraded as to be almost, and, indeed, in considerable parts, altogether

illegible.

The inscription, as the stone originally stood, occupied the two
arrises of the eastern face. On that to the north, it begins at four feet

from the bottom, and reads in the usual manner upwards. No traces

now remain from which it can be said to have been continued over the

top : but along the opposite or southern arras it exists, either as a con-

tinuation or as an independent legend, from end to end, through an

extent of nearly eleven feet.

Out of such a copious display of material, it is mortifying to have

to state that the only portion of which I can offer an absolutely clear

exposition is the commencement of the legend on the northern side:

—

MAQ, COKRBRI MAQ A * *

Nothing can be clearer than that the person commemorated is one

of the family of Corbri, son of some one whose name commences with

the letter a ; and it is also plain that this initial a is followed by two
oblique digits crossing the arris, which may either stand conjointly for

g or separately for mm. ; for they are twice as widely spaced as a normal

g might be expected to be found here, having regard to the spacing of

the other associated groups of stem-crossing digits ; and, if the artist
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desired to express mm, there is no other way of doing it, so far as I

know, than by engraving the two constituent digits of g with a suffi-

cient distance between to show that they are to be separately regarded.

What will weigh, however, more than a possibly accidental disparity in

the spacing, is the fact that these digits are followed by others certainly

expressing xla or llo ; and that no Irish proper name is known to

commence with the letter-collocation agll. Were this an Anglo-Saxon
legend, one might accept agllo as a probable beginning of some such

name as Agllobert for Egilbert ; and indeed the name, whatever it be,

terminates with t. But the great unlikelihood of an Egilbert having
left a son Corbri throws us back on the duplicated m as the more
acceptable reading.

What, then, shall we make of ammllo, followed by the imperfect

digits and erosions of the surface which occupy the next nine inches of

space leading up to the terminal t ? The name which will at once pre-

sent itself for identification, is Awley in its ancient form of Amalgaid.
But, to educe a corresponding sound from the text, we should have a

vowel before the duplicated m ; and in the text there is no trace of any
other letter, nor, indeed, room for a single notch between the duplicated

m's and l's which follow the initial a. And this difficulty holds equally

if we compare the Ogham with another form of the name of Awley
found in Tirechan's annotations, viz., Amolngid; and if the matter
rested here, one would be almost driven to recoil from the half-opened

doorway. But the forms of this singular name are not yet exhausted.

Duald Mac Firbis, in his "Genealogies of the Saints," in tracing the

pedigree of Cronan Mac Aengusa, derives him from Sedna, son of Am-
longda, being Amlongad in the genitive, and adds, " otherwise 'Amal-
gaid,' son of Fiachra, &c." Here, if we adopt the characteristic taste

of our Irish " Rune-smiths," of duplicating the consonants, we have
ammllongad in comparison, with ammllo t of the Ogham, and
it only remains to inquire whether the traces still existing in the hiatus

of the latter text be consistent with the presence there originally of the

digits and notches equivalent to ng, together with some vowel, probably

an i. In all the MS . keys to the Ogham, the sound of ng is represented

by a group of three oblique digits crossing the line ; and, in fact, one
such group exists in another part of the inscription before us ; so that,

most probably if ng were formerly here, we might reasonably look

for remains of such oblique digits in the interspace. I know how
deceitful is the vision of an investigator where the image already exists

on the retina of the mind's eye, and go no farther than to declare my
inability to discern any traces not reconcilable with the actual pre-

sence of such digits followed by the notches expressing the vowel i

before the t of the termination. And this t, it appears to me, is dupli-

cated, giving the resultant ammllojtcitt, as against the amlongad of

the author transcribed by Mac Firbis.

But it may have occurred to my hearers to ask why I do not rather

turn to the opposite side of the pillar, where the name of the child or

descendant of this Corbri may be expected to be found ; for, if it be
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Cairbre, son of Awley, whose name we have before us, we know that

he had a daughter, called by Mac Firbis "Sere," and a son Ninnidh, and
if either of these can be found in tbe introductory part of the legend,

caclit questio. Alas, I have been compelled to begin with " Corrbri,"

because his name is the only part of the text that affords footing of any
substantial solidity. The true commencement of the legend has been
long buried underground, and is now, for a distance of nearly six feet

from the bottom of the pillar, where the name of the subject might be
expected to be found, hopelessly erased. In one course of reading,

faint traces, not inconsistent with remains of eec, may still be distin-

guished, but preceded by two digits only making l, or possibly bb,

where our quest would require four, making s; and these two digits

are so well marked that it is hard to believe they ever had associates

which could have so entirely disappeared. Independently, therefore,

of the Maq, which I would at present suppose to imply a son, and not

a daughter, and the probability that Sere would be entombed at her own
oratory at Itosserc, and not here in a seemingly unconsecrated place,

I am compelled, if not to discard, yet to lay to one side, the idea of

Sere, daughter of Cairbre, son of Awley, being the person here com-
memorated. Neither do the traces which remain show more than one

possible n ; so that Ninnidh seems conclusively out of the case. "What

then remains ? There are still four and a half feet of the text of the

south arris comparatively uninjured; and this, if we were sure of the

course of reading, might reasonably be expected to yield something in-

telligible. But, in the absence of the usual catch-words, there is nothing

to inform us whether it is to be read from below upward, or from above

downward, or from a stand-point to the right, or from one to the left, of

the line. It will also be borne in mind that there are no word-divisions

;

and that the text may begin with part of one word and end with part

of another, or even with part of a letter ; also that it may be part of a

string of proper names, or possibly may contain some designation or

name of office. I fancy it cannot be part of a pedigree ; for, if it were,

some form of Maqi would be present, and at once give the clue to the

course of reading. There seems, therefore, no means of getting at the

sound but the expedient, clumsy as it is, of trial by position, viz. :

—

1st. Prom top \ Prom right of arris : la.scestged[tt]lc.

downward. j From left of arris : dacsejStgel[tj]ds.

2nd. Prom bottom ( Prom right of arris : cl[u]bengecsal.

upwards. / From left of arris : sd[u]le:ntgescab.

The last seems the likeliest result. It reads upwards, and from

the same side as the opposite line of digits, where we have the help of

Maq to guide us ; also in the same course as lebc. It looks Irish, and

possibly might, rejecting the s, be made to yield a signification ; but in

the presence of those better qualified to judge, I hesitate to tread further

on ground so slippery. It will be seen that the several vowels, and the

ng are constant. This arises from the vowel-notches undergoing no

alteration by change of the reader's position in reference to the stem-
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line, and from, the three stem- crossing digits = tsg sounding alike either

way. In this view, the s might be the terminal of a preceding name
in IAS ; and, bearing the analogy of eecias in mind, one cannot but
cast a wistful glance on seec in that form.

However this may be, I may observe that this is the first time in

my experience that I have seen the no of the MS. keys in a lapidary

inscription ; and that I now desire to withdraw the mark of interro-

gation over that combination of digits in the lapidary alphabet which
I have published.

I have but to add, for the guidance of any one who may essay the

task of extracting another, and possibly a truer, meaning from these

digits, that the space occupied by the vowel v is wide enough to have
been originally filled with four or five additional notches, and that

the terminal character at the top is faint, and may have been a

duplicate of the penultimate.

I own my first impression was, that the e:ntgel of the second reading

gave the key to the rest of the text, and that it was either ecclesiastical

(0776^05), or national, and referred to the country of some Egilbert

disguised under those strange combinations which follow the second

Maq. The considerations which have led me to dwell in preference

on the interpretation looking to the house of Awley, and the period of

the second generation from him, which would bring us to the begin-

ning of the sixth century, rest mainly on the name of Cairbre, which
certainly is not a likely name to have been bestowed by an Anglo-
Saxon on his son, even in those ages when Mayo was so frequented by
students of that nation as to earn the designation of " Mayo of the

Saxons."

While this pillar bears the longest Ogham legend yet dis-

covered, it is itself second in bulk only to that great monument
at Ballycrovane, in West Cork, lately described to the Academy
by Mr. Brash. (See ante, page 196.) It carries the examples of

Ogham writing an additional step northward, and is remarkable as

having part of its inscription, like that on the " Coirthe" of Pothad
Airgthech, on the end which was in the ground. It is worthy of note

that, in the story of Mongan, the locality of Fothadh's pillar was in

Antrim. Mr. Wakeman has found an Ogham in Fermanagh, and I

have heard of others in Longford and Sligo : so that probably we may
yet have contributions to this curious chapter in palaeography from
every county of Ireland, as well as from the Shetland and Orkney
islands, from Scotland, Wales, and Devon.

I cannot but recall the pleasure I have experienced in travelling

through the region between Ballina and the site of the Ogham-
inscribed stone of Breastagh. Leaving Ballina, one passes, on the

wayside to the right, the Well of Patrick, in which he baptized
Eochaid, son of Dathi, cousin of Cairbre, of whom I have been treat-

ing ; and, turning a couple of hundred yards to the left, passes

under the ruined walls of Kilmore-Moy to the rock of Liag, and sees
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on its western face, as indicated in the Tripartite, the very cross in-

scribed in the circle, which the Irish text states was "made" by
Patrick. Proceeding towards Killala, we see to the left Mullaghfarry,

the forradh, or assembly-place of Awley, where Patrick baptized that

prince, his sons, and multitudes of his people. Then comes on the right

Cross Patrick, the scene of his contest with the Hy-Fiachran Druids,

with its Ail na rf dhriiaidh, where the lives relate the fall of his anta-

gonists. Then comes Killala ; and passing onwards towards Fersad

Tresi, we see on the right of the road, opposite the demesne of Castle-

rea, the remains of Kilgobbin, with what the people allege was the

lime-kiln of the Goban Saer, by whom the round tower of Killala

was huilt. But they say that, although the master-mason prepared

the topstone for the tower, it was never set up, but remains to this

day beside the lime-kiln, where certainly there is a stone of a trun-

cated conical shape, having a circular cavity on the top, as if for the

reception of some finial, though possibly it may be the rude font of

the primitive church, from which the place takes its name.
In all these peregrinations one moves in what our oldest books

allege to be the footsteps of Patrick, and everywhere meets the same
pious and gentle-mannered people as those whom he may be supposed

to have gone amongst more than fourteen hundred years ago. Such
excursions give occasion to various kinds of learning, not the least

valuable of which is the knowledge and love of the people. The
preservation of monuments likely to attract men of literary and
general culture to distant parts of the country, is an object as

valuable in a social as in a scholastic sense. Two of the monuments
referred to in this Paper are eminently attractive, and equally im-

perilled. The sculpture reputed to be from the hand of Patrick, at

Liag, and of which I exhibit a cast, will soon be overlaid by inter-

ments, which already partly cover the top of the rock that bears it.

The Ogham-inscribed stone of Breastagh, if exposed on the flat for

another winter, may be split by the wedge of the frost, if it escape the

crowbar of the churl. I appeal to the ecclesiastics, who can control

the burials at Liag, to prohibit further interments against the face of

the rock which bears the reputed sign-manual of the Irish Apostle

;

and I appeal to the Boyal Irish Academy to re-erect, and take steps

for the future preservation of the magnificent Ogham monument now
lying prostrate on the lands of Breastagh.

[Note.— Steps have been taken by the Academy to secure the re-erection of the

Breastagh monument.]

In order to bring toe/ether the several papers on the subject of Oghamic
loiiting, read in the Sessions 1872-3 and 1873-4, so as to issve them in one number

( = pp. 157-206), some of the other papers have been necessarily displaced from
their proper chronological sequence. They will note follow in order.—Ed.
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XXXIII.

—

On an Ogham-inscribed Stone (No. 1.) at Monataggart,

Co. Cork. By Samuel Ferguson, LL. D., Q. C, Vice-President.

[Read November 9, 1874.]

This legend, which, was the suhject of Paper XXY. of the current vo-

lume of the Academy's Proceedings (See p. 172), has heen thought to he
illegible ; and the same failure which attended the endeavour to decy-

pher it in the ordinary course of reading, from left to right, upward,
has been predicted for any one attempting its solution by any other

method. In my opinion, the text does not warrant that apprehension.

On the contrary, it appears to me to be one of the "inverted" class

of legends, like that at Camp, and to be read in the same manner. In
forming this opinion, I have not been in any degree influenced by
what has been written on the subject. I was not present at the read-

ing of the Paper referred to ; and knew nothing of the views expressed

in it until I read it for the first time in the recent issue of the Aca-
demy's Proceedings. But, observing the diagram which had been used
in illustrating the Paper, and which remained for a few days after the

meeting of 14th April, 1873, chalked on the demonstration-board, I

perceived that the failure to educe anything articulate from the cha-

racters arose from their being read with values the opposites of those

which, I conceive, were intended. In fact, the inscription, ought, as it

occurred to me, to have been read from the other side of the stem line,

and from right to left, in like manner as that at Camp, in which
course of transliteration it yielded the sequence of characters :

—

j. a td Ha t> k o t> o ioinNiaooax
l" 1 " 1

mil 1HH
H" mil /"mil" '""// " '" ' "" n "" -/tfh"-nr

That is, in direct transliteration :

—

eeqreqmoqoigltjnlegget.

The familiar formula moqoi—familiar at least in sound, although

slightly varied in the spelling—served both to fix the course of the

reading, and to separate the other constituents of the text. Feqreq
preceding it, appeared to me, without doubt, to be the genitive of

Fiachra; and gltinlegget, which follows and completes the legend,

I took with some confidence to be a name in religion.

Considering, however, that what I had before me was derived

from a hand-drawn sketch, I thought it more prudent to reserve this

communication till I should have an opportunity of verifying it by
comparison with the original. Having now had that opportunity, I

am satisfied that the text is correct as conventionally presented in

page 173 of the Proceedings. I am also satisfied that, in it, we possess

an entire epigraph, certain in all its characters, and perfectly reliable

as an example of the orthography of the Oghamic school of writing.
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Feqkeq will, I dare say, appear a strange disguise under which to

recognise the Fiachrach of our later manuscripts. But Adaninan has
used it in substantially the same form. In 1. ii., c. 17, of the Vita S.

Columbae (Reeves, p. 45) he relates an incident,

'

'de Colcio Aido Draigniehe

filio, a nepotibus Fecereg orto," and the learned editor identifies this

descendant of Fecureg with Colga, son of Aed, son of Aed, son of

Lugaidh, son of Dathi, son of Fiachra Foltsnathae, a quo htFfacheach,
adding that the pedigree illustrates the admirable agreement of the

biographer with the Irish genealogies. The name occurs again at

iii. 20, in the same connexion (p. 225) " alia itidem node, quidatn defra-
tribus, t'olgius nomine, films, &c, de nepotibus Fecheeg, cujus in primo
fecimus meniionem," &c. ; and, in Codex B (pref. xxiv.)the correspond-

ing text presents the name in the still closer approximation to the

feqeeq, of the Ogham, in the form fechrech (p. 225, n. 4), where the

aspirations only distinguish the one from the other.

Indeed, it might be allowable to inquire whether the q's of the

text may not be, in fact, aspirated c's : but, though the number of

digits would suit that theory, their collocation is unfavourable to it

;

and the groups must, I apprehend, be taken as q's. In reference,

however, to the possibility of the seeming q being c aspirated, I may
observe that my experience as to the occurrence of an Oghamic h is

now more extended than when I last wrote on that subject (ante, p.

1 92). I have recently met a distinct example of h, in an Ogham text

discovered by Mr. Rhys, in Caermarthenshire, the detail of which I

hope soon to lay before the Academy.
It will be remembered that the forms of Fiachra used by Adamnan

are in the genitive. We may reasonably infer that the uoqoi associ-

ated with the feqbeq, of the text is in the same case. But whether
moqoi here is the maqi of ordinary occurrence, and to be read " son

of," or whether it be a form of mucoi, a distinct word, the meaning of

which can only as yet, be guessed at, is a question which I do not

here pretend to solve. If the former, the purport of the legend would
be : [The stone oe] Fiachra, son of Gtlenxegget. If the latter, it

would, bear some such meaning as this : Fiachea's G-lenlegget [lees

heee,] Fiachra being distinguished by whatever designation is implied

by Mucoi.

I have nothing material to add to what I have stated, both as to

this form of description and as to the possible meaning of Mucoi, in

my letter to Mr. Prim, published in the Journal of the Royal His-

torical and Archaeological Society of Ireland beyond this, that new
examples continue to present themselves of Mucoi being used in

contexts which appear to distinguish it from any form of Mac, "a
son;" that the idea of all those so designated having been swine-

herds becomes daily more difficult to be maintained ; and that the

probability of its indicating the status of the person, in some religious

or cenobitical connexion, is somewhat fortified by its association with

what seems to be a name in religion

—

Geexlegget—in the present

instance.
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Gltjnlegget is formed, as are several other Irish proper names, on
Glun, " a knee," associated with some adjectival or participial ele-

ment : such, for example, as Glunfin, Glunsalach, Gluniaran, Glun-
merach, Gluntradna. The legget associated with it, in this case,

appears to he a participial form of leigim, " I cast," " I let go," which
is the word in common nse to express the act of kneeling ; as leigeadh

se fein ar a gluinib, " he casts himself on his knees." In this sense it

would he represented by the Latin genustratus, or perhaps more accu-

rately genusternens. The word itself shows no sign of inflexion, and,

unless it be indeclinable, which I would conceive to be unlikely,

strengthens the idea that this is the subject name, and Fiachra the

patronymic. If otherwise, Gltjnlegget would be the adnomen of Fi-

achra, and hoqoi his description ; or—which appears to exhaust the

category of possible meanings

—

Gltjnlegget would be the adnomen of

Fiachea, and jaioqoi the object of his genuflexions.

In whatever grammatical dependence the constituents of the le-

gend are to be taken, one consideration of much moment, in reference to

its probable age, will have occurred to the minds of any Irish scholar

who may hear me. If feqreq carries us back to the days of Adamnan,
what shall we say to the g's of Gltjnlegget, as contrasted with the c of

leicim—the form in which the verb shows itself in the " Gray's" Book,
and in the Book of Leinster ? It is, I apprehend (if I except the case of

Deglann = Declan, to which I lately referred), the first occasion of an Og-
ham text furnishing a means of comparison between lapidary and manu-
script forms which might offer a feasible ground for predicating the age of

the former. But it will be noticed that the g is duplicated in the Ogham,
and that supposing this and the Latin lego to be parent and off-shoot,

or even that they are branches of the same stem, it may be asked,

does not g carry us farther back towards the root than the c of the

mediaeval manuscripts ? On these points I offer no opinion of my own,
but venture to express my belief that, when the establishment of philo-

logical laws shall have been completely effected, the material this text

contributes may possibly invite to their profitable application.

Such is this Monataggart legend, and such the considerations

to which it gives rise in the mind even of an uncritical reader.

That it has been read, I apprehend no one who sees it with the Ogham
alphabet beside it will for a moment doubt ; and I will add the ex-

pression of my hope that the fact of its having been read will serve as

an encouragement to Ogham decipherers not to despair when the more
obvious methods of transliteration are found ineffectual; but rather

to accept the embarrassment as an assurance that the true meaning is

to be arrived at by a different application of the key.

Dr. Ferguson read a letter from the Bight Bev. Dr. Graves,

Bishop of Limerick, which follows next, as Taper No. XXXIV. See
also No. XXXV., and papers read December, 1874.
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Dr. Ferguson also read extracts from a letter addressed to him by
Mr. Rhys, of Rhyl, who expressed his concurrence with Dr. Ferguson
as to the reading. He writes :

—

" Perhaps you should read ch for q throughout. I wish I could compare with
it all the other inscriptions reading in this manner; T can, however, only find

that of Glan Fais : Conuneatt moqi Conuri. I should be inclined to suppose none
of these to be early, and I am confirmed in this by the absence of the genitive end-
ings usual in the earliest type of Oghamic inscriptions. As to the Monataggart stone,

I should be inclined to ascribe it to the 7th or 8th century : the oldest trait is e

(i. e. e) for the modern la of Fiachrach.
" On the whole, I would regard the Oghamic method of reading, common to Ire-

land and "Wales, as the earliest ; the other methods as later, probably also as local.

"I take moqoi to be in the genitive, and to mean the pronepos which occurs in

Roman characters in Wales. I am not sure but that Glunlegget should be read as

Glunlenget, with gg = ng, and be compared with Gaileng, and the "Welsh Evolenig

and Corbalengi. If I were you, I would be very sparing in references to Latin,

lego, &c. It is altogether a difficult class of words ; the representatives of several

Japhetic roots having assumed forms which are often difficult to distinguish."

Note. The inscribed stone above referred to, together with two others from the

same crypt, subsequently discovered by the Rev. Dr. Quarry, is now deposited in

the Lapidary Museum of the Academy. {See post, papers read, December, 1874.)

Dr. Ferguson begs attention to the following Ekkata in his papers

in this volume of the Proceedings :

—

(1) At line 14, of page 178 {ante) for obt{a)ceos read oft(a)ceos.

(2) line 6 of page 201, for Millaghnacross, read MuUaghnacross.

(3) line 29 of page 81, for probitur read probetur.
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L

XXXIV.

—

Remarks on the Ogham Inscription (No. 1.) at Mona-
taggart. Extracted from a Letter addressed to S. Ferguson,

LL. D., Vice-President, by the Right Rev. Dr. Graves, Lord
Bishop of Limerick, &c.

[Read November 9, 1874.]

Ie you had not commented upon the Ogham-inscribed monument found

at Monataggart, I should have been tempted to do so, for many rea-

sons. In the first place, the inscription being complete and perfectly

preserved, no room is left to the decipherer for fanciful conjectures.

He must take the characters as he finds them ; he must explain the in-

scription as it stands ; or give up the attempt to explain it. Moreover,

I venture to assert that this particular monument will be found to

indicate, in a very remarkable manner, the nature and purpose of

Ogham inscriptions in general.

I had no sooner looked at the woodcut (Proceedings R.I.A., Ser. 2,

Vol. i., p. 172), than I perceived, as you did, that the Ogham legend

was to be read upwards, and from right to left. Taking it in this way,
one is led inevitably to divide it as you have done; and thus we obtain

the reading :

—

peqreq moqoi gltjnlegget.

Happening to be quite fresh from the study of Reeves's edition of

Adamnan's Life of S. Columba, I at once identified the first name,
feqreq, as the genitive of Fiachra ; and I was confirmed in this con-

clusion by the variety of spellings which appear in the manuscripts of

Adamnan.
In what you say with respect to this proper name, I entirely agree.

But I speak with less reserve than you do, as to the power of the

Q,-symbol in the Ogham alphabet. It stands commonly, as we are told

in the Uraicept, for cu. But it is also occasionally used to stand for

ch. We find the Ogham c followed by the Ogham h on the Clon-

macnoise Ogham, in the word bocht ; in one of the Oghams in the

S. Gall Priscian, in the word minchasc; on the leaden inkbottle in the

museum of the Academy, in the name meich : and on the Ballyspillane

brooch, in the names Cnaemseoch and Ceallach. But again, we have

the Q-symbol standing for ch in the name Cillmochohnog, on the leaden

inkbottle, and also on the Ballyquin monument bearing the inscription

Catabar Moco Firiqor[¥]. For my own part, I suspect there was little

difference in old Irish between the sounds of q and ch. Remember
that Ech = JEquus, and that sech - the seq in sequor.

I do not share the doubts which you express as to the interpreta-

tion of the word moqoi. I feel quite certain that it = maqi. In support

of this view, I must remind you that the MSS. of Adamnan constantly

exhibit the form mocu ; and the Ballyquin stone, to which I have

already referred, gives us moco. If I am right, the name mucoi rinds
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no place here : and I entirely withhold my assent from your suggestion

that the genitive of the proper name occurring in the beginning of this

and other Ogham inscriptions might he regarded as grammatically de-

pending upon a nominative case following it.

As for glunlegget, your first analysis of the epithet is clearly

right. It means "akneeler;" and here again I venture to speak

with more confidence than you do; not believing that the Latin lego

will give us any help in the interpretation of the word. On the other

hand, we find the double g in the words meaning to lie or lay in many
of the Teutonic languages.

In ancient times there were four classes of penitents who were
subjected, under the discipline of the Church, to different degrees of

penance, as an atonement for great and notorious crimes. They were
named, respectively, (1) Weepers; (2) Hearers; (3) Kneelers; and

(4) Bystanders. The (1) "Weepers (Flentes, irpo.7ickcdov7e<i) used to lie

in the church porch, weeping and begging the prayers of all who
entered. The (2) Hearers (Audientes, atcpo&vTes) were allowed to stand

in the narthex at the reading of the Scriptures and sermons; but were
forbidden attendance at common prayer or communion. The (3)

Kneelers (Gemcflectentes, <-/owic\ii>ovTe$) knelt in the nave, near the

ambon, and joined in the prayers. The (4) Bystanders (Consistentes,

owiG'rafi.evoi) were admitted .to stand amongst the faithful, though they

were not allowed to partake of the Eucharist. Audientes and Genuflec-

tentes were also the names of classes of catechumens who were going

through a course of instruction preparatory to their baptism.

It appears, then, that the epithet Glunlegget points either to a per-

son who had not yet been baptised ; or, what seems more probable, to

one who, for some great crime, had been subjected to the severities of

Church discipline. Canonical penance was in general imposed only in

cases where persons had been found guilty of idolatry, homicide, or

adultery.

I need not direct your attention to the fact that the backward
mode of writing used in this inscription is essentially cryptic. It

shows an intention to perplex decipherers by placing an additional dif-

ficulty in their way ; and we have had occasion to observe that this

end has actually been attained.

Neither is it necessary for me to notice the conclusion to be drawn
as to the date of this inscription, if my explanation of the meaning of

the epithet of Glunlegget be correct.
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XXXY Further Bemarks on the Monataggart Ogham Inscrip-

tion, No. 1. By Bichard Bolt Brash, M.B.I.A.

[Eead November 9, 1874.]

Dr. Samuel Ferguson having, with, his usual consideration and
courtesy, forwarded me a copy of his intended observations on the
Monataggart Ogam inscription (p. 207)—an account of the discovery

of which I had the honour of laying before the Academy last year
(see p. 172)—I have availed myself of the opportunity afforded by
his kindness to make a few remarks thereon.

I give that gentleman every credit for his detection of the true

reading of the inscription, which I had most certainly missed, not
having, like him, looked at both sides of it, as I believe this is only
the second instance on record .of an undoubtedly ancient Ogam in-

scription reading from right to left. This fact will, I am sure, not
be forgotten in the future investigation of apparently unreadable
legends. Dr. Ferguson's proposed reading I believe to be the true

one

—

FEQREQ MOQOI GLUNLEGGET,

that is
—" (the stone of) Fiachra son of Grlunlegget."

Feqreq, is evidently the genitive case of Fiachra : genitives in ac

and eac being frequent in archaic names.
Moqoi, I believe to be a form of Maqi, as this genitive has been

found in various forms in Ogam legends as Maqqi, Mocui, Mage.
Indeed, from its position in the legend, there can be no question as to

its being the usual key-word.

Dr. Ferguson hazards a conjecture that this form maybe analogous

to the word Ifucoi, found so frequently in these inscriptions ; but I

should think not. Firstly, because it would not give a fair and distinct

reading, or indeed any reading but a speculative one. Dr. Ferguson
proposes " Fiachra' s Glunlegget (lies here);" the word Ifucoi being
understood to be a designation of Ghmlegget (who thus becomes the

person commemorated), and not the patronymic, as in the former
reading. This formula appears to me overstrained and contrary to the

almost universal structure of these legends. In the second place, out

of fourteen instances of the use of this term in Ogam inscriptions,

the form is Mucoi, with the exception of one, where it appears as

Moccoe. In the third place, I am not aware of its occurrence in any
Ogam legend unless preceded by the genitive Maqi. This curious

name or title, as the case may be, occurs both as a proper name and
as a title on one of the Drumloghan find, where we have, " Dego
Maqi Mucoi.'

1
'' On a stone from Laharan, " Maqi Mucoi Cuerai." On

one from the county of Cork, " Dgenu Maqi Mucoi Curitti." In the

latter instance it is evidently a title of Curitt, and one I believe of

honour or distinction.
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Dr. Ferguson's remarks on the name Gltjnxegget are very learned

and ingenious, but I cannot look upon it in any other light than that

of a compound proper name. He has given several illustrations, as

Glunjin, Glimsalach, Qluntrddhna, &c, showing that the prefix
" Glim" signifies " the knee." Such names as Glunjin, Glundubh,

Gluniam, simply mean "White-knee," " Black-knee," and "Iron-
knee." Glunlegget is a name of a similar formation. May not the

patronymic here be a form of Lugacl, with the prefix Glun : the T and
D being used commutably, as also the vowels?

Dr. Ferguson remarks on the double Gr. This duplication of con-

sonants is very frequent in our Ogam inscriptions. On a stone from
Kilgobinet, we find " Gonnggu."

Upon the whole, I am of opinion that Dr. Ferguson's first inter-

pretation of the inscription is the true one, and that he may safely

rest on it.
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XXXYI. On Ancient Historic Tales in the Irish Lan-
guage. By Brian O'Looney, Esq., M. E. I. A., F.B.H.S.,
Professor of Irish, 0. U. I.

[Read November 11, 1872].

Old tales and romances, whether embodying real historical

events or merely creations of the imagination, are precious

mines for the poet and the historian. Every literature, ancient or

modern, worthy of the name, affords examples of the use which
poets have made of such materials. To the historian, though
not so directly suggestive, they are not less valuable. They af-

ford him vivid pictures of the manners and customs of every
class of the people, and give him an insight into their habits of

thought. In a word, they enable him to give a background to

his pictures and to present his historical personages as they
really lived.

No other country in Europe possesses, I believe, such a

wealth of romance as Ireland,—possessing too the great advan-
tage of being, with few exceptions, as yet unused by the poet or

painter. Professor 0'Curry, who has done so much for Irish

literature, attached great importance to our ancient tales, and
drew largely from the immense store of them contained in Irish

manuscripts materials for his lectures. He has published from
the Book of Leinster the rules which regulated the number and
character of the various tales which the Ollamh File and Secm-

chaidhe were required by ancient laws and usage to know and
recite for kings and people at Oenachs, feasts, and other public

assemblies. He has also published, from the same MS., a valu-

able list of 187 such stories and identified a considerable number
of them. There is a similar

List in MS. H. 3. 17., in the Library of Trin. Coll. Dublin.

This was described by Dr. O'Donovan, in his Catalogue of

the College Manuscripts, as follows:

—

" Col. 797. A curious list of stories in ancient Irish litera-

ture, which the poets were accustomed to recite in the presence

of kings and chieftains. They had seven times fifty stories, that

is five times fifty principal or chief stories, and twice fifty stories

of an inferior class. The following are the chief stories, viz. :

—

Destructions, Cattle-Spoils, Courtships, Battles, Caves, Naviga-

tions, Voyages, Tragedies, Feasts, Sieges, Adventures, Elope-

ments, and Plunders. I shall here transcribe the names of the

SER. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. AND AXTIQ. 2 I
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chief stories, that it may be ascertained by a comparison of them
with the index of this Catalogue how many of them are still

preserved in this library. This list is exceedingly valuable as

showing what stories are ancient, and what modern."
I have transcribed this list, which forms an independent

piece in the MS., and here append it with a Translation, adding
notes with a view to identify the several tales as far as possible,

and to indicate the Manuscripts in which they are to be found.
[In these notes, the abbreviations "Lib. T. CD.," and "Lib.

B. I. A.," refer respectively to the Library of Trinity College, Dublin,

and to that of the Royal Irish Academy.]

X)o nermui 511*0 p ite*o i pceb-Mb ocup £. conjmb nropo pip

VMs n-Mpneip "oo pijAib ocup pbMchib .1. tm. b. p^eb .i.u.b. *oo

ppnni^ebib ocup *o«-s .b. *oo pop^eb^ib ocup 111 b--Mpniroe^p. n&
pop^e^b po <\cc *o^ ceichpib •gp^vo/vib .1. Obb^ni ocup Anpucb
ocup Cbi ocup Cmu\ ocup i-p ia.*o po tva. ppnnp^eb^ .1. co^b^
ocup cmi& ocup cocmAjicas c&"bh& ocup u^c<n ocup i-mp'-MffA.

ocup oicce ocup pe^p^ ocup popb^p^ ocup e&cbnp&*o^ ocup
&iMT> ocup -Mp^ne.

" Of the qualifications of poets in stories and synchronisms

follow here, to be related to kings and chiefs, i. e., seven times

fifty stories—namely, five times fifty prime stories, and twice

fifty secondary stories ; and these secondary stories are assigned

but to two grades only : the Ollamh and Anruth, and Cli and
Oano ; and these are the prime stories, i. e., Destructions, and
Cattle Spoils, and Courtships, and Battles, and Caves, and Navi-

gations, and Tragedies, and Expeditions, and Feasts, and Sieges,

and Adventures, and Elopements, and Slaughters."

1ru\u po r»& U05I&.

—

''These are the destructions."

Upe^cbu-Mp-o riji Lip.— '•' Three Cfreuits of the House of

Lir."
I do not know of any copy of the. the tale of the " Three Cnx-uits,

or Destruction, of the House of Lir," nor am I aware that the position

of the house has been yet identified. I have, however, in my own
possession, an ancient tract on the primitive Sid of Erin, and then dis-

tribution among the nobles of the Tuatha de Danann, in which it is

stated that Sid Fiannachad was assigned to Mr, son oiLugad, a famous

personage of that tribe. Sid Fiannachad, subsequently known as the
" House of Lir," was situated on the summit of Sliabh Fuait, in the

County of Armagh, a short distance from JNewtownlhnavady.

A passage in the story of the " Late of the Children of Lir " points

to this as the place referred to. In this passage it is stated that the

children of Lir, having finished then pilgrimage at Irrus Domnan (in
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the west of Erin), Fionnghuala (daughter of Lir), said to her brothers,
" It is time for us now to return to Sid Fionnachad, where Lir is with
his household, and with all our people (family)." "We agree to

that," said they, " and they at once went forth till they came to Sid
Fionnacliad, and they found the place deserted before them, and nothing
remained but unroofed green Baths, and forests of nettles, and tho

place was without a house, without a fire, and without a residence

;

and the four (children of Lir) drew close together, and they raised

three shouts of lamentation aloud, and Fionnghuala made a lay," lament-
ing the fall of her father's house.

Uuirn-oe 051 btnpe-o.— " Possession of the House of

Buraeli."

Snuic^&t 051 Thnn^c.—" 'Smutgall' of the House of Du-
macli."

T)eoch&ipe C151 C&pAt)A.—- Contention of the House of

Cafad."

U05&1I C151 TlecrMn.—"Destruction of the House of Nech-
tan."

This is an episode of the Tain Bo Cuailnge, and is well preserved

in Ledblxar na h- Uidhri, and in the Book of Leinster. In the latter

(folio 153, b. a.), there is a poem of twenty-three quatrains on tho

same subject. Some curious details of this place are also preserved in

the Bindsenchas of Bun Mac Nechtain.

U05A.1t bpm-one X)& T)e^p5^.—"Destruction of Bruiden
Da Derga."

This is preserved in Leahhar na h- Uidhri, and in the Yellow Book of

Lecan, Class H. 2, 16, Lib. T. C. D. It relates the destruction, by
British and Irish outlaws, of Ba Berg's mansion, near Tallaght, Co.

Dublin, and the slaughter of Conaire Mor, monarch of Erin, a. m., 5160.

U05.ML bpm-one *0^il,e.
—" Destruction of Bruiden Daile."

Uo^xmI bpuTpne bp&n&in in&ic bpunn.—"Destruction of

the Bruiden of Branan, son of Brun."
Uo^^ib bptntme *0&. Choc&.—" Destruction of Bruiden Da

Choca."
This is preserved in the manuscript classed H. 3, 18, Lib. T.C.D.

It relates the destruction of the mansion of the two Cogas, which was
situated near Sliahh Midland, Co. "Westmeath, where Cormae Cond-

tonges, son of Conor Mac ]\
T
essa, King of Ulster, was killed by the

mercenary forces of Ailill and Mcdb, King and Queen; of Connaught,

about a. d. 33.

U&n& z]\i>. uin-po .1.
—" Tains (cow-spoils) here
NOW, I. E."

U&in bo Cu&il^ne.—" Cow-spoil of Cuailnge."
This is well preserved in the Library of T.C.D. : in the Book of

Leinster, and in the Yellow Book of Lecan, Class H. 2, 16. The
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oldest copy I know of the tale is that preserved in Zeabhar na h- Uidhri,

which is, however, imperfect at the end.

Umti ceop& n-Cpc n-eAch&c.—•" Plunder of the three cows
of Eochad."

This tale, which gives an account of a raid made into Ceann Tire,

now Cantire in Scotland, by Cuchulaind and his Ultonian comrades, is

preserved in the British Museum in the manuscript classed Egerton, 88,

Umti bo Ktn-p.-—" Cow-spoil of Eos."
U&in bo He5.Mn.Mn.—"Cow-spoil of Regaman."
This is a pre-tale of the Tain Bo Cuailnge, and one of the oldest of

its class, being referred to in all the older copies of the Tain. Regaman
was an affluent chieftain of that part of ancient Corcomroe now called

Burren, in the County of Clare. His seven daughters, with all his

herds and chattels, were carried away by the seven Manes—sons of

Ailell, and Medb, King and Queen of Connaught, when they were
preparing for the expedition of the Tain B6 Cuailnge. This tale is

curiously summarized in the Book of Lecan, in the Bindsenchas of Ath
Cliath Meadraidhe, which is said to have its name from a circumstance

recorded in this tale. The Cowspoil of Regaman, and another tale

under the same title, relating to the interview between Cuchulaind
and the Mor Rigu, are well preserved in the Yellow Book of Lecan
Class H. 2, 16^Lib., T.C.D.

Umh bo Vli"OM}\—" Cow-spoil of Flidas."

This is another of the pre-tales of the Tain Bo Cuailnge, and its

antiquity is shown by its being mentioned in all the older versions of

the Tain. It is preserved in the Book of Leinster, and in the Yellow
Book of Lecan, Lib. T.C.D., and a still older copy, a little imperfect

at its commencement, will be found in Leabliar na h-Uidhri, Lib.

R. I. A. Flidas was the beautiful wife of Ailell Find, or the fair, an
affluent Brugh and warrior chief of West Connaught, who was alike

renowned for her personal beauty and her wealth in cattle. She was
carried away with all her cows and chattels, and her husband killed by
Fergus Mac Rogli and his Ultonian exiles, aided by Ailell and Medb,
King and Queen of Connaught, when they were preparing for the

expedition of the Tain Bo Cuailnge.

UMn bo FjAMch.—"Cow-spoil of Fraech."
This is also a pre-tale of the Tain Bo Cuailnge, and one of the

oldest of its class. It is well preserved in the Book of Leinster, and
in the Yellow Book of Lecan (Lib. T. CD.), but the two versions

differ somewhat in details. This curious tale is as much a Tochmarc as

a Tain, and in reality it is both. It is chiefly devoted to the courtship

of Findabar, daughter of Ailell and Medb, King and Queen of Con-
naught, by Fraech, son of Fidad, a Danmonian warrior of Irrus

Domnan in the west of Connaught. When Fraech had returned from
Cruachan, his mother informed him that his wife, children, and cows,

had been carried away by a band of plunderers from the Alps, who
had visited his place in his absence. Fraech went forth and complained

to Con-all Cearnach, who espoused his cause, and with a small band of
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followers they pursued the plunderers till they reached the mountain
of the Alps, where they succeeded in recapturing the spoils, through
the agency of a woman from the Province of Ulster, who had been
previously carried off by the same party, and kept by them in bondage
attending to their herds on the Alpine mountains.

While Fraech was engaged in his love adventure at Cruachan, he
received an invitation from Trebland, daughter of Fraech, son of

Aengus of the Brugh, who then lived with her foster-father, Cairbre

Nia Fer at Tara, asking him to come to meet her, as she was deeply

enamoured of him, and anxious to become his wife. Fraech proceeded

from Cruachan to meet Trehland before he returned home, and while
thus engaged in this double love adventure, the plunderers had ample
time to drive away his cows, and carry off his plunder.

This latter tale is not mentioned in the preceding list of Historic

Tales, or in the list in the Book of Leinster, but it is preserved in the

Book of Fermoy [Lib. B. I. A.], under the title of Tochmarc Treblainne—
"Courtship of Treblainn; " and I have no doubt it is a genuine old

tale, hence I have included it in my translations as a sequel to Tain
Bo Fraech.

U&m bo Veichip.—" Cow-spoil of Fithir."

U&in bo TViVlin.—" Cow-spoil of Faillin."

U&in bo "S&e.—" Cow-spoil of Grae."

Umti bo 'O^pc/voA..—" Cow-spoil of Dartad."
This is a pre-tale of the Tain Bo Cuailnge and appears to be one of

the oldest of its class. It is mentioned in the body of the Tain itself,

and a small fragment of it is preserved in Beabhar na h- TJidhri. The
subject is the plunder of the cows of Bartad, daughter of Fochaidh
Beg, king of Cliach (in the present county of Limerick), by the forces

of Ailett and Medb, when they were preparing for the expedition of

the Tain Bo Cuailnge. The tale is well preserved in the Book of

Leinster, and in the Yellow Book of Lecan (Lib. T.C.D.)

Uochm.<vpc& intrpo.—" Courtships (or wooixgs) here."

Uochm&pc tleime.—"Courtship of Neim."
Uochm&pc ermpi.—" Courtship of Emer."
This is the celebrated story of the Courtship of Emer, daughter of

Forgall Ifanach of. Bun Forgaill, near Lusk, Co. Dublin, by the TJltonian

champion Cuchulaind. Two imperfect copies of this tale are in the

Academy's Library : one inBeabhar na h- Uidhri, and another in theMul-
conry MS. N, 23, 10. The whole tale is well preserved in the British

Museum in the MS. classed Harl., 5280, from which 0' Curry made the

copy now preserved in the Library of the Catholic University.

Uochm&pc AiVtine.—"Courtship of Aillin."

This relates the Courtship of Allin, or Ailbhe, daughter of Cormac

Mac Art, monarch of Erin, by the famous champion FindMac Ciimhaill.

An abstract of this tale will be found in MS. H. 3. 17. Lib. LCD.
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Uochm&pc Gt)<sme.—" Coiirtship of Edain."
This tale relates the Courtsiiip of Ftain hy Fochaidh Airem, mon-

arch of Ireland (a. ir. 5070-5084), by whoru she was wooed and won.
Her subsequent abduction by the fairy chieftain Midir of Breg Leitli,

and her pursuit and capture by the monarch Eochaidh, form the prin-

cipal features of the piece. Copies of this tale are to be found in

Beabhar na h-Uidhri, Lib. R.I. A., and in the Yellow Book of Lecan,

and in the MS. classed H. 3. 17., Lib. T.C.D.
UochmApc re&.—" Courtship of Fea."
Uochm&pc Teipbe.—" Courtship of Ferb."
A good copy of this piece—a little imperfect at the commencement

—is preserved in the Book of Leinster. This curious tale relates the

Courtship of Ferb, daughter of Gerg of Gleann Geirg in Ulster, by one
of the Manes, son of Ailell and Medb, King and Queen of Connaught.
It also contains Fis Conehobair, or the Vision of King Conor of Ulster,

and its interpretation by his Druid Cathbath, and Togail JDuin Geirg,

or Destruction of Bun Geirg, the residence of Gerg, which had been
plundered and demolished by King Conchobar on this occasion.

Uochm^pc Finijroe,-r=" Courtship of Finind."

Uochm&pc 5peine Tnroe.—" Courtship of Grrian the Fair."

Uochm^pc Speine *Otniroe. — "Courtship of Grrian the

BrOYvTL."

Uochm^pc S^yrabe mjene Seipcuro.—" Courtship of Sadb,

daughter of Sescind."

Uodnn^pc n51
"P1

0CUY *0&ipine "o^ mgem Uti&ch&ib.

—

" Courtship of Fithir and Dairine, the two daughters of Tua-
thal."

This tale relates the Adventures of the two daughters of Tuathal
Tecthtmar, or Tuathal the legitimate, monarch of Ireland, who was slain

a.d. 106. His two daughters were courted and betrayed by Fochaidh
Ard Cheand, King of Leinster, whence arose the war which caused the
infliction of the Boreamh Baigen, or Boromean tribute on the people of

Leinster, about a.d. 90. Copies of this tale are preserved in the Book
of Leinster, and in the Book of Lecan (Lib. R. I. A.) The facts of

the tale are set forth in all the copies of the Book of Invasions, but
the versions differ somewhat in detail.

UochmApc mriA. Cptmro humc Agnom&in.—" Coiirtship of

the wife of Grand,. son of Agnornan."
This story is preserved in the Book of Leinster, and in the Brit.

aLus. MS. Harl. 5280. It is pretty well told in the Bindsenchas of

Ard Macha (now Armagh), where Macha, the wife of Crunchu, is men-
tioned as one of the three ladies of that name, from either of whom
the place might have had its name.

Crunchu was a farmer of Ulster, whose comfort and peace of mind
had been seriously disturbed by the death of his wife. One day as he
sat by his fire side a comely young woman came into his house and
took her seat by the fire with him, and she spoke not, nor did he
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speak to her. As the evening approached, she stood up and proceeded

to do all the business of the house, as would well become an indus-

trious housekeeper. She made a good lairgin, or cake of bread, and
placed it before him for his dinner, and dined with him herself. Crund
admired her good qualities and proposed to her to become his wife and re-

main with him for good. She consented, and they lived happy together

till the next great annual Oenach Emna, or public fair of the Ultonians.

She went to this fail' with her husband, and here the altercation took

place which caused the Ceasnaoiden, "child-birth pains," and debility

of the Ultonians. Tbis and the story of the Ceasnaoiden itself are two
of the Introductory Tales of the Tain Bo Cuailnge mentioned in my list.

Uochm&pc 6-ichrie tl&ch&i^eirrgerie Cpemc,Miro.—" Court-

ship of Eithne Uatliach, daughter of Crenitkand,"
This story was devoted to the Courtship of Eithie the daughter of

Crimthan King of Leinster, who was wooed and won by Aengus, son

of Natfraeclx, King of Munster. They were both killed, in the battle

of Gill Osnad, Co. Carlow, in the year 489. IS"o detailed account of this

courtship has come down to us, but there is a curious and interesting

account of the Princess Eithie and her espousal by Aengus, son of

Natfraech, iiiLeabhar nali-TJidliri, in the story of the cause of the ban-

ishment of the Bern out of Tara, which is, perhaps, the best account

of this couple that has come down to us.

C^diA •owi
r

innfo .1.-

—

"Battles now here, i. e."

C&ch 11111151 Uupi-o.—" Battle of Magli Tured."
There are two distinct pieces under this title, for some account of

which see my list of translations, near the end of this paper.

CacIi U&iUuen.—" Battle of Taillten."

This battle was fought at Tailten (now Teltown, in Heath), be-

tween the Milesian Brothers and the Tuatha Be Banann about A.M.

3500, and in it the latter were subdued. The mere fact of the occur-

rence of the battle is mentioned in the Book of Invasions. Some de-

tails of the battle are given in MS. H. 4, 22, Lib. T. CD., and in the

story of Altrom Tigi da Medir, in the Book of Fermoy, Lib. R. I. A.

Ca.c1i TII11151 niuq\om&.—" Battle of Magh Miichroma."
This battle was fought between Art, the monarch of Erin, and his

nephew Mac Con, a Munster Prince, in which the former was slain,

a. d. 196. Several paper copies of the tale are preserved in the Li-

braries of the Royal Irish Academy, and Trinity College, Dublin.

There is a good copy made by Andrew Mac Curtin, about the year

1710, in the 0' Curry manuscripts in the Catholic University, and ano-

ther in my own possession.

Ccsrh *Oj\omm& *OaIoc1i *o&p *Oich&i5 qundmec.—"Battle
of Drom Daloch, in which the Picts were slaughtered."

C&xh 11111151 tl^c'n.—" Battle of Magh Bath."
This battle was fought between the monarch Domnall and Congal
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Claon, a. d. 634, and in it the latter -was defeated. This tale was pub-
lished by the Irish Archaeological Society in 1842, and edited, with an

English translation and notes, by the late Dr. O'Donovan.

C&ch Co-|\mivo.—"Battle of Corand."
Caxli CUijM.—"Battle of Claire.".

Caxh bonroe.—"Battle of the Boind."

C&ch Uemp&ch.—"Battle of Teamair."

tk\d-u\ imo]i|io inirpo .1.

—

"Caves now here, i.e."

tl&uh A-inget^.—" Cave of Ainged."
This story is preserved in T. CD. in the Book of Leinster, and

in the Yellow Book of Lecan, under the title of Tain Bo (or Be)
Aingen. Though Tain Bo (or Be) Aingen is not mentioned in this list

of Tales, or in that published by 0' Curry, it is nevertheless referred to

in all the old copies of the Tain Bo Cuailnge, and generally presumed
to be one of the oldest tales of its class. It is included in my transla-

tions of the Tain Series of Historic Tales. It is one of those mytholo-
gical tales in which the personages and incidents of life are mixed
up with the supernatural agencies and attributes of the Sid.

It sets forth how Ailell and Medb King and Queen of Connaught,

were celebrating the feast of Samain one November night, in their

palace of Cruachan, in the present county of Boscommon.
Two culprits were hung upon a tree at Cruachan on the previous

day, and left suspended from it till the night of Samain should have
passed off—for on that night it is stated that all the Sid of Erin were
left open for ingress and egress to aU. It was then, as now, supposed

to be a wicked and a dangerous thing to meddle with the remains of

the dead, as the demons and the people of the Sid were at large over

the world on the night of Samain (or November), and both were sup-

posed to pay particular attention to the bodies of the dead and to sur-

round the places of their deposit.

To test the valour of his household, A Hell offered a reward of a

gold-hilted sword—the emblem of knighthood—to any young warrior

who would go out and tie a gad, (or coil of twisted twigs), upon the

leg of one of the culprits who were still hanging from the gallows-tree.

Several ambitious young men tried the test and failed, being all dis-

heartened by the legions of the demons and men of the Sid. At length

JYera went out and performed the feat, and thus commenced the
" Adventures of Kera."

The culprit, we are told, came to life, and imposed a variety of

injunctions on JNera, with all of which he had to comply. On his

return, however, he saw the palace of Cruachan all in a blaze, and
met a host of strange men on the way ; those being the mysterious

host of the Sid, who were after plundering and burning the palace of

Cruachan. He was anxious to know who they were, and followed

them till he went into the cave of Cruachan, and into the Sid of the

cave. The nobles of the Sid observing the stranger

—

JS
rera—had him
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seized and brought on trial before the King and magnates of the Sid,

who sentenced him to remain in their own service—as it were in penal

servitude—assisting one of their female attendants, and carrying in

firewood to the mansion of the Sid. In this office Nera remained, and

got married to the woman of the Sid, and thus became acquainted

with all the concerns of the place. One fine clay he broke his parole,

and managed to return home to Ailell and Medb, with such informa-

tion regarding the Sid and its treasures as tempted them to plunder

it. This they did on a succeeding Samain, and among the treasures

carried away on that occasion were the Cetach Loeghaire, and Emeach

Bunlaing, and the Barr Briuinn, the three prime jewels of Erin.

"U&cn e-g&itfi in Com&ip.—" Cave of the Church of the

Comar."
tl&cr) betA.15 Cotigt&if.—" Cave of Bealach Conglais."

There is a curious account of this cave, and of Cu Glas, from

whom it is named, preserved in the Bindsenchas of Bealach Conglais,

in the Book of Lecan, folio 234, b. b. Cu Glas was the seventh son of

Bon Bessa, King of Leinster, he was fostered by Eterscel Mor, monarch
of Ireland, and succeeded to the office of Master of the Hounds to his

son, Conaire Mor. When his six elder brothers joined Bigeel Caech

and his followers in rebellion against Conaire Mor (whom they killed

in the assault and destruction of the Bruiden Ba Berga, a. m. 5160),

Cu Glas remained faithful to his master and continued in his service.

He went out with the King's hounds one day from Tara, and passed

on to the place subsequently called Bealach Conglais (now Baltinglas,

Co. Wicklow). Here they started a wild hog, and worsted him in the

chase till he took shelter in the cave. Cu Glas and the hounds pursued

him and were lost in the cave, and theyhave not since returned; andhence
the place is called the cave of the pass of Cu Glas. There is a poem of

four quatrains on this subject in the Book of Leinster, folio 155, a. i.

"U&uli Lice DL&ca.—" Cave of Leac Blath."

11 4xh IIIU151 bot.5.—" Cave of Magh Bolg."

tl^ch beinoe tleo&ip.—" Cave of Bend Etair."

This was the celebrated cave of Etair, at Howth, in which
Biarmait and Grainne took refuge after their elopement, when pur-

sued by King Cormac, the father, and Find Mac Cumall, the affianced

husband of Grainne. There is a good deal of romance concerning

this cave to be found in our Irish manuscripts : but of this tale I only

know one original copy, that in the British Museum, MS. Harl., 5280,

of which there is a copy in the 0' Curry MSS. in the Catholic University,

tl^ch Loch& Lup^^n.—" Cave of Loch Lurgan."
tl^ch *Oeipci Fe&pn&.—" Cave of Dearc Fearna."
I am not aware of any existing copy of this tale. Bearc Fearna

was the ancient name of the cave now known as the Cave of Dun-
more, Co. Kilkenny, respecting which see the Academy's Proceedings,

Ser. 11., Vol. 11., p. 168. In the Book of Leinster there is an ancient

poem enumerating the triumphs and great deeds of the men of

SER. II.. VOL. I., POL. LIT. AXD AN'TIQ. 2 K
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Leinster, and the graves of heroes who were killed hy them. Among
the great achievements recorded in this poem to the credit of the

Leinstermen is the trampling to death of some sort of monster called

Luchtigem in the month of this cave. The quatrain is as follows :

—

•Ro conAig in jmAT> caII/i^,

•RofbATO pop l,A|\ nA bepbA;
RofALcAip fop in Lucagepn,
llTOOpUf 'Oepci TejMiA.

They detained the Ruad Chaillech,

They drowned her in the middle of the Berba ;

They trampled upon the Luchthigern,
In the door of Derc Ferna (Cave of Fema).

Uac1i 11 Ama Cpu[A]cAn.—" Cave of the Cavern of Crua-

chan."
I am not aware of any existing copy of this tale. 0' Curry believed

it to he the story in the Tain Bo Aingen above noticed. There are,

however, several other legends and tales of the cave of Cruachan,

which may be also considered under this head. One is preserved in the

Bindsenchas of Loch Erne, now Lough Erne, which sets forth how Erne,

daughter of Bare Buiredach, who held the office of mistress of the

maidens, and keeper of the combs, caskets, and robes of Queen Medb,
and her maidens, were frightened by a contentious man named Ulchai

(which simply means beardy), who came forth from the cave of

Cruachan. He gnashed his teeth and shook his beard at them, and so

hideous was he that Erne and her maidens fled precipitately from him
till they were overwhelmed in the waters of Loch Erne : whence the

name.
There is a poem in the Ossianic style, preserved in the O'Curry

manuscripts in the Catholic University, which gives an account of a

foot-race between Find AlacCumall and an unknown knight who chal-

lenged him to a foot-race. The challenge was accepted, and the race

terminated in the stranger running into the cave of Cruachan, pur-

sued by Caoilte, son of Ronan, one of the swiftest of Find's famous
captains, who found a gang of smiths at work in the cave.

1mp.Mn& &nn|-o .1.

—

"Navigations heke, i.e."

ImpAm CupMT) lyi&itmnn [m&it/ouAin, in orig.].
—"Navi-

gation of Maeldun's boat."

This tale gives an account of the adventures and discoveries of

Maeldun, the son of a Munster chieftain, who, with a company of

young men, set out from the territory of Corcomroe (in Clare), and

made a voyage of three years and seven months on the Atlantic. The

tale is preserved in the Yellow Book of Lecan (Lib. T. C. D.), and in

Brit. Mus., MS. Harl. 5280. A still older but imperfect copy will be

found in Leahhar na h- TJidhri.

\_Imram Curui TJa Corra.—"Navigation of the boat of the sons of
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Ua Corra" comes next in the list of Historic Tales in the Book of Leinster,

but it is omitted in the present list from MS. H. 3. 17. The tale is,

however, well preserved in the Book of Ferrnoy, and well described

by O'Curry in his Lectures on the MS. Materials of Irish History.]

Imp^in Lumge Tnuficepc&i^ 111&1C &pc&.—"Navigation of

the ship of Murchertach Mac Ere."

A short sketch of this Imram or voyage is preserved in MS. H.
3. 17., Lib. T. C. D. Murchertach MacErca, the hero of this tale, was
grandson of Eogan, from whom Tir Eogain is so called, and from whom,
the Clanna Neill are descended. For some account of him see the

Irish version of Nennius (Ir. Archaeol. Soc), and the account of his

death preserved in the Yellow Book of Lecan(Lib. T. C. L\, H. 2. 16).

Loingep bpi "Leith.—" Navigation (or Exile) of Bri Leith."

I have not been able to find any trace of this tale. Perhaps it

may be the Longeas or exile of Bri Bruach Breac, daughter of Midir,

who is stated in the Bindsenchas of Brigh Leith to have fled to that

place with her sweetheart, Liath, son of Celtchair of Cucdand : hence

the name Brigh Leith. See Book of Lecan, folio 262, a. a., and MS.,
H. 3. 3., Lib., T.C.D.

Loing&p Dfi&c&iTh—"Navigation (or Exile) of Bracan."
This tale is quoted as an authority in the Bindsenchas of Coire

Brecain, the well-known eddy of that name between the north-east

coast of Erin and Ceann Tire (now Cantire) in Scotland. In this

account Bracan is stated to have been the son of Partholon, who came
towards Erin before his father, and who was drowned in the Coire,

i. e., the boiler or whirlpool, called after him Coire Bracain, i. e.,

Bracan 1

s Boiler. Cormac MacCullinan quotes an abstract of this tale

in his Glossary, sub voce Coire Breccain, where it is stated that Braccan,

from whom Caire Braccain is named, was the son of Mane, son of

Xiall of the Nine Hostages, monarch of Ireland, a.d. 379-405.

Lom^e-p dthrie ll.6xh.M5e.—"Navigation (or Exile) of

Eithne Uathach."
This tale is not mentioned in the list of Historic Tales in the Book

of Leinster. It belongs to the time of Saint Patrick, and relates the

Longes or Exile of Eithne Uathach, daughter of Crimthan, King of

Leinster, who was carried away by the Besse into Munster immediately
after her birth, and nursed and fostered by them till she became the

wife of Aengus, son of Natfraech, King of Munster, who was converted
by Saint Patrick. The courtship of this lady is also mentioned in our
list at p. 221, and noticed above, but I am not aware of any complete
or independent version of either of the tales. The story of the Banish-
ment of the Besse, and their settlement in Munster, is preserved in

Leabhar na h- Uidhri, and gives a very fair idea of both stories.

Lon^e-p L^bp/yo.6..—" Navigation (or Exile) of Labrad."
This is the story of the exile and adventures of Labrad Loingsech,

or Labrad the exile. This tale, or at least a good portion of it, is pre-

served in the Book of Leinster, and in the Yellow Book of Lecan,
Lib. T.C.D. The substance of the tale is well summed up in a
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beautiful poem on the Leinstermen and their progenitors, attributed

to the royal bard Find, son of Eoss, King of Leinster, of which there

is a copy in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, in the MS. styled Psaltar

na Rann. Of this I possess a good copy. Dr. Keating, in his History

of Ireland, gives a good account of the adventures and exile of Bdbrad
Loingsech. It is also well described by 0' Curry, in his Lectures on
the Manuscript Materials of Irish History.

Lonje-p Focm-o.—" Navigation (or Exile) of Fothad."
This tale is not known to me, but it probably refers to Fothad na

Canoine, and the exile or temporary banishment to which he subjected

himself when he abducted the wife of Oilell, son of Eogan, which
forms the subject of another story mentioned in our list, and of which
there is an abstract in Lib. T. CD., MS. H. 3, 17. See p. 233.

Ai'oe'o "oon &rmfo.—" Tragedies (deaths) now
here."

Ai'oe'o Conpi.—" Death of Curoi."

This is the story of the fate of Curoi MacBare, the famous warrior,

King of Westmunster, who fell by the hand of the Hltonian champion,

Cuchulaind. Keating gives a detailed account of the death of Curoi

MacBare, and his quarrels with Cuchulaind. The tale is preserved in

the Brit. Mus. Lib. in Egerton, MS., 88, and in the Book of Leinster.

The Amra Conroi, or " Elegy of Curoi " MacBare, hyFercertne the poet,

is also preserved in the former, and in Lib. of T.C.D., MS., H. 3. 18.

Ai'oe'o Concut&in'o.—" Death of Cuculaind."

This story, which relates the circumstances of the death of Cuchu-

laind, by the necromantic arts of the children of Cailitin, in the Bris-

leach Mor Maighe Muirthemne, or Great Battle of Brislech in Muir-
themne, is preserved in a paper manuscript, No. 1. 1., Lib., B.I. A.

The story of the fight of Cuchulaind with the sons of Calatin, and his

death from the effects of the envenomed wounds which they inflicted

on him in the battle of Brislech in Murthemne, is an episode of the

Tain Bo Cuailnge, and is well preserved in the Book of Leinster, and
in MS. H. 3. 13., Lib. T.C.D.

There is a still more detailed account of the adventures and death

of Cuchulaind, preserved in the Book of Leinster, commencing, imper-

fect, at folios 76. a. a. It consists of three parts, that already men-
tioned, and the Siaburcholrad Conculaind, and Nuall Ghuba Ernere, or
" Loud wailing of Enter": one setting forth the frenzy and raving

repentance of Cuchulaind when about to expire ; the other describing

the manner of his death, and how the Biathmacha, Cuchuland's favourite

steed, went to forewarn his master's beautiful wife Emer of his death,

and the manner in which she received the intelligence of her husband's

death, and mourned him.

Ai'oe'o Fi.<yom.Mn.—" Death of Fiadrnan."

Ai'oe'o Con&iVL—" Death of Conall."

This tale, which relates the death of the champion Conall Cearnach,
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and how he fell by the three Bed Heads of Minister, is preserved in

the MS. H. 2. 17. Lib., T.C.D. Tubthach TJa Lughair says in one of

his poems (preserved in the Book of Leinster), that Conall Cearnach

fell by the hands of the three "Red Heads," whom he regards as

Leinstermen ; but it is distinctly stated in the ancient copy of the tale

to which I have referred, that Conall Cearnach fell by the three " Red
Heads " of Munster, and it is added they were of the Frnans of Munster.

Aroe-o bl<vo bpmj/yo.—" Death of Blad Brugad."
Aroe-o L&i^&ipe.—" Death of Laeghaire."

Aroe-o Te&pjur-&.—" Death of Fergus."
This tale, which tells the fate and tragic death of the renowned

champion, Fergus MacRoigh, one of the most prominent figures in the

Tain Bo Cuailnge—I might say in the whole cycle of. our heroic litera-

ture—is preserved in the Book of Leinster.

Aroe-o Ce&tcc&ip.—" Death of Celtchair."

This story, which relates the death of the TJltonian warrior, Celt-

chair Mac Uthaithir, is preserved in the Book of Leinster.

Aroe-o Concob.Mp\—" Death of Concobar."
This story,, which relates the fate and tragic end of Conchobar

MacNessa, King of Ulster, and the manner of his conversion to the

Christian faith, is preserved in the Book of Leinster, and in MS. H. 3.

17. Lib. T.C.D. See Note at p. 250.

Aroe-o J-ejvoi&g.—" Death of Ferdiag."
This story, which relates the fate of Ferdiadh, and his death by the

TJltonian champion, Cuchulaind, is an episode of the Tain B6 Cuailnge,

and is well preserved in the Book of Leinster, and in MS. H. 3. 13.

Lib. T.C.D. It has been recently published with an English trans-

lation in the Appendix to 0' Curry's Lectures on the Manners and
Customs of the People of Ancient Erin, edited by Dr. "W. K. Sullivan.

Aroe-o 1D &iter/o*oa-jvcm^ [1T1 MLe^oc&fic&i^—MS. H. 2, 18,]
iiimc tlon&in.—"Death of Maelfodartach [Maelfothartaeh], son

of Ronan."
This story is preserved in the Book of Leinster, under the title

Fingal Ronain, i.e., "Fratricide of Ronan," and sets forth how Maelfo-

thartaeh was slain at the instigation of his father, Ronan, King of

Leinster, who died a.d. 610.

[The next piece mentioned in the list is Aided Fithail, i. e., " Death
of Mthal," a tale of which I know nothing. It is not mentioned in the
list of tales in the Book of Leinster.]

Aroe-o "Friro.
—" Death of Find."

Aroe-o U^rog meic Cein.—" Death of Tadg, son of Cian."
This was Tadg, son of Cian, son of Oilell Olum, King of Munster,

x.d. 266, who was killed by a deer on the brink of the River Boyne.
The tale is not known to me.

This is the last tale mentioned under the title of Aided or " Tragi-
cal deaths " in my list, but in the Book of Leinster list it is followed by
Aided MacSamain, "Fate of MacSamain," a tale of which 0'Curry
says he knew nothing. I know no tale corresponding to the title.
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Ve&y& nnoppo Minfo .1.
—" Feasts kow here, i.e."

VeMf Ui^e "FipVt&i-o.—"Feast of the House of Ferblad."
O'Curry says (1861), that he knew nothing of this tale, but he

must have discovered it afterwards, for it is now preserved in his MS.
collection in the Catholic University, and with it another tale of the
same class not mentioned in his list or in mine. It is headed Feir 051
"bee T'obc&ig—" Feast of the House of Becfoltach," which forms an

interesting sequel to the fragment of the story of Cuchulaind's birth,

quoted in Leabhar na h-Uidliri (p. 128) from Leabhar Droma Snechta.

Veiy Uije bic&ip.—"Feast of the House of Bicair."

Vevr Cir;e UutcMiro.—" Feast of the House of Tulcand."
"Fei-p Uije Cpeicim.—"Feast of the House. of Creitim (Tri-

ehim)."

"Feif Ui^e Li.
—"Feast of the House of Li."

VeMr Ti^e l/mne.—" Feast of the House of Linn."

Feif Uije 5tn"o.—" Feast of the House of Gruel."

Veif ^i^e 5nAi|\.—" Feast of the House of Guar."
reir Ui^e epi ttiaic n-*OeA>m^inc^ch.—" Feast of the House

of the three sons of Demancath."
Vei-p Uije th-pcle.—" Feast of the House of Uscel."

Veiif Ui^e Til e&U/o ^1^15.—"Feast of the House of Meall-

dalach."
This is followed by the Feasts of the Houses of Emain, Allien, and

Temair, the royal residences respectively of Connaught, Ulster, Lefnster,

and Tara ; I am not aware of any tale of any particular feast which
took place at either of those places, but feasts were so essential to the

organization of ancient Gaedhelic Society, and so frequent in the royal

homes of Erin, that we find them frequently mentioned in our MSS.
Feip Ui^e Cpu.6,c.Mn.—" Feast of the House of Cruachan."

Veif ~C^e Amn&.—"Feast ofthe House ofAmna (Emain)."

"Peif t^^e Critic.—" Feast of the House of Tailith."

Tei]- 'Cije Ue&mpA.—"Feast of the House of Temair."

"Feif Ui^e IDunbobj.—" Feast of the House of Dunbolg."
This feast took place a.d. 594, vrhenAedh, son of Ainmere, monarch

of Ireland, was killed at Dunbolg, now the " Fort of the Sacks," near

Baltinglas, Co. Wicklow, by Bran Duih, the famous King of Lefnster.

A curious account of the Battle of the Pass of Dunbolg is given by
Dr. O'Donovan in his edition of the " Annals of the Four Masters,"

under a.d. 594. The history of the Borornean Tribute, of which this

tale is part, is preserved in the Book of Leinster, and in the Book of

Lecan, Lib. R.I. A. The Battle of Dun Bolg is also preserved as a

separate tale in that Library, and included in my collection of transla-

tions.

{The Feast of Dunluiced is not mentioned in my list, but it follows
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this tale in the Book of Leinster list; and 0' Curry, evidently supposing

the tale to be lost, refers to the Annals of the Four Masters, a. d. 593,

for some account of Bun JBuicced. There is, however, a tale in the

Book of Leinster, commencing at folio 197 b. and headed e-pn&t) Ui^e
fouicce-OA, which may be translated the " Gala or festivity of the house

of BuiccedP The entertainment appears to have included feasting,

banqueting, music, songs, and stories, and certain amusements in

which ladies and gentlemen had a like share, and which savoured very

much of the character of a general dance, to which I have never met
any allusion elsewhere in our very ancient tales. Buicced appears to

have been an affluent man of the Brugh class, who kept open house

at a place now called Bunboyh, in the parish of Hollywood (Co. Wick-
low), where the remains of his Bun are still to be seen. Bun Buicced

was burned by Bran Bulk, King of Leinster, a. d. 593.]

FopbxMp &nri^o .1.

—

"Sieges (follow) here, i.e."

Vopb&i-p r-Vp-p&t^.—" Siege of the Men of Falga."
Falga appears to have been an ancient name for the Isle-of-Man,

and the siege against it was by Cuchulaind and the men of Ulster. An
obscure and over-condensed version of the tale is preserved in the

British Museum, Harleian MS. 5280. I have in my own possession

a detailed account of the invasion of Manand by Cuchulaind and Curoi

Mac Bare, when they plundered and demolished the court of- Pill, King
of Manand, and carried away his beautiful daughter Blathnat, for

whose possession they had so many quarrels afterwards. On this occa-

sion Cuchulaind saved the lives of three gigantic warriors of the Fer
Falga—men of Falga, or Man—and brought them home to Ireland in

"living caption," and gave them as hostages to the King of Erin.

They afterwards formed part of the retinue of Conaire Mor, monarch of

Ireland, and are described among his company at Bruighen Ba Bearg.
See Leabhar na h-Uidhri, page 95, col. 2.

Topb&ip 6x)Aip.—"Siege of Edair."
Edair or Bin Edair was the ancient name of Howth. Some ac-

count of the siege of Edair will be found in the story of Athairne, pre-

served in the Harleian MS. 5280 (Brit. Mus.), and in the Book of

Leinster. See also Dindsenchas, and Poem on Etair's Grave.

Fopb&i^ deli.—" Siege of Oicil (Acaill)."

Fopb&if T)tnn to Ape.—"Siege of Dun Bare."
TopbM-p 'Oun thn-oe.—" Siege of Dun Bind."
TopbAi-p Fe&p Fto5&.—" Siege of the Men of Fidga."
0' Curry supposed this siege to be the Battle of Ardlemnachta, now

Newmilk Hill, "Wexford, fought in the reign of Eremon by Crimthan
Sciathbel, a Firbolg chief, against a tribe of Britons who infested the
forests of that country. This circumstance is referred to in the Bind-
senchas of Ardlemnachta in the Book of Lecan, but the tale itself is not
known to me.

1-opb&if Life.
—" Siege of the Liffey."
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Ko|Vb.Mf l/A.'ojiA.Tro.
—"Siege of Ladxan."

Fonb&ir T3nuime *O.Mm5&ij"ie.—" Siege of Drom Danih-
ghaire."

Br07U Da77ih GTiaire, which literally means the " Hill of the Ox-
Bellowing," was the ancient name of the place now known as " Knock-
Long," County Limerick. The siege was laid by the monarch
Cor77iac Mac Airt against Fiacha Muillethan King of Munster, about the

year 220. The story, though strictly historical in its leading facts, is full

of wild incidents, in which Mog Ruth the famous Munster Druid,

and Cithruadh and Col/ptha, the Druids of the monarch Cormac, are

made to act a most conspicuous and curious part. The tale is pre-

served in the Book of Lismore in the Academy's Library, and in the

Irish MS. Collection in the Catholic University, and is well described

by 0' Curry in his Lectures on the Manuscript Materials ef Irish His-

tory, and in his Lectures on the Manners and Customs of the people

of ancient Ireland.

e-&ccp<yo& nnoppo mto|*o pr .1.
—" Adventures now

FOLLOW HERE, I.E."

e-AchcfiA He&|\&.—"Adventures of Neara (Nera)."

This is, probably, the adventure related of Nera in the Tain Bo
Aingen already noticed at p. 222.

6&chcpA. Fia.ttia.iti.
—" Adventures of Fiaman."

e-^chcpA. Con|M.—"Adventures of Curoi." See p. 226.

GAcbcpA. ConcubMTro.—"Adventures of Cuchulaind."

There are two tales specially devoted to the adventures of Cuchu-

lai)id preserved in the Book of Leinster. See p. 247. 0' Curry sup-

posed this tale to be the story of Cuchulaind? s journey to Scotland to

finish his military education with Scathach, and his adventures and

exploits while abroad. If so the story is included in the tale of the

Courtship of Emer already noticed, p. 219.

e^clic]AA Con^-ill.
—"Adventures of Conall."

0' Curry supposed this to be the tale of the adventures of the TJlto-

nian warrior Conall Ceamach, of which we know nothing more than

that it is mentioned in the account of the Battle of Boss na Righ in

the Book of Leinster. There is, however, a story of the adventures of

Conall Cearnach in MS. H. 3. 18., Lib. T.C.D. Possibly the story re-

ferred to is that of the Adventures of Conall Claringech, of which there

is a copy in the MS. ]S
T
o. 205, in the Lib. B. I. A. There is another story

corresponding to this title, of which there are several copies in the

T.C.D., and B.I. A. Libraries. It is C^ccpA. Con.Mll 5titb&in

—

" Adventures of Conall Grolbain," who was the son of luall of the June

Hostages, monarch of Ireland, a. d. 379-405.

e^cnc-pA. Vitro a. n-TDeipc "Fe&priA.—"Adventures of Find

in Dearc Fearna."
I am not aware of any existing copy of this tale, which purported

to relate the adventures of Find Mac Cianall, in the Cave of Dunmore,

Co. Kilkenny, anciently called Dearc Fearna. See " Caves," p. 223.
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eAchq^ Concob&ip.—"Adventures of Concobar."

e\6.chc|u\ C]umu^int) 1Ti*s fl&rp.— "Adventures of Crim-

thand Nia Nar."
eosc1icp& tYI&c^. 1115111 Aeo^ pu^*o. — "Adventures of

Macha, daughter of Aed Euad."
This was Macka Mong Buaclh, daughter of Aeclh Ruaclh, King of

Eniania, whose adventures during her wars with the sons of Ditliorba

formed the subject of this tale. An abstract of the story is preserved

in the Book of Leinster, where her journey to, and adventures in,

Corconiroe, are well summed up, showing how she triumphed over

the sons of Dithorla, and how she subsequently founded the palace of

Emania, called after her Emain Madia. Her story is told in Keating's

History of Ireland, and references to it may be found in all the

Irish Annals.

GAcbcp^ tle&ccMn [m^sic] At]q\oitro.—" Adventures of

Neachtan [son of] A 1frond."

C&chqiA Gibcnro himc Am^.t^^'OA..—"Adventures of El-

cind, son of Anialgad."

G&cricj\& AeT>/ym m/vic S&bp&ni.—"Adventures of Aedan
3

son of Glabran."

Aeclan son of Gabran, was "King of Scotland about the year a. d,

570. It was he who had the misunderstanding with Aedh, son of

Ainmerech, monarch of Ireland, concerning the possession and alle-

giance of the Dalriads, which, among other important questions, was
settled at the great convention of Drom C'eat, a. d. 590. I am not

aware of any existing copy of the tale, but we have an interesting

account of some of Aedan's adventures and of the troubles of his time,

in the story of the death of Cano, son of Gartnan his grand-nephew, who
fled for shelter into Ireland, about a.d. 687. The story of his adven-
tures and death is included in my translations, with reference to which
see p. 249 of this paper.

G&chcpA. tYlAite Um.^ imic *b&er>xym.—"Adventures of

Mael Uma, son of Baedan."

6&chcn& ffiot15.Mi1 m&ic 1Pi&cnnA..—"Adventures of Mon-
gan, son of Fiaehna."

Mongan was the son of Fiachia, son of Boeclan, King of Ulster,

who was slain a. d. 621 . This story is preserved in the Book of Termoy,
Lib. R. I. A. It opens with an account of the visit of Fiachia, son of

Boeclan (Mongan' s father), to the land of Lochlain (Scandinavia),

and his adventures there, but in reality the tale is a history of the
life and adventures of Mongan himself. An abstract of the talc is

preserved in Trinity College Library. There are many other tales" of

Mongan preserved in some of our best and oldest manuscripts, e. g. one
in the Book of Leinster, and three others in Zealhar na h- Uidhri.

SER. II., VOL. I., TOL. LIT. AND ANTIC 2 L
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Aiclieio imo|i|\o &rmfo .1.

—

"Elopements now
HERE, I.E."

Aichit) 111 uni -vine pe 'Pi^'OMne.—"Elopement of Huniain
with Fiadain."

Ac<vo *Oeip"opiiroe pe m&c&ib th-piec.— "Elopement of

Deirdrind with, the sons of Uisnech."
This tale is preserved in the Book of Leinster, and in the Yellow

Book of Lecan, Lib. T.C.D. There are several versions of later dates,

more or less imperfect or irregular in details. It has been twice

published with English translations and notes : once by the Gaedhelic

Society of Dublin in 1808, and again, by Professor O'Curry, in the

Atlantis for July, 1860.

Aichio Aipe injjin 605^111 pe ITleip'oeA.j&'o.—"Elopement
of Aife, daughter of Eogan, with Mesdeagad."

Aichro 11 &rpe in^en Fept^upA pe Tle&pc&ch m&c Cuilem.

—

" Elopement of Nais, daughter of Fergus, with Neartach, son of

Cuilen."

Aichit) 11111& 5m^p meic *Oeip5 pe 5b<vp in&c Cim/vich.

—

" Elopement of the wife of Glaiar, son of Derg, with Grlas, son of

of Cim[b]aeth."
Aichro t)l&cri.Mce injen P&1VI niwc F15.M5 pe Concho-

b&ip.— " Elopement of Blathnait, daughter of Pall, son of

Figach, with Conchobar [Cuehulaind]."
This is the tale of the elopement of Blathnat with Curoi Mac Bare,

on the occasion of the siege of Fer Falga. O'Curry supposed this to

be the same as the story of Aided Conroi—"Death of Curoi"—above

noticed. This, however, is not probable ; Blathnat was twice ab-

ducted : first, from her father's palace in Falga (Isle of Man), by the

united efforts of Curoi MacBare and Cuehulaind. She then became
the wife of Curoi MacBare, and lived with him at his palace of

Cathair Conroi, in the present county of Kerry. On the occasion of

the contest for the Curadh mir, or " Champion's share" at the feast of

Emania, the rival candidates were sent to Cathair Conroi to have their

dispute adjudicated upon by Curoi MacBare; here Cuehulaind renewed
his acquaintaince with Blathnat, and subsequently abducted her froin

Cathair Conroi. Both these stories are still preserved, and each will

answer to the title in our list. The Aided Conroi—"Death of Curoi'''

and his elegy are also preserved, and the death of Blathnat is well told

in the story of Eercertne the poet, who perished with her.

.Aichit) 5p&nToe pe T)i&pm&ro.—"Elopement of Grainne

with Diamiaid."
This story, which relates the abduction of Graine, daughter of

King Cormac MacArt, with Biarmait ua Builhne, one of Find
Mac CumalPs famous captains, and their pursuit by the united armies

of King Cormac, the young lady's father, and her affianced husband,
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Find Mac Cumuli, has supplied the legendary origin of the title Leaba

Dliiarmacla agus Ghrainne'n—"Bed of Diarmait and Grainne," applied

to many of the Cromleacs in this and other countries. A current ver-

sion of the tale, edited with an English translation by Standish Hayes
O'Gracly, was published in 1857 by the Ossianic Society, under

the title ToruigliecM Bhiarmada agus Glirainne—"Pursuit of Diarmait

and Glirainne."

Aichi-o fflmpe pe THibptnp.—" Elopement of Muire with

Diibruis."

Aichi"o flinch ceApnn pe Cuaiia hiac CaiIcht.—"Elope-
ment of Ruithcearnn, with Cuana, son of Cailcin."

This stoiy is preserved in the Book of Leinster. Buithchearn was
the daughter of Aed Benen, King of "Westminister about a. d. 600, and
wife of Mac Lonan, the poet. Cuana, son of Cailchin, with whom she

eloped, was King of Fearnmuige, now Fennoy, Co. Cork. For some
account of Cuana, son of Cailchin, see Irish Life of St. Molaga of Timo-
league, patron saint of Fernioy, who was his contemporary.

Aicnio eipce in^en LogAipnn pe mupe'OAch mAc Go^ahi.—
" Elopement of Eire, daughter of Logarnn, with Muredach,
son of Eogan."

This tale is preserved in MS. H. 3. 17., Lib. T.C.D. Ere was
daughter of Loam, King of Scotland, a. d. 503. Ailell was the son of

Eogan, ancestor of the Cineal Eoghain. See Irish Nennius (Ir.

Axchseol. Soc.)

Achato Cpei-oe pe L&ijnen.—" Elopement of Cred [Diglie]

with Lagnen."
AichiT> mnA OiI/iiia mAic Oo^Mn pe Foch.A'o Ca.ha.hti.—

" Elopement of the wife of Oilill, son of Eogan, with Fothad
Canann." (See under "Loingeas Fothad," p. 226.)

Aip^ne imoppA Armpo *oon .1.
—" Slaughters now

FOLLOW HERE, I. E."

Ap^Ain film 51 CecAiA.—"Slaughter of Magh Cetala."

Ap^Ain T)nroA pAij.—" Slaughter of Dind Righ."
This is the tale of the Destruction of Bind Righ, near Carlow, by

Labradh Loingsech. It is preserved in the Book of Leinster, and is

quoted in the Amra Colum Chille in Leabhar na h- Uidhri.

ApgAin AuIia CliArh.—"Slaughter of Ath Cliath."

ApgAin T)mne 'Oel^A.—"Slaughter of Dun Delga."

Ap^Ain Urnp CoriAing.—" Slaughter of Conaing's Tower."
This is the story of the Destruction of Conaings Tower on Tory Is-

land, off the coast of Donegal. It was a triumph of the Neruedians

over the Fomorians, and is told in the Book of Conquests.

ApjAin tleTo mAic1n*0Ai5 1 n-AiieAc.—" Slaughter of Neid,
son of Indach, in Ailech."
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Neid was a Tuatha Be Banann chieftain who was surprised and slain

by the Eomorians in Ailech Neid. The facts of this tale are recorded in
two poems in the Book of Leinster, and in the Bindsenchas of Ailech
Neid, but I have not been able to identify the tale itself.

Ap5&in betcon top [1] chime. — "Slaughter of Belchu
Brithbne."

This tale, which relates the death of Belchu Brefne and his sons, who
were surprised and slain by Conall Cearnach, is preserved in MS. H. 3.

17., Lib. T.C.D.
Ap5.Mi1 C&ipbpi C11T0 Cmc pop p&ep Ct/MiMb Cpent).

—

" Slaughter of Cairbre Cind Cait upon the free Clans of Erin."
This is devoted to a history of the Revolution of the Aithetch Tuatha,

or " Atticotts," under the leadership of Cairbre Ceann Caitt, and the
slaughter by them of the free clans of Erin, which took place, according

to the Annals of the Pour Masters, a. d. 10. It is contained in MS.
H. 2. 17. in Lib. T.C.D.

Ap5&in e-Ach&c pop & m&cMb.—"Slaughter of Eochaidh
upon his sons."

This story, which relates the slaughter of his sons by Eochaidh Feidh-

lech, monarch of Erin, a. m. 5058-5069, is preserved under the title of

Cath Atha Cumair, or battle of Ath Cumair, in manuscript JSTo. 1.1.
of the Hodges and Smith collection in the Academy's Library, and in

the Book of Leinster and Yellow Book of Lecan, Lib. T. C. D.

Ap5A.n1 Ctnle Con&iVL—" Slaughter of Cuil Conaill."

This title is somewhat obscure. In the list of tales in the Book of

Leinster, it is made Caille Conail—"of the "Wood of Conall," but I

have not been able to find the tale under either title.

[In the Book of Leinster list, the next talementioned is o^gAm t>otiAn

e^A—" Slaughter of Bonan of Eg." It purports to give an account of

the martyrdom of Saint Bonan of Eg, an island in the Hebrides. It is

mentioned in the Litany of Aengus Cele Be, and in the Felere, or Ees-

tology, of Aengus, 7th April, at the feast of St. Bonan of Eg.]

Ap5&in 1T1&C X>6.to.—"Slaughter of Mac Datho."
This appears to be the tale preserved in the Book of Leinster, and

in the MS. classed Harleian 5280, in the Brit. Mus., under the title of

Seel Muicce Maw Batho—" Story of the pig of Mac Batho." Accord-

ing to this story, the true name of Mac Batho was Mesroeda, and he

was called Mac Bd Tho, which means the '
' Son of the two dumb per-

sons," because his father and mother were deaf and dumb. MacBatho
was King of Leinster, and brother to Mesyegra, "King of Leinster, who
was killed by Conall Cearnach, and with whose brain, formed into a

ball, Concobar Mac JYessa, King of Ulster, was struck by Cet, son of

Mayach, a champion of Connaught, who left the ball lodged in King
Conchobar's head, so that he subsequently died of the wound and

effects of the ball of hichin Mesyeyra, or " Mesyeyrcfs brain."

Mac Batho had a famous hound whose fame spread all over Erin.

Ailell and Medb, King and Queen of Connaught, sent messengers to

ask him for the hound. At the same time, messengers arrived on the
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same errand from Concholar Mac JYessa, King of Ulster. Mac Datho

saw in this coincidence an opportunity of drawing the two neighbouring

provinces into a war which would weaken the power of both ; and
believing that the weakness of the northerns would be the strength of

the southerns, he told the messengers of the two kings respectively,

that he had already promised the hound to the master of the other,

and that he saw no way of getting out of the difficulty but to ask both

kings to come to his court, with their nobles and choicest warriors, to

partake of a feast which he proposed to prepare for them, and where
he hoped to be able to arrange between them so as to get himself out

of the difficulty.

The messengers of both kings accepted the invitation for their

respective masters, and when the appointed time came, the northern

kings, with their choicest nobles and warriors, arrived at the court of

Mac Datho, which appears to have been situated in the southern ex-

tremity of the present county of Carlow. The generous host,

Mac Datho, had killed for the occasion his famous pig. The company
having sat down to the feast, a difficulty arose as to which of the

northern provinces should have the cutting and distribution of the

great pig. After a sharp contest in a comparison in the relative

military merits of the two provinces, carried on chiefly by Cet, son of

Magach of Connaught, and Conall Cearnach, the famous Ulster cham-
pion, the cutting and distribution of the pig was conceded to the

latter. Conall sat at the pig's tail, and distributed it liberally to his

own countrymen ; but when he thought at last of his neighbours of

Connaught, he found that he had nothing remaining but the pig's two
fore-legs, and these he threw to them disdainfully, and with a sneer

which indicated that they were emblematic of the speed with which
the Connaughtmen fled before the men of Ulster. A fierce conflict

ensued, blood was spilled in abundance, and the Connaughtmen re-

treated northwards. The hound was then let loose by Mac Datho, and
let into the battle fray to choose for himself between the rival candi-

dates for his possession. He joined the men of Ulster in pursuit of

the Connaughtmen, and coming up to the chariot of Ailell and
Medh on their retreat, sprang furiously upon it. The charioteer

struck him on the neck with his sword, so that the head fell into the

chariot, and the body to the ground. The hound's name was Aillhe,

and it is stated in the story that it was from it the place was called

Magh Aillhe (or Ailbhe's plain). This plain, where DatMs hound
was killed, is believed to have been situated on the confines of the

present counties of Carlow and Kildare, but within the border of the

latter, and a short distance north of the present town of Carlow.

The king and queen continued their course northwards to Bealach

Maglina, of old Roerin, now Ballaghmoon, Co. Kildare (where Cormac
Mac Cuillenain, King and Archbishop of Cashel, was killed, a. d. 903),

over Ath Midbimii, to Maistin, now Mullagh Maisten, or Mullemast,

Co. Kildare, past Druim Criagh, which is now called CM Dara, or

Kildare, past Hath Imghain (Eathangan), to Fid n-Galla, the wood of
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the Gabal, or fork of the two rivers which meet at Clonsost, in the
north-east corner of ancient JJi Failge, or Offally, and of the present

"King's County, north-west of Rathangan ; to Ath Mic Lugna, the ford

of the son of Lugna—which ford must have heen upon the north-east

branch of the Gabal—past Druim Da MaigJie, "The hill of the two
plains," now Drumcaw, in the parish of Ballinakill, in the north-east

corner of the King's County, over DroicJiet Chairpre, or Bridge of

Cairbre, on Tochur Chairpri, or Cairbre's Causeway (a place lying

south of Chain Lrard, now Clonard, along which the boundary line of

Meath and Leinster passed to Geisell, near Tullamore, in the King's

County. Cairpri's Bridge was over the Boind, or Boyne, in the pre-

sent barony of Carberry, in the northern corner of the county of Kil-

dare), to Ath Chinn Chon, the ford of the hound's head, in Feara Bile,

now the barony of Farbill in "Westnieath. Here AilelVs charioteer

cast the hound's head out of the chariot, and hence the name Ath
Chinn Chon, or ford of the hound's head, has adhered to the place,

which appears to be that now called Kinnegad.

Ap5&in niMc 1T) At^ch.—" Slaughter of the sons of Magach."
Ap^&in S15& I1enc&.—" Slaughter of Sid Nenta."
This was the Fairy Mansion or Sid, situated on the hill, called from

it Mullach Shee—" Fairy Hill " (near Lanesborough, Co. Roscommon),
of which Sigmall was chief. Sigmall was charged with having aided

Midir of Brigh Leith in his love enterprises with Queen Eta in, wife of

Eochaidh Airem, monarch of Ireland, and in her abduction from Tara.

The monarch Eochaidh pursued his wife and recaptured her, and he is

stated to have, in revenge, demolished every prime Sid or Fairy Man-
sion in Erin, and Sid Nenta—the Sid of Sigmal—among the rest.

Hence, the enmity of the £7^ followed the race of Eochaidh Airem
ever after. Sigmall was again charged with the murder of Eochaidh

in the year a. it. 5084, and it was by the action of the Sid of Brig

Leith the destruction of his ua, grandson, Conaire M6r, was wrought
at the Bruiden Da Berga, a. m. 5160.

Ap^/vm f\Au& CUiaca.—"Slaughter of Bath Cluath."

In the list in the Book of [Leinster this is made Srath Cluada, and

0'Curry supposed it to refer to Strath Clyde in Scotland. Bath
Clttata is, however, mentioned in the Book of Leinster as one of the

primitive Baths of Erin.

Ap^/vm Steib Se&tj&c.—" Slaughter of Sliabh Sealgach."

Ap5.Mi1 "Raca. fvi^b&ip-o.—"Slaughter of Rath Righbard."
This was one of the first Baths built by the "Milesians in Ireland.

The tale of its destruction has not been identified.

Apj&in TCau& II15 buil.—"Slaughter of Rath Righ Gruil."

Ap5<ym 11&C& Uu&ije.—"Slaughter of Rath Tuaige."

Ap5&in 11&C& Uu&iphe.—"Slaughter of Rath Tuaisle."

Ap5&m 1v6.c& Uob&cu^.—" Slaughter of Rath Tobachta."

Apg&in T1&C& UnmlX.—" Slaughter of Rath Tiniill."

Ap5&m VL&i& Cinn^e.—" Slaughter of Rath Cuinge."
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Ap^Mn U^ua. Cttittitro.
—"Slaughter of Rath Cuillind."

Apj&in 11au& Cpu&c&n.—" Slaughter of Rath Cruachan."

Ap^&in Cac]\ac bopce.—" Slaughter of Cathair Borce."

Professor 0'Curry identified this place with the present Cathair

Boirce, in the County of Down, and "believed the tale to be part of

Cathreim Chonaillhlar Cingech—"Triumphs of Conall Claringech," of

which there is a copy in Hodges and Smith MS. (It. I. A., Lib.) JS"o. 205.

Apj&in 1Iac ConiAi.—" Slaughter of Rath Coula."

Apg&in 11&C& 5u&nt&i.—"Slaughter of Rath Gruanla."

Ap^&in U&ca thtlne.—" Slaughter of Rath Uillne."

Ap^&in 1Iac& T)&1 pp.
—" Slaughter of Rath Naiss."

Apg&in beitroe Ce.—" Slaughter of Befnd Ce."
This is made a^ath Raca benne ce

—" Slaughter of the Bath of Binn
Ce," in the Book of Leinster list. I do not know the tale, unless it be

the story told in the Dindsenchas of Loch Ce in the Book of Lecan.

Ap5&iri 1v6x& 5pMi&ijvo.— "Slaughter of the Rath of

Granard."
Ap5&iri 1Iac& Oupich.—"Slaughter of Rath Burach."
Opi&.-pL&riTj Scome.—"Treachery of Scone."
This appears to have been a Scotch or Pictish tale, and has not

been identified.

Aiji-oecc Apictnp.—" Visitation of [King] Arthur.

1p Am/Ml ppimp^et "ooti &iprmchep n& p^e^LA \o pif .1.

To^m^-mm ocup V\\ ocu-p Se&pc& octip Stu&je/yoA ocup
TJochomtxyoA

—

"It is as prime stories these tales which
follow here are enumerated namely, irruptions, and
Visions, and Loves, and Expeditions, and Progresses," [i. e.]

Uoin&Tom Loc& Gacac.—"Irruption of Loch Eachach."
This story is preserved in Leaihar na h- Uidhri under the title of

Aided JEchach llaic Ifaireda—" Death of Liochaid, son of Haired," and
in the Dindsenchas of Loch n-JEchach, now Loch JSTeagh. It is included

in my translation of Leahhar na h- Uidhri.

Uopiiwoin "Loca. eipne.—"Irruption of Loch Eirne."
This story is preserved in the Dindsenchas of Loch Erne. An ab-

stract of it is published in the Academy's Proceedings, Irish MSS.
Series, Part I., p. 186.

H-p mn& nermT>.—" Vision of the wife of Nemid."
Teip Concubxyip.—"Vision of Concobar."
This is preserved in the Book of Leinster, and has been already

noticed. Sec under Tochmarc Feirle, p. 220.

Pip Cunro .1. b-Mle &n S5&1I.—"Vision of Conn, i.e., Baile
an Scail."

This is the vision or prophetic furor of Seal, which sets forth in a
curious rhapsody the import of a vision in which the monarch Conn
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of the Hundred Battles, had a foresight of coming events. It is pre-

served in the B. I. A., and T. C. D. Libraries, and is well described by
Professor 0' Curry in his Lectures on the MS. Materials of Hish history.

% P^W*-—"Vision of [F]ursa."
This is the vision of Saint Fursa of Perona, of which there is a

condensed version in the Irish Life of St. Fursa preserved in the British

Museum, MS. Egerton 91. This, however, appears to be a translation

from' Bede, who is twice quoted in the body of the Irish Life.

Se^pc C»vitLe Dep& no Foch/vo Cmi-mio.—"Love of Cail-

lech Bera for Fothad Canand."
This was Fathacl na Canoine, who abducted the wife of Ailell, son

of Fogan already noticed at p. 233.

Sepc T)uid'L^c«\ do tllon^n.—"Love of Dubhlocha for

Mongan."
Mongan was King of Ulster, and was slain a. d. 622. The tale is

preserved in the Book of Femioy, Lib. B. I. A.

Sepc 5opmt&ice *oo Th^LL.— "Love of Grormlaith for

Niall.'/

This was Gormlath, daughter of Flann, King of Leinster, and her

husband Niall Glun Dubh, monarch of Ireland a. d. 900-946, was the

object of her affections. Our Irish manuscripts contain many pieces

in prose and verse, preserving curious details of this lady's adventures,

and her love for Niall, but I am not aware of any existing copy of the

full tale. The principal events of her life are weU summed up by
O'Curry in his Lectures on the MS. Materials of Irish History.

StuMgio^ cfi& ^fl'Ofo .1.
—" Expeditions here

XOW, I. E."

Slu^ije-o *0&ci co Sli^b n-G^bp^.—" Expedition of Dathi

to the Alpine Mountain."
An abstract of this tale is preserved in Leabhar na Ii- Zficlhri in the

story of King Lathy' s death and his burial. The fall tale is preserved

in the O'Curry collection of Irish MSS. in the Catholic University.

SUiMje-o UjMne 1lloip co h-G^-o^t.—"Expedition of

Ugaine Mor to Italy."

There is an account of the expedition of Ugaine the Great, sup-

posed to have taken place about a. at. 4590, in the Book of Leinster,

in an historical account of the origin of the Lagenians, whose ancestor

he was. It is also summed up in a poem attributed to the royal poet

of Leinster, Find, son of Boss, which is preserved in the Psaltar na

Rann in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and of which I have a good

copy in my own possession.

Sbu^i^e-o fleiL m-vic C^ch^c co 1l1in|\ ii-1c1to.—" Expedi-

tion of Niall, son of Eochaid, to the Ictian Sea."

This is the expedition of Mall of the iSine Hostages to the Ictian
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Sea, about the year a. d. 405. The tale is preserved in the Book of

Ballymote, Lib. B.I. A.

SUiM^ex) VixNcn<s m*MC O&e'OMn goTDtm n-Su-M-pei S&ccon-

Mbocu^ppnn^lt.iMje'o e-pen &p ce&n&.—" Expedition of Fiach-

na, son of Baedan, to Dun Ghiaire in [the land of the] Saxons,

and the prime expeditions of Erin also."

The expedition of Fiackna son of Baedan, who was "King of Ulster

in the sixth century, is preserved in the Book of Eermoy, Lib. B..I. A.,

but it states that he visited other places as well as Bun Guaire.

[Uocoml<vo& z\\ts MTo-po pf .1.

—

"Progresses now
FOLLOW HERE, I. E."]

Uoconiixvo P&pc&lom oocum n-Cpenn.—" Progress of

Partholan into Eriu."
This and the five following tales relate to the early colonization of

Ireland, and are accounted for in the Book of Conquests.

Uocomi&o Ileum "oo 1l-eipin"o.—"Progress of Neirnid into

Eriu."

Uocomt&'o Vets\\ m-bolg.—"Progress of the Ferbolgs."

Uocoml/vo Uu&ua. *Oe 'O&iuiro.—" Progress of the Tuatha
De Danann."

Uocomb^t) TThle m&c Di1e co li-GAp^m.—"Progress of

Mile [Milesins], son of Bile, to Spain."

Uocomtxyo 111 ibt) b, h-efp&m co 6pin.—"Progress of [the

sons of] Mile from Spain into Ireland."

Uoc&ml/yo Cpuiuhne&ct) ou^ Up^ici& co Ope^cn<Mb ocup
co h-eipirro.—" Progress of the Cruithneans [Picts] from Thrace
to Britain and to Erinn."

In the List in the Book of Leinster this title runs thus :-—" Pro-

gress of the Cruithneans (or Picts) from Thrace into Eriu, and their

progress from. Eriu into Alba."

UocMnl&T) ["Pep] 1lej\en co h-Alb^in.—" Progress of [the

men of] Eriu to Alba."
Uocoml^-o Lo-mgpi Ke^pjui^ a h-tl11<vo.—" Progress of

the Exiles of Fergus out of Ulster."
This story relates the progress of Fergus MacBogh and the Ulto-

nian exiles who renounced then allegiance to King Conchobar for his

having violated their right of Comairce or protection, by having killed

the sons of TJisncch while under their Faesam or protection. The
Ultonian warriors thus insulted left Ulster and went into Connaught
to Ailell and Meal), where they were known by the title of Longes

TJla&, or "Ultonian Exiles." They subsequently joined the Con-
naught forces in the Tain Bo Cuailnge. The story is preserved in the

Book of Leinster.

SEE. ir., VOL. I.) POL, LIT. A>"D ANTIQ. 2M
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UocomlM) triufqAMje -oo HUg bpe&g.—"Progress of the
' Muscraighe' into Magh Breagli."

UocomlM) tiA T)-t>eppi o Ue&mp&ij;.—" Progress of the Dessi
from Temair (Tara)."

This story is preserved in Leabhar na h- Uiclhri, and has been already
noticed under Longes Mthne Uaithaige, p. 225.

UocomLvo CLvmne C&c&ch ITItii'ome'ooin .1. & Itlroe.-—
" Progress of the sons of Eochaidh Muidhmeadoin, i. e., out of
Meath."

I am not aware of any detailed prose version of this story, but the
facts are related by Flam Mainistrech in an historical poem preserved
in the Books of Lecan, Leinster, and Ballyniote.

UocomtA/o Cein & CAippl.—"Progress of [Tadg, son of]

Cian, from Cashel."
This story is preserved in the Battle of Crinna in the Books of

Fermoy and Lisrnore, Lib. B. I. A. There is also an interesting story
of the Adventures of Tadg son of Cian.

Uocomlxvo *0^lpi^cAv 1 n-Alb&in ocup 111 ni po ope ocup
po bich ocu-p A-ob^ch m ptnl m&x> [T1I1 n,<yo] con^ne t>&c&p-
n&it) n& p^el^ tulle. T\nif.

—" Progress of the Dalriata into

Alba, and all that were slaughtered and killed, and those who
died. He is not a poet who does not synchronize and har-
monize all these stories. Finis."

There is an interesting abstract of this tale of the progress of the
Dalriads into Scotland in the historical preface to the Amra Coluim
Cille, now restored to its place in the Academy's edition of the
Leabhar Breac, page 238 c.

The important use which O'Curry made of these ancient romances,

and the suggestion thrown out by him and Dr. O'Donovan, that it

would be desirable to ascertain to what extent the tales known in

the twelfth century, which are enumerated in this list, and in the

Book of Leinster, are still preserved in Irish manuscripts, induced me
to take up the investigation of the question at the point where they

left it. That task obviously involves more than searching a manu-
script for the title of a tale. In the present state of Irish literature it

should include the copying of it, and above all the translation of it.

It is time that some one should actively undertake the latter task, and
that our rich treasures of poetic material should at length be made
accessible to the world.

Several years have already elapsed since Mr. Gilbert, the present

Librarian of the Academy, in an essay on the historic literature of

Ireland, called attention to the value and interest which would attach

to the publication of our historic tales. A few isolated tales have since

been printed, but no serious step has been taken to bring out a con-
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nected series of tales, probably because no one cared to undertake the

laborious task of copying and translating them without any immediate
hope of their publication. I have, however, undertaken the task, and
I now venture to report to the Academy the result of my labours up
to this, in order to enable it to judge of the amount of success which
I have had, and also in the hope of creating a greater interest in those

tales than they receive at present.

It is needless to say that I am not about to read an essay on the

character of our romances, or compare them with similar tales in other

literatures, for even were I able to do so, the more humble but still

useful labour of collecting and translating them must be done^before

any literary analysis can be attempted.

The existing tales represent various phases of ancient Irish history,

but the great majority refer to two principal periods, which Mrs.

Ferguson has happily distinguished as the heroic and the Fenian.

Although, according to the usually received chronology of our annals,

their periods are supposed to have been separated from each other by
an interval of only about 200 years, the tales of each period are

widely different in character and value. The latter, for some reason,

have received more attention than the former, and a Society,—the

Ossianic,—was established for their publication. Some of those tales

published by that Society are no doubt taken from modern copies

;

others are, however, to be found in old manuscripts of good authority,

e. g. Imtheacht na Trom Daimhe, or the Adventures of the great

Bardic Company, which is found in the Book of Lismore and other

vellum manuscripts of good authority, and the pursuit of Diarmaid
and Graine, which is mentioned in the list of ancient stories in the

Book of Leinster—a good authority for the antiquity of the tale

—

under the title of Aiue-o Sparine pe T>i&pm&i'o—Elopement of

Graine with Diarmaid. I may also mention the poem of Ossin on the

death of his son Oscur, in the battle of Gabhra, which was copied and
translated by Professor 0'Curry from the Book of Leinster.

Of the tales of the heroic period which are in every respect the
best we possess, as well as the most genuine and archaic, very few
have as yet been made accessible to the public. Among those I may
mention the Battle of Magh Bath, edited by Dr. O'Donovan and pub-
lished by the Archaeological Society, the Sick Bed of Cuchulaind, and
the Fate of the Children of Uisneach, published by Professor 0'Curry
in the Atlantis, and a few others.

There are also some important tales which do not belong to either

of these two categories, such as those relating to the early coloniza-

tions of the country, and the wars of the rival races, and some too

of a mythological character. Of this class the only ones published

are—The Fate of the Children of Tuireand, and the Fate of the
Children of Lir, published by Professor 0'Curry in the Atlantis,

No. viii. Those tales, with the Exile of the Sons of Uisneach, already

mentioned, are called Tri Truagh na ScealuigJieachta, or the Three Sor-

rowful Tales of Story-telling.
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The list of tales given in the Book of Leinster, and printed by
0' Curry, and in the preceding list from the MS. H. 3, 17, referred to in

the passage which I have quoted from Dr. O'Donovan's Catalogue, is

classified according to the following categories:

—

U05I&.—" Destructions."

Uatia.—" Cattle-Spoils."

Uochm&pc&.—"Courtships."

Cac1i/s—" Battles."

lUdiA.—"Caves."
tirifiiMnA..

—" Voyages."
Lon^e^-p^.—" Exiles.'

Vopb^iY^.
—" Sieges."

CAchcp^.—" Adventures."
Airliex)^.—" Elopements."
Aipjne.—" Slaughters."

Uom<vom^.—" Irruptions."

Tipb.—" Yisions."

Sepc<s.—" Loves."

Oiuce.—"Tragedies." SIu&tjvo.—"Expeditions."

Vepf^.
—"Feasts." Uochomt^'o^.—"Progresses."

All our tales, no matter to what period of our history they belong,

may be conveniently classified under these categories, and I shall ac-

cordingly follow it in submitting the tales which I have translated.

UojIa, or Destructions. Of this class we have very important

specimens in the Bruiden Da Dearga, and Bruiden Da Choga, both of

which belong to the heroic period. Of the story of the Destruction

of Bruiden Da Dearga, and death of Conaire Mor, Monarch of Lreland,

A.ir., 5091-5160, we possess two good copies on vellum. One in

Leabhar nah-Didhri, defective at commencement ; and a perfect copy in

MS. H. 2, 16, T. C. D. I made independent copies and translations of

this tale from both manuscripts, and having collated them and made
an index of the various readings, and a glossary of the obsolete and

archaic words found in them, I submitted the whole to the Academy
withmy translation of Leabhar na h-TJidhri, which the Academy has

kindly accepted with a view to its future publication.

I now submit the very ancient and valuable tale of the Destruc-

tion of Bruiden Da Choga and the death of Cormac Condlonges, son of

Concobar Mac J^essa,' king of Ulster. This prince, I may say king,

as he was duly elected to succeed his father in the sovereignty of

Ulster, and on his way to mount the throne when he was surprised

and murdered by the emissaries of Medb and Ailill in the house of

Da Choga, figures so prominently in the better known tales of Tain

Bo Cuailnge and Briuden Da Dearga, it would be desirable to have

this tale printed with them, in order to make the history of his event-

ful life as complete as possible, and to bring to light the great mass

of mythological and topographical information it contains, and the

curious pictures it preserves of the customs of the heroic period.

CiMk\, or Tains. This is the most important of all the classes

of tales, for it includes the celebrated Tain B6 Cuailnge. All the

Tains still preserved belong to the heroic period, and most of them are

so intimately connected with the Tain Bo Cuailnge that they may be
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regarded as preparatory episodes of the great cattle-spoil, and are

hence called Remscelaib na Tana, or the Pre-tales of the Tain.

The oldest copies of the Tain known to us are those preserved in

Leabhar na h-TJidhri, and in the Book of Leinster. The former is not

so full as the latter, and it is also imperfect at the end, while the

version in the Book of Leinster, which is nearly of the same age as

Leabhar na h-TJidhri, is perfect. I have made copies and translations

of both. The former I submitted to the Academy with my transla-

tion of Leabhar na h-TJidhri. The latter, with its prefaces and
Pre-Tales, I have collected into this book, to which I have given the

following title :
—

" Tain Bo Cuailstgitt : translated from the original vellum manu-
script known as the Book of Leinster, in the Library of Trinity

College, Dublin. To which are added the ancient Prologues, Prefaces,

and the stories of adventures which preceded the principal ex-

pedition or Tain, from various vellum manuscripts in the Libraries of

Trinity College and the Eoyal Irish Academy."

In the story of the discovery of the Tain Bo Cuailnge, pre-

served in the Book of Leinster, the titles of twelve of the Pre-

Tales are given as follows :

—

1]" h-e uupem pempcetA. Uah^ Do Cu&ilfi^e .1. & x>o "oec .1.

"oe s&b&iL in c-pi*OA, *oe Aftmj m 1Tl&ic Oic, "oe Copup n& T)&
fflticci'o&, t>e UriAin bo tle^&moin Be eccp& tlep&i, "oe com-
pepc chonchob&ip, "oe cocm&pc * * *

, ve compepc Con-

cut&in'o, "oe UtiAin bo 1-ti"o^ip, "oe UocniApc emipe. AcbepMc
•o&rixs ip m pempcetxvib : "oe Uhecc Concut&iri'o "oo Un^ig
CuLmito Cep'O'DA,, "oe 5&b&iL gApcro "oo ChomcuLyitro, ocup
"oia. out 1 c&pp&c, 'oia. turo CucliutMnT) "oo 6m&.m 1TI&.C&

copn.6, m&ccu &.cc ip 1 cupp n&. cati& &t>pi.<yocAp n& cpi pceoiL

•oe'oencA po.

" This is the number ofthe Pre-Tales ofthe Tain Bo Cuailnge,

namely, twelve, i. e., of the Taking of the Sid, of the Vision of

the Mac Occ, of the Contention of the two Swine-Herds, of the

Tain Bo Regamon, of the Adventures of Nera, of the Concep-
tion of Conchobar, of the Courtship of * * *

, of the Concep-
tion of Cuchulaind, of Tain Bo Fliclais, of the Courtship of Erner.

It is said also that [the following pieces] belong to the Pre-

Tales : Of the visit of Cuchulaind to the house of Culand Cercl,

of the Taking of Arms by Cuchulaind, and of his going into a

chariot and of his visit to Emain Macha, to the youths, but it is

in the body of the Tain these three last stories are told."

In this volume, then, are translations of all the Tains which
are to be found complete in ancient Irish manuscripts. Perhaps,
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then, the best way to give the Academy an idea of what it con-

tains would be to read the titles of the several episodes of which
the Tain Bo Cuailnge consists, and of the Introductory Tales,

Pre-Tales, Prologues, and Prefaces, which complete its story :

—

Introductory Tales,

Cto t)i& m-b6i ton^ef m&cn-upnij.—" What was the cause

of the exile of the sons of Usnech." Cause of their exile, etc.

"Pochon tom^pe hep^u-p^ 111 ac H015.—" Cause of the exile

of Fergus Mac Rogh," &c.

Uocm&pc 11m a Cputro.—" Courtship of the wife of Grand."
And cause of the "Cesnoiden" or child-birth pains of the

Ultonians.

Tloroen uiat> Cit> t>i& Ua.—" Noiclen (infant or child-birth

pains) of the Ultonians why so called." Story of the " Cesnoi-

dean"—child-birth pains and debility of the Ultonians, which
gave Medb and her forces an opportunity of successfully invad-

ing their country and carrying away their spoils.

Pre-Tales.

Uaiii bo Herman.—" Tain Bo Regamon."
Uaiti bo Ueg^mon.—" Tain Bo Eegamon." Another story

under the same title, in which the Mor Rigu forewarns Cuchu-

laind of the dangers and disasters of the Tain Bo Chuailnge.

UAiTi bo VimMf.—" Tain Bo Flidais."

Uaih be Amjen.—"Tain Be Aingen." See p. 222.

UA111 bo 'O^pc/vo^.—" Tain Bo Dartad."

U&111 bo Hj\&ic.—" Tain Bo Fraech."

U&m bo llltm/vo m Atbaon.—" Tain Bo Munad in Alba."

Prefaces.

1ncipic Uahi Do CtiMirije.—"Incipit Tain Bo Cuailnge."

Account of the origin and cause of the Tain Bo Cuailnge and
mythological origin of the two Bulls, namely, Dond Chuailnge

and Findbennach Ai.

T)o p-Mibpu^ii'o Uah/s Do Cu&itrije.—" Of the Discovery

of the Tain Bo Chuailnge."

T)e jAb^ib in cp'OA.—" Of the taking of the Sid."

T)e cofDup 111 x)& nuicc<vo&i.—" Of the contention of the two
Swine-Herds."
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Prologues.

Incipic U&in foo Cu&ilfige.—"Incipit Tain Bo Cuailnge."

SI151 n& Uavia pc.—" "Way of the Tain, etc." This piece re-

lates the progress and adventures of the hosts of Ailill and Medb,
and the names of the places through which they passed on their

way from Cruachan Ai into the territory of Cuailnge in Ulster.

1ncipiunu m&c 5rnrnp.<yo& Concut^nro.—" Incipiunt Boy-
deeds of Cuchulaind." Under this title there are three stories

—

the present and two following pieces—of the Boy-exploits of

Cuchulaind, related to Queen Medb and Ailill by three of the

"Ultonian Exiles" namely, Fergus MacEoigh, Cormac Con-
longais, son of Concobar, and Fiacha Fir Aba.

Ue&chc CtichuLAirro -oo Uh&ij cuUiito cep'O'0.6..
—"Visit

of Cuchulaind to the house of Culancl Cercl," and how he got

the name Cuchulaind.

*Oo 5&b&it g&pcro *oo Choincul&uro ocup "oia. "0111 1 c&p-

p&r.—" Of the Taking of Arms by Cuchulaind, and of his going
into a chariot." And his first day's achievements.

Uahi bo CtiAilfige.—" Tain Bo Cuailisge."

1n peel pcoeppin ip 111 aito pot)ec€p&.—"The story itself

[i. e., the Tain] is what is now related here." The progress and
adventures of the forces of Ailell and Medb, from Cruachan Ai in

Connaught, to the territory of Cuailnge in Ulster, and the fights

of Cuchulaind with Nathchranclal, Redg, the satirist, Cur, son of

Daloth, Ferbaeth, Larine, son of Nos, Loch mor, son of Mofemiss,

and many more of the warriors of Ailell and MedVs forces, are

told under this heading without any special title.

bpiptec m^it;e ITlttpchetnne.—" Breach of the plain of

Murthemniu."
1n c&pp&c pe|w&.—" The sickled chariot."

1rnpot bel&ij; eom.—"Mishap of Beallach Eoin."
tXn^e im Uh<vmon.—" Dress upon Tamon."
Comp&c Fepgup^.—" Fight of Fergus."
Cinmu Vepcon.—"Head place of Ferchu."
Comp&c C&lAxin oc&p a ct&inoe.—" Fight of Calatin and

of his children."

Comp&c "Fip-oeA-o.
—" Fight of Ferdiadh."

AnniAiroA AbAtro te^ip Coriclrul&uro 1 ConAitte flltm-

cemm.—"Names of the healing rivers of Cuchulaind in Conaille

Murthenmi."
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C&t/vo jteo Cechejm m^\ic Futocmii A.cup pule Ceche-pn.—" Heroic Fight of Cethern, son of Fintan, and blood-wounds
of Cethern." His blood and wounds examined by Finghin Fath
Liag, King Conchobar's physician.

M^cA-ljleo "FmcMn.—" Tooth Fight of Fintan."
tluxvo]AUcco fflnro.—"Bed wounding of Mind," son of Sal-

cholgan.

Ajijiecu}\ n-&^M).—"Assault of the Charioteers."

b^n^Leo 1locVo&.—" White (i. e., bloodless) Fight of

Bochad."
tTleUjLeo n-lWc.—" Grinding Fight of Iliach."

OrpVigi Am&-|A5"in 1 U&tcin.—" Flag Fight of Aniargirn in

Tailtin."

Si]i fiobtco Su&LcMm.—" Constant warning of Sualtani."

His warning to King Conchobar and the Ultonians of the im-
pending disasters. His alarm and death.

Uinob &c&f Uoc1iofcubt1tA ,

o.
—" Collecting and assembling

of the Ultonians." King Conchobar awakes from his " Ceas-

noidean," prepares to pursue and recover the spoils of his coun-

try. Enumeration of all the Tuatha and tributary kings called

to arms by King Conchobar to meet the hosts of Queen Medb
and Ailill in the " Battle of the Tain Bo Cuailnge."

btiA-o]Aif Cetcc,M}i.—"Alarm of Celtchair." The prophetic

furor of Celtchair Mac Uthaithir, Cormac Condlonges,$m(\.Dirf)thach

Doel Iliad on the eve of the Battle of the Tain Bo Cuailnge on
Slemain Mide and the muster of the Ultonians in pursuit of the

Tain follow here.

C&c n& Uatia. is St11n.Mi1 UlToe.—" Battle of the Tain in

Slemain Mide." Under this section there is a chain of descrip-

tions, without any distinct titles, which may be summed up as

follows :—Muster of the Ultonians on the hill of Slemain Mide.

Description of the various tribes and bands by Mac Both (the

herald). Laegh describes the various companies and the order

and array of battle to Cuchulaind. Fight of Fergus Mac Boigh
and King Conchobar. Story of the " Calad Bolg "—sword of

Lete. Cuchulaind rushes from his " Othur Lige," or bed of

sickness ; appears in the battle wounded and blood-streaming,

attacks Fergus, compels him to retreat, and defeats Medb's
forces.

Imcu-p^ T)oivo Clu.i&ttij;e.—"Adventures ofDondChualnge,"
his exploits on Magh Ai, his fight with the Find Bennach Ai,

death of Bricriu, and fate of the two bulls.

Set) ego cji.11 pc|\ipp h&nc hifcojvi&in.

—

" Scd ego qui scripsi
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heme historiani." A curious Latin memorandum by the Scribe

ends my list of tbe Tain Bo Chuailnge series.

I have, however, a few other pieces belonging to the heroic

period, most of which may be regarded as biographical sketches

of the heroes of these tales, and as they help to show the true

character of those heroes, and the circumstances and manners
and customs of their times, they may be conveniently added
here by way of addenda :

—

Compete Conchob.M]\.— "Conception of Conchobar Mac
Nessa."

1lopo pep .<Miip& A.ipeg'OA 111 ci Concob.<yip m&c 11epp&.

—

" A noble, illustrious man was Conchobar Mac Nessa." This

treats of the parentage, education, and early life of King Conor.

D& mop &n o|rox)&ii vo Conch ob&p, hi euro peer m-
bti<y6n& i&p n^ 5enemA.n1 ipp mto po g&b pijenut-M).—"It
was a great honour to Conchobar ; it was at the end of seven

years after Ms birth he assumed the kingship of Ulster." This
piece sets forth how King Conor obtained the sovereignty of

Ulster, &c.

0& mop 111 &ipmiciti x:]\is "oo p&up&c- uIa/o vo Concob&p.—" Great indeed was the reverence the Ultonians gave to Con-
chobar." This piece treats of the economy of King Conchobar 's

reign ; and of his prohibitions and privileges among the Ulto-

nians.

Aroe-o ConchobMp.—" Death of Conchobar Mac Nessa."

Compepc ConcuLvitro.—" Conception of Conchulaind."

Oompepc CoiicuLmito "oah hi ni pi pi op, pet) &tiop .1. peip

C151 Dec FotcxM^.—" Conception of Cuchulaind is what follows

here too, sed alias, i. e., Feast of the House of Bee Foltach."

Another version of the conception and birth of Cuchulaind.

je]^^ ocup ilbpecA biap pop ComcuLynro, pop Cloc
m&cc&em Cpoebpu-voe.—"Prohibitions and divers injunctions

were upon Cuchulaind, upon the illustrious youth of the

'Craebh Euadh' (Red Branch)." This piece relates the ad-
ventures of Cuchulaind, and his prohibitions, privileges, and
exploits among the Ultonian heroes of the Red Branch,
and its true title may be inferred from its concluding words

:

Com-olii pm A.i*oet) Stntt m&ic C&pb&ro ocup Aroei) 5&ipb
Slmni p'15.

—"And that is the fate of Groll son of Carbad, and
the fate of Grarb of Grleani High."

Si&bupcobp& CohcuImito iI,Lmciu ^ eicrecu&.—"Spirit-

repentance of Cuchulaind on the day of his death."
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Ai-oe-o ConcutMiro.—"Death of Cuchulaind."
Tlu&U, ^ub^ evm-pe.—"Loud Lamentation of Enier," her

wail on hearing of the death of Cuchulaind.

Uocm^\c Ke-pbe.—"Courtship of Ferb," by Mane, son of

Ailill and Medb. Under this title is also :

hf Conchob-Mfi.—" Vision of Conchobar." And
Uo^aiI •ouin Sei]^.—"Destruction of the Court of Greirg

in Grleann Greirg."

Aroe-o Con&iUl Cejin^i^.—" Death of Conall Cernach."
Aroe-o 'Oubc^ig.—" Death of Dubthach."

Aroro CetccMji rn&ic Ucmui|\.—" Death of Celtchair Mac
Utaithir,"

Dai ^ob^ Mn-p& m Utcsob .1. e-ccecr^b^c ^^sb*s a &iirm.—" There was a noble smith in Ulster, namel}', Ecetsalach, the

smith was his name." This piece treats of the parentage, birth,

and exploits of Amergin, son of Ecetsalach.

Thus far I have collected and beg to submit the Tain series

as far as I found complete versions of them in old Irish MSS.
I have another collection of Tains, and tales connected

directly or indirectly with them, from more modem manuscripts,

to which I will refer presently, but in this volume I have in-

cluded none but complete versions, from our oldest and best

books.

Uocm^nc^.—"Courtships." Besides the courtship of Bee
Fola, already published in the Irish manuscript series of the
" Proceedings of the Academy," I have given in my translation

of Leabhar na h- TJidhri the important tale of

Uocrrnvpc eme]\e.—" Courtship of Emer" and Cuchulaind,

as far as it is preserved in that manuscript, and the complete

version of the tale from a vellum MS. Brit. Mus. (Harleian,

5280) . I now submit two other tales of the same class :

—

Uocmos]\c qiebt^nie.—" Courtship of Treblan," by Fraech,

son of Fidacl, which may be regarded as a sequel to Tain Bo
Fraech ; and

Uocm&'pc pejibi.
—" Courtship of Ferb," by Mane, son of

Ailell and Medb, which I have already mentioned in my Ad-
denda to the episodes of the Tain Bo Cuailnge.

Cac^.—"Battles." In my translation of Leabhar na h-

Uidhri, I have given the Battle of Cam Conaill as an example
of this class of Tales. I now submit the two battles of Magh
Tuireadh :

—

C^u him^c cin]\ex) Cung^.—"Battle of Moy Tura of Cong."
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From a vellum manuscript in the Lib. T. C. D. (Class H. 3,

17) ; and the second, known as the Battle of Moy Tura of the

Fomarians, from a vellum manuscript in the British Museum
[Harleian, 5280), where it has the following heading :

—

C&c m&ije utijAe^yo &n -pce&L yo py, oeuf ^eneAiii^m O^e/yp

rrnc e-l&c.Mn ocuf ^
1
u5e -
—" This story which follows here is

the Battle of Magh Tuireadh, and the begetting of Brease, son

of Elatan, and his reign."

1ni]\<sin^.
—" Yoyages, or Wanderings on Sea." In my

translations of Leabhar na h-Uidhri, I have given as an example
of this class of tale :

:

—
1mp&in 011^15 nuMtexjuni.— " Wandering of Maeldun's

Boat." To this I have now to add the curious tale of :

—

1m|\<Mn cujvp&it; tu\ co|\]\&.
—"Wandering of the boat of

the sons of Ua Corra," and the story of the exile and death of

Cano, son of Grartnan, and grand-nephew to Aedh Mac Grart-

nan, king of Scotland (circa 620), a contemporary of Saint

Colum Cille, who was compelled to fly from Scotland and take

shelter in Ireland, to avoid the jealousy of his grand-uncle, who
had already slain his father, and killed and dispersed his friends

and followers. This tale is peculiarly interesting in preserving

a very good picture of the manners and customs of the people

of Eriu and Alba, at this early period. This piece is well pre-

served in the " Yellow Book of Lecan," in the Library of

Trinity College, Dublin, under the following title :

—

Occipt) c&n&nn rrnc ^xvpcn^n.—" Occisid Canann, son of

Grartnan." The visit of Grartnan and his people to Ireland is

set down in the Annals of Tighernach at a. d. 687.

I now submit specimens of a totally different class of pieces.

The first may be considered an important chapter of Seanchas

Ban Erend or " History of the women of Erin." It has no
title, but commences :—

Ctt& be&n At)Aim ipproe cev be&n m be&ch^

—

" Eve wife of Adam, she was the first woman of the world."

To this I have to add a tract on the derivations and etymo-
logy of the names of the illustrious and distinguished men of

Erin who flourished as the heroes of our ancient tales and
stories. This is also without a title, but may be regarded as a

chapter of Seanchus Fer n-Erend—or, "History of the [distin-

guished] men of Erin." It begins :

fllumu chilli]' -|\o 1w\imnni5e-o—" Mumu how so called."
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Additional Notes.

P. 218. U*m bo tltnf—" Cow-Spoil of Eos."
O'Curry says (1861), " jSTothing known of this tale." It is, how-

ever, possible that it is the story referred to at page 227 under the

title
" Aided Conchobair''''—"Death of Conchobar," and preserved in

the Book of Leinster, and in MS. H. 3. 17. Lib. T.C.D. It sets forth

how Cet, son of Magach, a famous champion of Connaught, having
made an incursion into Ulster, possessed himself of the ball made of

the brain of Mesgegra, which had been treasured at Emania among the

trophies of Conall Cearna'ch, by whom he had been previously slain.

It was prophesied that this ball would revenge the fate of Mesgegra,

by killing one or more of the kings and king-champions of Ulster in

return. Cet, knowing this, determined that he should be the man
through whom the prophecy should be fulfilled. He placed the ball

in his girdle and continued for some time to watch the Ultonians,

seeking an opportunity of carrying out his resolution. As no such

opportunity offered, he
(
Cet) went eastward and drove away a spoil of

cattle from the Feara Ross. The Ultonians pursued him, and the

people of Connaught came to aid him ; a battle was fought between

them, in which king Conchobar himself was engaged. The women of

Connaught (who then enjoyed the privilege of attending military

hostings) admired the comely form and valour of king Conor as

he distinguished himself in the battle. They besought him to come
aside (i. e. to advance nearer to them), that they might have a better

view of his beautiful form and noble figure. As Conclwbar advanced,

Cet, who had concealed himself among the women, cast the fatal ball

and lodged it in his skull : thus inflicting the wound of which king

Conchobar subsequently died. This tale then is the Tain Bo Buiss,

inasmuch as the battle in which king Conor received his death wound
was fought for the possession of the Tain Bo, or Cow spoil of the

Feara Boss. The subsequent portion of the tale relates the circum-

stances of king Conor's death, hence it is called Aided Conchobair or

Death of Conchubar, and thus the tale will correspond to both titles.

P. 222. C^ch bbirme.—" Battle of the Boind."
This is made C&u coroen, i. e. "Battle of Toiden" in the Book

of Leinster List, but not identified. It is probably the invasion of

Toidean by the Bibcrgs, or plunderers, of which there is an abstract

in the Book of Leinster.

Note.—All the translations mentioned in the foregoing Paper were presented to

the Academy on the night on which the Paper was read. This collection is exclu-

sive of Professor O'Looney' s translation of Lcabhar net h-Uidhri, which, with a

classified list of orthographical and other peculiarities of the original text of that

MS., he suhmitted to the Academy on the 12th of June, 1871. It contains sixty-

five independent pieces, some of them more or less imperfect. The Academy has

taken steps towards the publication of these translations, and already a portion of

the Tain Bo Cuailnge has been printed off.

—

Ed.
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XXXVII.—Ox the Time and Topography oe the Bruighean da

Choga. By Denis H. Kelly, Esq., M. K. I. A.

[Read November 30, 1872.]

This historic tale is not only valuable as a narrative of very remote
facts, but also as a specimen of very ancient Irish language. Of this

tract there are two copies, differing in some respects, but mutually
elucidating one another. One copy is in Manuscript, H. 3. 18., in the

Library of Trinity College, Dublin, and of which there is a good
transcript in the O'Beilly MSS., in the Library of the Royal Irish

Academy. This narrative is fragmentary, with frequent breaks ; but
is more elegant in diction, and contains, amongst other matters, a

copy of Forgall Manach's Boem, commencing thus: " Se tjpui&ne
Openn 5011 oil,"— " The six Bruigheans of Erin without reproach,"

—which is omitted in the other. The other copy is in the Book of

Leinster, (H. 2. 18, Lib. Trin. Coll.), and this is a much more conse-

cutive narrative.

The period of this tract is that of the triumphant return of the

Connacian army from the Tain Bo Cuailgne, and its date is fixed by
the death of Conor mac Fachtna king of IJlladh of which the curious

narrative is given in Keating. This king (as the story runs), on seeing

the eclipse that occurred at the Crucifixion of the Saviour, was much
amazed, and, on being informed by his Druids that it was caused bv
the Jewish people's crucifying the Son of God, he became so excited

that he seized his arms, rushed into the wood of Lamhrigh near
Emania, and began cutting down the willows, exclaiming, " Tnus
would I do to these miscreants," and, in his excitement, the brain ball

of Mesgedhra, that had been imbedded in the back of his skull, fell out,

and he at once expired. This would fix the date of our narrative at

about A. D. 33.

The most prominent personages in this narrative are, Medbh, the

Amazon queen of Connaught, and her husband Ailill ; Fergus the ex-

king of Ulladh ; and Cormac Conloingeas, (or the exile), son of Conor
mac Fachtna, together with the usual heroes of Fenian story ; but
as there is much confusion in the correlation of the above-named
personages, I think it better to elucidate the matter by a short

resume.

Medbh, then, was daughter of Eochy Feidlioch, king of Erin, and
was married to Conor man. Fachtna, king of Ulladh ; but the marriage
not proving a happy one, she left him, and was wedded, by her father,

to Ailill, whom the monarch confirmed in the throne of Connaught, to

which he had himself independent pretensions, and they kept a very
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splendid court at their palace of Cruachan, and he proved the most com-
plaisant of spouses. Conor mac Fachtna was the son of Ness, the very

lovely daughter of Eochy Salbuidhe ; who was left, a young and a very

charming widow, with an only son.

Fergus mac Roigh was at that time king of Ulladh, a very self-

indulgent and luxurious man. The fair widow attracted his attention,

and he solicited her to become his queen, but she refused to yield to

his desires, unless he would abdicate his throne, in favour of her son

Conor, for one year, and let him rule over Ulladh. To this the love-

sick king consented; but Ness made such good use of her time, by

making her son keep up an unusually splendid court, conciliating the

chiefs in every way, and giving such liberal largesses of money, that,

at the year's end, the whole population refused to hear of his resigning,

and Conor became de facto king. Fergus, after a vain struggle, had to

submit, and subsided into a minor position, whilst Conor, having, in a

fit of drunkenness, invaded his own mother's bed, became by her father

to Cormae called Conloingeas. At that time, the knights of the Red
Branch were the most famous order of chivalry in Ireland, and Fergus

and Cormae were both members of it. Conor persevered in his dissi-

pated career, when by his treacherous slaughter of the sons of TJisneach,

notwithstanding Fergus's safe-conduct, he had disgusted that powerful

body, the most important of its knights withdrew from his court ; and

amongst them, Fergus and Cormae, who were fast friends, retired with

a choice body of attendants, to the court of Medbh, where they where

hospitably entertained, and Fergus became the paramour of the

amorous and martial queen, and had by her several sons, who
became progenitors of some of the most powerful chieftains of

Erin. A strong jealousjT
, however, seems to have subsisted be-

tween the Connaught troops and the Ulidian contingent, who were

the personal retainers of Fergus and Cormae; and though they went

with them and fought with them in the Tain Bo Cuailgne, yet,

more than once, there was difficulty in preventing a rupture between

them.

The Irish word bpuijean (pronounced Breen) is in general applied

to & Fairy Palace, they call the Queen of the Fairies, becmpiosan na
bpuisne, but is also frequently applied to any very splendid residence.

It is the diminutive of the Irish bpug, which etymologists refer to the

same styrpe as the Saxon Burgh, &c.

The Irish Breen was an house of right royal hospitality—open to

all comers, never refusing fitting food and shelter, and its inmates were

under the protection of the Red Hand from all assailants. Thpy had

considerable lands attached to them, and their possessors ranked

amongst the high nobility of the land. Of these Royal Breens, there

were six in Ireland, according to the annexed poem of Forgall Manach,

the Brugaidh of Lusc, Co. Dublin, father of the Lady Emer, wife of

the great hero Cuchulin:

—
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bpuibni Gpmn anpo. The Breens of Erin here.

Se bpuibni epenn gan oil,

Ro babap comappip.
Ni epbaip bama biana
Robjab cuiboi coiiipiala.

bpuigean Da bepga coimbloib

a Cpic Cuulann copgapcoig.

Quo pocap Conaipe clem
6a haingel natnup nocel.

bpuiginn mac Oaco coipm cenn
5up cangacap pip epenn.

Ro caicpec inuic in ale,

Qgup puspaoap Qilbe.

bpuigean oa Chosa co clu

Rf po gabab pop Ulcu.
ba paile in bpuipi bpeap
5up ceic Copmao Conlomgeap.

bpui&ean mac Ceacc Da peon apt),

Nf bai n'acaip comgapg.
Q Connaccaib capan cec

Nt pobe pepp emeac

bpui&ean blai bpiugaib blaobmn
Qnn bai bean Cealcaip cuilpmb.

CI copcaip blab bpuigeab be
Oo lann Celcaip culbuibe.

Opuibean popgaill lYIanac ltioip

Oo caeb lupca co Ian coip.
Nf be buine oimgac be,

O'acaip alam 6imipe.

Copean pguic bo gpep
In 50c bpuijenn bahe abep

60 cacpab ap biab cofp
Oo gab buine pa ceboip.

Nf bepbeb an cofpe coip
Cibmop in bic t>o beb na oil.

Qcc ble can nabania be
Noca an bo bpaice.

pop cai cecpiplig plan,
No bic gac bpuibm blac Ian.

Cecpi b6ippi aipce amac
Gpa cigeb cac, 50 buibeac.

pip eipenn uile mapeac,
Oma bibiu umbeibeac.

Rob pab pibaig uile be
Oia poipbip pe bpuibne.

Se bpui&ni, ic.

Six vere t lie Breens (if I'.rin, without re-

proach

They were co existent.

They refused not vast companies,

They were all equally hospitable.

The Breen of Da Derga renowned

Flourishing in the laud of victorious

Cualaun.

Then', was mild Conaire slain;

By Iugcel the adventurer, corneal it not.

Th-' Biven of M'Datho,* great its fame,

To wl it- 1 1 resorted the men ol Erin.

They pat the swine thai were th re,

And they took Ailbi-f prisoner.

The famous Brij en of Da Choga

—

A King took ii Irom the Ultouians

—

Hospitable was that mighty Breen,

Till Cormac Coulpiiigeas fell there.

The Breen of M'Cecht exalted its division,

None had so fierce an ancestor.

Amongst the Conuacians was the mansion,

None was more liberally hospitable.

The Breen of the famous Brugadh, great

its celebrity,

Where was the wife offair-haired Cell air.

The famous Brudgadh was slain by him,

By the hand of Celtair of the golden

locks.

The Breen of great Forgall Manach,
Beside Lusc full of holiness,

None were dissatisfied with him,

—

With the father of the lovely Emir.

A cauldron of choice food at all times ready,

Was the custom in each Breen,

"With abundance of viands out of it,

For each man immediately
;

The good cauldron ceased not its boiling

However many were partakers of it,

But there was enough for hosts out of it,

Of that which was boiled therein.

Upon the pass of the four roads,

Each renowned Breen was situated.

Four doors of exit were there,

From which each issued thankful.

All the men of Erin found access,

Unless they were in hostility,

All would get plenty there,

If they reached the six Breens.

Six were the Breens, &c.

* Breen MacDatho (ba CO the two silent ones, deaf and dumb, were his father and

mother) ; his Breen was in S. Carlow f Ailbe was his hound.
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The Breen da Choga is situated in the townland of Bryanmore,

parish uf Drumraney, and barony of Kilkenny West, Co. Westmeath
;

about 6 miles N. E. of Athlone. It originally gave its name to an

Irish Bally Hiatach, being the mensal land attached to the Breen, but

since the division into townlands, it is divided into the townlands of

Breenmore or Bryanmore, upper and lower, Breenbe^ or Bryanbeg,

upper and lower. There are three circular Baths, marked as being in

these townlands on the 0. S. map of the Co. Westmeath, but the two
principal ones are in the townland of Bryanmore upper. They are

circular earthworks, situated one above the other, on two remarkable

spurs of the hill, grandiloquently called Slieve Ma/an in the narrative.

This hill, is the commencement of the chain of Eskers, or Gravel

hills, which rise up close to the large bog behind Waterstown House,

in two conspicuous spurs, one above the other, each crowned with its

Bath, and which runs on continuously through the demesne of Moy-
drum, to the ford across the Shannon, at the poorhouse of Athlone

(the very ford that De Ginkell is said to have made use of), and which

Esker ridge, in the days when the Shannon's immediate banks were

lined with swamps, bogs, and tangled woods, must have made one of

the principal passes between the North of Ireland and Connaught.

In the summer of 1871, 1 visited this locality with W. M. Hennessy,

Esq., and we found it correspond in all respects with the narrative.

The uppermost earthwork is 204 paces in circumference, and

contains within its ambit the ruins of a Castle, the erection of which

tradition ascribes to the noble family of Dillon ; this Castle is now a

shapeless mass of ruins, but there are those still living who remember

its walls made use of as a ball-alley. The earthwork on the lower

spur contained the Breen, the ruins of St. Laisrean's Cell, and the

Holy Well whereat still is the huge rock with which such stalwart

deeds were performed during the attack on the Breen.

In Sir William Betty's Printed Map of West Meath, Brinemore is

shown as a Castle, and is placed midway between Athlone and Bally-

more Lough Sewdy ; the precise position of this rath: nor is there

anv cause of doubt that the Dillons (Lords of Cuircne's) Castle, was

within the ambit of the Breen. This rath is now called Sterne's Folly,

from its having been planted with trees by a clergyman of the name

of Sterne. There was originally a circle of large stones surrounding

the earthwork; but there are very few of them now remaining.

This Breen is mentioned in the Annals of the Four Masters,

A.D. 919 :
— " Domnal, son of Domnal, son of Flan, son of Melaghlin,

heir apparent to the sovereignty of Erin, was slain by his brother

Donchadh, at Breendachoga." And again, A. D. 1415 :— " The Lord

Furnival plundered Dillon's castle, called Bruighean da Choga."

M'Fiibis, treating of the Tribe of Cuircne (p. 412), states that

Core stepson of Daol, daughter of Fiachra, King of Muskerry,

and wife of Oilell Flanbeg, King of Munster, being banished by his

father repaired to Feredach, King of Alba, who gave him his

daughter in marriage. She had three sons by him, viz., 1, Maine a quo
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the Clan Liamnaigh ; 2, Cairbve, a quo the Eoganaehts of Loch Lein ; and
3, Cronan, a quo the Cuircneans of Westmeath. Seven tribes of the
race of Cronan are at Breendachoga."

M'Eirbis also, in his Gabhaltas Gall (conquest of the Saxons),
has this notice of the Dillons Lords of Cuircne. " When Colman mor,
the great grandson of jSTiall of the Nine Hostages, was slain by Locan
t)iolmain (Logan Dillon or the destroyer), Logan passed over into Eng-
land and his descendants remained there till Robert Sassanach Dillon
came to Ireland, with the Saxons, to aid Dermod MacMorogh; and he
(Robert) fought along with the King of Meath to recover his country.

Moreover, he told O'Melaghlin, OMulloy, and M'Geoghaghan, that he
was of the same stock with themselves, being the descendant of the
aforesaid Loccm Tholmam, and he afterwai'ds got Machaire Cuircne as

the hereditary principality of his ancestors."

" Colman T?imit>, KIT. was slain by his brother Loccm Oiolmam,
(or Dillon), A. D. 600." Ord. Survey Extracts.

In Aaron Crossley's old Peerage of Ireland, p. 40, this account is

said to have been given him by Counsellor Garret Dillon, A. D. 1 772 :

—

"Premier Dillon, first Baron of Dillon's country in Ireland. Sir

Henry, descendant of Thomas the great Duke of Aquitaine, temp.
Hemy II., when he, with his brother Thomas, were brought, infants,

into England, recovered from. Duke Delion their father, by Henry II.

of England, in right of his mother, the elder brother of Acquitaine's

daughter, whom he had espoused ;
" and this statement, is also mentioned

by Lodge, in his notes on the Dillon Peerage, Viscounts Dillon.

But of the fact there can be no reasonable doubt, that Lochan the

brother of Colman TCimiO, KU., had a duel with his brother the King,
about A. D. 600; and that, in this duel, he slew him ; that he had to

fly, in consequence, into Scotland, where he was hospitably received

by its King, who gave him his daughter in marriage. That his de-

scendant, subsequently, migrated into Erance, where he espoused a

daughter of the great Duke of Aquitaine, whose elder daughter, Eleanor,

was wife to Henry II., King of England, that Henry, in her right,

seized on Aquitaine ; and it is highly probable that he brought her
infant Dillon nephews to England, to obviate any claim by them upon
that Dukedom; it is equally probable that the young princes remained

there till the time of Strongbow's enterprise, and that a penurious

Sovereign like Henry would be glad that one of them, if not both,

.should seek fortune under Pembroke, instead of being a drag upon him.

However this may be, it appears, that Robert Sappcmac Dillon

was amongst the followers of Strongbow ; that he laid claim to Cuircne

as his paternal territory ; that his claim was allowed, and hewas formally

reinstated therein ; that he erected his castle in the upper earth circle

of the Breen da Choga, and that seven tribes or generations of the race

are at the Breen da Choga. The Dillons continued to hold Cuircne till

the times of Cromwell, when they were confiscated, and their lands

granted, and sold. Of this noble race are, the Earls of Roscommon, the

Viscounts Dillon, the Barons Clonbrock, the Dillons of Lismullen, Barts.,

of Belegarde, and of Mount Dillon, and their correlatives.

SER. IT., VOL. I., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. 2 O
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"When, on the death of Conor mac Fachtna, the Ulidians called hia

son Cormac Conloingeas to reign over them, he, Cormac, "was at the

Court of Medbh ; whose troops, flushed with victory, were then re-

turning from the Tain Bo Cuailgne, "with a large prey of cattle ; and

any one who will take a glance at the map will see that the natural

route of such an army from Cuailgne (the plain around Dundalk, Co.

Louth) would he, through Kells, Castle Pollard, skirting the north

shore of Loch Derryvarra to Moyvore, and thence, by the pass over the

gravel Esker, commencing at Bruighean da Choga, to the pass across

the Shannon at Athlone ; and that the key of this important pass

"was the Breen da Choga, situated on the lower spur of Mount Malan
"which rises from the edge of the bog behind "Waterstown, and which
has a much larger plateau than the upper one, where stood the Dillon's

castle. This, like the upper one, contains an earthwork, but much
larger than the upper one, and which, I feel no doubt, "was the Breen
da Choga of our narrative ; and which has still adjoining to it the re-

mains of a cell, probably that of St. Laisrean, and a holy "well, near

"which, now alas broken, stands the rock already mentioned.

The Amazon Medbh, viewing with disapprobation Cormac Con-
loingeas's departure to assume the crown offered to him, ordered her

returning troops to attack the Ulidian contingent, and a battle ensued

at Druitn Drestan, close to the "Westmeath side of the Ford of Athlone,

just as Cormac had crossed. In this the Ulidians gradually fell back
to the Breen da Choga, where they were beseiged, as the narrative

states, and Cormac was decapitated, and bis head brought to Athlone.

Cormac's itinerary from Cruachan is all through well-known places;

the battle between the Ulidians and Connacians was at Moyderg,
probably the flat ground between the Esker and the Biver. Opuim
Ncnpoip is probably the ridge from the new Cathedral towards Moydrum.

Adjoining to the Dillon's territory of Cuircne, Avas that of the

M'Awleys, called Calree, stretching on towards the King's Co. and
comprising within it the Parish of Ballyloaghloe. Of the loc luaca
itself, the remains now are a well-drained, fertile meadow, With a rivu-

'

let, which turns a mill, flowing through it. Of the Bally there now
only remains one arch, which covered the souterrains of the Castle.

"Within a very short distance of it stands one of the finest earth-

works in Ireland, a truncated cone, rising from 50 to 60 feet, with a
platform at top 21 by 15 paces, it is surrounded by a double fosse, and
I believe was the t)uir)ao nnc Gmalsaid, whereon the M'Awleys were
inaugurated and in whose centre is their sepulchral chamber; it is now
called Mount Temple from the proprietor. "Within about 100 yards
of this moat, is a fine Cromleac.

Note—Mr. Kelly intended to have offered to the Academy his translation of
his historic tale, hut forbore to do so, inasmuch as he found that at the Meeting
of the Academy preceeding that at which he purposed presenting it, Professor
O'Looney had given to the Academy, amongst his Translations, one by himself, of
this game tale. See preceding paper.

—

Ed.
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XXXVIII.

—

On- Paper-casts op Ancient Inscriptions dt the Coun-
ties of Galway and Mayo, exhibited and presented on the part

of Mr. Bcrchett ; by Samuel Ferguson, LL.D., Q. C, Vice-Pre-

sident. "With Plate IX., Pol. Lit. and Antiq.

[Read 30th November, 1872.]

Mr. Bprchett (Schools of Art, South. Kensington) has requested rae

to present to the Academy the following Paper- casts, made by him, of

Inscriptions in the Counties of Galway and Mayo. They are distin-

guished by the letter P», and numbered I. to X. :

—

I. Kilbrecan, Arranmore. A fragment of a larger stone, bearing

the remains of what probably was a sculptured cross ; on either side

of which the inscription is arranged, thus

—

or do
|
mainach.

II. Also, from Kilbrecan. The broken flat tombstone stated by
Petrie to have been found covering the reputed grave of Brecan,

the founder. This interesting inscription is engraved in the Eccl.

Arch., p. 139 ; but Petrie's drawing omits what the cast discloses, the

remains of the
:

letter S giving the force of Sci = Sancti to the first

group of characters. The inscription occupies the three remaining

quadrants formed by a cross, inscribed in a circle, thus

—

Sci Ire

ni.

The fourth quadrant being broken away leaves the completion of the

name of the holy person to conjecture; but there can be no reason-

able doubt that it originally bore the missing syllable ca, making the

whole read

—

Sci Brecani.

For an example of Sci, in a like collocation, reference may
be made to Stuart's " Sculp. Stones of Scotland," vol. ii., pi. 77, at

Whithorn in Wigtonshire

—

Loc sti Petri Apostoli ;

where the " Loc'''' may be compared with the same form of "locus"

on the Kilnasaggart inscription, near Dundalk. See also, in this con-

nexion, what seem to be the words " hoc loco " on the principal

inscription on the Newton stone, Aberdeenshire.
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"Whether the presumption that the cast now before the Academy
commemorates the name of St. Brecan be fortified, as Petrie thought,

by the further inscription existing on the black stone globular ball

found in the same grave (Eccl. Arch, ibid.), may perhaps be question-

able. The ball bears a legend, which would read

—

+ Oroit ar Bran nailither,

11 Pray for Bran the Pilgrim," were it not for an indentation over

Bran, which, if a mark of contraction, as my own judgment would
lead me to conclude it to be, may justify the enlargement of the word
into " Brecan." I exhibit the stone itself, brought from the Petrie

collection in our Museum.

III. Also, from Kilbrecan. The " Septem Romani" inscription.

This legend, following the fashion of the preceding monument, is

distributed in the quadrants of a cross :

—

VII Bo

It has been accurately engraved by Petrie (Eccl. Arch., p. 138).

This monument was the subject of an instructive incident on the

occasion of the visit to Arran of the members of the British Asso-

ciation in 1857, which has heen related by Stokes, in his Memoir
of Petrie, p. 378. The Paper- cast, held in different lights, shows how
easily sculptured characters on a time-worn surface may be over-

looked, as, in fact, these of this legend were overlooked, even by
those well acquainted with their existence, and desirous of re-dis-

covering them, on the occasion referred to.

IY. Temple Benin, Arranmore. On a square flag-stone at the

east end of the little oratory, called after St. Benignus

—

Cart.

Beside this simple legend some one has cut the initials T. 0. M.,

and the date 1814. It is possible some portion of the Boman initial C
of the old inscription, which contrasts remarkably with the square

form of the other letters of this memorial of the "dear one," may
have been sharpened to its present clear-cut appearance by the same
hand.

V. Killeany, Arranmore. On a massive square flag, built into the
southern side wall of the old church among the sands. The sands

usually cover the inscription, which may account for the sharpness of

the characters

—

Oroit ar Scandlan.

The characters are of a peculiarly square contour. The D is

remarkable as agreeing with the oddly-shaped d's of the Towyn
inscription ; and the S. as approaching, in its minuscular form, to

the appearance of a capital F.
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VI. This characteristic S of the Killeany inscription makes it

convenient to notice next Mr. Burchett's cast of the inscribed stone

at the Neale, Lord Kilmaine's seat, near Cong. The legend seems to

be a proper name :

—

Lonseoian ;

the form of the S being evidently the same as in the Killeany

example.

VII. That which next claims our attention is the much-can-
vassed Incha-guile inscription, engraved by Petrie (Eccl. Arch.,

p. 164), as

—

Lie Lugnaedon mace I menueh,

" The stone of Lugnaedon, son of Limenueh."

If such were the reading, one would readily accept the conclusion

arrived at by Petrie and O'Donovan, that this is the monument of

Cruimthar or Presbyter Lugnad, stated to have been son of Pestitutus

the Lombard, and Liemania, sister of St. Patrick : for, besides the

identity of the names, there is a local historical association, which
should lead us to look for traces of Lugnad in this district. Sub-
sequent drawings and rubbings, however, have greatly invalidated

Petrie's reading. These show that what he took for i, and asso-

ciated with menueh, to form, awkwardly enough, the name Lmanuah,
is, in fact, an r, and belongs to the preceding group of characters,

making with them the word macci. This seems, at present, to be a

unique example of the maqi of Ogham legends in the ordinary cha-

racter. Other discrepancies have also been disclosed in the Gr and
first JS" of Petrie's Lugnaedon. What he has taken for a Gh or rather

for the remains of what may have been a normal Gr of the regular

Irish alphabet, has been shown to be a boldly-cut and complete
character, resembling a reverted Z, which, if in MS., would be
considered to be S, but which Lr. Whitley Stokes, coerced by the
context, agrees with Petrie, although on different grounds, in ac-

cepting as Gr. Lastly, the text, which has been well re-produced
in Sir William Wilde's " Lou^h Corrib," 2nd ed., p. 136, shows,
instead of the first N of Petrie's Lugnaedon. the letter U converting
the name into some form of Lugud, either a diminutive, or, as Stokes
regards it, a genitive in agreement with macci. The whole legend
would thus appear to read, following the distinctions of its capitals

and minuscules, as indicated with great distinctness on the Paper-
cast, a photographic reproduction of which (by the autotype process)

is annexed (see Plate) :

—

Lie Lugnaedon macci menueh.

The prospect of reconciling discrepancies seemingly so divergent
is certainly somewhat discouraging ; but, having regard to the Ogham
taste displayed in the use of macci, and, considering the unconforma-
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ble appearance of menueh, taken alone, with its minuscular initial m,
it may be, after all, that this inscription has been conceived accord-
ing to a method of which Ogham texts seem to furnish examples

—

of dividing proper names by the interjection, as it were, of other
members of the legend between their component parts ; so that,

the associations originally called up by Petrie may possibly yet re-

constitute themselves around this monument, although coming toge-
ther in a new combination, and owing their disclosure to lights

reflected from a sphere of inquiry in which Petrie saw nothing but
darkness. Menueh, in any case, must be regarded as a singular proper
name, standing alone ; and if not so taken, its possible correspondence
to the cailleach and lleian of other Irish and Welsh texts would sug-
gest further Oghamic analogies.

The remaining presentations belong to a more modern and very
different school of lapidary writing ; being casts of inscriptions in the
raised Gothic or Lombarclic character, in general use in monumental
sculpture in those islands during the fourteenth and fifteenth century.
They are noticed in Sir W. Wilde's " Lough Corrib," and Miss Stokes's
" Christian Inscriptions."

YIII is found on the base of the broken cross in the main street of

Cong, Co. Mayo. The cast entirely supports the reading of this in-

scription determined by Todd and Petrie (Proceedings of R. I. A., 1st

Ser., Vol. vi., p. 225), and except that the words are not divided, is as

follows :

—

OR' DO niCtyOL 7TG' DO 6ILLI

BGCRD ODUBUf^ICCI] Eft

Bin TtBTvTDDeOTlU (XUTlGTl.

"Pray for Mchol and for Gilliberd O'Dubthaich (O'Duffy), who
were in the abbotship (i. e. who were abbots) of Cong."

IX. and X. Prom a fragment apparently of the shaft of the same
cross now lying in the sill of the east window of the adjoining church.

They exhibit the remains of the names Gilliberd (and of Mchol?)
O'Dubthaich, and of Cong, and express the abbatial office, as in the

preceding example.
Little remains of the C of " Cunga " but the upright bar resemb-

ling a capital I, with which the opening of the C is closed in this

peculiar alphabet. This gives to the character the appearance of the

old Irish form of CC, for which it has been frequently mistaken.

At what time Mchol and Gilliberd O'Duffy lived has not been
ascertained (though frequent notices of the O'Duffys occur in the An-
nals in connexion with Cong) ; neither is it known when first the

Lombarclic letters came into use in Irish lapidary writing ; but Mchol
and Gilbert are names which may be taken as presumably pointing to

the post-Xorman period.
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XXXIX.

—

On the Identification of a Bronze shoe-shaped Object

AS PART OF THE HEAD OF AN" ANCIENT IRISH CrOZIER. By JOHN
Bebton Garsten, M. B. I. A., P. S. A.

[Read November 30, 1872.]

During a recent visit to Belfast I took the opportunity of examining

such public and private collections of antiquities as were accessible,

and amongst the latter that of our fellow Academician, the Bev. James
O'Laverty, P.P., Holywood.

Of the curiosities belonging to that gentleman which especially

attracted my attention, one, a bronze shoe-shaped object, is the subject

of this paper. It is well represented in the annexed woodcut, drawn
and engraved by Mr. Hanlon, and of the same size as the original.

Mr. O'Laverty knew nothing of its antecedents beyond the fact of

having purchased it in Belfast, at an auction of the effects of the

Bev. Dr. James Kennedy-Baillie, who had been a Member of this Aca-
demy, as well as, from 1817 to 1830, a Pellow of Trinity College, and
from the latter year Bector of Ardtrea, Co. Tyrone, till his death in

1864. He is well known as the editor of an annotated edition of Homer's
Iliad. He also published three volumes of Greek Inscriptions. Pather
O'Laverty told me that he wrote to the relative who had charge of the

Bev. Doctor's affairs, but did not succeed in eliciting any information

regarding this bronze article. He also submitted it to several persons

competent to judge of such matters, and amongst them to one of our
Members who has distinguished himself as an authority on Irish

antiquities ; but, being still uncertain as to what this curiosity might
be, he entrusted it to me to take to Dublin, in the hope that I should
succeed in determining its use. (See Note A, at end.)
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The conclusion at which I have arrived, and which I now submit
to the Academy, is that the bronze is the foremost portion of the head
of an ancient Irish Crozier or bishop's staff. (See XoteB, at end.)

This opinion has been fortified by a circumstance which I have
since learned from Mr. O'Laverty. He writes to me, saying:—" On
the same day was sold a thin piece of amber, through which was
pierced a small hole, and around it was a piece of paper containing

this note :
—

' Taken from the head of an ancient Irish crozier.' " I

venture to think that the label might relate to the bronze instead of

to the piece of amber, or, at least, that the latter at some time
belonged to the former.

It will be observed that the flat front of the bronze (corresponding^

in the preceding engraving, to the bottom of

the sole, according to the simile of a shoe) pre-

sents a well-defined cross, which, according to

my supposition, would be held in a position

presenting it perpendicularly to the bishop's

flock, thus displaying the emblem of the Christian

faith stamped on the very forefront of the ensign

of his office. It also appears on the side of the

bronze. A herring-bone pattern, not common
in Irish work, but nearly resembling one on the

inner part of the crook of the Lismore crozier

(see lithographed plate in O'Neill's " Fine Arts'

of Ancient Ireland") forms the cross in front.

It is surrounded by ornaments formed by the

interlacements of a single band. Those in the

two lower corners are perfect and beautiful.

The patterns resemble others on similar Irish

work, e. g., on the Durrow tombstones repre-

sented in the " Christian Inscriptions," edited

by Miss Stokes (Plate XXXI.), and on the

side of the shaft of the stone cross of Drumcliff,

figured in Mr. O'Xeill's work above quoted,

p. 32.

It would be difficult to convince any one familiar only with the
conventional form of the crozier-crook, as represented in modern or

medieval pictures, or as embodied in most croziers now in use, or of

ancient continental manufacture, that the bronze in question—with
its square, blunt termination—forms part of a crozier. The usual
design, following more closely the analogy of the shepherd's crook,

almost invariably terminated in a curve, either outward or inward, or

—as more usual in French work—in a combination of both.

It is only by comparison with ancient Irish examples that the

identity of Mr. O'Laverty's bronze can be thoroughly established.

There are specimens in our own Museum which might serve the pur-

pose ; but the resemblance is more strikingly shown by comparison

with the '

' Lismore' ' and '

' Clongowes-wood' ' croziers, which, through the
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kindness of the Duke of Devonshire, M. R. I. A., and John Lentaigne,
C. P»., M. E, I. A., are now laid before the Academy.

From the analogy of these examples, and especially the remarkable
form of their end, I have no hesitation in concluding that the bronze
held the position in a crozier which is represented in the annexed
-wood engraving. The unshaded portion of the wood-cut is, of course,
conjectural, being merely an outline similar

in shape to that of the Lismore crozier.

The " square-ending" form of the crook (as

it may be termed), presenting to the spectator

a flat surface, is indicative of an early period

of Irish art. The ordinary, or florid, shape
was introduced in croziers of Irish make at

latest in the fifteenth centuiy. For example
see the engraving of the "Limerick" crozier

and mitre of Bishop O'Dea (a.d. 1400-34),
described by the Rev. Dr. !Milner in Archceo-

logia, vol. xyii., p. 31. The " Cashel " crozier

in the Petrie collection (now included in the

Museum of the Academy), though of the usual

type—as distinguished from the square-ending

—is not, I submit, of Irish workmanship. The
reasons for doubting Petrie' s conclusion re-

specting it could not be stated in the limits

of the present paper. Probably the date of

the example now described lies between the

8th and the 12th centuries.

Though the early Irish croziers still extant

agree in outline, all being of the type indi-

cated, they all differ in details, and Mr.
O'Laverty's is peculiar in its ornamentation

and socket-like arrangement, as well as in the

cross figured upon it.

As a work of art this bronze is more re-

markable for the design than for the manner
in which it is executed. There is a rudeness

in both which is in contrast with the finish

exhibited by most of the remaining examples.

Whether this indicates an early date or a time

when Irish workmanship began to decline, it

would not be easy to determine.

It is -not improbable that a gem or amber
bead originally fitted the small circular panel

at the intersection of the cross, which appears

to have been intended as a receptacle for some
6uch ornament. VJ

ser ir.. vol. r., poi,. lit. and antiq. 2?
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!N"ote A.

USE AS EELIQTJARrES.

There seems good reason for supposing that the heads of some of

the still extant Irish croziers were used to contain relics. In a few
cases the flat portion in front is moveahle, and almost invariably there

is a hollow space adapted for the purpose here suggested. Such a use

may help to account for the great veneration in which they were held.

Croziers, however, have their vicissitudes. One of those in the

Academy's collection is said to have been used as a walking-stick, and
the bronze described in this paper had evidently at some time done
duty as a receptacle for tobacco.

At page 289 of the " Book of Fenagh" (4to, Dublin
;
printed by

Thorn, 1875), " Done into English by D. H. Kelly, M. It. I. A.," in

one of the notes contributed by Mr. W. M. Hennessy, M.B.I. A., it is

said of St. Caillin, a contemporary of St. Patrick, that "He foretold

that clerics would come towards the end of the world to disseminate

religion, and that they would subject the relics, croziers, and bells of

the saints to contempt and disrespect." The MS. from which the

R. I. A. copy of this book was taken was transcribed in 1516. May
not St. Caillin be counted among the Prophets ?

It must be allowed, however, that disrespect would be unintentional

while the true nature of the relic remained unknown.

ITote B.

MEANING AND DEB.IVATION OF THE W0BD CEOZIEE.

In the foregoing brief paper, not only has the now prevalent spell-

ing, crosier, been avoided, but the word has been used throughout as

applicable to the pastoral staff of a Bishop, as distinguished from that

of an Archbishop. This has been done advisedly, though against the

authority of most modern ecclesiologists.

Mr. A. W. Pugin, Dean Hook, the Rev. Precentor "Walcott, and
others, maintain that the word properly belongs to the " cross on a
staff borne by an Archbishop." They derive it from " cross," or its

equivalents. But the emblem is to be traced, not to the cross, but to

the shepherd's crook, and the low-latin crocea is the medium through
which the English word is derived ; and hence—to use homely illustra-.

tions—we have also the terms a crutch, a crotchet in music, and a
crochet-hook, in each of which there are the elements of the same
form—a staff or stem with a crook'd head. This question can only be
glanced at here. The writer has collected many proofs in support of

the view he has adopted.
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XL.

—

On the Evidences beaeing on Sen-woeship at Mount Caelan,

Co. Claee. By Samuel Feegeson, LL. D., Q. C, Yice-President.

[Eead April 28, 1873.]

In the paper on the Mount Callan Ogham Inscription, which I re-

cently read before the Academy, I abstained from expressing any
opinion on the literary forgery which O'Donovan charges Theophilus
O'Flanagan to have committed, in citing certain verses as from the poem
called The Battle of Gavra, containing an allusion to assemblies for

Sun-worship on Mount Callan. It was observed, in the discussion

which ensued, that the idea might have been suggested to 0'Flanagan
by a mistaken inference from the name of the adjoining locality,

Booleynagreana. This was a speculation on which I conceived it un-
necessary to enter, as I had just learned from Professor O'Looney, in

addition to the particulars contained in the paper, that there were
other facts within his personal knowledge, which, if the verses were
spurious, as he conceives them to be, would offer a more tangible

ground for accounting for their composition. I was aware that con-

temporaneously with the publication of O'Flanagan's paper, the author
of the Post- Chaise Companion had spoken of the discovery of the

monument ascribed to Conan, and had designated either it or the

mountain itself (for his language is ambiguous) by the significant name
of Altoir na Greine, "Altar of the Sun." Finding no allusion to an
altar of the sun in O'Flanagan's paper, and observing that he spoke of

the cromlech now called Derniod and Crania's Eed, as a Druid's altar, I

had concluded that that must have been the object referred to by
"Wilson, and dignified by admission into Cough's Camden, under the

name of Altoir na Greine. I was also aware that in 1814 some object,

designated as " The Altar of Sacrifice," had been referred to by a Mr.
John Kennedy, of Limerick, writing to a friend in Cork, as then

existing near Loch Booleynagreana, which I had taken to be the same
cromlech. From Professor O'Looney, however, I learned that in this

I had been mistaken, for that a distinct structure bearing that name,
and made the place of certain observances (to be noticed further on),

did actually exist, till within a recent period, on a part of Callan

Mountain called Alt na Greine, in the immediate vicinity of the

Bo-called stone of Conan. Conceiving that such a fact, vouched by a

faithworthy living witness, could not but be deemed extremely interest-

ing and valuable, I begged of Professor O'Looney that he would put

in writing the statement which he had had the goodness so to com-

municate to me. He has kindly complied with my request, and has

embodied in his detail of facts his own views as to the inferences

which legitimately may be drawn from them. I will not be under-

stood as giving my adhesion to all these opinions. I would, indeed,

have much preferred that Professor O'Looney should have made the
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facts known in the form of a communication by "himself to the
Academy. However, he has proposed that—as the subject was
already in my hands—I should be the medium of adding anything
that might be deemed relevant to it, and I am too sensible of the rare

value of facts in such an investigation to pretermit the opportunity of

using them, by reason only of their being associated with matter of

inference, which does not command the full assent of my own judg-
ment.

I take the liberty of requesting the special attention of the reader

to those passages of the communication which furnish actual evidence

of the leading facts : viz., that periodic assemblies used to be held on
Callan Mountain ; and that a particular structure called Altoir na
Greine was used on these occasions for certain observances.

The following is the communication of Professor O'Looney :

—

"I am slow in replying to your inquiries about the ancient assemblies

of Buaile na Greine, and the ceremonies which took place at Altoir na
Greine in olden times, and what is worse, I fear I can say but little of

any real interest on the subject. However, I may say I do not

believe that the names Buaile na Greine and Altoir na Greine, applied

to those places, will be sufficient to warrant the assumption that the

ancient Callanites were a sun-worshiping people. I think the topo-

graphical features of the place, and the fact that the sun is dominant on
this particular spot from early dawn till evening's close, is the true

origin of the name Buaile na Greine, which simply means the plain of
the sun, or the sun-beaten lawn. The application of the word Altoir is

not older, perhaps, than the time of Michael Comyn's romance of

Torolb MacStairn : the only written work in which the name Altoir

na Greine is applied to this great stone-altar, or table. It is more
probable that Alt na Greine, ' the height or eminence of the sun,' one

of the older names of this peak, was converted into Altoir in after

times, and the name Altoir na Greine, applied by Michael Comyn to

the great stone monument which then stood on this eminence, prevails

to the present day, while the older name of the place is entirely for-

gotten.
" The theory of pig-worship on Mount Callan seems to me also

untenable, and is probably based on the frequent occurrence of muc (a

pig), tore (a hog), crain (a sow), and a variety of such names, in com-
bination with other epithets in the nomenclature of the place, and its

sxuToundings : e. g. Muc Inis (Pig's Island), Caeran Chinn Tuirc (the

Hog's Head Peak), and Cluain Cranach (the Field or Meadow of the

Sow). The occurrence of this class of names goes far to prove, if proof

were necessary, that Mount Callan was a great resort of pigs and
swineherds ; but I do not think it goes far to support the theory of

pig-worship, for which I see no other foundation, nor do I believe the

ancient assemblies on Buaile na Greine had much to do with worship
of any kind.
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" It seems to me that the assemblies on Buaile na Greine were the

representatives of the ancient Oenachs, fairs, and Tocomracs, or general

.•assemblies, of that part of the conntry.

"You will see by the passages I translate from Michael Comyn's
account of the adventures of Torolb Mac Stairn and his three sons,

that the slaying and immolating of quadrupeds formed part of the

ceremonies at Altoir na Greine, and, indeed, I may say we have no
other ceremony but that, and we have the important additional state-

ment, that the ceremony closed with the cooking and eating of the

•quadruped killed there. This killing of the quadrupeds at Altoir na
Greine goes far in support of my view that those assemblies represented

the more ancient Oenachs. The poem on the celebrated Oenach Tailten,

preserved in the books of Lecan and Ballymote, contains the following

quatrain, from which it appears that a similar practice formed part of

the rites of that ancient fair :

—

' The three forbidden bloods,

Patrick preached [against] in it (i. e., in the fair of Tailten)

:

Yoke oxen, and slaying of milch-cows :

And the burning of the first-fruits (first born)
.'

" This allusion to the slaying of quadrupeds in the ancient poem on
"the fair of Tailten, and that mentioned by Michael Comyn in his

romance, founded on the traditions of the inhabitants of the place, and
written so late as the year 1749, show some analogy between the

•assemblies on Buaile na Greine and the more ancient Oenachs and
public assemblies.

" The Oenach of Buaile na Greine dwindled down to be little more
than a local patron ; but, however thinned the population was by ex-

termination and other misfortunes, the traditional custom of meeting
on Buaile na Greine still continued in one form or other. The same
delightful eminence on which Altoir na Greine stood still continued a

favourite resort on certain festive occasions; and the sports, games,
and feasts were celebrated till very recently. The games and sports

of latter days were nothing more than hurling, wrestling, jig dancing,

and other simple feats of that class, and as the inhabitants of the place

were not over wealthy in latter days, the feasts were of a homely sort,

and very simple.

' The three principal feasts of the year were on Easter Sunday,
Patrick's Day, and Lammas Sunday.

'

' On Easter Sunday all went there to make their Pruachais Cdsca,

or Easter feast of eggs, oatmeal-bread, and new Easter ale ; to hold
their Easter conversazione on the topics of the day, and to open the
sports of the season with a chorus of bagpipes, and a moneeti dance.

" On Patrick's Day all went there to drink their Pota Patrarg, or

Patrick's pot of good old poteen whiskey, and Beoir Marta, or March
beer.

" JDomnach Lunasa, or Lammas Sunday, the first Sunday of the
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month of August, was the first-fruits day, and a great day on Buaile

na Greine. On Lammas Sunday, called Domnach Crom Dubli, and
anglicised ' Garland Sunday,' every householder was supposed to

feast his family and household on the first fruits, and the farmer who
failed to provide his people with new potatoes, new bacon, and white

cabbage on that day, was called a Felemuir Gaoithe, or wind farmer,

and if a man dug new potatoes before CromdubK's Day he was con-

sidered a needy man, and hence this Sunday was called first-fruits day.
" On this day all went to Buaile na Greine with their contributions

and their Ions (or food supplies), to hold the fair. The ceremonies

consisted of strewing Summer flowers on the altar and festive mound,
of which we have been speaking up to this under the name of Altoir

na Greine, or altar of the sun, but which is on this day used as the

altar of Crom Dubh. The assemblage of this day is called Comthineol

Chruim Duibh, or the congregation or gathering of Crom Dubh. And
the day is called from him Domnach Chrom Dubh, or Cromdubh's Sun-
day, now called 'Garland Sunday' by the English-speaking portion of

the people of the surrounding districts. This name is supposed to

have been derived from the practice of strewing garlands of flowers on
the festive mound on this day, as homage to Crom Dubh : hence the

name ' Garland Sunday.'
" Assuredly I saw blossoms and flowers deposited upon it on the first

Sunday of August, 1844, and put some upon it myself, as I saw done
by those who were with me. I was then a mere lad, but very in-

quisitive. The assembly was at this time a mere gathering of boys.
" We thus find a new deity introduced on the altar of the sun, and

sun-worship and pig-worship upset.
" If you ask me who Crom Dubh was, I can only tell you I asked

the question myself on the spot. I was told that Crom was a god,

and that Dubh or Dua meant a sacrifice, which in combination made
Crom Dubh,. or Crom Dua, that is, Crom's sacrifice ; and this Sunday
was set apart for the feast and commemoration of this Crom Dubh,
whoever he may have been.

" The feast, games, and sports of this day merged into a sort of patron
or festive fair, which continued to be celebrated on Buaile na Greine

for a considerable time. The principal amusements were feasting,

drinking and singing, racing, hurling, dancing, and other such sports,,

the patron being sometimes held for several days.
" The priests and wise old men of the surrounding parishes, grow-

ing tired of this practice, admonished the people to abandon the custom
of going to Mount Callan, and counselled them to give up the
customary feasts and patron of Buaile na Greine, and subsequently
they got up a patron at St. Muchan's, in the Union of Ennistymon,.
whither they invited all to come. Here they set up races, goals,

moneen dances, and other sports to attract the people hither, and here,

while the young and sportive were at their sports, the old and pious

were engaged in performing rounds at St. Muchan's holy well, and
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praying on the bed of the patron saint. This patron pnt an end to

the mass-meetings on Buaile na Greine.
" The patron of St. Muchan's was subsequently removed to Leacht

ui Chonchobair, now Lahinch, where the tribe of 0' Conor of Corcom-
roe were in the habit of meeting to celebrate the Oenach Guba, or

mourning assembly (fair) of their chieftain 0' Conor, king of "Western

Corcomroe, who was buried in that place, and whose Leacht (monu-
mental pile) gave the name Leacht ui Chonchobair to this place. This
Leacht has now disappeared, and its place is occupied by the Victoria

Hotel, at Lahinch, and I question if there are many who can tell

much of its histoiy, and nothing now remains to commemorate the
last of the 0' Conors, kings of "Western Corcomroe, but the -word Leacht,

the present contracted form of Leacht ui Choncobair, or Lahinch.
" Thus I have collected the traditional history of the ancient

assemblies of Buaile na Greine, showing how it has existed perhaps
from a time even anterior to Conan Mael down to the present day, and
how it still survives, probably in greater multitudes, and more true to the
characteristics of an ancient Oenach or Tochomrac Tuatha than it was
since the system of territorial and tribe government, under the ancient

Brehon Laws, ceased to give a political importance to those assemblages,

of which I have no doubt the Oenach of Buaile na Greine was one."

Desiring a more definite statement as to Altoir na Greine itself, I
ventured to request Mr. O'Looney to add to the favour he had already

done me in the above communication, by giving me a distinct written
description of its site, construction, and uses, and stating what had be-

come of it. He again had the kindness to comply with my desire, and
on this occasion without any collateral matter, in the remarkable state-

ment which I here subjoin :

—

" I saw Altoir na Greine in 1844-5. The altar was a rude struc-

ture, much in the form of a large bin or chest, but empty underneath.
The altar part was composed of seven large grey flags : four upright
flags standing in the ground, two at either end, about four feet apart,

.and one great flag resting down upon them, and two upright flags

standing in the ground behind them, on the western side, and rising

about two feet or eighteen inches above the table-stone of the altar.

" There were some stones of various shapes and sizes around it, at the
back, and at the ends, and an elevation or mound of clay and small
stones, frits position was south-west from Leaba Chonain. You
looked south-west across the lake to Crag na Sean Ean.

"In the year 1859 I met a poor man who had fixed a temporary
residence near this part of the mountain. I could give his name, but
it would give offence to his friends to do so. He told me he made a
cabbage garden in this locality ; and, as stones were scarce to fence it,

he broke up the whole altar structure, and split the large rocks and
flags with his crowbar, to make a fence for his garden. I was at his
funeral soon after. The stones were subsequently removed, and
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utilised in making and patching the line of road that runs underneath,
from Synge's lodge to the Hand road."

I now propose to trace back, a little more in detail, the existence of

tins curious structure, as far as the notices known to me will allow.

Kennedy's reference to it is contained in a copy of a letter ad-

dressed by him from Limerick to Mr. Denis O'Plynn of Cork, dated
1st August, 1814, and preserved among the MS. collections of the late

John "Windele (in the Library of the Academy, Supplt., Yol. III.,

p. 335). In this letter Mr. Kennedy gives an account of his pil-

grimage, on the 14th of the previous July, to the Stone of Conan.
He describes the scene as excessively solitary, and dwells on his

bodily fatigue and trepidation of mind in penetrating that recess of the

mountain. He does not, in the body of his letter, make any allusion

to an altar ; but he appends a map or terchart of the surroundings

of the monument of Conan, and, in the margin of this, refers, by a letter.

to a note appended, in these words :
—" C. Back here of this summit

('back of being equivalent to 'back from') is the Altar of Sacrifice,

and Buile na Greine" The position indicated is in the direction

of that assigned by Professor O'Looney as the site of Altoir na Greine.

The next notice, moving backward in point of time, is that in

Gough's Camden, published in 1789, citing the words of Wilson,
which I subjoin from the Post-Chaise Companion, published in

Dublin, in 1786, (cols. 176-7) :—

" In the year 1784, there was a very curious tombstone discovered by Mr.
0'Flanagan on Callan Mountain (in Irish, Altoir na Greine, or Altar of the Sun),

aboiit eight miles "W. of the town of Ennis, on which is the following inscription,

which is itself curious, yet becomes interesting by the degree of authenticity which
it seems to stamp on the early Irish MSS. :

—

Pmi Lit) a pCA Con An.
CoLjac Cor-obnroA.

i.e. Beneath this flag is interred

Conan the turbulent and
swift-footed.

" This remarkable stone is of granite, in length between seven and eight feet, and
from three to four in breadth, and is placed upon a kind of tumulus, and was erected

to commemorate Conan, who was one of the Connaught knights, who fell in battle.

In an historical tale written, as is supposed by Ossin, about tbe year 296, the author
thus apostrophises :

" But the intrepid hero Conan was not at this bloody battle, for

going to the adoration of the sun the preceding May, he was cut off by the Leinster

troops, though he but a single knight of Connaught ; and his body lies interred on
the N. W. side of the dreary mountain of Callan, and over a flag is his name
inscribed in the Ogham." (The Ogham was a character sacred to the Druids, the
alphabet of which is still preserved.) This stone has long been celebrated in the

County of Clare. On the S. side of this mountain is a very large Dmidical
altar about twelve feet by four; tbis altar, the most regular of the kind now
remaining, and of the highest antiquity, stands about half a mile distant from the

high-road leading from Ennis to Ibrican, on the right hand.
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Those familiar with the peculiar style of the Irish philomath of

the last century, will hardly fail to recognise the hand of 0'Flanagan
himself in this contribution to Wilson. Assuming the fact to be so,

it offers a further corroboration of the argument relied on in my former

paper against 0'Flanagan having been the fabricator of the inscription
;

for the version differs both from that given by Lloyd, and from that

published in the Transactions of the Academy.
I here reach the limit beyond which I am unable to find any

proof from documents usually receivable in evidence of facts, that

Altoir na Greine existed prior to 1786. A work of fiction, how-
ever, remains, which, as it was written before the question of

sun-worship had been made a subject of discussion, more than
twenty years, indeed, before General Yallencey came to Ireland,

may not be unworthy of attention, as showing that the thing was
there in 1749, and what the traditions associated with it then were.

I refer to Michael Comyns' romance of the Adventure of the Sons of

Thorolb, which only differs from a large class of other Irish authorities

recognised as probable guides in matters of topography and tradition, in

this, that it was composed by a romance-writer of the last century, and
they by romance-writers of centuries somewhat earlier. A foundation

of history exists in some ; others are merely fabulous ; but in all, the

same reason exists for accuracy iu the description of localities and
objects, and for conformity to tradition in the usages and habits of the

imaginary actors. If Coningsboro' castle were destroyed, we might
resort to " Ivanhoe" for a reliable description of it. So, although the

incidents of Comyns' Irish novel are as imaginary as the adventures

of Isaac of York and his daughter Eebeeca, we may be reasonably sure,

that, when he brings his actors into the scene of his own daily life and
conversation, he will adapt their doings to the real objects surrounding
them, and will make his accessories conformable to the traditions of

those amongst whom he should seek for readers, and for appreciation.

Comyns, then, thus describes the altar ; and in his description of it

uo one will hesitate to recognise the structure seen by Mr. O'Looney.
His heroes have arrived at Mount Callan, and have had—what is a

conventional exploit in tales of the sort—their combat with the piasf

or water-snake that haunted the lake. The tale proceeds—" A great

assembly, and (literally) monster-meeting was held at the usual time
on Buaile na Griene. It was a custom then to hold a meeting once in

every third year on Buaile na Griene, on the south side of Slieve

Callan, to make sacrifice and adoration to the sun, upon an altar which
was made of thin grey flags (literally of ice-plate-like grey flags) in

that place."* So far, it is plain he is speaking of an object well known,

* Go ttarla crinnuighidhe tnor agus comhthiunol ionganthach amhail ba gnaitk
leo uair ansra tri bliadhan ambuaille na greine aira ttaobh theas do chnoe Callain ag
dluain iodbartha agus adhrad don grein air altoir na greine ata deanta d' lungaib

gel-oidheor an asuaitsin. (^fx iQ Lib. R. I. A., p. 211.)

SEE. ir., VOL. I., r-OL. LIT. AND ANTTQ. 2 Q
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and of probable antiquity. What follows will be taken for wliat it is

worth, considering the nature of the composition :
—" And great

numbers of bulls and rams used to be killed and roasted around those

flags, and the blood and the brains of those animals used to be spilled

and rubbed upon that altar." He then narrates the appearance of the

great wild pig, its slaughter by the youthful heroes, the offering up of

it on Altoir na Greine, and its distribution as food to the multitudes :

on which it is only necessary to remark that he places the site of the

altar on a height above the lake, leaving no doubt that the object

referred to was at the time of the composition, 1749, standing on the

•ame spot where it was referred to by Mr. Kennedy, in 1814, and seen

by Professor O'Looney in 1844-5.

Behind this date I am unable to discover any further evidence,

either of the positive or presumptive kind, tending to show how long

Altoir na Greine had existed. The evidence adduced renders it hard

to understand how such a state of facts could have oiiginated in

modern times. Had it been a mass-altar, erected during the enforce-

ment of the penal laws, its nature would have been fresh in every-

one's knowledge when Comyns wrote. The change of name on such a

supposition would imply a double process in the popular mind, of

forgetting something of which the speakers would be proud, and
inventing something in lieu of it, of which they would be ashamed.
Its position also, with its back to the west, seems difficult to reconcile

with that idea. Its structure, however, does not appear to have had
the solidity of ancient monuments in general ; and the aspect of the

neighbouring inscription, as has already been observed, does not bespeak

a remote antiquity. Still the place appears to have been the scene of

assemblies representing the old (Enachs, which were commonly held in

the neighbourhood of ancient sepulchral monuments ; and if the rites

which presumably may be believed to have been associated with it in

popular tradition, a hundred years ago, savour of a Gentile worship, it

is not necessary to ascend so high as the very early Christian era, for

t he presence of remains of Gentilism in Ireland.

[A further paper on this subject was read before the Academy by Dr. Ferguson
on the 8th of is'oveniber, 1875, which will appear in the Proceedings.

—

Ed.]
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XLI.

—

On some Ancient Sepulchral Slabs in the Counties or

Down, Antrim, and Donegal. By William Hugh Patterson,
M.R.I.A. (Abstract). (With Plates X., XL, XII., Pol. Lit. and
Antiq.)

[Read May 12th, 1873.]

Monumental Slabs, of tapered shape and ornamented with floriated

crosses carved in relief, are very numerous about the sites of the older

religious establishments in England and Scotland, such as Bakewell in

Derbyshire, Iona, and elsewhere. In Ireland they are of much rarer

occurrence ; but have been found at Kilkenny, Youghal, and other

places where the Anglo-Norman families effected permanent settle-

ments. In many cases these slabs bear legends, in raised letters, of old

English or Longobardic form.

This fashion of monument seems to have been brought over by the

Anglo-Normans, as it differs completely in character from the Irish

grave slabs, so much so, that it would be difficult to conceive a develop-

ment from the one to the other ; and, so far as I know, these tapered

coffin-shaped slabs are only found in those parts of Ireland where the

English fixed themselves.

One of the early seats of Anglo-Norman power in the north of

Ireland was in the eastern parts of Down, particularly the districts

surrounding Strangford Lough, that is, the baronies of Ards, Castle-

reagh, Duh'erin, and Lecale.

It is said that at one time thirty stone castles stood around
Strangford Lough, to guard that remote portion of the English pale.

In this extensive district the cemetery of the ari.ient abbey of

Movilla, close to Newtownards, at the head of Strangford Lough, appears

to have been the favourite burying-place of the Anglo-Norman settlers,

if one may judge from the number of these monuments found there.

The abbey of Movilla, founded by Einian, about the year 540,

flourished for upwards of a thousand years, and was, perhaps, with the

exception of Bangor and Downpatrick, the most famous religious

establishment in the north-east of Ireland. It was probably a place

for religious observances, even in pre-Christian times, as its name
Movilla—the Irish Magh-bile, means "the plain of the ancient tree."

Finian founded his missionary church on a site already sacred in the

eyes of the natives of the district.

There is but one slab at Movilla with an inscription in Irish. This

curious stone was found in 1840, by Mr. Robert Jameson, under a heap
of rubbish in the churchyard, and is now in his garden, which adjoins

the cemetery. The slab measures four feet long by one foot eight

inches broad. A cross of Irish character extends the whole length of

the slab, and the inscription :

—

or X)o 'oenunen'o
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is cut beside the cross stem. All attempts to make out anything about

this Dertrend have failed.

At Movilla there are twelve tapered slabs of Anglo-Norman cha-

racter. Four of these of different types have been engraved. Pig. 3

represents the most numerous class, *. e. a tapered slab, with bevilled

edges, bearing a sunken circular panel, in which is sculptured in relief

a floriated cross, of a more or less elaborate character. The stem of the

cross is formed by two lines, which usually terminate in steps^ or, as

it is called, a Calvary, at the narrow end of the slab.

All these monuments have generally suffered very much from the

effects of weather, and the ornamental details of some have almost

disappeared.

Fig. 1 in the accompanying plates is a very curious little slab, and
measures only two feet eight inches in length ; it is the only slab of

this type at Movilla, but there is a magnificent slab measuring nearly

six feet long, and bearing a cross head of this pattern, at Kilclief

churchyard, close to the fine old castle of Kilclief on the seacoast of

Lecale, near the entrance of Strangford Lough. This slab has a cable

moulding carried all round the edge. A straight sword is sculptured

on the right of the cross-stem, and on the other side is something re-

sembling a staff, with a flag flying from it, and surmounted by a small

cross. Another slab at Kilclief has the cable moulding, with the

usual cross, and a sword only. The cross head is like fig. 3, but plainer.

There are three other very characteristic cross slabs at Kilclief church-

yard, as well as one built into the wall of a room of the castle.

Fig. 2.—This slab is unlike anything I have seen, and is of very

curious design. The " shears" sculptured beside the cross mark the

slab as the monument of a woman.
Fig. 4 is a very large and handsome slab. The whole of the orna-

ment is in relief ; the cross has eight points, and the stem is

ornamented with foliage. This slab also bears the feminine symbol.

Newtownards.—In the wall of the old parish church in this town,

a cross slab has been built. It has probably been brought here from
Movilla, about half a mile distant.

At Iihubane, parish of Inishargy, near Kircubben, in the Ards, a

slab was found bearing a plain incised cross, and the name

in Irish characters. This stone is now in the possession of the Rev.
James O'Laverty, M.R.I.A., P.P. of Holywood, County Down. This
slab and the " Dertrend" one described above, are the only ones bear-

ing Irish inscriptions known to exist in the County of Down.
At Grey Abbey (founded in 1193 by John de Courcy), there are

several fragments of Anglo-Norman cross slabs. There is also a very
large and well preserved slab, seven feet long, with an ornamental
moulding carried all round the edge, and bearing a floriated cross, with
eight points. This slab was brought here from the site of Black
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Abbey, in tbe Ards, about two miles distant, an abbey founded by
de Courcy about 1180, but of which all trace has disappeared.

At Ballymaghan, in the parish of Holywood, two slabs with
floriated crosses of eight points sculptured in relief have been found.

One of these slabs bears the " shears," and the other a sword. The
gardens of the " Moat House" now occupy the site of the ancient

cemetery of the church of Ballymaghan ; one of these slabs is now in

the Belfast Museum.
In the church-yard of Saul (Sabhall), near Downpatrick, are two

slabs with plain incised crosses of very early character. Figs. 5 and 6.

There is also an ornamental tapered slab built into the wall at

the entrance to the church-yard. Something resembling a key is

sculptured beside the shaft of the cross, and on this account the slab

is called by the people of the neighbourhood, " The Key Stone."

The key is considered to be, like the " shears," a feminine emblem
when it occurs on monumental slabs, and there is ample evidencefrom
English examples to bear out this view.

In the old burying ground close to Killyleigh Castle, County
Down, there is a small and very curiously shaped slab, Fig. 7, bearing

a cross within a circle, of early Irish type. This little slab, which
measures only one foot ten inches in length, is different both in shape
and design from anything that I have seen.

A slab with an Irish incised cross, but no inscription, Fig. 8, is at

Mahee Island (Inis Mochaoi), the ancient Nendrum, in Strangford

Lough. It was doubtless originally at the site of the church and
round tower there, but is now in possession of a farmer who lives

close by.

A slab measuring eighteen by thirteen inches, and with a cross of

a very beautiful and uncommon design (Fig. 12), is built into the wall
of the Boman Catholic church at Dunsford, near Ardglass, County
Down. It was brought here in 1791, from the ancient ruins of

Ardtole Church, by the Bev. Mr. Mulholland, B.B.

At Dunsford parish church-yard there is a large Anglo-Norman
cross slab, with sword. There is also a portion of a slab of this kind
at Ballynoe, parish of Bright.

At Maghera church-yard, near Newcastle, County Down, there- is

the lower half of a long cross slab. There are, besides, two very curious

early slabs, one with a human figure rudely sculptured on it.

The slabs, Figs. 9, 10 and 11, are in the cemetery which surround
the parish church of Glen Columbkille, County Donegal. The two
larger ones are of beautiful design, and of undoubtedly Celtic type.

There are also early Irish slabs at Killaghtee church-yard, near
Bruckless, County Donegal, and at "the relig," a penitential altar,

sacred to St. Conall, in the same parish.

In the County of Antrim but few early sepulchral slabs have been
noticed. The Anglo-Normans got a very slight footing in this county.

At Carrickfergus a large coffin-shaped slab was lately found, with a

crozier sculptured on it in relief.
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At the old church, of Kilroot, near Carrickfegus, there are portions

of two Anglo-Norman grave slabs. At Ballymena there is a very in-

teresting slab with a cross, and an inscription in Irish :

—

onu t)o 'oesen.

This slab, and the "Dertrend" one mentioned before, are figured

in Miss Stokes' " Christian Inscriptions in the Irish Language."
This slab was brought from the old parish burying-ground of

Kilconriola (Ballymena), by the Rev. Dr. Reeves, M.R.I. A., and is

now deposited for safety in the tower of the present parish church.

Mr. Patterson exhibited a number of drawings of sepulchral slabs of

early character, principally comprising those assigned by archaeologists

to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and known as Edwardian
cross-slabs, coffin-slabs, &c. Some few of those described were of

earlier character and of purely Celtic type.

The sketches were principally taken on the spot, or were reduced
from rubbings. They included nearly all above mentioned.
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XLII.

—

On an Ancient Bronze Shield. By Heney "Welson, F. R. C. S.,

M.B.I. A.

[Read Feb. 23, 1874.]

This shield—an engraving of which, hy Mr. Hanlon, from a drawing
also hy him, is annexed—is circular in shape, and flat, having a central

conical boss or umbo for the hand. It measures twenty-six inches

across, and is composed of a very thin sheet of hammered bronze.

Between the central umbo and the periphery are twenty concentric

raised circles or rings with intermediate rows of small raised knobs

:

these knobs being placed at intervals equal to their own diameter,

and being most regular in size and shape. The edge or rim of the

shield is beautifully rounded off by the margin being turned inwards
and hammered from behind forwards, leaving a small hollow space

between the two surfaces.

On either side of the central umbo is a rivet for fastening the
handle of the shield, and there are two holes midway between the
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centre and the circumference, which contained, no doubt, the rivets

for slinging loops. The central hollow boss is now detached from the
disc, and is perfectly plain and unornamented. It measures about four

and a half inches across. It is probable that originally this shield was
backed up with leather or other substance.

The shield is defective in a few places, a portion of its periphery

being absent, but is otherwise a remarkably fine and rare specimen of

repoussee bronze workmanship of a very early period.

It was found in sandy soil on the property of Henry Healey, Esq.

of Ashby Decoy, in the north of Lincolnshire, in 1844; and was ex-
hibited at the Society of Antiquaries in 1865.

This shield differs from the one bought by the Academy from Mr.
Lenihan in 1872 (see page 155), in the greater number of its concen-

tric circles of raised lines and knobs, as well as in the greater beauty
of its workmanship in general, and resembles the figures given by
Meyrick in his great work on ancient armour, and by Kemble in the

Horca Ferales.

It is a noteworthy fact, as Kemble remarked, that while circular

Celtic shields are by no means rare in England, Scotland, and "Wales,

they are by a strange chance extremely rare in Ireland. We possess

but two undoubted specimens of shields in our Museum, one of wood,

described and figured by Sir William Wilde, the other of bronze, de-

scribed by Mr. Lenihan in our Proceedings, and figured in Plate VIII.
of the current volume of the Proceedings.

Wilson, in his Archaeology and Prehistoric Annals of Scotland, de-

scribes a curious find of six bronze shields arranged in a circle, in Ayr-
shire, in 1780. It is probable that the shields chiefly in use in this

country at an early period were composed of wickerwork, hide and
wood, and that it is owing to the perishable nature of these substances

so few have come down to the present day ; there can be no doubt,

however, but that bronze shields were also in use, for the Irish MSS.
contain allusions to "shields with the brightness of the sun;"
" golden shields," " red shields,"—expressions most applicable to the-

beautiful bright colour of the bronze as originallv turned out.

[Note.—The shield described in the foregoing paper has been bought by the-

Academy, and is now in the Museum. A label attached to it says, " This shield

was found in 1843, at Burringhain, feet under ground, by excavators pre-

paring land for warping."

—

Ed.]
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XLIII.

—

On the Identification of the Site of the Engagement
at the " Pass of Plumes." By the Rev. John O'Hanlon,
M.R. I. A. (With a Map, being Plate XIII., Pol. Lit. & Antiq.)

[Read May 11, 1874.]

It seems strange, that it should have hitherto baffled the attempts of

modern historians and topographers to determine the exact site of an
event so famous in Irish history as the engagement at the '

' Pass of
Plumes." I have had the advantage of a two years' residence on the
spot, in Pass House, during my school-boy days, and although familiar

with much of the popular lore about the neighbourhood, only a few
years have passed since I learned from a native of the place that the
story of a great battle having been fought there was quite vivid in

the recollection of all the old peasantry. Since then I have taken
care to examine into and verify the accuracy of this statement, by
a study of historic documents, by making a special visit to the
spot, and by conversing, among others, with an aged and intelligent

herdsman and small farmer of my acquaintance, who cheerfully

accompanied me over the ground where occurred the actual encoun-

ter. Although this person, named Garret Kehoe, (living in July,

1872, and then over seventy years old), was able to describe from
local tradition the spots where this action commenced, continued,

and ended—his account being well attested all along the line by the

frequent upturning of human remains—yet he and the native pea-

santry had preserved no information regarding the time when this

"great battle" was contested, or of the opposing leaders or forces

engaged in it.

Many writers, in attempted identification, have described sites far

from the actual spot. They have very generally placed the locality

of this celebrated battle near the village of Ballybrittas, in Lea parish,

Queen's Co. People there have lately repeated this erroneous state-

ment, in presence of the writer. " The neighbourhood of Ballyroan,"

justly observes Mr. Herbert F. Hore, " seems a more likely locality;"

See "Notes on a Fac-simile of an Ancient Map of Leix," &e., in

"Journal of the Kilkenny Archaeol. Soc," Vol. iv., New Ser., Part ii.
f

n. 1., p. 371. The Rev. £>r. Kelly came nearer to the site, when he says,

"The scene of this action is a mile beyond Croshy Duff hill." See

his note to 0' Sullivan's " Hist. Cath. Ibernise Compendium," Tom.
iii., p. 207.

When the Earl of Essex landed in Ireland, on the 15th of April,

1599, as commander of Queen Elizabeth's forces,* he soon resolved on

an expedition to subdue the Munster Geraldines. He deemed it inex-

* Sir Richard Cox states that Essex, when he landed in Ireland, had a large

army, " as well furnished as his heart could desire for that service, being at first

8BR. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ.. 2 R
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pedient or impracticable, at that time, to operate against the Ulster

Irish, under the leadership of the chiefs O'Neill and O'Donnell.

The Earl designed forcing his way through Leix, where their brave

and capable ally, Owney* Mac Eory 0'More,f had assembled his clans-

men, and whatever forces he could muster for the occasion. About
seven or eight thousand English soldiers constituted the forces with

whom Essex marched southwards, according to 0' Sullivan Beare, and

the " Annals of the Eour Masters." Other divisions of his army served

to garrison some towns north and south of Dublin. The fort of Mary-
borough, then held for the Queen, had been invested closely by the

O'Moores,^: and all supplies had been cut off from the garrison. To re-

lieve the besieged, and revictual the stronghold was a matter of pressing

importance. An anonymous document, § in some few details inaccurate,

and in others obscure, graphically describes the Earl's expedition.

It is well known that the writer was no other than Sir John Harring-

ton, a learned scholar, and the translator of Ariosto. His account of

the battle in question, making all due allowance for his sympathies

and prejudices, may be credited in great part, he being a participator

in the engagement, and an eye-witness of the scenes which he describes.

On the 10th of May, Essex left Dublin to join his forces, who had
rendezvoused between the town and bridge of Kilcullen, Co. Kildare.||

Thence they were led to Tallacoury, where the Earl of Ormond joined

them with 700 foot and nearly 200 Irish horse. Continuing their

march, the vanguard took that part of Athy which lay on the south

side of the River Barrow. A mile below, the main body forded the

river, in order to assault the Castle on both sides at once. So soon as

the passage of the river had been effected, James Fitz Pierce, who
held the Castle, delivered it and himself into the Queen's hands.

Essex remained at Athy on the 13th and 14th to repair the bridge,

and to await the provisions and ammunition coming from Naas. On
the next day, the Earl prepared for a march forwards into the country

1300 Horse, and 16,000 Foot, which were afterwards increased to 20,000 men com-
plete." See " Hibernia Anglicana," Part i., p. 416. Ed. London, folio, 1689.

* " The Irish name Uaithne is sometimes Anglicised Anthony, but more fre-

quently Owny."—Haverty's "History of Ireland," chap, xxxv., p. 469.

t " He was, by right, the sole heir to his territory [of Leix], and had wrested
the government of his patrimony, by the prowess of his hand and the resoluteness of
heart, from the hands of foreigners and adventurers, who -had its fee-simple pos-
session passing into a prescribed right for some time before, and until he brought
it under his own sway and jurisdiction, and under the government of his stewards
and bonnaghts, according to the Irish usage." See Dr. O'Donovan's " Annals of
the Four Masters," Vol. vi., pp. 2178, 2179.

X William Camden, referring to Mary-Burgh, says, it is " defended by a garri-

son under the command of a seneschal, who with much ado keeps off the O'Mores,
pretending to be lords of it." See " Britannia," Gibson's Ed., p. 987. 1695, folio.

§ Published in " Tracts relating to Ireland, printed for the Irish Archaeological
Society," Vol ii. : A Treatice of Ireland ; by John Dyniock. Edited by Rev.
Bichard Butler, A. B., M. R. I. A, pp. 30 to 33.

||
According to the Right Hon. Walter Bourchier's account, they mustered to the

number of 3000 Foot and 300 Horse. See " Lives and Letters of the Deverenx,
Earls of Essex," 1540-1546. Vol. ii., chap, i., p. 26. Lond., 1853.
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of the O'Moores of Leix,* to relieve the beleaguered fort of Mary-
borough, where Francis Eush, the governor, and his men had been
living on horseflesh for nearly twenty days.

Having left 100 men to guard Athy, 350 soldiers were detached
to Carlow, and 750, under the command of Sir Edward Herbert,

were despatched to Ophaly. Four days' provisions were issued to

every man, and these were to be carried by each one on his back. On
the 15th, Essex, with the main body, marched through the pass of

Blackford, which had been entrenched by the O'Mores. However,
their lines were deserted before the English army approached. That
evening Essex arrived in Stradbally ; and it seems probable that Owny
Mac Bory O'More retreated thither before him, in an orderly manner,
and with his small force keeping at a respectful distance, yet closely

observing every movement of the invading forces.

Early next morning the English line of march was resumed, and
on the way Essex must have passed the O'More's great stronghold,

"the castled crag" of Dunamase. On the 16th, the Earl reached

Maryborough Fort, where he reinforced the garrison, and left a suffi-

cient supply of provisions for use of the defenders. Without making
any unnecessary delay, he started forward in nearly a direct line for

Ballyknockan and the " Park of Cashel,"f as I find it called.

Meantime, it would appear, that Dunamase was deemed impreg-

nable, or not deserving the delay a siege might require, while Owny
Mac Eory, securely posted on the Dysart hills, hung menacingly on
the flank or rere of Essex's army. From his vantage ground, more-
over, the Irish chieftain could well divine the object of his opponents,

and from his thorough knowledge of the country fastnesses on the

anticipated route towards Kilkenny, an opportunity was afforded to

post his small force in the most secure positions, while he had the

choice of retreat or attack for a considerable distance along a line of

road very inconvenient for a large and well-appointed army to tra-

verse, and very favourable for the enterprise of a resolute and daring-

leader, with even an insignificant body of courageous and devoted

clansmen. Owny O'More's military genius was evinced by his prompt
withdrawal from the hastily constructed defences at Blackford, where
his crushing defeat and disaster were almost certain, in the front of

* At the time of Essex' arrival in Ireland, Fynes Moryson states :
—" In the

County of Leax, called the Queen's County, lately all English, now usurped by the

Rebel Owny Mac Howry 6 Moore, and all the sept of 6 Moores, and the chief of the

Gallowglasses in that county, of the sept of Mac Donnel, the sept of 6 Dempsies
(except Sir Terence 6 Dempsy), the sept of 6 Doynes (except Teague Oge 6 Loyne),
were all in Rebellion, and a base son of the Earl of Kildare, a Geralcline, lately

came in upon Protection ; the Rebels were in number five hundred seventy Foot,

and thirty Horse ; Mr. Hartpole, Mr. Bowen, and Mr. Pygot, were the only English
Inhabitants by whom, and some others, certain Castles were kept for the Queen,
besides the Fort of Maryborough kept by the Queen's Garrison."—" History of

Ireland, from the year 1599 to 1603." Dub. 1735, Vol. i., p. 72. See also ' Calen-
dar of the Carew Manuscripts. 1589-1600." By J. S. "Brewer and W. Bullen,

p. 298.

t Bourchier's Devereux, Vol. ii., chap, i., pp. 26-7.
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such, numerous troops as Essex commanded ; while his admirahly
planned surprise, and vigorous flank attack, in the dangerous defiles,

afterwards selected, covered his name with renown, and procured a

full measure of success for his efforts. The condition of affairs, how-
ever, rendered it impossible for him to obtain a complete victory.

The Earl, having strengthened the fort of Maryborough, marched
his troops towards Dysart Pocks on that same evening, and encamped
" at the foote of a very highe hill called Crosby Duff,"* about three

miles from Maryborough. This is called " the general Ratehillf of

the Province of Leinster." There Owny Mac Rory O'More showed
himself, it is said, " with 500 foote and about 40 horse, two myles
from our campe." Having viewed from the top of Croshy-duff

—

which affords a most extensive prospect—the country around, and
particularly the way of that day's march, the Lord Lieutenant led his

army through the modern townlands of Kilcolmanbane, Ballyknockan,
Ballyheyland, and Pass, "towards a passage called Cashells."| This
local denomination is yet well known. It was situated " halfe a
nryle from that night's quarter." The distance from Croshy Duff
is, however, more than a mile. Judged by sight, such a description

of the distance was fairly accurate. A reference to the annexed map
(reduced from Sheet 18 of the Ordnance Survey, Queen's County)
will enable the reader to follow the localities noticed.

When he had marshalled the long-extended ranks, the chivalrous

Essex marched his columns downwards from Croshy Duff by the very
old Dublin road from Maryborough to Ballyroan. § He moved along

* This name, though one well known, does not appear on the 0. S. map. I find

stated that it was " formerly known by the name of Tulach Mac Cumhaill." See
O'Byrne's "History of the Queen's County," chap, xxiv., pp. 110-11.

t Mr. Herbert F. Hore states, that " Ratehill" may mean "the hill where the

clans met," as the Latin word iraghtus is frequently used in the printed rolls to

designate " a sept, clan, or special followers." In a note to Dymock's " Treatice"

the editor observes, that " raths were used as places of meeting for legal and other

purposes, from which circumstance they were called Motes and Laws" Certain

citations are also advanced to prove this position, See p. 73. The term above
used, a "rate-hill," may imply some relation between raths and rates, or taxes,

ordered to be levied at meetings in these primitive ante-covert, or ante-court, places

of parliament. Probably Croshy Duff was no more than the place of assembling
for the clansmen of Leix. " Eriottes," or parliaments, were held by Brehons on
the hills. In the State Papers allusions are made to them.

X Now Cashel. It is mentioned in the Inquisitions as being near Kilhelan
(rather Kilfaolan), and this is quite correct. Mr. Herbert Hore, however, mis-

takes the origin of the name of Cashell, when evidently applying to it the explana-
tion that a " cash, caish, or caissh, is a pass through a wood or bog." Colonel

O'Neill speaks of making cashes or tochers over bogs, in his Journal, which is

printed in "Desiderata Curiosa Hibemiea," Vol. ii., p. 500. According to Dr.

Joyce, " the word caiseal is very common in Irish, and is always used to signify

a circular stone fort." "Irish Names of Places." Part iii., chap, i., p. 2/6.

It is evident this is the real etymology of the place, and it seems probable

the remains of such a fort might be found on some part of its elevated rock.

§ On Taylor's and Skinner's " Maps of the Roads of Ireland surveyed 1777,"

and published the following year in small folio size, the road from Maryborough to

Balfyroan is represented as running in nearly a direct line. Seep. 110.
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the eastern slope of a ridge, on the "western declivity of which may he
seen at present the old ruined church of Kilcolraanbane.* According
to well authenticated local tradition, the line of march lay through
almost impenetrable woods, which afforded a very secure cover for the

Irish enemy, while the trees and thickets screened their preparations

for a surprise from the advancing English. f Their road wound through
a natural depression in the ground. At present, in most places, it

assumes the form of a narrow winding ravine, with high hedgerows
on either side. From these peculiarities it would seem the passage

must have been called in Irish Bearna, " the gap." J In winter time,

a stream of water usually trickles over the surface of this road, and it

is lost in the lower marshes, near the rather modern Dublin and Cork
road, constructed for the mail coaches over sixty years ago. Along
the old line of road, leaving the ruined Castle of Ballyknockane to

the right, and on the very extreme verge of a deep black bog, the

English heads of columns had probably reached the small stream,

which now runs under a low arch of masonry, at Ballyknock-

ane cross roads. The following is an account of the local peculiarities

of the scene and incidents of this engagement, by the writer already

referred to, Sir John Harrington. His description is so obscure, and
his topographical knowledge so imperfect, that conjectural exposition

is necessary. He says :

—

" The nature of the passage is such, through a thicke woode a

myle, leadeth a highe waye, in moste places ten going paces broade,

which in the midst was traversed with a trench, § and the woode
plashed

||
vpon both sydes, from behinde which the rebell might with

facillyty gaule our men in their passage. To the other two sydes of

the woode are adjoyned 2 boggs,^[ which served the rebell for a secure

retreat from all force of our armye ; but upon an elevated porcion of

It is probable tbis was tbe only road travelled from times tbe most remote

;

and in tbe beginning of tbe present century it was tbe leading tborougbfare between
Dublin and Cork. Only a few hundred weigbt could be carried over it on tbe

country cars or drays of tbe period.
* This was most probably dedicated to St. Colman Ban [the White], wbo is

venerated in our Calendars on the 19th of October.

f Mr. Daniel 0' Byrne, wbo has recorded many popular traditions in bis " His-

tory of tbe Queen's County," states, that in tbe townland of Ballyknockan, where
Prince Anthony slew hundreds of Essex's army, the remains of tbe slain have been

discovered, and that "they lie beneath tbe surface on a high gravelly part between
the cross roads and the ruins of the Castle." See chap xxiv., p. ill.

% It seems possible, that " Bearna" bad been tbe former name of tbe present

townland, Anglicised to Pass. On tbis latter tbe battle, which began and continued

on Ballyknockan and Ballyheyland townlands, would appear to have ended.

§ This was probably cut across tbe road, somewhat to tbe south-west of Bally-

knockan Castle, and near Pass village, at Ballyheyland, wbere a considerable body
of tbe O'Moores were posted.

||
This process was probably accompbsbed by pleating, or intertwining, tbe

boughs and branches, as also by felling young timber and brushwood, which, when
piled judiciously together, formed a sort of impenetrable barricade.

IT This description only applies to the spots near tbe present cross roads of Bal-

lyknockan, and onwards towards Moneen na fullagh.
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grownde betweene the woode and the bogge, on the lefte hande was a
village,* from behinde which the rebell might safely sallye, and
returne agayne to his strength at his pleasure." To make his way
through this passage with security, Essex divided his army into "three

battells," or divisions. Before the vanguard marched the forlorn hope,

consisting of "40 shott and 20 shorte weapons." The musketeers
received orders that they should not discharge their fire-arms until

they presented these pieces to the rebels' breasts in their trenches.

Then, suddenly, the short weapons were to enter the trenches "pell-

mell." Banks of soldiers marched upon either side of " the vaunt-
guarde." Such order was observed also in "the battell," or middle
division, and in the rearguard. Thus marched " wings of shott, enter-

lyned with pikes to which were sent secondes, with as much care

and diligence as occasion required." Hence, it would seem, the Eng-
lish were threatened on both flanks. The baggage, and part of the

horse, marched before the main division, while '

' the rest of the horse

troopes fell in before the rearewarde, except 30, which in the head of

the rearelorne hope, conducted by S. Hen: Danvers, made the retreit

of the whole army." Then the vanguard " haveing by a provident

order of march gayned" the end of the passage or road along the steep-

hill side, discovered " a large champion." This must have lain to the
south and west of Ballyknockan Castle, now in ruins.f In that

place, until the horse, baggage, and whatever else was an incumbrance
in " the strayte," or upper hill roads, had been advanced into " the
playne," a halt had been commanded. We are then told by Harring-
ton, that " order of march providently appoynted by the Lord Lieute-

nant" had not been "observed in all partes of the army with lyke
dilligencc.'' How far into the open plain Essex had advanced his

forward columns does not appear, from what has been written ; but
the subsequent account seems to favour a supposition that his rear-

guard and flanks had been thrown into confusion by the O'Moores
attacking them in the defile. Brobably a running fight and a hur-
ried march by ths English to gain the open country would best

describe the nature of this onset. Like hornets, the Irish bands galled

their opponents from the woods and high embankments over the road.

Here the English were unable to use their cannon or cavalry, while the

lightly-armed kernes of Leix were found to be swift in retreat, as they
were sudden and scattered in making an onset. Although three days
afterwards Essex calls them "rogues and naked beggars," when writing

to the English Council from Kilkenny, yet he candidly acknowledges
" this people against whom we fight hath able bodies, good use of the

arms they carry, boldness enough to attempt, and quickness in appre-

hending any advantage they see offerred them." Apparently, too,

in reference to this contest, he complains that they fight in woods and

* Most probably at tbe rising ground near Moneen na fullagb, where tradition

states a town formerly stood, at Ballyheyland.

t A familiar knowledge of tbe scenes, so imperfectly described by Harrington,

enables me to put tbis natural construction on bis meaning.
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Logs, where they have the advantage of lighter equipment, and where
cavalry are utterly unserviceable, although these latter may " com-
mand all champaigns." The brave Essex found his "new and com-
mon sort of men" had " neither bodies, spirits, nor practice of arms"
to match the Irish enemy ; while ho commends the superiority of

English discipline, and the extraordinary courage and spirit of the men
of quality in his army. The lords and principal officers showed great

forwardness and contempt of danger. These would have exposed
themselves, and would have gone too far in attacking the Irish, had
not their commander-in-chief "assigned them not only their places,

but their very limits of going on," or, to use another phrase of Essex,
he "tethered them in their allotted stations."*

To me it seems probable, that when the attack commenced, the
English army must have been thrown into great confusion, and that

especially towards the east of the hill-road, desultory skirmishing was
maintained at various points along their left flank. When, how-
ever, their superior numbers enabled the invading force to drive away
the Irish in this quarter, it is likely their scattered bands rallied

towards the high ridge, extending from a village near Ballyheyland
townland and towards the graveyard of Kilvahan. High and intricate

old hedgerows now crown the crest of this ridge. At the village,,

which was on the frontier northern line of the present Pass townland,

trenches across the roadway and plashed woods', had in all probability

been held by the O'Hoores ; and as those obstructions must have been
removed before Essex could advance his army, " the forlorne hope"
had a difficult and dangerous action to maintain. There, too, it seems
likely, Owny Mac Pory and his bands made a desperate effort, but failed,

in attempting to crush the heads of English columns. Essex, however,

succeeded in beating back the Irish towards the upper grounds on the

left of the road leading towards the Pass of Cashel. After sustain-

ing considerable loss near the village, he cleared away the barriers.

To this part of the battle-field probably applies the account given by
Harrington, that " there was loste in tbe retreyte of the dexter winge
of the forlorne hope, capten Boswell and lieutenant Gardner, who
dyed with so much bravery and resolucion that yt must be confessed

by all who were witnesses of their deathes that their eies have not

seene more valiant gentlemen." Here, too, many of the English sol-

diers must have been slain, although Sir John Harrington makes light

of it in the following words :
—" The small losse we susteyned in this

place was multiplied upon the rebell by our quarter and skoutmasters.

who accompanied with divers gentlemen made a good slaughter of

certeine rebells which assayed to force the quarter ; among these were
of especiall note, Alexander Donell, and Donnell Knaghy, a man of

base birth, but (for the proofe of his darynge and skill in their millitary

discipline) of especiall esteeme with Tyrone. In this conflict Edward
Bushell, gentleman, received a hurt in his brest with a pyke."f

* See Essex's letter from Kilkenny, 20th May, 1599,inBourehier'sDevereux,ii.,28.

t See Dymock's " Treatice of Ireland," p. 33.—Irish Arch. Soe. Tracts, vol. ii.
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On the uplands, and at the angle of a young plantation near Mr-
Cassan's mansion, known as Ballyknockan House, the foundations of a

new farm house* and out offices were excavated, over forty years

ago. At the time, cart-loads of human remains are said to have
been exhumed.f This was a dangerous defile for an army encumbered
with artillery and baggage to pass, especially in the face of an oppos-

ing force well posted. Before reaching this point, the downward
road from Croshy Duff sinks into a small valley, and then ascends a

rather steep elevation. Here, according to the country tradition, com-
menced this well-known engagement. It is probable that the bones

turned up quite near the old road indicated the spot where many
among the slain had been buried. If, as we may suppose, the attack

and surprise were first attempted at this spot, most who fell there

belonged to the van-guard of the English army. 0' Sullivan's

account of this battle, however, would serve to convey the notion

that the van-guard had been allowed to advance without much
molestation ; while Rory O'More chiefly directed his attack against

the rear-guard. It seems probable, the O'Moores had occupied in

advance the ridges over the road which lay southwards, near
Kilvahan, and that this was the post " where the rebell Ony Mac
Bury O'More shewed himselfe with 500 foote and about 40 horse

two myles " from the English camp. Yet the meaning of Sir John
Harrington's statement may be, that Owny's position was on Croshy
Duff the evening of May 16th, before Essex's forces occupied

that commanding site. The intended movement of the Earl was
now apparent to the wily Irish chieftain, who, with consummate
judgment, must have selected on that very night the quarters for his

men, and the places for a sudden or simultaneous onset, when the

English battalions had advanced sufficiently on the road, leading in

the direction of Ballyroan.

After passing the sloped ridge, the road sunk into a level plain,

which yet shows marshy ground—although partially reclaimed—on
either side of the highway at the present time. Towards the close of

the sixteenth century, the morasses around must have been almost in

a state of nature, and very impracticable for the movements of cavalry

or baggage off the travelled route. % Yet those marshes, covered pro-

* This is a slated dwelling, called Ned Duff's House by the country people. It

is on the verge of the old road.

O'Huidhrin states, regarding this district (Topographical Poems, p. 87) :

—

" Under Dun Masc of smooth land,

O'Duibh is over Cinel Criomthann,
Land of the territory which is under fruit,

Land of smoothest mast-fruit."

t To this circumstance, the writer drew attention in " Legend Lays of Ireland,""

No. v. n. 3, p. 32. There he could only vaguely remark, that " tradition had pre-
viously pointed out this place as the site of a former battle-field." This statement
previously appeared in the Dublin University Magazine," July, 1861. "A Legend
of Cullenagh."

% A togher or causeway probably brought the road over the marshes at this par-
ticular place. It was as dangerous most likely for the English march, as had been
the hollow road cut through the upper hill declivity.
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bably -with trees or copsewood, afforded very safe coverts for the
lightly armed and nimble-footed Leix Kerne. Attack in the mode of

skirmishing on their part, and defence, in a confused and irregular

array on the English side, give us the most correct idea of a serious

action, in which some hundreds of dead bodies covered the line of march.
The rear-guard of the English appears to have suffered very con-

siderable loss.* The very old peasantry of this neighbourhood state

it has been constantly handed down to them in tradition from their

forefathers, that after the battle commenced, it continued over the
road nearly half a mile in extent. It ended afterwards in the marshy
ground a little towards the east. Here great numbers fell on both
sides, so that to the present day the spot is known by no other name
than Moneen na fullagh, or the "little bloody bog."f Coarse reedy
grass grows in the lower parts of a field, and northward of an old pass-

way that debouched on it, but on a higher slope from the old Dublin
road, and leading in the direction of Cherry Hill. Numbers of skulls

and human remains have been exhumed from time to time, especially

in the moister and moory parts of this field. It lies within the pre-

sent townland of Ballyheyland.

According to the statement of Sir John Harrington, " His Lord-
ship was this daye in all places, flyinge lyke lightninge from one parte

of the army to another, leaclinge, directinge, and foliowinge in the

vanguarde batle and reareguarde." This was the first rude shock he
had experienced in conducting his disastrous southern expedition.

It appears to have impressed him with a great respect for the bravery

of his opponents, and a dread of their tactics, as developed in this

attack. It is evident, from the letter of Essex, dated Kilkenny, this

20th May, 1559, he had sinister forebodings regarding his future suc-

cesses. He there writes : "All that I can comment upon this plain

narration is, that this war is like to exercise both our faculties that do

manage it, and Her Majestv's patience that must maintain it." See
" The Devereux, Earls of Essex," Yol. ii. Chap. 1, p. 28.

The Irish accounts of this engagement, so far as they are known,
appear to be altogether defective in details. The Pour Masters only

state in general terms that Owney O'More and his allies made fierce

and desperate assaults, and furious, irresistible onsets on Essex in in-

tricate ways and narrow passes. There we are told, "both parties

came in collision with each other, so that great numbers of the Earl's

people were cut off by them."J Philip O'Sullivarj Beare only tells

* 0' Sullivan Beare. as quoted further on.

t In Bourehier's "Earls of Essex," this encounter with the Irish is described as
" a slight skirmish." It is incorrectly said, moreover, to have occurred at the Park
of Cashel. See Vol. ii., chap, i., p. 27. It was fought before Essex reached that
point, nor is it clear the O'Moores renewed their attack there.

J See Dr. O'Donovan's " Annals of the Four Masters," Vol. vi., pp. 2112, 2113.
The learned editor, in a subjoined note, alludes to the attack in a defile " called
Bearna nagCleti," i.e., "the Gap of the Feathers." He adds: "This name is

now obsolete, nor has any evidence been yet discovered to prove the exact situation

of the place." See n. (w) Ibid. For want of better information at the time of

6ER. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. 2 S
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us in a vague manner, that while passing through a defile in Leinsterr
Huon Omorra with 500 footmen set on the Earl of Esses, and put
his rere-guard in great disorder, killing some of his captains and sol-

diers. (Hist. Cath. lb. Compendium, Tom. iii., Lib. v., cap. ix.,

p. 207 ; Rev. Dr. Kelly's edition.) On this occasion, the Irish chief-

tain obtained military spoils, while the English army forced its way
towards Kilkenny.* According to 0' Sullivan Beare, this well-con-

tested road, by reason of the quantity of helmet-feathers taken from
the English cavalry by the Irish, was afterwards called Bearna na
gehleti, or " transitus plumarum." It was denominated Barnaglitty,f

or "the Pass of Plumes," according to Cox,]: and l'Abbe Ma-Geo-
ghegan,§ who merely follow O'Sullivan's account. Sir James Ware
takes no notice whatever of this encounter, when narrating the expe-
dition of Essex to the south ; but after noticing his return to Dublin
from that quarter he states, that the Lord Lieutenant, with two thou-

sand five hundred men, "turned into Leix and Ojphalia, where he
easily subdued the O1Mores and O'Connors, and thence returned to

Dublin." (" Annals," Ed. 1705, ch. xlii., p. 54.)

Most of the English historians, such as Eynes Moryson, William
Camden, Lingard, and the author of " Pacata Hibernia," are silent on
the subject of this important action.

The O'Moores, meantime, after Essex had marched by Ballyroan,

Rosconnell, Ballyragget, and Kilkenny, into Munster, had been en-

abled to send a strong force into TVicklow. These men assisted at the

memorable defeat given to Sir Henry Harrington and his command,
near that town. Essex was very unsuccessful during the prosecution

of his southern campaign. Returning from Munster, towards the

close of June, on approaching Arklow

—

:for he avoided the men of

Leix in their native fastnesses—the Earl had a sharp brush with the

O'Moores, O'Byrnes, O'Tooles, and Kavanaghs. He then returned to

Dublin, after the army under his command had sustained immense
loss and various reverses. "Towards the en 1 of July, his Lordship

brought back his forces into Leinster, the soldiers being weary, sick,

and incredibly diminished in number, and himself returned to Dublin."

—Fynes Moryson's "History of Ireland," Vol. i., Book 1, p. 86.

composition, the writer has made a similar statement. See " Catechism of Irish

History," Lesson xxvi., p. 304, n. Yet, Dr. O' Donovan, as well as the writer, had
an excellent idea of the neighbourhood in and about the Pass of Plumes.

* Peter Lombard altogether passes over this incident, but he adds, that Essex
gave Henry Harrington " quingentos equites ad Moros in Lisia compescendos."
See " De Eegno Hibernia?, Sanctorum Insula Commentarius," cap. xxiv., p 171,

Dr. Moran's edition. Their destination was to "Wicklow.

t There is an account of the origin of the Biver Babluan, or Baireand, at

Bearna-na-Cleite, "the gap of the plumes," in Leinster, taken from the Dinnshean-
cus, and contained in the Book of Ballymote, a MS. belonging to the Boyal Irish

Academy. See folio b. b., line 37. The substance of this romantic tale, as com-
municated by Professor O'Looney, throws no light whatever on this engagement.

% In " Hibernia Anglicana," Part 1, Reign of Queen Elizabeth.

$ " Histoire de l'lrlande," Tome ii., chap, xxviii., p. 532.
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XLIV.

—

On Stones bearing Ogham Inscriptions discovered at
Monataggart, Co. Cork.—Extract from a letter addressed to

S. Ferguson, Esq., LL.D., V. P. R.I. A., by the Rev. J. Quarry,
D.D., Rector of Donoughmore, Co. Cork.

[Read December 14, 1874.]

Having visited Monataggart again since the incised stones found there

were forwarded to the Royal Irish Academy, I am now able to send
you, for the information of the Academy, as you have desired, an
exact account of the circumstances under which these stones were dis-

covered.

"When you kindly informed me that an Ogham stone existed at

Mr. Cogan's farm, and was used by him as a gate-pillar, I went to see

it, and examined the place where Mr. Cogan had found it. The
appearance was then something similar to that of one of the small

lime-kilns abounding in this country, or such as one of these might
present if the masonry had been removed. There was a small

mound falling off at one side to lower ground, and having a sunk
aperture at the top. In this aperture there were two upright slabs of

stone set parallel to one another, on the tops of which, Mr. Cogan
told me, a large flat stone, which he showed me, had been laid. These
stones had made a chamber of about four ft. by two ft., the depth of

which I could not ascertain, as it was partly filled with loose earth.

Mr. Cogan also informed me that the incised stone which he had
removed for his gateway was laid horizontally along the edge of the

upper slab, and that he had found charred wood in the interior of this

chamber, and I think he said some bits of old crockery of a common
kind. I then begged of him that he would make further excavation

and let me know the residt, which he promised to do.

Some days afterwards Mr. Cogan came to tell me that he had
excavated, as I requested, and had found two more incised stones

—the same which have since then been forwarded to the Academy
together with the gate-pillar, through my agency, at your desire. I

went to the spot on the same day, and found that he had dug in an
easterly direction from the former aperture until he reached a similar

chamber consisting of two upright slabs about four ft. apart, set

parallel to one another, and covered by a large flat stone resting on
the upright stones, the area being then about four ft. wide at the

entrance, and the horizontal depth from two to three ft. The vertical

depth was about four ft. when I saw it, but Mr. Cogan told me a

quantity of loose earth had fallen into it, but that when first opened
the depth was about six ft., as he was able to stand in it without
reaching the top. At the bottom of this chamber he found the flat

circular stone forwarded to the Acaademy, and under it a quantity of
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charred wood, some of which has also been forwarded. I may observe

that the upright stones in this case were not set in the same direction

as those of the former chamber, and that their bearing seems therefore

to have been quite arbitrary.

Along the edge of the covering stone of this second chamber, but'

about two ft. distant from it, the larger of the two newly found
incised stones had been laid lengthwise resting on the clay, and under
it he found the smaller one. The space between the covering slab

and the larger incised stone was covered by a moveable slab, probably
affording a means of entrance, the entire upper surface being only

about one ft. below the sod of the mound. As Mr. Cogan's workman
had struck some stone with his crowbar about the same depth below
the surface, close to the excavated place, I suggested that he should

dig more in that direction, which he promised me he would do.

Having gone again to Monataggart I found that this promised
excavation had been made. The result of this was that I found
that an area had been opened in the direction of the horizontal

depth of the chamber just described, extending in a southerly direc-

tion some ten ft. The depth was about six ft. (corresponding to Mr.
Cogan's previous statement), the walls being formed of compacted
clay, and the breadth the same as that of the covered part already

described. On each side of this area there stood opposite one another,

at intervals of about four ft., two pillars or slabs not marked with any
inscriptions,^ standing against the walls of the opened area, evidently

intended to support covering stones like the former. These, however,
were not found, having been doubtless removed on some previous

occasion. They were probably removed for building purposes, some
evidence of their existence having been afforded by the removal of the

6od, or because they had interfered with the plough, when the field

was tilled. The excavation had been carried as far as the earth was
found to be loose, and I have no doubt that the end of this chamber
has been reached. It must have been ten or twelve ft. long alto-

gether, and from four to five ft. wide. Mr. Cogan informed me that

he found traces of charred wood throughout, and at the farther end
appearances of smoke ; and he thinks there must have been some kind
of aperture or flue. The incised stones, having been pointed at one
end, and having butts at the other, were plainly intended to have
been set upright, and could not have been in their original position.

They were probably brought to this place as being suited to the con-

struction of these subterranean chambers, and found at some con-

venient distance.

As to the purpose for which these chambers were constructed, I

think it clear they were not intended for burial, but were evidently

* On one of these, subsequently raised, I find that there is an inscription extend-

ing about twenty inches, midway from each end of the stone. The incisions are for

the most part legible, but so shallow and injured that I have found it impossible to

take a satisfactory impression.
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meant for some place of concealment. I asked Mr. Cogan, who is a

very intelligent man, if he had ever heard of illicit distillation having
been carried on in the neighbourhood, and he at once pointed out to

me the remains of an old house, from one to two furlongs distant, at the

other side of an adjacent road where in his father's time a private still

had been worked, until more than fifty years ago it was put a stop to

by an invasion of soldiers from Ballincollig, who had been sent by
night in consequence of some information which the authorities had
received. The apparatus, however, was not discovered, and may
have been safely deposited in the place now brought to light. I think

this statement may be relied on, as the disposition would naturally be
to assign some' more mysterious origin to this curious underground
structure.

And now as to the place from which the Ogham stones were
brought, I think there can be no reasonable doubt that it was the

neighbouring keel known as Kilcullen. This is about a furlong in a

direct line, and not half a mile distant by road, and is an exceedingly

interesting and remarkable place. Within the inner side of the road,

which takes a circular sweep, there rises a mound of considerable

extent and elevation, beautifully round and smooth, on the top of

which is a circular wall, very old, and inclosing a considerable span,

in which are some old half-blasted Scotch firs. The summit is on a

level with the adjacent land on the other side, but the rounded part is

more than a semicircle. Outside the wall, about twenty paces to the

west, there appears the trace of an oblong inclosure about ten ft.

by four ft., the stone edges of which rise a few inches above the sur-

rounding sod. On the northern side of this there are standing two
upright stones, of about the same size as the largest of the incised

stones sent to the Academy, about four ft. apart, and one of these still

presents distinct traces of an Ogham inscription, but very much effaced

by the operation of the weather. A gentleman who resides at the

other side of the road informed me that the tradition of the country is

that these stones mark the burial-place of an officer of Cromwell's

army, who was killed there by a fall from his horse. But this story

may be dismissed, as almost everything ancient in this country is

referred either to the time of Cromwell or of the Danes. The same
gentleman also told me that on the side of the mound there was an
excavation which he said the late well-known antiquary, Mr. Windele,
of Cork, had explored, but the entrance of which had been since then
closed by the falling in of the earth above it. I suppose there can be
no reasonable doubt that the incised stones now the property of the

Academy had been brought from this keel, there being no other place

near from which they could have been probably removed.

[See the two papers which follow

—

Ed.]
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XLV.

—

On Further Ogham Inscriptions discovered at Monataggart,
Co. Cork. By Samuel Ferguson, LL. D., Q. C, a. Yice-President.

[Read December 14, 1874.]

Referring to the description of the chamber or cist from which the
" feqreq" stone was extracted (see p. 174), it will not be matter of

surprise to the Academy, when I announce that two other Ogham-
inscribed pillars have been raised from the same spot.

It is to the Rev. Dr. Quarry, Rector of Donoughmore (in which
parish the lands of Monataggart are situated, we are indebted for this

discovery. It was on his suggestion Mr. Cogan, the occupier of the

lands, made the further explorations the results of which are now
before us. A full description of the place and circumstances of the

discovery has been communicated to the Academy by Dr. Quarry.

(See preceding paper). My share in any addition to our knowledge
to which these monuments may be conteibutory will, for the present,

consist in a brief transliteration of the legends on the two new
examples, with some observations which may serve to clear the

ground for a fuller examination of the meaning of the longer of

the two.

I begin with the smaller stone, bearing the shorter and more easily

read legend :

—

DALAGNI MAQI DALI.

These characters are clearly cut, and all legible, notwithstanding

that the stone has been broken in two. The fractured edges fit

exactly, so that, though the crack traverses a vowel-notch, the

respective sides of the indentation are quite apparent. In reference

to the principal name, compare Talagni at Kinard West, Dingle

;

and observe, if we take Bali as a proper name, that the same conver-

tibility of t and d will identify it with Tal, the form in which we
recognise it in Mac Tail (Q. M., 548).

The second of these monuments is of larger dimensions, and
contains, inscribed on one angle, and extending partly over the top,

a legend of unusual length, and which I hope will be found to furnish

a text of unusual interest and significance for competent interpreters.

This stone is in appearance much the same kind of pillar as its

companion, which bears the name " feqreq." Like it, its position

under ground has led to the preservation of most of its characters

in perfect sharpness, and of all in a practicably-decypherable

condition.

The text reads upward, from left to right, in the usual course of
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transliteration (with one questionable digit only—making it doubtful
whether we should read tt or td) :

—

BROINIEN-AS X OINETAT[
J
RENALUGOS

The portion preceding the cross is plainly the same proper name
found in the form Broinionas, on the Lough monument near Dingle.
"Whether the name is significant, and whether it do not illustrate

what I have said elsewhere, as to names of humiliation among earlv
Christian ascetics, I must submit to the judgment of those who are
better qualified to speak with certainty of the vowel changes
necessary to bring it into assimilation with words having such signifi-

cations. Whatever be its meaning, it exhibits a form of termination
which may be compared with other endings (genitives?) in as, as

Branittas (Dunbel), Lugudeccas (Ardmore), and, as I believe,

ECumeledonas in the legend lately discovered by Mr. Rhys at

Landawke in Carmarthenshire ; and it deserves to be considered

whether there be a reason for the diversity of the as here, as

compared with other seeming genitives in ias, as Ercias and Flamattias

from Roovesmore, Cork, and Ercias at Dumore, Kerry.

Beyond this name, the rest of the line presents difficulties which
we probably shall not finally get over until after much further

comparison among new materials. The principal source of difficulty

lies in the cross followed by the vowels oi. I have seen the cast

of an Ogham inscription in which, to my eye, this combination of

characters is severed, by distinct divisions, from the preceding and
following groups, so that it must yield some sound and make a
meaning by itself. It cannot do so, if the power ea, usually ascribed

to X in the books, be here given to it; but can only be treated

either as p, or as a conventional symbol for some independent expres-

sion terminating in oi ; and if, in the present case, such were to be
assigned as its conjectural value, it would leave a residue, commenc-
ing with groups not unfamiliar as initial elements or predicates of

names in other examples.

Thus, in the Castletimon legend we have Netacarinetacagi ; at

Ballintaggart, Dingle, Nettalami, &c. ; and at Bridell in Pembrokeshire,

Nettasagr, &c. Netattrenalugos might then appear one of those

exaggerated disguises under which, if I be not mistaken, Ogham
inscribers have wrapped up proper names elsewhere, as in the case

of Lamitaidagni in the Kilbonane legend, under which I would
imagine, with a good deal of confidence, the modest name Lamidan
lies concealed.

But. the elements of the groups before us cannot with equal ease

be reduced to a proper name, although some such name as Trenloc

may possibly be intended ; so that, however attractive the Neta by
itself might appear, the more I consider the text the less probability

I see of educing, at least more than partially, the real meaning by
this process.
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It seems to me more likely that the X here is to he taken as in the

Turpill monument (Crickhowel), for the equivalent of p. If this he

so, I would think it not improbahle that the text from " Broinienas"

onward may be found to supply an example which would indeed

he rare and precious, of something predicated ahout the subject of the

insciiption, beyond the merely titular matter which Ogham texts

usually supply.

It is in this view I would desire to attract the notice of Old-Irish

scholars to this text, which, if it answer my expectations in this

respect, will be found in advance even of " Fiachra the Kneeler "

in letting us into the meaning of these legends, and giving us some
insight into the conditions of life which produced them. Eut even
here a caution is to be premised, originally given to me by the Bishop
of Limerick, that in these curious compositions we must be on
our guard against affected forms of expression and even of inflection.

[See the next paper.—Ed.]
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XLVI.

—

Additional Note on Ogham Inscriptions at Monataggart,
Co. Cork (with a communication from the Right Rev. Dr. Grates,

M. R I. A., Lord Bishop of Limerick, &c.) By Samuel Ferguson,

LL. D., Q. C, V. P.

[Head 25th. of January, 1875.]

It will be in the recollection of the Academy that a particular group,

coming next after the name " Broinienas," in the last of these

Monataggart legends (see previous papers), attracted special attention,

from its having been observed elsewhere so segregated from the con-

text as to suggest its being either the whole, or the initial part, of an

independent word. The collocation ^- +•—•«+«- which I referred to

as suggesting the first conclusion, had already attracted the notice of

the Bishop of Limerick ; and his Lordship, in reference to it, favours

me with the following communication dated—''The Palace, Henry-
street, Limerick, January 22, 1875" :

—

" My rear Ferguson,—As you propose to make some further com-
munications to the Academy on the Monataggart Oghams, I send you
the following hastily written notes. Illness has rendered me unable

to give to the subject that careful study which it deserves, but I make
bold to offer my contribution, such as it is, towards the illustration of

these remarkable monuments.
"I have long been in possession of the knowledge that the group

A£ -n-.-1-t+H-, occurring in Ogham inscriptions, is to be read as poi, and
translated as fuit, or qui fuit. It is neither more nor less than the
third person singular of the perfect tense of the verb substantive.

In Irish MSS., this word is sometimes spelt poi, and sometimes hoi.

The Book of Armagh supplies an instance of its use as meaning qui

fuit

:

ep]xop Aco boi iSleibui, &c.

' Bishop Aed, who was in Sletty,' &c.

"Examples of the same construction are, I believe, not uncommon
in more modern texts.

" There are two instances in which this group of characters occurs in

inscriptions long known to us. One is the Ballyboden stone in the
county of Kilkenny ; the other is one of the Ballintaggart Oghams
near Dingle. In both cases, the word poi precedes macui ; and I am
not ashamed to confess that I was for a long time perplexed by the
grammatical difficulty which was thus presented.

"Two solutions suggested themselves to me. The first was, that

macui was an old indeclinable form. And in favour of this view it

might be urged that the word mactvi (= puer) is given in Welsh
SER. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. 2 T
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dictionaries. The other was, that macui "was not literally filii, but

filiorum, equivalent in fact to the old form maecu, which we meet in

our most ancient MSS. with the meaning filiorum. It is a tribal

designation, denoting the gens to which a man belonged. I have
finally adopted the latter explanation, and have only refrained from
mentioning it before now, because the investigations into which I was
led when discussing its probability, carried me far beyond the object

which I first undertook to examine. I have come to the conclusion

that the old patronymic, or rather tribal designation maccu, was after-

wards changed into maccui or macui ; and that this has been erro-

neously supposed to mean,films nepotis. If I am right, the mistake has

given rise to much confusion, and even to the falsification of genealo-

gies which were altered to make the macui equivalent to ' great

-

grandson-of.'
" The Ballyboden monument gives us the legend :

—

COEBI POI HACTT LABBADI.

I am not quite sure about the penultimate letter a. But this is

a matter of no importance, and I translate the inscription thus :

Corli quifnitfiliorum Lalraclii.

"This is not as bad Latin as some people might suppose, for Horace
wrote

—

Fies nobilium tu quoquefontium ; ' Thou shaft become (one) of

the celebrated fountains.'

"Colgan (Trias Th.), in his notes on the third life of S. Bridget,

explains Provincia Lalrathi as meaning the country of the Hy Kinnse-
lagh ; observing that Labradius, son of Bresal Belach King of Leinster,

was the head of the family of Kenselagh, as being the father of Enna
Kenselagh; and Professor 0' Curry, in the Appendix to his Lectures

on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History (p. 491), has printed a

poem ascribed to Dubhthach ua Lugair, the last stanza of which sup-

ports the statement.

"Bringing the foregoing result to bear upon the Monataggart in-

scription, I proceed to consider the next group of characters ; and in

dealing with them I am bound to speak with abated confidence, though
I feel that my interpretation of them may be defended with a good
show of reason. I take xeta to be the Oghamic form of A'iath, which
means a champion, and forms an element in many ancient Irish names.

Thus in Adamnan's Life of Columbkille (Reeves' edit., p. 49), we meet
with a mention of a quidam Baitanus gente nepos Niath Taloirc. Again,

in the Book of Armagh, reference is made to a Cairpri Niathcar, who
is supposed to have lived in the fourth century. I believe that this is

the name represented by the Oghamic form Netacari on the Castle-

timon monument. It will be urged that neta is not niath. I admit

it. But I hold that the difference is such as is consistent with what
mav be regarded as a law of the Oghamic transformation of names and
words.
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"The inscription ends with the name ttrenalvgos. This is no doubt
the proper name Trenloga, with the initial t doubled, and the Oghamic
termination os. Names compounded with tren (fortis) as a prefix are

common. So also are names ending with loga. Thus we have Tren-
fear, Finloga, Dubloga, &c. One of the Dunloe Ogbams furnishes an
example of the duplication of an initial t in Macui Ttail.

" In fine, my interpretation of the inscription is this :

—

. . . of Brennain who was the champion of Trenloga.

I ought to add that niath is also explained as a murderer or homicide.

"The brevity and incompleteness of these notes make them hardly

deserving of the attention of the Academy. I venture, however, to

offer them in the belief that my explanation of the word poi is an im-
portant contribution to our small stock of Ogham formula?.—Believe

me to be, my dear Ferguson, ever yours faithfully,

" Charles Limerick."

This view of Bishop Graves, which, if ultimately accepted, will

add another word to our Ogham vocabulary, is one that had not pre-

viously occurred to me, and now comes before my mind with all the

force of novelty as well as of probable truth. Bemenibering the sig-

nificant statement of MacCurtin that the cryptic class of Oghams con-

veyed meanings stigmatizing the vices of the deceased, coupled with
what we know of the use of humiliatory names in religion, we would
have some inducement to apply Bishop Graves's construction in the

present instance as the copula in a sentence whicb in one sense might
express the crime of Broinien, or which in another might affirm

that he who is here called Broinien had formerly borne another name.

[Other communications on the same subject, read on this occasion, \riU appear
hereafter.

—

Ed. J
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XLVII.

—

On Irish Ogam Inscriptions. A Letter addressed by
John Rhys, M. A., late Fellow of Merton College, Oxford., to

"William Stokes, M.D., F.R.S., &c, President of the Academy,
dated "Rhyl, Oct. 28, 1874."

[Read January 11, 1875.]

As to the "best means of furthering the study of Irish epigraphy, I

fancy that the Academy cannot do better than encourage Dr. S.

Ferguson to take casts of all known Ogmic inscriptions in the country,

and assist him to reproduce them by means of photography or other-

wise, in such a way as to make them easily accessible to philologists.

I have already seen a few specimens of Dr. Ferguson's work, and they
seem to be most satisfactory.

As matters now stand, an outsider can hardly venture to give an
opinion on Irish Ogams collectively. Although I copied, last winter,

when spending a few days in Cambridge, all the inscriptions of that

kind which I could find mentioned in the Academy's Proceedings, my
knowlege of them is still exceedingly incomplete and fragmentary

;

and it is with great diffidence I offer the following conjectures, hoping
that they may lead Irish scholars to the discovery of some canons of

criticism which may enable one to classify your Ogams chronologically.

Until that is done, their philological value must remain much less than
it should be :

—

I. Some, perhaps most, of our British Ogams are of the fifth and
sixth century ; and if Dr. Ferguson's recent examination of the

Loughor altar should prove confirmatory of my guessings of the

inscription on it, we might say that we have at least one instance

dating before the departure of the Romans from Britain. One or two
of our Ogams may possibly have been cut in the eighth or ninth cen-

tury, but I cannot speak with anything like confidence of them. They
are on the Llanarth and Caldy Island stones.

II. As to your Ogams, I would regard those written like ours as

older than those which are to be read inversely, or contain abbrevia-

tions and intentional puzzles.

III. Now the proximate date of some of these inverted Ogams
may be ascertained. Take, for instance, that which has been read

Cominett moqi Conuri : it is accompanied by a Latin inscription in

characters which may be reasonably assigned to the eighth or ninth

century ; or that of Colman Bocht with Bocht in Ogam, and Colman
in Hiberno-Saxon characters of apparently a somewhat later date than
the Camp stone bilingual. Another inverted Ogam, described by Dr.

Ferguson, reads, according to him, Feqreq moqoi Glunleggeit ; if indeed,

Fechrech mocJioi Glunleggett is not a preferable reading. The Colman
Bocht Ogam claims kinship with the eight manuscript Ogams in the

Priscian Codex at St. Gall, of the ninth century, in its long lines
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(instead of mere notches), to represent the vowel. As to the other

Ogams (of Conunett and Peqreq or Pechrech), the proper names in

them are all in the genitive case, but none of them has retained a
genitive ending. So one could hardly be wrong in supposing that if

the Uvanos stone at Kilieen-Cormac had been inscribed at the date of

these last, its Evacattos would have been shortened into Evacatt, and
similarly the Sagarettos of the Cahernagat stone into Sagarett.

Of the earlier class of Ogams, among the oldest may be ranked
those containing genitives retaining the s of the /and IT declensions.

a. The Indo-European / declension ended in the nominative in -is,

and in the genitive in -gas or -agas ; and I would suggest, with some
hesitation, that the -ias in which several Ogmic genitives end meant
-gas (with g, as in ges) ; if so, such instances as the following are on an
Indo-European level:—Anadovinias, Anavlamattias, Dovvinias, Ercias,

Bittias, Toranias.

b. It is the rule that the semi-vowel disappears in later Irish, and
this applies to the earliest manuscript Irish of the eighth century

:

how early it came into force it is not easy to determine, but the

following genitives show the semi-vowel discarded or assimilated :

—

Adniconas, Bronoinas, Decceddas. Gravicas, Lugudeccas, JNavicas. In
Welsh, which is far less conservative of case-endings, Indo-European
-gas had become contracted into -is, and the s dropped, so that our

inscriptions oppose to Decceddas a Decceti, later Decheti. Similarly we
have on the Trallong stone a nominative Cunocenni (for an earlier

~*Cunacemiis), and genitive Cunoceni (for an earlier Cunacennis), in

striking contrast with the Irish genitive Cunacena for * Cunacennas —
*Cunacenngas.

c. Probably genitives in -os of the Cdeclension are no less old than
the foregoing ones in -as. This -os represents an Indo-European -vas

or -avas, and seems to occur in the following :—Branittos, Brusccos,

Cunagussos, Digos, Doros, Lombalos, Qrimitirros, Sagarettos, Evacat-

tos, Suvallos Vorgos. Welsh claims the option between -os and -us
;

but in our Ogams the s is clean gone, as in Trenagussu. Perhaps
the only instances of the retention by the Welsh of final s in this

declension occurs on a stone of the Poman period at Caerleon, on

which Tadia Vallaunus [i. e. Vallaunus) occurs in the nom. feminine :

for the U declension does not distinguish the feminine from the mas-
culine.

d. Now both declensions eventually dropped the s in Irish also,

and Decceddas, lugudeccas occur written Decceda, Lugudeca ; so Digos

and Dego are substantially identical. However, beyond the fact that

it is probable that the forms without 5 are later than those with s, we
do not learn much from the former ; for genitives in a, e. g. denmada,

'factoris,' and in o, e. g. Oengusso, have come down into manuscript

Irish, and converged in modern Irish into a, whence the genitive of

Aongus is now Aongusa or Aongussa.
e. Genitives in * (common to early Irish with early Welsh,) of the

A declension corresponding to Latin domin-i, lon-i, &c, are to be met
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with, in abundance in Irish, inscriptions, and belong in the majority of

cases, I am inclined to think, to the earlier class of them.

/. I am not able to make much use of consonantal nouns in this

inquiry ; Olacon seems to be a fair specimen of a genitive of this

declension. (But how is such an inscription as Ere Maqi Maqi-Ereias,

from Dunmore Head, to be dealt with ?) Reviewing the above guesses,

one would perhaps not be far wrong in assigning the greater part of

this earlier class of Ogams to the sixth century, while admitting that

some of them date as early as the fifth, and some as late as the

seventh.
' It would not be out of place here to add a few miscellaneous con-

siderations, which, to say the least of them, do not seem to contradict

this conjecture.

a. All genitives ending in -agni (Gaulish -cni), as Artagni,
Mailagni, TJlccagni, must date considerably before the beginning of the

ninth century, for then -agn had become -an (witness Caichan,

Mimchdn) in the annotations attributed to Tirechan in the Book of

Armagh.
b. The inscription containing Hailagni reads Tria maqa Hailagni.

If I am not mistaken in regarding this as meaning Triam maqam
Hailagni = ' (Lapis sepulchralis) trium filiorum Mailagni,' and in

construing the two first words as genitives plural, it must be very
old.

c. In the earliest Irish manuscripts / is used as it is now, and in

one of the Priscian Ogams qjf renders a Latin /, but etymologically

Irish /represents Indo-European v, and ttt is v in all British Ogams.
So it is, I believe, to be read in the earlier Irish ones also ; at all

events we have one instance where it cannot be/, namely in Qveci on
aDrumloghan stone (cf. Qnci and Qici on the Fardel stone). This is a

singular instance of the sound following the q being represented in

Ogam. As a rule it is represented by V in the inscriptions in Roman
characters in Wales and Cornwall ; but never in Ogam, unless we
assume that the character _aLLL had got to mean qv.

d. As to the treatment of qv, in which I regard the v as sounded
like u in German words like quelle, quick, 8fc., in Welsh the v occa-

sioned the guttural to be changed into a labial, whence maqv-i appears

as map (now mab, ' son',) in the earliest manuscript Welsh of the

eighth century. In Irish it became a rule to drop the v, whence the

common modern representative of qv is c, in mutation ch. In one

instance (perhaps in more) assimilation took place, whence maqq-i
occurs frequently as the precursor of mace. Both these processes

tended to the confusion of c and q in early Irish, of which we have an
unmistakable instance in Qunagusos as compared with the more correct

form Cunagussos.

e. The Ogam on the Uvanos stone at Killeen-Cormac belongs to

the earlier class ; that on the Camp stone to the later. Now I am not

much afraid of contradiction when suggesting that the Roman inscrip-
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tion on the former is written in characters which may well be two
centuries older than those on the latter. According to the last descrip-

tion I have had from Dr. Ferguson of the former, I would read it

Uvanos Avi Evacattos.

You expressed a wish to know to what language I think the

Ogams of Ireland belong. I do not recollect seeing a single instance

mentioned of the earlier class which struck me as being anything but

Early Irish ; and were there a complete vocabulary of the proper names
which occur in Irish MSS. and literature generally, I fancy that a

philologist would without difficulty identify 99 out of every 100 names
to be met with on Ogam-inscribed stones in Ireland. Some few names
in the latest specimens may betray Latin influence.

And, as regards the suggested cryptic character of the inscriptions,

neither do I see any reasons to believe that the Ogam alphabet was in-

tended for cryptic purposes. It is possible, however, that it may have,

in the hands of pedants, been so applied just as it was growing obsolete.

I hope I shall not be giving offence in protesting against the theory that

the names occurring in Ogam were not really the names of the persons

intended, but were their real names disguised by formolad or similar

tricks of arbitrary change. As to formolad there seems to be some evi-

dence as to its being practised in the twelfth century ; but is there any
that it was in the ninth or in the sixth ? Moreover, if the Ogmic names
of Goidelic Celts received a finishing touch from jargon-makers, so did

those of their Kimric brothers in Wales and Cornwall ; so did those

of the Picts in Bede's time, and so did those of Gaul in Caesar's time

;

but that seems to me highly improbable. Take for instance the fol-

lowing names Gaulish, Conomaglus ; this is in the Irish of the ' Chronic.

Scotorum ' Conmdl, and in the ' Four Masters' Conmhal, and in modern
Welsh Cynfael : or take the early Welsh Maglocunum of Gildas, which
Bede gives still with an o between the / and the c as Meilochon. In
modern Welsh it becomes Maelgivn ; if you apply to these the ascer-

tained rules of phonology in Irish and Welsh you will find that the

later forms Conmdl and Maelgwn postulate Conomaglus and Maglocunus,

or similar forms of equal length as their real vernacular prototypes.

For it must not be forgotten that the normal state of language is

that of change, and of change tending to the shortening of its words,

so it Avill not do to transpose a nineteenth century name, which is a com-

pound and measures two syllables, into the sixth century : instead of

two syllables, four would be more likely to represent its length then.

Thus suppose it were argued that the o in Dunocati in a British inscrip-

tion is the arbitrary insertion of a scribe, and we were obliged to

accept Duncati, then according to the rules of phonology we should

find the name assuming in modern Welsh the form Dinghad, and in

modern Irish Docadh ; but the actual forms are Dingad and Donnchadh

respectively. There is no escaping from these phonological laws, and

any one who wishes to maintain a theory of manufactured Ogmic
names will have to disprove all that Celtic philologists were supposed

to have made out.
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"WTiile maintaining that the names in Irish inscriptions are real

ones, I do not for a moment wish to conceal the fact that some of

them are highly enigmatic ; hut some of this description will turn out

to he had readings perhaps, and in some few the scribes may have
made mistakes. However, I need not dilate on this head, as a

Member of your Academy has lately made the following very sensible

suggestion to it:
—" Ogham inscriptions are of the simplest and most

straightforward of their class ; there is nothing about them either

cryptic or mysterious, and if we cannot read a certain number of them,
the reason is, that we are ignorant of the archaic forms of language in

which they are inscribed."

By means of some method like that suggested above, and with the

aid of history, where available, together with the indications to "be

derived from a consideration of the circumstances under which the

various monuments were found, one would be able, I think, approxi-

mately to classify your Ogams.
The origin of Ogmic writing is still hidden in darkness. Did the

Insular Celts borrow the germ of the system from Rune-writing
nations or vice versa, or else are we to regard Runes and Ogams as of

independent growth ? These are questions which still remain to be

solved, and the cryptic Runes of Scandinavian nations seem to be too

late to assist us in answering them, though they betray a great simi-

larity of principle. It is noteworthy that British Ogam writing is to

be traced back to a time when we may reasonably suppose Kimric
nationality to have revived, and a reaction against Roman habits and
customs to have, to a certain extent, taken place when the last Roman
soldier had taken his departure from our island. But once the Roman
alphabet had been introduced into Britain, it is highly improbable that

another clumsier one should have been invented, and got into use : the

inevitable inference then seems to be, that Ogmic writing dates from a

time anterior to the introduction of the Roman alphabet.
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XLVIII.

—

On an Ogham Inscription at Mullagh, Co. Catan. By
Samuel Ferguson, LL. D., Q.C., a Vice-President.

[Eead 25th of January, 1875].

I first learned of the existence of this inscription from Dr. Norman
Moore, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London; and, proceeding on the

indications given by him, found, and made a paper-cast of it, on the

26th December, 1874. Mullagh lies north-west from Kells, about

seven miles, in the extreme south-eastern angle of the Barony of

Castleraghan, and County of Cavan (Ordnance map, sheet 40). It is

known as the seat of a branch of the O'Beillys, and in Irish is

designated Mullagh laoghill, or Mullagh Lyle. The churchyard lies

to the left of the road leading northward from Mullagh to Virginia,

and occupies a knoll partly natural, but heightened by accumulations

of interments. The present church, a modern building, stands on more
elevated ground nearer to the road. The old burial ground of Temple
Kelly occupies the intervening space. In it formerly stood the inscribed

slab, the subject of this communication. Dr. Moore informs me that,

according to local report, it, together with other inscribed stones, was
brought thither from the adjoining lands of Bantavan. It now serves

the purpose of a headstone to a comparatively modern grave at about

a perch westward from the walls of a ruined, but not ancient, or even
ecclesiastical-looking building, on the summit of the knoll. It is a

small stone standing little more than three feet from the surface, about

fifteen inches in breadth, by four at its greatest thickness. The
characters exist on the eastern or right-hand arris, and read from left

to right downward :

—

osbbar [r?]

The remains of the second r are faint, but sufficient to show that

they originally crossed the arris, and are not the n, which the analogy

of the name Osbarn would lead one, prima facie, to expect. What
further characters (an n being the most likely) may have existed

beyond this imperfect R, cannot now be determined.

This is, I believe, the first instance of a genuine Ogham inscription

being found in the east of Ireland, north of the County of Wicklow. It is

also the firstthat seems possibly to record a Saxon name. Osbarn, how-
ever, if that be the name, may be the Irish Osbran, and in the present

state of our knowledge it would be premature to accept the idea of

a name more suitable for runic writing being expressed in this peculiarly

Irish and Scoto-British character, The double b will attract attention.

If any reason existed for supposing the text to be introductory to

an independent name, it might be questioned whether Osbbarr be not

two words, super verticem. But this would be a novel formula in such

a context, and I refrain from further speculation, till the lower portion

of the stone shall be examined. The living of Mullagh being at

present vacant, this can only be done on some future occasion.

a. I. A. PROC, SER. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. 2 U
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XLIX.

—

On an Ogam-inscribed Pillar-stone, at Kilctjeeen, Co. Cork.
By Richard B. Brash, M. B. I. A.

[Eead 30th of November, 1875.]

The townland of Kilcullen adjoins that of Monataggart—which has
furnished materials for so many kindred papers lately read before the
Academy—to the N.W., in the parish of Donoughmore [0. S. Map,
sheet 61]. On it stands a Keel, or ancient burial-ground, which gives

the townland its name (for no church has been known to exist in the

locality). I found it situated in a field to the left-hand side of the

new road leading from theBogra line to Sheskinny, and nearly 16 miles

north-west of Cork. The present remains are on the level top of

a field that slopes abruptly upwards from the road. The Keel, is of

a rectangular shape, and of large dimensions, lying nearly north
and south. The form is irregular, the angles being rounded. It is

enclosed by an earthen fence from 3 to 4 feet high on the outside, lined

on the external face with field stones. The internal area is higher

than the external ground. Mr. Lynch, the proprietor of the lands,

who is over 90 years of age, and in the possession of all his faculties,

states that there was no change in its appearance since his boyhood,

that the place was always called Keel ; that in his time there was no
interment there, and that the trees standing in its area were planted by
him.

About 20 yards west of the Keel, and in the same field, is a Leacht,

or grave. It is a nearly flat mound of earth and stones, at present

about 1^ feet above the level of field, and of a square outline : its

dimensions being 12 feet from E. to W. and 11 feet from JN". to S.

It appears to have originally had a pillar-stone standing at each corner.

Two of these still remain perfect, at the ]S\E. and !N\"W\ angles, and
there is the stump of a third at the S.W., which Mr. Charles Lynch,
eldest son of the proprietor, informed me was of the same height as the

rest, and was broken some years before by one of his workmen with

a sledge in a fit of bravado. The shivered stump has the appearance

of having been so broken.

The stone at the IST.W. corner is 7 feet high, aboveground, and 15

inches by 10 at base, tapering nearly to a point. That at the N."W\,

which is inscribed, is 6 feet 6 inches high above ground, 16 inches

by 10 at the base, and 12 inches by 7 at the top. Both are of the old

red sand-stone, and are much weather-worn, covered with many-
coloured lichen, and have a truly venerable appearance.

The inscription is on the left angle of the northern face. The
angle is much rounded, and disintegrated by the action of the weather,

and the legend has consecpuently suffered much ; but, owing to its

having been broadly and deeply cut originally, and the clay being un-

commonly favourable for the purpose, I was enabled to make a copy

which entirely satisfied me. "When copying it, I remarked that by
standing about 3 yards distant, in a certain position, I could read the

inscription more perfectly than when close to it.
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The legend is 5 ft. 10 in. long, and finished within 3 in. of the
top. It consists of bnt 17 characters, which shows how boldly cut,

and broadly spaced, they were, to occupy that length of the angle.

It runs :

—

-rf*fr u "hi MN/» ! !! m i t/f ""I ,,, , , n Ni l

LUGTrDUCMAQ, IMA 0. I C

LITGUDUC MAQJ MAQI OC
The last three characters of the legend are much injured ; the three

last digits of the I are lost, and there is a weather fissure through the

C, which leaves a part of each score at one side and a part at the

other.

We have here, in the first place, a familiar name which we find

in our annals and indices in the forms of Lughaidh, Lugudj Lugdech,

Lugdeach. On an Ogam-inscribed stone at Ardmore, we find Lugu-
deccas ; on one from Kilgravane, Lugudeca. This is evidently the form

found in the Annals of Ulster, at a. d. 506 and 533, namely, Lug-
dach.

The patronymic is Mac Oc. This is a proper name, and also ex-

presses a profession. Oc signifies a bard, a poet, and the name is

equivalent to one frequently met with in our Annals as Mac-an-Bhaird,

i.e., the son of the Bard. In 0' Curry's " Lectures on the Manners

and Customs of the Ancient Irish," in note 874 of the introductory

volume, by Dr. Sullivan, I find the very name in question in an

extract from a tract known as the flight of Etain, taken from the

well-known MS., Lebhar na h-Uidhri, p. 129, col. 2, as follows:

—

" The Mac Occ went forth on the track of Fuaman, and overtook her on

Oenach Bodbgnuai at the House of Breasal, between the arms of the druid. The
Mac Occ struck her and beheaded her, and he brought away her head and placed it

on the Bru of the Brog."

In the Martyrology of Donegal, we find Octide, and on one of the

Kilcolaght group we have the identical name, Occ, " Occ Maqi
Llarit " (Gaulish forms : Oecus,—Stein, 2054 ; Occauns.—Gruter,

889.)

' As regards construction, the inscription is in exactly the same

formula as that on the stone from Deelish or Leades :

—

0T MAQI MAQI RETT.

A second visit made to Kilcullen enabled me to glean further in-

formation respecting the locality. Mr. Charles Lynch informs me
that the tradition of the country is, that this LeacM is the burial

place of a great chieftain who met his death in the following

manner. He ruled over a large district of the country, including

this locality, the inhabitants of which refusing to pay him tribute

or obedience, he marched against and overcame them, taking a large
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number of prisoners, whom he ordered to be put to death. Theybegged
of him a respite, which he contemptuously granted until his horse was
done feeding ; but during that operation, having incautiously placed

his hand on the animal's hind quarter, it gave him him a fearful kick,

which killed him on the spot, and he was here interred. It is probable

that there is some glimmering of original truth in the above tradition.

There can, however, be scarcely a doubt that this was a private burial

place or tomb. Its small size, the pillar-stone at each angle, and the

inscription upon one, only, would lead us to infer this.

I have in several of my papers on this subject shown, that the

burial places of our pagan ancestors were robbed by the Eath builders

for the purpose of assisting in the construction of the chambers
found beneath their monuments, and that in almost eveiy instance,

where Ogam-inscribed stones have been so found, a Keel, or the site of

one, is sure to be detected in the immediate neighbourhood. !N"ow

though the Cistvaen at Monataggart, and the Keel of Kilcullen, are

on different townlands, they are on the boundaries of both, and within
200 yards of each other : the natural inference being, that the mate-
rials which mainly, if not entirely, constructed the Cist, were taken
from this Keel.

The district in which Kilcullen is situated is a very remarkable one
for the variety of its pre-historic remains. In the adjoining field, at

the opposite side of the road, is a solitary pillar-stone. Two fields

to the north of the pillar-stone is a large Eath, with under-

ground passages and chambers built of stone. On the verge of the

adjoining townland to tbe X. E. is a small circle of seven stones, and
one pillar-stone a short distance from it. In the next field but one
to the E. is a large Eath with a double rampart and a ditch near 20
feet deep ; and it also has stone-built underground chambers. To the

X. E. again, in the next townland of Barachaurin, are the remains of

an immense circle, consisting of three erect, and two prostrate, stones.

One of those standing is 13 ft. high above ground, 6 ft. wide, and 2 ft.

thick. It carries the same dimensions nearly to the top, and is a

huge-looking monolith. On this townland there are no less than 15

Raths. On the townland of Eylane, E. of Kilcullen, is a small stone

circle, and a few yards from it are two pillar-stones.



ERRATA ET CORRIGENDA.

R. I. A. Proceedings, Ser. 2, Vol. I., Pol. Lit. and Ant.

P. 259, lilies 20, 21, and 22, should read :—

Petrie's reading. These show that what he took for L, and asso-

ciated with menueh, to form, awkwardly enough, the name Lmenueh,

is. in fact, an I, and belongs to the preceding group of characters.

[N. B.—The above may be cut out and pasted over the erroneously

printed lines ; or the alterations may easily be made with a pen by
changing (1) the i (in line 20) to L, (2) the r (in line 21) to I, and

(3) the two a's in Lmanuah, (line 22) to es, making Lmenueh.]

Page 271, the note at foot should be :

—

* Go ttarla cruiniughad mor ocus Oomthionoill iongantach amladh ba gnaith

ho uair ans na tri bliadhna a m-buaile na greine air a ttaobh thes do Cnoc Challain ay

ilntnam iodbartha don greine ar altoir na greine atd deanta do liogaibh geal oidheai

tins a;< ait sin. (^ff in Library, R. I. A., p. 211.)
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L.

—

On Ikish Personal Names. By the Bey. Edmund M'Cieke,
M.B.I. A.

[Read 25th of January, 1875].

Of the time at which fixed surnames came into use in Ireland, Dr.
0' Donovan wrote as follows in his Introduction to the Topographical

Fojms of 0'Dubhagan, p. 12 :

—

"It is clear that Irish family names, or hereditary surnames, are

formed from the genitive case singular of the names of ancestors who
flourished in the tenth or beginning of the eleventh century, or at

least from the year 850 till 1290, by prefixing (i. e. tla. = grandson),

or Mac (i. e. 111 &C = son)."

The majority of existing Irish surnames may be looked upon,
therefore, where they have not been corrupted beyond recognition, as

containing the old personal names current in the country at an early

date. The same may be said of many of the Christian-names still in

use among the old Irish families, where these have not been similarly

treated. From a study of these names, and others preserved to us by
the Annalists, the sources of Irish personal nomenclature may be said

to be the same as that which furnished the appellations in use among
other nations of the west.

Without laying auy stress upon the order in which they occur, it

may be said generally that names are derived from one or other of the

seven following sources:— 1, locality; 2, time; 3, physical peculiarities;

4, moral qualities ; 5, occupations ; 6, animals ; and 7, religion.

To begin with I. Those derived from locality, including therein

country, district, or place of abode ; it may be clearly affirmed

that this source furnishes but a small class of Irish personal names,

which stand in this respect in remarkable contrast to the names thus

derived which are current among the Germanic races. Thus, as derived

from nationality, I know but one well-determined instance, viz.,

Branach (i.e. bpe&tn&c, a Briton or Welshman), if I except the

name Doyle or M'Dowell (i.e. Dubhgall = dark stranger) The
name Loughlin too—a sept of the O'iSeils of Ulster—and the cognate

MacLachlan of Scotland, possibly contain the term by which the

Norsemen were known in the country ( tocl&nn&c). Of names
derived from territory or place of abode I have noted such as the

following : O'Davoren (from O'Dubk-da-boireann, i. e., the descen-

dant of the black man of the two large rocks or rocky districts*).

Dubh-da-inbher, i.e. the black man of the two river mouths; Dublt-

da-tlmath, i.e. the black man of the two territories. We might add

to the foregoing the territorial designations which, combined with Cu,

a dog, came to distinguish the chiefs of the localities indicated, e.g.

Cu Chonnacht (i.e. the hound or champion of Connaught), Cu Bladhma

(i.e. the hound of Sleive Bloom), Cu Sionna (i.e. the hound of the

Shannon), Cumliaighe (i.e. Gooey—now Quintin—the hound of the

plain), and Cu Slelbhe (the hound of the mountain). There is also the

* See boireann in Dr. O'Donovan's Appendix to O'Reilly's Dictionary.

SEU. II.. VOL. I., TOL. LIT, AND AKTIQ. 2 X
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compound Dun-sleibhe (=Dunlevy), a distinguished name among the fa-

mily of Oli-h-Eochaidh, Kings of Uladhin the 11th and 12th centuries.

This name, and that of -Slehinus, a name found in the Martyrologies,

seem to indicate that their possessors lived on a mountain (St/nsfa).

II. In my second division 1 comprise those names which took their

origin from circumstances connected with bieth or from time.

Thus Finghin (translated of late years into Florence among those

families with whom it was a customary prarnomen) is, on the authority

of Dr. O'Donovan, "fair offspring," and Coemhghin (now Keevan),
" beautiful offspring,"* Eoglwn (Owen) has been said to mean " rood

offspring;" but if it be cognate with the Owen of the Welsh (which
appears in the Book of Llandaff as Euguen or Eugein), or -niththe

Armorican Ewen, Zeuss would make it signify an active or vigilant

person. Cormac, on the strength of the glossaries, is said to mean " son

of the chariot" [i.e. from Corb and Mac), and is said to have been im-

posed upon its first possessor because he happened to have been bom
in a chariot. It would appear that Maelcorgais (Four Masters, 888),

meaning servant {i.e. TTI&oL) of Lent (Cop^&p), and Maehamlma
(from 1T1&oL, and S&m&in " all hallows"), were originally given on
account of their respective bearers having been born, or it may be ton-

sured, at these seasons. Maelchallain (now Mulholland), as was sug-

gested by Mr. O'Curry, may be made up of 1TI&oL and C&Lt&irro,
" Calends," and may therefore belong to the same category; but I

prefer to think that it conta ns the name of S. Chaillin, who was a

contemporary of Columba and who is mentioned in the Book of

Fenagh. The name Mac Samhradhain (M 'Govern), probably from
Sambradh, summer, may belong to this class. O'Shannahan (Shennon)
is probably from seanach, old, or prudent.

III. The third class embraces those names which were derived from
physical peculiaeities. The following are a few examples—O'Keefe

(from C&oih, handsome); Calbhach (from CcXb&c, bald, cf. Latin

Calvus). Trinlavery, the original name of several families near Lough
jSeagh, (from cpem = strong, and l&rh, the hand). In accordance

with this derivation the name has within recent times been changed to

Armstrong. Cas, a quo the Dalcais, is said to have been so called from

his curled hair (C&p = curled). Caindealbhain, (now 0'Q.uinlan),

from Cmti, pure, fair, and "oe&Ub, the face. O'Lawlor, from be/sc

borj^p = one side leprous. In addition to the foregoing we may con-

sider as belonging to this class all those names, chiefly diminutives

and compounds, derivedfrom colour, e. g. Maguire from Mac, son, and the

genitive of Ot)&p, dun, or pale. The latter word has also given origin

to the names Horan, or Oclhran and Heerin {i.e. O'H'uidhrin).

Creavy or Macllreavy {i.e. Mac Giolla lliabhaich) from Tli&'b&c,

swarthy or grey. The Highland M'Crae is from the same word. Cronan,

and the Highland McCron are from Cpon, swarthy. Ciaran and Kirwan

* I doubt this derivation Very much. I believe it is ou the authority of Cor-

niac's Glossary, in which we find many false derivations, based on a fanciful re-

semblance between Irish and Greek words, e. g, Air\cint> and d^Kos,
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[i.e. Ciar-dubhan) from Ci&p, black. Duffy, Mac Duffy, or from as-

piration of the initial D, M'Afee (also Mehaffey), from "cub, black.

O'Dougan {i.e. O'Dubhagain), from'oub andce&n, the head. Donnan
fromt)onn, brown. 0'Donovan(e.e. O'Dondubhain), "the dark brown;"

fiom donn brown, and dubhan = black one. Deargan from •oe&pg,

red. The Highland M'Harg is probably derived from the same word.

Ruadhan, and Highland M'Crow from pu^-6, red. Euadhagain
(now Eogan), on the same principle as O'Dougan, means "red head."

Corcran or Corcoran from copcMp, ruddy. The name Cochrane, of the

north of Ireland, is derived from the designation of a locality in Scot-

land. Liathan (now Lyons) from bi&c, grey. Gorman, Gormog,
Gormghal, from 50pm, blue, or perhaps, livid. Glaisin, and (pro-

bably) Scotch M'Glashan, from gt^-p, green. MacAvoy (MacGillab-

huidhe) from bui-oe, i.e. yellow. Fionnan, Fionnagain (fair head;
compare O'Dougan) ; the Highland M'Kinnon {i.e. M'Fhinnon'), and
Maginver, sometimes Anglicised Gaynor(=Mac Finnbhair, i.e. fair hair),

all derived from pofi, fair. Ferdoragh {i.e. dark man), MacDorcy
(Mac Dorchaidhe), from X)opc^-6 = dark. Owney (Uaitlme), a not

xmcommonprcenomen, probably from um en e, green. Bannan, frombAH,
white. Lachtnain (now Loughnan), from L&ccn&, dun. Flann-

Floinn now O'Flyn and O'Lyn , O'Flannagain (now also O'Lanni,
gan), Clancy, {i.e. O'Fhlanchada), and the woman's name, Flanna,

all from pl&n, ruddy. O'Eobhartaich (now O'Eoarty or O'Eafferty,

and simply Ehoarty), is probably from pob&p, given as "red" by
O'Eeilly, sub voce. Dathi is also probably from "O&c, colour.

Nearly all the more marked colours have been used in this way to

give names to persons, and sometimes in such combinations as to lead
one to think that they could not all have been given to mark natural
distinctions in the colour of the hair, face, &c. Such names as Leath-
dhearg, half red ; Riabhdhearg, red streak ; Dubhdaleth, both sides

black ; 8riabhdhearg, with red circles : and the not infrequent use of

such colours as Uaithne, and glas, green; gorm, blue, and buidhe,

yellow, in personal names, would suggest some other than natural

characteristics as a foundation for their employment in this manner.
Whether we are to seek, with Dr. Todd's coadjutor in the editing of

JSTennius, an origin for these names in the early custom of staining the
body with wood and other dyes, or are to refer them to the use of

party-coloured raiment (see Four Masters, under 3656 a.m. and 3664
a.m.), or to some other cause, must remain a matter of conjecture until

clearer light be thrown on the early social condition of the Irish people.

IV. The next division embraces names which were imposed on
men on account of their moral qualities. This class embraces per-

haps more than any other, and indirectly shows the tendency of the
Irish people even at an early period to esteem moral and mental even
more than physical qualities. The following are a few selected ex-
amples :—Tuath-char, friend of the people (Zeuss). Tuathal (Toole),

equivalent to the Latin, Publius (Zeuss); Coffey {i.e. Cobhthaigh),
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worthy of victory. Compare with this the names Molbthaigh, praise-

worthy, Carthaigh,* worthy of friends ; Hanratty (O'h Innreehtaigh),

worthy of honour. (Indrechtach in one of the codices is translated
" honorabilis.") The common termination of these names

—

tach—may
be the same word as that given by O'Reilly, and stated to mean
"worth," or it may simply represent an adjectival termination.

Dr. O'Donovan considered the Cubh in Cobhthaigh, and wher-
ever else it appears in Irish personal names, as meaning "aid,"

"assistance," and he thus elucidates the name O'Conchobhair (O'Con-

nor) as from Con, strength and Cobh, aid : but when one considers

that Cubh means also victory in Irish, and that names compounded of

this word have been found in old Gallic inscriptions {e.g., Cobnertus,

Coblaunon, &c), and have been elucidated by Zeiiss as containing the

latter import of the word, I think it is more reasonable so to trans-

late it in the cases above mentioned, and in such other names as Olcho-

bhair (great victor). Galehobhair (now Gallagher), i. e., valorous

victor (from gal = valour ?) It may be observed that con is not always
to be translated strength, in the personal names in which it occurs.

I am not satisfied, indeed, that it ever bears that meaning in such

cases.f At all events, it stands frequently in personal names for the

genitive of cu, dog, e.g., Condoirche {i.e., of the dark dog) ; Condub-
han (i.e., of the black dog) ; Condulig (of the hungry dog).

But to return to our examples. "We have Feehtnach, glossed

felix in the Milan Codex ; Cosgrach (now Anglicised Cosgrave), "vic-

torious," from Cop-cup, victory ; O'Fhlaithbheartach (now O'Flaherty

and O'Laverty), princely-deeded, from Flaith, a prince and heart, a

deed (cf. Toirbheartach = generosus) ;
0' Mathgamhna and MaeMath-

gamhnan (now O'Mahoney and MacMahon), which contain most pro-

bably the adjective math, good, combined with another word gamhna,
which is frequently found in Irish personal names, e.g.. Carrghamhna,
Baghamhna, Ciunghamhna, Tedghamhna, and separately, as Gamhna.
This would show that none of these names has anything to do with

"bear," (whatever they may have to do with 50.1ri.Mn, a calf,) and
would thus overthrow entirely the Fitz Ursa theory of Spenser. The
Welsh personal names Math-onwy, Matgweith (i.e., good work), &c.,

bear out the above view. Brian is said by O'Donovan to befroin Dpi,

which he translates "strength," probably moral strength, and might
therefore come also under the class derived from mental characteristics.

Art, Artur, O'Hartigan {i.e., O'h-Artigan), MacArtan, Artghal
(now Anglicised as a prano/nen to 'Arnold'), Artbran (Ann. of Ttgh,)

and a great many others similar, are derived from Ape, which O'Duno-
van makes to mean noble. Zeuss makes it a stone. (Vol. i., p. 78,

* This Car is found in many ancient British and Armorican name?, e.g.,

British Caractacus = Caratauc = Caradoc : Atgar, Concar; and Armorican Haelcar,
Hencar, Lowencar, Sec.

t The Welsh Cum (= height, summit), which Zeuss makes to he the " Ctm" in
Cunobilnius, Cunotam, and the "6'Ao»"in Chonomoris, would suggest another
origin. This " Own" is short, and is to he found in Irish shortened into the two
first letters of Cnoc, a hill, pronounced in Munster as Cminuc'k.
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Ed. 1853.) It is probably cognate with aid, and signifies hiph, chief.

A great many personal names of this class are compounded of words

connected with war and battle, e.g., Cathal (now Cahill), and Cathir

(a warrior), and probably O'Duinncathaigh (O'Duncahy) O'Donn-
chaclha ( = Donnachie, and O'Donoghue, or Highland M'Connachie),

Duncadh (Highland Duncan), all derived from C&t = battle. We
might compare with these the Welsh personal names Catgucaun
(Cadogan), and Direcat (the l)ire here, according to Zeuss, is the Irish

Dun), and the Armorican Catbud, Cation, Catwallon. The termina-

tions -gal and -gus— as in Ferghal * (Farrel), Dunghal, Tuathghal,f

Fergus. Thutgus, Snedgus, Congus, Angus (in M'Aongus, now
M'Ginnis, M'Innis, Innis, and Guinness, also in n-Aongusa, now
O'Hennessy) Muirgus,—are said to mean "valour" and "virtue"
respectively. Names ending in -gus and -gal are numerous in the

lists of Pictish names in Chronicles of the Picts and Scots, Edin. 1867.

Dun enters into many names of this class, and is to be translated,

according to Zeuss (Vol. i., p. 30, Ed. of 1853), as "strong." The
Dunehadh and Dunghal above mentioned are instances of its use.

The Domh in Domhnal, Ferdomhnach, Domangart (afterwards

written Dofngart, and now finally Donard in Sleive Donard), may be
compared with the same syllable in the old Gallic names Dumnacus,
Dumnorix, and in the Welsh, Domnguaret, and traced to the root of

X)omAin, the world, as giving the idea of extension or greatness.

J

As final examples of this class, I may allude to such names as are

derived from the passions or prevailing mental habits of the individual
;

'

such as Bronach, i. e., sad, a name encountered in the Lives of the
Saints, and explained by the bearer of it thus :

—" Bronach est nomen
meiim, quod latine dicitur tristis." O'Diomasaigh (now O'Dempsey),

from *Oiomuf, proud, is another instance.

V. The next division embraces those personal appellations which
are derived from occtjpatioxs and offices. The following are a few of

the best marked instances :—O'Marcachan (now generally Anglicised
Markham), from 1T1&pc&c, a rider, O'h'Eochadha (now Hooey, Hoy,
and Houghy), MacEochaidh or MacEachach (now Keogh, M'Caughy,
and M'Kechie), Eachan (a Highland prcenomen, generally Anglicised

Hector), all from e&c, a horse, or its plural, eoco, and signifying

generally horseman. O'Eehtighern (i.e., horse master, now Ahern),
and the Highland MacEaeharan are from the same root. O'Cairbre
(now Carberry), according to Zeuss, from c&ipb, a chariot, and equi-

valent to the modern French name " Charpentier," and the German
"Wanner." O'Tighearnagh (now Tierncy), HaeTighearnain (now
MaeTCernan), from Ui^e^jMi^, a lord, which Z uss would further

derive from Cit;, a hou. e. This Avord occurs also in Armorican per-

* The first part of this word is evidently FeAp (a man), which enters into many
names, as Ferdoragh (dark man), Ferdomnach (far ruling man, &c.) Cf. the
Highland Farquhar (now also Farrar and Ferrar, anciently Ferchar), and the
Welsh compounds with Gwr = a man. J Cf. Zeuss, Vol. i., p. 17.

t We have in Armorican, Tutgual and Dungual. Chart. Nannet op. Bom.
Mor. 1. Zeu»s, Vol. i., p. 152, and among Pictish names Dunnagual and Tutagual.
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sonal names, e.g., Tiernan, Maeltiern, and also in Welsh in the form

-deyrn. O'Flaithi'i (now Flattery), O'Flaherty, and O'Liverty, above

noticed, and names like Grormlaith (where flaith is the second

half of the word), all from "pboou, generally translated Prince, but

meaning originally landed property, and therefore " lordship," and used

in our secondary sense of the latter word. The corresponding Welsh
word is Giclacl, wbicb means "country," whence Gwhdig, supreme.

O'Taidhg and MacTaidhg (now Anglicised sometimes Montacue
and probably equivalent to the Irish M'Keague, and the Highland
M'Caig), Tadhgan, and MaeTaedhgan (now probably M'Keegan), are

all from U&X)r
(
a poet, a bard. We may compare with this the

names in the Annalists. O'Flaithfhileadh (from Flaith and "PibeA-o,

a bard), O'Bardan, and Rig-Bardan, i.e., Royal bard (from b&pt),

a bard), and the Highland MacChruiter (now occasionally Anglicised

Harperson), from Cptnc, a barp.

To tbis class belong also those names derived from trades, such as

Mac an Gobhan (now Mac Gowan, and occasionally translated, Smith,)

from 5°^^) a smith : Mae ant-saoir (now M'Intyre), from S<i.op,

a carpenter ; and the Highland Mac Greusich, which means the son of

the shoemaker, from 5l^vJ-pAiin, = I embroider or sew.

YI. This division contains all tbose names which are derived from

axmat.s, such as O'Brain (now O'Byrne), from bpcsn, a raven,

O'Cuilean (now Collins'), from Cuibe<Mi, a kitten or whelp. Brocan,

from bpoc, a badger, Phelan, from "P^ebAn, a little wolf , O'Gabhrain,

from 5^^11 j a goat. Oisin, (i.e. Ossian) still existing in M'Cushin, is

probably the diminutive of Op = a fawn. Luch, the mother of S.

Congal, is said to have been so-called from buc, a mouse.

We may add to these the many names compounded of Cu, a dog;

such as Mac Consnamha (i.e., the son of the swimming dog), which is

now Mac Kinnawe, or erroneously Anglicised to Forde.

The vegetable kingdom has also furnished a few names such as

Blathmac (from bb.sc, a flower), the name of an ancient chieftain of

Ulster, afterwards imposed upon the district in which he lived, in the

Anglicised form "Blawic"; Blathnaidh, a woman's name, from the same

root ; and Scaithin, a diminutive from Scoc, a flower.

VII. This class comprises all those names which are ecclesiasti-

cal or eeligious in their origin, such as Maelisa and Giolla-isa (now
the Scotch, Gillies), both meaning servant of Jesus ; Gilla de, servant

of God; Mael Eoin (i.e., servant of John, now Malone) ; O'Maelmi-
hil (now O'Mulvihil), the servant of Michael ; and generally all those

names compounded of Mael,* or Giolla (or Gil). Mael had also in some
combinations the meaning of chief, according to O'Donovan, e.g.,

Maeldhearg, the Red Chief. Giolla, after "Mac," has been very much
modified, as in Mac Avoy, and Mac Areavy, from Mac Giolla buidhe,

and Mac Giolla Riabhaich, and in such Highland names as Mac Ilroy,

* Mael means bald or tonsured, and signifies in these combinations one ton-

sured in the name of the person following.
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Macllwame, Macllwrath, Mac Clean (for Mac Gil-Ean), &c. Ceile, a
servant, is used in a similar way to Giolla, as in Ceile Petair, the
vassal of Peter. So also it would appear is Cu sometimes, as in Cu
Ceartaeh, Ceartach being- an earlv saint.

We may add to these the designations formed from the names of

ecclesiastical offices; such as Mac Giolla Easpuig (now Gillespie , "the
son of the bishop's servant ") ; and all those names—current chiefly in
the Highlands of Scotland—which preserve the names of other offices

in the Church, e.g„ MacNab, son of the abbot; Mae-Tap gart, son of

the priest (S^j^pc, a priest}, Mac Chlerich,* the son of the clericus
;

Mac Pherson, the son of the parson ; Mac Vicar, the son of the vicar.

Some of these may 1 ave bad originally Giolia prefixed, as the name
Mac Ilpherson is known.

This exhausts the sevenfold division which I have adopted as em-
bracing almost all the sources of personal names. There aie, however,
other names which could not well be made to fall into any of these

categories. Thus we have the name Maolcluiche (now Mulelohy,
and sometimes Anglicised into " Stone"), which 0'Donovan translates

"youth of the sport," from ctuiee, a battle or game; but I should

prefer, if it will admit of it, making it the " servant of the bell" {i.e.

111 ^olcbing), on the analogy of Giolia Easpuig, and Giollapherson, pre-

suming that these names indicated that some person was especially ap-

pointed to attend on these dignities, and also on the church bell.

As falling outside the above classes, I may further note such names
as MacSgiathghil (now Scahill), meaning "bright shield, S^i^u = a

shield ; and Perach (now Parry , which is glossed in one place as

"armed with a dart." It is right to add that there is another gloss

which explains it differently. Mac Cochlainn, from Cochlan, a diminu-

tive of coc.nI, a cowl, is another. Aedh, now Anglicised as Hugh,
and entering into other names such as Aedhan, Mac Aedh {i.e. McKee,
M'Gee, or Mackay), O'h-Aedha (O'Hea), &e., is also abnormal, if the

gloss which makes it "fire" inform us correctly.

In making an analysis of Irish personal names, one must be on one's

guard against the supposition that every name beginning with Mac or

is of Celtic origin. Thus the the Anglo-Xorman families who came
into the country in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, who soon

became Hibernis ipsis hilemiores, have left us a host of representatives

bearing seemingly Irish names—such as MacWilliam, McQuillan,
Mac David, MacPhilbin, MacShoneen, Mac Gibbon, Mae Gribbin,

Mac Walter, Mac Paymond, Mac Eeoris, Mac Aveely, Mac AVattin,

Mac Robert, Mac Thomas, &c. Put these are only seemingly Celtic

—they yield on analysis well-known Anglo-ISorruan designations.

The same may be said of those names which were previously intro-

duced into Ireland by the Xorsemen, and which became permanent
appellations among the Celto-Scandinavian families—such as Mac
Sorlcy(t.0. the son of Somerled); MacManus {i.e. Magnusen; shortened

into Manson in Scotland); MacPannal (from Ragnvald), now also

* Cf. M'Cleir, MCleary, O'Cleirigh (now O'Clery), O'Clerchin (now Clerkan).
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Keynolds ; Mac Ivor (from Ivar), now also MeKeever ; McCaffrey,

{%. e. MacGodfred) ; MacAwley (from Olaf), and MacAwley and
McAuliife in Scotland; Tomar (now Anglicised to Toner, a Danish
name, according to O'Donovan, Booh of Rights, Introd.) O'Doyle
or Doyle, containing as it does the same word as in Mac Dowell {i.e.

Dubhghaill, "dark foreigner,") while it preserves an Irish form
indicates the bearer to be of Norse descent. The Tour Masters men-
tion a MacDowell as a Galloglagh, and as these were generally, if not

altogether, mercenary soldiers from the west of Scotland and the Isles

—so nruch under Norse influence—it is safe to consider any one called

by the name ot Dubhghaill (or "Black Gentile," as it was often trans-

lated) as of Norse origin. There is some difficulty about determining

the nationality of the name Mac Sweeny. There is much, however,

to raise a presumption that the designation is Noise. The Mac Sweenys, in

the first place, were Galloy laglis. On the tombstones of some eminent
chiefs among them may be seen the Galloglagh, with his peculiar Norse

battle-axe. The name Manus, and other veritable Scandinavian ap-

pellations, were in common use among them as prcenomina. The form

of the name is not. unlike the Svein or Sweyu of the North, and its

modern representative in England and Scotland, Swainson. A very

similar name, Mac Swyne, was found to exist in one of the western

islands of Scotland, teste Dr. Johnson, in the last century. It is ad-

mitted, too, that the Mac Sweenys came from Scotland as Gallon lasses,

though it is alleged that they were originally an Irish family who
had emigrated to that country. Under the year 1034, {Ann. of Tigh.)

a Suibne is mentioned as King of the Gallgaedel, i.e. of Galloway,

which was strongly Norse.

A great many other names, of Norse origin, but of seemingly Celtic

form, were imported from Scotland into the north of Ireland at the

time of the Plantation of Ulster. The following are a few out of many
instances: Mac Ranald, MacDugald, or McDowell, MacCovkell {i.e.

Mac Thorcaill ), and Mac Corquodale ( i. e. , as I conj eeture, Mac Thorcetel),

Mac Askil otherwise M'Caskil, (cf. McCaskey, Gaskill, Caskey) from
Asgil—a name which, like the two previous, contains remembrances of

the Gods of Valhalla—the hammer God Thor, and the Asen (cf. Asgaard,

Oswald). Mac Quiston*' (from Uistein, i. e. Eystem), Mac Kenrick (i.e.

Hendriksen), MacAwley (from Olaf), Mac Cusker (from Oscar), Mac
Cammon (from Amond), Mac Kittrick {i.e. Mac Sitrig). Mac Lamond,
now sometimes Lamont (from Lagmund, which is found also as a prce-

nomen among the O'Neills of Ulster), &c.

Thenumber of confessedly Norse appellations in use among the people

of the Scotch Lowlands, and the indications of Norse influence preserved

in the names of places all over the country, render these Celticised Scan-

dinavian names in the Highlands by no means surprising.

* The Eystein in Mac Quiston appears often as a Danish name in the Annals,

under the form Oistin. Cf. Annals of Ulster under 87-5, where a certain Oistin

Mac Awley is slain. The Clan Huistein of Skye and JNIorth Uist is well known.
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LI. Ox THE ALLEGED LlTEEAEY FoEGERY EESPECTING SuN-WOESHIE ON
Mount-Callax. By Saxuel Feegttsox, LL.D., Q.C., V.P.

[Read November 8, 1875.]

In two papers which I read before the Academy {supra, pp. 160

and 265), I stated what appeared to me legitimate grounds for con-

cluding, first, that the Mount Callan inscription is not, as has usually

been supposed, on the authority of O'Donovan andO'Curry, a lapidary

forgery ; and, secondly, that the allusion to Sun-worship on Mount
Callan, in the supposed spurious verses from the poem called " The
Battle of Gabhra," might be referred with more probability to the

fact that periodic assemblies, accompanied by ceremonials practised at a

structure called Altoir na greinc, used to take place at that spot, than

to any misapplication of ideas suggested by the local nomenclature.

A third question, however, I did not enter on, viz., if the stanzas

be spurious, no matter how suggested—whether by misapprehension

of the name of the adjoining Loch Booley-na-greine, or by reference

to the neighbouring Altoir na greine—can Theophilus O'Flanagan be
justly chargeable with their fabrication? It was he who first

published them to the world. If his authority had been challenged

in his life-time, and he had failed to produce or to account for it, it

would have been the duty of the Academy to consider him the author,

and to caution the world of learning against the imposture of which
its Transactions would, in that case, have been made the vehicle. But
it is only since O'Flanagan's death that any such charge appears to

have been put forward ; and that fact, although the accusers were
persons of great authority, necessarily diminishes the weight, and
invites to a careful scrutiny of the grounds, of their judgment.

The ground taken by O'Donovan is very wide, implying a general

distrust of everything proceeding from O'Flanagan, whom he charges

directly with this forgery (Ir. Gram., Introd., xlvii.) I know no
person who has been the object of so much detraction among Irish

writers and critics as this unfortunate scholar ; and, apart from the

charge now about to be examined, and subject to the result of such
investigation, I must confess myself unable to learn a single act of his

that ought, morally, to discredit his memory. 0' Curry, it will be
remembered, is more specific, grounding his charge on a close exam-
ination made by himself of all the copies of the poem accessible to

him of an earlier date than 1760, from which he states these stanzas

are invariably absent, although found in several modern copies.

(H. & S. MSS. Cat., vol. ii., p. 415, cited supra, p. 161).

Professor O'Looney (who, however, is not to be counted among
any one's accusers) offers the same testimony :

" I do not know of

any copy of the poem on the Battle of Gabhra containing the stanza

attributed by O'Curry to O'Flanagan that I could regard as genuine."
These statements, and the slight nature of the references to Sun-

worship in the unimpeached Irish remains, hare produced a generally

SER. II., VOL. I., rOL. LIT. & AXTIQ. 2 Y
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unfavourable impression of O'Flanagan' s character ; and it is now
constantly assumed, that he himself fabricated the stanzas cited by him
as from "the Battle of Grabhra."

In adopting these condemnatory opinions, it does not seem that

any consideration has been given to the very weak nature of pre-

sumptions arising on merely negative evidence. Before concluding

anything, on ground so liable to be disturbed, the laws of right

reasoning require that the alleged forgery should itself be examined,
with a view to see how far it supports, or fails to support, the case

in sustainment of which it is supposed to have been invented. This is

what I would beg leave to do, first, in the present communication.
The theory, it will be remembered, is, that O'Flanagan, finding his

patron, Vallancey, intent on the discovery of eastern analogies, and,

inter alia, of Sun-worship among the ancient Irish, devised these

verses for the double purpose of identifying the Mount Callan Ogham
as the epitaph of Conan Maol, and of evidencing the ancient practice

of Sun-worship in the same locality. So far as verifying the tradi-

tionary remembrance of the name of Conan, it must be owned that the

verses are more apposite than the Ogham—for these at least contain

his name, totidem Uteris ;—but, on a closer scrutiny, it will be seen

that they exhibit the same incompatibility with the theory as the

Ogham, in not being accurately translated by their supposed author,

who (strange to say, if he were the fabricator) has failed to render,

and has even obscured, the meaning of some of the expressions most
relevant to the maintenance of his assumed imposture. The verses

are as follow.—(I extract from the Transactions of the Academy,
vol. i., Antiq., p. 4) :

—

" Ni raib an Laocli fraocMa Conan, an Gabhra 'san trean dail

;

Am Bealtaine an Bliadhain roimhe, aig Coine adhartha na Greine
;

Ro torchar an Cnradh nar tim, a Fiongail le Fianaibh Fin !

—

Eo cloidb a Feart tbiar bo thuaigh ;—a Cluitbe Caointe bo diol truaigh !

—

'Sta Ainiin Ogam air lie blaith, i sliabh comb dubb Callain."

These verses O'Flanagan thus translates:

—

" Tbe fierce and mighty Conan was not in the desperate battle of Gabhra : for

in May, the preceding year, the dauntless hero was treacherously slain by the

Feni of Fin, at an assembly met to worship the sun :—His sepulchral monument
was raised on the North-west !—His wailing dirge was sung !—And his name is

inscribed in Ogham characters on a flat stone on the very black mountain of

Callan!"

I say nothing of the pretensions of these verses to ancient, or even

mediaeval, authenticity. They appear to be as little characterised by
any genuine savour of antiquity as the rest of the conventional, and
often, indeed, vapid, compositions to which they claim to ally them-
selves. I am not myself sufficiently instructed to pronounce on a

question of style ; but, from the little I do know, I confess I would
be surprised if any noticeable difference in that respect could be pointed

out between the quasi Ossianic strains of the one set of compositions

and of the other. A fragment, it is true, of an old version of "The
Battle of Gabhra" is preserved in the Book of Leinster; but it has no
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counterpart in the compositions published by the Ossianic Society

;

and this diversity of copies is well worthy of consideration in estimat-

ing the value of O'Curry's arg'ument.

The expression on which I would first remark is, "Ho cloidh a

Feart"—that is, "his grave was dug." This corresponds accurately

to the character of the flat covering stone actually existing over what
appears to have been an interment beneath the surface. It is obvious

there never was any tumulus, pillar-stone, or other erection, but that

the Ogham-inscribed flagstone was designed to lie flat on an ordinary

grave. Yet O'Elanagan, with a disregard of his opportunities, which,

to most minds, will appear unaccountable in the preparer of such a

corroboration, translates the passage thus:—"His sepulchral monu-
ment was raised." The mistake appears attributable to mere careless-

ness—for no one can suppose him ignorant of the meaning of a phrase

so vernacular—and strongly suggests the absence of any consciousness

that he was dealing with a dangerous and questionable test.

Passing, for the present, over the remaining portion of this line,

" thiar bo thuaigh," I would next refer to the succeeding line, " A
cluithe caointe bo diol truaigh." Here we may observe an artifice

often resorted to in such compositions, where the poet, being in want
of something to say in concord with something said already, employs
a phrase of little or no relevancy for the mere purpose of completing
the rhyme. " Bo diol truaigh," rhyming to " Thiar bo thuaigh" may
be translated either relatively, with the preceding "cluithe caointe" as,

" His funeral games were a wretched ending," or absolutely, as, " His
funeral games [were celebrated]. It was a wretched ending." In
either case, the composer of the Irish has placed before us a set of

phrases which, in whatever English dress we array them, wear but a
jejune and incondite appearance. O'Elanagan, apparently conscious

of the very verbose character of his original (which, you will observe,

we are asked to believe he had himself, as Irish forger, prepared for

his own embarrassment as English translator), escapes the risk of

provoking his reader's comment, that " bo diol truaigh" is, indeed, a
wretched literary ending for a production of the Muse of Ossian, by
passing over it altogether, and rendering the passage generally: "His
wailing dirge was sung."

Here, we may see, he quite fails to utilise the "cluithe" of his

text, being the equivalent of the ludi funebres of classical antiquity.*'

He had classical knowledge enough to have read of the games cele-

brated round the tumuli of Patroclus and of Anchises, and could hardly
have failed—had he given the words a moment's deliberate attention

—

to see the interesting analogies suggested. Yet, here he omits to make
the least use of the argument, so easy to be built on what we are now
assuming to be his own foundation—a pregnant evidence, to my mind,
that he was unconscious of danger, and innocent of any preparation of

* ,

Oofe|\AT> a cluic1ii CA11H—His " game of sorrow" was celebrated; literally
" game of lamentation."—Book of Fenagh, p. 262.
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the ground, by sowing it with the precious pieces of evidence among
which he trod so inattentively.

Further, had he been a rogue, utilising his opportunities, as we are

asked to believe, it seems hardly credible that he should have failed

to bring in Altoir na greine in aid of his verses. The altar was a
permanent stone structure, standing within a furlong of the Ogham-
inscribed monument. It offered a substantive corroboration to all

that the verses averred touching the worship of the sun at that very
place. But, it will be asked, how is it shown that O'Flanagan was
aware of its existence ? I am unable to adduce any direct proof that
he was so: but the passage from the "Post Chaise Companion"
(supra, p. 270) savours so strongly of the style which one might
expect from a writer of O'Flanagan' s class, and puts him so promi-
nently forward as the discoverer, that it is difficult to resist the con-

clusion that it was supplied by himself ; and in that extract, it will be
remembered, mention is made of "Altoir na greine "in connexion
with the locality. Its omission from the paper in the Transactions

seems to me a probable evidence that no misgiving existed in the
writer's mind as to his authority being questionable, or standing in

any need of collateral support.

I have, so far, drawn these arguments in favour of O'Flanagan'

s

innocence from phrase favourable to his case, the benefit of which he
has thrown away by imperfect translation. I have now to notice an
expression in the text highly adverse to his case—in fact, destructive

of it, as it is presented in the "Post Chaise Companion"—which,
without any apparent hesitation, he has rendered rightly.

The monument lies on the southern* slope of the mountain.
But the text, which 0'Flanagan is charged with having fabricated,

for the purpose of identifying this object on the south of Mount Callan

with the monument of Conan Maol referred to, has, after "ro cloidh a

Feari" the remarkable expression, "thiar bo tlmaith" that is, "on the

west by the north." This is the line that predicates the substantial

matter to which " bo diol truaigh" is the mere rhyming complement

;

and must be taken to have been deliberately composed. A well

instructed scholar of good sense would have pointed out the discre-

pancy between the statement and the obvious fact ; but 0'Flanagan,

with a levity not easily excusable, takes no notice of it further than
by betraying some anxiety to suggest to his reader that the phrase in

the text may have had reference to the generally north-west direction

of the monument from what he hints may have been its point of con-

templation by the author of the poem. He says :

—

" I set off with a companion from Ennis to visit the monument so particularly

*The word signifying the "sun" enters into the names of so many of the

surroundiug local features, Booleynagreine, Altnagreine, Gualanagreine, that, if

not imposed with a regard to Altoir na greine and its associations, which is less

likely, its frequent employment must be ascribed to the sunniness and obvious

southern exposure of that part of the mountain, as compared with Booleyduff

of its northern slope.
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specified by the poem : Mount Callan being only from eigbt to ten miles distant,

north-west, from the place of our departure. ... I perceived a square rock . . .

on the Leitermoylan (that is the south-east) side of the mountain ... a large

druid altar . . . Applying to a cottager . . . whether he knew of any other

stone on the mountain which bore any resemblance to a monument, he told me
he observed one, ... at the side of a small lake, about a mile north-east of the

altar . . . the wished-for monument." (Transactions R.I.A., vol. i., Antiq., p. 5.)

This passage gives occasion to Dr. Lechvich to cast some ridicule on

the Ossianic pretensions of the stanzas ; and he speciously enough
surmises them to be the production of some Ossian, who resided in the

town of Ennis, hut it did not enter into his mind to conceive of any-

thing so inconsistent with the motives of a literary forger, as that

O'Planagan, whom they so evidently embarrassed, had himself had
any hand in their preparation. And indeed the reference to Ennis

by both is grounded on equal carelessness ; for Slieve Callan lies due
west, and the site of the monument slightly south of west from that

town.
It is no part of my object, in endeavouring to rescue the reputation

of this dead scholar, such as he was, from what I conceive to be the

unjust imputations cruelly heaped on it, to represent him otherwise

than as of comparatively slender attainments in literature, and still

wanting in that superiority to motives of vain-glory that characterises

the true man of learning. But it is a different matter, when we ask, is

a man a forger, and of infamous memory ? And I entertain a very con-

fident hope that the imputed fraud will, by this time, have appeared an
almost incredible supposition, seeing that the document should in that

case be regarded as fabricated with an express view to cast doubts on
the story it was designed to support.

What has been so far said will have prepared the Academy for

receiving with an interested attention the further facts I am about to

add. During the month of May, in the present year, I have been
brought into communication with an Irish scholar, resident at Kilrush,

in the county of Clare, Mr. Michael Hanrahan, now, as he informs

me, in the 74th year of his age, a contemporary of O'Curry, and one
who has a lively recollection of other Irish scribes and scholars of the
early part of this century. Observing on these verses, Mr. Hanrahan,
in a letter to me of the 19th May, stated: "I have never seen a copy
of Tuarasglhail Chatha Gabhra wanting these lines," and, in compliance
with my request that he would state what was the oldest copy he had
seen, and, if older than 1780, where it could be inspected, he wrote me
the following very interesting particulars, under date of 26th May,
1875:—

" I beg to state that I never saw a copy of the Battle of Gavra wanting the
stanzas that you refer to, and I took a copy of it from an old book written by John
Kennedy in 1720, and which was the property of the Maloney family of Thoneavo-
heir, near Knock, but have not seen the book since it was sold for £1 10s. over
twenty years ago. I saw this poem in Maurice O'Connor's Collection in this town,
and also with Michael Mangan, of Camgaholt, who died here There
is but little MS. in this locality, as we have but few Irish scholars now, and the
language is fast passing away. Mr. Burton's account of his clearing the Callan
Ogham goes to show that it had been there long before that time."
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Mr. Hanrahan here refers to the statement of Mr. Burton, in

his letter to General Yallancey, dated 1785, that the letters of the

inscription, when first seen by him, were filled up with a yellowish

exudation, which he justly considers a proof that they were not then

recently engraved. I would, indeed, myself have adduced this state-

ment in my first Callan paper amongst the other facts alleged in dis-

proof of the supposed lapidary forgery, but that I dreaded exciting a

speculation of the stone having been so prepared by some kind of pig-

ment for Mr. Burton's inspection. The good common sense of my
correspondent convinces me that I was over fastidious, and I add this

to the other facts which ought to have admonished those who charged

the fabrication of the Ogham text against Lloyd and O'Flanagan of

the rashness and injustice of that imputation.

Mr. Hanrahan further states, in a letter since received :

—

" Mr. Thomas Madigan, living at Carnacalla, two miles west of Kilrush (now
about eighty years of age), a good Irish scholar . . . was at my house on the 26th
ult., and I showed him your letter, and he told me that he never saw a copy of

the poem wanting the stanzas in dispute. He was an intimate friend of Eugene
Curry's, and wondered at his assertions. . . . He saw Kennedy's booh, but we
do not know what has become of it since it was sold."

It is hardly necessary to observe, that if the impeached verses

existed in Kennedy's book, in or before 1720, O'Flanagan, who was
not then born, stands acquitted of the charge of inventing them. This

is, indeed, so conclusive of the case that it might reasonably be asked,

mi bono the preceding series of arguments and inferences as prefaces

to a fact making all argument superfluous? If Kennedy's MS. were
before us, and its date verified, it should be confessed that all the

earlier part of the present paper is work of supererogation. But,

however faithworthy my informant may be, I do not care, in its

absence, to dispense with proofs, which, to my mind, carry an indepen-

dent and very high degree of conviction.

Taking it, then, that the verses, although not of high antiquity,

were not invented by O'Flanagan, the question remains when, and on
what suggestion were they composed or invented, and how came they
to appear exclusively in copies of the poem preserved in and emanating
from the county of Clare ? The answer will, I think, suggest itself

to any one reading the account of the proceedings at the assemblages

round Altoir na greine, described in my second Callan paper [supra,

p. 265). These proceedings do, primd facie, savour of an origin in

the same ages which have transmitted to historic times the traces of

Well-worship and of Tree-worship ; so that I think we shall, in a

review of the evidence, find ourselves coerced to believe that some
tradition, allying itself to the names of Finn, son of Comhal, and his

associates, and pointing to events connected with Sun-worship, has

existed in popular remembrances in the neighbourhood of Callan

mountain, and as a corollary to the ceremonials practised there, for

au indefinite time. But, with the proof of the existence of the

written tradition, comes the allusion to the points of the compass,

which, certainly, is difficult to reconcile with the site of the actual
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monument. Is, then, the monument ascribed to Conan to he sought

for in some other part of the mountain ? and is that which has been

discovered, one only of similar remains, liable to be disclosed by further

search on the site of those osnachs, or popular commemorative assem-

blies described in the second paper, and which I may perhaps be jus-

tified in designating as our Irish "nseniae" of the eighteenth century?

That it was actually disclosed to view, after having lain for a long

time concealed under the surface, was one of the features of the local

story respecting it in 1814. This appears from the letter of Mr.
Kennedy (not the scribe) above referred to.

" The flag," he says, "is of slate colour, and is certainly a slate

flag, and at the upper or broader end appears a quarry, but only so

wide as it may happen in shifting this flag from it, at the time it was
discovered by one Dr. 0' Gorman, who dreamed of it, and spent six

days before that he found out where it stood. It was very shallow

covered, which the face of the flags are (as ?) exposed shows. The
Ogham flag was attempted to be removed. The attempt did not suc-

ceed. Its position now is on a hanging level."—(Windele MSS., Suppl.,

vol. iii., p. 333).

Supposing this account to be founded on fact, the date of the first

disclosure to the public eye, at least in recent times, of what is now
called leac Conain, might not unreasonably be assigned to the decade

preceding 1760, about which year 0' Curry states that Comyns
attempted to translate the legend. For Comyns, writing his romance
in 1749, although invited by his plot to the subject of monumental
inscriptions in this locality,—as where he introduces an angel inscrib-

ing the epitaph of two of his characters with the point of a spear

on the rock closing the mouth of their sepulchre (MS. in lib. R. I. A.,

24, c. xii., p. 61)—takes no occasion to heighten his colours by any
allusion to Ogham or other cryptic writing, which a romance-writer of

his school could hardly be expected to refrain from, supposing him in

possession of information so apposite. If we ask, then, what was it

that set Dr. 0'Gorman dreaming of, or searching for, the monument
of Conan, we shall probably be led to infer that he had heard, either

in verse or in prose, the substance of the impeached stanzas, then current
as part of the popular literature of the district ; and, if we further
ask, why should not equal success attend a renewed examination of

the site from thence to the great cromlech still standing on the west,
including the eminence on the summit of which " Altoir na greine"
formerly stood ? we shall probably agree that though we may fail to

find the inscribed monument of a hero of the 3rd century, we very
probably would be rewarded by discovering other traces of a great
primitive cemetery, and amongst these, not impossibly, other Ogham
inscriptions.

Before leaving this subject—to be next taken up, I trust, by more
competent hands—I would ask permission to add some further facts

and observations supplemental to all three papers. In evidence of the
popular belief as to Icaia Conain, I am furnished with the following
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valuable note by Mr. Burchett (who, alas ! will contribute no further

to our pursuits), under date of 26th January, 1875:

—

" When I visited Callan mountain in July of last year, I there met a very old

man, of quick wit and good memory, whose evidence as to the real antiquity of

the stone I thought at the time well worth recording. I send you a transcript of

the note I made at the time in my note-book from his own lips :—Francis Egan,
age 76, son of Francis Egan, who died twelve or thirteen years ago, aged 103,

states that he was born and had always lived on the mountain. Always knew the

stone as ' Leac-Conain ;' always knew it as the ' grave of Conan.' He said that his

father had told him as a boy the known tradition of the grave, and expressed very
great surprise that it had ever been supposed to be a forgery, by the late Dr.

0' Donovan, who, he said, could easily have learned better.

" Francis Egan was a man with very clear intellect and good memory. He had
a considerable knowledge of Ossianic traditions, and appeared to me to be a very
good specimen of his age and class. He spoke with great simplicity and confi-

dence, and, remembering that his father's age carried the tradition he testified to

back to the middle of the last century, it appeared to me well worth recording."

This, it will be remembered, is exactly the same story told by the

old men of the neighbourhood to Mr. Burton ninety years ago. These
traditions do not grow up in a day. The most I can concede to the

supposition of a modern growth for the existing popular conviction, is,

that on the discovery of the Ogham-inscribed stone, probably by Dr.

0'Gorman, it was accepted as that of Conan from the general currency

of the tradition embodying his name, and from the belief that the

Ogham characters also contained it ; but that, whether it be the

monument pointed at in the verses or not, these verses are not spu-

rious, in the sense of being a wanton imposture, but are the vehicle of

a tradition resting on old observances derived from ancient times, and
savouring of pagan belief.
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LII.

—

Account of the Exploration of a Long" Barrow in the
County Fermanagh. By Thomas Plunkett.

[Read January 10, 1876.]

About five miles from Enniskillen, on the road leading to the village

of Derrygonnelly, there occurs a deep valley on the western side of

the road, through which a tributary of the Sillies river flows. The
valley is bounded on the north by a large dome-shaped hill, called

Tullycreavy [= "Branchy or Bushy Hill," Joyce] ; and on the south

side by a similar hill, the name of which is Tullycaltreagh [= " The
hill with the burial ground "].

An old road here branches off from the main road, and runs"along

the base of the hill, on the north side of the valley. After traversing it

for a quarter of a mile along the south side of Tullycreavy hill, a short

distance further on a romantic shady nook appears, on the north side

of the valley. On approaching it are seen hoary trunks of ancient

hawthorn trees, which, through decay have almost ceased to veil from
view the beautiful mound or long-barrow, on whose margins and sides

they have long flourished. In the summer of 1873 I paid a visit to

this place, accompanied by the owner, an old man of eighty summers,
who entertained a great veneration for it.

Although the name of the townland on which this monument is

situated is Tullycreavy, yet the mound and its environments are called

by the peasantry " The Miracles," or the "Port in the Miracles."

Some antiquarians say that "Miracles" is a synonym for Ferta,

which, according to Dr. Joyce, means a " place of graves." Be this

as it may, the peasantry have always, in the memory of the oldest

inhabitants, regarded this place with feelings of awe and reverence.

Being on intimate terms with the owner, I pressed him in a most
urgent way to allow me to explore the " fort," assuring him that I
would recoup him for any damage done to the place. He hesitated to

reply in the affirmative, and told me that several gentlemen had made
the same request, which he had always refused, because once in his

lifetime, after he had only cut a small tree in it, all his cattle died.

After a good deal of persuasion I overcame his objection, and he
granted my request. My next step was to procure men for the pur-
pose of exploring it, and my first application was to two able-bodied
men who lived near the place, and who were out of employment, but,
strange to say, they refused, and said they would have nothing to do
with that "gentle" place. Ultimately, however, I succeeded in
securing as many men as I required.

Before passing on to explain the structure of the barrow, allow me
to say a word or two about the formation of the valley, as it will be
necessary to have an idea of its physical history, before we can under-
stand how the immense blocks of stones which compose the barrow

•KR. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. & ANT1Q. 2 Z
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could be transported hither. This valley appears to have been scooped

out of the boulder drift of which the adjoining hills are composed

—

probably about the close of the lasf glacial epoch— by the agency of

water. There is ample evidence showing that the valley is an ancient

river-bed, numerous natural mounds or hillocks, consisting of sand,

clay, and gravel, occurring here and there along its sides, together

with shell-marl, which is found several feet underneath the surface

(at lower levels of the valley), bearing testimony in favour of this

hypothesis. And as this valley merges into the valley of the Sillies

river, which runs at right angles to it about half a mile distant, the

probability is that when the waters of the Sillies river flowed at a

higher elevation-— of which its banks bear evidence—the waters
which filled this valley, in which the monument is built, were con-

nected with, and formed an arm of, the above-named river, which, no
doubt, covered a much larger area then than it does at present. There
is nothing now left to represent this ancient river or arm of the

Sillies, except a small stream which meanders through the valley on
its way to the above-named river in the distance.

The builders of this ancient barrow selected one of these natural

ridges or hillocks in a recess on the north side of the valley as a site

for their monument. The base of this natural mound is about 10 feet

above the main level of the adjoining valley, and consists of fine sand

and clay. In order to form a horizontal foundation on which to erect

the structure, the top of the ridge was removed until it presented a

flat surface 105 feet long by 55 broad. The building which is erected

on the top of this mound is oblong in shape—higher and broader at

one end than the other. I could not give a better idea of this than to

say it resembles one half of a pear, cut in two longitudinally, and
placed on the flat side. It is built with great symmetry, and is placed

east and west, or nearly so, and in external appearance corresponds

with some of the British long-barrows, so well described and figured

by Sir Richard Hoare, Dr. Thurnam, and other antiquarians, with this

important exception—that while the broader and higher end of the
English barrows points to the east, the larger and higher end of the
" Miracles" barrow points to the west.

On making careful measurements of the barrow, I found it to be
107 feet long by 55 broad, with an elevation of 13 feet from the base

;

the top was covered over to a depth of 2 feet with very stiff yellow
clay, nearly dry, and thinned out to about a foot deep on the sides.

When this superficial clay was removed, and the large flags which
formed the top and sides of the barrow were exposed, they presented

a very fantastic appearance—no doubt, caused by the erosive action of

rain water during a long period of time on the softer parts of the rough
thick flags, producing horn-shaped nodules measuring from 4 to 6 inches

in length.

Now as to the excavation. After I had succeeded in procuring
every implement necessary for the undertaking, and had my men well

equipped with crowbars, picks, sledges, and levers of every description
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requisite, I set to work, and, finding that sinking a shaft would be

impracticable, in consequence of the enormous size of the stones, I

commenced to make a cutting or trench in the side of the barrow, on
a level with the base, and about 12 feet wide. After we had excavated

a little beyond the centre, across the monument, we then made an
opening about the same width at right angles with the trench across,

right up the centre of the barrow, towards the larger end, which
was the most likely place to find a cist or chamber containing ob-

jects of interest.

"When we had progressed with the work as far as the " crown," as

I may call it, of the large end of the mound, I discovered, 3 feet from
the surface, at the centre, carefully built between two large stones,

and covered with a heavy rough flag, the peculiar stone hereafter de-

scribed. This "find" inspired me with hope. Day after day I watched
with eager eye every ponderous flag or block of stone levered out of

their long resting place, until we finally reached the end of the bar-

row, when hope fled.

Every layer of flags in the structure was closely joined together at

the edges, but did not overlap, and the interstices were carefully filled

with very thin stones or spawls, as if to prevent rain water passing

through. Notwithstanding all this care, I did not meet with a single

chamber or cist, or any implement, or work of art, either rude or

otherwise, except the inscribed stone which I shall allude to pre-

sently.

I may here describe the order in which the stones were placed in

the structure. The base was formed of huge quadrangular unhewn
blocks of stone, which varied from about 4 to 6 tons in weight. From
the hard compact nature of these blocks, the quarry-men called them
"whin-stone." A heavy sledge, well wielded, would not produce a

fracture in any of them. I believe the stones were hard impure lime-

stone, with a large percentage of silica ; and, although they did not
bear the slightest evidence of being either chiseled or hammered, yet
they fitted together as closely as the horizontal layers in a limestone
quarry, or the square pavement stones in the streets of one of our
cities. The next layer consisted of large flags, rather rough and of

irregular shape, placed in a gentle sloping position, the side next the
centre of the structure being slightly elevated. Next followed a

course of square blocks, as above described, and so on to the top of the
structure, every alternate layer being composed of flags. Although the
flags in the interior of the structure did not overlap each other, the
surface of the mound was covered over with rough flags, which were
overlapped, like tiles on a roof.

It is very difficult to conjecture why this mound was constructed
with so much care, when there was nothing beneath its surface to

preserve, at least so far as I excavated.

I did not explore the small end of the mound, as I was prohibited

doing so. The owner's wife took ill, and as he fancied that it was iu

consequence of the "fort" being interfered with, I had to desist,

2 Z 2
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after wasting the labours of nearly 90 men, for which, the only re-

ward I received, except the pleasure of excavating, was the inscribed

stone already referred to.

This stone I have deposited in the Museum of the Academy. It is

about 2-J feet long, and about 1 5 inches across the middle, tapering

towards either end, and is of the same material as the flags used in

the structure, and built in as I have already described, with the in-

scribed side downwards. The object for placing it so, no doubt, was
to preserve the sculptured symbol or figure which is on the centre of

the stone. This is of a very rude character ; its intended significance,

whether symbolic or ideographic, I am unable to say, but leave it to

those learned in such matters to elucidate. The grooves must have
been sculptured out with a very blunt instrument—most probably a

flint weapon. The bottom of the grooves are very uneven in conse-

quence of the surface of the stone being of unequal hardness, from
which I infer that it was by rubbing with the edge of a flint or hard
stone weapon the sculptured character was formed. Certainly it does

not bear the slightest evidence of having been done by an iron chisel.

The grooved lines are from J to -§- an inch deep, and about % an inch,

or a little better, broad ; and the longest line is forked at one end. The
lines run transversely, but do not form right angles. In consequence

of the sculptured lines crossing each other, some antiquarians who
have seen it have come to the conclusion that it is a rudely-formed

pagan cross.

The following analysis of this stone was made by the Rev. Pro-

fessor Haughton :—

Per cent.

Coarse micaceous sand, 80'91

Alumina and iron peroxide, 1"35

Carbonate of lime, 16 - 21

Carbonate of magnesia, 1*53

100-00

The barrow, although in external appearance it corresponds with

the .British long-barrows, in nearly every other feature is different.

Dr. Thurnam says the greater portion of the British barrows are

placed with the larger end towards the east, and as I have already

stated, the large end of the " Miracles " barrow is towards the

west. He further says:—" The simple or unchambered barrows con-

sisted merely of earth, chalk, and flints, and along each side of the

mound there was a deep trench or ditch ; and in the absence of such it

was encircled with large monoliths placed on end; " and the barrows

are principally built on high elevations, and in none of tbose features

do they resemble the barrow which is the subject of this Paper.

As far as Ireland is concerned this barrow is unique. I am not

aware of any cairn or barrow in this country of the same type. In

external form they are generally bowl or disc-shaped, and contain
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cists or chambers, and are built of round boulders of all sizes,

gathered from the surface of the ground in the locality. The large

mounds on the banks of the Boyne " are composed of small stones,"

except the large flags which form the chambers, " and are encircled at

the base with a line of stones of enormous magnitude." The latter is

a common feature in the English barrows. No evidence of either

ditch or circle of large stones could be traced at the " Miracles "

barrow.

I shall now refer to some facts of a geological nature, together

with objects of some interest which I found in a crannoge which
occurs about 50 perches from the barrow, and at a lower level in the

valley, both of which bear pretty strong evidence in favour of the great

antiquity of this monument. I have stated in this paper, that from
the present aspect of this valley, I formed a strong opinion that it is an

ancient river-bed. The evidence bearing on this point I have already

stated, but there is another fact which I wish to add. On my first

examination of the barrow, I found the stones used in its structure

were foreign to the locality, as I was familiar with the geological for-

mations of the neighbourhood, and that the stones must have been
brought from a considerable distance ; and I could not account for the

means used to transport them hither, especially overland and before

"the day of roads," as we have no machinery at present, in the ab-

sence of a pavement road, that could convey them through a hilly

country to the spot where they are now deposited. This seemed to me
the greatest mystery in connexion with it. Even if there were
" giants in those days," they could not remove them from one part of

the country to another over the natural surface of the ground.

One day, while in conversation with the owner of the place, I told

him the stones were of a different kind from those found in the

locality. In reply, he said that some years ago they were sinking a
deep trench or dyke, a short distance below the barrow, through the

valley, and they struck on a rock of the same kind of stone about 5 ft.

from the surface. I examined the spot, and found a stone of exactly

the same description as those in the barrow, but not in its native bed.

It was buried in alluvium or ancient silt, covered with a deposit of

similar material, to a depth of about 3 feet ; and, towards the surface,

passed into "bog moss," which is a deposit from decayed vegetable

matter. There were no stones, either small or large, of the same
material found in the dyke. All were sandstone—the native rock of

the locality. This block was not scored or polished like what is found
in the boulder drift. A short distance from the place where this

stone lay, I found a deposit of shell-marl. All these facts, together

with what I have stated at the beginning of this Paper, corroborate

the theory, that at the time this monument was erected the valley

was covered with a sheet of water, and formed a junction with the

Sillies river ; and from the evidence already adduced, it appears that

the huge stones were conveyed on rafts over this waterway to the very
edge of the natural mound on which the monument is erected, and
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the large block found in the dyke must have fallen from the raft

while in transit.

As there has been no such thing as artificial drainage on a large

scale in this part of the country, all the physical changes in the

valley (which is now crop, meadow, and grazing land) must have
been brought about by the slow process of nature, since the construc-

tion of the monument. As the waters slowly receded from the

valley, there was left behind, in a concave depression, a sheet of water
which formed a land-lake about 50 perches from the barrow. In
this lake the ancient crannoge-builders constructed one of their

lake-dwellings. The basin of this lake is now filled with a deposit of

very black compact peat, which covers the surface of the crannoge to

a depth of 4 feet.

Near this staked dwelling, at a considerable depth in the peat, was
found a canoe of a very rude type, scooped out of the trunk of an oak
tree. I examined this crannoge several times, and found rude pottery,

pieces of bronze, and smooth round stones, together with small objects

made of stone—which were probably regarded as sacred and worn as

charms—and, amongst other articles, a polished stone celt. The reason

I refer to the crannoge is, that I found, mixed with the articles above

named, a quantity of slag, or dross of metals, and I found exactly the

same kind of slag, about one foot beneath the surface of the higher

end of the barrow, together with a quantity of ashes ; and I think

that it is but reasonable to infer that this tumulus was regarded as a

natural mound by the lake-dwellers, and that they used it for the

same purpose as they did the crannoge—as a place for smelting metals

;

and most probably at the same time.

The fact of a stone celt being found in the crannoge shows, accord-

ing to pre-historic archaeologists, that these early lake-dwellers be-

longed to the neolithic period. If this is their place, according to

the recognised order of these things, I think the building of the

monument may be referred to that* dark mysterious period known by
the name of "palaeolithic."
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LIII.

—

On the Exploration of the Knockninny Cave, Co. Fermanagh.
By T. PLrxKETT.

[Read 24th January, 1876.]

Note.

This Paper has been printed at length in the Science portion of the

Proceedings, second Ser., vol. ii., pp. 465-83, where it is illustrated by
ten -wood-engravings, from drawings by Mr. W. P. Wakeman. As some
of these come within the scope of the portion of the Proceedings

which is devoted to Antiquities, they are here reproduced, with such

brief descriptions as may be required in explanation. But readers

who wish for fuller particulars, and especially as to the animal

remains found in the cave, should refer to the Paper itself as printed.

Abstract.

Knockninny is the name of a rocky mountain on the southern

shore of upper Lough Erne, 10 miles from Euniskillen, and 2 from
the village of Derrylin. It rises abruptly to a height of nearly 700
feet above sea level. On three rocky hillocks, at intervals along its

top there are three earns (one of which is the finest in Fermanagh), and
on its eastern slopes are two " giants' graves." These, with the earns,

are described by Mr. AYakeman in the Paper which follows this.

The neighbourhood abounds in objects of archaeological interest.

There are many rude stone monuments, of unknown antiquity, and
also numerous remains of an early Christian population.

The cave, the subject of this Paper, is a new feature amongst the
antiquities, in some respects probably unique in Europe. The large

cinerary urn (p. 334) is, so far as the writer is aware, the first of its

kind found in any cave in Europe.
The cave is on the property of Lord Erne, who gave permission to

have it examined. A large portion of Knockninny Hill, however, be-

longs to J. Gr. V. Porter, Esq., of Belleisle, and it was at that gentle-

man's instance, and with the aid of labourers provided by him, that

the exploration was undertaken by Mr. Plunkett. Having met Mr.
Plunkett in the previous June, whilst engaged in exploring some caves

in the mountains west of Enniskillen, Mr. Porter asked him to make
a preliminary inspection of the " fox-cave " at Knockninny, and ascer-

tain if it was worth exploring : proposing to supply any labourers

required. This invitation Mr. Plunkett accepted, and on a conve-

nient day he proceeded to the cave, accompanied by two of Mr.
Porter's labourers.

The position of Knockninny Hill, geographically and geologically,

is fully described in the Paper from which this is abstracted.
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The engraving opposite shows the general appearance of Knock-

ninny, and also the position of the entrance to the cave. It penetrates

an escarpment in the south-west side of the hill, at an altitude of about

330 feet above the adjoining valley.

Fig. 2.—Entrance to Knockninny Cave.

On examining the rock adjoining the entrance, several feet of it were
found to have crumbled away through atmospheric agencies. An
excavation was made 6 feet outside the entrance, and, after removing
a quantity of debris, charcoal, human remains, and animals' bones
were found, and a little deeper the original floor of the cave.

The cave passes into the hill with a gentle curve for a distance of

35 feet, when it narrows to a width of 2 feet, and 4 feet high. Parsing
through this narrow door the cave immediately enlarges to a width
of 6 feet, and 10 feet high; then, taking a sudden bend, passes out

westward on a rocky shelf on the top of a precipitous rock. The
distance from the east entrance to where it passes out in the west is

51 feet, and varies in height from 10 to 4 feet. These observations
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apply to the cave when excavated. When progress had been made with
the exploration a few feet inside the cave, on examining the strata,

it was found to be composed of five distinct layers.

The upper stratum, varying in average depth from 12 in the east

to 18 in the west, was entirely composed of small angular limestone.

The next, of black mould averaging 1 6 in. in depth, contained traces of

charcoal and some human and animal bones. The third consisted of a

peculiar kind of brown compact earth, containing some angular blocks

of limestone marked by fire. There were also found in it many frag-

ments of rude unornamented pottery, with human and animal remains

found scattered far apart. The fourth, of yellow clay, yielded traces

of charcoal, with human and animal remains. The lowest stratum,

resting on the rocky floor of the cavern, varying from 18 to 24 in. in

depth, contained no human or animal remains, but, in the gravel im-

bedded in the sandy clay, on the surface were found the two rude

flint implements, about 3 in. long, here delineated, from a drawing
by Mr. Wakeman :

—

Figs. 3 and 4.—Flint Implements found in Kuockninny Care.

None of the material from which the flint flakes were manufactured

is found in Fermanagh. Mr. Plunkett also found in the same bed of yel-

low clay human remains, including several portions of a skull, the

hollow sides of which were filled with the material comprising the

layer. After having brought these portions of skull out of the cave

he picked out the clay, which was firmly packed in their hollow sides,

and found it identical with the stratum from which they were taken.

His object in going so minutely into detail is to show that these por-

tions of skull could not possibly have fallen during the process of

exploration from a higher stratum.

An exploration of the other end of the cave, opening out on a shelf

on the top of a precipitous rock, led to the discovery, at a distance of
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9 feet from the entrance, of a large cinerary urn, in the position here

indicated :

—

Fig. 5.—Knocknirmy Gave, with Cinerary Urn.

One of the men working here struck a large stone with the pick
;

after it was removed, and clearing away the clay where it rested, the
large cinerary urn was discovered, and unfortunately fractured. It

(fig. 5) was inverted on a flag, and covered hurnt human remains.
The urn was packed in the recess in the rock with dry mould, and
protected on the side next the cave with the large flag, which measured
2 feet 4 inches long, and 20 inches broad.

The bones found in the urn must have been subjected toTpowerful
heat, as their contorted appearance indicated. From a Report made
by Professors Haughton and Macalister it appears that the remains of

two individuals were in the urn, one a well-marked male, the other
smaller, probably a female. See Pro. P.I. A., 2nd Ser., II., 481-2,
with Figures 10 and 11, p. 483.

Near this niche were found fragments of a much smaller vessel,

but with no traces of human remains in connexion with it. See an
engraving of a fragment of it at p. 473 of Vol. II., 2nd Ser.
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The large urn before referred to is now in the It. I. A. Museum.

Fig. 6.—Urn found in Knockninny Cave.

This urn was rudely, but very strongly formed, and composed of

coarse material, apparently brick earth, and angularpebbles of small size.

It stood 14^ inches high, 15 in diameter, and 47 round the neck ; the

Figs. 7 & 8._j^im anQ Fragment of Urn from Knockninny Cave (half size).

rim was 1£ broad, and the bottom (measured after it was fractured)

2 thick. It was almost devoid of ornamentation, except a few lines

that may have been scratched across the rim when the clay was soft.

[See next Paper.]
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LIV.

—

Some Remarks on the Antiquities of Knockninny, Co.

Fermanagh. By W. F. "Wakeman.

[Eead 8th of May, 1876.]

The picturesque eminence of Knockninny, rising from the southern

shore of Upper Lough Erne, at a distance of about 10 miles from

Enniskillen, seems to have derived its name from some connexion

with St. Ninnidh, a famous bishop who flourished contemporaneously

with St. Columba, and whose principal establishment was on Inis-

macsaint (anciently Inis-muighe-samh, or, as translated by Joyce

—

" the island of the plain of the sorrel,") lying in Lower Lough Erne

about 9 miles below Enniskillen.

The hill gives its name to the barony in which it is situate, but

the district presents no ancient church site, cross, or " station," and a

beautiful ever-flowing well, situate upon the shore of the lake, does

not appear to have been associated with the name of Mnnidh, or

indeed with that of any other saint.

Mnnidh may possibly have utilized this grassy "knock" for grazing

or agricultural purposes. The Erne river and lake was an easy, and in

peaceful times a safe, highway for curach, cot, or even ship ; and we
know that in early days it was not uncommon for important monastic

establishments, like that of Inismacsaint, to be endowed with lands and
possessions lying at a considerable distance from the mother church.

Be this as it may, we shall look, and look in vain, for the original

name of a site which, from remains still to be seen upon its summit
and slopes, there is every reason to believe must have been in pre-

Christian times of no little account amongst the primitive tribes of

the district. We find here, within a limited compass, three distinct

modes of pagan sepulture, as exemplified in earns, megalithic monu-
ments, and cave, all of which may be respectively considered fine

illustrations of their class.

Antiquities found in Knockninny Cave.

Having been personally allowed by Lord Erne (the owner of that

portion of Knockninny upon which the earns, already referred to, stand,

and in which the remarkable cavern which has been described by Mr.
Plunkett is found), to make any explorations which might be deemed ne-

cessary, I proceeded to the hill in company with Mr. Plunkett, to whom,
as colleague, I resigned the work at the cave, contenting myself with an
examination of the " giants' graves," &c. Mr. Plunkett entered upon
his task with great energy, and the success in an antiquarian point of

view has been very considerable. It was not unusual with the pagan
Irish to be buried within the bounds of structures which they had oc-

cupied when living, but here I believe is the first instance on record (in

this country at least) of sepulchral urns having been found in a

natural cave which had been used by man as a dwelling. For a de-
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scription of this unique cave and its contents, I beg to refer to Mr.
Plunkett's recent Paper. [See preceding uotice of it.]

The Cakxs.

The earns which occupy a position upon or adjoining the summit
command a magnificent panorama extending over several counties, and
nearly the whole of Upper Lough Erne and its almost countless

islands. The very general selection during pagan times, in Erin, of

commanding heights for sepulchral purposes may be accounted for in

more ways than one. In the first place, during the period of crema-
tion, earn, stone-circle, and cromleac building, it is probable that me-
morials of the dead, whom the Celts delighted to honour, could best

be discerned from a distance, most of the plains and glens being then
fassaghs or wildernesses of co-mingled loch, bog, and forest, or tangled

underwood. In the second place, we read in our oldest manuscripts of

warriors desiring their bodies, armed as for battle, to be buried in a
position facing their enemies ; and some very curious legends are yet

extant which more or less illustrate the old pagan idea that, at times,

a dead and interred hero was nevertheless still more potent for victory

than a host of spear-hurling chariot-driving righs, well followed, and
commanded by a leader whose sword " ne'er gave a second wound."

It is to be regretted that the names of the Knockninny earns

have been lost, as with them, doubtlessly, have been lost the names
of individuals who had made their mark in the history of the north of

Erin. The cams, three in number, though not very grand in their

proper dimensions, nevertheless acquire some degree of dignity from
the fact of their builders having raised them upon natural elevations,

with which their contour, generally, more or less coincides. These

piles, though lost to history, may not yet be barren to archaeology, as

in the outer shell of both, enclosed in cists, urns containing burned
bones have been found. Unfortunately these have been lost, and we
have no evidence as to the character of their contents. During the

course of last summer a partial exploration of these cams was made
by Dr. Haughton, Mr. Plunkett, and myself, on which occasion

neither urns nor cists were found. Probably a further examination

would be attended with success. At present I can only say of these

works, that they appear to be composed almost entirely of sandstone

boulders of inconsiderable size; and that their height above the level of

the soil or rock upon which they stand may be estimated at 8 and

12 feet respectively, the circumference at base being about 140

feet. Unlike many of the tumuli found elsewhere in Ireland, their

bases were not surrounded by a circle of stones.

The Giants' Graves.

Between the humble cist, composed of four flags, and a covering

stone, and gigantic tumuli like those of Newgrange and Dowth, upon
the Boyne, there is indeed a great difference ; but that the one may be

traced to the other through such connecting links as the varieties of
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the cromleac afford, there can be no question. In many parts of Ire-

land may he seen rude structures of stone, of an oblong form, and just

sufficiently large to contain a human body. This early style of grave

was usually covered by one or more large flat stones, and would ap-

pear to have suggested the true cromleac. Eroni the latter, no doubt,

has been derived or developed the dolmen, or as our people usually

style such monuments, " giants' graves." From these again there is

but a step to what may be considered the highest development of

pagan sepulchral architecture, as found in western Europe. I allude,

of course, to the tumuli of the Boyne and to those on Sliabh-na-

callighe, in the county of Cavan. A question has long been agitated

amongst antiquaries, whether the "giants' graves" are not merely

the skeletons of chambered tumuli. Mr. Gr. A. Lebour, in " Nature,"

May 9, 1872, presents some striking remarks illustrative of this sub-

ject. In referring to the principal dolmens and tumuli of Einistere,

he says:—"In most cases in that department, the dolmens occupy
situations in every respect similar to those in which the tumuli are

found, so that meteorological, and indeed every other but human
agencies, must have affected both in the same degree. Notwithstand-

ing this, the dolmens are invariably bare, and the kists are as con-

stantly covered ; there are no signs of even incipient degradation and
denudation in the latter, and none of former covering in the first.

It would be unwarrantable to suppose that, had the dolmens been un-
covered by human beings, no vestiges of the mounds would remain,

or that this perfect and unaccountable removal of material being-

allowed, the skeleton, i.e., the part containing the most useful stones,

should be left unscattered. There is, however, a more important point

of difference between the dolmens and the barrow kists—namely,
that in the chambered tumuli there is almost always present a floor-

stone—a part of the structure which I have never seen at the base of

any of the dolmens of the region in question. And there can in their

case be no chance of removal, as the floor-stone would necessarily be
the last to remain in its place. The dolmens again, as a rule, were
evidently erected with no attempt at nice adjustment of the sides or

top, whereas tokens of some care and trouble are to be found in the

way in which most of the entombed kists are built."

All that Air. Lebour has said of the dolmens, &c, of Einistere ap-

plies to similar megalithic groups found in Ireland
;
yet, some of our

most accomplished antiquaries hold the opinion that all our cromleacs
and dolmens, great and small, were anciently thus covered. That such
was not the case with very many examples is abundantly proved.

We have, for instance, in the county of Cavan, not far from the village

of Blacklion, three truly magnificent so-called " giants' graves," the
larger of which measures 47 feet in length, by about 10 in breadth.

Near it is a cromleac, the covering stone of which measures 1 5 feet 5

inches, by 15 feet in breadth. Almost immediately adjoining occur
stone-circles, a " rocking-stone," and a large number of " gallaims " or

pillar stones. These monuments were certainly never covered.
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The locality is a perfect wilderness, abounding in stone, so that

there was no temptation to any one to invade them. Immediately
adjoining is a beautiful miniature Newgrange, its chambers intact,

and its earn almost perfect, as it has suffered less from the denud-
ing influence of time than from the operations of rabbit-hunting boys.

Why should this tumulus remain almost perfect, while the neighbour-

ing dolmens and cromleac (supposing they had been ever mound-en-
closed) are found cleanly and completely denuded ? The principal

Knockninny "giants' grave" or dolmen measures 49 feet in length, by 6

feet in average breadth. It extends as nearly as possible N."W. and S.E.,

and is composedof about twenty-five sandstone slabs. There is no trace of

any covering. The interior is divided by stone partitions into three cham-
bers, all of which were found to contain portions of human skeletons,

largely mixed with bones of oxen, sheep, and othermammals. The bones,

it should be observed, do not appear to have been subjected to the action

of fire, although some small pieces of charcoal were found with them.
They lay in utter disorder, and at various depths. Canon Grreenwell,

who has devoted much attention to the exploration of barrows of the

Stone age, as found spreading over the wolds of Yorkshire, is of opi-

nion that many of the remains which they held showed indications of

cannibalism having been practised ; and Dr. Thurnam, another high

authority on the subject of British barrows, " sees no difficulty in

acceding to the conclusion of Mr. Greenwell—-that in the disjointed,

cleft, and broken condition of the human bones in many of the long

barrows, especially in those examined by him in Scamridge, near

Ebberstone, and near Budstone, Yorkshire, we have indications of

funeral feasts, where slaves, captives, and others, were killed and
eaten." Are we to look on these Knockninny bones as the remains

of a funeral feast ?

The second "giants' grave," situate at a considerable distance

from that just described, has been greatly ruined, and need not be

referred to at any length.

No notice of Knockninny would be complete without some par-

ticular mention of the well already referred to. This spring has been

enclosed within the walls of two covered structures, the inner one

being probably of the era of some of our oldest churches. The outer

building, which is comparatively modern, is in plan almost a square,

measuring 5 ft. 7 in. by 5 ft. 13 in. It stands about 4 ft. in height.

Another architectural relic on Knockninny, but one of a widely

different class from any which I have hitherto noticed, consists of

a small square tower-house, or fortified residence, of the Elizabethan,

or perhaps a later, period. It stands not far from the principal giants'

grave. There would seem to be some misty tradition that this quaint

pile was at one time the residence of the learned Bishop Bedell.
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LV.

—

On a MS. Yoltjme of Lives of Saints—chiefly Irish—now in

Primate Marsh's Library, Dublin, commonly called the " Codex
Kilkenntensis." By the Very Rev. William Reeves, D. D., Dean
of Armagh, V.P., E.I.A.

[Read 25th of January, 1875.]

There are three compilations which, in past days, have been distin-

guished by the title of "Book of Armagh"—the first, that which,

par excellence, bears the name, and which happily still exists in almost

its original integrity ; the second, that which Geoffry Keating more
than once cites in his " History of Ireland,"* under the title Le&fa&p
A]Vom&c1i&, and which appears to have been a collection of bardic

and genealogical materials ; the third, a volume of Irish hagiology,

from which, under the title of Codex Ardmadhanus, the Collectanea

Sacra of Patrick Fleming f largely draws. It is the last of these

which forms the subject of the present paper.

At p. 303 of the work just named is the " Yita S. Comgalli, ex

MS. Codice Ardmacano transcripta." At p. 368, "Yita S. Moluaa

seu Luani abbatis, ex MS. Codice Ardmachano nunc primum in lucem
edita." At p. 380, " S. Mochoemogi seu Pulcherii abbatis vita, ex

MS. Cod. Ardmachano." There are besides, at pp. 313-315 extracts

from the Vitse S. Coemgeni, S. Cannici, S. Carthagi seu Mochuddse,

S. Munnae seu Pintani ; and again at pp. 432, 433, 436, and 437,

further extracts from the same manuscript. In one place, p. 125 b,

the writer describes an extract as "Ex MS. Cod. Armac. vel Dub-
linensi." Further on, he casually informs the reader$ of the deposi-

tory where this manuscript was preserved at the time these various

extracts were made, where he makes honourable mention of the

services of Pather Prancis Matthews, who, about the year 1626, with
great pains and diligence, caused transcripts to be made of two manu-
script volumes on parchment, one of which belonged to the Church of

* See Haliday's Keating, pp. xcvi., 120, 304; also O'Mahony's translation

pp. lxii., 83, 208, 412. The latter Editor, however, in his note, p. lxii., ignorantly
confounds the authority referred to by Keating with the Canon Phadruig, whtse
contents are altogether of another class.

t Published by Thomas Sirinus, Lovanii, 1667.

% His words are :
" Qua3 cum aliis plurium Sanctorum Hibemiae Legendis, quas

H.P. Franciscus Matthaeus, nunc Collegii nostri Guardianus, et nuper Provincialis

Minister nostrae Provinciae circa annum 1626, summo studio ac diligentia, ex duobus
MSS. veluminibus pergamineis (quorum unum ad Ecclesiam Ardmachanam vel
Dubliniensem spectat, et in Bibliotheca Iacobi Usserii, ex ordinatione Kegis
Angliae, Primatis Ardmachani, asservatur ; alteram ad Insulam qua) omnium Sanc-
torum dicitur pertinet) transumi curavit, ac ad Collegium nostrum transmitti, vel
hoc nomine de afflictae Hiberniae antiquitatibus optime meritus." Collect. Sac.

p. 431. See also p. 438 b. This Francis Matthews, who assumed the name of

Edmundus TJrsulanus, was executed at Cork in 1644 for alleged conspiracy. See
Cox, Hib. Anglican., ii. p. 143; Harris' Ware, vol. ii., Irish Writers, p. 119.

SER. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. & ANTIQ. 3 A
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Armagh or Dublin, and was at the time in the library of James TJssher,

Primate of Ireland by the appointment of the King of England

;

the other to the Island of All Saints ; which copies were sent over to
" onr College," that is, of Louvain. Thus we learn that the copious

extracts which were described by Fleming as borrowed from the Codex
Ardmaclianus were derived from a parchment or vellum manuscript in

Archbishop Ussher's collection ; but twice he wavers between Armagh
and Dublin, as its source, though on every other occasion he designates

it as of Armagh. TJssher probably obtained it there, as he did the great

manuscript Antiphonaries which are still preserved in his library.

Besides this, he had a second manuscript collection of "Lives of Irish

Saints," which he occasionally refers to in the 17th chapter of his

"Antiquities of the British Churches," when treating of the early

Irish ecclesiastics. This still exists in his library, preserved in

Trinity College, Dublin, Cod. E. 3, 11, and it appears by some scrib-

bling on some of the pages to have previously belonged to John
Dillone, and it may have been procured by TJssher when he was
Bishop of Meath ; but there is not a trace of his handwriting through-

out the volume, which, in the order of its contents, agreed almost

exactly with his other manuscript, which is now preserved in

Archbishop Marsh's library, under the press mark V. 3, 1, 4. In the

Catalogue it is marked, and has often been quoted, as the Codex
Kilkenniensis* This name, however, is of comparatively modern
origin, having been suggested by the late George Downes, who,
finding in it the lives of several of the saints whose acts are printed

by Colgan, from a manuscript designated by that title, as having
belonged to the Franciscan Convent of Kilkenny (Conventus Fratrum
Minoruni Kill Cannise), concluded that this was the identical volume
so referred to, and accordingly reported on it as such. But on closer

examination it has been found that, though all the seven lives printed

by Colgan from the Codex Kilkenniensis are contained in this book, and
agree in the main, there are yet discrepancies sufficient to show that

Colgan' s matter was derived from a different exemplar. This name,
therefore, had better be abandoned, and its true name, Codex Arma-
ehanus, be reimposed upon it.

Above twenty years ago I mentioned to the late Marquis of

Ormonde my objections to the title Codex Kilkenniensis, and he
accepted my statement in the preface to his Vita Sancti Kannechi,

p. vi. In 1857 I had occasion, in the preface to my edition of

Adamnan's Life of S. Columba, to speak of this manuscript, and
protested against the name Booh of Kilkenny, suggesting that " Codex

Armachanus was more likely to be its correct designation;" and I

adduced evidence to prove that the life of S. Columbaf in that

* See Petrie's Tara,in Transacts R.I.A., vol. xviii.
, p. 127; Petrie's Round Towers,

p. 169.

t See pp. xxyL, 6, 9.
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volume is the identical one which Ussher spoke of as "MS. meus,"
and " MS. quo usus sum codice."*

Further, this manuscript contains in various parts short marginal
notes, written in that peculiarly minute and delicate hand which
Laud described as his "small close hand,"t and which any one con-

versant with his writing will unhesitatingly recognise as his. How
or when this volume passed into its present depository is unknown

;

possibly it is one of the many books which were stolen while the

Archbishop's library was stored in the Castle of Dublin previous to

the accession of Charles II. (See Ussher' s Life, by Elrington, p. 303.)

I shall now produce my argumentum cruets to prove that this manu-
script is the Codex Ardmachanus of Fleming. In the 1 7th section of the
" Life of Saint Comgallus," at fol. 91 la, near the foot, an account is

given of some thieves and robbers who carried off the vegetables and
fruit of the brethren, of which they complained to their abbot, saying,
" Laboramus frustra pater, quia labor noster nee fratribus nee hos-

pitibus prodest, tollentes malifici illud a nobis." So it is in the
Trinity College MS.,^ and so it was written prima manu in the Marsh
manuscript. This was in conformity with the construction often

observable in the rustic Latin of Irish hagiology, where the nomina-
tive absolute is used instead of the ablative. But a later hand, de-
siring to improve the Latinity of the passage, altered tollentes malifici

into tollentilus malificis thus :

—

69

tollentes maMctftllo a noliis,

putting the dele mark under the es in ' tollentes,' and writing the con-
tracted lus over it, inserting also a slender s at the end of ' malifici.'

But strange to say, the scribe, who in 1626 copied this piece for

Fleming—whether Francis Mathews, or a person employed by him

—

so far forgot himself as not only to read the correction as intended,

but also to regard the interlineation 69, his, as the numeral 69, and
he accordingly took down the words, as they appear in Fleming's
printed text, and nowhere else—" tollentibus sexaginta novem male-
hcis illud a nobis."

§

This was a large band, indeed, for one neighbourhood, and, what
is ludicrously remarkable, counted so accurately as not to deal in
whole numbers, although the outrage had been committed in the dark

;

unless we suppose that the country about Bangor was infested by a
gang of sixty-nine, like Ali Baba and the forty thieves

!

* Ussher's Works, vol. vi., pp. 236, 415.

t Letter to the Lord Deputy (Strafford's Letters, vol. ii., p. 24).

J E. 3. 11. fol. 58 ab.

§ Collectanea, p. 306 b.

3 A 2
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The truth is that sexaginta novem is an unwarrantable and absurd
interpolation, which can be accounted for only by some misappre-

hension of the text; and the manuscript affords a most amusing
solution, in that it exhibits the contraction of the syllable bus in such

a form that the copyist took it to be the numeral 69.

This noble manuscript has the folios numbered in a hand of the
commencement of the seventeenth century. The numeration extends

to 158 folios;* but 32 had perished at the beginning, before the
Yolume was bound in its present form, which was about a hundred
and fifty years ago. At that time the leaves were cropped at front,

top, and bottom, so that the original dimensions of 14f by 10^- inches

have been reduced to their present size of 1 3f by 9^ inches. However,
the binder's plough was not so ruthlessly employed on this book as on
the Book of Kells in Trinity College, where venerable Irish charters

were unsparingly mutilated for the sake of producing a clean face
;

for in this manuscript the marginal notes, which ran close to the

edge, were spared, and folded over, and thus escaped the trimming to

which the blank spaces were subjected.

The writing is in double columns, each measuring Hi by 3£

inches, with an average of 44 lines. These are in this paper indi-

cated by the letters a and b, which also indicate the "recto" («)

and "verso" (b) of each page. It appears to belong to a late

period in the fourteenth century, but not to be all in the same hand.

The form of the letters is not Irish, except occasionally in proper

names, and where Irish words are introduced, but rather in the monastic

style of the day. All the saints whose lives go to compose the volume
are Irish, except St. Antony of Padua, and his, though imperfect, is the

opening one of the volume as it now stands ; suggesting the idea that

the compilation was made for the use of some Franciscan house.

The following is a catalogue of the contents, in their existing

order :

—

1. Vita S. Antonii [de Padua], commences fol. 33 a a, ends 34 ba~

The recto of fol. 35 is blank, as also col. 1 of verso.

2. Vita S. Flannani, a fragment, defective at beginning and end.

It occupies fol. 35 bb ; after which fols. 36, 37, 38 are wanting. This

was St. Plannan, the patron saint of Killaloe, whose day is the 28th

of December.

3. Vita S. Columba? abbatis, fols. 39 aa to 51 ba. This is St.

Columba, abbot of Hy, whose day is the 9th of June. This life, by
Adamnan, was carefully collated by me, and the various readings

given in my edition of Adamnan, Dublin, 1857.

* At the end there is a quarter folio, having some irrelevant matter very much
discoloured by tincture of galls, biit in which are the words, " Et ego frater Antho-

nius de Clane," and the date MDXV.
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4. Vita S. Eclani sive Maedhog, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 51 ba
to 56 b a.

" Erat quidam vir nobilis in regionibus connachtoruui nomine sethna et nonien
iixoris eius ethne de semine amhlaygh."

This is St. Maidoe or Mogue, of Ferns, whose day is the 31st

of January. Colgan has printed a similar life in his Acta Sanctor-

um, p. 208. There is a foot-note in Irish at fol. 51 b, in a good
•coeval Irish hand, beginning,—tTl^o'605 .i.tno ^co 65, and followed

by his pedigree.

5. Yita S. Brendani, abbatis et confessoris, fols. 56 ba to 64 bb.

" Natus est beatissimus brendanus abbas in zepharia mumenensi plaga in

regione qui dicitur kyarragbi. . . . cujus pater findluag nomine
erat fideHs."

His pedigree is at the foot, in the same Irish hand as in the last,

and throughout the genealogical foot-notes of the book. The Navigium
begins on fol. 57 ba. This is St. Brendan, founder and patron saint

of Clonfert, whose day is the 16th of May.

6. Vita S. Coemhgeni, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 64 b b to

70 ba.

" Vir erat in provincbia laginensium que est quinta pars bybernie in plebe viz.

dal macbscorb. .... cuius nomen dicebatur coemlogba."

At the foot is his pedigree. This is St. Kevin of Grlendalough,

whose day is the 3rd of June.

7. Vita S. Molyng, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 70 ba to 74 a a.

" De australi laginensium plaga que dicitur kennselacb. ....
natus est vir vite venerabilis nomine molyng, pater oilain* dicebatur."

His pedigree is at the bottom of the page. This is St. Moling of

Timolin, whose day is the 17th of June.

8. Vita S. Fintani, abbatis et confessoris, fols. 74 aa to 76 ba.

" Sanctus abbas fintanus vir vite venerabilis de provincbia laginensium ori-

undus fuit pater eius vocabatur crymbtbann mater vero findnat."

Colgan has printed,! u'om the (veritable) Codex Kilkenniensis, a life

similar to this, but it gives Gabhrenus as the father's name, \ and this

one variation is sufficient to prove that our manuscript was not
Colgan' s exemplar.

9. Vita S. Senani, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 76 b a to 80 a b.

"Natus ex nobilibus
|

procreatur parentibus
|
et ab ipsis cunabulis

|

fidelibus

cbristicolis
|

qui magni dei gratia
|
babebantur in scotbia

|

Quorum bee sunt voea-
bula I bercanus et coemgella."

* tn ac pj.otAin, in tbe pedigree at foot. Tbe initial consonant is omitted in

consequence of pbonetic spelling.

t Acta Sanctorum Hibernise, p. 349.

+ In the pedigree at tbe foot of fol. 74 a a, bis descent is thus given :

—
'FincAM

ttiAC bAibpeiti mic CopcAin mic ctiai ; and in the margin opposite crymhthann
of the text is written SAibpen. See Colgan's note, Actt. SS. p. 353 b, n. 2.
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His pedigree is at the foot of the page. Colgan has printed, from
the Codex Kilkenniensis,* a life similar to this, and scarcely differ-

ing from it. Though metrical, it is written continuously in our manu-
script, hut the divisions of the lines are indicated by vertical strokes,

at first in red, and then throughout in black. This is St. Senan of

Inis-Cathay, or Scattery Island, whose day is the 1st of March.

10. Yita S. Mocoemhog, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 80 b a to 84 b b.

" Beatissimus abbas mochoemhog de provincia connactoruni sc. de gente con-
mliaicne primam originem duxit .... cuius pater
beoanus dicebatur .... ipse amavit fern inam que erat soror

sanctissime virginis ythe Ipsa femina vocabatur ness."

His pedigree at the foot is short. On fol. 82 a a, opposite the
name Lyath Mocoemog in the text, is the topographical note in a later

hand: " extat etiamnum pagus, illud retinens nomen, juxta Vadum
Longum in Tiperaria via Kilkeniensi ad Sancte Crucis monasterium."
Colgan has printed a life nearly identical with this from the Ccdex
Kilkenniensis ;t and in Fleming's Collectanea the text is copied

from our manuscript under the name of the Codex Ardmachanus.X
This is St. Mocheevogue of Leamokevoge, in the townland Leigh,

parish of Two-mile-B orris, county of Tipperary, whose day is the 13th

of March.

11. Vita S. Finani, abbatis§ et confessoris, fols. 84 bb to 86 ab.

" Erat vir vite venerabilis nomine finanus qui ortus est de provinchia mumi-
nensium sc. de gente corcoduibbne .... cujus pater mac arde

vocabatur mater vero beccnat."

There is no pedigree of this saint. This is St. Finan Cam, of

Kinnitty, whose day is the 7th of April.

12. Yita S. Ruadani, abbatis et confessoris, fols. 86 a b to 88 b b.

" Beatissimus abbas Ruadbanus de nobilissimo genere bybernie .1. de gente

Eogbonacbt natusest cuius pater byrra vocabatur."

In his pedigree at foot of the page he is more correctly designated

as m&c "pep^u-p Oipn.
A marginal note of the sixteenth century, not entirely legible, at

fol. 86 ab, has the following interesting entry: " Istius sancti manum
di in civitate ca . . in

Anglia, viz. (\ sue cum auro et argento cooperta

et conclita in ecclesia sancti Th[ome]
prope sepulcrum ipsius Thome cujus corpus

ardam ego »J*
propria maim

." This is St. Euadhan of Lorrha, whose day is the 15th

of April.

* Acta Sanctorum Hibernice, p. 602 (recte 512).

t Acta Sanctorum Hiberniee, p. 589.

% " S. Mocboemogi seu Pulcberii abbatis et confessoris vita, autboro anonymO'

iequsevo. Ex MS. Cod. Ai-dmachano." Collectan. p. 380.

§ Episcopi in the text is corrected to abbatis in the margin.
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13. Vita S. Cronani, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 88 bb to 90 ba.

" Gloriosus abbas Cronanus de provinchia mumenensium oriundus fuit cuius

pater Odhranus vocabatur qui erat de gente ele genitus Et ipse haut procul ab
aeervo an maigbe in ilia regione habitavit : qui habuit uxoreni de gente eorcobaskyn

et ilia vocabatur coemri."

His pedigree is at the foot of the page. This is St. Cronan of

Roscrea, whose day is the 28th of April.

14. Yita S. Comgalli, abbatis et confessoris, fols. 90 b a to 94 ab.

" De aquilonali bibernie regione nomine dail naraidbe ....
sanctus abbas Comgallus ortus fuit : Cujus pater sethna vocabatur

et uxor eius nomine brig."

His pedigree is given at the foot. It is in this life, at fol. 91 ba,

that there occurs the passage, which is so curiously rendered in

Fleming's Collectanea* as to fix the identity of this manuscript

with his Codex Ardmachanus.] His pedigree is given in full at the

foot of the page. This is St. Comgall of Bangor, whose day is the

10th of May.

15. Yita S. Carthagi, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 94 ab to 99 bb,

where it is abruptly terminated by the absence of folio 100.

" Gloriosus cbristi cartbagus qui vulgo vocatur mochuda de gente Kiarraidbi

luacra de nepotibus specialiter fergussii .... Pater iam carthagi

fyngain filius gnoe mater eius uia vocabatur."

It is observed at fol. 94 b a that there was another Carthagus, his

senior and preceptor; also, at fol. 95 bb, that 867 monks were under
Mochuda. His pedigree is at the foot. This is St. Carthach or

Mochuda, of Eahen and Lismoie, whose day is the 14th of May.

16. Yita S. Declani, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 101 a a to 106 ba.

A portion at the commencement of the life is wanting through the

loss of fol. 100, therefore the opening sentence on fol. 101 a a begins

abruptly—" filium eius ut ilium sine mora occideret." On fol. 104,

opposite some Irish words in the text, beginning p&uh. &c, is written

in the margin p^nn Ann ro, ' this is a verse.' St. Declan, of Ard-

more, is commemorated on the 24th of July.

17. Yita S. Kyarani, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 10Q> b a to \0§ b a

.

" Beatissimus episcopus Kyaranus bybernie sanctorum primogenitus
Pater eius vocabatur Lugneus mater vero Liadain dicebatur."

His pedigree is at the foot. At fol. 107 ab, oppo ite Liadain, is

written in the margin " Ceall LiadhainJ in Fear ceall O Molmoy patria,

* See the observations at p. 341 supra.

t "Vita S. Comgalli abbatis et confessoris ex MS. Codice Ardmachano tran-
scripta," Collectanea, pp. 303-313.

X Now Killyon, in the parish of Drumcullen, barony of Eglish or Fircall, in

King's County. There is also a parish of the same name in Upper Moyfenrath,
County of Meath. St. Liadhain's day is the 11th of August, not the 14th, as erro-

neously printed by Colgan. (Actt. SS. p. 464 a.) See Transactt. Kilken. Artl.a ol

Soc, vol. i., p. 215.
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a Liadhain matre sancti Kiarani sic dicta." This is St. Ciaran of
Saighir, or SeirMeran, in King's County, whose festival is the 5th of

March, at which day Colgan has printed, from the " Codex Kill-Ken-
niensis," a life of this saint almost identical with the present.*

18. Vita S. Ythe virginis, fols. 109 la to 112 la.

" De vita et miraculis beatissinie Tirginis yte aliquam eommemorationem
breviter enarrare cupimus."

Her pedigree is at the foot. Colgan has printed her life, from the
Codex Kilkenniensis, which is almost the same in this.f St. Ita

is commemorated at the 15th of January, under which name she

is the patron saint of Killeedy ; and under Mida, its devotional form,

of Kilmeady, hoth in the county of Limerick.

19. Yita S. Molue, ahhatis et confessoris, fols. 112 la to 116 al.

" Fuit vir vite venerabiHs de provincbia Biunienie de regione buafigenti de
plebe corcoiebe cuius pater vocabatur cartbacb sed vulgo cocbe dicitur mater vero
eius socbla .1. larga dieebatur."

His pedigree is at foot. This life is printed from this manuscript
in Fleming's Collectanea, under this title: "Yita S. Molue seu

Luani abbatis et confessoris ab anonymo sed fideli et antiquo authore

conscripta ex MS. codice Ardmachano nunc primum in lucem edita."J

This is St. Molua of Kyle, otherwise Clonfertmulloe, whose day is the

4th of August.

20. Yita S. Laurentii archiepiscopi Dublinensis, fols. 116 a I to

124 a a.

" Dilectus igitur deo et bominibus sacerdos dei pontifex Laurentius."

This life was written by a monk of Augia, or Eu, in Normandy,
where the saint died in 1180. At fol. 121 a I is his Canonizatio.§

This is St. Laurence 0' Toole, of Dublin, whose day is the 14th of

November.

21. Yita S. Cainnici abbatis, fols. 124 a a to 127 al.

" Cainnicbus sanctus abbas de genere connatb duine gemyn que est aquilonalis

pars bybernie insule ortus pater poeta yenerabilis lugayd letbdearg

mater mella."

His pedigree is at the foot. This life was printed in 8vo. many
years ago, by Doctor Travers, of Dublin, but has never been published,

and the only copies which I have ever seen or heard of were, one that

was shown me soon after it was printed, and another which is in the

Queen's Inns Library, Dublin. The late Marquis of Ormonde, in the

* Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae, p. 458.

t Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae, p. 66.

i Collectanea, pp. 358-379.

§ It is printed by Sxvrius. torn, vi., p. 338, arid in Messingham's Florilegium In-

sula? Sanctorum, p. 387. A very interesting Life in Englisb was printed in Dublin

by tbe Rev. Jobn O'Hanlon, 12mo., 1857.
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year 1848, published for private distribution a life of this saint, pre-

served in the Codex Salrnanticensis at Brussels, with the various

readings of our manuscript. This is Canice, who is patron saint of,

and gives name to, Kilkenny; and his day is the 11th of October.

22. Vita S. Munnu abbatis, fols. 127 ab to 129 bb.

" Erat vir vite venerabibs nomine munnu de claro genere hybernie sc. de nepo-
tibus neill cuius pater vocabatur Tulcbanus ..... mater
liominatur fedbelyn."

His pedigree, of only five generations, is at the foot. In the mar-
gin of fol. 127 ab is written, in a comparatively modern hand, ^g 9

.

This is St. Finntan, otherwise Munna, of Clonenagh and Taghmon,
whose day is the 21st of October.

23. Yita S. Colmani abbatis, fols. 129 5« to 132 la.

" Fuit vir vite venerabilis Colmanus nomine de nobih" genere bybernie sc. de
nepotibus neill pater eius beogne vocabatur."

At folio 131 bb, opposite the name Cluayn cayn (now Clonkeen), is

written prima manu in the margin, "Ista cella cluayn cain est juxta

Dubliniam." * This is St. Colman Ela, or Colmanell, of Lynally,

whose day is the 26th of September.

24. Yita S. Barri, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 132 ba to 134 ab.

" Sanctus dei electus atque dignus pontifex barrus de gente connactborum."

His pedigree is at the foot. In the margin of fol. 1 33 aa is written,
*" S. Barrus et S. Locanus idem."

This life is printed from our manuscript by Dr. Richard Caulfield,

in his " Life of Saint Fin Barre," 4to., Lond., 1864.

This is St. Finnbar of Cork, whose day is the 25th of September.

25. Yita S. Edi, episcopi et confessoris, fols. 134 ab to 135 ab.

" Beatissimus edus episcopus filius bricbt de nobiliori hybernie genere .1. de
semine Cuind .c. cathaidb."

His pedigree of four generations is at the foot. At fol. 134 aa, oppo-
site Cuind .c. cathaidh, is written by Ussher, " al. Cuind Cedcathi,"

i. c., Conn of the Hundred Battles. Colgan has printed, from the

Codex Kilkenniensis, a life of the saint substantially the same as the

present, f

This is Aedh mac Brie, of Killare, vulgarly called St. Hugh Breaky,
whose day is variously placed at the 28th of February, the 4th of

May, and the 10th of November.:}: Colgan has adopted the first, but
the last is preferable.

* The very same note, and in the same manner, and at the same place, is vmtten
prima manic in this saint's life contained in the MS. E. 3. 11., T. C. D.

t Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae, p. 418.

% See the note in the Martyrology of Donegal, p. 311.
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26. Yita S. Albei arehiepiscopi et confessoris, fols. 135 ab to

138 ba. Fol. 137 has been cut out,

" Albeus episeopus viroruni mumenentium pater beatissimus et tocius hybernie
insule post sanctum patriciuni secundus patronus ex orientali parte regionis elyach

pater olcnais [mater] Sandith."

Opposite Sandith, TJssher has written in the margin, " al. MS.
Sanctit."* Sant is the name in the Irish Calendar. In the margin of

fol. 130 ab is written, " 12 Colmani, 12 Coemgenii, 12 Fintani." In
fol. 138 ah there is an Irish rann or stanza, with an interlinear Latin
translation in very minute writing, hut prima mami. It is exactly the
same, hut more distinct, in the T. C. D. manuscript, E. 3. 11, fol. 135

aa, as follows :

—

" .1. Ne invenias cor tirum adperjurium et posside tun .1. veritatem .1. depone a te-

t)o neiceAch m-ppjvic cop : 7 peAbbAit) -pop cuvi nopcucn
morbospeccatorumcommissorum .1. preterita mitiga et diminue et plange in cella tua.

odiAp CApc TiAiijAbA. re^ch tmnm •oe AiireALbA."t

27. Yita S. Abbani abbatis, fols. 138 la to 144 bb.

" In occidentab plaga tocius orbis est insula possita cuius nomen bybernia dicitur

pater vocabatur connacns qui erat rex laginensium mater autem
eius vocabatur mella."

His pedigree is at the foot, commencing, AbAn riioije TiA-pnAi^.

At fol. 138 bb is a stanza in Irish, opposite which is written in the-

margin, p^nn Ann^o ; and another, with a translation. At foL

141 ba, opposite Cub cobbin^i in the text, is written in the margin
" Kilcullen." % At fol. 142 ab, opposite " Ego autem qui vitam beatis-

simi patris abbani collegi et scripsi sum nepos ipsius filii quern sanctus

Abbanus baptissaYit." is written in the margin, " Hie author se de-

claravit floruit ante mille annos." Colgan has printed, " ex MS. meni-
braneo Codice Kilkenniensi," this life entitled "Yita S. Abbani de-

M agharnuidb e
.

'

;

§

This is St. Abban of Moyarney, in the county of YVexford, and
of Eillabban, in Queen's County, whose day is the 16th of March.

28. Yita S. Eiarani, abbatis et confessoris, fols. 144 55 to 148 aa.

" Sanctus abbas Kyaranus de plebe latronensium que est in regione midbi .1. in

media bybernie ortus fuit cuius pater beonandus vocabatur qui erat artifex curruum
et ipse erat dives qui accepit uxorem nomine derercba."

His pedigree is at foot. This is St. Ciaran, son of the Carpenter,

of Clonmacnois, whose day is the 9th of September.

* This otber MS. referred to is the Trin. Coll. MS. E. 3. 11 ; in the margin is

written, "Versus Scotici."

t The T.C.D. manuscript reads in ceAtbA.

J This seems a mistake, for the place in question is Coole, a parish in the county
of Cork, near Fermoy.

§ Acta Sanctorum Hibernise, pp. 6".0-621.
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29. Yita beati Malachie archiepiscopi Ardmachani, secundum
Bernarduni, fols. 148 ab to end.

" Semper quidem" &e.*

This is St. Maelmaedhog Ua Morgair, commonly called St. Mal-
achy OHorgair, whose day is the 3rd of November.

Before I conclude this paper I may mention that the manuscript

to which I have already alluded, that of Trinity College Library,

E. 3. 11, is closely allied to the present one, not only as having been
with this in Ussher's possession and employed by him, but in its

subject matter, and the order of its contents. Like our manuscript,

it is written on vellum, in double columns, but in a hand rather earlier,

and more regular and elegant. The ink has generally assumed a

brown colour, and with artificial light is very trying to the eyes. It

was bound in russia by Mullen, in the dark age of Trinity College

Library, but previously suffered greatly in tbe loss of many of its

leaves. What remains is very valuable, and, with two exceptions, is

identical with our manuscript in matter and arrangement, as may be

seen by the following comparison of the contents :

—

Codex Armachanus. Codex E.Z. 11, T.C.B.
1. Vita S. Antonii de Padua.
2. Vita S. Flannani. [Chasm in the

3. Vita S. Columb<e. manuscript.']

4. Vita S. Edani.
5. Vita S. Brendani. S. Brendanus.
6. Vita S. Coemgeni.
7. Vita S. Molyng.
8. Vita S. Fintani.

[Chasm.]

9. Vita S. Senani.

10. Vita S. Mocoemog. S. Mocboemoc.
11. Vita S. Finiani. S. Finanus.
12. Vita S. Buadani. S. Ruadanus.
13. Vita S. Cronani. S. Cronanus.
14. Vita S. Comgalli. S. Comgallus.
15. Vita S. Carthagi. S. Cartbagus.
16. Vita S. Declani. S. Declaims.
17. Vita S. Kvarani. S. Kiaranus.
18. Vita S. Ythe. [Chasm.]
19. Vita S. Molue. S. Molua.
20. Vita S. Laurentii. S. Laurentius.
21. Vita S. Cainnici. [Chasm.]
22. Vita S. Munnu. S. Munnu.
23. Vita S. Colmani. S. Colmanus.
24. Vita S. Barri. S. Barrus.
25. Vita S. Edi. S. Edus.

S. Ludovicus.

S. Antbonius de Padua.
26. Vita S. Albei. S. Albeus.
27. Vita S. Abbani. S. Abbanus.
28. Vita S. Kiarani.

[Chasm.]
29. Vita B. Malachie.

* Tbis Life by St. Bernard is printed in all tbe editions of bis Works, and is

also to be found in Messingham's Florilegium Insula? Sanctorum, p. 352. See the
Life of St. Malacby OMorgair, by Bev. John O'Hanlon, 8vo., Dublin, 1859, p. 5.
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Thus it appears that the only two variations are, that the life of St.

Antony is ISTo. 1 in our manuscript, whereas it is now Ko. 17 in

the other, and that the Life of St. Lewis exists in the latter, though
omitted hy the former. But with the exception of a few differences

in orthography, the remaining matter is identical in both. This
introduction of the St. Lewis, of the order of St. Francis, Bishop of

Toulouse, in addition to that of St. Antony, is strong evidence that

this manuscript, as well as the other, was compiled for the use of a

Minorite house, and the strong probability is that both were copied

from a common original, also belonging to a house of the same order.

The Codex Eolkenniensis of Colgan likewise belonged to a Fran-
ciscan house, and it evidently was very much akin to our manuscript,

indicating three emanations from one library. In this they differ

widely from the other three great repertories of Irish hagiology, the

Codex Salmanticensis of Brussels,* and the two Oxford volumes,

which went to England in the Clarendon collection, and being subse-

quently purchased at public sale, were bequeathed by the buyer,

under whose name they are now classed Raiclinson, B. 485 and 505,

in the Bodleian Library.

f

* For a list of the contents of this MS., which once belonged to the Irish College

at Salamanca, see our Proceedings, vol. iii. p. 498.

t For a list of the contents of these two MSS., see Mac-ray's Catalogi Codd.

MSS. JBibl. Bodleiance, pt. y. fascic. 1, cols. 702 and 723.
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LVI.

—

Three Additional Notes on Ogham Inscriptions at Mona-
taggart, Co. Core. Conmiunicated by Samuel Ferguson, LL. D.,

Q, C, V. P. E.I. A.

{In continuation from page 297.)

[Eead 25th January, 1875].

I. By John Rhys, M. A., late Fellow of Merton College, Oxford.

"Writing on the subject of the second and third Monataggart texts,

Mr. Rhys says :

—

The reading " Dalagni Magi Bali" chimes in very satisfactorily

with the diminutive force of agn, and its subsequent use as a patro-

nymic perhaps : cf . Gaulish cni (genitive), and -cnos nominative, as in

Brutis and Bruticnos (I am quoting from memory). I would not

identify Balagni with Talagni, for I see no reason why the two should

not have co-existecl. The latter is, in "Welsh, Talan. As to the other

inscription, it is, of course, very much harder. I would treat X here

and in some other inscriptions as a mere word divider, or as the Chris-

tianj preceding names in the 8th, 9th, or 10th centuries. Then in

cas ethe strokes number five, are you sure that you could or should not

read qrenalugos ? (" the tomb) of Broiniena, the grandson of holy Cren-

lagh (or of Netaqrenalugos) ?" But the query then would be as to the

name Qrenalugos. As to neta, I take it to be equivalent to netta, and
to mean pure, clean, or the like, as I connect it with Welsh nith-io, to

winnow corn ; if so, Nettalami would mean pure-handed or clean-

handed. Here, as the name is already a compound, I should take

neta as a qualifying epithet. I consider the Irish word oi (modern
Irish o, genitive ui or i), as having once begun with a p, but that p
is believed to have disappeared before the separation of the Gauls and
the Goidelo-Kimric Celts ; so one could not consider X as standing forp
here. The genitive oi goes a considerable way to show that mucoi
(Welsh macwy, ' a young man, a groom'), is a compound of it and
some other word : it appears in MS. old Irish as mocu, macu,
&(., resolved later into mac ui. What I have said above of neta is

purely hypothetical. There are other ways of attempting its ex-

planation, especially by reference to cath, ' battle,' and Neid, tbe
war-god of the ancient Irish.
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II. By the Eev. Daniel H. Hatgh, D. D., Erdington.

Mr. Haigh observes :—There are clearly but two ways of reading

the legend :

—

-n • • ( poinetat Trenalueos.
Uroimenas <

l
. , m , , ^

( pometa Itrenalugos.

I should like to see the Broinionas legend, before I say my thought
about the first word ; and with regard to the second, I would remark
that the alien words, naturalized in the Irish language, must not be all

regarded as of Latin origin, but may be partly Greek. Thus treo-

datu is nearer of kin to triads than to trinitat-s. Greek-speaking

missionaries brought Christianity first to Britain ; and, from Britain

either they or their disciples carried it over to Ireland. Under the

auspices of these, some Greek words would be naturalized in Britain,

and in Ireland. Later, the Latin speakers, Palladius and Patricius,

would introduce some Latin words. Now the word poineta or poine-

tat is strikingly like with iroivrjTrjs, on the one hand, and pcenit-ent-s on

the other. But then you say that you have seen a cast of an inscription

in which poi is manifestly a distinct word ; and from this, poi-neta

might be a derivation (diminution or otherwise). Thus I could

attach myself to your theory, that poi-net-at is a derivation from the

Latin, the Irish at representing its Latin equivalent ent, and so that

this legend commemorates, ' penitent Trenalugos ;
' but with

reserves.

Of the thousands of Christian epitaphs which remain from the pri-

mitive times, there is not one which names any one of these classes,

and I cannot recognise your glunlegget as belonging to the third. Like

all the other glum we know, I should fancy this was a soubriquet be-

stowed on Mochoi, descriptive of some peculiarity in his knees ; though
it might be that he was a man of much prayer, and therefore so dis-

tinguished.

So, if the other stone really commemorates a ' penitent,' I should

regard him as one who retired from the world to spend his days in

voluntary penitence ; and though I think the writing and the lan-

guage concur to suggest a considerable interval between the monu-
ments, I cannot help remarking the fact that memorials (possibly)

of a 'penitent,' and of a 'knceler' should be found together. "We
have several instances of places occupied during centuries by several

hermits in succession, and Monataggart may have been such. What
means the name ?

I have not materials sufficient for the mucoi question. A 'Corpus

Insoriptionum Oghaniicarum,' whenever published, may tempt me to

begin.
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III. By Whitley Stokes, LL. D., M. R. I A., Calcutta.

The Monataggart inscription is interesting, and (I doubt not)

rightly transliterated.' Cannot the gg of -legget be read lenget, as in Greek

yy is = vy ? Thus dosreggat for dosrengat occurs in the Liber Mym-
norum, fol. 21 b. top margin. In the Book of Armagh, 17, b. 1,

dir-roggel, 186. 1, and nu^abad stand for dir-ro-n-chel, nu-n-galad ;

and Mr. Hennessy can doubtless supply many other instances. In
the len-get or -slenget which we thus get, we may possibly have the

Old Irish cognate of the Teutonic slingan ' torquere,' and glun(s)lengel

would seem to have been a name or a nickname, meaning one whose
knees were (or whose knee was) twisted. Compare the Latin name
Varus ' knock-kneed.' I merely throw this out as a conjecture for

consideration. I think that in the modern Irish leigim 'I cast'

(= 0. Ir, lecimm :—cf. dol-leci ' he cast,' LH., tar-laic LL) initial

p = Teutonic/, has been lost as usual, and that the word is identical

with the English fling, Old Norse flangia. This, of course, has no
connexion whatever with the Latin lego.

As to the proposed reading of legget as lenget, it may be worth
noting tbat gg = ng is very common in Old and Middle Welsh : e. g.,

loggau, ' naves' (longan, Ir. luing), Lyggesaue (= Lyngesauc for

LOingfecri). See more in Zeuss, Grammatica Celtica, Edn. Ebel, p.

117.

Of the practice of disguising words by the introduction of arbitrary

ingredients, there are, I think, at least three examples in the Amra
Choluimbchille, to wit

:

Col-ua-in \

per metathesim > = Coluin ' flesh.'

Con-ua-il
)

an-ua-im = anim, ' soul.'

In a poem contained in a note to the Eelire, Jan. 15, we find

uas-uc-an, ' above us.'

In the notes on the Amra, contained in Zebor na Huidra, fol. 7 a,

are several examples of the disguising words by the addition of a word
or a syllable. Those are ten-d, 'fire;' terc-da, gand-on ("on" hie exe-

mitur, says the glossographer) and ann-6n. In the poem above referred
to we find dothisat-an.
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[LVII.

—

On Two new Deposits of Human and other "Bones discovered-

in the Cave of Ddnmore, Co. Kilkenny. By Edward T. Hard-
man, F. G. S., F. E. G. S. L]

[Read 22nd of February, 1875.]

REFERENCE NOTE.

This paper, with an illustrative plate (No. 18), and a descriptive

list of the bones found, is printed in the Science portion of the " Pro-

ceedings"—2nd Ser., Yol. II., pp. 168-176.

[LVIII.

—

On the Exploration of Ballybetagh Bog, Co. Dublin.
By Bichard J. Moss.]

[Eead 10th of April, 1876.]

REFERENCE NOTE.

This paper, with a list of the bones of Cervus Megaceros, found in

the cuttings made at Ballybetagh, is printed in the Science division of

the " Proceedings"—2nd Ser., Yol. II., pp. 547-552.
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LIX.

—

On the Ceremonial Turn, called "Desiul." By Saiiuel

Ferguson, Q.C., LL.D., V.P.

[Bead June 12, 1876.]

I wotted preface what I propose to say by adducing a fable, hitherto,

I believe, unexplained, from Hyginus (Fab. ccv.) :

—

" Arge, a huntress, pursuing a stag, said, ' Although thou followest the

course of the Sun, yet will I follow thee ;' at which the Sun, being displeased,

changed her into a doe."

[Arge venatrix, cum cervum sequeretur, cervo dixisse fertur : Tu licet Solis

cursum sequaris, tamen te consequar. Sol, iratus, in cervam earn convertit.]

Ovid has not dignified this fable by admitting it into his Metamor-
phoses ; and Arge' s offence remains only thus obscurely indicated. We
shall find its explanation here in the west of Europe ; but will better

approach it by the way of some further illustration from the Classics.

Plutarch, in his Lives, relates the following incident, which hap-

pened to Marcellus when he led the Eoman Legions against the Gauls,

under their king Yiridomarus :

—

" He was now advancing to the charge, when his horse, terrified with the shouts

of the Gauls, turned short and forcibly carried him back. Marcellus, fearing that

this, interpreted by superstition, should cause some wonder in his troops, quickly

pulled the rein, and, turning his horse again towards the enemy, paid his adorations

to the sun, as if that movement had been made, not by accident but design, for

the Romans always turn round when they worship the Gods."

[

v
H8t7 8e irais els e/j.0o\T]v iiricrTpecpovTos avrov, crwrvyxdvei rbv 'lirirov itTvpeuTa

Tjj yavp6r7]Ti twv iro\e/j.(wv airoTpaireadai Kai /8ia cpepeiv OTrlcra> rbv MdpKeWov. 5

8e tovto Seicras,
fj.7] rapaxvv e

'

K deiffiSaifiovlas ro7s 'Pou/xaiois evepyd<T7]Tcu, raxv
irepHTirdcras i<(>' r\v'iav t£ xaAfi/aJ/zcai Kepiarpiipas rbv 'linrov Ivavriov tols TraiXe/xiois,

rbv rjKiov avrbs irpo<TeKvvricrei>, &s 5tj [XT] Kara tvxv\v aAA' eveKa rovrov rrj

irepiayoiyrj ^pTjcra^e^os, ovtoo yap edos earl 'Pwfiaiois irpoffKvveiv tovs deobs irepi-

aTpe<pofx£vovs.~\

If we inquire how it was that Marcellus, in his career, performed
the ceremonial of worshipping the sun, we may refer again to the same
source, where, in his Life of JSTuma, Plutarch,—after stating that the
Pythagoreans place the element of fire in the centre of the Universe,
supposing the earth " not to be without motion, nor situated in the
centre of the world, but to make its revolution round the sphere of
fire,"—goes on to say, " Many of his institutions resemble those of
Pythagoras; as, inter alia, to turn round when you worship;" and
adds

—

" The turning round in adoration is said to represent the circular motion of the
world. But I rather think that, as the temples opened towards the East, suchasentered
them, necessarily turning their backs upon the rising sun, made a half turn to that
quarter, in honour of the God of day, and then completed the circle as well as their
devotion "3 with their faces towards the God of the temple."

SEK. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. & ANTIQ. 3 B
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Classical and gentile antiquity abounds with evidences of some kind
of rotation forming part of the ceremonial of religious worship. Thus,

Lucretius (Be Her. Nat. v. 1197) shows us the worshipper making his

gyration before the pillar-stone :

—

" Call it not Piety that oft you're found
Veiled, at the standing-stone, to make your round."

[Nee pietas ulla est velatum ssepe videri

Yertier ad lapidem.]

And when it became customary to pay divine honours to the Caesars,

this was part of the ritual, the discredit of introducing which is ascribed

to Vitellius

—

" A man," says Suetonius, " wondrously accomplished in the adulatory arts,

who was the first to adore Caius Caesar as a God ; when, on his.'retum from Syria,

he durst not approach him otherwise than with veiled head, turning round, and
then prostrating himself."

[Miri in adulando ingenii primus Caium Csesareni adorari ut deum instituit,

cum, reversus ex Syria, non aliter adire ausus esset quam capite velato, eircumver-

tensque se, deinde procumbens." Vitell. c. 2.]

In the Eastern practice, so introduced, the earth was touched with
the forehead. This appears to have been the form of adoration offered

to the Irish idol Crom, and may explain the nature of the prostrations

from which the scene of this worship had its name, 3£oy- Slecht = Campus
prostrationis. One of the more obscure of our old Irish texts is that

part of the Bintisenchus in the Book of Lecan which describes the fanatic

zeal of King Tigernmas and his subjects in casting themselves down
before this idol, till they ruptured their nails, and fractured their knees

and noses. We may now understand that they did not thus fling them-

selves to the ground till after they had become dizzied by a dervish-

like rotatory preparation.

Since O'Connor declared his inability to render the older portion of

the Irish text, a great advance has been made in our means of getting

at meanings hidden under corrupted transcripts ; and in the hope that

something more may be extracted from the poem which baffled

O'Connor, I have ventured to transcribe it, and place my copy, such

as it is, before the eyes of Celtic scholars. The portion left un-

attempted by O'Connor begins at " Sunda" :

—

Mag slecht canas ro hainnim^^. nin. And robai ri idal erind .1. in crom
cruach agus da idal dec do clochaib ime agus eisium do or agus ise bead de each

do each lucht rogob erind co toracht padraic. Is do daidbras cet gene cacha sotha

agusprimgene cacha cloiwdi is chuco rosiacht tigernmas mac ollaich ri ~Exind diasamna

co firu agus comna Urind imalle dia adrad coroslechtadar uile fiadu corofsemadar

tul an edan agus maeth asron agus faircleada anglun agus corra a nuilleand cone-

bladar teora ceathroiwe fer nerend on a slechtaib sin m«g slecht.

Sunda nobid idal

ard coniniadnch. diarbo com aiwm in

crow cruach tuc do each thuaith beitA cawsitA.

Truaid in ruin do adraidis gseidil guir. uad

rochuiwdcidie cancbain andail andil domman&air.
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Ba he an dia in crow crwaich co niwad cia. in luchtain

ereid as each cuan a flaithis buan nochws bia.

Do cheand mbuad marbdais a clanw tosach

truad. coniwad nguil agus ngair a fuil dadail in crom cruach.

Blicht is ith uad rochui«dgidis for rith. tar cend
trin a sotha slain fa mor angraiw isangrith.

Is dosi« roslechtaidis gseidil gloi«. is diadrad ilar necht

ita magslec/;t arinmoig.

Tame tigerwmas triath temra thall. aidchi samna lin asloig ro

bai damna broiw don banw.

Laised ole bnailsed basabruidsed corp. acai re demon rws.

Dajra fersad frasa faena folc.

Marba fir slnaigna banba combri mbil.

im Tigemmas do glan tuaith dacLrad chruim chraaich nim«<s cin.

Uair adgen sed ceathroiwe gasideal ger. fear amb
eathaid truag insas nidechaid can bas na bel.

Im chrom chruaich and roslechtaidis na sluaig.

fiadus fuc fo melaib mairb lenaid a aiwni do» moigthuaid.

Xasreathaib tria idail cloch focheathair. fri

saebad faserb in slog dealb inchruiwj dor do deachaid.

O bae iflaith erenioiw ah- dfear in raith. adrad
ro bai for na clacha co tiacht padraic macha maith.

Ord do;« chrhim rogob obaithis co bunw. no dictdr can gallacht

nganw intairracht robai anw sunw. s.u.n.d. Lib. Lectin, p. 500 a.

It will be observed that the obscurity arises in great measure from
the divisions of the lines of the manuscript not tallying with the
divisions of the lines of the rhythm, and from these latter, although
indicated by points in some instances, not being so in all.

Welsh tradition also furnishes us with an example of the rotatory

form of idol-worship on the Continent, in the 6th century. In the

Life of Saint Sampson (Lib. Land. p. 21) one of the incidents turns

on the resuscitation of a youth who had fallen from his horse, and
broken his neck, whilst riding round an idol amongst other worshippers
" profano ritu bacchantes," at a place called Tricurrum, in Brittany:

—

" Puer quidam equo insidens, et circa idolum currens, ad terrain corruit, frac-

toque collo mortuus jacuit."

"We now perceive that it was, in part at least, by riding his horse
in a round that Marcellus paid his seeming act of adoration ; but it

does not yet appear whether it was a round by the right hand or by
the left. Here Plutarch will again assist us. It is now from his

Camillus I cite the account of an incident (related also by Livy, v.,

c. 21) which occurred while Camillus was making an impassioned
appeal to the Gods :

—

" While he spoke, and, as is the custom of Roman worshippers in offering

prayer, turned himself round right-hand-wise, he slipped and fell."

[TavTo. elirtbv, KaOdirep iffrl 'Pu/xaiois e9os, inev^afievoLS Kal irpo(TKWr](xaaiv,

€7ri 8e|ia i^eXirreiv, iffcpaKi) TrepicrrpecpS/j.fyos.']

The action of Camillus in the utterance of his prayer may explain

that of the Irish druid Cathbad, who, we are told in the Book of

Fenagh, used to utter his vaticinations, "desiul" right-hand-wise,.
3B 2
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turning, we may presume, in a like gyration :
—" Desiul do nid Cath-

bad drat each faitsine." (Book of Fenagh, p. 266).

To the evidence of Plutarch I may acid that of Plautus. In one-

of his comedies, Phcedromus says,
'

' Which way to turn myself I know
not." Palinurus jestingly replies :

—" If you worship the Gods, right-

hand-wise, I apprehend." [Ph. " Quo me vertam nescio." Pa. "Si
Deos salutes, dextroversum censeo." (Curculio, i. i. 69.)]

I may also add the evidence of Yalerius Flaccus (Argon. viiL

243) :—
" Here, where this altar now receives thy vows,
Comes young iEsonides and comes his spouse.

Together they approach, together pray
;

Pollux advanced the nuptial torches' ray
And ritual water, while, in holy round,

Eight-hand-ways they together tread the ground."

[Inde uhi sacrificas cum conjuge venit ad aras

.ZEsonides, unaque adeunt pariterque precari

Incipiunt. Ignem Pollux undamque jugalem
Prcetulit ut dextrum pariter vertantur in orbem.j

Seeing, then, that a round to the right was a ceremonial obser-

vance having some religious reference to the sun, we may conclude

that Arge's stag was running in that direction, and that her offence-

consisted in referring profanely to an act of solar adoration.

Let it not he thought that the lower creation are outside the notice

of observers of such ceremonials. I shall now draw from a source

nearer home ; and, passing over a great tract of time and the entire

expanse of Europe, present you the same ideas, as they subsisted

down to our own time, and among a people nearly related to our-

selves. Martin, in his instructive and truly agreeable description of

the Western Islands of Scotland, furnishes us with a great variety of

instances of the practice of the ceremonial turn called the Dessil, as

observed by the natives of those remote parts of the old world. Hav-
ing described the " dessil," which is performed by carrying fire in the

right hand (whence he seems to think the word derived) round home-
steads, and round women before churching, and infants before baptism,

he says :

—

" Some of the poorer sort of people in these islands retain the custom of perform-

ing these rounds sun-ways, about the persons of their benefactors, three times, when
they bless them and wish good success to all their enterprizes. Some are very

careful, when they set out to sea, that the boat be first rowed about sun-ways ; and,

if this be neglected, they are afraid their voyage may prove unfortunate."
" I had the ceremony paid me when on the Island of Ua, by a poor woman,

after I had given her an alms. I desired her to let alone that compliment, for I

did not care for it ; hut she insisted to make those three ordinary turns, and then

prayed that God and Mac Charmig, the patron saint of that island, might bless and
prosper me in all my designs and affairs." (Western Islands, p. 118.)

Amongst other instances, Martin also tells us, in his account of

the Island of Fladda :

—

" There's abundance of sea-fowl that come to hatch their young in the isle ; the

coulter-nebs are very numerous here. It comes in the middle of March, and goes

away in the middle of August ; it makes a tour round the isle sun-ways, before it
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settles on the ground, and another at going away in August, which ceremony is

much approved by the tenant of the isle, and is one of the chief arguments he makes
use of for making the like round as he sets out to sea with his boat.

" There is a great flock of plovers, that come to this isle from Skie, in the be-

ginning of September ; they return again in April, and are said to be near two
thousand in all. I told the tenant he might have a couple of them at every meal
during the Winter and Spring, but my motion seemed very disagreeable to him

;

for he declared he had never once attempted to take any of them, though he might
if he would ; and at the same time told me he wondered how I could imagine that

he would be so barbarous as to take the lives of such innocent creatures as come to

him only for self-preservation." {Western Islands, p. 167.)

If the plovers were safe in the humanity of this generous islander,

we may conclude that the Coulter-neb was equally so in his religious

regards, and may well believe that he would have considered any
molestation of it, while making its round, to be a great offence and
justly punishable by some mark of heavenly displeasure.

The language of Martin may also solve a further question which
the Classical examples will have raised in our minds but failed to satisfy.

Why should a ceremonial turn to the right be more appropriate to the

worship of Apollo than a turn to the left ? Tbe answer is : Because
that was the turn "sun-ways," as Martin expresses it; being, in

other words, the idea that Plutarch, in Kuma, suggests by saying that

the Trepta-Tpocfir] i-vl Se^td was a symbol of the cosmical rotation ; and, in

turning round or performing a circuit from left to right, or right-hand-

vi-wise, we so far follow the course of the sun, that, whilst looking

southward, the motion we make accompanies the apparent path of the

sun in the heavens ; and, in completing the circuit, whilst facing the

north, our motion corresponds to the sun's returning progress under
the horizon ; and, if we followed the course of the luminary so much
farther north as to give a continuous view of its apparent progress,

would correspond to it all round.

But, in latitudes south of the Equator, these motions should be re-

versed ; and if we would follow the course of the sun there, we should

turn from right to left, or left-hand-m-wise, which may afford a pretty

sure argument that the practice originated in our northern hemisphere.
To the spectator regarding such a round from a fixed point, it is

obvious that what in the more distant part of the course is, as regards
him, from left to right, will, in the nearer semicircle, appear from
right to left—as, for example, the horses that start in a race are at

first seen by the spectator to pass from right to left, then, at the
farther side of the course to repass from left to right. But the course
of the race itself is, all the while, according to ancient observance,
from left to right, cVt <5e£ict, dextroversum, right-hand-m-wise, and
according to the course of the sun.

The same course of movement is taken by all processions. It is

the turn which the host gives to the service of his table, which the
house-wife gives to her spinning-wheel, and the soldier to his bran-
dished weapon. That it results from some physiological impulse to

use the right hand in preference to the left, and to use its inward and
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upward action in preference to its outward and upward, is perhaps the-

true solution of the practice. But, however it may have originated,

it is to its agreement with the course of the sun that regard appears

to have been had in its adoption into the ceremonial of religion.

The apparent reversal of the motion, according to the side froni

which we regard the moving object, has been a fruitful source of seem-
ing contradictions. In a passage of Pliny's twenty-eighth book of

"Natural History (c. 5) a statement is made which has led to much of

this kind of confusion :

—

" In the act of adoration, we cany the right hand to the lips, and turn round
onr whole body, -which the Gauls esteem it religiosius to do left-hand-wise."

[In adorando dextram ad osculum referimus totuinque corpus crrcumagimus,
quod in lsevum fecisse Galli religiosius credunt.]

Here note the kissing of the right hand, which probably formed
part of the demonstration made by Marcellus towards the sun, as he
reined his horse into the " right-wheel." ~SVe may also here observe

the common idea which connects the Greek irpoo-Kvelv, "to worship"
(literally "to kiss"), with the less favoured derivation of the Latin
adorare—"mamim ad os admovere ;" and in this connexion we may
glance at that phrase of Job :

—

" If I beheld the sun which shined, or the moon walking in brightness ; if my
heart hath been secretly enticed, or my mouth hath kissed my hand." (xxxL
26, 27.)

Now, Pliny, as he has been generally understood, seems here to draw
this distinction between the Gaulish and Eoman modes, that whereas-

the Romans used to turn right-hand-ways, in their worship, the Gauls,.

on the contrary, thought it more proper to turn left-hand-ways.

Considering the intimate associations between Gaul and the British

Isles, in Cassar's time, in all matters of religion, and the religious-

observance in these islands, down to the present day, of the Latin

"round" (for we may still see it practised at all our "stations" and
places of pilgrimage), it appears difficult, at first sight, to give credit

to this statement of Pliny. It is, apparently, in direct contradiction

to what Athenaeus (iv. p. 152) adduces froni Posidonius, as to the-

custom of the Celts :
—" They worship the Gods, turning round to the

right,"—"Tor? 0€ov? 7rpo<TKvvovariv IttI Se£ia crrpee/>o//.evoi."

In commenting on it, Hermolaus Barbaras, Pliny's first editor, whose
note has been transmitted through subsequent editions, falls into great

confusion, owing, apparently, to his regarding the movement at one

time in the point of view of a spectator, and, at another, of an actor..

" Contrariwise," says he, "the Eomans turned themselves roundfrora

the right towards the left [where he ought to have said " froni the-

left towards the right"], which our priests at the present day re-

ligiously take care to do, in their turns at the altar
;
quite differently

from those ancient Gauls who turned themselves left-hand-ways, and
wheeled round from left to right" [where he ought to have said
« from right to left"].
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[Roxnani e contrario a dextra sinistram versus in orbem convertebant sese

;

quod et a nostris sacerdotibus in suis ad aram conversionibus bodie religiosissime

observatur ; aliter atque prisci illi Galli, qui sinistrorsum et a leeva dextram versus

circumagebantur. (Flm. Hist. Nat., Ed. JDelph., loc. cit.) ]

Neither has modern ingenuity been more successful in explaining

Pliny's meaning. Toland, writing in 1815, thus attempts it; hut
falls, as will be seen, into no less confusion :

—

" Tbe vulgar in tbe Islands never come to tbe ancient sacrificing and fire-hallow-

ing cams, but tbey walk tbree times round tbem, from east to west, according to

tbe course of tbe sun. Tbis sanctified tour, or round by tbe soutb, is called deisul

(dextrorsuni), as tbe unhallowed contrary one by tuapholl {sinistrorsum "). . .

" Tbis custom was used tbree thousand years ago, and God knows bow long before,

by their ancestors, tbe ancient Gauls, of tbe same religion with tbem: who turned

round right-hand-wise, wben tbey worshipped their Gods, as Athenieus (lib. iv.

p. 152) informs us out of Posidonius, a much older writer :
' Tous theous prosJcu-

nousi epi ta dexia strephomenoi.' Nor is this contradicted, but clearly confirmed

by Pliny, who says that the Gauls, contrary to the Romans, turned to the left in their

religious ceremonies ; for, as they began their worship towards the east, so they
turned about, as our Islanders do now, from east to west, according to the course of

the sun, that is, from right to left [?], as Pliny has observed ; whereas the left was,

among the Romans, reputed the right in Augury, and in all devotions concerning

it. . . It is, perhaps, from this respectfrd turning from east to west, that we
retain the custom of drinking over the left thumb, or as others express it, according

to the course of the sun, the breaking of which order is reckoned no small impro-
priety, if not a downright indecency, in Great Britain and Ireland. And no wonder,
since this, if you have faith in Homer, was the custom of the Gods themselves.

Yulcan, in the first book of the Iliad, filling a bumper to his mother Juno :

—

' To th' other Gods, going round from right to left,

Skinked nectar sweet which from full flask he poured.'

"

Letters to Lord Muncaster, pp. 142-5.

Toland's argument, if at all acceptable to the reason, is this : The
right was deemed left, and vice versa, in Augury ; so that when Pliny

says the Gauls turned to the left, he speaks as an Augur and means to

the right ; which were little to the credit of a writer of Pliny '3

accuracy.

"Whatever differences existed between Roman and Greek augurial

usage, the popular Latin "right" and "left" corresponded strictly, as

with the Celts, to south and north. Columella has fixed the application

of sinistrum to the north. Bess and dextrum must, consequently, agree

in meaning as in verbal identity with "south" and "right" in both.

And indeed, the more closely these augurial anomalies are ex-

amined, the less will the substantial difference be found to be. It

would be erroneous to say that omens in the left part of heavens were
deemed auspicious. The omens that were reputed lucky were those

coming from the left and towards the right, and vice versa, in sub-

stantial consistency with the "Desiul." Thus, Dion. Halicarnass. ex-

plains the " intonuit Icevum : " tlOcvtcu Se Pw/Aaioi ras ck *tw apicrTepuv

iirl to. Sefia a<rTp<nra<; alcriov;. (Lib. ii., ad init.)
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Infinite confusion, however, has resulted from these seeming con-
trarieties ; and Cicero has not failed to turn them to account in his

commentary on the fatidical pretensions of the Augurs :

—

"Bat what convenient or coherent consistency is there amongst Augiirs ? Ennius
says, agreeably to our augurial custom

:

' "When favoring Jove through clear skies thundered left.'
1

But your Homeric Ajax (Ulysses, II. ix. 236), making some complaint, I know
not what, to Achilles concerning the ferocity of the Trojans, delivers himself
thus

:

' Good omens Jove bestows them, thundering right.''

So that what our Augurs deem better, and call ' left,' appears to the Greeks and
Barbarians as 'right.'"

[Quae autem est inter Augures conveniens et conjuncta constantia ? Ad nostri

Augurii consuetudinem dixit Ennius :

' Quum tonuit lsevum bene tempestate serena.'

At Homericus Ajax (Ulysses, II. ix. 236), apud Achillem quserens de ferocitate

Trojanorum nescio quid, hoc modo nunciat

:

' Prospera Juppiter his dextris fulgoribus edit.'

Ita nobis sinistra, videntur Gracis et barbaris dextra meliora." (De Div. 1. ii.

c. 39.)]

Neither need the evSe£ia of Homer perplex our judgment. The
cups going right-hand-wise can only be said to go "from right to

left" through the nearer semicircle, but must be deemed to be borne
from left to right, if we regard the person of the cup-bearer. Never-
theless, in this exposition of Toland's, the fact appears which, had he
perceived its relevancy, might have given him the true clue for find-

ing his way out of Pliny's labyrinth ; namely, that Tuathpholl, or the

turn to the left, is deemed the " unhallowed" one, in contradistinction

to the desiul, or "sanctified tour round by the south," where, re-

membering that the spectator is supposed to regard the east, the turn

is necessarily dextrorsum.

The mention of the " unhallowed" turn to the left will recal

various examples of things sinister in the double sense of being " left"

and "unlucky." I dare say there might be assembled under the

head wither'shins, which, in Lowland Scottish, expresses the leftward

turn, a large array of examples from our folk-lore and popular phrase-

ology—from the witch-prayer and the humiliatory bend in heraldry to

the common expression " over the left shoulder."

I am not aware of any direct evidence that in the Celtic practice

of " turning the stones," such as the clocha Ireca at Innismurry, when
imprecating evil on one another, the practisers of this rite turn them
sinistrorsum ; but suppose the fact is in accordance with the general

inauspiciousness ascribed to that movement.
The bardic history of the Battle of Moyrath affords a notable ex-

ample. Sweeny, son of Colman, having incurred a curse, is assailed
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in tlie battle by swarms of left-wheeling demons in the air, "ina

tarmanaib troma . . tuaithbel, gan tairisium" (Cath. M. B. 230),

which, as in the similar case of Merlin at Ardericld, drive him into

a fatidical madness. Another probable example is supplied by a MS.
illustration of the account given by Giraldus Cambrensis of a cere-

monial circuit performed by contracting parties, among the Irish of

the twelfth century, each in turn carrying the other on his shoulders

three times round the church :

—

" Sub religionis et pacis obtentu, ad sacrum aliqueni locum conveniunt :—deinde

ter circa ecclesiam se invicem portant." {Top. Sib. c. xxii.)

The scribe who has illustrated this test, about to appear amongst

the "Facsimiles of National MS S. of Ireland," has, by a singular,

though possibly a chance, coincidence, shown them making their

circuit left-hand-wise, which would be quite consistent as imprecatory

of misfortune in the event of a violation of the pact. But no great

reliance can be placed on those illustrations which are the work of an

Anglo-Norman scribe, nor does Gerald himself say anything to deter-

mine the direction in which the parties made their round.

"With these considerations before the mind, we may approach the

religiosius of Pliny with a better prospect of ascertaining the true

meaning in which he has employed it. Religiosus is a word of many
meanings, having relation to superstitious and execrable, as well as

pious observances. Amongst its other forces, it signifies unlucky,

ominous, inauspicious, forbidden

:

" Religiosi dies dicuntur tristi online infames, inipeditique." (Gell. 1. iv. c. 9.)
41 Majores nostri funestiorem diem esse voluerunt Alliensis pugnas quani urbis

captse :—Itaque alter religiosus etiam nunc dies." {Cic. TJpist. ad Attic, lib. ix. 5).
" Xsevos in facie tondere religiosum babent etiam nimcmulti." (Plin. 1. sxviii. c. 4),

and the other examples in Forcellini, sub voce, where it appears plainly

that religiosus, in this acceptation, is strictly the equivalent of what,

among the Irish Celts is called gaes= " prohibitio," or, as has been
pointed out to me by Mr. Hennessy, in the language of other old

populations, something "taboo." Thus, it was deemed religiosum

for a man to enter the Temple of Bona Dea; religiosum to eat the

•crop grown on certain fields which, therefore, were cast into the Tiber;

and, generally, in the words of Aelius Gallus, cited by Pestus, religiosum

for a man to do a forbidden thing in the doing of which he should
appear to contravene the will of the Gods. O'Donovan in his

definition of geis (Book of Bights, xlv,)—" any thing or act forbidden,

because of the ill-luck which would result from its doing,"—comes
nearer the reason of the thing than the Classical expositor. I fail

to find an exact equivalent in the English language ; but the Low-
land Scotch " uncanny" expresses the meaning exactly, and in

this sense we seem to obtain a comprehension of the true meaning of

Pliny, whose words we may now render:—"When we adore the

<Gods, we raise the right hand to the lips, and turn ourselves entirely
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round, which the Gauls deem it a direful thing to do left-hand-ways;'*"

in other words, that the turn, which was usually practised towards
the right by the Romans, was sometimes, on occasions of imprecatory
or malignant appeals to the Gods, practised by the Gauls to the leftL

There remains still another cause of confusion in the idea that

Gods and men looked at the world from opposite points of view, so-

that what was right in the language of men was left in that of the

Gods. The notion may have arisen among the Greek Augurs, who
regarded the northern heavens as the abode of the divinities ; or it

may look to some older and more general idea of a celestial region, to

arrive at which one should travel " beyond the blameless Ethiopians:"
but, whencesoever derived, it seems to account for some at least of the

discrepancies that beset us in this obscure inquiry. Thus, assuming the

oracle of Aesculapius to use this ambidextrous language, in prescribing

the course which the blind man Caius should take from right to left

of that God's altar, as recorded in the inscription commemorating the

cures effected by Aesculapius, in his temple on the Insula Tiberina

(Gruter," lxxi. 1), we might reconcile that " right to left" with the-

" left to right" of the common formula :

—

" In those days, the God directed as to one Caius, a blind man ; let him come-

to the sacred altar, and kneel ; let him come from the right-hand side to the left,,

and put his five fingers on the altar, and let him raise his hand and put it on his.

own eyes. And he saw aright in the presence of the people," &c.

[Autcus ra?s rj/x€pais Taiqi rivi rv<p\w exptHJ-drio'ev e\0e7v £ttI rb tepbv {irjpi.a,

Kal TrpocrKvurjcrai, eJra airb rod Se^iov i\9e?v eirl rb apicrrepbv Kal delvai robs irepre

SaitTvAovs iirdvoi rov firifiaTOS, Kal apai rrjV %e 'Pa Ka ^ ^ 7r ^ OeTvai £ttI robs Idiovs

6cpda\/j.obs, Kal bpQbv avefiXttye rov di}fj.ov wapecrrwros, k. r. A. (Gruter, lxxi. l.)l

The subject at this point will hardly appear otherwise than trivial;

but we are here amongst ideas which lie at the basis of certain observ-

ances in mediaeval Christian architecture, of some solid relevancy to>

modern life, and very well worthy of further examination.
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LX.

—

On a Coincidence between a Babylonian Cuneiform Inscrip-

tion op Nebuchadnezzar, and a Passage in the Book op Daniel.
By Denis Crofton, Esq., B. A., M. B. I. A.

[Eead June 14, 1875.]

I wish to direct your attention shortly to a coincidence between a

part of Nebuchadnezzar's eight-line cuneiform brick inscription, and a

passage referring to the same king, in the Book of Daniel, chap, iv.,

verses 26, 27, (29, 30, Eng. Auth. Version).

The part of the inscription alluded to may be found in Oppert,

"Expedition Scientifique en Mesopotamie," tome.n., page 277, as.

under :

—

*h -< ET • SffT • if- • If ^T • -*m «=!
'i — NTT — MA. HEKAL. A - NA. MU — SA — AB.

33P ^ftrf HP mi-
SAR — RU — TI - YA.

m ^y . ^ ^eyy ey^y . —-] E^y yfe/.

I - NA. IR - SI. IT BAB - ILTJ.

Ef-f • \tr fffi • sf ti m Ie> • M ST EST eeT-
SA. EI - RLB. BA - BI - LIT. 'i - PIT US. VA.

The Babylonian or Assyrian words in this passage have their ana-

logues in Hebrew, thus :

—

lInuma corresponds with Jill/. Sehal, signifying a "palace," is

a complex monogram or ideogram, compounded of lit correspond-

ing with JV3, and rab with 3"1- Ana is an Assyrian preposi-

tion, and answers to 7 ; mused) is a derivative from 3£^K> equivalent

to the Hebrew 3££^ ; sarrutiya is one from a correspondent to *T"|&*

being a derived noun with a pronominal suffix ; ina is another Assy-

rian preposition, and corresponds with 3.
',

'itstt with IH tf . Babilu

is the first time here, expressed ideographically, as 33 /bs ITII
" Gate of the God of the deluge," and with an ideogram for a country,

(syllabically hi) after it. Sa answers to J£J or ") tf/$ ; kirib corre-

sponds to 3"! P. Babilu is next given, spelt phonetically. 'Ipusva
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comes from a Babylonian or Assyrian root, t^^J/, or W2V, the

grammatical forms of which constantly occnr, but to which there is

no direct correspondent in the sense used here, known in the other

Semitic languages.* The signification of it, however, is thoroughly

established from its use in the Behistan and other trilingual inscrip-

tions, to render the ancient Persian kar, the equivalent of the Sanskrit

root c£ hri to "do" or "make."

The literal translation is as follows :

—

" I say the palace (or great house) for the seat of my principality

in the land of Babylon which (is) the centre of Babylon I have made."

The passage in Daniel, ch. iv., is :

—

*h arnrte byn-hy nfrjppiti pn-p_ nvpb ver.26.

s^nnn bnz wrrxi xhn -iesi xzhn nw Ter - 2T -

t : - v t t t -: - t : t : - • t

: i-j-rn npb] ^;pn ^m is^d no*? n^n n^-n
The literal rendering of this is :

—

Ver. 26.—" At the end of twelve months he was walking upon the

palace of the kingdom which (is) of Babylon."

Yer. 27.—"The king spoke, and said, Is not this itself Babylon

the great which I have built it for a house of a kingdom, by the might

of my strength and for the honour of my majesty."

The self-exaltation of Nebuchadnezzar comes out from the history

in the two records, and they have a remarkable agreement. In both

he brings himself forward as the founder of the royal palace, which

appears in Daniel, iv. 27, to have the expression "Babylon" applied

to it, as the same is also to the "kingdom" in ver. 26.

This inscription possesses the special interest of being, so far as I

am aware, the only instance in which a distinguished character of an-

cient history has recorded, upon monuments of his own, and using the

first person, the same event which he is also stated to have celebrated,

with the use of the same person, in a passage of the sacred writings.

* This root, and under the form of ttOJ?> occurs hut once in the Old Testament

(Joel, chap, i., ver. ] 7), where it has the meaning of " withering," " is rotten."

—

(Eng. Auth. Version.)
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LXL

—

On the Book op Letnster and its Contents.

By Professor O'Loonet, M.B.I. A., F.B.H.S.

[Read 13th. January, 1873.]

The Manuscript in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, styled the
" Book of Leinster," has for many years past been regarded as of very

high importance in connexion with the early history and language of

Ireland. For some time this manuscript was supposed to have been

the ancient te&b&p gtinne-o^ Loc<\, or Book of Glendalough, under

which title it was quoted by Dr. Petrie in his " Essay on the Anti-

quities of Tara Hill
;

" but subsequently it was ascertained by Pro-

fessor O'Curry to be the Book of Leinster. This discovery was first

made known by the late Bev. Dr. Todd, in his edition of the Irish

Nennius, published by the Irish Archaeological Society in 1848, and
the manuscript has been since known as the Book of Leinster. A
number of entries occur in the body of the book which enable us to

fix the age and to identify the writer of the work. A few illustra-

tions will serve the present purpose :

—

At folio 16, a. a., page [31], commences a poem ascribed to Cinaed
TJa Artacain, on the manner and places of death of a number of

warriors, chiefly Ultonians, whose names occur in our ancient tales,

and who flourished between the time of Conor Mac Nessa, King of

Ulster at the time of the Crucifixion, and Piannachta, the Festive

Monarch of Erin, who died a.d. 693. At page [32], col. 1, line 2,

ten quatrains are interpolated, by which the chain of historical events

is carried down from the death of Piannachta to the Battle of Moin
Mor, fought a.d. 1151, by Torlough O'Conor, King of Connaught, and
Dermot MacMurrogh, King of Leinster, with their united forces,

against Torlough O'Brien, King of Munster, and his Dalcassian fol-

lowers, of whom it is stated that seven thousand fell in this battle.

The following entries on the margin, all written in the original

hand, indicate the extent of the interpolation, and show clearly that

the verses added as well as the writing may be attributed to Pind
[O'Gorman], Bishop of Kildare, who died a.d. 1160 :

—

Inc ur^ue Cin^et) cecmic—"Hie usque Cinaed cecinit." And
at the next line is added: ptro eppcop C1VI1 t)A]\A hie ^"0"Oit)ir

—

" Find Bishop of Kildare added this." And again, at the end of the
part interpolated, there is a marginal title ascribing the two last

verses to the original author. It runs thus: Cm^et) 1nc uenrum
cecimu—" Cinaed hie versum cecinit."

"We have now no power to ascertain the original size or bulk of the
manuscript, but the following entries may be interesting in consider-

ing the question.

Folio 116, page [231], foot margin, the following entry occurs in a
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handabout three hundred years old :—1re tm "oo 'ouibteojMb pt inn
LeAb&fifo 1 cine "otnbbeo^^ if "oeicb pchic icep bee ocur mop.
em^-tro <jui -pc]iibpc in -pirn /ynnpA gpi&n&n . . . ipirnun&ch
in bb^'OAin TO/vm—" The number of leaves contained in this book
is five leaves and ten score (205) including both the small and the
large ones. Emand [Edmund] qui scripsit the enumeration in the
Grianan . . . Irisnunach in this year in which I am."

A subsequent entry on the blank page [105] shows a deficit of five

folios : -oucenuA pobiA. <\utse peppupmxi rmpo tibpo, which may
be rendered—" Two hundred folios which I have cursorily gone over
in this wonderful book." And it is quite evident from the following
entry on the foot margin of p. [259] that the leaves had become de-
tached and distributed between different persons so early as the year
1583. tThp in hlcsX) "oo bebop &n cbobb^ig aca &p i&p\ch at:

l^eAAn OClieipin octir* i-ppe&pp pernm An ch^bb-M^b -pem "oiom

niA peienu q-e^&n. Anno t)omini 1583. " I am the portion of

the Colbach's book which is on loan with John O'Ceirin (Kerin), and
the title of the Calbhach himself to me is better than the title of John.
Anno Domini 1583."

The detachment and distribution of the manuscript in this manner
led to the loss of several staves and folios of the vellum, as is evident
from the various gaps and chasms now remaining, and from the fact

that eleven folios of it have been discovered in the manuscript collection

at St. Isidore's at Rome. These folios, too, appear to have been de-

tached at an early date, and to have been lent for literary purposes.

Dr. Todd throws out the conjecture (n.^ p. 376) that they might have
been lent to Colgan, yet he does not say by whom. Though Colgan's
handwriting remains, in three different places on the detached folios, to

testify that they were in his possession, there is reason to believe that

they became detached long before his time ; that they came into his

possession indirectly, and that they were regarded by him as belong-

ing to the Franciscan Convent of Donegal. The following are the
three entries in Colgan's handwriting, already referred to:—(1). On
the front of the vellum wrapper in which the manuscript is bound :

" Martyrologium Tamlactense et opuscula St. JEngusii Keleiei.'
n

(2). On
the second folio, page 1, foot margin, is the following: " Exlibrit
Conventus Dungallensis ;" and (3) on the last folio of the stave, page 2,

foot margin, the same note is repeated.

At folio clxxxxvii., page [269], the following entry, written in

English characters and in a hand about two hundred years old, points

to a gap of eight folios—a full stave—between folios clxxxxvi. and
clxxxxvii., pages [268-9], where, notwithstanding the consecutiveness

of the old pagination, there is a chasm as indicated ; the tale of the

Inebriety of the Ultonians terminating abruptly with folio clxxxxvi.,

page [268], and followed at folio clxxxxvii., page [269], by the story

of the destruction of Dindrigh. I have noted down all such defects in

my examination of this manuscript, and shall mention them further on.
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Of the contents of the Book of Leinster, a general description was
;given by the late Professor 0' Curry in his Lectures on the Manuscript

Materials of Irish History.

After having described Leabhar na h-Uidhri, since published in

lithographic facsimile by the Academy, he proceeds (pp. 186-8) :

—

The next ancient book which I shall treat of is that at present known under the

title of the Book of Leinster. It can be shown from various internal evidences, that

this volume was either compiled or transcribed in the first half of the twelfth cen-

tury, by Finn Mac Gorman, Bishop of Kildare, who died in the year 1160 ; and
that it was compiled by order of Aodh Mac Crimthainn, the tutor of the notorious

Dermod Mac Murroch, the king of Leinster, who first invited Earl Strongbow and
the Anglo-Xormans into Ireland, in the year 1169.

The book was evidently compiled for Dermod, under the superintendence of hia

tutor, by Mac Gorman, who had probably been a fellow-pupil of the king. In
support of this assertion, I need only transcribe the following entry, which occurs

in the original hand at the end of folio 202, page b (now p. [288]) of the book :

—

"becA ocu-p flAinue 6 put) epfcop (.1. Citti T)aj\a)* -do AeortiAc Cpirrt-

CAin, •oo pip teijinT) Aijvo pij techi TtloJA (.1. TIuatjau),-)- ocur "do com-
Apbu ColAitn true CjvmicAiiro, ocur •oo pfmri-fenchA-ro LAigen aj\ JAep
ocur eotuf , ocur cpebAipe tebup, ocur perfA ocur pojtomniA ocur rcpib-

CAp •OAtn -oeipeo in -pceoib bicre co cuince duiu a Aeo ArnnAir, Apip cor in

riAobott-mAif ; CiAn po picem t>oo[?] h-inpiAip, i miAn OAm oo bic cum
oomgnAO. CuccAp "OArn TDUAnAipe THic boriAin con pAiccrmr a ciaVIa ha
ti-ouau piLeu Ann. ec UAte in Chpifco, ecc.

" Benediction and health from Finn, the Bishop of Kildare, to Aedh Hugh
Mac Crimthainn,ike tutor of the chief king of Leth Mogha, Nuadat [or of Leinster

and Munster], successor of Colum, the son of Crimthann, and chief historian of

Leinster in wisdom, intelligence, and the cultivation of books, knowledge, and
learning. And I write the conclusion of this little tale for thee, acute

Aedh ! [Hugh] thou possessor of the sparkling intellect. May it be long before

we are without thee. It is my desire that thou shouldst be always with us.

Let Mac Lonan's book of poems be given to me, that I may understand the
sense of the poems that are in it ; and farewell in Christ," &c.

This note must be received as sufficient evidence to bring the date of this valu-

-able manuscript within the period of a man's life, whose death, as a Catholic bishop,

happened in the year 1160, and who was, I believe, consecrated to the ancient see

of Kildare, in the year 1148, long before which period, of course, he must have
been employed to write out this book.

Notes by Pkofessok U'Looney.

* (.1. C1LL1 TJApA) i.e., " of Kildare." This explanatory parenthesis is written.

in the original as a gloss over the word epfcop—"bishop," in the same hand-
writing as the note itself.

t tIuaoac.—This explanation is also in the original, as a gloss over the word
TtlogriA. Diarmait claimed to be king of Munster, or Leath Mogha, i.e., Mogh's
half, the southern half of Ireland, so called from Eogan Tahlhlech, surnamed Mogh
Nuadat, or Nuadat's slave. See O'Curry's Battle of Magh Lena, p. 3.

% Ciau po picem 'oo'o [?] h-mjnAip This passage is obscure in original. Dr.
Todd, while declaring his belief that O'Curry's reading of these words was wrong,
and admitting his own inability to correct it, suggested that the proper reading
should be Ciati gAp ; ceip Lien 1c h-ingnAir, of which he says he can "make no
sense." The present state of the original manuscript suggests the following read-
ing :— C1A11 5Ap ic inplic 1c hnij;nAir , which may be rendered : "The short [time]
becomes long at ... in thy absence."
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Of the Aedh Mac Crimthainn, for whom he wrote it, I have not been aLle to
ascertain anything more than what appears above; but he must have nourished
early in the twelfth century to be the tutor of Dermod MacMurroch, who, in con-
cert with O'Brien, had led the men of Leinster against the Danes of Waterford, so-

far back as the year 1137.

That this book belonged either to Dermod Mac Murroch himself, or to some-
person who had him warmly at heart, will appear plainly from the following
memorandum, which is written in a strange but ancient hand, in the top margin of
folio 200, page a :

—
"[A muipe] Af mop- in 5111m t>o •pingnet) 111 h-epMiro nroiu .1. T1-1 ca-

LAirm A«5«fu. "OiApmAiD mAC T) 01111 cliAtiA IDic mupchA-OA, pi LAigen
Ajuf JAti, vo inriAjVbA •oo fepAib h-eperro [cAp\ in mtnp\ pyip.]* tic, uc a
cotrrom cro -oogen."

" Virgin Mary ! it is a great deed that has been done in Erinn this day,
the kalends of August, viz.: Dermod, the son of Donnoch Mac Murroch, king
of Leinster, and of the Danes [of Dublin], to have been banished over the sea
eastward by the men of Erinn. Uch, uch, Lord ! what shall I do ? " f

The hook consists, at present, of over four hundred pages of large folio vellum,

hut there are many leaves of the old pagination missing.

To give anything like a satisfactory analysis of this book would take at least

one whole lecture. I cannot, therefore, within my present limited space, do more
than glance at its general character, and point, by name only, to a few of the many
important pieces preserved in it.

It begins, as usual, with a Book of Invasions of Erinn, hut without the Book of
Genesis; after which the succession of the monarchs, to the year 1169, and the
succession and obituary of the provincial and other minor kings, etc. Then follow

specimens of ancient versification—poems on Tara, and an ancient plan and expla-

nation of the Teach Midchuarta, or Banqueting Hall of lhat ancient royal city.

(These poeirs and plan have been published by Dr. Petrie, in his paper on the

history of Tara, printed in the Transactions of the Boyal Irish Academy for 1839,

vol. xviii.)

After these come poems on the wars of the Leinstermen, the Ulstermen, and
the Munstermen, in great numbers, many of them of the highest historic interest

and value ; and some prose pieces and small poems on Leinster, of great antiquity

—

some of them, as I believe, certainly written by Dubthach, the great antiquarian

and poet, who was Saint Patrick's first convert at Tara. After these, a fine copy
of the history of the celebrated Battle of Ross na Biffh, on the Boyne, fought be-

tween the men of Leinster and Ulster, at the beginning of the Christian era. A
copy of the Mesca Uladh, or Inebriety of the Ultonians, imperfect at the end, hut
which can be made perfect by the fragment of it already mentioned in Leabhar na
h- TTidhre. A fine copy of the Origin of the Boromean Tribute, and the battles that

ensued down to its remission. A fragment of the " Battle of Cennabrat," in

Munster, with the defeat of Mac Con by Oilioll Oluim, Mac Con's flight into Scot-

land, his return afterwards with a large force of Scottish and British adventurers,

his landing in the Bay of Galway, and the ensuing battle of Magh Muchruimhe,
fought between him and his maternal uncle, Art, the monarch of Erinn, in which
battle the latter was defeated and killed, as well as the seven sons of Oilioll Oluim..

* [CAp 111 tump. fAip]. These words have been supplied in brackets by O'Curry,

and adopted by Dr. Todd, but they are not now visible in the original manuscript.

t A.D. 1166.—Diarmaid Mac Murchada was banished over the sea, and his castle

of Fearna was demolished.

A.D. 1167.—Diarmaid Mac Murchadha returned from England with a force of
Galls, and he took the kingdom [sovereignty] of Ui- Cendsealaigh.

—

Annals of the

Four Masters.
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A variety of curious and important short tracts relating to Munster are also to be

found in the Book of Leinster, besides this last one, up to the middle of the eighth

century.

This volume likewise contains a small fragment of Cormac's Glossary, copied,

perhaps, with many more of these pieces, from the veritable Saltair of Cashel

itself; also a fragment, unfortunately a very small one (the first folio only),

of the wars of the Danes and the Gaedhils (i.e. the Irish) ; a copy of the JDinn-

senchus, a celebrated ancient topographical tract, which was compiled at Tara
about the year 550 ; several ancient poems on universal geography, chronology,

history, and so forth
;
pedigrees and genealogies of the great Milesian tribes and

families, particularly those of Leinster ; and lastly, an ample list of the early

saints of Erinn, with their pedigrees and affinities, and with copious references to

the situations of their churches.

This is but an imperfect sketch of this invaluable MS., and I think I may
say with sorrow, that there is not in all Europe any nation but this of ours that

would not long since have made a national literary fortune out of such a volume,
had any other country in Europe been fortunate enough to possess such an heir-

loom of history.

The volume forms, at present, part of the rich store of ancient Irish literature

preserved in the library of Trinity College, Dublin ; and if printed at length, the

Gaedhelic text of it would make 2000 pages of the Annals of the Four Masters.

It will be observed that 0' Curry reserves for further notice the

important pieces relating to the heroic period of King Conchobar Mac
Nessa, and Queen Medb of Cruachan—an intention which he did

not live to carry out. A few of those compositions may here be
mentioned as of great interest for the history of the period to which
they refer, because of the picture they present of people and customs.

Of Conchobar MaclScssa, King of Ulster, and his times, we have the

following chain of interesting pieces in this manuscript :— 1. Parent-

age, birth, and name. 2. Expulsion of Fergus MacRogh from the

sovereignty of Ulster, and of the accession of Conchobar MacNessa to

the sovereignty. 3. Economy of the reign of King Conchobar, his

privileges and prohibitions among the Ultonians, and the arrangement
of his household. 4. The exile of the sons of Usnea and fate of Der-
dri. 5. The exile of Fergus MacRogh and the Ultonian warriors.

6. The fate and tragic end of Conchobar MacNessa.
In these six stories we have a connected account of Conchobar

MacNessa from birth to death ; and of his times a history may be found,
if we add the following series, also contained in the Book of Leinster.

1. The story of the inebriety of the Ultonians. 2. Courtship of the
wife of Crund, whose imprecations are said to have caused the Cesnaoi-

dean Uladh, or the child-birth pains of the Ultonians. 3. Story of the
Ccsnaoidean Uladh, and the debility of the Ultonians which gave Queen
Medb of Cruachan an opportunity of invading and ravaging the pro-
vince of Ulster. It also contains the thirty-two episodes which com-
plete the story of the Tain Bo Cuailnge with its prefaces and pre-

tales (translations of which I had the honour to submit to the Academy
some time ago) ; and thus we have pictures of social and political life

in Erin during the reign of one of the most renowned kings of the
heroic period.

There are similar stories of others of the same period, e.g., of Cu-

SER. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. & ANTIQ. 3 C
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chulaind :— 1. Of his parentage, birth, and name. 2. Of his acquiring

the name Cuchulaind. 3. Stories of his boyish exploits. 4. His posi-

tion amongst the Ultonian heroes, bis adventures, prohibitions, and pri-

vileges among the Red Branch heroes, etc. 5. Courtship of Cuchulaind,

by Derbforgaill, daughter of the King of Britain. 6. Death of Cuchu-
laind. 7. The wailing lament of Emer on hearing of the death of

Cuchulaind, her husband. These, and a variety of other pieces, such
as the death of Medb, death of Celtchair Mac TJthaithir, are of great

importance in connexion with the history of this period. There are

also a few Ossianic poems and pieces attributed to Find MacCumhail,
Cailte, and Ossin, which may claim the attention of students of Ossi-

anic lore.

To close my summary of the contents of the Book of Leinster, I

may add that it contains a full copy of the Bull of Pope Adrian IV.,

authorizing King Henry II. of England to assume the government of

Ireland. It is written in old court-hand, and, owing to the darkness

of the vellum and the decay of the ink, parts of it are very obscure.

It commences on folio 167 b, p. [334]:

—

"Bulla concena regi anglie

super collatione hibernie in qua nichil derogatur iuri hibernicorum sicut in

ferie verborum patet." I do not propose to offer any opinion or com-
ment as to the authenticity or importance of this document, but it

seems to me that the fact of its being preserved in the Book of

Leinster indicates pretty clearly the persons as well as the period to

which it may be referred.

The want of a descriptive catalogue of the contents of so impor-

tant a book as that of Leinster has long been felt, and to supply this

I have now the honour to submit one in which I have endeavoured to

specify every piece to be found in the manuscript, noting in all in-

stances the page, column, and line where the composition commences,

and giving the title or first line of each piece. The number of titles

thus contained in this catalogue extends to about 1400.

To make this description as complete as possible, I have carefully

examined and catalogued the eleven leaves of the Book of Leinster, which
have recently been brought back to Ireland from Borne by the Fran-

ciscan Order. I have included the contents of those leaves in this

catalogue, and thus we have, for the first time, an account of the con-

tents of the entire remains of the Book of Leinster.

"With respect to ten leaves of the Book of Leinster formerly in

the convent of St. Isidore at Rome, but now in Dublin, Dr. Todd
wrote as follows in his Introduction to the Martyrology of Donegal,

1864, pp. xiv.-xvii. :

—

II. The Martyrology of Tallaght.

This work was contained in the Book of Leinster, a MS. of the twelfth cen-

tury, preserved in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, but has long disappeared

from that volume, which is now very imperfect.

During my visit to Rome, in 1862, I found eleven of the missing leaves of this

precious manuscript (which I recognised at once) among the documents kindly

shown me by the Superior of St. Isidore's Convent. These leaves contain some of
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the curious Tracts attributed to Aengus Ceile De, together with a copy of the
Calendar or Martyrology of Tallaght, referred to by Colgan, which however is

itself also unfortunately imperfect, owing to the loss of a leaf. The defect includes

the whole of November and the first sixteen days of December. This Calendar is

a transcript of a very ancient Martyrology, containing a list of the saints and
martyrs of the Universal Church under each day of the year, the Irish saints being
added at the end of each day, and separated from the rest by a peculiar mark. The
Calendar commences on Christmas Day, and not, as is more usual, on the kalends
of January. At the beginning is this title in Rubric :

—

I. Incipit Martira Oenghusa mic Oiblean et Mortmain [i. e., hie], " Here begins
the Martyrology of Oengus Mac Oiblean and Maolruain."

But this can only mean that the work was compiled from the collections of
Oengus and Maolruain as its basis, for it exhibits internal evidence of more recent
sources. It mentions Cairpre, Bishop of Clonmacnois, who died 6 March, 899, but
contains no notice of Cormac Mac Cuillenain, King and Bishop of Cashel, who was
slain in 909 ; neither is there found in it the name of any saint who died after the

year 900. It gives the names of Aengus and Maolruain themselves at 11 March
and 7 July, respectively, the days on which they were commemorated as saints.

Therefore, as Colgan remarks, the work must have been composed at the close of

the ninth, or very early in the tenth century.

IV. The Martyrology of Maolmuire (or Marianus) O'Gormain.

This work was composed in the times of Gelasius, Archbishop of Armagh, or

about a. d. 1167. It is written in Irish verse, and was taken, as the prefatory

scholium expressly tells us, from the Martyrology, or Felire, of Tallaght. Its

author was abbot of Cnoc-na-napstol [Hill of the Apostles], now Knock, near
Louth. The saints commemorated are not exclusively Irish. The only copy of it

known to me is that preserved among the Brussels MSS., of which a transcript by
Mr. Curry is in my own possession. It contains scholia, written in the manner of

a gloss, which add considerably to its value as an historical authority. O'Clery has
made great use of this work in the compilation of the Martyrology of Donegal. All
the names which he gives without a local designation are from 0' Gorman, as well
as those which have short local notices. Of these last many, if not all, are taken
from the scholia. It is prohable that the " Old," "Very Antient Vellum Book,"
so frequently referred to in the following pages, was a volume containing this and
some other works on Irish Hagiology, from whiih the Brussels MS. was copied. In
some places [pp. 35, 45, et passim'] this " antient old book" is said to have contained
" the Martyrology of Moelruain of Tamlacht, and the saints of the same name,*and
the names of the mothers of the saints." It contained also the comparison t of the
saints of Ireland with those of the Universal Church, who were supposed to have
been in the same habits and life. This description seems to identify the Old
Vellum Book with the Book of Leinster, for all the tracts alluded to are to be
found in the leaves of that book now at St. Isidore's, in Rome.

" A certain old book J of the Books of Erinn " is mentioued (p. 105) as having
contained the names of the fifty-two monks who were beheaded along with St.

Donnan of Eg. This is unquestionably the Book of Leinster, for the Martyro-
logy of Tallaght, in the loose sheets at St. Isidore's, contains all the names at
length.

* This is a list of saints of the same name, as the Colmans, Finians, Bren-
dans, &c.

t See pp. 23, 27, et passim. This has been published from the Brussels MS. in

the Book of Hymns, p. 69, and reprinted by Dr. Kelly, Calendar, p. xli.

% The "old books of Erinn" are spoken of generally, p. 123 ; and " a certain

book," p. 167.
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The next notice published of the manuscript was the following, by
the late Rev. Dr. Todd, in the Introduction to the War of the Gaedhil

with the Gaitt, 1867 :

—

The following work has been edited from three manuscripts, two of them unfor-
tunately imperfect.

The first and most ancient of these consists of a single folio, closely written on
both sides, in double columns. It is a leaf of the Book of Leinster, now preserved
in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin. It contains the first twenty-nine sections

only of the work ; nevertheless, imperfect as it is, this fragment, for many reasons,

is so important, that the Editor has thought it fit to preserve it, with a translation,

in the Appendix.
The Book of Leinster is a Bibliotheca. or collection of historical tracts, poems,

tales, genealogies, &c. It was written by Finn [Mac Gorman], Bishop of Kildare,

or at least during his lifetime, for Aedh Mac Crimthain, or Hugh Mac Griffin, tutor

of Diarmait Mac Murchadha [Dermod Mac Murrogh], the King of Leinster, who
was so celebrated for his connexion with the Anglo-Norman invasion of Ireland, in

the reign of Henry II.

The following note occurs in the lower margin of folio 206 b of this MS. It is

in a hand clcsely resembling that in which the book itself is written, and certainly

of the same century :—
" Life and health from Finn, Bishop [i. e., of Kildare] to Aedh Mac Crimthain,

tutor [•ppieignro] of the chief King of Leth Mogha [i.e., Nuadat], and
successor* [coniA-pbu] of Colum Mac Crimthainn, and chief historian of

Leinster in wisdom and knowledge, and cultivation of books, and science and
learning. And let the conclusion of this little history be written for me
accurately by thee, acute Aedh, thou possessor of the sparkling intellect.

May it be long till we are -without thee. It is my desire that thou shouldest be

always with us. Let Mac Lonan's bookf of poems be given to me, that we
may find out the sense of the poems that are in it, et vale in Christo," % &c.

Finn, Bishop of Kildare, died in 1160, according to the Annals of the Four
Masters. § He appears to have occupied that see since 1148, in which year his

predecessor, O'Dubhin, died; but he was a bishop when the foregoing note was
composed, and therefore the portion of the book to which it relates must have been
written between the years just mentioned, if not before.

Of Aedh Mac Crimthan the Irish Annals have unfortunately preserved no
record; but if he was tutor to King Diarmait Mac Murchadha (who was born in

1110), he must have lived very early in the twelfth century.

It will be observed that the foregoing note is written in a strong spirit of

partisanship, the writer asserting boldly the claim* of his chieftain, Diarmait, to be the

chief King of Leth Mogha, that is Leinster and Munster, the southern half of

Ireland ; and the same spirit appears in another place, folio 200 a, where a hand
much more recent than that of the MS. has written in the upper margin the

following strong expressionf of grief:

—

" [O Mary?] It is a great deed that is done in Erinn this day, the kalends of

August. Dermod, son of Donnchadh Mac Murchadha, King of Leinster and of the

Danes, J was banished by the men of Ireland over the sea eastward. Uch ! uch ! O
Lord! what shall I do?"

The event thus so pathetically lamented took place in the year 1 166. § We know
not who it was that so recorded his despair, but the note is evidence that this book, to

which the name of " Book of Leinster " has been given, was written in the lifetime

of Dermot Mac Murrogh, and was most probably his property, or that of some emi-

nent personage amongst his followers or clansmen before the English invasion.

These circumstances are important, as proving beyond all reasonable doubt that

the copy of the present work which this MS. once contained,* and of which only a

single folio leaf remains, must have been written in the twelfth century, and the

original must therefore have been still earlier. The author mentions no event later

than the battle of Clontarf, a. d. 1014, and was probably a contemporary and
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follower, as he certainly was a strong partisan, of King Brian Borumha, who fell in

that hattle. The MS. of which we are now treating was therefore written certainly

before 1166, and probably within the century after the death of the author of the

work.
The Editor, in the notes upon the first twenty-eight chapters or sections of the

text, has distinguished the various readings of this MS. by the letter L. It exhibits

several peculiarities of spelling, interesting to the philological student of the Celtic

languages; but it has not been thought necessary to notice all these, as the whole of

this valuable fragment has been preserved in the Appendix, t

Iii his Appendix A. Dr. Todd added:

—

The fragment of this work contained in the remains of the Book of Leinster, a

MS. of the 12th century, in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, is evidently a

much older text, and in a more ancient orthography than that which is found in the

Brussels MS. It has therefore been given here with a translation, in parallel

columns. This, it will be remembered, is the MS. which is for shortness referred

to by the letter L in the notes, pp. 1,31. There are unfortunately several illegible

words and passages in this MS., which has suffered greatly from age and damp.

Footnotes from War of the Gaedhil with the Gaill.

* This signifies that Aedh was abbot or bishop of Tirdaglass, now Terryglass,

County Tipperary, where was a celebrated monastery, founded by Colum Mac
Crimthainn, who died a. d. 548.

t Flann Mac Lonain, a celebrated Irish poet, many of whose productions are

still extant, died in 891.

X The Editor has taken the liberty of altering a few words of Mr. O'Curry's

translation of this curious entry (Lectures, p. 186) ; but the passage in italics he
has allowed to stand, because, although he believes Mr. O'Curry's reading of the

original (App. lxxxiv.) to be wrong, he is unable to correct it. It is very obscure

in the MS., having been written upon an erasure, which has caused some of the

letters to be blurred or blotted; the words which Mr. O'Curry prints ciati -jao

picem tjotj (?) hmgriAif appear to the Editor to be ciAn £Ap ; ceip Liuh is

n-ingriAir*, of which he can make no sense. It will be observed that the foregoing

note does not assert Bishop Finn to have been the scribe by whom the " Book of

Leinster" was written. That he was so is inferred by Mr. O'Curry, from the great

similarity of the handwriting of the note to that of the text; and Finn, if not the
writer of the MS., was probably the writer of the note. The "little history," or

historic tale, alluded to, if we suppose it to be that to which the note refers, ends
imperfectly at the bottom of folio 206 b. The next leaf begins in the middle of a
sentence, having no connexion with what went before; and the defect is of long
standing, for the old paginations, made in the fourteenth or fifteenth century, take
no notice of it, the next folio being marked 207- The page to which the foregoing-

note is appended contains the story of the progress of Tadg, son of Cian, son of
Ailill Olum, into Meath, or the Battle of Crinna. See O'Curry, Lectures, App.
lxxxix., p. 593; Keating (in the reign of Fergus Dubhdedach) ; 0' Flaherty's

Ogygia, pp. 331-2. The words of the note—"Let the conclusion of this little

history be written for me"—appear to intimate that the "little history" was un-
finished when the note was written, and the inference is that it never was com-
pleted.

§ Finn, it will be observed, calls himself " bishop," not Bishop of Kildare,

which is a subsequent insertion. This is an evidence of antiquity, the establishment
of territorial dioceses being then recent, and the titles derived from them not having as

yet come fully into use. This prelate assisted at the Synod of Kells in 1152,
according to Keating, who calls him (as in some copies) " son of Cianain," but
other copies read "son of Tigernain." The Four Masters call him Finn Mac
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Gormain, and the Dublin Ann. Inisfall. (a.d. 1160) Mac Gormain, without any
Christian name. Ware has " Finan (Mac Tiduain) O'Gorman." This is, no
doubt, an error for Finn Mac Cianain 0' Gormain, and is an attempt to reconcile

the authority of Keating with that of the Four Masters. But the Four Masters

call him Mac Gormain, not O'Gormain ; there is no inconsistency in his being Mac
Cianain, or son of Cianan, and also Mac Gormain. At that time Mac Gormain
had come to be assumed as a patronymic or family name, instead of the more
correct form O'Gormain. See O'Donovan's Topogr. Poems, p. liii., note (433,). We
have another instance of this in King Dermod, who is called Mac Murchadha, or

Mac Murrogh, from his grandfather, although he was the son of Donnchadh, and
ought, therefore, to have been O'Murrogh. Topogr. Poems, p. xlvi., n. (393), and

p. 1. n. (405). See his genealogv in O'Donovan's note, Four Masters, a. d. 1052,

p. 861; 0' Flaherty, Ogygia, p. 438.
* The same claim is made in another place in this MS. (fol. 20a) in an addition

to a list of the Kings of Leinster, in which Diarmait is thus spoken of—•oiAjvmAic

ttiac •ooncriA'OA niAc nmnchA'OA .xlvi. ocuf bA ni bechi tnogAtnte erroe, ocur
niTOi efroe. Aec ifennA, iaja rh-buA-ro ongchA ocuf Achnigi in .lxi°. Anno
AecACif piAe. " Diarmait, son of Donnchadh, son of Murchadh [reigned] 46
[years]. And he was king of all Leth Mogha, and also of Meath. He died at

Ferns, after the victory of unction and penance, in the 61st year of his age." This
note is in a hand more recent than that of the MS., and was written probably in

1177, the year of King Diarmait' s death.

f See the original Irish in "O'Curry's Lectures," App., No. lxxxv. The first

words, " O Mary," are now so obscure in the MS. that they can only be considered

as a conjectural restoration suggested by Mr. O'Curry.

J Meaning the Danes of Dublin.

§ See Four Masters. The foregoing note gives us the additional fact that

Dermod fled on the 1st of August.
* The Book of Leinster is now very imperfect. The Editor found eleven of the

original folia of it at St. Isidore's College, Rome. They were probably lent to

Colgan, in accordance with a practice which has proved injurious to many of our

Irish MSS. They contain some of the works of iEngus the Culdee, and also the

Martyrology of Tallaght, wanting November and the first sixteen days of Decem-
ber, by the loss of a leaf.

t Some few examples of the peculiarities alluded to are given, p. 223, n. 3.

They may probably be regarded as characteristic of the old Leinster dialect of the

Irish language.

The following is a short description of the MS. in its present state.

The Book of Leinster consists of 194 loose leaves—inclusive of

short ones and strips. With the folios in the St. Isidore's collection

there are 205 still remaining. The general size of the vellum is 1 6£ by 9£
inches. The pages are written mostly in double columns, each column
averaging 63 lines. The entire is preserved in a modern book-shaped

case, classed H. 2. 18.

The old pagination followed by O'Curry in his examination of the

manuscript extends to 250 folios ; but there are several chasms and
defects of which the following is a list.

The folio references in this list are irrespective of the old paginations

and will indicate the order of the folios of the original vellum MS.,
as at present arranged, while the figures included in square brackets

are intended to indicate the pagination of the lithographic fac-simile

copy of that book, now in progress of publication by the Academy.
Folio 16, = pp. [31-2] is defective at both sides. It appears to have

been originally too small to correspond with the general size of the
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book. Strips of thin vellum, -which were pasted on the top and back

margins, and written upon, have disappeared.

Folio 18, =«pp. [35-6] is defective at the lower corner of col. 2. A
piece of vellum, pasted on the defective corner and written upon, has

disappeared ; and with it part of the four lowest lines on p. [35], and part

of the six last lines on p. [36] have been lost. These observations will

apply equally to a similar defect at folio 24, pp. [47] and [48].

Polio 21, =pp. [41-2]. A chasm of two folios between pp. [42]
and [43].

Folio 24, = pp. [47-8], lines 44 to 53. Text defective. The vellum,

defective here, was restored by pasting a piece on the hole, and this,

which was written upon, has disappeared, with the greater part of the

last 9 lines on front and back.

Folio 25,=pp. [49-50]. A chasm between pp. [50] and [51]. Noted
by O'Curry, who wrote " Defect" in pencil on the foot margin of folio

26 b.

Folio 26, = pp. [51-2]. Eleven leaves are missing here between

pp. [52] and [53]. This break is noticed by O'Curry, who wrote
" Defect" in pencil on the foot margin of folio 26 b.

The folio following 43 (now folio 30, = pp. [59-60] ) is numbered
45 in the ink pagination, from which it would appear that folio 44 is

missing, but there is no break or defect in the text. The folio is now
in its proper place, and should be numbered 44, not 45. O'Curry made
the following note in pencil on the top margin of this folio, p. b

:

—" This

folio is in its proper place, E. Curry, folio 44." Owing to this mistake

the ink pagination is one foho in advance of the true number as far as

it goes.

Folio 37, = pp. [73-4]. A chasm of one leaf here between pp.

[74] and [75]. A note in pencil on the top margin of folio 41 a is as

follows: " One folio wanting here, E. C."

Folio 52, = pp. [103-4]. The old pagination shows a gap between

pp. [104] and [105]. The break is noticed by O'Curry, who wrote
" Defect" in pencil, on the lower margin of folio 52 b.

Folio 53 a, = p. [105], is blank.

Folio 59, = pp. [117-8]. One leaf is missing, leaving a chasm
between pp. [118] and [119]. This gap is noticed by O'Curry, who
wrote " Defect, defect," in pencil, on foot margin of folio 59 b.

Folio 63, = pp. [125-6]. The old pagination shows a chasm of

fifteen folios between pp. [126] and [127]. O'Curry noted this break,

and wrote " Defect " in pencil on the lower margin of folio 63 b.

Folio 82, = pp. [163-4]. The old pagination shows a chasm of two
folios between pp. [164] and [165]. O'Curry noticed this break, and
wrote " Defect" in pencil on lower margin of folio 82 b.

Folio 85, = pp. [169-70]. The old pagination shows a chasm of 21

folios between pp. [170] and [171]. At foot of folio 85, O'Curry
wrote in pencil, " Defect to folio 140. E. C."

Folio 90, = pp. [179-80]. A chasm between pp. [180] and [181].
O'Curry wrote " Defect" in pencil on foot margin of folio 90 b.
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Folio 90 b, = p. [180]. The matter of this page is illegible. Col. 1

is blank, and only a few letters remain visible on col. 2.

Folio 94, = pp. [187-8]. A chasm between pp. [188] and [189].
0' Curry noted this break, and wrote in pencil "Defect" * -f * and
a few other words, now illegible, on foot margin of folio 94 b.

Folio 95, = pp. [189-90]. A chasm between pp. [190"

Folio 105, =pp. [209-10]. A chasm between pp. [210
=

Folio 107, = pp. [213-4]. A chasm between pp. [214°

Folio 108, =-pp. [215-6]. A chasm between pp. [216*

O' Curry wrote " Defect" in pencil on foot margin of folio 108 b.

Folio 122, = pp. [243-4]. A chasm between pp. [244] and [245],
and the first column of p. [245] is blank, as if that and the missing

portion had been reserved for the completion of the preceding piece (the

Wars of Troy), which ends imperfectly with folio 122 b.

Folio 126, = pp. [251-2]. A chasm between pp. [252] and [253].
"Defect" in pencil in O' Curry's hand, on lower margin of folio 126 b.

Folio 134, = pp. [267-8]. The old pagination shows a chasm here

between pp. [268] and [269], and an entry, written in English, in a

hand about 200 years old, indicates as the extent of the gap, thus

"from 196 to 204." See p. 368, supra. This is noted by O'Curry,

who wrote " Chasm " in pencil on lower margin of folio 134 b.

Folio 145, = pp. [289-90]. There is a chasm of one or more folios

between pp. [290] and [291]. O'Curry noted this break, and wrote
"Defect" in pencil on foot margin of folio 145 b, p. [290].

Folio 149, =pp. [297-8]. There is a chasm here between pp. [298]
and [299]. " Defect," appears in pencil, in O'Curry's hand, on foot

margin of folio 149 b, p. [298].

Folio 150, =pp. [299-300]. A chasm of one or more folios here be-

tween pp. [300] and [301].

Folio 154, = pp. [307-8]. There is a chasm here between pp.

[308] and [309] of tbe present pagination ; or it may, I think, be pre-

sumed that the so-called Book of Leinster ends here, but abruptly,

and there is no means of ascertaining the extent of the chasm, ns

the following portions of the manuscript are on different shades of vel-

lum, and evidently written at a subsequent period, and by other hands.

After the chasm there is a stave of ten folios of whitish vellum,

written in a different hand, which appears to be a restoration, as far

as it goes, of so much of the original manuscript now missing.

Folio 159, = pp. [317-8]. A chasm between pp. [318] and [319].
This break is noted by O'Curry, who wrote in pencil on the top margin
of folio 160 a, p. [319], "A sheet [i.e., two folios], missing here. E. C."

Folio 163, = pp. [325-6]. A break after this folio.

Folio 198. There is a break after folio 198, = pp. [387-8], and no
connexion between its subject and the following piece—a fragment of

six folios of the "Wars of Troy, imperfect at both ends—the old paging
is made to run consecutively, as if there was no break in the continuity

of the text.
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LXII.

—

On a Copy, probably unique, op " The Life op the Virgin."

{Epitome In Divae Parthenices Mariae Historian, fyc), by Albert
DuRER ; "WITH THE "WOODCUTS AND LATIN VeESE OP ChELIDONIUS.

Described by Dr. William Frazer, M. E. I. A.

[Read, February 25, 1878.]

That series of remarkable woodcuts which constitutes Diirer' s well-

known "Life of the Virgin," representing a succession of scenes relating

to the Apocryphal and Biblical history of Mary, has always been
ranked with the more perfect and elaborate of the inventions of the

great artist of Kurnberg. Together with his other wondrous produc-

tions on copper and wood, they rendered his name celebrated all over

the civilized world, and perhaps at no time were they more prized or

studied than in the present age. Immediately on their appearance

they must have been sold in considerable numbers in the book markets
of Germany, the Low Countries, Italy, and probably Prance ; and
better evidence cannot be given of the wide-spread popularity and of

the high position accorded to them by artists, than their having been
copied, immediately on their publication, by Marc Antonio, who, with
his own hand, reproduced these woodcuts upon copper plates, and is

said to have sold them by hundreds in Venice. The complete series

issued by Diirer consists of twenty woodcuts. Of these, Antonio
pirated seventeen, omitting the beautiful title-page of the '

' Virgin and
Child," seated on the half moon; the "Death of the Virgin," and the
" Assumption."

To assist us in determining the period when Diirer produced this

series, we find that three of the plates bear dates : thus, the "History
of Joachim and Anna" have the year 1509, as I would read it : the

last figure, which I read as 9, is peculiarly shaped
;
yet I cannot agree

with some good French critics who consider it to be a 4 (see remarks
on this point in the Sale Catalogue of the Firmin Diclot Collection).

The " Death of the Virgin " bears also a date, 1510 ; and the " Crown-
ing of the Virgin " is] marked with the same year. The two latter

plates were not copied by Antonio, who also omits from his series the
" Virgin seated on the half moon," as already mentioned.

An alleged "Premier Edition," as it is termed by writers, is sup-

posed to have been published by Diirer. Its distinguishing marks are

the absence of all text upon the verso of the plates, and the high

quality of the impressions, which are usually very fine. From this

series the "Virgin on the half moon" is invariably absent; it appears

for the first time associated with the issue containing the verses of

Chelidonius. I doubt greatly whether such an edition ever ap-

peared as a connected series ; if it did, it must be of exceptional rarity.

M. Haussmann declares he failed to find it complete in any collection,

even the most celebrated ; and the copy sold at the Firmin Didot sale

consisted of twelve plates printed upon paper with the water-mark of

SEE. II., VOL I., POL. LIT. AND AXTIQ. 3 D
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the great crown ; six on paper marked with the balance ; and one on
paper having the mark known as No. 42 of Hanssmann.

The year 1511 is remarkable for Diirer having undertaken the sys-

tematic issue of several works which up to this period probably cir-

culated in a more or less fragmentary manner. It is true that his

"Apocalypse" appeared in 1498, with both German and Latin text;

but he added to it for the first time a title-page, and issued it complete

in 1 5 1 1 . In this year he got Latin descriptive verses prepared by the

monk Benedict Chelidonius, of the cloister of St. Giles, in Niirnberg, and
appended them to the completed series of the "Life of the Yirgin," to

those of his " Great Passion," and also to those of the "Lesser Life of

Christ," adding, in addition to all of them, his well-known caution

against piracy, Heus tu insidiator, &c, words that form the first distinct

claim of an artist to the copyright and profits of the labours of his intel-

lect. All these complete editions were issued during the year 1511,

and bear on them that date clearly printed. Hence, whatever doubts

may be entertained regarding the appearance of earlier editions, this at

least is certain, that the work I now show is dated 1511.

We have an additional identification thereof in the special character

of the typography of the Latin verses, compared with that of received

ordinary impressions of the 1511 prints, with which it agrees in every

respect, with the exceptions to be mentioned.

Its special claims to our notice appear to be :

—

1

.

It is printed on paper of unusually thick description. The square

4to sheets are of their full size, with rough edges, just as they left the

paper-maker's frames. All the ordinary impressions are upon oblong

folio sheets of thinner paper : from this feature alone it would be re-

cognised as an artist's proof copy. This thick hand-made paper, with

its wire-marks, offers no example of "water-mark," so far as I can

ascertain—an observation worthy of note. All students of Diirer'

s

productions know the peculiar value that is attached in descriptive

works to the water-mark, for identification of early impressions of the

plates, but this paper appears to have been so thick, that its maker
considered a distinctive water-mark unnecessary.

2. In this, again, consists its claim to our special attention. In every

impression of these woodcuts that I have enjoyed the opportunity of

studying, belonging to the edition of 1511, in either London or Paris,

the verses of Chelidonius are imprinted on the back or verso of the

woodcut. In this they are executed upon special and detached sheets,

bound up alternately with the plates ; and the caution against imitators,

which in ordinary copies is printed beneath the margin of the last

plate, is here honoured with an entire and separate sheet for itself.

These peculiarities enable us to recognise the book under conside-

ration as a unique and peculiar impression designed for some distinct

object, and not for general circulation. It is, in fact, what we term a
" presentation copy " for gift to some esteemed friend or distinguished

personage ; and I am induced to think it was thus given to one whom
Diirer held in special respect, his friend Bilibald Pirkkehncr. Clear
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proof of the fact will perhaps he impossible to obtain ; this I know,
that several hooks once belonging to Pirkheinier's library were on sale

in London at the same time that I obtained the present copy, some of

which attracted attention from having within them his book-plate,

itself a work designed by Durer, and much prized by collectors.

The estimation in which Durer held Pirkheimer throughout his life

is well ascertained. He wrote intimate letters to him when at Venice

in 1506; he terms him, "My good Lord, the Honorable and Wise
"Wilbolt Pirkheimer, Burger of INurnberg." He engraved his portrait

in 1524—a head full of character and expression ; and in the work on
Geometry which Durer published in 1525 at Nurnberg, there is this

dedication, " To my clearly beloved Master and Friend, Wilibalden

Pirkheimer." There is also in Windsor a painting of the same friend,

which is described by Heller ; and in another large painting, in Vienna,

an altar-piece, the portraits of both Durer and Pirkheimer are said to

be introduced, standing under a tree. JNow in examining the woodcuts
of this " Life of the Virgin," I think we can without difficulty recog-

nise the portrait of Pirkheimer introduced more than once amongst the

figures which animate the plates ; and I believe those who will compare
his well-known portrait, as engraved, by Durer, with the corresponding

face on the woodcuts, will arrive at a similar conclusion to that now
stated, and be satisfied they represent the same individual.

I obtained the present work in 1876 in London. Its coverings

had been removed and destroyed, but it was sewn like a pamphlet,
and as fresh as if it had only left the publisher's office in Nurnberg.
I believe it to have been a special presentation to Durer' s friend Pirk-

heimer, much of whose library was purchased by the great Earl of

Arundel, in the time of Charles I., and from whom was obtained the

priceless volume of Durer' s original sketches which constitutes one of

the great art treasures of the British Museum. In any case, I can
claim for it the rare distinction of being the only recorded artist's

proof copy of Durer' s engravings of the " Life of the Virgin " in ex-

istence, and, as such, worthy of special notice from all who esteem
the labours of the great artist of Nurnberg.
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LXIII.—Ox the Beick Ixsceibed "with Archaic BABrioxiAx Charac-

ters, ix the ITrsETDi or Teixity College, Deblix. By Dexis

Ceoetox, B. A., M. E. I. A.

[Bead, April 9, 1877.]

This ancient monument is a brick of [Nebuchadnezzar, and conse-

quently about 2400 or 2500 years old. I have been unable to find

out who was the donor, or how it came into the ITuseum—but it tells

its own tale of previous history. It measures 31 - 5 centimetres in length,

31 in breadth, and 7* 5 in height. The inscription, which is on the

top, measures about 15\5 centimetres in length, by 9*5 in breadth,

and is disposed in six lines. It has evidently been moulded into its

rectangular form, and the inscription impressed by a stamp, whilst the

material—which is a highly aluminous clay—was yet soft. It has

then been probably sun-dried, and exposed to some considerable heat,

such as might be obtained by baking in an oven, but there are no

marks of vitrifaction, or any evidence that it has been exposed to the

heat of a furnace. The hue is of a light brownish, or buff colour,

and it weighs 11 # 6362 kilogrammes. 1 The inscription is as follows :

—

t Hf- -Tfcit m m htm -^

.

Nabu - Icu - dur - ri - uzur.

m in

.

2T=T ft* IMT .

SAG. GA. TV.

DA. pallu.

. y HF- -We 1^1 -^
Nabu - pcdlw - uzur.

© II! . T !eT .

Same. Ba - hi - lu. anaku.

1 The weight and size by the English standards are : weight, 25 lb. 101 oz. avoir-

dupois. Length, 12i inches; breadth, 12-^- in. ; height, 3 in. Inscription, length,
6* in. ; breadth, o{\T in.
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The inscription is in the Archaic Babylonian character, or one of

the early stages after the primary hieroglyphics from which all the

cuneiform writing has been derived ; bnt, for the sake of convenience,

I have reduced this to the Neo-Babylonian character.

The name of Nebuchadnezzar is here represented (after the vertical

wedge used in the modern character as determinative for a man)

—

first, by the ideogram for the god Nebo—in which, if the characters

were syllabic, they might be an and ah—then by three syllabic ele-

ments ; and lastly, by a monogram for the verb "")^J, here used as

an imperative. The same name is elsewhere written entirely sylla-

bically, as :

—

JSTa - hi - uv - lew - du - ur - ri - u

zu - ur.

This explains the right pronunciation, and affords an excellent illus-

tration of one of the means by which the ideographism and poly-

phonism of the Anarian writing have been found out. Nebo, instead

of being represented by an ideogram, is spelt by three phonetic cha-

racters with the non-phonetic determinative for a god prefixed. The

same character which represents hi both on the brick and in the name

spelt syllabically also representing dur on the brick ; but in the other

instance the second one of the doubled characters of the brick dis-

appears, and instead of it we have two different characters repre-

senting du and ur, thus showing that one character can represent both

ku and dur. The brick monogram of uzur is also in the second example

resolved into u, zu, and ur. The name means, most probably, " ISebo

protect the young man," as the middle element would correspond to

the Arabic ~^ (hudurrun), which has the signification of "a strong

and thickset youth." Same is the equivalent of the Hebrew ")J^, and

- See in " The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia," published by the Trus-

tees of the British Museum under the superintendence of Sir Henry C. Kawlinson,

K. C. B., vol. i., p. 51 : No. 1, " Cylinders from the Temple of the Seven Spheres

at Birs Nimrud ;" No. 2, "Cylinders from the Temple of the Sun at Scnkereh ;"

p. 52: No. 3, "Cylinder from Babylon;" and No. 4, "Cylinder brought by Mr.
Rich from Babylon."
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in the trilingual inscriptions renders the ancient Persian icsh&yathiya,

derived from a root corresponding to the Sanscrit, "f^T (Jcshi), to

" rule." Babilu is spelt syllahically, and followed by a non-phonetic

determinative for a country or town, which, if syllabic, might be hi.

Zanin is the present participle from a Babylonian or Assyrian root,

p?> shown by the verbs which it sometimes replaces to have the

meaning of "constructing," or "restoring." Bit. SAG. GA. TV. is

evidently some edifice or palace, and has been considered by M. Jules

Oppert to be the pyramid covering the tomb of Belus, the ruins of

which are now called Babil or MaMoubeh, and to have had, probably,

the pronunciation of tDlil (Haram), the Semitic word used in the

sense of "Pyramid." Au answers to the Hebrew ^, and signifies

"and." Bit. ZI. BA., in the opinion of M.. Oppert, is the ruin now

called Birs Nimrucl, the temple of the seven planets, or spheres, on the

presumed site of the tower of Babel, and to have probably been named

l^nn^ (Zarha) by the Babylonians. It must, however, be admitted

that we have as yet no certainty as to the pronunciation of this name,

or of that of Bit. Saggatu. Pallu is a monogram for "son," and contains

the syllabic elements of tur and tis. Ristan is a formation in ]", signi-

fying "first-born," or "eldest," from TWb equivalent to the He-

brew rV2£^"!> " beginning," or from J£H& " to take a wife." It is

followed by the non-phonetic determinative for an ordinal number,

which, if syllabic, might be Jcam. JVabupalluuzur has the same initial

and final elements as Nalukudwrriumr, with Pallu as the medial one,

and signifies " Nebo protect the son." Sarru and Babilu have been

already discussed, the latter being here, as in the former instance,

spelt syllahically, and not represented, as it often is, by an ideogram.

Anaku is the pronoun of the first person represented by Y, a mono-

gram for a " man," with the phonetic complement (or syllable in

which the word should terminate if written syllahically) Yjd[ leu

suffixed.

The translation of the whole inscription is, therefore (following

the ordinary methods of spelling the kings' names) :

—

" I (am) Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, restorer of the pyra-

mid, and tower, eldest son of ISabopallassar, King of Babylon."
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LXIV.

—

Upon a Sculptured Slab from Nlniveh, with a Cuneiform

Inscription in the Library of Trinity Colleqe, Dublin. By
Denis Crofton, B. A., M. B. I. A.

[Eead, 14th of May, 1877.]

The slab respecting which I make the following record is pre-

served upstairs in the College Library, to the left of the visitors'

entrance. It was presented to Trinity College in 1853 by Mrs. Bol-

land, who, with her husband Mr. Bolland, accompanied Mr. Layard

during his first explorations at Mniveh, and brought it thence. I un-

derstand that many of the sketches in Layard' s first book were ex-

ecuted by Mrs. Bolland.

The size of the slab is—breadth, 42 English inches ; height, 31 in.

;

and thickness, varying somewhat, about 4|-. It has been taken from

the north-west palace at Mmrud—the Biblical Calah—and, like all the

slabs from Mmrud, is composed of what is called the grey marble of

Mosul, which is a kind of mixture of carbonate and sulphate of lime,

forming a natural marble. It is not an artificial compound. I have

been particular in mentioning this, as, from the quantity of sulphate,

it might have been supposed that we had to deal with only a cast,

which is not the case. There is the following line of Cuneiform in-

scription on the basement :

—

~mr Ei- . y -v - >v - y? . an . ~v

.

HeJcal. Assur - nazir - pal. Icarib. Assur.

^h . -Ill . HP- -< < . Hf- +'

.

* Tcarib. an - nu-u. Ninip.

^\ Ejpy a*
. + yy 'Of . < .

na - ra - am. A - nu. u.

Hf- &y<y sje . tfci jp j?F<y .
Da - gan. gU - su - us.

Hf- y<« . ey- . y<« .

Ilui. rabi.

The slab represents a winged male human figure, probably a priest,

1 This character is omitted on the Dublin slab.

2 The slab inscription ends here.
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kneeling on the right knee, before the sacred tree, with the hands ex-

tended towards it—the right, to its bottom : and the left, to its top.

The sculpture is exactly similar to that in Layard's Monuments of Ni-

niveh, at pi. 7 (A), except that this latter represents two figures, with

the whole of the sacred tree between them, and the slab has only the

left-hand one, and not the whole of the sacred tree,

The Cuneiform writing is the beginning of the "standard inscrip-

tion," so called from its having been found on many of the slabs from

the north-west palace.

The foregoing inscription I would thus analyse :

—

Melcal is the well-known ideogram for a " palace," compounded of

lit and rah, signifying " great house." Next come the set of mono-

grams expressing the name of the king, Assur-nazir-pal, preceded by

the vertical wedge, as determinative of the name of a man. The first

of these is the known monogram for Assur, the supreme god of the

Assyrians. The second is used as one for ")VJ> " to protect," which

is here under the form of a present participle—if syllabic, it might be

hir. The third is one for Sabal, Pallu, or Pal, " a son,"—if notideo-

grammatic, it might be a. The whole name, therefore, means "Assur

protects the son." M_[][ , the next character, which I have interpreted

Jcarib, is difficult. Its value, if syllabic, might be lak ; but as a charac-

ter in use as a monogram for Assur follows, there is a presumption

that it is ideographic, and the ordinary interpretations of " seal" or

"writing" do not answer. I have, therefore, searched the Syllabaries

of Sardanapalus, or Assur-bani-pal, and find in " The Cuneiform

Inscriptions of "Western Asia," published by the Trustees of the British

3Iuseum, vol. ii., p. 1, No. 120, £jTJT explained in the first, left-hand,

Proto-Babylonian, or phonetic column, by hi si ip, but in the

third, right-hand, Assyrian, or ideographic column, by ri it turn. The

latter may, I think, be paralleled with the Heb. root T)1T\, " to

subdue," and we would thence get the signification of "vassal," or

" servant." A better meaning still, however, is perhaps afforded by

Xo. 373, where it is rendered by la ah in the first column, and by hir

ba an nu in the third. This may be fairly assimilated to the Heb.

imp? an " offering," from 3~|p, "to approach," and therefore I would

render ^YTY by Karib, present participle from the corresponding

verb in Assyrian, to 3")p, and translate it " worshipper." Then

comes Assur again. The following character, pr
y

,
which, if syllabic,
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might be " ni," has offered some difficulty ; but in one of the tablets

brought home from Nineveh in 1874, by the late Mr. George Smith,

and marked S 15 in the British Museum, now published in the " Trans-

actions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology," and edited by Mr. H. F.

Talbot, vol. iii., at p. 505, No. 51, it is rendered in the first column by

"ni i" and in the third, by " *." This latter we may parallel with

theHeb. "'X, "a habitable land," and render, it a "dwelling."* After

Karib a second time comes Annu. This I consider a derivative from

the pael form of the verb equivalent to the Hebrew H2W, "to be

oppressed," and to mean "afflicted" or "humble." To this succeeds

the ideogram for Ninip, the Assyrian Hercules. The latter of the

characters, Jf- forming this, has been omitted on the slab, but I have

supplied it from Layard's copy of the " standard inscription." Naram,

signifying " exalter," is a derivative from D"H, to "elevate" or

" exalt." Anu is the Assyrian name for the god Oannes. U signifies

"and," equivalent to the Hebrew "|. Dagan is the "fish god"

" Dagon," to whom there are some Biblical allusions, notably so in

1 Sam. c. v. Gusus I consider to come from J£f££0, to "touch," or
•Ji s

"seek," cognate with the Arabic verbs __ , to " examine by touch,"

anĉ m*W ' to "seek with diligence," and would translate it by

" seeker after." The slab inscription ends with the character su of

gusus, and this is partly broken, but I have added the part requisite to

make up the sense from Layard's copy. Then comes the monogram

for a god, followed by the sign of the plural, and this by the monogram

for rob, " great," also followed by the sign of the plural, to designate

" the great gods."

The inscription I would therefore translate thus, placing the words

added to make up the sense, between parentheses :

—

" (This is) the palace of Assur-nazir-pal, the worshipper of Assur

;

(it is) the dwelling of the humble worshipper of Ninip, the exalter of

Anu and Dagan, the seeker after the great gods." Assur-nazir-pal,

king of Assyria, who flourished in the ninth century before Christ,

was the son of Tugulti-Ninip II., and reigned, according to the com-

putation of the late Mr. George Smith, for the twenty-five years from

885 to 860, b. c.

|g
* The former Syllabary from which I have quoted has, at No. 685, ni i in place

of the ni i of the first, and Iau in the place of the i of the third column here.

SEE. II., VOL. I., TOL. LIT. AND ANTIQ. 3 E
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LXY.

—

On the Poems and Geographical Distribution op Ancient
Stone Implements in India.. By Y. Ball, Esq., M.A., P.G. S.

of the Geological Survey of India. With Plates XIY. and XV.,
and a Map (Plate XVI.).

[Head, 30th of Xovember, 1878.]

1. Madras.

2. Hyderabad (Xizam's territory), and the Berars.

8. Central Provinces and Bandelkhand.

4. Rajputana and Central India.

5. Bombay.
6. Sind and Beluchistan.

7. Bengal and Orissa.

8. Assam and adjoining Countries.

9. Burmah.
10. Andaman Islands.

11. Sumatra.

12. Java.

13. Methods employed in the manufacture of the implements.

14. Uses to which the stone implements were put.

15. General and concluding remarks on the geographical distribution.

16. List of Localities.

INTE.ODLCTION.

In the year 1864, shortly after my arrival in India, I commenced
making a collection of naturally fractured quartzite pebbles, for the

purpose of ascertaining how closely these objects, without the aid of

human agency, might approximate in form to the character of those

rudely chipped implements for which an artificial origin had in dif-

ferent countries been claimed. If not at that time an actual unbe-
liever in, I was at least somewhat doubtful as to, the evidence ad-

duced in certain cases being completely conclusive of the objects

having been the work of man. Prom time to time, however, in the

vicinity of the coal-fields of "Western Bengal, I picked up chipped

stones which seemed to show such strong evidences of design (vide

PL 14, Pigs. 1-3), that my views on the subject became considerably

modified. I trust that I shall be pardoned this personal explanation,

but it seems to be advisable that it should be clearly indicated that the

views and generalisations which I put forward in this Paper are the

result of many years' systematic observation and record.

Two of the specimens now exhibited present a sufficiently close re-

semblance to the well-known forms to make it probable that they might
be regarded by a casual observer as not essentially differing from them.
A minute examination of the planes of fracture, however, soon shows
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that there is an absence of evidence of any laboriously worked-out de-

sign, and that, in point of fact, these objects are probably of purely

natural origin, and that their resemblance to the artificial forms is

merely accidental. It is far different with the objects figured in

Plate 14, and notably so with Figure 'No. 3. In this one especially,

and in the others in a less degree, a central plane, with a cutting edge

all round, has been produced by a succession of fractures according to

a systematic design, and hence they may, I think, with perfect confi-

dence, be asserted to be of artificial origin.

In the second- group or class of stone implements, of which I ex-

hibit some specimens and illustrations, viz., that which includes the

cores and flakes of flint, chert, and agate, the same principle of evidence

of design may likewise be applied, and where the cores, as in examples

which have been figured from Sind and Jabalpur,* display a symmetri-

cal arrangement of the fractures, no doubt can exist of their artificial

origin, though we may indeed be somewhat at a loss to explain the

methods employed in their production. Where the flakes have been
trimmed into the shape of knives and arrow-heads the artificial origin

is likewise apparent, but some of the ruder flakes may have been the

result of natural fracture. Such an one from Singhbhum is also ex-

hibited.

In the following pages I propose to take up in succession the

several geographical regions into which India may most conveniently

be divided, and to describe briefly the characteristics of the imple-

ments whose discovery has been recorded from them respectively. I
shall then treat of the methods by which they were manufactured,

and the purposes for which they were probably employed, and I shall

conclude with some general remarks on the geographical distribution

of the different forms of implements, and the probable history of the

races who manufactured them.

I leave it to others more conversant with the forms and distribu-

tion of implements, in countries other than those included in India, to

point analogies, and to test my conclusions, by applying them to a
more extended sphere.

Madras.

My colleague, Mr. Poote, has made the subject of the stone imple-

ments of the Madras Presidency so particularly his own, and has pub-
lished such full accounts of his researches and conclusions, that I
almost hesitate to attempt here to give a resume of them, lest it should

happen that I should omit any points of importance.

But since it is necessary for the main argument of this Paper that

it should contain a sketch of the discoveries of implements which have
been made in each of the great geographical divisions of the Indian
Empire, I am compelled to offer the following brief account of the

* Vide references in Table.

3£2
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Madras implements, leaving it to those who may desire to go deeper
into the question to refer directly to Mr. Foote's memoir.*

Together with Mr. King, Mr. Foote has, in the districts of Madras
Proper and North Arcot collected many hundreds of chipped quartzite

implements where they were found, either washed or eroded out on
the surface of laterite gravels and conglomerates, or embedded in

situ at depths of from three to eight, or even ten feet beneath the
same.

Mr. Foote's reasons for concluding that the Madras implements are

of the same age as the laterite are three-fold. Firstly, when occur-

ring on the surface they are invariably associated with the detritus

from laterite beds, and they do not occur in the younger alluvial for-

mations which separate areas of laterite. Secondly—the implements
all bear a colour and stain of the matrix of laterite in which they
were embedded, precisely similar to that found on the miscellaneous

quartzite shingle also occurring in and on the laterite, and which,,

from its abundance, cannot have been transported in comparatively

recent times to its present position by human agency, as has been sug-

gested for the implements. Thirdly—there is the already mentioned
fact that the implements are sometimes found firmly embedded in the

laterite, though this fact is not quite so conclusive as might be at

first supposed, since it is just possible that the particular bed includ-

ing the implements might consist of re-assorted detrital laterite, and
not of the original formation. That the bed does belong to the origi-

nal formation is, however, in Mr. Foote's opinion, most probable.

The term laterite, which I have used above, may possibly convey no
very distinct meaning to the English reader; it is one applied to a form

of rock which is only doubtfully represented in any country other than

India. Be this as it may, the name is at present used exclusively in

reference to an Indian post-tertiary formation, which, though vary-

ing in composition and structural characters, is constant in this one

respect—that it is an indurated clay containing a greater or less per-

centage of ferruginous constituents with occasional nests of lithomarge.

It is either cellular, pisolitic, or conglomeritic in structure, and is pos-

sibly separable into several groups of different ages.

There are good reasons for believing that it at one time covered

over nearly the whole of India as with a film, several hundred feet

thick, which accommodated itself to the previously existing inequali-

ties of the surface. It is now found in isolated caps on the tops of

some of the loftiest plateaus of the central parts of India, and forms a

marginal zone along both the eastern and western coasts. That it is a

subaqueous deposit seems necessary from its characters ; but whether

formed under fresh water or the sea it is impossible to say, since it has

not yielded any fossil fauna or flora. The marginal zone, which con-

* For references to Mr. Foote's Papers see the Table accompanying this Paper,

p. 403.
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tains the implements above mentioned, was probably deposited in the

latter part of the period, during which—supposing the deposit to be of

sub-marine origin—Peninsular India must have been gradually elevated

from 500 to 600 feet, since Mr. Foote has ascertained that the laterite

along the western edge of the zone is that amount above present sea

level.

Both Messrs. King and Foote have pointed out that in some cases

the implements have been found more abundantly in the vicinity of

masses of metamorphic rocks, or on the flanks of hills, which probably

stood out as islets in the lateiitic sea, than elsewhere. Mr. Foote has

also suggested, as a bare speculation, the possibility of some of the im-

plements having been dropped into the waters from the rafts or boats

of the ancient inhabitants, while some may have been left by them
when they ranged over the flats of laterite which were exposed at low
tide. He, at the same time, very properly declines to suggest ice as

the transporting agent, and concludes that "the total absence of or-

ganic remains from the lateritic formations renders it very difficult to

arrive at any satisfactory conclusion as to the circumstances existing

during their deposition over such wide-spread areas."

The above-quoted facts, together with other details given by Mr.
Foote, are sufficient, I believe, to prove that vast physical changes

have taken place in India since it was first inhabited. That it

was a gradually rising island during a portion of these far distant

times seems also probable. Intimately connected with this subject

are the results which have in late years been arrived at from the

study of Comparative Ethnology, and the geographical distribution

of plants and animals, from which conclusions as to a former arrange-

ment of land surfaces in the Eastern hemisphere have been drawn.
But I do not at present propose to do more than thus briefly allude to

this aspect of the question.

Mr. Foote also records the occurrence of stone implements in the

Kadapah and Karnul districts, often at considerable elevations, and
quite removed from the marginal zone of laterite ; but states that
" there is no evidence as yet to prove or disprove the contemporaneity
of the high and low level implement-bearing deposits."

I believe I am correct in saying that the implements from these

different elevations do not exhibit any characters serving to distin-

guish them from one another respectively— all conform to the general

type of chipped quartzites, many varieties of which have been
figured by Mr. Foote. It only remains for me to notice the cases

where implements belonging to the other two classes have been found
in Madras. Mr. Foote describes some discoidal objects, for which he
has suggested the title sling-stones, and also some flakes and arrow-
heads, which seem to be quite different in character from those from
North-"Western India, having been formed probably from chips from
the chipped quartzites, and not from cores, in the orthodox manner.
In Bajmahendry alone, within the limits of the Madras Presidency, do
the true cores and flakes appear to have been met with.
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To the best of my belief, but one example of a polished celt

has been met with in the Madras Presidency,*1 and even that was only
a fragment of a stone hatchet, which was picked np on the crest of a

hill six miles north of Mercara in Coorg. So that it is almost abso-

lutely true that there is no evidence of the former existence of manu-
facturers of polished celts in Southern India.

Mr. Foote has recorded the occurrence of some perforated stones

which are similar to those I shall presently describe from some other

regions.

Hyderabad (Nizam's Territory) and the Berars.

In these regions Messrs. Blanford and Fedden, of the Geological

Survey, have collected a considerable number of specimens of imple-

ments which correspond to the Madras types, both in form and
material ; but they have also obtained some made of flinty inter-

trappean rocks, whose condition, resembling hornstone, has been
produced by the baking action of the basalt sheets. I believe some of
the specimens which have been obtained are approximate in character

to the polished celts ; but I have not the means of reference by me.

Central Provinces and Bandelkhand.

The chipped quartzites from the Central Provinces are very similar

in character to those from Madras. The most considerable collections

have been made in the Saugor district ; but odd specimens have been
picked up at various points throughout, and as far to the east as Sam-
bulpur, at a locality not far from where specimens were found in the

adjoining territories of Orissa. All the above were picked up on the

surface, unconnected with any deposit of determinable age ; but at

Bhutra, in the Narbada valley, a most important discovery was
made by Mr. Hacket, of the Geological Survey, who found several

implements, which were distinctly in situ, in osseous deposits of

pleistocene age. The bones so associated with these traces of man were
of Hexaprotodon, and other extinct mammalia : there were also fossils of

several species of still existing ITrsus.t IhvicS
Examples of the flakes and cores occur in great abundance in the

region about Jabalpur, and for considerable distances along the edge of

the great Dekan trap sheet. Their occurrence has been described in a

number of communications, published in the Proceedings of the Asia-

tic Society of Bengal, the references to which are given in the Table

below.

The instances of polished celts being found in the Central Pro-

vinces seem to be few ; but I am aware that there are some regard-

ing which, unfortunately, no facts have been published, and I do not

possess the details by me.

* Vide Note added in the Press, p. 413.

t Records Geol. Survey of India, 1873, pp. 50, b"i
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In Bandelkhand, as I have indicated in the Table, a large number
were obtained many years ago. Some of these, I am from my recol-

lection of them inclined to believe, were not implements at all

;

but were prepared as symbols of the Lingum, and indeed they

appear to have been chiefly obtained near altars.

The perforated stones—of which I exhibit one example, picked up
by myself from the surface at Mopani, in the Central Provinces—are

also somewhat rare ; but a few have also been obtained near Jabalpur.

I shall allude to their probable uses, and their resemblance to forms

met with in other parts of the world, on a future page.

Bajptjtana and Central India.

A considerable number of chipped quartzites have been obtained

in this area ; but as details have not been published, I am unable

to give the particulars. At Kerowlie a flint core was also obtained.

Bombay.

At Peyton, on the Godaveri, Mr. A. P». Wynne, of the Geological

Survey, obtained a well-fashioned flint knife, which, since it occurred

in gravels containing bones of extinct pleistocene mammalia, is one of

the most important discoveries yet made in India.

SlND AND BeLTTCHISTAN.

Flint cores from Sind were described and figured in the Geological

Magazine for 1866, by Mr. John Evans. They were originally said to

have been found three feet below the surface of the (nummulitic lime-

stone) rock in the bed of the Indus. This statement was subsequently
corrected; but, in 1875, Mr. "W. T. Blanford, who was then at

Sakkar, was given some cores, which were said likewise to have been
found two or three feet beneath the limestone. His examination
of the rock in situ, however, appears to have convinced him that the

specimens must have first fallen, or been washed into, the holes and
crevices which abound in every direction. On the hills about Bohri
and Sakkar both flakes and cores abound ; but the latter are not so

symmetrically formed as are those from the bed of the Indus.

Only last year Mr. W. T. Blanford received from Major Mockler,
from Sutkagen-Dor, forty miles north-west of Gwadar, on the Makran
coast (Beluchistan), a number of articles of pottery, &c. ; together

with which there were " some very well-shaped knives, precisely

such as we might expect to have been split off from the cores

from Sakkar."'* This is the most western locality whence flakes

of this type have, as yet, been recorded. No implements of other

* rroc. A. S. £., 1877, p. 157, plate ii., fig. 15.
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types, save some so-called hammers, have been found in Sind or

Beluehistan.

Be>tgax aot) Oeissa.

"With but veiy few and unimportant exceptions, the whole of the
recorded implements which have, as yet, been discovered in the Bengal
Presidency—by which I mean the region under the jurisdiction of

the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal—are now before the Academy.
They were all either picked up on the surface by myself, or obtained

by me direct from the persons into whose hands they passed after

their discovery. Though the collection is so small, it is, in a
remarkable degree, representative of types at one time considered to

be characteristic of the forms of implements belonging to various

widely separated regions in India and adjoining countries.

The chipped quartzite and vein quartz implements, figured in

Plate 14, are from 5lanbhum, in Chutia Sagpur, the Baniganj coal-field,

in the district of Bardwan, and from Talchir, Denkenal, and Ungul,
in Orissa. On comparison with a series of ITadras implements, the

resemblance to some of the forms is very striking, and the conclusion

that a connexion existed between the peoples who manufactured these

implements, respectively, seems a legitimate one to draw. JSTot only is

there a resemblance in form, but also in material, and in some in-

stances at least, in the case of the Bengal specimens, they were
picked up at localities far remote from the nearest possible source of

origin, thus necessitating some human means of transport. At the

same time, with these rudely-formed implements there is a less

clearly defined degree of character than is to be found in some of the

more carefully fashioned implements to be presently described.

In one district of Bengal only have traces of the flakes and cores been
met with, which are found so abundantly in some of the more western

regions of India. This district is Singbbhum, where Captain Beching
and myself discovered them. Not only did these in themselves, from
their forms and nature, indicate a human origin ; but I was in some
cases able to trace the probable source of the materials of which
they had been formed ; and in these cases, as with the chipped

quartzites, human transport was absolutely necessary to account for

their position. See Pigs. 14 and 15, in Plate 15.

I have already described how those implements which are the

work of human agency may be distinguished, by the evidence of

laboriously executed design, from naturally fractured fragments of

stone. I am quite prepared to find, however, that some persons

unaccustomed to this kind of inquiry, may very possibly decline to

accept my argument as conclusive ; but even such can scarcely refuse

to admit that the polished celts—Pigs. 8 to 12 in Plate 15—are of

human origin.

The first of these (Pig. 8) was found by me at Buradih, near the

borders of the Singhbhum and Lohardugga districts. It is made of

an argillaceous slaty rock, and was possibly, though having the form
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•of an axe, used in the hand for dressing skins. It appears to have

seen some service ; but probably never at at any time had so highly

finished a surface as the implements numbered 9 and 10. These are

made of a dense volcanic rock, susceptible of receiving a high polish.

It is not unlikely that they likewise were used for dressing skins. In
general appearance they closely resemble certain well-known forms of

European celts. They were discovered in some forest land, which
has recently been cleared for tea cultivation on the slopes of Paris-

nath, a well-known lofty hill in Western Bengal, which has for many
years attracted notice as a place of pilgrimage by the people of the

•Jain religion throughout India, and more recently as a site for an

attempted Sanitarium, which has proved a failure. I am indebted to

Mr. I. J. "Whitty, C.E., for these specimens.

In the district of Singhbhum I obtained from Mr. Ritchie, Super-

intendent of Police, two specimens of the specialised Burmese type of

shouldered adze, Plate 15, Figs. 11 and 12. In my original account of

them I pointed out this resemblance, and further stated that they were
likewise regarded by the people of the country as being thunderbolts,

•as is also the case in Burmah. Shortly after the publication of my
Paper, General Sir Arthur Phayre, then in the Mauritius, communicated
the interesting fact that the valley of the Irawadi, where many of the

Burmese implements have been found, is inhabited by a race of people

called Muns, whose language and customs show an affinity for those

of the Mundas, who inhabit Singhbhum and adjoining districts.

Thus, the probability of a pre-historic connexion having existed be-

comes very great. It is in part the success of this identification that

has led me on to the wider generalisation of the present Paper.

Assam and Adjoining Cotjxteees.

In Assam and the neighbouring hills polished celts, approximating
in character to the unshouldered Burmese forms,* have been disco-

vered in small numbers at wide intervals. The materials used in their

manufacture vary from jade to gneiss and soft argillaceous slate. They
appear to have been used principally as hoes for weeding and planting
on the hill sides. Among the Assamese they are believed, as in Burmah,
to be thunderbolts. The Nagas, however, according to Mr. Peale, say
that they belong to a former and extinct race of people, and seem to

regard them as uncanny objects, which it is advisable for them to

leave alone.

Burmah:.

Like Mr. Poote in Madras, so Mr. "W. Theobald, also of the
Geological Survey, is the great authority on the stone implements of

* It seems, however, to be usual with them to have the edges ground down on
both sides, while in the Burmese implements the cutting surface is generally a
<-hisel-like edge.
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Burmah, and has published a number of Papers, the most comprehen-
sive and latest of which will he found as an Appendix to his Account
of the Geology of Pegu.* Dr. J. Anderson, the Bev. Dr. Mason, and
Captain Fryer have also written on this subject.

I shall not attempt here to enter into details regarding the varie-

ties of form which have been met with in Burmah. It will be suffi-

cient to state that one class of the so-called specialised Burmese forms
have a shouldered adze-like shape, while the other, though unshoul-
dered, differ from the ordinary Indian and European celts, in having a

chisel instead of a double-sloped cutting edge.

Specimens are particularly abundant in the valley of the Irawadi,

above Prome ; but the districts of Aracan, Tenasserim and Toungoo
have also yielded a large number of examples. One only has been
found so far to the south as Moulmein. In Western Tunan, the un-
shouldered varieties, generally made of jade, were met with by Dr.
Anderson. I quote the following curious account of the estimation in

which these articles are held by the Burmese, from Mr. Theobald's

above-mentioned Paper :

—

"The Burmese call these implements mo-jio, thunder-chain or
thunder-bolt, and believe that they descend with the lightning flash,

and. after penetrating the earth, work their way back by degrees to

the surface, where they are found scattered about the fields, among the
lower hills, usually after rain, or on removing crops. The true mo-jio

is supposed to possess many occult virtues, and it is not common to

find one which does not show signs of having been chipped or scraped

for medicinal purposes.
" One of the chief virtues of the mo-jio is to render the person of

the wearer invulnerable ; and many an unlucky mo-jio has succumbed
to the popular test, which is to wrap it in a cloth and fire a bullet at

it at short range. If the man misses the cloth the authenticity and
power of the charm is at once established ; if the stone is fractured it

is held not to be a real mo-jio. Other less severe tests are also applied.

Fowls, it is supposed, will not venture near rice on which a real

mo-jio is lying. Fire will not consume a house which contains one-

(though I never heard of this ordeal being attempted). A plantain

tree cut down with one will not sprout up again ; and last, but not least

in esteem, is the known fact that the owner of a real mo-jio can cut a

rainbow in half with it."f

Andaman Islands.

Elsewhere in this Paper I have alluded to the fact that, in the

Andaman Islands we have a race of people who, at the present day,

manufacture flakes from flint pebbles. Near the settlements glass has

* Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, vol. x. pp. 255-259.

t Ibid., p. 171.
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been adopted as a more suitable material by the partially-tamed

tribes.

Sumatra.

A specimen of a polisbed celt from Sumatra, and now in the

Christy Museum, London, is considered by Mr. Theobald to be of very
similar character to one from Burmah. I have not had an opportunity

as yet of ascertaining what has been written on the subject of Sumatra
implements.*

Java.

It appears that a considerable series of chipped implements and
polished celts have been obtained in Java. These have, I believe,

been reported on by a Commission appointed for the purpose, by the
French Academy of Sciences, which, in all probability, contains much
interesting information.

Methods Employed en the Manufacture of the Implements.

"What I have said on a previous page, in reference to the evidence

of design afforded by the chipped quartzite implements, sufficiently in-

dicates how they were in all probability trimmed into shape ; but with
the agate and chert flakes it is by no means so easy to account for the

process employed. The beautiful symmetry of the cores, especially

those from Sind, indicate an amount of careful and skilled manipu-
lation which the quartzite chippers rarely if ever possessed. In the
Andamans I heard that heat was an agent employed in facilitating frac-

ture, but I could get no full account of the whole process. I doubt if

the Andamanese, too, ever produced cores like those from Sind.

Pressure has been rather vaguely suggested as the means by which
these flakes were made ; but no one, so far as I know, has by any ap-
plication of it produced satisfactory results.

The polished celts, particularly those of hard materials, in all pro-

bability represent a great amount of work. Some of them, particu-

larly those of the shouldered type, may have been sawn into shape-

It is well known that fibres and thin laths used in conjunction with
sand have been used successfully to cut through iron fetters. A simi-

lar process, with suitable varieties of sand, may have been employed by
the ancient manufacturers of celts.

Uses to which the Stone Implements weee put.

Although it has been a common practice with many writers to
speak of these chipped stone implements as axes, hatchets, &c, I do
not think that any one can really be prepared to maintain that they
could ever have been employed as such in the manner in which
modern axes or hatchets are used.

More unsuitable tools for actually cutting wood can hardly bo con-

* Vide Xote on page 412.
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ceived of, though as wedges for splitting wood, many, "both of the
chipped and polished kinds would be fairly efficient instruments.

Some may possibly have been used for scooping out canoes and wooden
Tessels, the operation being facilitated by a preliminary charring by
fire. It is known that some have been used in Assam and adjoining

-countries on the Xorth-east frontier as hoes in rude agriculture, and
that for this purpose iron has, in certain remote tracts, only of late

become available.

Although certain forms of the chipped quartzites may have been
carried in cleft sticks as battle-axes or weapons of offence or defence

against wild animals, I believe that the bulk of them were used for

grubbing wild roots out of the ground. Some years ago I paid a good
deal of attention to the subject of the jungle products, which afford a

means of support to many of the aboriginal races. Besides fruits,

leaves, and stems, I ascertained that the roots, particularly of several

species of Dioseorea, &c, furnished a substantial food for several months
of every year. At the present day people belonging to such tribes

may often be seen laboriously digging up these roots, either with a

simply pointed stick, or a stick provided with an iron spike. I have
a very vivid recollection of the appearance presented by a woman
whom I saw thus engaged during the present year. Her prognathous
countenance was of the lowest type I have ever seen ; to what race or

tribe she belonged I did not ascertain, but as I saw her with hunger
in her eyes and an infant strapped on her back, while she crouched

over the precious root which she was digging out, I could not but
regard her as being in all probability a lineal descendant of the manu-
facturers and users of stone implements such as some of those which I

exhibit here to-night.

There is one class of stone implements unsuited to any of the above-

mentioned purposes, but wnich, being provided with sharp edges, it

seems very probable were used as skin scrapers. In connexion with
this I may mention, that on one occasion in the Satpura Hills, in the

Central Provinces, having shot a bear, I gave the carcase, with some
knives, to the people who had brought it to camp, in order that

they might take off the skin. These people belonged to a tribe

who always carry a very small well-sharpened iron axe of a form I

have not seen elsewhere. After working for a short time with the

knives, they discarded them for the axes, which they removed from
their wooden handles, and then placing their thumbs in the holes,

grasped them firmly with their fingers and continued the flaying with
astonishing rapidity. In a similar way I believe that the scrapers of

stone may have been used for the preparation of skins which, when
rudely dressed, afforded the only clothing of these early inhabitants.

The various forms of traps and snares which are now commonly met
with in the jungles may be survivals of the ancient methods which
were employed to capture the wild animals.

Opinions differ much as to the probable uses of the ring stones, of

which examples of various sizes have been obtained in Hadras, Jabal-
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pur, and Mopani, in the Central Provinces, and Karakpur in Bengal,

and in Burmah. They have been supposed to be weights for spindles,

net sinkers, and in the case of the specimens from Karakpur, portions

of querns or hand mills. These last, indeed, appear to be of no great

antiquity, and the suggestion is probably correct. I am able to ex-

hibit a specimen of perforated schist of veiy modern origin, of which

I was able to ascertain the history. I picked it up one day at Almo-
rah, in the Himalayas, and seeing it was modern, I thought it possible

I might get a clue to the uses of the ancient forms, to which it had

some resemblance. On inquiry I found it was simply a toy quern

which had been manufactured by or for the children of the village,

and one small boy laughed outright when he saw me carrying it off.

The example (Plate 15, Pig. 13) is, however, ancient beyond a

doubt. I have already suggested in my original account of it that I

am inclined to believe, from the facility with which it can be grasped,

that it may have been used as a sort of " knuckle-duster " in encounters

between men and wild animals. As a spindle whorl or net-sinker, it

appears to me that it is unnecessarily heavy, and for either of these

purposes a softer, more easily worked, stone than basalt would answer
equally well.

The chief point of interest about it is its very close resemblance to-

forms which have not uncommonly been met with in Europe and like-

Avise in Yirginia, Pennsylvania, and other parts of North America.* To-

those who believe in an Asiatic origin for the North American Indians

this fact may be of interest. These implements are commonly called

liammer stones ; but I do not think it probable that they were em-
ployed in the manufacture of flakes, as has been suggested by some
authorities.

The flakes of chert, agate, &c, which were struck from the cores I

exhibit were undoubtedly used as lancets, knives, arrow-heads, &c. I

have, in a Paper read in this place on a previous occasion, described

how, in the Andaman Islands at the present day, in the vicinity of the
settlements, flakes of bottle glass are used as lancets and razors, they
being found to be more efficient than the flakes of chert, &c, which
were formerly used there. It is most probable that in some parts of

the islands chert or hornstone flakes are still manufactured, and used
for these purposes.

I cannot leave this part of the subject without making a sugges-

tion as to a possible use of some of the forms whose efficiency as im-
plements may appear to be doubtful. In Burmah, Assam, &c, these

objects are regarded either as being of supernatural origin, or as

thunderbolts, as I have stated above. In Bandelkhand and the
Central Provinces they have sometimes been found placed in the
vicinity of Shivoid altars, or the well-known lingum. It seems, there-

fore, possible that some forms may have been specially prepared as

votive offerings, and possessed a symbolical significance in a now for-

bid? American Naturalist, for March, 1873.
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gotten cult. Possibly, however, the custom among certain of the abo-
riginal tribes to make offerings of pottery-images, &c, to the evil

spirits which they believe infest their forests and hills, and whom it is

considered to be much more important to propitiate than it is to invoke
the good spirits, may be a relic of that ancient time.

Miniature stone models of agricultural implements might very
possibly have been offered on the altars of those deities or spirits who
were supposed to preside over agriculture, and upon whose favour

prosperity was believed to depend. "We need not seek far in other re-

ligions for analogous offerings of types for actual things. There is an
iron adze-shaped tool in use in Burmah at the present day very similar

to the shouldered celts found in that province, which fact throws a

doubt on the great antiquity claimed for the latter, since it is simply
idle to suppose that these stone adzes can have been used for shaping

wood.

General and Concluding Remarks ox the Geographical
Distribution.

Reviewing the facts given under the several geographical headings

above, and the further details in the Table appended, it becomes
apparent that it is possible, in the present state of our knowledge, to

subdivide India with the adjoining countries on the east and west
into three great regions, each characterized by containing a certain

class of stone implements. On the accompanying map (Plate 16) I

have attempted to distinguish the limits of these regions respectively.

It will be observed that there are patches detached from each, to which
the geological term outlier may conveniently be applied.

Throughout this Paper I have not made use of the terms neolithic

and paleolithic, convenient as they doubtless are, since they are calcu-

lated to convey what, in the case of India at least, I consider to be an
erroneous idea of progression. The different forms of implements seem
to be rather indices of race than of time. This opinion may appear to

be unorthodox, and the picture of the rude manufacturer of the chipped

quartzite being the progenitor of the artist who, in the progress of

time, evolves the art of making highly polished celts out of the hardest

materials, though no doubt an attractive one does not seem to fit in

with the facts at our disposal. Of course in certain localities such an

advance in art may have taken place ; but the wide extent of country

we are dealing with, and the magnitude of the data, render it possible

to ignore such local cases, supposing them to exist, without vitiating

the main results and conclusions.

It would be improper to omit all reference to the influence which

the geological structure of the three great regions respectively may
have had in determining the form and characters of the implements.

It is clear that where chert, agate, or some similar forms of quartz do

not occur naturally, we are not likely to find flakes and cores in

abundance. And, therefore, a certain limit has been placed by ex-
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ternal causes on the -manufacturing capabilities of the people. At the

same time each of the regions is so vast and the mineralogical resources

are so varied, that the specialised characters of the implements appear

to be all the more remarkable, since the materials for greater diversity

are not wanting. In Burmah, however, according to Mr. Theobald,

the implements are often of schist or basalt, which are quite unlike

anything to be found in the areas where the implements occur.

Referring again to the maps, we find that implements belonging to

Class A (the chipped quartzites) occur throughout a vast area of India

which extends in a north and south direction from Saugor to Madras,

and east and west from Raniganj in Bengal to Neemuch in Rajpo-

tana.

This area overlaps the others to some extent, or it may be other-

wise stated has outliers within their limits, as in Chutia JSagpur, and
the Central Provinces, and Rajputana.

In far distant Java, implements of somewhat similar character ap-

pear to have been met with. This is a fact of considerable interest,

pointing to a pre-historic connexion.

The distribution of the flakes and cores which constitute Class B is

limited to the area which extends north and south from Kerowlie, in

Rajputana to Peyton, on the Godaveri in Bombay, and east and west
from Singhbhum in "Western Bengal to Sukkur on the Indus, in Sind,

and still further even to Gwadar in Beluchistan.

The principal known outliers from this area are at Rajmahendry
on the lower Godaveri, and in the Andaman Islands.

The polished celts, &c, whose varieties make up the sub-divisions

of Class C, occupy an area which extends from Upper Assam in the

north-east to Singhbhum in Bengal, and from the Irawadi Valley in

Burmah to Jabalpur in the Central Provinces. The doubtful case of a

polished celt from Coorg is the only example, so far as I know, of one
being found outside these boundaries.*

Such being the rough limits of the three areas of distribution, it is

obvious that in Western Bengal and the Central Provinces, *'. e. in the
most central parts of the peninsula, there is considerable mutual over-

lap. It now only remains to make an attempt to offer some rational

explanation of this fact. Two theories have suggested themselves to

me. According to the first, we may regard these central tracts as in-

cluding a radiating point, from which successive waves of emigration
may, at different stages in the civilisation and progression of the
people, have spread, as the rising peninsula enlarged the area accessi-

ble. We cannot say with any degree of certainty whether the flake-

makers or the quartz-chippers were the more ancient. The former,
however, on this supposition, spread in directions to the west and
north-west, while the latter found their way southwards to Madras,
and even to Java in the south-east, where they met with the manu-
facturers of polished celts. These last, according to the same theory,

* See Note added in the Press, p. 413.
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spread eastwards from the central point of departure, till, through
Burinah and the Malayan countries, they reached the confines of
Chiua. This theory is one that may commend itself to the notice of
progressionists ; but, for my own part, I am rather inclined to adopt
the following as the more probable explanation. According to this

second theory, our central area must be regarded as including a point

of convergence rather than of divergence of immigration rather than of
emigration. As we recede from the central area, in the several direc-

tions above indicated, we find that the further off we get, the respec-
tive forms become more abundant, and show higher degrees of skill,

being nearer the original seats of the races who manufactured. Thus,
none of the cores and flakes of the central provinces can compare with
those of Sind for beauty of workmanship. The chipped quartzites of
Madras, if not better formed, are certainly in greater variety and
abundance than those of the Central Provinces, while, as regards the
polished celts, the superiority of the workmanship in the Burmese and
adjoining countries cannot well be disputed.

Having again recourse to the idea of the rising peninsula or island,

which is, however, a by no means essential feature for this theory, we
may suppose that as the central parts of the country became accessi-

ble, wanderers from the three surrounding quarters, bringing with them
a knowledge of their respective arts, came in contact with one another,

and became the parents of some of the widely distinct races who in-

habit India at the present day. With the introduction of a knowledge
of the art of making iron by the rude process which is still employed,

the manufacture of stone implements gradually died out, though, as

has been pointed out, it still lingers on the north-east frontier, and in

the Andaman Islands. At what time iron began to replace the stone

we cannot say, but it is most probable, in spite of the fact of cop-

per weapons having been discovered in certain places, that in India

there has been no intervening bronze period.

In conclusion, I would say that the suggestions I have put forward

are, to the best of my belief, wholly new, though they first occurred to

me many years ago. The progress of discovery has encouraged me to-

believe that they contain a strong element of probability. It is in the

hope that the subject may attract the notice of ethnologists, philolo-

gists, and antiquarians, with all of whose special departments it is in-

timately connected, that I have at length ventured to formulate these

views.
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NOTE ADDED IN THE PEESS.

Since the foregoing pages were printed, I have had an opportunity,

through the kindness of Mr. Franks, of examining the collection of

Asiatic stone implements in the British Museum. I find it includes a

series of polished celts from the Shevaroy hills in the Madras Presi-

dency. No account of these has heen published, so far as I know. If

the locality is authentic, we have another instance of an outlier. Such
exceptions to the main features of distribution will possibly be from
time to time discovered, but they must become very numerous before

they can be considered to outweigh the facts upon which the general

conclusions in this Paper have been founded.

The writer earnestly hopes that, in future, discoverers of stone im-

plements in India will recognise the importance of publishing a perma-

nent record of all the facts connected with their discoveries.

It may be useful to add here Dr. Caldwell's views on the subject

of the successive waves of immigration which have served to constitute

the four separate strata into which the Indian population is at present

sub-divided.*

First and earliest. The forest tribes, such as Kolas, Santals, Bhils,

&c, who may have entered India from the north-east.

Second. The Dravidians, who entered India from the north-west,

and either advanced voluntarily towards their ultimate seats in the

south of the peninsula, or were driven by the pressure of subsequent

hordes following them in the same direction.

Third. We have the race of Scythian or non-Aryan immigrants
from the north-west, whose language afterwards united with the San-

skrit to form the Prakrit dialect of Northern India.

Fourth. The Aryan invaders.

The resemblance between the above, and the conclusions which I

have arrived at independently, more particularly as regards the source

of the Kolarian manufacturers of the polished celts, is sufficiently ob-

vious.

"With regard to the Dravidians, who came from the north-west, it

may be that they were the people who manufactured the flakes, and
afterwards—when they had pushed off the Dekan Basalt further south

—took to making the chipped quartzite axes from a material which
then became more accessible to them.

As I have before said, however, I leave it to ethnologists and phi-

lologists to work out this question in connexion with the data I have
collected.

* I quote from Colonel Dalton's "Ethnology of Bengal," p. 244. Colonel

Dalton, in a foot note, demurs to the correctness of the inclusion of the Bhils with
the Kols, considering them to be rather Dravidian. See also on this subject

P. A. S. B., 1873, pp. 130-133.
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LIST OF PLATES.

Plate XIV. 1. Chipped quartzite, Jeriah Coal-field, Western Bengal.

2. ,, ,, S.S.W. of Beherinath Hill, Western Bengal.

3. ,, ,, Raniganj coal-field, Western Bengal.

4. ,, vein-quartz, Talchir, Orissa.

o. ,, quartzite, Dehkenal, Orissa.

6. ,, . ,, Ungul, Orissa.

7. ,, „ Sambalpiir, Central Provinces.

Plate XV. 8. Polished argillaceous slate, Buradih, Chutia-Nagpur, Western

9.

10.

11.

12.

Plate XVI

trap, Parisnath Hill, Western Bengal, with section.

argillaceous slate, Parisnath Hill, Western Bengal.

quartzite ) Singhbhum. These are of the shouldered

trap, J Burmese type.

13. Eing stone, basalt, Mopani coal mines, Central Provinces, with

section.

14. Core of horn-stone, Singhbhum.

15. Do. Do.

Map showing areas of distribution.
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LXVI.

—

Exploration and Bestoration of the Butn of the Grianan

of Aileach. By Dr. "Walter Bernard, Fellow of the College

of Physicians in Ireland, &c, With Plates XVII. and XVIII.

[Bead August 12th, 1878.]

Seventeen years ago, when this traditional and historic place was
first visited by me, I found it in a very ruinous condition, and from

that time I commenced to take an interest in its associations. Year
after year witnessed the further advance of its ruin, and I clearly

saw that if something were not soon done to arrest the progress of

destruction, it would be in a few years a thing of the past.

Its appearance in 1873 was that of an immense circular heap of

stones, with its gray fallen masonry scattered over the interior

—

no vestige of a wall, entrance passage, or central building.

More than forty years ago the Ordnance Survey for the parish of

Templemore, and county of Londonderry, gives, page 217, the following

account of the condition it was then found in :
—" The cashel, though

in a more perfect state than the external ramparts, is still a mere ruin,

and at a distance has the appearance of a dilapidated sepulchral cairn;

but on closer inspection it will be found to be a circular wall, in-

closing an area of 77 feet 6 inches in diameter, and in its present

state about 6 feet in height, and varying in breadth from 15 feet

to 11 feet 6 inches, or averaging about 13 feet. This wall is not
quite perpendicular on its external face, but has a curved slope

or inclination inwards, like Staig fort in Kerry, and most other of the
forts of the kind in Ireland. Of its original height it is not now
easy to form a very accurate conjecture, but, from the quantity

of fallen stones, which* form a glacis on either side, about 13 feet

in breadth, it must be concluded to have been at least twice, and
possibly four times its present altitude."

At page 221, the state and antiquity of the building; in the centre

of the cashel is given as follows:—" The remains of a small oblong
building measuring 16 feet 6 inches by 14 feet 3 inches. The walls,

which are 2 feet thick, and at present not more than 2 feet high,

were constructed with mortar. The antiquity of this building is ex-

tremely doubtful, and its angular form indicates a much more recent

age than the circular works by which it is inclosed, and the pro-

bability is that it was erected for a chapel during the severe adminis-

tration of the penal laws, to which purpose it was certainly ap-

propriated until about forty years since, when a chapel was erected

at Burt."

An account of the rapid destruction of the Grianan is given by
Mr. Godwin, F. S. A., in the April number of the Architect for 1872.

He states, that at the time of his visit in March, 1858, the masonry
was in a very dilapidated condition, owing in a great part to the labours
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of some gentleman, who many years ago evinced more cniiosity

than care in searching after subterranean passages, &c. : since which
time this interesting work of antiquity has deplorably suffered

by the summer invasion of visitors from the neighbouring city

—

indeed, to such an extent that the drawings of the fort, taken at the

time of the Ordnance Survey, have literally become matters of history,

for the inclined jambs, the interior terrace with its steps, the small

central building, and many other features of note which then existed

are now no more.

These statements, from reliable witnesses, are sufficient to convince

anyone that what had lain concealed and disregarded for centuries

would, by the unthinking, careless, and curious, be soon reduced to

nothing. Probably this work of spoliation might still have advanced
with a more rapid pace, inasmuch as newspaper writers of late years

have been drawing the attention of the general public to the locality.

It is unnecessary to go over its ancient history and written tra-

ditions, as a very full and lucid account of such is summarised in the

Ordnance Survey above referred to. It remains for me to give what
account I can of my own work of exploration and restoration. My first

great difficulty was how to commence the undertaking single-handed,

without possessing any personal influence or exercising extraneous

pressure. Moreover, none took a substantial interest in the enter-

prise, and such an undertaking, counting the costs through the medium
of contractors, would have been impracticable.

Having expressed the object I had in view to the farmers residing

round the hill, they did not at first quite believe in the practicability

of what I wanted done. However I managed to get some to follow

my example and work. So we commenced in the Spring of 1874;
and, although at the beginning the number could be counted on the

fingers of one hand, yet seeing that there was an earnestness of pur-

pose in the undertaking, some more soon followed, and recruits were
weekly added. All that season, owing to the interest I took in the

progress of the work, the number still increased, so that, not unfre-

quently, I had as many as forty-four. Seldom were there less than

fifteen. As a rule we worked only one day in the week, very rarely

on two, except towards the end.

In consequence of being surrounded with quarries and loose stones,

many of those who assisted had acquired a taste for dry mason work

;

and so well skilled are they in this, that contractors prefer to have
dry masonry executed by countrymen rather than by the regular

mason. During our progress a spirit of emulation existed as to whose
piece would excel, for neatness and durability.

It was found that the vestige of the inner facing was not battered

as the outer. Indeed little attention appeared to have been given by
the ancient builders to the laying of the stones in this part of the

work. Many are very irregular, and give the impression that it could

not last long. However it has been now exposed for three years.

The "weathering influences" have not had the slightest effect upon it;
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not one stone has been loosened, and, in my opinion, if not disturbed,

it will last for ages.

The outer casing is batterrd a little more than two inches to the

foot. The men in rebuilding this had nothing to guide them but the

eye, and took the greatest possible pains to imitate the structure and
inclination of the original, by carefully laying headers here and there

in each row, with a view to insure the stability of the building.

I declined to give my consent to any alteration of the old masonry,
which had got out of position, until an attempt was made to see if it

would bear superincumbent weight. To our great disappointment it

would not, and we had no other alternative than to have it re-arranged

in three places at the south-west (the side of the prevalent winds),

where it had been almost reduced to the foundation.

At first we made the entire structure uniform in height, but look-

ing at it from a distance it was found unsightly. This apparent want
of proportion was occasioned by the irregularity of the ground on
which it is built ; so, to compensate for this inclination, we raised the

wall a few feet higher on the southern than on the northern portion.

The circle, including the coping-stones, averages 17 feet 3 inches in

height. To bind our work into a complete unity we had to gather

around the hill about 700 or 800 loose stones—certainly not more, if

so many—and to split from the adjoining rocks, cropping up through
the heather, 181 coping-stones. These are supposed to serve instead

of those removed by King Murdoch O'Brien in 1101, to build the

parapet wall of his castle in Limerick, as a retaliation for some insult

the Northerns offered to the Dalcassians 200 years before. John
Bovaird and William Barr, both alive, while working at the building

of Mannerstown bridge, saw a few brought down for coping it. These
were the only ones ever known to have been removed; indeed it would
be a work of supererogation, as well as much injury to horses, carts,

and harness, and at best these are not, and I believe never were, well
adapted for the severe work experienced in ascending and descending a

rough stony uncultivated hill. The men themselves ridicule the idea

of stones having been removed for building purposes, as they have
more than once remarked, that they have already too many stones on
and about their farms. Another proof—quarries are on every hill-side

in the neighbourhood. Moreover, I examined the homesteads around,

and could not bring myself to think that there existed in any part of

them material brought from the stone circle, for none presented the

worn appearances of those on the hill, stripped as they were of their

angularities by age and frequent tossing.

Before proceeding further, I wish to note here the accurate mea-
surements supplied by the Ordnance :

—"Circular apex of hill 5£ acres

contained within the outermost inclosure ; within the second, 4; within
the third, about 1 ; and within the cashel, about \ of an acre."

When excavating the centre we came on a few of the foundation

stones of the small building that was in the centre of the cashel; they
were partly laid on the rock and floor, and not sunk below the surface.
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The very few that remained of these stones had dry, coarse, crumbling-

mortar between and around them, which was a proof that it belonged

to more recent times than the cairn itself. There was no standing

wall left, and even its outline at base was destroyed.

"While removing the debris from the interior, behind the niche in

the door-way, and on the floor of the northern gallery, and close to its

entrance, was found a large stone, measuring in its widest part across

16 inches. In the centre is a round hole, 3 inches deep and 1^ in

diameter. The stone itself is of the hard, granular variety of trap or

greenstone. Tsb marks of dressing are discernible on its edges or sur-

faces, and the rhomboid shape is that not uncommon to stones of this

class. I do not hold myself responsible for anything I might suggest

as to the supposed use of this, or any other of the stone objects disco-

vered. Being found in that part of the gallery, near to its entrance,

as well as a very rotten piece of wood taken out of the hole and thrown
away, it might give one the idea that it was a spud-stone. It could

not have been a portion of a quern
;
possibly it may have served for a

rude sundial. But I am no authority, and on these stones I wish to

elicit rather than impart information. All material having been re-

moved from the floor of the interior, about the north-eastern steps, we
came upon a quantity of ashes and turf-mould, under which, on the

8th day of March, 1877, was found a slab of sandstone, checkered into

thirty-six squares, which I forwarded to the Academy the following

evening. The lines on its flat surface have been drawn with accuracy,

the four sides, eachnearly 6 inches, delineating almost a complete square.

The cross lines, forming the small squares, though not quite all the

same size, differ but little in proportion. While clearing at this

northern side we found nothing of any importance till we came to the

south-east part. Here, taking a line from the left-hand jamb of the

interior of the door to the base of the double flight of steps in the
south-west, we came upon the following within this space :—The upper
strata contained only the old socket of a plough, an iron ring, and
some defaced coins, all turned up on the 31st of May. "We next came
on a large heap of turf-mould and ashes: close to the entrance of

southern gallery, near to which, and buried in the lowest part of this,

was found a smooth, flattened, sugar-loaf-shaped stone, with well-

cut base, 10 inches long, 15 round base, 14 round centre, and 10 round
the top.

A bead also was dug up. and at a little distance in front of the

south-eastern steps some bones were found lying on the floor covered

with flags. TJiey were so much decayed that they, as well as the

teeth, when touched, nearly all crumbled into dust. These were the

only bones found out of the midden, which we will come to speak of

presently, and are the ones marked as belonging to the goat, or sheep,

and bird. Near to this tor were found wrought and unwrought sling-

stones and stone objects, which I regard as warriors' clubs. A dark,

flat, heart-shaped stone, with almost obliterated notches in its edge,

and several stone discs, were also got here. Close to the founda-
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tion of the exterior face, at the south-east, and after the removal of

many tons of material, a sandstone, with fluted columns, was also dis-

covered.

On the evening of the 2nd of August, 1874, we discovered a

midden in the western side, and a drain leading from it, as shown
on plan. The midden, 5 feet 5 inches in diameter and 1 foot deep,

had stones lining its circumference, which show marks of having
been wrought. The bones found in this pit were kindly examined for

me by Professor Boyd Dawkins, of the Owens College, Manchester, to

whom I feel much indebted for his time and trouble. He has marked
~No. 1 as belonging to the Celtic short-horned Bos longifrons, to which
he also refers the three upper molars. In his letter, 5th December,
1878, he says—"They belonged to the Celtic short-horned Bos longi-

frons, one bone of which was broken for the sake of its contents, and
had afterwards been gnawed by dogs ; the other bones belong to the
goat, sheep, and bird. I take them to be the relics of a funeral

feast."*

The midden and drain are now open for inspection. The contents

of both were carefully examined, and nothing more was found in them,
except some flat, partially circular stones, one having a round hole in

its centre. It is worthy of note that this midden and drain are not
mentioned either in the ancient or modern history of the place. The
orifice of inlet of the drain is larger, and more of a square than that of

the outlet, the former being surmounted by a strong lintel, and being
18 inches by 16 wide. The latter is much smaller; is only 12 inches

by 8 ; it is not so well constructed as the inlet, but its lintel is also

pretty massive. The run of the drain from the midden is in a direc-

tion east and west.

The floor of the interior is now entirely free from stones and dehris,

and nothing remains to be seen over its surface but the bare rock run-
ning in a north-westerly direction, the upper ridge being in the centre,

grass growing on each side of it.

On the north side of the door, as marked A on plan, a single flight

of steps, the original ones of which are marked with tar, leads, as now
constructed under my directions, to a 10 feet high or second platform
covering the entrance. This flight returns in a northerly direction to

the top or third platform. Those marked B, in the south-east, are a
double flight—begin at ground, lead to the 10 feet high or second plat-

form, returning at either side to top or third platform (grand plat-

form). In the south-west (C) a double flight, the right-hand side

flight leading to 5 feet high or first platform ; the left-hand side flight

to 10 feet or second platform, returning to the top or third. Those
marked D in the north-east, being a double flight, lead to a 5 feet

high or first platform; the right-hand to 10 feet or second platform,

* All the finds were presented to the Academy by Dr. Bernard.
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and returning to top or third platform. E, in north-west, is a double
flight, beginning in the first platform, and leading to 10 feet or second
platform. The original steps are irregular in dimensions, and though
they increase in size as they ascend, their measurements are variable.

It is in the highest degree probable that the single flight of steps

on the north side of the entrance did not stop till it overreached the
doorway to the second platform. While carefully removing the stones

from this point we could discover no signs of an intermediate platform.

If there had been one, it would, through the crevices of the uncemented
masonry, however well built, have admitted cold, wind and rain to

the gallery. Keeping this in view, and working from analogy, we
decided to carry our second platform over the door-head. This con-

clusion was further strengthened by the fact that the interior wall

flanking the southern gallery exhibited here and there remains of the
old masonry running in a direct course from the foundation beyond a
5 feet platform. Some of these in the original position, to the right

and left of the double flight of steps in the south-east (B), can be seen,

being indicated by tar, and they led us on till we came to the beginning

of the original platform at double flight of steps (C) south-west.

Having with much patience and anxiety carefully removed the stones,

we were able to map it out as extending on the westerly side for about
120 feet in length. It averages 5 feet high, in some parts 3 feet wide,

but it varies in width. In the diminished thickness of the interior of

the wall, leading from this platform, and looking out exactly towards
the mouth of Lough Swilly, we came on five steps ; they were very
fairly in position—three on one side, and two on the other. In this

spot, as well as more to the west, the glacis on the inside and outside

protected well the diminished wall. It was, however, much broken
down, only a trace of it here and there, and but for the very careful

manner in which those men removed the stones, we could not
possibly have found out the steps, the beginning and ending of the

original platform. No doubt, as those steps led us to infer, there were
other platforms, and as the system of appearances in the flights of

steps is similar, we reasonably supposed, having for our only guide the

vestige of the platform brought to light, that the arrangements of all

the platforms were similar. Thus we commenced another, keeping

in view the dimensions of our discovery, only that instead of stopping

at any point, we carried it round the entire circumference. Having got

so far, we calculated the quantity of stones now on the ground, and
with due regard to this fact, as well as to dimensions and symmetry,

we laid down the uppermost, 3 feet 6 inches above the intermediate,

also carrying it uninterruptedly round the entire structure. From its

greater width eastward, it is designated the grand platform. "With

the remnant of stones, together with the 700 or 800 collected, and the

181 coping-stones, we were able to erect a parapet wall the same
height as the uppermost platform from the intermediate, i. e., 3 feet

6 inches, and 2 feet wide at top—thus binding the whole into a com-
plete unity.
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Subjoined are the measurements :

—

Average height, 17 feet 3 inches, Breadth, from 15 feet at base to
11 feet 6 inches, averaging 13 feet. Average batter, 2 feet 9 inches.

77 feet 6 inches from east to west in the area, and the same from north
to south. Entire circumference at base of the exterior 353 feet.

Gateway averages 3 feet 10 inches at bottom; 3 feet 1 inch at top.

Average height, 6 feet 7 inches. In gateway on each side of the
entrance two niches 9 feet 6 inches from outside of wall, and each
2 feet wide, being the full height of the door entrance. Very little

remains of these niches were left, especially the southern one. Here,
as elsewhere, the original is shown by tar marks, the last stone of the
old work being paintGd.

On each side of the entrance there are two galleries, not extending
in length, as I quote from the Ordnance Survey, "one-half of its

entire circuit," for the northern gallery is only 29 feet eastward and
10 feet northward from its own entrance, the height of which at
orifice is 3 feet 1 inch by 1 foot 10 inches wide. The southern gal-

lery is 68 feet 6 inches long, with a seat 55 feet from its entrance,

being 13 feet 6 inches from its eastward end. The height of its

entrance is 2 feet 9 inches; width 1 foot 6 inches. These galleries are
about 5 feet high, 2 feet 2 inches wide at bottom, and 1 foot 1 1 inches
at top. We found the northern in a much more perfect state than the
southern, and when we cleared it all out, some flags of its original

roofing were still to be seen in situ, and at its termination northward,
nearly up to its roof, is a very good specimen of the ancient masonry.
This gallery differs from the one opposite by being 29 feet shorter, in the
dimensions of its doorway, in having no seat, and in running right and
left, the southern running only in the one direction, i. e., towards the
doorway. "When exposed to view, the side walls of the southern gal-
lery were seen to be deplorably dilapidated, in many parts broken
down, and the flagging entirely removed from the roof, with the ex-
ception of two or three. The lintels of both northern and southern
entrances were in their original positions. Fortunately the seat and
recess in the southern were not much injured. It will be found on
examination that the side walls of the northern are in much better pre-
servation than those in the southern ; but the latter are well pinned
up, and though unsightly, nothing need be apprehended as regards
stability. You will ask why it is that the southern side suffered so
much more than the other. This being the side of the prevalent storms,
and of the inclination of the hill, in my opinion, accounts for the
mischief not only to the gallery itself, but also to that side of the en-
tire structure in the south-west.

The inner rampart is 97 feet from the doorway. Opposite to it we
found the ancient roadway, curving a little to the right. Between
this and the doorway we removed a thick covering of turf from its sur-
face. Few were the indications to show where it lay, for the wall
mentioned in the Ordnance Memoir, as marking its course, is only
now a record in history. Two mounds, about 2-i- feet high and 4 feet
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wide, run from the cairn to the inner rampart in a northerly and

westerly direction. The northerly one is 107 feet from the entrance y

the westerly heing 101 feet 6 inches further round.

There is but a mere trace of the circular mound marked on the

Ordnance drawing between the second and third walls. This we
attempted to preserve. The ten stones surrounding it are somewhat
out of place, but being well imbedded, we did not disturb them.

Between the third and fourth is the spring well, with its ancient

stones yet unremovecl, flanking its sides and lining the bottom, but

the large flag which covered it sixty or seventy years ago has dis-

appeared.

We did not find "the crowning stone." Possibly that named St.

Columb's, in Mr. Macky's garden in Belmont, is the inaugural stone

belonging to the Grianan of Aileach. The Ordnance gives a very ex-

cellent account of this stone, and the reasons why it is probable that

Grianan is the rightful owner.

The similarities between this cairn and Staigue are significant.

Both situated in localities where stones are abundant, to which pro-

bably they owe their preservation, both nearly the same height, and
battered on the exterior; Staigue averaging 18 feet, and is battered

2 feet 7 inches ; in both little attention being paid to the laying of

• the stones in the interior of the wall. There are caves in the

neighbourhood of the one and the other. However, Grianan is a

more complete circle, and is not, as Staigue, battered in the interior.

The measurements differ also (Staigue is shown on the plan by the

red lines). The diameter of Staigue is somewhat greater, the walls

not so thick, and the galleries and doorway not so high, the former

being much shorter. In passing, it is well to mention that I had

nothing to guide me as to the height of the door, except that the

galleries being higher than those of Staigue, I made the doorway
somewhat to correspond. A moat or fosse encircles Staigue, but there

are no signs of such at Grianan. The rock runs evenly through and

appears at the opposite sides. In the one the open door looks at the

rising sun, in the other at the sun at mid-day. Perhaps another,

akin to those, may yet be shown looking at its setting.

Between four and five years, with occasional interruptions, we con-

tinued dining the spring, autumn, and summer months, to prosecute

the work, and the workers allowed me to command them, although I

had not in the slightest degree any title to do so, beyond the confi-

dence with which my own devotion to the work had inspired them.

If a portion were badly built, it had of course to be taken down and

put up properly. Over and over again I tried their patience and for-

bearance in this way, and, for all this, a surly word or look I never

received. The respect, civility, kindness, and consideration with

which I was treated reached far beyond anything I could have

imagined. No accidents occurred ; the worst was the loss of the nail

of the little finger of my left hand in May, 1874.

During the building, some of the chief difficulties we had to meet
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with were the carrying of coals, bogwood, and food to tlio top of the
hill. The boiling and cooking for so many, week by week, required

no little patience and endurance, but my wife and daughter rendered
good service in this department. However, all this was more than
compensated for by the men on every occasion being well and truly

satisfied with the supplies.

I cannot close without recording my best thanks to Messrs. M'Clel-

land & Company, M'llwee, M'Crea, and M'Farland, M'Learn and
others, in the city of Londonderry, for the readiness with which they
lent scaffolding and other appliances during the progress of the work.

Also to Mr. Godwin and Mr. ¥m. M'llwee for their plans and measure-
ments—the former indicating steps and platforms ; the latter showing-

very accurate measurements, some of which were more correct than
those of the Ordnance.

NOTE ADDED IN THE PRESS.

Having carefully examined the structure some days since, I find

that the very severe frosts, thaws and snow storms which have pre-

vailed for the last three months, have not in any part injured it or

loosened the stones, and it now stands intact as we left it, maintaining

its stability. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that, having stood

the test of such a severe winter's ordeal, it will last for ages, provided

it be taken charge of under the Act likely soon to come into force for

the Preservation of Ancient Monuments.

—

Jan. 30th, 1879.
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LXVII.

—

Comparison- of the Earliest Inscribed Monuments of
Britain and Ireland. By the Bet. D. H. Haigh.

[Read November 13, 1876.]

The earliest edition of the " Historia Britomim " (represented hy the
Paris MS.) has the following passage :

—

" Istor et Istorinis films cum snis tenuit Dalrieta.

"Builc autem tenuit cum snis Euhoniam. insulam et alia circiter

loca.

" Filii autem Liethan obtinuerunt regionem Demetorum, et alias

provincias, Gruoher et Cetgueli, donee expulsi sunt a Cuneda et a filiis

eius ab omnibus regionibus Brittannicis."

This edition elates from a. r. c. 647, i. e. a. d. 675, and the reading
is certainly better than those of the later editions. The original work,
however, dates from a. d. 471, and is the work of Gildas, a man inti-

mately acquainted with British and Irish affairs.

The Irish editions add the name of the father of t/i&c&n, eiic&L ;:

and they have these variations of the name of Cuneda:— CohetTOA.,

(quasi ConeiTOxs), Ciixmtox\, CtiAnnA. The notes added to this

history by JNennius, about a. d. 796, fix the time of Cuneda's arrival

in Wales, and tell us whence he came.

"Mailcunus magnus rex apud Britones regnabat, id est in regione

Guenedotse, quia atavus illius id est Cunedag, cum filiis suis, quorum
numerus octo erat, venerat prius de regione sinistrali, id est de regione

quae vocatur Manau Guotodin, cxlvi annis antequam Mailcun regnavit,

et Scottos cum ingentissima clade expulerunt ab istis regionibus, et

nusquam reversi sunt iterum ad habitandum."

In the system of chronology which I endeavoured to establish in

my " Conquest of Britain," and which has since received important con-

firmation, I fixed the accession of Mailcun, or Maglocun, to supreme
power, a. d. 500 ; he having enjoyed the royal dignity in Gwynedd
some years previously. Nennius, however, contemplated the date of

his supremacy ; so reckoning back 146 years, we obtain a. d. 354 as

the date of Cuneda's coming with his sons into North Wales. The-

complete expulsion of the Scots from South Wales—Dyved, Gower,
and Kidweli,—was effected in the next generation by the grandson of

Cuneda, therefore some years later. Thus the occupation of certain

districts of the west of Britain by the Scots is a fact, as certain as

any particular of British history can be. Of this occupation we have
a curious note in the " Sanas Chormaic " :

—

"When great was the power of the Gael in Britain, they divided

Alba between them into districts, and each knew the residence of his

friend : and not the less did the Gael dwell on the east side of the sea
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than in Scotica, and their hahitations and royal forts were built there.

Thence is named Dinn Tradui, *. e. ' Triple-fossed fort ' of Crimthann
the Great, son of Fidach, king of Ireland and Alba to the Ictian sea

;

and thence is Glastonbury of the Gael, i. e. a church on the hru of the

Ictian sea. It is there was Glass, son of Cass, swineherd of the king
of Hiruaith, with his swine feeding ; and it was he that S. Patrick

resuscitated at the end of six score years after he was slain by the

soldiers of Mac Con. And it is in that place is Dinn map Lethain, in

the lands of the Cornish Britons, i. e. ' the Fort of mac Liathain.' Thus
every tribe divided on that side, for its property to the east was equal

to that on the west."

These particulars are stated as introductory to a story of how the

son of a king of Ireland, about a. d. 260, cheated a Briton out of his

lap-dog, and introduced the breed into his native land—possibly true,

and not improbable. The chief, indeed the only, value of this story

consists in this ; that it was believed in Ireland that there were Irish

settlements in Somersetshire, Devon, and Cornwall, in the third and
fourth centuries of our era, and constant intercourse between these

colonies and the mother country ; for this is of the third, and the other

allusions above cited are to personages and events of the fourth.

The old English name of Glastonbury, Glcest-inga-lyrig, supports

the idea of an early connexion with a person named Glrest or Glass,

(st in old Irish passing into ss), whose descendants gave name to it.

According to this story, he should have lived early in the fourth cen-

tury.

Bliruatha (or Hirotae, "Lib. Arm." 14 a) represents the modern
hundred of Hartland, Devon, as Heorot (of the lay of Beowulf) re-

presents Hart in Durham.
Dinn Tradui appears to be Dundry in Somersetshire. Its con-

struction is here assigned to Crimthann, king of Ireland, a. d. 366 to

379.

It would be futile to look for the fort of Liathan's son, unless we
knew his name.

The Scottish occupation, then, of the districts north of the British

Channel came to an end in the latter part of the fourth century ; but
with regard to those to the south, it may have continued long after-

wards, for it is not pretended that the conquests of Cuneda's children

extended beyond the Channel.

In illustration of these statements it is interesting to compare the

oldest inscribed monuments of Devon, Cornwall, and Wales, with
those of Ireland. The former present clear indications of settlements

of certain families south, as well as north, of the Channel ; and many
of the names they bear are either the same as those that appear on the

Irish monuments, or are formed out of the elements from which Irish

names are formed. Some Irish dialectic peculiarities, and the charac-

teristic Irish writing, too, are found on monuments on both sides of

the Channel ; and it seems undeniable that there was a considerable
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Scotic element in the population of both districts, in the age to which
they belong.

The inscriptions of these districts are of two distinct types : 1 . The
Roman ; 2. The Celtic. The former written horizontally, the latter

vertically ; the former usually presenting traces of Christian influence.

1. The ancient inscriptions of Reman character, in Wales and
Cornwall, written horizontally, are the following :

—

HIC (IN PA) CE MVLIER (?) REQVIEVIT —
cvxande hic (in) tvmvlo iacit vlxit annos xxxiii. Hayle, Cornwall.

SERYATVR EIDJEI PATRIEQ, SEMPER AMATOP
HIC PAVLINVS IACIT CVLTOR PIENTISIMVS -EQYI.

Pant y Polion, Caermarthenshire.

P CARAVSIVS HIC IACET SVB HOC CONGERIES LAPIDVM. Penmachno.

senacvs prsb hic iacit cym mvltitvdinem fratrvm. Cefn Amwlch.

veraciys pbr hic iacit. Ibid. These three in Caernarvonshire.

HIC BEATVS (EPISCOPVS) SATURNINVS SE(PVLTYS IA)CIT ET SYA SA(NCTA)

conivx pa(vlina). Llansadwrn, Anglesey.

HIC IN TVMVLO IACIT ROSTECE FILIA PATERNINI AN nos VI ixit XIII IN PACE.
Llanervil, Montgomeryshire.

I would compare these with the following in Scotland :

—

A ET W }) HIC 1ACENT SCI ET PRAECIPVI SACERDOTES ID_EST VTVENTIVS ET
maiorivs. Kirkmadrine, Wigtonshire.

—set florentivs. Ibid.

These resemble the Caernarvonshire stones, and form a class by
themselves.

in oc tvmvlo iacit vetta F yicti. Kirkliston, Lothian.

I treat these as quite distinct from the characteristic monuments
of these districts, rude unhewn pillars, on which the inscription is

written vertically downwards, and which show no traces of religious

or ecclesiastical influence, if we except the following, the only con-

necting links between the two typical classes :

—

P senilvs hic iacit. S. Just, Cornwall.

s (filivs ) cvri in hoc tymvlo. Abercar, Brecknockshire.

torivs . hic in ttjmvlo iacit homo :

piANVS fyit. Trawsfynydd, Merionethshire.

The resemblance in diction to the Hayle monument is very striking,

and the final clause seems to mark Porius' profession as quite excep-

tional.
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2. Some of these monuments bear single names in the nomina-
tive :

—

Lanivet, Cornwall.
Yealmpton, Devon.
Ystradgynlais, Brecknock.
Towyn, Merioneth.

Tregaron, Cardigan.

Kenfk Glamorgan.

ANNICVS,
GOREVS,
AODIVNE,
PASCENT,
POTENINA MALHER (millier),

One has two names :

—

PVMPEIVS CARANTORIVS,

The following

—

e-extvidoc conhijtoc, .... Lustleigh, Devon,

may be another instance ; but perhaps final i has been overlooked in

this, as in many other instances, corrected by Mr. Rhys.
In one instance a name in the nominative is followed by another

in the genitive
; filius probably to be supplied :

—

tie vs catiei, Vaenor, Brecknock.

The following are written with syntactical, if not with orthogra-

phical, correctness (the suppression of final -s being not unusual in

colloquial Latin, and scarcely calling for remark) :

—

bandvs iacit, . . . . . . Silian, Cardigan.

A cross has been superscribed, cutting through the middle of this

inscription.

velvoe(ia) filia broho (hagli hic iacit),

trenacatvs hic iacit filivs maglagni, .

tvnccetace vxsor daari hic iacit,

(hic) iacet cvrcagnvs vrtvi filivs,

.

hic iacet vlcagnvs fivs senomagli,

Llandyssul, Cardigan.

Llanfechan, ,,

Tremarchog, Pembroke.
Llandeilo vawr,Caermarthen.
Llanfihangel,

ararth, ,,

Capel Brithdir, Glamorgan.XEGERNACVS FILIVS MAETI HIC IACIT,

HIC IACET SALVIANVS BVESOCAVI FILIVS CVPETIAN (i NEPOS),

Llannwchllyn, Merioneth.

oeia ic iacit, .... Penmachno, Caernarvon.
ahoetv seimetiaco hic iacet, . . Llanhaiarn, ,,

Hie iacet jivlier bona nobili, . . Caerwys, Flintshire.

In others apparent grammatical inaccuracies will disappear if

ellipses be supposed. Thus, in those which present a name, singly or

followed by a title, in the genitive, titulus or something equivalent

must be supplied.

Fardell,SAGEANVI,
CVNEGNI,
VENDB ,

PEREGRINI FEC(l),

AIMILINI TOVISACI,

C-&LEXTI M0NED011IGI,

Trawsmawr,
Llarmor,

Tretower,

Bedd Einlyn,

Llanaber,

Devon.
Caermarthen.
Caernarvon.
Glamorgan.
Denbigh.
Merioneth.
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It is possible that ran was also understood, between the words in

the two last instances, as it must be in the following, which present

distinct names, both genitives (like the modern Yorkshire and Lan-
cashire " Bill's o' Jack's," &c).

CXOTVALI MOEHATTI, ....
CAVOSEM ARGII (or ABGLl),

filii, however, is usually expressed.

RIALOBRAIST CVNOVALI FILI, .

Phillack,

Llanfawr,
Cornwall.

Merioneth.

Cornwall.
VLCAGNI,
CONETOCI,
BONEMIBIORI,
VITALI, 1

JSTEPBANI,

SAEIjSTT,

DOBVNNI FABEI,
FANONI,
CAMVLOEIGI,
SAGBANI,
CATVEVGI,

QVENVENDAEl,

SEVEEINI,

MACABITENT,
PAVLINT,
BVGNTAVTO,
VINNEMAGLI,

EILI SEVEEI,

,, TEGEENOJIALI, ,

,, TRIBVNT,

,, TOEEICI,

,, CONBEVE,

,, MACCODECHETI,

,, ENABARRI,
MAQTJI RtNT,

EILI FAJraVCI,

,, CVNOTAMI,

,, LOVEBNA.CI,

,

,

BAECVNI,

,

,

SEVEET,

,, BEEICI,

,,
ma (best),

,, VENBONT,

,, SENEMAGLI,

Lanyon,
Wadebridge, ,,

S. Cubert, ,,

S. Columb min.
,

,

S. Clement, Truro, ,,

Tavistock, Devon.
Buckland mon. ,,

n 11

Fardell,

Stackpole Elidyr, Pembroke.
St. Dogmael's, ,,

Mertbyr, Caermarthen,
Hen Llan Am- )

goed,
j

Llan Kewydd, ,,

Panwen Byrdhin, Glamorgan.
Mertbyr Mawr, ,,

Devynock, Brecknock..

Gwytberin, Denbigh.

In one instance the son is named last :

—

EILI LOVEEim ANATEMORI, Llanfaglan, Caernarvon.

"Wbere two names follow filii, I take the last to be the name of

the grandfather :

mavoTi , eili lvnae(c)hi cocci, Llanboidy, Caerinarthem
clvtoeigi, ,, pavlini haeini latio, Llandyssilio, Pembroke.

Comparison of the last with the inscription at Merthyr Mawr,
above cited, confirms this. I shall notice latio in the sequel. Where
filitjs intervenes, I would supply flit.

VAILATHI, FILIVS VEOCHANI
SOLENI, ,, VENDOjSTI,

DOBLOTVCISI, ,, EVOLENCI,
BEGIN

, ,, NV-IKTII,
NEMjm, ,, VICTOEINI,
TALOEI ADVEIOI MAQJERAGI FILIVS,

"Welltown,

Clydai,

ii

Cynwil Gayo,
Scetbrog,

Pant y Polion,

Cornwall.

Pembroke.

)>

Caermartben.
Brecknock,
Caermarthen.

" The titulus of Talorius the stranger. He was son of Maqeragus.

1 See note (a) added in press.
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qyeh-a.ta.vci ic dinvi filiys, . . . Barlowena, Cornwall.

" The titulus of Quenataucus this. He was the son of Dinuus."

noitntta eeciliai rigati tris fili ercilengi, Tregoney, Cornwall.

"The titulus of Nonnita, Ercilia, Bigatus. They were the three

children of Ercilincus."

deca baebaloni filivs brocagnt, . . Llandyssul, Cardigan.
brohomagli iaji ic IAC.IT et vxor eivs cayne, Doltrebeclw, Denbigh.

" The titulus of Brohomaglus. Now he lies here and his wife

Caune."
This example shows that the governed name in other instances

stands by itself, and that a distinct sentence follows.

drvstagni ic iacit cvjStomobi filiys, . . Polkerys, Cornwall.

brocagan, hc iacit nabotti filivs, . . Trigg minor, ,,

latent ic iacit filiys magarii, . . "Wortbyvale, ,,

BOBVOCI IC iacit filiys catotigirxi pronepys
eternali vebomali, .... Margam, Glamorgan.

" The titulus of Bodvocus. Here lies the son of Catotigirnus,.

great grandson of Eternalis Yedomalus."

beevaci, filiys iysti ic iacit, . . Ystradvelty, Brecknock.
cyn-ocennt, ,, cystoceni htc iactt, . Trallong, „
barrtvendi, ,, venbvbaei ,, . Llandawke, Caermarthen^
CANTIORI HLC IACET YEHEBOTIS CIVE FYIT CONSOBRLWO MAGLI MAGISTRATE,

Penmacbno, Caernarvon.

" The titulus of Cantiorius. Here he lies. He was a Yenedotian
citizen, cousin of the magistrate Maglus."

The following instances in which a name in the nominative follows

the (titulus) n, I regard as parallel to the Gallic titulttm: postjit, and
I supply postjit :

—

cxegymi fili GEHATvs, .... Mawgen, Cornwall.

" The titulus of his son Cnegumus. Genaius placed."

valci filiys genaiys (?), .... Bowden, Devon.

" The titulus of Yalcus, his son Genaius placed."

etternt fla vius victor, .... Clydai, Pembroke.
yitaliani emereto, .... Nevern, ,,

EVALI FILI BENCVI CVyOYEHBE MATER' EIVS, Spittal, ,,

biabi afi bogi beve, Llanwinio, Caerniarthen.

"The titulus of Biadus, grandson of Bogius. Beve placed."
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hic iacit cantvsvs pater pavlinvs, . . Port Talbot, Glamorgan.

oatacts hic iacit FiLivs tegernacvs,
J

q f
n^e

'
j
Brecknock.

As martitts would be a possible Latinization of catacus, tbe pro-

bability that TEGEPvNACtrs, who is commemorated at Capel Brithdir, is

the same as he of Llanfihangel Cwmdw, confirms this idea, latio, of

the Llandyssilio inscription, I regard as the setter up of the monu-
ment there.

It seems indubitable that hic jacet is employed in some instances

as the equivalent of titt/lus, just as we use substantively foreign for-

mulae, such as sine qua non, on dit, &c. Thus :

—

hic iacit maccvdecceti, .... Penrhos, Anglesey.
kvani hic iacit, Michel, Cornwall.
vendvmagli hic iacit, .... Llaniltern, Glamorgan.
ehoeigi hic iacit, Llan Babo, Anglesey.
evoleggi eili litogeni hic iacit, . Llandyssilio, Pembroke.
trenegvssi ,, maglitrent,

,, . Cilgerran, ,,

icvenali ,, eternt, ,, . Llannor, Caernarvon.
meli medici ,, martini,

,, . Llangean, ,,

tvrpili ic iacet pvvEEi trilvni dvnocati, . Crickhowel, Brecknock.'

" The hic jacet of Turpilius, son of Trilunus (son) of Dunocatus."

oorbalengi iacit oedovs, . . . Penbryn, Cardigan.

" The jacet of Corbalengus. Ordous placed."

•cvlidoei iacit etoewite mvlier secvndi, . Llangefni, Anglesey.

" The jacet of Culidorus. Etorwite wife of Secundus placed."

The uncertainty of the last letters in the following prevents our
•classifying it ; but I fancy the last word will prove to be the repre-

sentative of the modern bedd " grave."

cenlisini bEdg, Llandewi brevi, Cardigan.

There is only one monument in Scotland to be compared with

these :
—

HIC MEMOR IACET LOIN REGNT PRINC NVDI DVMNOCENI
HIC IACENT IN TVMVLO DVO EILI LIBERALI.

Yarrow, Selkirkshire.

Like the Hayle inscription, this consists of two parallel sentences.

In the first hic iacet represents tituxus, and memor is curiously inter-

posed. The names of the princtpes are nudvs and dumnocenvs, and
the second clause tells us the name of their father, liberalis.

The first class of monuments can scarcely be earlier than the be-

ginning of the fourth century. Their inscriptions resemble those of

<iaul. The second are peculiarly British, and some of them may be as
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old as the second and third centuries, whilst others must be of the
fourth and fifth.

The Ogham inscriptions in South Britain are distributed as fol-

lows :—Cornwall, 1 ; Devon, 2 ; Cardigan, 2 or 3 ; Pembroke, 8

;

Caermarthen, 2 ; Glamorgan, 2 ; Brecknock, 2 ; Denbigh, 1

.

Pembrokeshire, then, is the richest in monuments of this class.

In that county they are in the majority, there being therein but six

monuments of the same age inscribed with Latin letters only. In
Pembrokeshire, two, and in Glamorganshire, one, have Ogham inscrip-

tions only.

The great peculiarity of Ogham writing is, that it is to be read
from the bottom upwards ; and so, in every instance of the occurrence
of an Ogham and a Latin memorial on the same stone, the two inscrip-

tions follow opposite directions. These inscriptions contain :

—

I. Single names in the genitive :

—

1. Buckland monachorum. Devon. On the monument of " Do-
bunnius tbe smith, son of Enabarrus," the name of the father

en&b&pp(i).
2. Nevern, Pembroke. ric&ti&ni.

3. Loughor, Glamorgan. On the edge of a Eoman altar. Ac-
cording to Mr. Brash

—

1-—/—iM-

According to Mr. Rhys :

—

¥^ " / * f"Mf
or

Out of those conflicting testimonies we may perhaps obtain the name,

T ""
/////

" "-t"1-^~ bejnci, which we have noticed at Panwen
Byrdhin, about twelve miles to the westward.

4. Clydai, Pembroke. N n n I"—m HH
inn . . ,. s+m- >o _

btocucip or "oorocucip

5. S. Florence, Pembroke, mA-^eji^^i. This is on the face of a

stone, which was long exposed to the tramp of feet in the village,

until the Rector, Mr. Burke, rescued it, and had it erected in the place

of the lost churchyard cross. The initial in is almost entirely effaced

;

but there can be no hesitation in restoring the name, which occurs on
the Pant y Polion stone. The line of the scores takes a bend to the

right, and then resumes the upward direction. This was apparently

intended to avoid a spawl, which therefore must be ancient. Other
scores appear to the left, but I imagine they must have been made by
a spade, at some time when the stone was covered with turf.
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6. Caldey isle, Pembroke. The remains of an inscription which I

venture to supply bobotcn on the face. This is accompanied by

m&j:utice b&pcern on the edges. I shall have occasion to speak of

this more at length in the sequel.

7. Llanfechan, Cardigan, cpen&cc&cto is the reading given.

Perhaps intended for cpen&cc&ci ; or to maybe an epithet, " little."

8. Bedd Emlyn, Cardigan, pubibrm copf&ci.

II. Two names, one governing the other :

—

1. The remains of the name m&5&pii. Worthyvale, Cornwall.

2. Crickhowel, Brecknock, cuppib (cpi)ttuni. There is just

room on the edge for the thirteen scores of cpi.

3. Llandyssul, Cardigan. "oeccM bxyp-p&torn. The inscriptions

on this precious monument have been intentionally defaced. Mr.

Bandall Roberts read -oecc^i b/vn^tb-oip. It is easy to suppose

-ffffl
misread j^- Then bx>iy, which is impossible, -p " ""

| i n

contains the same number of scores as -t+
j|j[|

m-n., which will re-

concile the reading with the Latin.

III. Filiation expressed :

—

1. Pardell, Devon, pvp^uci tiiAf <J1C1.

2. S. Dogmaels, Pembroke. p^pAmni tn^i ctinAX&mi.

3. Cilgerran, „ cpen^iifti mA<p m^i cpem.

4. Bridell, ,,
necc&p^pti tti&(|i mucoi ppeci.

5. Llandawke, Caermarthen. m&<ji iti(iicoi) humete-oonxyp.

IY. The name of the raiser of the monument, with ellipsis of an

equivalent of posott :

—

1. Clydai, Pembroke, ercepn(i) f(ic)coj\

2. Trallong, Brecknock, cun^cenm pibpjreco.

3. Kenfig, Glamorgan, pompei (c&-p&nc)o p&t(ifte)pme<| n&n.

4. Llanwinio, Caermarthen. &pp boci bi(^t)i) bepp(e).

Several of these monuments bear crosses, but the crosses seem to be,

In most instances, additions of a time later than that of the inscrip-

tion. We have observed that the rule of Ogham inscriptions was to

be written upwards ; so they begin at some distance from one end of

the stone, leaving sufficient room for fixing that end in the ground.

The inscriptions in Latin characters are usually to be read downwards,

and they frequently begin very near to one end of the stone. In the

following instances a cross appears on the upper part of the stone, as

it stands at present ; but the downward direction of the Ogham, or

the upward direction of the Latin, shows that the monument has been
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inverted, and the part which bears the cross is the part which was
originally buried.

Trallong.—On the broadest part of the stone there is a cross in a

circle, and the Oghams begin about 1"6 from this end, and extend
nearly to the other. The shaft of the cross runs between the two
lines of the Latin legend.

Llanwinio.—About 1*6 is without inscription, and on this is faintly

traced a cross in a circle. Part of it is broken off at the other end,

and consequently some scores of the Ogham legend lost.

Clydai.—A cross in a circle. The attempt to form a shaft for it

with a base has interfered both with the Ogham scores and the Latin

letters.

Bridell.—The stone now stands in its original position. On the

lower part a quatrefoil cross is inscribed in a circle, as if the stone

had once been, or was intended to be, inverted ; for assuredly a cross

would not have been cut on what was meant to remain the base of

the monument.
Silian.—The shaft of the cross cuts through the letters of the

legend.

These instances are sufficient to warrant the belief that the cross

is likewise an addition in others, where the evidence is not so clear.

On Caldey isle, the monument bears an inscription apparently of

about the seventh century :

—

ec pn^no cpuci-p m itt&m ^mg-p" pogo omnibu^
Attimut&ncibtif ibi exopenc ppo &nim& c&cuocom.

Translated into grammatical Latin, this should probably be, " Et
signa crucis in ilia finxi. Rogo omnes ambulantes, &c." The et sug-

gests that the monument originally consisted of two stones, one at

either end of the grave, as at Llannor, Caernarvon, and that the in-

scription was begun on that which is lost, and continued on this. At
any rate, it is clear that the crosses on the faces and sides of this stone

were the work of the writer of this inscription. INbw the foot of the

cross on the left side has cut through the first score of -U-, and the

head has cut through two scores of -^-, and the cutting of the cross

has weakened the edge so as to occasion a large spawl to break off,

carrying with it the scores of the vowel between -jy- and -*"-.

Further, the large cross on the front seems to have partly effaced

another inscription. Below the transom, to the right, there are two
scores, with room for the vowel o between and after. The breadth of

the cross would allow of b, "o, or 5 ; then, above the transom, there

is half of the diphthong 01. Supplying b, we get bobotoi, the name
of a woman in the genitive. Then, where the corner of the stone is

broken off, there is a single score, either b or half m. There was,
therefore, an inscription of two lines on the face, a name and filiation,
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in the genitive ; and that on the edges may be the name and parentage

of the raiser of the monument.
As to the comparative age of the Ogham and Latin inscriptions,,

when both occur on one monument :

—

In some instances they are certainly cotemporary :

—

Eevern.—The Ogham and the Latin give the same name, -pc&Li&ni.

The Latin has in addition the name of the raiser of the monument,
EMEEETO.

Clydai, 1.—Both inscriptions have the name of the person com-
memorated, euceprn, and that of the raiser, pcuo-p, the Latin sup-

plying the prasnomeu of the latter.

Clydai, 2.—Both inscriptions seem to give the name of the person

commemorated ; the Latin supplies his paternity.

Llanfechan, Llaudyssul.—The same may be said.

At S. Dogmael's the Ogham and Latin are equivalent, m^cjt

being translated fill

At Crickhowel, the edge of the stone has just room enough to

complete the legend cujipiLi (cpi)tLnni ; and the Latin ttjrpilli

pweei teilvnt shows that cpiLtuni is the name of the father, and
supplies dvnocati, name of the grandfather.

At Cilgerran, the two legends give the same name, but the Latin

has the name of the father, fili magliteeni ; the Ogham that of the

grandfather, m^i m&qi cpem.
So also, the legends at Kenfig, Trallong, and Llanwinio, seem to

be strictly cotemporary.

At Buckland Monachorum, if en&b&ppi be the complete legend,

the Ogham must be a generation earlier than the Latin.

The Fardell stone shows that inscriptions were added to the

original one, presenting as it does an Ogham pyp&^uci m&cp cjici,,

and two Latin, fanoni maqi eint and sageantti, perfectly distinct

;

and the Bedd Emlyn stone commemorates two distinct persons,

•pubitinti and aimilini, whether they held successively the dignity of

tofisac, or were two sons of one who held the dignity. For the

Ogham reading is certain; the Latin is asserted by Mr. Westwood
most positively to read aimilini ; and I am convinced that he is right,

for the name of the barrow on which this stone was placed is evi-

dence of a tradition that it was " Emlyn's grave," originating either

from fact or from an ancient reading of the inscription. Where the

monuments thus bear distinct legends, the relative priority of one or -

the other can only be matter of conjecture, unless there be some
ground on which an opinion can rest. At Llandawke, where the Ogham
is m.6.<}i m(ucoi), or m&<}i m&cp) litimele'oon&'p, and the Latin

baeeivendi FiLixjs vkndtjeaei hic iacet, the Ogham was undoubtedly
written first ; for the v in the first name has the first stroke nearly

horizontal, apparently in order to keep quite clear of the n score,

which is between it and the second ; and the second score of h (in
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Hie) is much shorter than the first, to keep clear of the m ; for if it

had been of the same length it would have run into it.

At Crickhowel, too, although the two inscriptions commemorate
the same person, the Ogham was written first ; for the legs of the n
are spread out wide to keep clear of the two scores of the l. Indeed
the amplification of the Latin legend, as compared with the Ogham,
is an indication of afterthought, and the same remark will apply to

the inscriptions which supply paternity, omitted in the Ogham. My
conclusion, therefore, would be, that these monuments belong to a

people who ordinarily used Ogham writing ;
that Latin inscriptions

were sometimes added for the sake of the people amongst whom they
dwelt ; and that these people were more numerous than the Ogham-
writing people, because their monuments are more numerous than
those inscribed with Oghams. It would be quite natural that the
Ogham-writing people, after long residence in these districts, should

adopt the writing of the country and lay aside their own : thus,

m^ep^i alone is written on the monument at S. Florence, but the

monument of his son from Pant y Polion has a Latin legend only ; and

en&b&ppi alone appears on the Buckland stone, but the epitaph of

his son is in Latin. On the other hand, the occasional use of the
Ogham by the Latin-writing people may easily be supposed.

The Gaulish inscription at Todi, giving dbutignos = dkttti filitjs,

has taught us that -gnos is patronymic. So also teaches the Irish

Ogham legend at Monataggart, -o^tA^ni m&<ji t>&bi. ignos and
agnos have become -en and -an in later speech ; and indeed the early

monuments exhibit the first traces of this change in names, such as

Dpoc&ni, sagrani, and sevemni fili seveei at Llan Newycld. But
even the fuller form is contracted from ganos or genos, of which we
have interesting examples in brocagan, and in the genitive utogeni.

The St. Dogmaels monument presents the form -&mni by the side

of -&111, as it were a link in the connexion, already supposed, be-
tween the Greek a/xvos and Latin agnus, (unless we admit the like-

lihood that an Ogham score has been omitted, and that psjgp&mni
stands for 'p&^p&^ni).2 One other form of patronymic these legends
supply, -ing or -eng, in ercilingi, evolengi, identical with the common
Teutonic form.

The discovery of the S. Dogmaels monument, giving m&<|i = fili,
s

fully confirmed Dr. Graves' theory, already universally accepted, as

to the sense of m&cji, genitive of uiA^-p. The plural nominative of
this word seems to occur in the Ardmore legend

—

coinuc<s-p e;c;&mon&"p tu^u-oeccAf m&qi T>ot&ci bi^oe^obi

;

and the genitive plural in one of those at Ballintaggart,

T\\Ms m&<\& ni.ML&pii,

2 See note (J) added in press. 3 See note (e) added in prefs.

SEE. II., VOL. I., POL. LIT. AND AXTIQ. 3 If
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for certainly cpiA can be nothing else than the masculine genitive

plural. "With these two, it is interesting to compare the this feli

ercilixgi at Tregoney, although there we have the nominative plural,

with (as I suppose) ellipsis of ftjeriixt.

One Irish monument at Knockrour, in the legend,

rnti'O'oo-ppA iti&<]c]& ac,

furnishes the exact feminine of mA<|A"|\ But there is another word
which expresses " daughter," moco or muco, genitive mo<] 01, nrucoi,

identical with much, " filia " of the old Cornish glossary.

The relation of grandson is expressed by m&<|i m^i. This

phrase is to be distinguished from another, where niA<] is compounded
with a name, and so loses its power of inflexion. iiiA(]i mucoi is the
phrase, where descent from a named grandfather, though a mother,
rather than a father, is intended to be expressed. For this relation of

grandson the word A-pei or k p occurs in two Irish inscriptions, and
in the inscription at Llanwinio. We might expect the correspondent

of pronepos in these inscriptions, since we have the word at Margani
and at Yale Crucis, and I believe that we have it on several Irish

monuments, &ciuac|1. &c simply means " father" ; it is the Gothic

atta ; the Sanscrit has lost it, but has preserved atta for "mother "
;

so it would be as suitable, prefixed to avus for the third degree in the
ascending line, as it is for the sixth. The prefixes of avus, originally

applied, with perfect correctness, to the ascending degrees, came to be
used abusively to the descending ; thus proavus, " before grandfather,"

is sensible
;
pronepos for " great grandson" is nonsensical ; herro&u or

-pen&chip, "old father," for "grandfather," is sensible ; but hen-^AU,
hen "old," prefixed to cau, " great grandson," to express the fifth

degree of descent, is absurd. Yet the same system which allowed of

these prefixes, which befit the ascending series, being applied to the

descending, would admit of AC prefixed to iua<]1 to express " great

grandson."

I am not aware that the names of women have been particularly

noticed on the Irish monuments. In the lists above several have
occurred.

Twice we have a daughter commemorated :

—

HIC IX TVMVLO IACIT KOSTECE FILIA PATERXINI ANN orum XIII IN PACE.

velvor(ia) FILIA BROHO (magli

Seven times a wife :

—

nic beaxvs (episcopts) satvrninvs se(pulttjs i)acit et sva sa(ncta
CONTVX" pa(vlixa).

POTEXIXA MVLHER.
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Doubtless the wife of the writer of this epitaph.

HIC IACET 1IVLIER BONA NOBILI.

" The good wife of Nobilis."

HIC (iN PA)CE MVL(lER) REQVIEVIT — N— CVNANDE HIC IN TVMVXO IACIT.

<
' Here rested in peace the wife of . Cunande here lies in the

tomb."

CVUD0RI IACIT ETORWITE HVLIER SECVNDI.

BROHOMAGLI IAM IACET ET VXOR EIUS CAVNE.

TVNCCETACE VXSOR DAARI HIC IACIT.

Once a mother :

—

EVALI PHI DENCVI CVNOVENDE MATES, EIVS.

In other instances the name of a woman occurs without specifica-

tion of kindred :

—

AODTVNE.

— ORIA IC IACIT.

In the Tregoney inscription, nonnita and erciliai appear to be
feminine names. The latter is in the genitive, agreeing with rigati,

and the former doubtless ought to be.

Thus we have the following :

—

Ercilia, Nonnita, Potenina, — oria, Velvo(ria),

Aodiune, Caune, Cunande, Cunovende, Etorwite, Rostece.

Now what do the Ogham legends give us ?

The lost inscription at Llanclyssul was :

—

DECA BARBALONI FILIVS BROCAGNI.

" D. (daughter) of B. (He was) son of B."

The Ogham legend was in the genitive, "oeccM bAp^^toni.
" (The titulus) of D. (daughter) of B."

At Caldey, m&gutite b/ypcern. M. (daughter) of B.

At Llanwinio, biadi aei bogi beve. " (The titulus) of B., grand-

son of B. B. (placed it)." To this correspond, on the the left hand,

&rp boci bnvoi " (The titulus) of B.'s grandson B."
; on the right,

heyp(e), the name of the mother or grandmother.

Comparing these with the Irish inscriptions, we have the simple

name cunocen&, the feminine of ctm&cenm, on one of the stones

in the rath of Dunloe.

rtui'0'O0"pp& m &<]<]& &c, above noticed.

At Ballyquin, c&c&b/yp moco ppicopb. " C. daughter of F.,"
where the inflexion of the father's name is suppressed.

32T2
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At Kilgravane, nxs m&<u Lu;gu"oec& nuico niAcom. Here
ttiguxtec^ is certainly the feminine of Lugti'oeccA.-p in the nomina-
tive. I translate " (The titulus) of my son. L. daughter of M. (placed

it)."

At Kilgravane, cu&L^ni mucoi cunee.

At Claragh, u^re^^m mucoi m&c|necce.

At Monataggart, pecjpeq mo<]oi glunLe^er, (this last, on ac-

count of the forms of the words, and the peculiar character of the
writing, to he considered of much later date than the others), we have
the formula " The titulus) of A.'s daughter B.," as in the Llanfaglan

inscription, fili xoverni axatehori. " Of L.'s son A."
At Ballymoreagh, gemhoci m&<\\ m&<|i Ainw nmc , "Of

Qv grandson of Aina, daughter of ."

At Whitefield, noc&ci m&cp niAc]ipec(ce) m&<n mucoi u'coahh.
"Of K". son of M., son of XL's daughter."

At Ballintaggart, necc&L&rm m&cjc&o'oe m&<jc|i mucoi 'oonor.-
" Of K (son) of M. son of D.'s daughter."

I understand m&cppecce = mucoi uxmAim.
iii4.t|CAO,oe = mucoi "oopor.

To be compared with this are octn^i m&cppice at Deelish, and

ocm.&<|i he in the Cork Institute, from Tullig.

So also at Ballintaggart again, m&<}<n p&pM&i m&c]<u mucoi

•oopp 111 &r, where the actual name of the deceased is suppressed,

Paria (whose name is in the genitive), is daughter of D.

On the Llandawke monument the complete legend was (as I be-

lieve), m&cp mucoi humeteoon&r, equally suppressing the name of

the deceased.

At Bridell we have clearly necc&pAgpu m&<p mucoi ppeci.

" (The titulus) of K son of F.'s daughter."

At Dunmore, the monument, which reads epc m&<ji m&<]i epci&p

on the left, has mms "OopiniA on the right. This seems to correspond

exactly to evali feli dencut cunovexde mater eius (pose/it) ; for &iu
is "mother."—(Sanas Chormaic, 4, 17).

Titulus is never expressed (except under the conventional form,

hic jacit, in a few instances,) on these British monuments ; nor does

it seem to have been expressed on the more ancient Irish monuments.
There is one which reads

cxgenu m&<\ mucoi c]|ucn, Greenhill, Cork.

where I think cc is an abbreviation of this word.

There are also about ten which have Mini = nomen ; and that this

is the equivalent of titulus will appear from comparison of the inscription

at Tullylease, qincumquAe hunc cicutum tejenic op&c ppo
c>epechcuine, with that at Gwnnws in S. Wales, lately decyphered

by Mr. Rhys, viuicum<-|ue expbc&uepic hoc nomen vex: bene-
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•oixionem p^o aiiiuks rnpoitnl, and that at Yalle Crucis, ^tncutn-

<juepecic.Miepi€ m^nepc|\(ipcionem ipc.6s)m 'oecbene'oiccionem

pupeji MiniAm eLrpe^. But all these seem to be comparatively

late, i. e., to belong to the age when the older inflectional forms were
falling into disuse. Thus

&11111 moi'te&goirmp ,<yoiriA<p bte&c&me&n, Cahirciveen.

.miem ptiptwopMiri m&<ji cub^enti, Tinahally.

drop the inflexions of the names, whilst they retain it in m&<]i, and

the following drop it in m&<ji also :

—

A111T1 ce&^Min m<s<} oe^l-Min, Tinahally.

&nm quniAn m&<\ tu^irm, Derrcenderagh.

Amu cototom^n Aititicep, Kilcoleman.

" Memorial of Coloman stranger,"

also wants the inflexion.

And now, in order to institute a full comparison between the

names on these and the Irish monaments, I append a list of the

former, as complete as my resources will admit, with the counties in

which they occur, taking Cornwall and Devon together, then the five

southern counties of Wales in which Ogham inscribed monuments pre-

vail, then the four north-western counties, and writing the Latin

names in capitals, the Ogham in minuscules.

6
u

>

Q
B

u
a
u

ffl 6 U
a

<

AIMILIXI, .... *
ALHORTY, . *
ANATEMORI, *
ANNICVS, . *
AODIVNE, . *
ARGLII, *
BANDVS,
BARBALONI, bA]A-pAl.011

bA-|\ceii(i),

BARCVNI, .

1, •

*
*

*

BARRIVENDI, *
BERIC,

BEVE, bej?f,

BIADI, blAT)1,
*

*

* *

BODVOCI, .

BOGI, bod, *
*

BONEMIMORI, *
BROCAGAN GNI, * *
BROHOMAGLI, BROHO , * *
BVRSOCAVI, . . *
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CAELEXTI, .

CAMVLORIGI,
CANNA,
CANTIORI, .

CANTVSVS, .

CARANTORIYS (cAf\A11C

CARAVSIVS,
CATACVS, .

CATVRVGI, .

CAVNE,
CAVOSENI, .

CENLISINI, .

CLOTVALI, .

CLVTORIGI, .

CNEGVMI, .

COCCI,

CONBEVI, .

CONETOCI, .

CONHINOC, .

CORBALENGI,
CVLIDORI, .

CVNANDE, .

CVNEGNI, .

CVNOCENI —NNI CUHAi
CVNOMORI, .

CVNOTAMI, CU11ACArt11,

CVNOVALI, .

CVNOVENDE,
CVPETIAN, .

CVRCAGNVS,
DAARI,
DECA, 'OeCCAl,

DENCVI,

DERVACI, .

DERVON,
BINVI,

DIXTVIDOCI,

DOBLOTVCISI,
DOBVNNI, .

DRVSTAGNI,
DVNOCATI, .

EMERETO, .

ENABARRI, eilAbAJA,

EPORIGI, .

ERCILIAI, .

ERCILINCI, .

ETERNALI, .

eterni, ecce]Mi,

ETORVVITE,

EVALI,
ETOLEGGl, —NCI.

pANNVCl,

0]AaL
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FANONI,
fec, fpeci,
FIGYLINI, .

piiLppeco, .

GENAIVS, .

GOREVS,

hutneteT)oiu\f, .

ICVENALI, .

IGNIOC,

IVSTI,

LATINI,

LITOGENI, .

LOCV EI, .

lovernaci,
loyernii, .

lvnar(c)hi,
macaritini, . ,

maccodecheti, maccv:
CETI,

MAGARII (mAgA^M,
MAGLAGNI, .

MAGLI,
MAGLITRENI,
inAgul/ice,

MAQ.VE RAGI, tt1A<]e]\A;

MARINI,
MARTI,

MARTINI, .

MAVOH , .

MELI,

MONEDORIGI,
MORHATTI, .

XADOTTI. .

NEMNII,
NEPRANI, .

neccA-pAjjAU,

nobili (Flint), .

NONNITA, .

NWTNTII, .

ORDOVS,
ORIA,

paternini (Montgomeiy),
PASCENT, .

PAVLINI, —VS, A,

PORIVS,

POTENINA, .

pvnpeivs, pompei,
QVENATAVCI,
QVENVENDANI, .

REGIN,
RIALOBRANI,
RIGATI,
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rostece (Montgomery),
RVANI, .... *

*
—RVGNI, .... *
SAGRANI, •pAglAAtnm, SA-

GRANVI, .... * #
SALVIANVS, *
SARINI, .... *
SATVRNINVS, *
SECYNDI, .... *
SENACVS, .... *
SENEMAGLI, —OMAGL1, * *
SEVERI, .... 3f *
SEVERINI, .... *
SOLINI, ....
fiibiLimi, .... *

*
TALORI, .... *
TEGERNACYS, * *
TORRICI, .... *
TRENACATVS, CjAettACCACI, . *
TRENEGVSSI, CpeilAgUfU, .

upem, ....
TRILVNI, C]AlUluni,

*
*

*
TVNCCETACE, *
TVRPILLI, CU|\piL1,

VAILATHI, .... *

VALCI, .... *
TEDOMALI, .... *
YELTOR, .... *
YENDONI, .... * *
YENDVBARI, VENDB . . . . , . * *
YENDVMAGLI, *
YERACIVS, .... #
YICTOR, .... *
YICTOR1NI,.... *
VINNEMAGLI, *
VITALI, .... *
V1TALIANI, .... *
YLCAGNVS I, . * *
YROCHANI, .... *

In this list of names, 160 in number, we observe the following,

more than one-third of the whole, which are either certainly Irish,

occur on Irish monuments, or in Irish Annals, or are formed of

the elements of names which so occur :—Aodiune, Barceni, Bar-

cuni, Barrivendi, Berici, (Brocagan)* Brocagni, Catacus, Cavoseni,

Clotuali,-'
5
Clutorigi, Corbalengi, Culidori, Cunaceni. Cunande,* Cu-

natami, Cunegni, Cunovali,* Cunoinori,*' Curcagnus, Deca, Drustagnus,

Dunocati, Enabarri,* Erciliai,-'
1
Ercilinci,* Etorwite, Fanoni,* Fanucci,

Ffeci, Humeledonas, Litogeni, Macaritini, Maecodecheti (Maccudec-

cetti),** Maglagni, Magli^reni, Magulite, Maqueragi, Marini, iSTadotti,
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jSTettasagru, Quenatauci,* Quenvendani, Begin, Rialobrani, Rini,

Safaqquci, Sagrani (Sagranui),'" Senacus, Senilus, Senomagli, Talori,

Tegernacus, Trenacatus, Trenegussi, Treni, Turpilli, Yendoni, Yen-
dubari, Yinneraagli, Ulcagnus.* Of these, those marked (*) are found
south of the Bristol Channel ; and elcagni fili seveei from the south,

compared with seveeint fili seveei, and uecagjstes fits senoitagli

from the north, with sagbanei—sagbani, haccodecceti—haccedec-

•ceti, beocagast—beocagki, indicate the presence of the same families

on both sides of it. Some of these names have their correspondents

in Welsh personal nomenclature, it is true ; but the forms in which
they are here presented to us are assuredly more like those on the

Irish monuments, than those on monuments distinctly Welsh ; and
there is at least one element of which the Irish character cannot be
doubted, Sen (Welsh, Hen). The names, generally, belong to the

primitive heathen Celtic type ; but there are two, kxoewite (appa-

rently identical with eu^p^uroe, "adoration"), and hvjmeLe'oonA-p,

(undoubtedly a compound of humeLe-f = later Irish tim&L, Cornish

huvel, Welsh uffal, and •oon&--p, "low and poor"), which savour of

the Christian names of the first centuries. Some of the other names
•are certainly Latin ; but of these some may be translations of Celtic

names. Thus nobili may represent feci, which twice occurs, and
SECUNDI DAABI.

vejstedotis ctve, "citizen of Gwynedd," prepares us to expect
other provincial or local designations, and such, I believe is seime-
tiaco, "native of Seimeti," though I do not recognise the place.

There was a local name, something like it, in Ulster, Seimne.
OBDOES has been referred to this class, and identified with Ordovic-is
or -a, (the plural was Ordovic-es or -se) ; but I dare not accept this

identification. I think it safer to regard it as a personal name, and
understand posuit rather than fuit. It seems to be a Celtic corre-

spondent of the Latin arduus, later Irish o\\x> and Apt), "tall" or
" brave."

In two instances, talobi adve^ti (sc. adventitii) and pebegeijST

feci, we have indications that the persons who are commemorated
were " strangers," just as at Mount Music, Mm&c/ynni m&cp
^ittic&p, and Kilcoleman, M\m colotorrnyn xyiLitiuep.

Three monuments commemorate the civil rank of the deceased or

of his father, or some relative

—

tofisaci, teibejSti, magisteati ; but
these are not amongst those I claim as probably Irish. I do not
know whether anything equivalent has appeared on the Irish monu-
ments, unless bftoifnon/yp, apparently equivalent to the Welsh
brenhin, be of this class.

Three monuments—two in Wales and one in Scotland—present
the ecclesiastical titles presbyter and sacerdos. These are of the

Roman type; but they have their analogies at Cahirnagal, co^icc&cc
in&<|i fA^peccop, and Brandon, <jpirmcip pon'Min m&<\ como-
5-Mvn (both which I judge to be comparatively late, on account of tin;
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falling away of the inflexions, and the bustrophedon character of the
last).

If the monument at Llansadwrn had, as is almost certain, the
title episcopus, this also would be nearly paralleled by the Ardmore
monument :

—

coinuc&y eg/smon^]' Ltigti'oecc&f iha<]i oot&ci bigoerrobi.

I leave to those who have fuller acquaintance than I have with the
Irish inscriptions, whether such designations as fabri, medici, have
also their parallels. The former seems to be represented by the
Gaulish inscription at Gueret, sacer peroco ietjrtt duorico, " Faber
Peroco fecit porticus" ; and by another monument, Gaulish, though
raised in England, nomlne sacri rrvsci fili civis senont. Perhaps it

is also contained in the Briclell inscription neccA p^-jiti.
4

Bude as these monuments are, they belong undoubtedly to the

noble and princely class, to those whose names would appear in the
history of their times if that history were before us. 5 So, if we
find upon some of them names which appear in the fragments which
remain of that history, there is at least a probability that we may
have before us monuments of historic personages ; and probability

with regard to a particular monument may be confirmed by compari-

son with other monuments.
Fortunately we have one monument which presents names, of the

identity of which there can be no reasonable doubt. It is that at

Clydai, Pembrokeshire, erected by Plavius Victor to the memory of

Ettern. Now Flavius Victor was the son of the Emperor Maximus,
proclaimed emperor by his father a. d. 383, and slain in Gaul a. d. 388.

According to the British traditions, Maximus was a son of Leolinus r

who was a son of Coel Goedhebawg, and Eddeyrn married a daughter

of Coel named Gwawl. By this marriage, Eddeyrn would be the

great-uncle of PI. Victor. But this monument must be earlier than

the five years' duration of his reign, all which years were spent in

Gaul ; and for many years previous his father, and probably himself,

were absent from Britain.

Zosimus says that Maximus was engaged in Britain under Theodo-

sius in the war which was begun a. d. 364 and ended in a. d. 369
;,

and whilst the Roman writers, narrating the events of that war,

ascribe everything to Theodosius, the British writers very naturally

make Maximus the hero, as the descendant of their ancient princes.

Pordun, the Brut, and Bocce, each has a distinct story to tell of these

events ; each must have been indebted to an independent source of in-

formation, for each has many differences in detail, yet all agree as to

the leading facts ; and these which strikingly illustrate the narrative

of Ammianus Marcellinus we may accept.

See note (d) added in press. 5 See note (r) added in press.
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Annnianus, then, speaks of the unceasing ravages of the British

provinces, on the part of the Picts, Saxons, Scots, and Attacots,

a. d. 364, and of the Dicaledones and Yecturiones, Scots and Attacots,

continuing these ravages, a. d. 368. During the interval Severuswas
sent to Britain, but replaced immediately by Jovinus. The intelli-

gence he sent home was so alarming, that it was felt that none but a

general of the very highest character could be entrusted with the di-

rection of affairs in Britain, and Theodosius was sent. Landing at

Bichborough, a. d. 368, he marched towards London, then in immi-
nent danger, defeated several parties of marauding barbarians on the-

way, and entered the city triumphantly. So strong, however, was the

confederacy of the barbarians, that he was convinced it must be over-

come rather by craft than by force. He therefore applied himself first

to the plan of detaching from it those who had deserted from the-

Boman cause ; and great numbers were induced by his promises of

immunity to return to their allegiance. Thus he gradually strength-

ened himself during the winter. In the following spring he marched
northwards, overcame the barbarians, restored the cities and fortresses,

recovered for the empire the district between the Tyne and Forth,,

and named the province so recovered Yalentia, in honour of his master.

Claudius and Pacatius even assert that he was victorious by sea as well

as by land, and pursued the Picts, Scots, and Saxons, as far as the-

Orkneys.

In order the better to understand the British narratives, and
establish their credibility, it will be necessary to recur to a somewhat
earlier period of the history.

The Emperor Constantine had been assisted by three British

princes, Trahern, Leolinus, and Mauricius, in his struggle with
Maxentius. After his departure, one Octavius, with a few compa-
nions, conspired against and slew the Boman governors, was then
elected king by the Britons, and expelled the Imperial forces. Tra-
hern was sent against him ; defeated at first, he sailed to Scotland,

thence renewed his enterprize, and put Octavius to flight. This is

quite consistent with what we know from Boman sources. It is cer-

tain that British auxiliaries formed part of Constantine's forces in his

struggle for empire ; and after he found himself firmly seated on the
throne, Eusebius tells us that he passed over into Britain, and con-
quered it. So there must have been a rebellion in the interval, and
the British story merely supplies the names of the British chiefs who
assisted Constantine, of the rebel, and of the general who was sent to
oppose him.

Octavius fled to Norway, and thence sent messengers to Britain,

instigating his partisans against Trahern, until one of them found an
opportunity of killing him. Then he ventured to return, routed the
Imperial forces, recovered the kingdom, and, by uniting the Picts and
Scots in firm alliance with the Britons, was enabled to maintain his-

independence until the reign of Gratian and Valentiniau. This
brings us to a.d. 364, the year of Valentinian's accession, as the
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basis for the events which follow, the time when Picts and Saxons
and Scots are represented by Ammianns as having all but wrested
from Rome the sovereignty of Britain. The British story names the

Picts and Scots as assisting to maintain a British prince in indepen-

dence, and, without naming the Saxons, undesignedly completes the
confederacy as represented by Ammianus, by telling us that Octavius

had found refuge in, and returned from, Norway, when he esta-

blished his power. He bad therefore friends there, and would as-

suredly be accompanied by them on his return.

During the time assigned to the reign of Octavius, the Roman
historians have very little to tell us of Roman transactions in Britain.

About a. d. 340, Constans spent a winter in Britain, and awed the

natives by his presence. There is no record of any active measures
taken by him. a. d. 353, Paulus was sent to punish those who had
favoured the cause of Magnentius. There is no record of the measures
he took. a. d. 360, Julian sent Lupicinus to oppose the Picts and
Scots, who were doing precisely what Ammianus says they were
doing in 364, but it does not appear that he achieved anything of im-

portance.

In his old age, the British story proceeds, Octavius, having no
son, wished to settle the succession to the throne. Caradoc, one of

his chief princes, advised him to name Maximus as his successor, and
sent his son Mauricius to Rome to invite him to come. Mauricius

found Maximus disaffected towards Gratian and Valentinian, on ac-

count of their refusal to give him a third part of the empire. This is

not improbable, for the empire was divided in this very year, and the

•east given to Yalens. Maximus gladly accepted the invitation, and
came to Britain, with the consent of the emperor (says Boece), with
an army which he had collected on his way. There was, however, a

party in Britain who favoured the claims of Conan, Octavius' nephew
;

and Octavius, led to believe that Maximus' coming with so large a force

was hostile, commanded Conan to oppose him with all the forces of

Britain. Several conflicts ensued ; Maximus was victorious ; Conan
retired to Caledonia, raised a fresh army of Picts, Scots, and others

•collected from all quarters, passed the Humber, and was again de-

feated. Octavius now acknowledged Maximus his successor, and gave

him the hand of his daughter in marriage.

A year probably must be allowed between these events and the

renewal of the war. Conan fled to Scandinavia, recruited his forces

there, invaded South Britain, and continued the war for three years,

(a. d. 365 to 368). Probably Maximus found himself unequal to the

struggle, and his demands for assistance from Rome procured the ap-

pointment of Theodosius, the working of whose plans to break the

•confederacy we now begin to discern in this story.

The Scots, it is said, had suffered much in this war, and desired

peace, but without prejudice to their allies. The Britons who fa-

voured Conan's pretensions, afraid of being abandoned, made peace

also, and Conan agreed to make common cause with Maximus. Here
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we observe the result of Theodosius' promises of immunity; Conan
and his party were the deserters who returned to their allegiance.

For a year Maximus maintained peace outwardly with the Scots,.

hut secretly stirred up the Picts to make war upon them ; and made a

treaty with the Picts, intending to subdue each nation in its turn.

The Picts, supported by all the Britons save Conan and his party, at-

tacked the Scots fiercely, and a destructive war ensued. In the fol-

lowing year (369) Maximus took the field in person, and defeated the

Scots in a bloody battle, in which their king Eugenius fell. Ethodh
his brother fled to Ireland with his son Erth ; others to Norway.
Maximus buried the bodies of the slain, and performed the funeral

obsequies for Eugeuius. The reduction of the Picts, who had been
much weakened in the conflict with the Scots, was now an easy task,

and all their fortresses fell into the hands of Maximus. He is said,

however, to have maintained friendly relations with them ; and five

years later, Vortigern, who married his daughter Severa, is described

as holding under the Eomans the sovereignty of the Picts.

Now it is worthy of remark that the " Historia Britonuni " speaks-

of two reigns of Maximus in Britain, naming first Maximus and then

Maximianus :

—

" Sextus, Maximus in Britannia. A tempore illius consules esse

ceperunt et Cesares postea nunquam appellati sunt. In tempore
autem illius Sanctus Martinus virtutibus et miraculis claruit.

Septimus, Maximianus imperator regnavit in Britannia. Ipse

perrexit cum omnibus militibus Brittonum a Brittannia et occidit

regem Boruanoruni Gratianuni et imperium obtinuit totius Europae."

Yet afterwards he mentions the latter under his other name :

—

" Duni Gratianus imperator regnavit in toto mundo, in Brittannia

per seditionem militum Maximus imperator factus est, quem mox in

Galliani transfretasse perhibent, et Gratianuni regem Parisis Mero-
blandis magistri militum proditione superavit, qui fugiens Lugduni
captus atque occisus est, Maximus vero Victorem filium suum consor-

tem regni fecit. Post multum vero spatium temporis a Valentino et

Theodosio consulibus spoliatus Maximus regiis indumentis sistitur, et

in capite lapide dampnatur, cuius filius Victor eodem anno ab Argo-
baste comite interfectus est in Gallia."

The meaning probably is that Maximus was twice saluted "impe-
rator" in Britain, in 369 and in 383.

To his first residence in this island I would refer the erection of'

this monument to his uncle Edeyrn by his son Flavius Victor, after-

wards emperor.

The war, of which the effect was the restoration to the Roman
empire of the province between the Tyne and the Forth, was certainly

concluded in that province, and there are many traces, immediately to

the south of the Eorth, of such a war in the third century. The
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period is marked by an inscription which, though not bearing any
tokens of Christianity, is of the Eoman rather than of the Celtic type,

and therefore I refer it to the period after Constantine, hic iactt

istvmvlo vetta Filius victe. This is inscribed on a stone pillar, which
is called the Catstone, i. e., " battle-stone," at Kirkliston in Lothian.

Immediately to the east of it many stone cists have been found, formed
of undressed flags set edgeways, containing skeletons. About sixty

yards to the west stood a large tumulus, which was opened in 1824,
and found to contain several skeletons. Four miles to the east there

were formerly two very large conical cairns called also Catstones, in

which were cists containing skeletons and weapons of iron and bronze.

To the north-west of these, a few yards distant, is another stone pillar

bearing the same name, and about it many skeletons have been found
irregularly interred without cists. The rude earthworks of an ancient

camp still exist, and more extensive entrenchments once existed in the

same neighbourhood. Thus abundant traces of a bloody conflict have
been preserved even to our own times, and how many may have been
effaced by cultivation during fifteen centuries past

!

It is clear that the Teutonic race were actively engaged throughout
this struggle with the forces of the empire. It was by their aid that

Octavius was enabled to assert his independence, early in the reign of

Constantine. Where Pordun mentions "other" allies, without speci-

fying their nationality, Ammianus supplies " Saxons," s. a. 364 ; and
later he seems to call them Yecturiones, s. a. 368 ; since to Picts and
Saxons of the earlier notice Dicaledones and Yecturiones of the latter

correspond, and Dicaledones are surely Picts. It was to Scandinavia

(according to the Welsh Brut) thatConan's second flight was directed.

The panegyrists say that the Saxons were vanquished by Theodosius,

and Pordun and Boece that [Norway was the refuge of some of the

fugitives from the contest. When then we find this monument
commemorating a person whose name clearly indicates his Teutonic

nationality, and naming as his father one whose people may well have
been known as Yecturiones, we have surely good reason for regarding

it as the monument of a chieftain of this people who fell in the con-

flict ; and that his epitaph should have been written more Romano not

more Brittannico, is perfectly consistent with the statement that Max-
imus, a Roman by birth and education, devoted himself after the battle

to the honourable interment of the slain. [Now these two names occur

in the genealogy of the Kings of Kent, Woden, his son Wecta (or

Wither, as iEthelward calls him), his son Witta, his son Wictgils,

his sons Hors and Hencgest. In my " Essay on the Conquest of

Britain by the Saxons," and in my " Genealogy of the Kings of Kent,"

I have shown that Woden commenced his migration to Scandinavia

about a. d. 325, at which time he was the father of several sons of

mature age, and that Hors and Hencgest came to Britain a. d. 428,

Hencgest being then the father of a marriageable daughter. Nearly

intermediate between these dates is that of the battle of which we are

speaking, a. d. 369. Witta, the grandson of Woden, and grandfather
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•of Hencgest, would then be a warrior of full age. The coincidence

with the genealogy is so striking, so evident, that it occurred inde-

pendently to Dr. Simpson, and to myself ; and we must either suppose
that these are really the grandfather and great grandfather of the
conquerors of Britain, or that there were living at the same time, in

the Scandinavian lands, two Teutonic chiefs, a father and son, of the

same names as theirs. We know, however, of but one pair so named
;

and if we admit the identification of them with those named on this

monument, the following series of facts will appear to but a natural

sequence.

1. The Picts (Dicaledones), confederate with the Saxons (Yectu-

riones), detached by Maximus from their alliance with the Scots,

and the last utterly routed, a. d. 369.

2. Vortigern, holding under the Romans the sovereignty of the

Picts, and the husband of Severa, daughter of lEaximus, received a

colony of Saxons, a. d. 374.

3. Yortigem, in his old age, embarrassed by the disaffection of the

Britons, the hostility of the Boman party, and the pretensions of

Ambrosius, received the aid of the grandchildren of the chieftain, who
"was the ally of his own people, sixty years before.

Equally interesting, if not more so, are the inscriptions on a mo-
nument at Ballyhank, Co. Cork. On one side we have clearly the

legend, continued over the top, ah mo^joe (or &i) -poppci^epn, and
on the other, in much smaller scores, hiob^.

I cannot help comparing the minute characters of this last with
the minute igxioc on the monument of Yitalis son of Torricus, and
suppose the one like the other to be the signature of the raiser of the

monument.

I suppose the &nm to have the same sense as on other monuments,

i. e., nomen = titulus, and that the second word was niocjoe or mocj-M,

an m final and another initial represented by one, as on many Bunic
monuments. This seems to be a variant of the usual iiiucoi. y°NA~

ri^epn is clear, and the whole legend is in my view, " ICemorial of

daughter of Fortigern."

Now this monument distinctly mentions a person who had the

same name as the unfortunate British king, but lived earlier, or the

king himself. I do not entertain the idea of a later namesake ; for

the memory of the historic king was so odious, that assuredly it would
not be given to another ; and though I admit the supposition of an
earlier prince of the name, I believe that the person here named can
be no other than he who introduced the Saxons.

" The daughter of Fortigern." Fortigern had one daughter, whoso
name the author of the " Historia Britonum " suppresses, the mother
(by his incest with her) of S. Faustus, associated with him in his fate,

6 Sec note (/) added in press.
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whatever that was. Por it is involved, in mystery ; there are no less

than four different stories of the circumstances of his disappearance
from this world's stage.

1. That, denounced hy S. Germanus. he fled to Caer Gortigern,
with his wives and all his friends ; that S. Germanus followed him,
and ohtained hv his prayers the destruction of the fortress by fire from
heaven. (" Hist. Brit.").

2. That Aurelius Amhrosius besieged him in his fortress, and
destroyed it and all who were in it by fire. (" Brut ").

3. That, simultaneously with the descent of fire from heaven, the
earth opened and swallowed up all the inmates of the fortress. (" Hist.

Brit.").

4. That he soueht safetv bv flight, and died in obscurity of a

broken heart. (" Hist, Brit!").

Thus the first three agree that his fortress was destroyed by fire

:

the third was evidently a conjecture to account for the fact, " that no
bones, nor remains, of him or of those who were with him in the for-

tress, were ever found ;" and the following has appeared to me the
most probable account of these affairs :

—

That, besieged by Aurelius, whom S. Germanus accompanied, he-

effected his escape, after having set fire to his fortress, and ended his

days in some foreign land.

That he should haTe fled to Ireland and died there is by no means
improbable ; for more than one of the bards records, to his disparage-

ment, his friendship for, and confederacy with, the Scots of Ireland,

Anglesey, and North Britain. And when his son Pascent, after his

death, was defeated in his first struggle with Aurelius, he fled to

Ireland, and returned to renew it with the aid of an Irish king, who
is called Gillomorius, and his forces. I am not aware that this name
occurs in the Irish annals ; but it is a genuine Celtic name, and ap-

pears in one of the Ogham inscriptions at Burnham :

—

mv\v]i ren^c(i) 5itl&rmi]\]u\.

And now it is not a little remarkable that the name of the setter up
of this monument should be one which occurs in the story of the ex-

pedition of Pascent and Gillamorius. A Saxon, named EopaT in the

"Brut," and one who was so conversant with the British language that

he could pass himself off for a native physician, made an offer to them
to take off Aurelius by poison, and succeeded in effecting his purpose.

In the genealogy the name Pascent twice occurs :

—

1

.

As that of the son of Yortigern, born late in the fourth century,

and slain in battle, a. v. 450.

2. As that of Yortigern' s ninth descendant, born about the middle

of the seventh century.

See note [g] added in press.
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If the monument at Towyn, Merionethshire, belongs to either, it

will probably be to the son of Vortigern, on account of the form of the

characters.

The name of another son of Vortigern, Catigern, killed at the

battle of Episford, a. d. 435, occurs in the remarkable inscription at

Margam, Glamorganshire, which presents the following genealogy :

—

Yedomal, Eternal, , Catotigirn, Boduoc,

to be compared with

—

Gaiitaid, Gfuortheneu, Guorthegern, Catigirn.

"Why is the grandfather of Boduoc not named, why does the gene-

alogy pass from his father Catotigirn to his great grandfather Eternal ?

I think on account of the disgrace which any mention of the name of

Vortigern would entail. The name Eternal does not agree with

Gruortheneu ; but here the genealogist seems to have made a slip, and

substituted Guortheneu, a frequent epithet of Vortigern, and mean-

ing "perverse of mouth," for the name of his father. Vedomal
answers very well to Guitaul. 8

The monument at Cwm Gloyn, from Severn, combines two names

of historic interest, that of the deceased, Vitaliani, and that of the

raiser, Emereto(s). Eor ajx(Sporo<; and afjLfipocrios are strictly equiva-

lent, the latter merely a poetic form of the former ; and as the latter

became in Welsh Embreis Emrys Emris, so might Emeretos represent

the former. I should not have thought of this equivalence, but for

the following passage in Xennius' Chronological notes at the end of

the "Hist. Brit." :—

"A regno Guorthigerni usque ad discordiam Guitolini et Ambrosii

anni sunt xii quod est Guoloppum id est Cat Guoloph. Guorthigernus,

autem tenuit imperium in Britannia Theodosio et Valentiniano con-

sulibus."

The date is distinctly marked a. d. 487, but we have no further

information as to the circumstances of this affair. Guitolini is a loose

rendering of Vitaliani, but has a parallel in the same history, in the

variations, Guitolin Guitolion.

As far as internal evidence allows me to judge, I should regard the

Clydai monument as one of the latest of the Ogham inscribed monu-
ments of Wales ; but if my identification of this last be correct, this

will be about seventy years later still. Then we have a series of mo-
numents, inscribed with Oghams alone, or with Oghams first and then

with Latin characters, wbich undoubtedly belong to the Irish, rather

than to the Welsh family of the Celtic race, and these seem to be ge-

nerally anterior to the middle of the fourth century. This is in per-

s See note (h) added in press.
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feet accordance with the evidence of Gildas written in Britain, and the

Irish tradition preserved in the " Sanas Chormaic "; and this, I think,

enables us to understand the fact, that Talorius the son of Maqueragus
is called "a stranger" ; his epitaph, however, being written in Latin,

whilst his father's is written in Ogham. Nay, it is very possible that

we have actually the name of Liethan in Litogeni, in Pembrokeshire,

at Llandyssilio, since -an may well represent -agni or -ageni ; and
traces of that of his father Ercal actually occur in the patronymic
Ercilinci, and the feminine name Ercilia. .The later Irish favoured

the vowel sequence e-&, so epc&L bep&c represent earlier epcit

bepic ; and as we have seen cvxocexxi and cvnotami by the side of

ctm&cenm and 'ctm&c&trn, so litogeni may represent tiu&gern,

L1C&5111, Lic&n.

NOTES ADDED IN THE PRESS.

(«) ignioc, on the monument at S. Clements, Truro, is in characters

so much smaller than vitali, &c, that it can only be regarded as the

signature of the writer.

(b) There is no need to suppose an error in f^p&rrmi. On the

contrary, in this form, compared with nipeinni at Kilbonane,

foc&mn — at Hook Point, Wexford, and y<\~i&mm at Roovesmore,

we must recognize one of the finest links of connexion between the

monuments " east and west of the Ictian sea."

(c) If m&ckwy occurs in the " Mabinogion," it is quite excep-

tional, and must be regarded as borrowed. The old m&<]&f m&cp,

and the later m&c, are as distinctly Gaelic, as m&p is Cymric.

(d) By the kindness of the Eev. J. T. Eowler, P. S. A., I am
enabled to add a notice of the Latin inscription in the tower of St.

Mary le "Wigford, Lincoln. There is abundant evidence that monu-
ments of this kind were kept in stock by stone-cutters, with dis ma-

xebvs ready written. So here these words are in characters formed

much better than those which were supplied when the stone was
wanted ; and it is very curious to observe, that the later writer has

attempted to take the paganism out of them, by converting one score

of m into the Christian monogram. The first word is nomixe, an

excellent illustration of &11111 on the Irish monuments (although in

the ablative, apparently, as if governed by pko understood) ; then

sacki (the name we have noticed in the Gueret inscription) ; bkvsci
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(reminding us of the monument at Trabeg, and of the potter's mark,
bbvscf.) ; fili, cms sEN'Ojri (apparently connecting him with Sens
in Gaul) ; et caessivnae (formed like AODrvira) ; coxrrois eiys et qvin-

tie ; the rest is lost.

(e) The high rank of the persons who are commemorated by these

inscriptions may be inferred from the fact that, in several instances,

the places where they are found bear to this day the names of those

persons. I have noticed the probability that Tregoney means "three
children," and that Bedd Emlyn is "the grave of Aimilinus." So
also the epitaph of Saturninus is at Llan Sadwrn ; and that of Paulinus
at Pant y Polion, " the valley of Polion " (which stands in the same
relation to Paulinus that Vitalianus and Guitolion do to Ghiitolin).

If) At Seskinan, "Waterford, is an inscription which has been read

m^# n
//""fflhmr

Y is \\ c 1 r e p n

If this should prove to be

r o p r 1 5 e p n

it would be especially interesting. It is so in any case.

(g) The name of Eoppa, father of Ida, is written 6obb& by
Nennius ; that of Eoppa, king of the Mercians, appears as 6ob^ in
the " Annales Cambrise." h prefixed to proper names is common in

the Irish chronicles. hiobA, therefore, correctly represents this

name.

(h) The genealogy of Pascent (and therefore of Catigirn) was
really

jtoui, 5111C0I11-1, 5111c Mil,
f
guopdiejipn , p&pcenr.

or,
'

gtncotion,
( 511 opcb en en,

)

The Harleian MS. 3859 thus represents it, giving guopeben
(for ^nopcheneu) correctly as an epithet; and the Irish version
omits the epithet altogether, eteexali vedomali also appear to be a

name and surname.
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(A) Since this paper was written (1876), Pembrokeshire has pro-
duced another bilingual monument, at Trefgarn, near Haverfordwest.
It had been visited by the late Mr. Brash, and will appear shortly in
his posthumous work on Ogham literature, but was first made known
to the world by Mr. E. Allen (" Archseologia Cambrensis," 1876).
Its inscriptions are

N0CX1VIS FILI

DEMETI

noctrene

" The titulus of her son 1ST. a Demetian. N. placed it."

Noctene, probably herself of the Gaelic race, but wedded to a

Demetian Briton, took care to express on his monument the race to

which her son belonged, as heir to his father's blood.

(B) The Ogham inscriptions recently discovered on the islands and
mainland of Scotland, all later than the conquest by Fergus Mac Ere,

a. n. 502, are destitute of inflectional forms even internal. Thus, in

the inscription from Aboyne,

m&<] <\ o r&tl nop p h,

we have neither r&topci nor c&toipc. It seems clear, then, that

vn&qqo can be nothing else than "daughter." In the second line

of the same inscription,

n eA 1ihc p&p o bb&c c e& n n e pp,

ne&hhu = ne.6.ct), "family" or "tribe"; p&, "towards," "under";
po, characteristic of the praeterite ;

b&c = b<yo, " was" ; therefore,

p&pobb^c = subfuit; ce&rmepp, still the name of a place in the

same district.

" Daughter of T."

" She was joined to (married into) the tribe of C."

This is nearly parallel to the Penmachno inscription ; and this

and many others in which we have " son " or " daughter " unnamed,
may be compared with records in the chronicles, such as " a. d.

dclxxiv Mors filii Pante " (Ulster and Tighearnach).

The Cunningsburgh inscription

p o m <] o p e n e

has another clear instance of m(&)<jo.
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(C) The recently discovered monument on S. Mnian's Isle, Shet-

land, has

tepme<pi&n xsgoppepc.

Sir S. Ferguson has recognized the diminutive of Lepmec], " step-

son," in tepmeqn&n ; and Agoppepc is the superlative, (of which

the only other trace, in the Irish language, is c&n&rpce, c&ntnpce,

"second"), of a root akin to the Greek dya7r. The meaning, there-

fore, is "little stepson dearest."

This is a valuable addition to the list of Ogham words expressive

of family relationship, and it helps us to complete the inscription on

the Kenfig stone. The Latin there has two words, both in the nomi-

native, pvnpeivs the deceased, and caeantoeivs, probably the placer of

the monument. The Ogham has pompei in the genitive, on the left

;

and on the right (c&p&nc)op&L, corresponding to caeantoeivs, and

(te)pme<pi<yn setting forth his relationship to the deceased.

Vlepmec|<j, without the diminutive suffix, occurs on the famous

Bressay monument

:

bennp ttepne<}<| T>
,opoi&nn.

" B. stepson of D."

"opoi&nn being patronymic of "open, " druid," it is intelligible

how Benir's daughter Hildegunna learned those arts which procured

for her the character of a sorceress.

The other inscription on this monument,

eppbop : cc : n&hhcpp'o'o&'o'op : "o&txpp : bn :

gives us the Scandinavian T)&t:cp in place of its Celtic equivalent.

The Burrian, Lunnasting, and Bressay inscriptions exhibit a grow-
ing taste for fanciful forms of writing, such as no Irish monuments
present, but of which the Book of Ballymote supplies a multitude of

examples. The reading of that at Burrian is easy.

mL e t p b p o n n u njp p &cc p e y r c e& p o c c p.

Uitetpbponn for mtepbpon (like cobotom&n for cotom&n),

a man's name, composed of iot&p, "an eagle," and bp&n, "black" •

ungpp&cc, probably composed of un 5, "healing," "anointing," and
pe&cc, "man"; pepp = be&b beb, "tomb"; ce&poccp, possibly

a fanciful spelling of cpux, or the signature of the placer of the
monument.

"Iulerbron, physician, (his) grave-cross."

This illustrates the Llangian inscription, and one at Llantwit,

Glamorganshire, beginning in nomine m pummi mcipic cpnx
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-p^tn&copip, where cpux is evidently equivalent (as it probably is

in other instances also) to cicutup.

The Lunnasting inscription has the advantage of being divided

into words :

\\ - re — chub

e

a. cc-p : &he&h : liccmnnn : beep : -pe pp :

n ebb co n n
;

but I dare not supply all the suppressed vowels, especially as it is

clear that we have to do with a dialect other than Irish. As the

others have given us c for "O, I think we cannot mistake b^cc^mn^nn
for the familiar Adamnan ; and n ebb conn, probably the subscription

of the placer, is familiar to us under the forms Neactan, JNecton,

Naitan, Naiton. pepf is "grave" again.
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